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1

Questions, context, and challenges

What is critical thinking, especially in the context of higher education? 
How have research and scholarship on the matter developed over recent past 
decades? What is the current state of the art here? How might the potential of 
critical thinking be enhanced? What kinds of teaching are necessary in order 
to realize that potential? And just why is this topic important now? These are 
the key questions motivating this volume. We hesitate to use terms such as 
“comprehensive” or “complete” or “definitive,” but we believe that, taken in 
the round, the chapters in this volume together offer a fair insight into the 
contemporary understandings of higher education worldwide. We also believe 
that this volume is much needed, and we shall try to justify that claim in this 
introduction.

The context here is complex, with strands running in different directions and 
overlaying each other. Four paths open up. First, there is a sense—especially in 
the Pacific Rim, notably China but also in other Asian countries—that critical 
thinking has been given insufficient attention over decades and even centu-
ries. Pedagogies have been influenced by a complex of Confucian and cultural 
attitudes to the teacher-as-authority and tacit rules of knowledge transmission, 
buttressed by a sense of education assisting in the building of a national iden-
tity. Over recent decades, however, there has developed a sense that modernity 
requires more questioning stances among students, if higher education is to ful-
fill its potential in the forming of a changing society. Second, there is a parallel 
sense—especially in the newer countries of Africa and South America, and also 
dimly becoming evident in more developed countries of the North—that criti-
cal thinking is a necessary part of the formation of critical citizens. Third, there 
continues to be—especially in the United States—a concern that amid mass 
higher education students are insufficiently developing their powers of critical 
thought. Last, especially in the wake of the emergence of “the entrepreneurial 
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2  Martin Davies and Ronald Barnett

university” and the development of market principles in higher education, a 
concern with critical thinking is apparently being displaced by a determination 
to raise the levels of skills more obviously suited to the requirements of a global 
economy. Notably in the United Kingdom and Australia, for example, “critical 
thinking” has faded from the public debate about higher education, as “employ-
ability” has risen.

These currents prompt a number of observations, namely that critical think-
ing is of worldwide concern, that its presence—for a variety of reasons—may 
be fragile, and that its interpretation is connected with a range of purposes that 
are themselves changing. Once, critical thinking was once understood to be 
the mark of a person who had been in receipt of a higher education. Indeed, 
there was considerable overlap between the liberal conception of the idea of 
the university and the idea of critical thinking. The university precisely made 
available a space in which the mind could be so educated that it was able to 
form its own authentic judgments. Now, as higher education has both become 
a mass enterprise and its value to the economy has multiplied, it is an open 
matter as to whether and in which ways critical thinking might be of economic 
value. Consequently, it sometimes appears that if the idea of critical thinking 
is to find broad support across society, then it needs to be reframed so that its 
social and civic value might become more apparent.

What this book does

This book does more than investigate critical thinking as either a concept or 
as a set of skills in itself. There are plenty of books that do this already (for a 
recent example, see Moon 2008). Specialist edited collections have also been 
created, for example, looking at critical thinking and generalizability (Norris 
1992). Rather, this book examines the nature of critical thinking within, and 
its application and relevance to, higher education. As we shall see, the very 
idea of critical thinking in higher education has generated profoundly differ-
ent, and even antagonistic, views among scholars and researchers who have 
thought deeply about the matter.

The aims of this volume are fourfold:

1. to bring together key papers, or excerpts of key texts, that have already been 
published in this area;

2. to explicitly focus on the work being done on critical thinking in the 
particular context of higher education;

3. to provide (in this introduction) an overview of the literature; and
4. to stimulate further interest and debate on the topic.

In selecting contributors, we have been mindful that critical thinking in 
higher education is a global concern with a potential worldwide audience of 
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millions. All educators across all the disciplines are interested—or should be 
interested—in critical thinking. It is arguably a central concern of higher edu-
cation of our time. We have, therefore, been keen in embarking on this volume 
to solicit contributors from around the world and from all continents, as well 
as from a range of disciplines and wide perspectives. To this end, this volume 
includes contributions from five continents, ten countries, and over eighty 
institutions, making the resulting book a truly global product of the collective 
efforts of dozens of scholars.

Considerations

“Critical thinking in higher education” is a phrase that means different things 
to many people. Does it mean a propensity for finding fault? Does it refer to an 
analytical method? Does it mean an ethical attitude or a disposition? Educating 
to develop critical intellectuals and the Marxist concept of critical consciousness 
are very different from the logician’s interest in identifying fallacies in pas-
sages of text, or the practice of distinguishing valid from invalid syllogisms. 
Critical thinking in higher education can encompass debates about critical 
pedagogy, political critiques of the role and function of education in society, 
critical feminist approaches to curriculum, the development of critical citizen-
ship, or any other education-related topic that uses the appellation “critical.” 
Equally, it can be concerned to develop general skills in reasoning—skills that 
all graduates might possess. With all of these multiplying interpretations and 
perspectives, and after more than four decades of dedicated scholarly work, 
critical thinking remains more elusive than ever. The concept is, as Raymond 
Williams has noted, a “most difficult one” (Williams 1976, 76).

Traditional philosophical definitions of the concept of critical thinking do 
not necessarily inform debates in all of the areas of critical thinking scholar-
ship. Definitions of critical thinking are not central to areas such as critical ped-
agogy or critical feminism. Learning about such definitions does not help one 
develop a critical attitude about the society in which one lives. Philosophical 
definitions of critical thinking do not directly assist—or so many believe—in 
becoming a critical citizen. It may be that the core attributes of critical think-
ing will always remain fundamental to what we mean by “critical thinking” 
since, at a basic level, critical thinking is about having skills of a certain sort 
(inference making, reasoning, and so on). Yet, critical thinking is also much 
more than this. Traditional philosophical definitions of critical thinking seem 
impotent in relation to these wider areas of critical thinking scholarship as 
they apply to the field of higher education.

There are significant practical matters at stake here. An American book, 
Academically Adrift: Limited Learning on College Campuses (2011), provoked wide-
spread interest and media attention in the United States (Mataconis 2011; NPR 
Staff 2011; Rimer 2011). The study on which the book was based tracked the 
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educational development of a range of skills of 2322 American college students 
from 2005 until 2009. It established that 45% of students made no significant 
improvement in their critical thinking or reasoning skills during the first two 
years of college and 36% made no significant improvement after an entire four-
year college degree (Arum and Roska 2011). Students tested could not, after 
completing a university course, sift fact from opinion, nor could they clearly 
present an objective review of two or more conflicting reports or determine a 
cause of an imaginary problem without being influenced by persuasive rhetoric 
and emotional blackmailing. This was a disturbing set of findings, and placed 
in serious doubt the assumption that critical thinking was being adequately 
taught, at least on American college campuses.

Further, in a major report by a consortium of US organizations in 2006 
(Casner-Lotto and Benner 2006), the employers surveyed articulated the skill 
set that was needed in the workplace in the new century. The highest ranked 
skill as rated by employers was “critical thinking,” surpassing “innovation” 
and “application of information technology.” The employers were invited to 
consider recently hired graduates from three types of institutions: high school, 
two-year colleges, and four-year colleges and made clear their views regarding 
the skill deficiencies in the new graduates. The proportions of employers evinc-
ing such concerns were 57.5, 72.7, and 92.1% respectively (Casner-Lotto and 
Benner 2006). That is, 92.1% of the employers surveyed regarded graduates from 
four-year colleges as being “deficient” in critical thinking. The US business commu-
nity, it seems, is well appraised of the importance of critical thinking, even if 
its perceived value may be languishing in the academy.

In the United Kingdom, higher education institutions have now largely 
“abandoned critical thinking,” and turned to “vaguely defined” skills such as 
“teamwork,” “communication” and “leadership.” It is these “skills” sets that 
“lecturers have to tick off as they incorporate them into their lessons . . . stu-
dents [become] commodities [which] transforms education into a ‘big busi-
ness’ rather than education for education’s sake” (Education News 2013). There 
appears something of a paradox in the modern academy. Industry wants more 
critical thinking, but increasingly—at least in some countries—universities 
have little interest in providing it, even if they continue to proclaim its value. 
We may at least conjecture that it is not coincidence that the United States 
and the United Kingdom are among the countries that have seen the most 
marked moves in the marketization of higher education, and driving forward 
its demonstrable economic value, while it is just such countries in which the 
place of critical thinking appears to be in jeopardy.

All this comes at a time when, globally, universities are more associated than 
ever before with the business world. In short, universities have never been 
more aligned with the business sector, and yet (ironically) never less capable of 
meeting its needs. Critical thinking skills development, among other things, 
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may well have been abandoned as part of the emergence of the entrepreneurial 
university.

However, whether critical thinking can and should be taught is itself a con-
tested matter; and views here depend in part on what is understood as critical 
thinking. Many would concur that recognizing and constructing arguments—
that is, critical thinking as reasoning skills—is valuable and important. Much 
less agreement attaches to the idea of educating for radical social and political 
change (“critical pedagogy”). Others are not happy with the teaching of criti-
cal thinking in any form. The Texas Republican Party actually tried to ban the 
teaching of critical thinking in schools (Strauss 2012). But what exactly did the 
Republicans want to ban? This was not obvious. Little progress on the topic of 
critical thinking in higher education can be made if the concept itself lacks a 
theoretical and conceptual grounding. Critical thinking surely remains “one 
of the defining concepts in Western education which enjoys wide endorse-
ment, [and] yet we have no proper account of it” (Barnett 1997, 1)

What should be done?

Our sense is that while the topic of critical thinking in higher education is-
and should be—of concern to many, it has, to date at least, typically been 
addressed in a piecemeal fashion, and within the confines of separate disci-
plines and fields (philosophy, sociology, psychology, education, pedagogy, 
management studies, and so on). Few attempts have been made to construct 
a broad overview of the field, with a focus on how critical thinking should be 
located, applied, studied, and taught within higher education. This then is a 
pressing need given the increasing importance of critical thinking in the cur-
riculum, the university, and the world beyond, that of bringing together the 
key approaches so as to begin to form a unified field for study and practical 
implementation.

Another outstanding task is that of constructing a model of critical think-
ing as it might apply in higher education. Work has been done for at least 
forty years on the topic of critical thinking and informal logic, and the skills 
needed for fine critical thinking. This is a matter of explicitly educating for 
critical thinking (i.e., for developing the skills required by students for criti-
cal thinking within higher education). However, there has been very little 
done on the matter of being critical in the wider world and the ways in 
which higher education can help here. Providing a model of critical think-
ing in higher education will go some way toward clarifying its nature and its 
possibilities.

Initially much of the intellectual running was made by philosophers, espe-
cially those working on reason, argument, and the philosophy of the mind. 
Not surprisingly, they came to associate critical thinking with precisely what 
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it is to reason carefully and soundly. Such legitimate concerns need to be rec-
onciled with another set of very legitimate concerns, namely what it is to be 
educated in the modern world; and there, in this educational perspective, two 
camps may be discerned, those who have been interested most in what it is to 
be educated as an individual, and those who see in education a way of helping 
to transform society. To our knowledge, a model of critical thinking in higher 
education that reconciles all these different perspectives has not before been 
attempted. We attempt to provide such a model in these pages and, in so 
doing, we shall see points at which the various positions run into each other.

Three rival perspectives

The philosophical perspective (on which we have just touched) is principally 
interested in clear and rigorous thinking. It has a particular interest in logi-
cal thinking, including informal and formal logic, in how critical thinking 
relates to language use in ordinary contexts, how it forms part of metacog-
nitive processing in complex adaptive systems, and so on. The educational 
perspective is interested chiefly in the wider educational development of the 
individual student and, to that end, is concerned with ways in which criti-
cal thinking can benefit the wider society outside the classroom through 
the development and formation of a critico-social attitude. The socially active 
perspective—as we might term it—is itself a complex of positions but is 
prompted by a concern to see society itself transformed and sees the incul-
cation of critical attitudes in students as a propadeutic to that end. It encom-
passes critical pedagogy (i.e., educating to dissolve habits of thought and to 
promote political activism) and critical citizenship (i.e., cultivating a critical 
citizenry).

As we shall see, these three perspectives are by no means entirely separable. 
Their boundaries are permeable, with commentators, researchers, and scholars 
taking up all manner of cross-boundary positions. For example, cutting across 
the latter two perspectives—the educational and the socially active perspec-
tives—is a concern as to how to reconcile tensions that exist in the modern 
corporate university, with its emphasis on developing technical and work-
ready skills in graduates, and the traditional role of the university that aims 
to prepare thoughtful, well-read critical thinkers who are beneficial to society 
at large (Daymon and Durkin 2013). There are, though, tensions between the 
perspectives. For any book attempting to survey this field, the concerns of the 
educators risk being seen (by philosophers) as tangential and remote while 
the concerns of the philosophers risk being seen (by educators) as myopic and 
obscure. Any book on the topic of critical thinking in higher education has to 
try and address both perspectives without compromising the integrity of each. 
This book is our attempt to do just that.
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Critical thinking movements

Richard Paul (2011) sees developments in understanding critical thinking as 
occurring in three separate if overlapping waves. These began in the 1970s, 
with the move to introduce formal and informal logic in the curriculum, a 
practice dominated largely by philosophers and their concerns. This wave 
emphasized skills in both (1) the identification of arguments and (2) the evalu-
ation of arguments. It saw identification and evaluation of logical structures, 
and the awareness and avoidance of fallacies of reasoning, and so on, as largely 
equivalent to critical thinking. Skills in argumentation, on this view, led to the 
purportedly laudable aim of producing better critical thinkers. An implication 
here was that such critical thinking could best be promoted by institutions 
putting on dedicated courses, being essentially programs designed to develop 
skills of logic, reasoning, and argument. We still see the influence of this wave 
today with a number of generalist critical thinking and informal logic courses 
taught in institutions around the world (but mainly in the United States).

The 1980s saw a second wave, with an introduction of concerns that were 
much wider than critical thinking as adumbrated by philosophers. This more 
educational orientation included standpoints of cognitive psychology, criti-
cal pedagogy, feminism and other perspectives, as well as discipline-specific 
approaches to critical thinking (critical thinking in Business Studies, and so 
on). It had a wider agenda than that of critical thinking as argumentation. It 
was concerned with the development of the student as a person (rather than as 
a cognitive machine) and emphasized critical thinking in relation to attitudes, 
emotions, intuitions, human being, creativity, and so on.

The rise of critical pedagogy during this period—with its origins in German 
critical theory, Marxism, phenomenology, and psychoanalysis—resulted in an 
interpretation of critical thinking far wider than that offered by first-wave the-
orists, seeing critical thinking as an ideological issue, not one concerned with 
validity and reliability of arguments. As a point of difference, the first-wave 
theorists took the adjective “critical” to mean “criticism” (i.e., identifying weak-
nesses in and correcting some claim or argument). The critical pedagogues, or 
the second-wave theorists, by contrast, took “critical” to mean “critique” (i.e., 
identifying dimensions of meaning that might be missing or concealed behind 
some claim or argument) (Kaplan 1991, 362). This is an important difference, 
and one that is often the basis of misunderstanding among scholars in this 
field and that results in scholars talking past one another.

A third wave of the critical thinking movement, Paul (2011) identifies as a 
“commitment to transcend the predominant weaknesses of the first two waves 
(rigor without comprehensiveness, on the one hand, and comprehensiveness 
without rigor, on the other).” Paul sees this third wave as “only beginning to 
emerge,” but he identifies this as one which includes the development of a 
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“theory” of critical thinking, which does justice to the earlier emphasis on 
structures of argumentation, and yet which does not neglect other important 
human traits such as the emotions, imagination, and creativity, or, for that 
matter, the wider educational possibilities within higher education.

All of these waves are on display in many of the chapters in this volume. 
However, many of the papers here cannot easily be ascribed to any one wave 
but cut across concerns relevant to more than one wave. Some of the papers, 
too, are openly reflective of critical thinking itself, and we can see their contri-
butions as a modest step in the direction of third-wave theorizing.

Toward a model of critical thinking

From the overview so far offered, it is evident that any account of the place of 
critical thinking in higher education needs to make sense, for example, as to 
how critical thinking is represented in debates about critical pedagogy, the role 
of education in leading to individual fulfillment and collective sociopolitical 
activism, the place of critical thinking in educating for citizenship, the role of 
critical thinking in relation to creativity, and so on. Any such account of criti-
cal thinking must also embrace the long-standing focus of critical thinking as 
a composite of skills and judgments, and as a variety of dispositions as well. A 
model of critical thinking in higher education is needed that incorporates all 
these perspectives and approaches.

Critical thinking in higher education has, we contend, at least six distinct, yet 
integrated and permeable, dimensions: (1) core skills in critical argumentation 
(reasoning and inference making), (2) critical judgments, (3) critical-thinking 
dispositions and attitudes, (4) critical being and critical actions, (5) societal and 
ideology critique, and (6) critical creativity or critical openness. Each of these, 
we believe, has a particular place in an overarching model of critical thinking. 
The model we propose here indicates that critical thinking has both an indi-
vidual dimension, as well as a sociocultural dimension and incorporates six dis-
tinct dimensions of critical thinking, namely skills, judgments, dispositions, 
actions, critique, and creativity. For reasons of space, we shall not deal with the 
“creativity” dimension here. For this, and for a more detailed development of 
the model, see Davies (2015).

The place of critical thinking in higher education

What is the place of critical thinking in higher education? At one level, as 
noted, critical thinking is all about the development of certain sorts of skills. 
These include skills in argumentation, and skills in making sound judgments. 
Employers want evidence of critical thinking skills in their employees, and 
graduates are assumed to possess these skills. However, skills without the 
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disposition to use them are not much use, so critical thinking is about disposi-
tions as well. On this view, critical thinking, as both skills and dispositions, is 
mainly about the development of the individual. We might call this the indi-
vidual dimension of critical thinking. For the most part, it embodies a sense 
of critical thinking being rather narrowly bounded, working within, say, the 
frames of thought that characterize different disciplines (and making reasoned 
judgments within those frameworks).

However, theorists who promulgate what has become known as critical ped-
agogy think that critical thinking is more about changing matters, and here 
changing society as much as if not more than individual students, Such an 
approach is fired by concerns about society, its conditions of social oppres-
sion (as it advocates perceive them), its ideologies, and its fundamental ineq-
uities. They regard truth claims, for example, “not merely as propositions to 
be assessed for their truth content, but as part of systems of belief and action 
that have aggregate effects within the power structures of society. It asks first 
about these systems of belief and action, who benefits?” (italics in the original, 
Burbules and Berk 1999, 47). Their focus is on the social and political function-
ing of arguments and reasoning and their wider frames of thought. Questioning 
power relationships in society that lie behind forms of thought must, they 
argue, be considered a central part of critical thinking (Kaplan 1991).

Scholars who write about what has become known as critical democratic 
citizenship education offer a yet further account of critical thinking. Given 
that critical thinking has a social and political dimension, it is not unrea-
sonable for it to have a dimension of interpersonal socially appropriate car-
ing as well (Noddings 1992). In order to cultivate critical citizens, they argue, 
“instructional designs are needed that do not capitalize on applying tricks of 
arguing, nor on the cognitive activity of analyzing power structures, but con-
tribute . . . in a meaningful and critical way in concrete real social practices and 
activities” (Ten Dam and Volman 2004, 371). They argue that learning to think 
critically should—in part at least—be conceptualized as “the acquisition of the 
competence to participate critically in the communities and social practices of 
which a person is a member” (Ten Dam and Volman 2004, 375). This kind of 
educational aim, naturally, has an impact on the development of critical char-
acter and virtue. A good “citizen,” they suggest, should be a socially adept and 
virtuous person, caring in nature, with the capacity to consider the interests 
and needs of humanity. On this view, critical thinking has moral as well as 
cultural characteristics. We might call this the sociocultural dimension of criti-
cal thinking.

Both the individual and the sociocultural dimensions can be given a place, 
and reconciled, in a single model of critical thinking in higher education. We 
see here two dimensions as separate and distinguishable axes or vectors that 
account for very different, equally important, aspects of critical thinking. To 
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date, much of the scholarly effort has been (rightly) expended on the indi-
vidual axis, with its emphasis on the cultivation of skills and dispositions. 
This is understandable: being an (individual) critical thinker naturally has 
many personal and social benefits, not to mention its need in the workplace. 
Increasingly, however, over the past twenty years, the sociocultural dimension 
has been developed, and it should be accorded an equal place in any model of 
critical thinking.

What is critical thinking?

In 1990, the American Philosophical Association convened an authoritative 
panel of forty-six noted experts on the subject to produce a definitive account 
of the concept. It resulted in the production of the landmark Delphi Report 
(Facione 1990). This led to the following definition of critical thinking which 
is as long as it is hard to follow:

We understand critical thinking to be purposeful, self-regulatory judgment 
which results in interpretation, analysis, evaluation and inference as well 
as explanation of the evidential conceptual, methodological, criteriological 
or contextual considerations upon which that judgment was based. Critical 
thinking is essential as a tool of inquiry. Critical thinking is a pervasive and 
self-rectifying, human phenomenon. The ideal critical thinker is habitu-
ally inquisitive, well-informed, honest in facing personal biases, prudent in 
making judgments, willing to consider, clear about issues, orderly in com-
plex matters, diligent in seeking relevant information, reasonable in selec-
tion of criteria, focused in inquiry and persistent in seeking results which 
are as precise as the subject and circumstances of inquiry permit. (Facione 
1990)

While of undeniable importance as a definition of critical thinking for educa-
tional philosophers, this account of critical thinking does not lend itself easily 
to educational implementation. How would a dean of a Faculty, for example, 
use this definition to further embed the teaching of critical thinking in the 
curriculum? How useful is it, in a practical sense, in a higher education con-
text? It is not clear that higher education can benefit from such a definition in 
the form it is presented. Nor does it square with the wider concerns about the 
nature of criticality. It seems, on the face of it, a definition rooted in one kind 
of critical thinking, namely, critical thinking as argumentation and judgment 
formation.

Among the various threads in the above definition, we can distinguish the 
following: critical thinking as skills in inference making and argumentation, 
critical thinking as (reflective) judgment formation, and critical thinking as 
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a variety of dispositions and attitudes. These can be classified into two broad 
categories: cognitive elements (argumentation, inference making, and reflec-
tive judgment) and propensity elements (dispositions, abilities, and attitudes) 
(Halonen 1995). Note, however, the phenomenon of action is not mentioned in 
the Delphi definition. It is, in principle possible to meet the stipulated require-
ments of the definition and not do anything.

Strong skills in argumentation are not to be dismissed. They help to provide 
a sound basis for capable decision making. This is because decision making 
is based on judgments derived from argumentation. Such decision making 
involves understanding and interpreting the propositions and arguments of 
others, and being able to make objections and provide rebuttals to objections. 
Broadly speaking, then, this sense of the term “critical thinking” is seen as 
involving skills in argumentation. Critical thinking in this sense is a funda-
mental skill and is one which—on the available evidence—universities have 
apparently not been teaching as well as they should.

Critical thinking as reflective thinking  
(the “skills-and-judgments” view)

However, even within the cognitive-philosophical camp, critical thinking is 
often defined more widely than this, and in practical and instrumental terms, 
for example, as: “reflective and reasonable thinking that is focused on deciding 
what to believe or do” (Ennis 1985) or as “thinking aimed at forming a judg-
ment” (Bailin, Case, Coombs and Daniels 1999, 287) or as “skillful, responsible 
thinking that facilitates good judgment” (Lipman 1988, 39). This definition 
focuses less on the mechanics of the skill of argumentation and more on the 
reflective basis for decision making and judgment calls. We might call this the 
“skills-and-judgments” view.

These wider senses of critical thinking are not inconsistent with “critical 
thinking as argumentation,” and are, indeed, in some sense premised on it. 
Being able to demonstrate “reflective thinking” for the purposes of decision 
making requires skills in argumentation. However, this account does bring in 
a different emphasis, focusing less on mechanisms of argumentation qua infer-
ence making, and more on judgment formation, which is at a higher cognitive 
level. (The relationship seems asymmetric: one can engage in idle argumenta-
tion without making a judgment toward a decision, but not vice-versa—or at 
least not ideally.)

The definition by Ennis, given above—“reflective and reasonable thinking 
that is focused on deciding what to believe or do”—is recognized as the lead-
ing definition in the “skills-and-judgments” view. However, note that Ennis’s 
definition is somewhat limiting by again not necessitating, for its application, 
any commitment to action on the part of the critical thinker. On this account, 
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a person might exhibit critical thinking, without requiring that a decision so 
reached actually be implemented.

To sum up the “skills-and-judgments” view, we can think of cognitive critical 
thinking skills as involving interpretation, analysis, inference, explanation, evalu-
ation, and some element of metacognition or self-regulation (Facione, Sanchez, 
Facione, and Gainen 1995, 3; Halonen 1995, 92–93). These facets of critical 
thinking are all in the Delphi list. This is sometimes collectively known as the 
“skills-based” view of critical thinking.

A taxonomy of critical thinking skills

At this point, categorizing these skills would seem to be useful. We shall use 
the framework by Wales and Nardi (1984) and borrowed by Halonen (1995). 
Cognitive critical thinking skills as such can be seen as falling under four 
main categories: lower-level thinking skills (which might be called “foundation” 
thinking), thinking skills (or “higher level” thinking), complex thinking skills, and 
thinking about thinking or metacognitive skills. “Identifying an assumption,” for 
example, is clearly less difficult—and requires fewer cognitive resources—than 
say “analyzing a claim” or “drawing an inference.” There might be debate about 
which skill belongs in which category, but there is little doubt that some cogni-
tive skills are demonstrably more sophisticated than others (see table 0.1):

There is considerable degree of unanimity in the literature on many of the 
cognitive skills involved in critical thinking, if not the degree of importance 
accorded to each. In any event, the view that critical thinking involves both 
(1) rigorous argumentation, assessing propositions, analyzing inferences, iden-
tifying flaws in reasoning, and so on and (2) judgment formation is pervasive. 
However, as noted, despite its importance, when applied to the higher educa-
tion context (as opposed to a philosophical context), there has been a tendency 
to define critical thinking far too narrowly.

Table 0.1 Critical thinking skills

Lower-level  
thinking skills
(“Foundation”)

Higher-level  
thinking skills

Complex  
thinking  
skills

Thinking  
about thinking

Interpreting

Identifying assumptions

Asking questions for 
clarification

Analyzing claims

Synthesizing claims

Predicting

Evaluating 
arguments

Reasoning  
verbally

Inference  
making

Problem  
solving

Metacognition

Self-regulation
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Critical thinking as dispositions (the “skills-plus-dispositions” view)

It has long been recognized that the ability to think critically is different from 
the attitude or disposition to do so (Ennis 1985; Facione 1990), and this too 
needs to be considered in any attempt to define critical thinking. Dispositions 
have been described as “at least half the battle of good thinking, and arguably 
more” (Perkins, Jay, and Tishman 1992, 9).

Dispositions are sometimes defined as a “cast or habit of the mind” or “frame 
of mind” that is necessary for exercising critical thinking. Dispositions are not 
arguments or judgments, but affective states. They include critical thinking 
attitudes and a sense of psychological readiness of the human being to be criti-
cal. They are equivalent to what Passmore once called a “critical spirit” (1967, 
25) and have been defined as a constellation of attitudes, intellectual virtues, 
and habits of mind (Facione et al. 1995). Correspondingly, we may distinguish 
between critical thinking in a “weak” sense and in a “strong” sense (Paul 1993). 
The former consists of the skills and dispositions already discussed; the latter 
consists of the examined life in which skills and dispositions have been incor-
porated as part of one’s deep-seated personality and moral sense—in short, 
one’s character.

A taxonomy of critical thinking dispositions

Critical thinking dispositions might be broadly categorized as falling under 
dispositions arising in relation to the self, in relation to others, and in relation 
to the world. Again, it might be debated which category a disposition belongs 
to (and some might belong to more than one), but it is fairly clear that there are 
at least four dispositional orientations (see table 0.2):

Table 0.2 Critical thinking dispositions

Dispositions arising in  
relation to self

Dispositions  
arising in relation  
to others

Dispositions  
arising in  
relation to world

Other

Desire to be well-informed

Willingness to seek or be 
guided by reason

Tentativeness

Tolerance of ambiguity

Intellectual humility

Intellectual courage

Integrity

Empathy

Perseverance
Holding ethical standards

Respect for  
alternative 
viewpoints

Open-mindedness

Fair-mindedness

Appreciation of  
individual 
differences

Skepticism

Interest

Inquisitiveness

Seeing both sides  
of an issue

Mindfulness

Critical 
spiritedness
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Critical thinking as a composite of skills and attitudes

Critical thinking has naturally been seen in terms of a composite of skills, 
knowledge, and attitudes too—including argumentational, reflective, and 
affective features (Boostrum 1994; Brookfield 1987; Facione 1990; Kurfiss 
1988; McPeck 1981; Paul 1981; Siegel 1988; 1991; Watson and Glaser 2008). 
Most theorists hold a composite account. The composite view includes both 
the cognitive and propensity elements discussed above. While the ability to 
argue and make inferences, to reflect and make judgments, and be critically 
disposed is all important, it is also crucial to recognize that each of these 
does not occur in isolation. For McPeck, critical thinking involves a disposi-
tion and a skill, and “one must develop the disposition to use those skills” 
(1981, 3), hence, his definition of critical thinking as “a propensity [disposi-
tion] and skill to engage in an activity with reflective skepticism” (1981, 8).

How the cognitive and propensity elements relate to each other in any defi-
nition of critical thinking is subject to much discussion. Facione et. al., for 
example, postulate an interactionist hypothesis where “the disposition toward 
critical thinking reinforces critical thinking skills and that success with critical 
thinking skills reinforces the disposition” (1995, 17).

To conclude here, as it has been traditionally defined—by Ennis, Paul, 
McPeck, Lipman, and others in the critical thinking movement—critical think-
ing has been seen largely in terms of cognitive elements, that is, as “reflective 
and reasonable thinking that is focused on deciding what to believe or do.” 
However, as intimated, this definition is remiss by not including in its scope 
any sense of actual or potential action.

Dimensions of criticality: An axis diagram

Figure 0.1 represents the critical thinking movement as outlined so far. This 
movement is largely concerned with an individual’s cognitive qualities, that 
is, cognitive elements or skills (argumentational skills, skills in thinking) and 
reasoning and argumentative propensities or character attributes of the per-
son. These are inclusive of all the skills and attributes mentioned in figure 0.1 
(namely foundation, higher-level, complex, metacognitive skills, as well as criti-
cal thinking abilities and dispositions). These skills and dispositions are rep-
resented by separate lines radiating out from the bottom of the Y axis. This 
account of criticality is what might be termed “critical thinking unadorned” 
or critical thinking in its traditional senses. (The X axis will be added in a 
moment.) For the full development of this diagram see Davies (2015).

Critical thinking as “criticality” (The “skills-plus-dispositions- 
plus-actions” view)

Following Barnett (1997), the term now most commonly used in relation to 
critical thinking is that of “criticality.” Criticality is a term deliberately distinct 
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from the traditional expression “critical thinking,” which was felt to be inad-
equate to convey the educational potential that lies to hand. The term “critical-
ity” attempts to inject a perspective that widens critical thinking to incorporate 
not only argument and judgment and reflection but also the individual’s wider 
identity and participation in the world. This is a concept of critical thinking 
involving students reflecting on their knowledge and simultaneously develop-
ing powers of critical thinking, critical self-reflection, and critical action—and 
thereby developing (as a result) critical being (Barnett 1997; 2004; Johnston, 
Ford, Mitchell, and Myles 2011). Now, criticality, not unlike critical thinking, 
appears, in some quarters, to be gaining its own scholarly industry.

What is “criticality”?

Broadly speaking, criticality comprises—and is a composite of—three things: 
thinking, being, and acting. In emphasizing action in addition to thinking (in 
the form of argumentation and reflective judgment), criticality might be con-
ceived of in relation to established definitions of critical thinking as trait. That 
is, while a critical thinker can be disposed to think critically, criticality points to 
the way a person is in the world. A critical person exhibits a critical orientation 
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toward the world and has a trait, thereby, to act accordingly. Criticality requires 
that one be moved to do something (Burbules and Berk 1999, 52). While skills 
and dispositions are crucial for critical thinking, they are not sufficient unless 
a person is in her- or himself critical and unless she or he is disposed to act in 
a critical vein. To adapt a famous line from Kant: criticality without critical 
thinking skills is empty; critical thinking without action is myopic.

An example of “criticality”

The concept of criticality—as a composite of critical thinking, critical reflec-
tion, and critical action—has been made concrete by the use of a famous 
photograph as a frontispiece to Barnett’s book Higher Education: A Critical 
Business (1997). The photograph depicts a student in front of a line of tanks in 
Tiananmen Square in 1989. Most people have seen this photograph; indeed, it 
is one of the defining photographs of the latter part of the twentieth century. 
How does the photograph demonstrate critical thinking as “criticality”?

This photograph is intended to imply that higher education should be (if not 
always in practice) an educational process involving a composite of thinking, 
being-in-the-world, and action. Critical thinking, in the established cognitive 
sense proposed by philosophers such as Ennis, Siegel, Lipman, McPeck, and 
others, is an important perspective, but by itself inadequate as a way of cap-
turing what higher education can be at its best. Higher education can, there-
fore, potentially do much more than teach students how to demonstrate (for 
example) critical thinking as analytic skills and judgments. It can also prompt 
students to understand themselves, to have a critical orientation to the world, 
and to demonstrate an active sociopolitical stance toward established norms or 
practices with which they are confronted. This, it is argued, is more than what 
is offered by the critical thinking movement in relation to skills in critical 
thinking; it is tantamount to the development of critical beings.

This is a sense of “critical thinking” that extends beyond the individual and his 
or her cognitive states and dispositions to the individual’s participation in soci-
ety as a critically engaged citizen in the world. Note that it also includes a moral 
and ethical dimension to critical thinking. After all, critical thinkers do more 
than reason; they also act ethically on the basis of their reasoned judgments.

In this argument for the criticality dimension, critical reasoning, critical reflec-
tion, and critical action could be thought of as three interlocking circles in the 
form of a Venn diagram (see figure 0.2). It is important, according to Barnett, 
that they be regarded as interlocking—but not as entirely congruent with each 
other; otherwise, the space for each of them to work (including critical think-
ing in the cognitive sense) would be lost.

The respective concerns of educational philosophers and higher education 
scholars in relation to the topic of critical thinking are then quite different. 
The work of Ennis, Paul, McPeck, and others aims to identify the philosophical 
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elements of what a critical thinker is or should be; the work of those interested 
in criticality aims to identify what a critical thinker does and can become. In 
turn, the implications for higher education on producing critical beings also 
holds out a promise for what higher education can be, which, however, especially 
given the corporate nature of the university, it seldom is at present (Cowden 
and Singh 2013)

Criticality, then, is a wider concept than critical thinking, as it has been gen-
erally defined by educational philosophers. To some extent it subsumes critical 
thinking. One outcome of this wider concept being taken up, of course, is that 
it suggests a wider set of responsibilities befalling higher education profession-
als, that is, teachers and academics, than that of (simply) imparting skills in 
argumentation, or developing in students a capacity for rational “reflection” or 
decision making, or even cultivating critical thinking dispositions. Educating 
for criticality, in contrast, holds out a sense that higher education can become 
(more) a process of radical development than merely a cognitive process. It cap-
tures a sense of enabling students to reach a level of “transformatory critique” 
(i.e., to live and breathe as a critical thinker, to become an exemplar of what it 
means to be a critical being).

The axis diagram revisited

The concerns of the criticality movement arose, as we have seen, in reaction 
to the narrow emphasis of previous accounts of critical thinking. These previ-
ous accounts view critical thinking in terms of individual skills, dispositions, 
and abilities. While proponents of the criticality dimension certainly do not 
eschew these important individual facets of critical thinking entirely (indeed, 
they endorse their importance), the criticality perspective adds something 

Critical person

Critical reasonCritical self-
reflection

Critical action

Figure 0.2 The intersection between critical reason, critical self-reflection, and critical 
action (Barnett 1997, 105).
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new. It adds the dimension of action to the mix. This is represented by the 
addition of the social-cultural axis (the “X” axis) of critical thinking shown in 
figure 0.3, and here depicted as “critical doing.”

However, there is more to it than action. Unlike the views of critical think-
ing as adumbrated by proponents of the critical thinking movement (CTM), 
for the criticality theorists the ethical dimension is also important to critical 
thinking. Ethical decisions are, of course, usually (if not always) accompanied 
by ethical actions. This is represented by the critical virtue axis below. Note in 
the diagram that the CTM, with few exceptions, does not include the action 
and morality dimension.

Critical thinking as critical pedagogy

Critical pedagogy is defined as the use of higher education to overcome and 
unlearn the social conditions that restrict and limit human freedom. According 
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to one of its major proponents, it is “an educational movement, guided by pas-
sion and principle, to help students develop consciousness of freedom, rec-
ognize authoritarian tendencies, and connect knowledge to power,” and the 
ability to take “constructive action” in relation to education and society at 
large (Giroux 2010).

Like the approach taken by Barnett, Johnston, and others in their account 
of criticality, critical pedagogy takes the view that critical thinking needs 
to be broadened beyond skills and dispositions. It sees the account of criti-
cal thinking as comprising skills-plus-dispositions as very much concerned 
with the individual. Like the adherents of the criticality approach, the criti-
cal pedagogues include the importance of action. However, unlike adherents 
of the criticality approach, they consider social institutions (and society more 
broadly)—not merely individuals’ actions—to be a vital factor for critical 
thinking. This broadens the notion of critical thinking even further than any 
of the views previously discussed.

This is clearly an extension of the account of the radically transformed stu-
dent within the criticality perspective; indeed, it extends radical educational 
transformation to society at large. The critical pedagogues see critical thinking 
to be not about mere argument analysis, or dispositions, or individual actions 
(although these too are important). They see critical thinking to be principally 
about “the critique of lived social and political realities to allow greater free-
dom of thought and action” (Kaplan 1991, 362). Specifically, the critical peda-
gogues are alert to the presence of ideology in discourse and social institutions 
and see education as a critical and active engagement with such ideologies.

The key theorists in this area are Freire (1972), McLaren (1989), and Giroux 
(1994; 2005). In an illuminating article by Burbules and Berk (1999) a number 
of distinctions are made between the critical thinking movement (incorporat-
ing the “skills-based” view of critical thinking and the “skills-plus-dispositions” 
view) and the critical pedagogy movement.

The critical thinking movement theorists had taken the adjective “critical” 
to mean “criticism” (becoming aware of weaknesses in some claim or argu-
ment). Their aim was putting logic at the service of clear thinking. The critical 
pedagogues, by contrast, took “critical” to mean “critique” (i.e., identifying 
dimensions of meaning that might be missing or concealed behind some claim 
or belief or institution) (Kaplan 1991, 362). Their further understanding is that 
such concealment serves an ideological function, masking an underlying state 
of affairs. Their aim puts critical thought at the service of transforming undem-
ocratic societies and inequitable power structures, that is, not simply educating 
for critical thinking or even enabling individuals to embody a critical spirit, 
but educating for radical transformation in society as well. They see the critical 
person as resisting the ideological hegemony of capitalism, a hegemony that 
foists conditions favorable to the maintenance of the capitalist system onto 
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unwitting members of society. Here, higher education becomes a vehicle for 
combating perniciousness—as they see—inherent in capitalist society. They 
see advertising, for example, as encouraging and fostering increased material 
consumption while simultaneously reinforcing the myth that large corpora-
tions are there to serve their customers, when they are, in fact, serving their 
own interests, and maximizing profit, often at the expense of both customers 
and the social good (Burbules and Berk 1999, 50).

The critical pedagogues accordingly believe that the aim of education 
should be about turning students against the idea of being trained for the 
economic needs of large corporations. The followers of the critical pedagogy 
movement see the role of higher education not as reinforcing but as dispel-
ling these uncritical attitudes and questioning these assumptions. They see the 
role of higher education as working within higher educational institutions to 
identify and critique power inequities in society, the myths of opportunity in 
capitalist economies, and “the way belief systems become internalized to the 
point where individuals and groups abandon the very aspiration to question or 
change their lot in life” (Burbules and Berk 1999, 50). Thinking critically, for 
the critical pedagogists, is a matter of recognizing, critiquing, and combating 
societal formations (really deformations)—including discourses—that main-
tain the capitalist status quo. This can be achieved by developing students and 
their teachers not only as critical intellectuals (Giroux 1988) but also as criti-
cal activists. This is clearly a very different sense of critical thinking than the 
other camps identified earlier here.

Like Barnett, the critical pedagogists see action as an intrinsic, not separable, 
aspect of criticality. However, they take critical action much further. They see 
action as important not merely for encouraging students’ personal individual 
critical comprehension of, and reaction to, events, but as a justification for 
wholesale social and political change. As Burbules and Berk put it, for them: 
“challenging thought and practice must occur together . . . criticality requires 
praxis—both reflection and action, both interpretation and change . . . Critical 
pedagogy would never find it sufficient to reform the habits of thought of 
thinkers, however effectively, without challenging and transforming the insti-
tutions, ideologies, and relations that engender distorted, oppressed thinking 
in the first place—not an additional act beyond the pedagogical one, but an 
inseparable part of it” (1999, 52). Critical pedagogy, accordingly, becomes a 
way of alerting students to the indoctrination that is felt here to be endemic in 
society and of combating it—so, deliberately and systematically deploying the 
potential of higher education as a transforming device in society.

For the critical thinking movement, this is a misguided stance. It amounts to 
taking for granted and prejudging the conclusions to an issue (that society is 
inequitable, that society is ideologically saturated and so on, and that society 
is characterized by undue repression). It is itself equivalent to indoctrination. 
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However, in the critical pedagogy movement, raising the issue of the social 
conditions of freedom is essential to critical thinking. True critical thinking, 
for the critical pedagogists, involves liberation from an oppressive system as a 
condition of freedom of thought. As Burbules and Berk put it: “Critical think-
ing’s claim is, at heart, to teach how to think critically, not how to teach politi-
cally; for Critical Pedagogy, this is a false distinction . . . self-emancipation is 
contingent upon social emancipation” (1999, 55). In the words of the Critical 
Pedagogy Collective (echoing Dewey): “Education is not preparation for life—
education is life itself” (2013).

The axis diagram revisited again

We can now move to a further refinement of our axis diagram (see figure 0.4); 
and here we use the term “critical participation” to denote the perspectives 
that are orientated toward participating critically in society. Note that “critical 
participation” is oriented in figure 0.4 spatially closer to the category of “criti-
cal doing” compared to the category of “critical rationality” (it has a stronger 
“outer” than an “inner” focus). It is positioned closer to the X axis. However, 
there is a difference in the degree of commitment here. The “participation” 
facet of criticality, in turn, has two dimensions: (1) an awareness of oppres-
sion (known in the literature both as critical consciousness or conscientization 
(Freire 1972; 1973) and (2) a more practical dimension, the resistance to oppres-
sion (demonstrably, to “resist” something one needs to be aware of what one is 
resisting). This is known in the critical pedagogy literature as praxis. Both these 
vectors are represented in figure 0.4.

However, this separation of concerns belies deep similarities. As Burbules and 
Berk note: “each invokes the term ‘critical’ as a valued educational goal: urging 
teachers to help students become more skeptical toward commonly accepted 
truisms. Each says, in its own way, ‘Don’t let yourself be deceived.’ And each 
has sought to reach and influence particular groups of educators . . . They share 
a passion and sense of urgency about the need for more critically oriented 
classrooms. Yet with very few exceptions these literatures do not discuss one 
another” (Burbules and Berk 1999, 45). However, there are synergies between 
the criticality and critical pedagogy movements as indicated by their focus on 
action.

Conclusion

Attention to critical thinking or criticality, as we prefer it, is in greater need 
than ever in the contemporary world. There are, though, some challenges in 
giving it the important place in higher education that we suggest it warrants. 
Large forces are at work that are tending to diminish a sense of its significance. 
On the one hand “cognitive capitalism” (Boutang 2011) works—in a digital 
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age—to expand the efficiency with which vast, if not infinite, amounts of data 
can be assimilated. What counts here is speed of response, measured even in 
microseconds, with computers programmed to make such responses twenty-
four hours per day. This is, as it has been described, an “algorithmic capital-
ism” (Peters 2014). Critical thinking, on the other hand, betokens a different 
rhythm, of care, reflection, and repose.

Critical thinking also draws on a particular set of motivations in bringing 
a critique of forces and institutions that would rather press on, untroubled by 
critical examination. Ultimately, what is at issue here, in critical thinking, is 
the concern to enlarge freedom, whether cognitive, discursive, personal, or 
even societal freedom. But it is at least arguable that educational institutions—
including higher education institutions—are being co-opted into the service 
of the global knowledge economy. So the space for critical thought may be 
diminishing at precisely a moment when it is especially needed.

But, as we have seen, theorists and educationalists who have given thought 
to the matter differ profoundly over fundamental aspects of critical thought or 
criticality. They differ over what is to count as critical thinking, over its pur-
poses and its scope, and the way in which teaching might help to encourage 
it among students. So any campaign in favor of criticality is—it may seem—
bedeviled at the outset by deep schisms within the academic and educational 
communities.

A first step in the matter must surely be the bringing together of the dif-
ferent points of view, not least to see how they are exemplified in different 
pedagogical situations—of teaching, learning, curriculum design, and so on. 
That is what we have attempted to do in this volume. It is a start but no more 
than that.
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Part I

What Is Critical Thinking in  
Higher Education?

Just what is it that counts as critical thinking, especially in the context of 
higher education? A belief of ours, and one that has provided much of the 
motivation for this volume, is that critical thought is a defining condition of 
higher education. Unless efforts to promote criticality are present in the design 
of curricula, especially in teaching and in the teacher-student relationship, we 
cannot say we are espousing the cause of genuine higher education. But then 
we are faced at the outset with the need to try to give some account of the very 
idea of critical thought.

It will be noted that, in this opening paragraph, we have used the terms “crit-
ical thinking,” “critical thought,” and “criticality.” Are these terms synonyms 
or are there significant differences between the concepts that underlie them? 
The welter of different terms is one of the features of the debate here; and 
to the three terms just used can be added “critique” and “critical pedagogy”; 
and there are yet others, as the chapters in this opening section display. Such 
differences—in sheer terminology—across the scholars who have made signifi-
cant contributions to the debate on critical thinking are not happenstance but, 
as our Introduction intimated (1–25), spring out of different perspectives and 
different interests, and those differences in terminology reflect, too, the stages 
that the debate has traversed.

Some of these different perspectives are apparent in the four chapters in 
this section. Robert Ennis can be considered to be one of the founders of 
the field of inquiry into critical thinking and has been working on the topic 
for some decades. Over time, Ennis has refined his position such that it has 
evolved into a depiction of critical thinking as residing in certain dispositions 
and abilities; and Ennis distinguishes twelve dispositions and eighteen abili-
ties. While both the dispositions and the abilities overlap and interact, Ennis 
holds to their individual distinctiveness and exemplifies them each in turn 
by recounting the story of a jury faced with a defendant charged with murder 
and manslaughter. The narrative shows how the jurors, both individually and 
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collectively, displayed to a greater or lesser extent the dispositions and abilities 
in Ennis’s theory and, thereby, demonstrated the significance and practical 
power of critical thinking.

Richard Andrews takes a different tack. His title, “Critical Thinking and/
or Argumentation in Higher Education?” indicates the direction of travel. For 
Andrews, critical thinking is a necessary component of argumentation: get 
the argumentation right—and get students to acquire understanding of and 
competence in argumentation—and critical thinking will be in evidence pari 
passu. Here, on this view, the very term “critical thinking” is something of a 
misnomer, being “tautological,” since “to think clearly is to be critical.” If stu-
dents can be helped to think clearly, and to acquire all the self-discipline that 
accompanies rigorous clear thought, then they will become not only critical 
thinkers but self-critical thinkers.

Notably, both Ennis and Andrews deploy a language of dispositions and abil-
ities (or skills) but they do so through differing perspectives and with differing 
motives. Partly, going back to our earlier point about perspectives and inter-
ests, the difference here can be explained in Ennis coming at the matter pri-
marily through philosophy and Andrews coming at the matter primarily as an 
educator. For the one, teaching critical thinking is a matter of the application 
of a philosophical conception of critical thinking whereas for the other, the 
originating concern is that of enabling higher education students to develop 
and to realize their potential.

Benjamin Hamby attempts to cut through much of the complexity of this 
debate by arguing trenchantly for there being one cardinal, “necessary and 
central,” virtue that lies at the heart of critical thinking, namely a “willing-
ness to inquire.” Hamby teases out this idea, referring to individuals having 
“passion,” “perseverance,” “motivation,” and “willing engagement.” This vir-
tue “stands behind other critical thinking virtues,” such as open-mindedness; 
after all, “I could be the most open-minded person yet not at all interested in 
critical inquiry, being open-minded only for the sake of making friends [and 
other such instrumental reasons].” Equally, the display of critical thinking is 
not in itself indicative of a critical thinker in our midst. A critical thinker has 
to want to be critical, has to be stirred up to be critical and be energized so to 
do, even (so we might add) to do so when no one is watching.

Implicit, therefore, in Hamby’s account is a fundamental distinction between 
dispositions and skills (or abilities), and it is this distinction that Barnett drives 
forward in introducing the concept of criticality into the debate. For Barnett, the 
full realization of critical thinking resides in three domains, critical thought, 
critical action, and critical being, which together amount to criticality. The 
fully critical student not only can think critically but can also exemplify that 
capacity in action in the world—say in professional life—and also be ener-
gized in that way, having the appropriate set of dispositions so to act. These 
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dispositions include, for instance, the virtue of courage since the enactment of 
critical thinking may run against dominant ideologies and power structures.

Such criticality can be displayed at a number of levels, and Barnett identi-
fies four levels: it might be exemplified in a rather perfunctory way, but at the 
highest level, it would amount to critique, in which students were able to see 
their studies in the widest possible way, enact their criticality on the largest 
and even global stage, and be fully committed to the critical way of life, even 
at some personal cost. “The critical spirit” (Siegel 1988) is a way of capturing 
such a large conception of criticality.

Cognition, skills, abilities, dispositions, and ways of being in the world: these 
are just some of the fault lines that have permeated the critical thinking debate 
for thirty years. These are apparent in the chapters in this opening section, and 
these chapters serve, accordingly, to set the scene for the sections to come.
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Beginnings

Critical thinking under that name was inspired by pragmatic philosopher John 
Dewey (1910) and endorsed by analytic philosopher Max Black (1946). Dewey 
was revered by the progressive educators, who re-labeled his “reflective think-
ing” as “critical thinking,” a name I believe they originated and that persists to 
the present (see Aiken (1942) for a mixture of both terms). Black (1946), insofar 
as I can determine, wrote the first college text including the words “critical 
thinking” in the title.

But critical thinking did not assume extensive prominence until the early 
1980s. The California State University system in its “Executive Order 338” 
(Harmon 1980) required that all students study critical thinking in order to 
graduate from its units. The Commission on the Humanities (“Rockefeller 
Commission”) asserted, “The Department of Education should define critical 
thinking as one of the basic skills that provides the foundation for advanced 
skills of all kinds” (1980, 37). There is not enough space here to report the 
many other strong expressions of support for critical thinking since then (see 
Ennis 2011), but I should mention the rapid development of interest in critical 
thinking worldwide since the 1970s. Also especially noteworthy is the sup-
port for critical thinking from both major US political parties in the form of 
statements by two presidents, George H. W. Bush and Barack Obama. Critical 
thinking was an explicit expressed goal in America 2000 (1991, 40), an educa-
tion policy statement endorsed in its preface by then-president Bush. President 
Obama, in his State of the Union Address (2014), listed critical thinking as one 
of the six basic goals of education.

But what is this critical thinking concept (using Rawls’s [1971] distinction 
between concept and conception) that has been receiving increasing support? 
After careful consideration of its use in the previous century, I proposed this 
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definition of the concept in the mid-1980s and still think it fits what most 
people were and are talking about:

Critical thinking is reasonable reflective thinking focused on deciding what to 
believe or do.

Brief listings of dispositions and abilities of the  
ideal critical thinker

Given this definition, the ideal critical thinker can be characterized in some-
what more detail by the following proposed interdependent and somewhat-
overlapping sets of twelve dispositions and eighteen abilities that constitute 
a streamlined conception. I have modified the organization and wording of 
critical thinking dispositions and abilities over the years in the direction of 
theoretical refinement and precision (1980; 1987; 1991; 1996a; 2011; 2013b); 
and Norris and Ennis (1989), but the basic ideas have not changed.

Critical thinking dispositions

Ideal critical thinkers are disposed to

1. seek and offer clear statements of the thesis or question,
2. seek and offer clear reasons,
3. try to be well informed,
4. use credible sources and observations, and usually mention them,
5. take into account the total situation,
6. keep in mind the basic concern in the context,
7. be alert for alternatives,
8. be open-minded

a. seriously consider other points of view,
b. withhold judgment when the evidence and reasons are insufficient,

9. take a position and change a position when the evidence and reasons are 
sufficient,

10. seek as much precision as the situation requires,
11. try to “get it right” to the extent possible or feasible, and
12. employ their critical thinking abilities.

Critical thinking abilities

Ideal critical thinkers have the ability to

1. have a focus and pursue it,
2. analyze arguments,
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3. ask and answer clarification questions,
4. understand and use graphs and maths,
5. judge the credibility of a source,
6. observe, and judge observation reports,
7. use their background knowledge, knowledge of the situation, and previ-

ously established conclusions,
8. deduce, and judge deductions,
9. make, and judge, inductive inferences and arguments (both enumerative 

induction and best-explanation reasoning),
10. make, and judge, value judgments,
11. define terms, and judge definitions,
12. handle equivocation appropriately,
13. attribute and judge unstated assumptions,
14. think suppositionally, and
15. deal with fallacy labels.

Three nonconstitutive but helpful abilities that ideal critical thinkers possess 
are to:

16. be aware of, and check the quality of, their own thinking (metacognition),
17. deal with things in an orderly manner, and
18. deal with rhetorical strategies.

More detail in the form of principles and criteria can be found in Ennis 
(1996a; 2011; 2013b).

Exemplification of critical thinking dispositions and abilities

I shall exemplify these dispositions and abilities, showing the vital role that 
they can play in dealing with real issues. The main source of these examples 
is my experience as a juror in a murder trial. This experience was unique, but 
dealing with the legal system was not. Furthermore, most parts of this experi-
ence are similar to many features of our daily lives.

The defendant, Arlene, was charged with murder and voluntary manslaugh-
ter in the death of her companion, Al, late at night in her parents’ kitchen. 
Soon after they entered the house through the back door, Arlene stabbed Al 
through the heart with a kitchen knife. She went to her parents’ bedroom and 
awakened them, whereupon they called an ambulance. The victim was dead 
when the ambulance arrived. No one except Arlene witnessed the events lead-
ing to the killing, or the killing itself.

Although the defendant was charged with voluntary manslaughter as well as 
murder, I shall simplify by specifying in full only the nature of the charge of 
murder in the terms that were given in writing to the jurors.
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The charge of murder in this trial

This is the charge of murder that we were directed by the judge to address:

To sustain the charge of Murder, the State must prove the following 
propositions:

First: That the Defendant performed the acts which caused the death of 
the Victim; and

Second: That when the Defendant did so she intended to kill or do great 
bodily harm to the Victim, or she knew that her acts would cause death or 
great bodily harm to the Victim, or she knew that her acts created a strong 
probability of death or great bodily harm to the Victim; and

Third: that the Defendant was not justified in using the force which she 
used.

If you find from your consideration of all the evidence that each of these 
propositions has been proved beyond a reasonable doubt, then you should 
find the Defendant guilty.

If, on the other hand, you find from your consideration of all the evidence 
that any of these propositions has not been proved beyond a reasonable 
doubt, then you should find the Defendant not guilty.

Critical thinking dispositions exemplified

We used all the specified critical thinking dispositions in dealing with this 
murder charge:

1. Seek and offer clear statements of the thesis or question. We needed to be clear 
about what was at issue. If we had not been clear about the murder charge, we 
might have carelessly assumed that murder in this context required intent to 
kill, but this charge did not so require, we noted, although intent to kill would 
have been sufficient to establish the second necessary condition for murder. 
We also had to be clear about the difference between there being a strong prob-
ability of great bodily harm and the defendant’s knowing that there was such 
a probability.

This clarity disposition had a more sophisticated application. In our situa-
tion, proof was the basic concern. The standard of proof in this situation was 
proof beyond a reasonable doubt. But one of the jurors acted as if the standard 
were logical necessity. Assuming the logical-necessity interpretation of proof 
would have resulted in a different verdict about voluntary manslaughter than 
the one we produced, though it would not have made a difference in our deci-
sion about murder. We needed to be clear about the difference between the two 
concepts of proof. At one point we sent a note to the judge seeking a definition 
of “proof beyond a reasonable doubt.” This note was part of our effort to secure 
a clear statement of the question.
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2. Seek and offer clear reasons. When one juror said at the beginning of our 
deliberations, “She’s guilty, let’s vote,” others asked why he thought so. He gave 
some reasons, and discussion followed. Without clear statements of reasons, it 
is very difficult to discuss the acceptability of the conclusion. We sought his 
reasons.

3. Try to be well informed. We listened intently at the trial. When one of us 
was in doubt during the post-trial deliberations, he or she would ask the oth-
ers exactly what happened at a particular point in the trial. Amazingly every 
such event was remembered by a number of jurors. For example one juror was 
in doubt about the pathologist’s demonstration of the force of the knife stroke. 
Most of us remembered the demonstration and refreshed that juror’s memory. 
The degree of force of the knife stroke was a key feature in judging whether the 
last subcondition of the second condition for murder had been satisfied.

4. Use credible sources and observations, and usually mention them. We felt that 
the pathologist was a credible source to vouch for the strength of the knife 
blow, and that the observations on which she based her conclusion were also 
credible. These things were important to us in deciding whether Arlene was 
guilty of murder.

5. Take into account the total situation. This disposition was evidenced by 
our remembering that the standard for proof was “proof beyond a reasonable 
doubt,” a key feature of the situation in a criminal trial. It was also evidenced 
when we realized that the defendant had an alternative to stabbing Al. Even 
if he had threatened her, an escape to her parents’ room was an alternative for 
her. There were other features of the situation we remembered and that were 
important, such as the configuration of the cabinets and counters in her par-
ents’ kitchen (which we visited).

6. Keep in mind the basic concern in the context. It was important and generally 
easy for us to maintain focus on the question, “Is she guilty of murder?” One 
crucial subquestion became a main question on which it was less easy to main-
tain focus. This was whether she knew that her acts created a strong probabil-
ity of great bodily harm to the victim. Some jurors argued as if they thought 
the question was whether her acts actually created a strong probability of great 
bodily harm, rather than whether she knew this. They needed to be reminded 
of the actual wording.

The disposition to maintain the focus was again evidenced by some of us 
when we responded to a juror who claimed that the body was probably moved 
by someone before the photograph of the victim was taken, and claimed this 
while we were trying to decide whether Arlene knew that her acts created a 
strong probability of great bodily harm. We asked him how that was relevant 
to the topic at hand. He said that he thought it might be important, but offered 
no reason. What he said seemed irrelevant and we acted accordingly. We grace-
fully put him back on focus.
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7. Be alert for alternatives. One alternative that made a big difference in that 
situation was escaping to her parents’ room. It was our realization of this alter-
native that resulted in our judging her guilty of voluntary manslaughter.

If I am asked to choose one and only one aspect of critical thinking to 
emphasize in teaching, I pick this one, being alert for alternatives. This is 
because I have seen so many cases in which this disposition was crucial, 
and because it does overlap with a number of other dispositions (like open-
mindedness).

In this particular case, I learned later, the bearing of the escape alternative 
was controversial. We assumed without saying so that when there is a nonvio-
lent alternative available, a person threatened with physical violence should 
pursue it. But a colleague has since objected that women should stop fleeing 
in the face of violence from men; when forceful resistance is open to them, 
they should consider and often choose that alternative. In this particular case, 
she urged, if the victim was threatening the defendant with violence, Arlene 
would have been justified in stabbing him, and thus should have been judged 
innocent of both murder and voluntary manslaughter.

8. Be open-minded: (a) Seriously consider alternative points of view. Unfortunately 
we did not consider the point of view just described. We just did not think of 
it. We did give serious consideration to the possibility that she was defending 
herself against violence by Al, but focused on our belief that the alternative of 
escaping to her parents’ room was one she should have taken.

(b) Withhold judgment when the evidence and reasons are insufficient. One of 
our jurors announced at the beginning of the deliberations that it was obvious 
that Arlene murdered Al, so we should just vote and get out of there. A juror 
in the Henry Fonda movie Twelve Angry Men, which is a superb movie for a 
critical thinking class, had the same incautious approach. Fortunately, other 
jurors rejected the approach, favoring instead continued consideration of the 
sufficiency of the reasons.

We did consider the alternative possibility that she lured him into the house 
by taking his keys and putting them in her purse (where they were found). But 
we did not conclude that she lured him to his death. We felt that the evidence 
was insufficient.

9. Take a position and change a position when the evidence and reasons are suf-
ficient. The line between Disposition 8(b), which is desirable, and total skepti-
cism is sometimes difficult to draw. One of our jurors was for a time a total 
skeptic. For him nothing could be proved beyond a reasonable doubt (includ-
ing the availability of the alternative of fleeing to her parents’ room), making 
it impossible to find anyone guilty of anything when his concept of proof 
(actually logical necessity) is operative. But we talked him out of that position 
by using simple everyday examples in which he accepted conclusions as proved 
beyond a reasonable doubt. Ultimately he was willing to change his position.
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10. Seek as much precision as the situation requires. This disposition was exhib-
ited when the pathologist acted out the strength of the knife stroke, as she 
reconstructed it from the measured depth of the wound and the fact that there 
were no marks on the bones. She moved her arm saying that the stroke was 
“moderate, like this.” Then she moved her arm much more vigorously, say-
ing “not strong, like this.” The pathologist had sought a degree of precision 
required for the situation. Numbers giving precise amounts of kinetic energy 
or velocity would have been overprecise and less helpful.

11. Try to “get it right” to the extent possible or feasible. In cases where there is or 
might be a truth of the matter, it is important to try to determine it. We paid 
close attention to the pathologist acting out the strength of the knife blow. 
When we visited the scene of the killing, we noted carefully the position of 
the cabinets and the counter, which showed the possibility of Arlene’s turning 
around and striking Al with a knife at the angle reported by the pathologist.

12. Employ their critical thinking abilities. It does not help to have critical think-
ing abilities if we do not use them. This is why some authorities recommend 
much more emphasis on this critical thinking disposition (e.g., Stephen Norris, 
personal communication). With very few exceptions, the members of the jury 
were disposed to use their critical thinking abilities.

In sum, it can be seen that these dispositions are important qualities. It can 
also be seen that they overlap and are interdependent. Modeling, considering 
examples, noting the dispositions when needed or used, and engaging students 
deeply in issues that are real to them are useful approaches for the promotion 
of these dispositions.

Critical thinking abilities exemplified

The first four listed abilities (1 to 4) involve basic clarification:
1. Have a focus and pursue it. The ability to identify, attend to, and keep track 

of a focus (the issue, question, or conclusion) is listed first because, unless we 
know the question on which to focus, we do not know what to do with the rest. 
We as jurors knew the main focus: to judge whether or not the defendant was 
guilty of murder and/or voluntary manslaughter. The main focus was easy to 
identify in that situation, because the judge explicitly told us the basic issues 
to which we should attend. But identifying the focus is not always so easy. In 
deciding whether the second proposition (a necessary condition) for murder 
was satisfied, it was more difficult to keep the current focus in mind. We had 
to focus on each of the six subconditions in the second proposition in turn, 
ultimately narrowing the discussion down to a focus on the last subcondition. 
The focus then became first to determine whether the question was “Did her 
acts create a strong probability of great bodily harm?” or “Did she know that 
her acts created a strong probability of great bodily harm?” Finally the focus 
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became whether the answer to the latter had been proved beyond a reasonable 
doubt.

2. Analyze arguments. The judge’s written description of the charge of murder 
made it easier for us methodically to analyze the prosecutor’s argument for 
murder. We had to be able to see that each of the three major propositions was 
a necessary condition, that any of the subconditions in the second proposi-
tion was sufficient to establish the second proposition, but that at least one 
of them had to be satisfied, and that the prosecutor had to prove this beyond 
a reasonable doubt. When the defense attorney was arguing that none of the 
six subconditions for the second necessary condition had been proved beyond 
a reasonable doubt, we had to be able to pick out this conclusion, and see the 
bearing on the total charge for murder. And we had to be able to see that he 
was trying to show that since the blow was only of moderate force, it had not 
been proved beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant knew that there was 
a strong probability of great bodily harm (the weakest condition). We felt that he 
had shown this, and voted her not guilty of murder.

Standard advice in argument appraisal is to determine what type argument 
is being appraised (e.g., deductive, inductive) and then apply the appropriate 
criteria for the type. The trouble with this approach is that real arguments 
(like the pathologist’s argument) do not come labeled. If there is doubt, I sug-
gest that we first apply whatever set of criteria seems most likely to be satis-
fied. Then if the argument is found wanting, apply another set of criteria. If 
the argument satisfies a set, then, to oversimplify a bit, accept the argument 
and the conclusion (Ennis 2001; Hitchcock 1980). If it satisfies no set of cri-
teria, do not accept it (though it might be acceptable later on if more support 
turns up). For example, if we apply deductive criteria to the pathologist’s 
argument, we can see that it does not satisfy these criteria. But it probably 
satisfies best-explanation criteria (to be discussed later), given what I took to 
be the pathologist’s credibility as a source of facts and an expert inferrer in 
the field.

3. Ask and answer clarification questions. On numerous occasions we had to 
be able to ask questions of clarification, for example the crucial critical think-
ing question “Why?” that we asked of the juror who was sure that Arlene was 
guilty of murder before the deliberations started. Another example: “What 
does ‘proof beyond a reasonable doubt’ mean?” As mentioned earlier, we sent 
a note to the judge requesting the meaning.

4. Understand and use graphs and maths. This ability was not used in this 
jury case. But ability to understand these things is essential in many contexts, 
including, for example, reports of research studies on the effects of medications. 
Two experimental/control group studies of a new medication recommended to 
me showed that the differences between two pairs of experimental and control 
groups were statistically significant one month after administration. Grasping 
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the relevance of this information required me to know what statistical signifi-
cance is and the strengths and weaknesses of such a finding, given the number 
of subjects in the experiments and the limitation to one specific elapsed time 
(one month).
The next three abilities (5 to 7) deal with the bases for inference:

5. Judge the credibility of a source. We had to judge the credibility of all the 
witnesses, including the pathologist who judged that the knife blow was only 
moderate in force, and the defendant herself, who said that she was defending 
herself against attack. Criteria we used included expertise and lack of conflict 
of interest. See Ennis (1974a) for a discussion of credibility of sources.

6. Observe, and judge observation reports. We made our own observations when 
we were taken to the defendant’s home (a special arrangement for this trial). 
We used this information to form our own judgments about the defendant’s 
statements, including her claim about the way she swung at the victim. See 
Norris and King (1984) for a discussion of observation.

We had to judge whether to accept the observation reports on which the 
pathologist based her judgment: the measurement of the depth of the wound, 
and the observation that there were no marks on the bones. We also judged the 
observation reports made by the investigating detective about the position of 
the body and the location and condition of the knife. All the reports of obser-
vations by professionals were based on a written record they made themselves 
at the time of observation, according to their testimony. The facts that there 
were records, that they were made at the time, and that they were made by 
the same person reporting the observation, all added to the credibility of the 
observation reports.

7. Use their background knowledge, and their knowledge of the situation and previ-
ously established conclusions. We used our experience of viewing the scene of 
the crime to infer that the way she described her turning around and stabbing 
him with an overhand stroke was plausible. We used this experience, together 
with background knowledge about keys and cars (at that time), to judge that 
he would need his keys in order to leave. Lack of concern with background 
knowledge is a common criticism of efforts to teach critical thinking (Ennis 
1989; 1992; McPeck 1990).
The next three abilities (8 to 10) involve inference from the above bases:

8. Deduce and judge deductions. We used deduction in concluding that she 
was not justified in using the force that she used. We assumed that if she had 
an escape alternative, she was not justified in using the force she used; and she 
did have an escape alternative. The conclusion follows necessarily from these 
premises.

We also needed and used deductive understanding in interpreting and apply-
ing the total charge for murder, containing as it does a variety of intermixed 
necessary and sufficient conditions.
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A mistake made by one juror was in the area of deduction. He asked a reluc-
tant juror, “Have you proved beyond a reasonable doubt that she was justified 
in using the force that she used?” The answer was negative. The eager juror 
then said, “So that shows that she was not justified.” This mistake might be 
classified by some as the “either-or” fallacy, and by others as the illicit shift-
ing of a negation. But in any case the eager juror made an error by not seeing 
that there is a third logical possibility, namely that she actually was justified 
in using the force she used—without this having been proved beyond a rea-
sonable doubt. See Ennis (1969a; 1969b; 1975; 1976; 1981; 2006; 2007) for dis-
cussions of basic deductive logic competence, one basic issue being whether 
material implication and its cohorts should be included. See Skyrms (1966) 
and Hitchcock (1980) for interpretation and defense of the inductive-deductive 
distinction in critical thinking.

9. Make, and judge, inductive inferences and arguments (both enumerative induc-
tion and best-explanation reasoning). See Ennis (1968) for a defense of the distinc-
tion between enumerative induction (generalization) and best-explanation 
reasoning, and Harman (1965; 1968) for the conflicting view that enumerative 
induction is a special case of inference to best explanation. General discussions 
of best-explanation reasoning can be found in Harman (1973), Ennis (1996a), 
and Lipton (2004).

One enumerative-inductive generalization that we jurors concluded was that 
the bailiff’s behavior was nonresponsive. On this generalization we based our 
decision to stop asking him for help. The prohibition against hearsay evidence 
that was prominent in the trial is at least in part based upon another gener-
alization resulting from an enumerative inductive inference: hearsay is often 
unreliable.

The other type of inductive inference or argument is often called “infer-
ence to best explanation” or “argument to best explanation” (Battersby 2006), 
which I combine under the label “best-explanation reasoning.” Part of the 
pathologist’s argument for her conclusion that the knife blow was only mod-
erate in force was that this conclusion explained why the depth of the wound 
was only 2 1/2 inches, given that there were no marks on the victim’s bones. 
This helped to satisfy the first criterion for judging best-explanation reasoning, 
which is that the conclusion explains key facts. The absence of facts that were 
inconsistent with the conclusion satisfied the second criterion. Five criteria for 
best-explanation reasoning are offered in Ennis (2011; 2013b).

Best-explanation reasoning has wide applicability. For examples from English 
literature (Shakespeare), archeology, French history, psychology, oceanogra-
phy, and airplane maintenance, see Ennis (1996a, 226–228, 231–237); also see 
Follesdal (1979), using Peer Gynt as the example.

Causation is involved in best-explanation reasoning, but I shall not here go 
into the concepts of causality and explanation, assuming for present purposes 
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that our intuitive understanding of causation and explanation will suffice. 
There are difficult theoretical issues here. See Ennis (1973; 1982b; 2012).

10. Make, and judge, value judgments. Making defensible value judgments 
is the last of these three basic types of inference. As I indicated earlier, we 
assumed the value judgment that it is better to flee than respond to violence 
with violence, but we did not reflect upon this value assumption. Value judg-
ing is a particularly difficult area for critical thinking instruction, because of 
the controversy over how to make defensible value judgments, although it is 
generally agreed that the alleged facts on which they are based should be true 
or justified.
The next five abilities (11 to 15) involve advanced clarification:

11. Define terms and judge definitions. For the jury the most troublesome 
definitional problem concerned the meaning of “proof beyond a reasonable 
doubt.” For voluntary manslaughter the state needed to prove beyond a rea-
sonable doubt that the defendant was not justified in using the force she used. 
Several jurors felt that without knowing the meaning of “proof beyond a rea-
sonable doubt” we could not decide about this condition. As I noted earlier, we 
sent a note to the judge for help. The judge sent back a message that there is no 
definition of that phrase, and to do the best we can! Deliberation was about to 
collapse.

At this point I proposed a definition that enabled us to proceed: “To prove 
a proposition beyond a reasonable doubt is to offer enough evidence in its 
support that it would not make good sense to deny that proposition.” The 
form I used, equivalent-expression definition (sometimes called “contextual”), 
seemed more appropriate than the more commonly recommended classifica-
tion form (sometimes called genus-differentia). The definitional act that I was 
performing, reporting a meaning, seemed appropriate for the situation, since 
standard usage was what the jurors needed. The content of the definition made 
the jurors comfortable (though it gave them no new information), so we were 
able to proceed with the discussion. See Ennis (1964; 1969a; 1974b; 1996a; 
2013b) for the development of some criteria for, and distinctions among, 
forms, stances, content, and uses of definitions, sometimes expressed under 
different labels.

12. Handle equivocation. To equivocate is to take advantage of the ambiguity 
of a term in order to support a position. This is sometimes done deliberately 
and knowingly, but sometimes unwittingly. I call the latter “impact equivoca-
tion” (1980) because the equivocator does not realize that he or she is taking 
advantage of a shift in meaning of a word in mid-argument, even though what 
the equivocator is doing has the impact of equivocation.

For example, as I noted earlier, one of the jurors kept insisting that a par-
ticular proposition was not proved beyond a reasonable doubt. The proposition 
was that Arlene could have escaped to her parents’ room as an alternative to 
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remaining in the kitchen and defending herself. We challenged him by asking 
for an example of some factual claim that had in his lifetime been proved beyond 
a reasonable doubt, and he admitted that he could think of nothing, making 
proof beyond reasonable doubt an empty concept for him. In other words, he 
was a total skeptic who in that context would accept nothing empirical as proved 
beyond a reasonable doubt. His meaning of “proof beyond a reasonable doubt” 
was, I believe, logical necessity, which is different from the meaning in use in 
the courts. He was using his meaning of “proof beyond a reasonable doubt” to 
draw his conclusion that the proposition had not been proved beyond reason-
able doubt, and interpreting this conclusion to mean that the proposition had 
not been proved beyond a reasonable doubt in the standard meaning of the 
court. His thinking involved impact equivocation because I believe he was not 
intentionally exploiting the ambiguity. What he was doing had the impact of 
equivocation, even though he did not deliberately equivocate.

A possible example of equivocation not drawn from the murder trial deals 
with a topic in this essay, the meaning of “critical thinking.” Michael Roth 
(2010), an intellectual historian, essentially defined “critical thinking” as 
negative thinking, which he condemned, but then he seemed to be talking 
about the critical thinking that is getting so much support in academia and 
the media these days, which sometimes is, and sometimes is not, negative 
thinking. The success of that condemnation (if he so intended it) seemed to 
depend on equivocating with the term “critical thinking”: condemning criti-
cal thinking in one sense and then applying that condemnation to critical 
thinking in the other sense. A caveat: Cases of equivocation are generally hard 
to prove. The background is usually complex, and alternative explanations 
often develop.

13. Attribute and judge unstated assumptions. One assumption that we made 
was that it is better to flee, if possible, than to respond with violence to a threat 
of violence, an assumption that, I indicated, has since been challenged by a 
colleague. Another example: One juror identified the assumption of another 
when he said, “You’re assuming that I have to prove that she was defend-
ing herself against attack. Rather, the State has to prove that she was not.” 
A third example: An assumption of the skeptical juror was that proof in this 
case requires logical necessity of the conclusion. These examples illustrate the 
importance of the ability to ascribe assumptions in a situation.

See Hitchcock (1985) and Ennis (1982a; 1996a; 2013b) for an extended dis-
cussion of the ascription of assumptions, and an outline of types of assump-
tions and criteria for ascribing assumptions.

14. Think suppositionally. We jurors had to be flexible enough to suppose 
things, some of which we doubted, to see where they led. We all supposed 
for the sake of argument that the victim had wanted to harm the defendant, 
which supposition suggested that she was defending herself from attack. A 
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second supposition was that if he intended to harm her, he would have done 
damage to her before they entered the house, which did not happen. But we 
decided that the second supposition was not plausible enough to justify the 
conclusion that he did not intend to harm her. So it remained an open ques-
tion whether or not she was defending herself against attack.

15. Deal with fallacy labels. Although using fallacy labels with wisdom is help-
ful, one must be careful. Popular examples of such labels are circularity, band-
wagon, post hoc, non sequitur, hearsay, and appeal to authority. These labels are 
often used to communicate the claim that there is a mistake of a certain kind. 
They have advantages and weaknesses. One major advantage is that they pro-
vide efficient ways of describing a complaint.

For example, post hoc warns of the mistake of concluding that one thing 
caused another just because it preceded the other. The label post hoc sensitizes 
people to the fact that showing that one thing came after another does not 
prove that the first caused the second, a common error. The fact that her kill-
ing him occurred after he followed her into the house does not prove that his 
following her caused her to kill him.

A disadvantage with fallacy labels is that often things that fit a fallacy label 
are not fallacious. For example, many cases of appeal to authority constitute 
good thinking. Often appealing to an authority is the appropriate thing to do, 
as when the defense and prosecution appealed to the authority of the patholo-
gist. Even circularity is not always a fallacy, as in Yogi Berra’s “It ain’t over ‘til 
it’s over.” Similarly, deductively valid arguments are circular because the con-
tent of the conclusion is also in the premises. So circularity is not fallacious in 
most deductively valid arguments.

Although courses in, and units of, critical thinking are sometimes organized 
in accord with a list of fallacies, I have not used this approach partly because 
of the above disadvantage and because I do not see fallacy labels providing a 
comprehensive approach.
The last three abilities (16–18) are not constitutive of critical thinking, but are gener-
ally helpful for critical thinkers:

16. Be aware of, and check the quality of, their thinking (metacognition). It often 
helps to be aware of what we actually are thinking and assuming, that is, think-
ing about our thinking, so we can evaluate and reevaluate what is happening in 
our thinking, often producing better results. Richard Paul (2012, 7) has advo-
cated this position. For example I thought about my thinking when I produced 
the definition of “proved beyond a reasonable doubt.” However, I often engage 
in critical thinking without thinking about my thinking. When I realized that 
the pathologist’s conclusion did not follow necessarily, but only beyond a rea-
sonable doubt I did not think about my thinking. I just did the thinking.

17. Deal with things in an orderly manner. This ability was evidenced by the 
jurors when we went through each of the conditions for murder and voluntary 
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manslaughter, item by item. Following problem-solving steps one by one 
(regardless of which of the many versions of problem solving one is using) 
exemplifies this ability.

18. Deal with rhetorical strategies. Rhetorical strategies can be used to deceive, 
so it helps to have some familiarity with them. But familiarity with them can 
also help to present a strong critical thinking argument in a way that it is more 
likely to be accepted.

The defense attorney stipulated in advance that his client did kill the victim, 
apparently because the evidence was overwhelming, so he avoided looking 
foolish defending a lost cause—a good strategy. Another example: By chal-
lenging in advance the point that the defendant was defending herself against 
attack, the prosecution reduced the impact of the point, showing that it had 
taken the possibility into account.

It helps a critical thinker to be familiar with rhetorical strategies, whether to 
use them in presenting the results of true critical thinking, or challenge them 
when used to mislead people.

The next step

The conception of critical thinking described in this chapter can serve as a basis 
for further development of critical thinking teaching, assessment, and cur-
riculum. Critical thinking curriculum development particularly has been for 
the most part neglected, though we often run into the dispute about whether 
critical thinking should be taught in a separate course or infused in existing 
subject-matter courses. This dispute neglects the possibility of the combina-
tion of both in coordinated ways that complement each other. This combina-
tion, labeled “critical thinking across the curriculum,” is rarely seen or even 
attempted in higher education, though it has the potential to provide a deep 
and comprehensive grasp of critical thinking by our students.

I have developed a proposal (2013a) for critical thinking across a higher 
education curriculum that offers a comprehensive plan that addresses teach-
ing, assessment, and especially curriculum organization. Elements of the pro-
posal include coordination; comprehensiveness; avoidance of duplication and 
neglect; sensitivity to the capabilities of, and differences among, subject matter 
areas; transfer to the daily civic, personal, and vocational lives of our students; 
and strong leadership and faculty support.

In this proposal guidance is given not only for a course focused on general 
critical thinking abilities and dispositions, but also for infusing general criti-
cal thinking in subject-specific courses and promoting subject-specific critical 
thinking dispositions and abilities. An example of a subject-specific critical 
thinking ability is the ability to handle (calculate, interpret, and use) analysis 
of covariance in the social sciences.
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Although continued work on teaching and assessing critical thinking is still 
needed, I believe that putting much-increased emphasis on critical thinking 
across the curriculum should be the next step in incorporating critical think-
ing into our education system. I invite others who are sympathetic to the con-
ception of critical thinking in this essay to join me in this effort.

Summary

Assuming that “critical thinking,” as the term is widely used, means reason-
able reflective thinking that is focused on deciding what to believe or do, I 
have offered a streamlined conception of general critical thinking that consists 
of twelve dispositions and eighteen abilities. To clarify this general conception 
and give it vitality, I exemplified these dispositions and abilities, mostly with 
my experiences as a juror in a murder trial. I call the presented conception 
“streamlined” because it provides only an outline, and for the most part does 
not include criteria and principles for making decisions about what to believe 
or do. The full general conception is in Ennis (1996b, where it is fully exempli-
fied; 2011; and 2013b).

I have also included a brief description of what I believe should be the next step 
in critical thinking education, that is, development of critical thinking across 
the curriculum. Given the current state of the field of critical thinking, now is 
the time to use the streamlined conception as a springboard to this next step.
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Introduction

Critical thinking and argumentation are closely allied. And yet each field has 
its own derivation and antecedents, and the differences between these are fun-
damental not only to debates today about their centrality in higher education, 
but to the entire history of the relationship (in Europe at least) between thought 
and language as well. On the one hand, critical thinking is most closely allied 
to philosophy; on the other, argumentation is allied with rhetoric. The debate 
about the relationship between philosophy and rhetoric goes back to Plato and 
Aristotle. It concerns ideas, ideals, concepts, and abstract thought and logic 
in relation to philosophy and the expression of these categories in verbal and 
other forms of language. Both critical thinking and argumentation overlap in 
their territories of engagement, and both have pedagogical implications for 
learning and teaching in higher education. This chapter explores the relation-
ship, examines some examples at doctoral level (and briefly at undergraduate 
level), and puts the case for argumentation as the best focus in terms of taking 
forward practice in higher education. In doing so, it may run counter to the 
arguments in many of the chapters in this book, but the challenge presented in 
this chapter may act like the grit in the oyster. In Toulminian terms, the chal-
lenge can be rebutted or lead to a more qualified position on the role of critical 
thinking in higher education.

Critical thinking

The case for critical thinking starts with Lipman, because of his work with 
primary/elementary schoolteachers and children. The reason for starting here 
is that the fundamentals of critical and clear thinking are established at that 
point, and they prepare the ground for consideration of such approaches in 
higher education in a developmental sense. Lipman’s work concentrates on 
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thinking in education in the school, basing its approach on philosophy “when 
properly constructed and properly taught”( 2003, 3). The thinking is to be 
taught within a community of inquiry and includes critical reflection. Lipman 
is skeptical of the notion of critical thinking, however, seeing it (as I do) as 
tautological. To think clearly is to be critical; being “critical” simply adds an 
epithet that is redundant. He notices a fading away of the critical thinking 
movement in the first part of the present century. In higher education, there 
has been a lack of theoretical work on thinking in the wake of mid-century 
adherence to Piagetian approaches to cognition and cognitive development 
and the publication of neo-Piagetian and Vygotskian approaches in the 1980s. 
Lipman argues that without such theoretical or historical examination critical 
thinking’s claim to be a discipline “can hardly be persuasive” (ibid., 4). The 
present book addresses this perceived gap in theoretical work.

In higher education—and assuming that “thinking” is core to intellectual 
life—practice can be deemed to be “critical” if one is driven by (a) a spirit of 
inquiry and skepticism, (b) able to take criticism of one’s colleagues and other 
academics’ work as part of the fabric of intellectual exchange, and (c) is self-
critical. Half of these concepts I have taken from Lipman (2003, 16–17), while 
I have rejected others to do with “correction.” Lipman’s inclusion of catego-
ries of correction and self-correction suggests that his model of thinking and 
argumentation is too closely allied to the field of argument and thinking that 
concerns itself with fallacies. But the weakness of Lipman’s position lies in the 
foundations of his reflective model of educational practice and its overdepen-
dence on Schön’s theory. If its key concepts are “inquiry, community, rational-
ity, judgement, creativity, autonomy” (2003, 19), these are at such a level of 
general acceptance as to be less than useful in distinguishing ideas—and, iron-
ically, in thinking critically in higher education. The strengths in Lipman’s 
work reside in his mission to improve the quality of thinking in schooling.

More substantial than the critical thinking movement to date has been the 
informal logic movement, emerging in the late 1970s, and embracing theo-
retical, practical (including how best to structure arguments), and pedagog-
ical issues. In many ways, informal logic provides a bridge between critical 
thinking and its varied application in higher education institutions on the one 
hand, and linguistic and discourse analysis on the other. Behind the informal 
logic movement is a longer tradition of classical and contemporary rhetoric, 
concerned with the deployment of thinking in the real world in the form of 
argumentation.

Lipman sums up the approaches well:

Informal logicians and rhetoricians attack the same problem from different 
directions . . . Both are examining claims to reasonableness (and therefore 
are concerned with a theory of rationality). But the informal logicians move 
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towards a new conception of reasonableness by broadening and refining the 
concept of logic, while the rhetoricians do so by examining writing that is 
not or does not appear to be formally logical, in an effort to determine what 
justification such prose may claim to being reasonable. Moreover, both 
are inclined to focus on argumentation, but the one group emphasizes the 
persuasive force of argument while the other emphasizes its logical force. 
(2003, 42)

Ennis (1987), suggests Lipman (ibid., 46ff), bases his approach to critical think-
ing on its power to help us decide what to “believe and do.” Lipman is cautious 
about claims of this kind, preferring to see critical thinking as providing “a 
tentative scepticism” (47) rather than a justification of a set of beliefs or tools 
for making judgments and action. But Ennis’s distinction between dispositions 
and abilities is useful in characterizing the field of critical thinking. In terms 
of dispositions, critical thinkers are concerned that their beliefs are true and 
their decisions justified; that their positions are reasonable, honest, and clear; 
and that others’ views and feelings are respected. In terms of abilities, critical 
thinkers have the skills to clarify; justify the basis for decisions; infer, both 
deductively and inductively; make suppositions; and approach problems with 
equanimity, due sequence, and propriety with regard to rhetorical strategy.

Paul (1987), in the same volume as the chapter by Ennis, argues that critical 
thinking involves judgment, and judgment necessitates a consideration of con-
text. Judgment, however, requires a disposition toward dialogue and dialectic.

Critical thinking, as a movement, has had more currency in the United States 
than the United Kingdom despite the launch of an Advanced Supplementary 
(AS) level examination for 16–17-year olds in critical thinking in the United 
Kingdom in 1999. The range of definitions tends to cluster around the notion 
of robust thinking skills, with the epithet “critical” adding an edge to the activ-
ity that suggests both meta-thinking about thinking and the deployment of 
philosophical analytical processes to the discussion of propositions and evi-
dence. When characterized as a “movement” rather than a discipline or subject, 
critical thinking can be seen as a loose federation of pedagogical approaches 
designed not only to improve the quality of thinking generically, but also to 
raise awareness about the construction of discipline-based or subject-based 
knowledge. What is of concern with the movement, particularly as far as its 
application in higher education is concerned, is the lack of sharp focus as to its 
parameters, the lack of agreement about its internal definitions, and the lack of 
curricular space in higher education to deploy its insights effectively.

Kuhn (2005) is particularly critical of the broad and overdefined (and thus 
unclear) nature of the critical thinking movement, preferring to base her own 
work on empirical evidence (as opposed to most of the work on critical think-
ing); on cognitive development (often not addressed in higher education); and 
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on life outside the school classroom. She divides her attention between the 
two elements necessary for more socially based thinking in and outside formal 
schooling and higher education: skills of inquiry and skills of argument.

A key issue for higher education is therefore: What is the balance between 
epistemological discipline-based enquiry on the one hand and generic critical 
thinking education on the other? I will return to this topic toward the end 
of this chapter in revisiting some of the findings of a study of undergradu-
ate argumentation, undertaken at the University of York in the mid-2000s. 
In this study (reported in Andrews, Torgerson, Low, McGuinn, and Robinson 
2006a; Andrews, Torgerson, Robinson, See, Mitchell, Peake, Prior, and Bilbro 
2006b) aspects of the relationship between critical thinking and argument 
were explored. The focus on argumentational skills enables a return to the 
main focus of this chapter.

Argumentation

Argumentation—the more technical and process-based term than the more 
general “argument”—has a number of antecedents—mostly in the form of the-
ories or disciplines. Among these are dialogism, discourse theory, linguistics, 
logic (especially informal logic), pragma-dialectics, speech act theory, commu-
nication theory, and classical and contemporary rhetoric. Such an eclectic ped-
igree may be due to the fact that argumentation is seen as central to everyday 
interaction as well as to local, national, and international politics. It is not pos-
sible in the confines of this chapter to give a full account of the derivation of 
argumentational practice in the light of all these theories and disciplines. I will 
focus particularly on the rhetorical dimensions of argument for the purposes 
of this chapter, as both classical and contemporary rhetoric have a theoretical 
as well as a practical application. Furthermore, in terms of the relationship 
with critical thinking, rhetoric provides a useful counterbalancing set of theo-
ries and practices. The present section will focus first on the practical aspects 
of argumentation in higher education, then come back to theoretical concerns 
via a look at rhetoric.

Argumentation is indubitably connected with higher education in that the 
most successful undergraduates tend to be those who can argue well, in speech 
and/or writing, whatever their discipline. Argumentation is assessable, and it 
increasingly appears in criteria for success at the highest levels of undergradu-
ation. It is even more integral to masters or doctoral level work, often (now) 
appearing explicitly as a criterion for success. At the doctoral level, one could 
say that the thesis is the argument, and vice-versa; but the same is true, to 
different degrees, for masters and undergraduate assignments (and we must 
not forget that most undergraduate and masters degrees see the dissertation or 
report as the summation of study, with a significant proportion of the marks 
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attributed to this final piece of work). At all levels, discipline-dependence 
(“field-dependence” in Toulminian terms) is a significant factor and needs 
to be balanced with generic argumentational skills (“field-independence”). 
Such a balance is the basic position taken in Argumentation in Higher Education 
(Andrews 2009a).

Why is argumentation so important to higher education? It is about articula-
tion in both senses of that word: both the expression of ideas, thoughts, feelings, 
and suppositions; the joining together of these ideas and notions in logical and 
quasi-logical sequences, supported (usually and beneficially) by evidence; and 
also the positioning of the student in relation to existing bodies of knowledge.

For the purposes of this section, I will concentrate on the doctoral thesis or 
dissertation, as work on argument in a range of undergraduate disciplines has 
been addressed elsewhere (Andrews 2002; 2009a; 2009b) and will be returned 
to in the final section. Work on masters-level argumentation has been addressed 
elsewhere (Andrews 2007).

Arguments emerge gradually in doctoral work. A student will first have a 
hunch that he or she wishes to do research in a particular field. The search 
then takes place, via the reading of existing literature as well as observation 
through experience and/or thought, for a problem. From the problem emerges 
either a research question (or set of related questions) and/or a hypothesis. 
Once a clear starting point has been established, and taking into account the 
flexibility needed in adjusting the question or hypothesis, the literature search 
is mapped and undertaken, the methodology and methods decided upon and 
piloted, and the work begins of creating a pathway through the field. It is this 
pathway that in due course becomes the argument.

One of the most critical decisions in composing a thesis or dissertation at 
this level is the structure of the piece. Is it to be linear (the conventional form) 
with an introduction followed by literature review chapters, followed by meth-
odological considerations, and in due course by results, discussion, and conclu-
sions? If so, what differences are there between the arts, humanities, and social 
sciences with regard to conventional linear structures? I have seen theses that 
follow this classic social science structure. But I have also seen examples of 
theses that are more narrative and autobiographical in nature; that follow the 
introduction with a brief methodological discussion; that do not follow the 
classic structure at all, but take a philosophical or at least reflective excursion 
through a field; that do not have “results” as such; that are more like the struc-
ture of Sterne’s Tristram Shandy (Sterne 1759–67), a work published over several 
years with a combination of narratives, poems, illustrations, blank pages, and 
conventional academic argumentational text. Some of these theses translate 
readily into book form; others (perhaps the conventional model) do not. And 
yet linear structure is critical to the argument (post hoc ergo propter hoc), and, 
one could say, it is only proper that the supervisor advise the student on how 
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best to meet the expectations and regulations and criteria of the university in 
which the thesis is being created. The only thesis I have ever recommended 
for failure, even at second attempt (there was no second attempt) had no such 
rationale for a structure of any kind: it was an assortment, a bricolage, a series of 
unconnected notes that could not justify itself, even in a postmodern sense, as 
having any kind of unity of argument, try as hard as the other examiner and I 
did to make connections between the various elements.

The elements of argument embedded within the conventional thesis are 
similar to those of classical rhetoric, the function of which was to ensure the 
quality of public oratory and debate in democratic society. The expectation is 
that there will be an introduction; a narration of the existing state of knowl-
edge; a means by which that knowledge can be tested via empirical data gath-
ering and analysis, and/or via reflection; a discussion of the state of existing 
knowledge in relation to new knowledge created; and a conclusion that looks 
back at the starting point of the research, and then forward to future research, 
and to applications of the research in policy and practice. But the argument 
does not emerge until the researcher is well into the process of research. Once 
its lineaments become clearer, it affords structure and direction to the thesis. 
By the time the thesis is submitted, and in the viva voce examination that 
follows, the argument should be clear, defensible, open to question, and well 
supported by evidence and/or logical or quasi-logical reflection.

What happens to argument and argumentation when the thesis moves away 
from linearity toward a more hypertextual, spatial, and generally nonlinear for-
mat? The creation and submission of alternative forms of thesis, like a website, 
an art installation, a film—forms which are becoming increasingly common, 
partly as a result of the digitization of the doctoral research process and prod-
uct (see Andrews, Borg, Boyd Davis, Domingo, and England 2012)—present 
interesting challenges to the student, supervisor, and examiner in terms of 
where the argument sits. If the argument is central to the thesis in the arts, 
humanities, and social sciences in the European humanistic tradition, where 
is it in a digitized work like a website? First, it should be acknowledged that 
such alternative forms of submission for the award of PhD tend to hedge their 
bets by insisting that the “creative’ component” is accompanied by a criti-
cal commentary in writing of about half the length of a conventional thesis, 
and representing about half of the submission itself. Thus an exhibition of 
paintings or sculptures, a website, or a film would be usually accompanied 
by a 40–50,000 word catalogue or critical commentary where the argument 
could be explicitly stated. But we also have to acknowledge that the creative 
work itself embodies an argument. Let us take a website submission, for exam-
ple. It might include various sections that are hypertextually related, and all 
accessible from the front page. These sections might include still and moving 
images and sound files, hypertextual links to other sites and sources, as well 
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as conventional argumentational and nonconventional written text (remem-
ber Tristram Shandy). The key point as far as argumentation is concerned is 
that there is no linear sequence in which one is expected to read the doctoral 
submission. You can “enter” at any of a number of points; you can read the 
various elements and sections in any order; and you can construct your own 
arguments, as a reader, that may or may not reflect the implicit or explicit 
arguments of the composer. An example of such a work is by Milsom (2008) in 
which the opening page of the submission is a photograph of the researcher’s 
desk (see also Milsom 2012). The photograph is interactive in that the drawers, 
folders, books, notebook, computer, Post-It notes, etc. are points via which one 
can access the various elements that make up the submission.

Panning out from these practicalities of constructing arguments for the doc-
toral thesis, what are the rhetorical considerations relevant to argumentation 
in higher education? While rhetoric for Aristotle was defined as the art of per-
suasion, contemporary rhetoric concerns itself more broadly with the arts of 
discourse, and is applicable in a wide array of situations, from the personal to 
the political, and in a range of modes and media. It basically answers the ques-
tions: Who is communicating to whom? What about? What are the available 
means (modes and media) of communication? Which are best used, in which 
combinations, to ensure successful communication? How is that communica-
tion effected? It embraces many of the considerations listed above in the open-
ing paragraph: dialectics and pragma-dialectics, dialogism, speech act theory, 
linguistics, and discourse theory. What it does not tend to do, and where the 
link with critical thinking will be explored later in the chapter, is to ask why 
such communicative exchanges are undertaken.

In the examination of the doctoral thesis, in the United Kingdom at least, 
the genre (in the sense of genre as social action, not as text type—see Miller 
1984) concerns the presentation of a work, either in conventional format or 
within the regulations of the particular university, and a discussion between 
the examiners and the candidate (with sometimes the supervisor present as a 
silent witness) of that work. The examiners are usually asked to submit inde-
pendent reports, giving a provisional judgment on the submitted work, prior 
to the viva, and which they exchange in order to see to what degree their 
views are similar or different. They then conduct the discussion accordingly. 
All the power rests with the examiners—especially the external examiner, 
who, besides judging the work itself, is judging the standards of the institu-
tion itself. The “external,” therefore, has the more powerful voice in the final 
outcome. In rhetorical terms, then, we have a submitted work on the table 
where the argument is put explicitly, or somewhere on a spectrum from the 
implicit to the explicit; the researcher is there to defend both his or her deci-
sions in the process of undertaking the work, and the product itself; he or she 
does so by adding to the written submission with verbal (oral) commentary 
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and responses to the examiners’ questions. The whole is framed by the cri-
teria for the award of a doctorate at the institution in question, as well as by 
the experience of the examiners in seeing other such works recommended 
for a “pass,” both in the present institution, and in others. There are other 
hidden criteria at play: the elegance of the submission, the appropriateness 
of the researcher joining the “community” of those with a doctoral degree; 
and sometimes (unfairly, often) the prejudices of the examiners for particular 
kinds of work they wish to see exhibited (e.g., preference for a particular meth-
odology or research paradigm; the degree to which they see required correc-
tions as minor or major amendments). The criteria for the award of a doctorate 
always include some reference to argumentation: a “clear line of argument” or 
“a coherent and critical argument, well supported by evidence and/or logic,” 
for example. If a candidate can see that argumentation is critical to success, it 
usually does not matter that the examiners may agree or disagree with his or 
her argument; the path to success is to argue well, both in the presented text 
and in the viva. Where theses are likely to fail or be referred for further work, 
the argument is either nonexistent, flawed or half-baked; and the questions of 
the examiners in this respect are unanswered or answered badly.

The rhetoric of the thesis and of the viva, then, is part ritual, part a genuine 
attempt by the examiners to elicit the argument put forward by the candidate 
for the award. Understanding the rhetorical context is important for the super-
visor and candidate. For example, colleagues and I have noticed a tendency in 
theses in education and the social sciences over the last ten years or so to have 
increasingly large sections on methodology, and increasingly small sections on 
theory, perhaps reflecting tendency to validate generic methodological compe-
tence at the end of a period of doctoral study rather than, say, grasp of a particu-
lar field. Candidates must be able to defend their thesis by understanding where 
the examiners are “coming from,” that is, what ideologies and values and past 
experience, expertise, and interests they are bringing to the inevitably intersub-
jective nature of the examination. Candidates also need to understand that an 
immediate and unqualified pass at doctoral level is being increasingly replaced 
by a desire, on the part of examiners, to treat the thesis like a draft book, and 
to suggest amendments, corrections, and other improvements—within the con-
fines of the regulations and options open to them as examiners. In the United 
Kingdom, at least, the PhD viva is becoming more like a very unbalanced peer-
review occasion. Very few candidates ever “fail,” but minor corrections and more 
substantial amendments, including referrals for further work, are increasingly 
de rigueur. The social and political framing of the event is rhetorically informed, 
and the arguments within it are influenced accordingly.

Argument, within a theory of classical or contemporary rhetoric (Andrews 
2014), is a means by which agreement and consensus (or at least, a way for-
ward, even if, in the case of the viva described above, the relationship between 
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the parties is unequal) are reached; a form of discourse in which excellence is 
expected at the summation of degree courses; a process which is undertaken in 
a range of modes and media; and a process in which difference is explored in 
order to, in due course, clarify positions and reach consensus for action.

Critical thinking and argumentation

Much of the work on bringing together critical thinking and argumentation has 
already been done by Walton (2008); indeed, the term “critical argumentation” 
in the preface to the second edition of Informal Logic indicates the nature of the 
relationship. “Informal” indicates a grounding of arguments “as they occur in 
natural language in the real marketplace of persuasion on controversial issues 
in politics, law, science, and all aspects of daily life” (2008, xi)—hence the 
subtitle of the book: “A Pragmatic Approach.” Such an approach sets argumen-
tation within a dialogic frame, assuming that “the concept of question-reply 
dialogue as a form of interaction between two participants, each represent-
ing one side of an argument” (2008, xii) is fundamental to the study of argu-
mentation in society. The notion of informal logic has suggested groundedness 
in specific contexts, rather than informality per se; the aim has continued 
to be identification of general patterns of logic in everyday argumentational 
discourse. As Walton notes, “what is happening now could be described as 
a movement from informal logic to semi-formal logic” (2008, xiii)—in other 
words, the gradual identification of laws and patterns in argumentation that 
are emerging in fields as diverse as computing, linguistics, discourse analy-
sis, and dialectics. Informal logic and argumentation are steadily establishing 
themselves as more reliable and coherent tools for the examination of dialogic 
exchange in everyday life and in academia.

One particular context for critical argumentation is higher education. In a 
study undertaken with co-researchers at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, Queen Mary, University of London, and the University of York 
(Andrews et al. 2006a; Andrews et al. 2006b) and later written up (Andrews 
2009a) as part of a book on argumentation in higher education, investigation 
was undertaken into first-year argumentation in three disciplines: biology, 
electrical engineering, history, with subsequent research on educational stud-
ies. My own reflections on the project are influenced by reading in rhetoric 
and argumentation; reading on research in writing development in schools; 
and experience of teaching within the US and UK higher education systems.

Essentially, the development of argumentational skills in higher education 
appears to be based on the combination of a number of key elements:

1. a disposition on the part of students to be “critical,” that is to weigh up dif-
ferent points of view; to be able to separate claims and propositions from 
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evidence; to question received assumptions; to hold a skeptical attitude 
toward “facts” and assumptions,

2. a disposition on the part of university lecturers and professors to accept and 
promote such a critical approach,

3. a knowledge of some of the theories and models of argumentation that have 
application in a generic sense,

4. an awareness of the way argument is manifested and structures the nature of 
particular disciplines,

5. the disposition, on the part of lecturers and students, to “drill down at the 
points of dispute” within a discipline where knowledge is contested, and

6. an understanding on the part of lecturers and students that development 
of such argumentational skills is expected within the period of study for a 
degree, and if not formed at the start, will go through a number of stages.

A disposition to be critical

Criticality in students’ work is highly prized, and even if it is not mentioned 
in criteria for the grading of undergraduate essays, masters assignments and 
dissertations, and doctoral theses, is always a hidden criterion in the judgment 
of excellence and—for many students—a key distinguishing feature between 
work that is mediocre and work that is rated as very good and above. To be criti-
cal means drawing on the largely European tradition of critique: being driven 
by “suspicion” and skepticism rather than by obedience or deference to the 
presented truth; weighing up validity claims against each other; testing the 
warrants that hold together claims/propositions on the one hand, and data 
and evidence on the other; and developing a critical stance or position, which 
often emerges after a great deal of reading and reflection in the field or on the 
topic. None of these features are easy options for students to take. They require 
independent thought and hard work in reading and research.

Lecturers’ disposition to celebrate the critical

Many lecturers in higher education do not accept that their positions can be 
criticized; that their take on knowledge is partial; or that their authority in the 
lecture hall or seminar room can be questioned. And yet teaching a critical 
approach, and celebrating the critical spirit, requires humility with regard to 
one’s own knowledge and a sense that it could be improved by the application of 
criticality. Such an open approach to the fostering of criticality requires knowl-
edge to be seen as provisional; expertise as always emergent; and student voices 
to be heard in the discussion and debate of key topics in the field or discipline.

Knowledge of key theories and models of argumentation

To argue well, it is helpful to know how argument is constructed. There is no 
single model to fulfill this need, and attempts to apply or adapt Aristotelian 
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and other forms of classical rhetoric to the needs of the modern student only 
offer partial success. For example, it is helpful to know that arguments are 
composed of constituent parts; that these parts can be arranged in different 
sequences (there is no agreement in classical rhetoric as to how many); that 
proposition must be linked to evidence (“statement” to “proof”); and that 
weaker parts of the argument should be positioned in the middle of the essay 
or speech. But the classical emphasis on the character of the speaker, on feel-
ing, and on persuasion in an oral public forum are not always transferable to 
the seminar presentation or the essay/dissertation. Classical rhetoric needs to 
be complemented by twentieth- and twenty-first-century thinking on argu-
mentation, like that of Toulmin (1958), Yoshimi (2004), and Kaufer and Geisler 
(1991), each of whose models offers something to students at different stages in 
the composition of an argument (Andrews 2005).

Awareness of the way argument manifests itself in  
different disciplines

There may be generic skills in argumentation that are helpful to teach and 
learn, but the subject- or discipline-specific elements of argument are likely 
to be of more immediate interest to the student of a particular discipline. We 
could say that it is the very nature of disciplines to create parameters within 
which argumentation of a particular kind is undertaken: where the disputes 
in the field are played out. For example, what does it take to argue as a stu-
dent of an undergraduate degree in History, as opposed to one in Literature, 
Biology, or Engineering? Arguments in History may drill down at the points of 
dispute in the field; they may move from tertiary evidence to secondary and 
then primary evidence; in many ways argument is the sine qua non of History. 
Literature study is different in that arguments are more inductive and lead to 
appreciation and interpretation. In Biology, at undergraduate level, arguments 
are less likely to emerge as core to a study of the discipline unless there are 
sociopolitical dimensions of biology that are addressed; and in Engineering, 
the argument can be made in at least two forms: one, in the design of a prod-
uct, and other in the presentation and justification of that product design to 
an audience.

Drilling down at the point of dispute

It was mentioned in the paragraph above that historians “drill down at the 
points of dispute” to explore the arguments in the field. But there are such 
points of dispute in all disciplines in higher education. While knowledge 
may be presented as noncontroversial in some early stages in the study of 
a subject, all disciplines provide space for the discussion of key problems. 
Undergraduate students who do not locate these points of dispute tend to see 
the field as unproblematic and tend to write middle-ranging essays that are 
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more expository than argumentational. To achieve higher recognition in work 
at undergraduate, masters, and doctoral levels, the points of dispute—and their 
precise delineation—must be discovered. Then the student must have the cour-
age and know-how to “drill down” to understand and reveal, if not necessarily 
solve, the disputes. Such drilling down always opens up ground for discussion 
and argumentation.

The development of argument skills during a degree

Becoming a critical thinker as an undergraduate is a matter of development. It 
is not expected that all undergraduates, at the start of their studies, have fully 
formed argumentational skills in their chosen fields. Those who start with an 
understanding of and skills in argumentation are at an advantage; they will 
hone their skills through discussion, feedback from tutors, and through their 
ability to manage complex aspects of a discipline with agility and depth. But 
many students will arrive at the beginning of a course of study without such 
highly developed skills. It is the aim of many undergraduate courses to equip 
students to be able to argue well. To be a historian, for example, you need to 
be able to think and argue like a historian. To then undertake a masters in the 
field, you need to attain “mastery”; and to undertake doctoral work, you will 
be expected to contribute to the field itself. Each stage of undergraduate and 
graduate education requires a further improvement in argumentation skill and 
capability.

Conclusion

We conclude that one way to encourage critical thinking in higher education is 
through an increased focus on argumentation. Argumentation implies critical-
ity; the one cannot function without the other. But thinking, as those in the 
field suggest, can take various forms, from critical thinking to creative think-
ing, from naturally occurring cognitive development to productive thinking 
(see Moseley, Baumfield, Elliott, Gregson, Higgins, Miller, and Newton 2005). 
To provide the epithet “critical” to thinking processes and procedures appears 
tautological, unless one wishes to distinguish such different kinds of thinking. 
But the categorization of the range of ways of thinking has not been the prin-
cipal driver behind the critical thinking movement. Rather, the movement has 
identified generic thinking skills that have been separated from context and 
taught as an abstract mode of operation.

Recent studies in argumentation, on the other hand, have acknowledged 
that generic argumentational skills can only provide a framework, and that 
discipline-specific argumentation in higher education is an essential counter-
weight to the more general approach. The advantage of taking an argumenta-
tional perspective, rather than one on critical thinking, is that argumentation 
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can be concretized; it has a variety of models that can be applied to writing, 
speaking, and composing; it manifests itself in one or a number of modes; and 
there are distinct ways in which argued positions can be challenged.

If the aim of a focus on thinking and argumentation is to help students to 
sharpen the focus of their studies and to improve the quality of their engage-
ment in speech, writing, and other modes, then the provision of short courses 
in argumentation at the beginning and toward the end of their studies, supple-
mented by in-depth exploration of how their chosen disciplines work, would 
seem the best way forward. Ultimately, the provision of such generic and dis-
cipline-specific argumentational strands will produce students who, once they 
graduate, are able to think clearly, argue well, and take their place in a demo-
cratic society where difference is tolerated, understood, and, where possible, 
resolved to allow consensus and action. If they progress to further study at 
postgraduate level, the aim becomes one in which a deep and synoptic under-
standing of complexity in a chosen field and topic is attained, coupled with a 
coherent argument that is able to present and defend such complexity in acces-
sible and contestable terms.
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Only connect

My argument is that criticality can be distinguished through two axes: first, its 
levels, ranging from narrow operational skills to transformatory critique, and 
second, its scope, consisting of the three domains of formal knowledge, the self, 
and the world. In summary, my schema takes the form shown in table 3.1.

Against this background, a curriculum for critical being presents itself 
immediately. It has to be one that exposes students to criticality in the three 
domains and at the highest level in each. Our task in this chapter, therefore, is 
clear: to examine in broad-brush terms what it would mean in a mass higher 
education system to construct a curriculum that gives full rein to criticality at 
all its levels and in its three domains. But, while necessary, that task cannot 
be sufficient to sustain a higher education in the modern world. For that task 
would amount to an identification and a bringing together of elements. Still in 
front of us would be the task of supplying some means of holding the elements 
together, conceptually and practically.

Unless we are able to supply an account of how these different critical tasks 
can be held together, the danger looms that we might produce students who 
are adept at critically evaluating, say, literary texts or other works of humanistic 
culture in one way, but who adopt quite different powers of critical evaluation 
in relation to the world. This is the nightmare which Steiner (1984) presents us: 
a world in which the Nazis might appreciate Schubert or Picasso and then turn 
to their critique of the Jewish community in the Final Solution.

Such a schizophrenic realization of critical powers has to be avoided by the 
Western university. Yet just that prospect beckons as we see it: on the one 
hand, widening its application of critical thinking to embrace domains other 
than the world of formal knowledge, but, on the other, tending to confine 
that development to operational demonstrations. A new kind of final solu-
tion cannot be ruled out, even if it seems a remote prospect (Bauman 1991). 
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Largely, after all, universities in Germany acquiesced in the activities of the 
Nazi regime: they were accomplices in the domination of instrumental reason 
over more humanistic forms of critical reason (Nash 1945; Stryker 1996). At the 
least, the Western university must strive to avoid producing the fragmented 
critical consciousness that would again support such a situation. And it can 
only do so if, through our universities and in our institutions of highest learn-
ing, we develop whole persons who integrate all their critical capacities, across 
all three of the domains and at all their levels.

Students as persons

The emerging determination to see students performing is not totally worth-
less. A higher education for the new century has to have an eye to the students 
as actors in the world, not just as thinkers. But the contemporary fragmenta-
tion is reducing action to mere performance. We see this in sandwich courses, 
in which the training element is not properly integrated with the student’s 
core studies; in teacher education courses, in which the new insistence on 
classroom effectiveness drives even further a wedge between theory and prac-
tice (when the school-based regime was intended to unify them); and in the 
inculcation of so-called transferable skills such as presentational skills, where 
attention focuses on the overt performance.

Table 3.1 Levels, domains, and forms of critical being

Domains

Levels of criticality Knowledge Self World

4.  Transformatory 
critique

Knowledge critique Reconstruction  
of self

Critique-in- 
action (collective  
reconstruction of 
world)

3.  Refashioning  
of traditions

Critical thought  
(malleable  
traditions of  
thought)

Development of  
self within  
traditions

Mutual  
understanding  
and development  
of traditions

2. Reflexivity Critical thinking 
(reflection on one’s 
understanding)

Self-reflection  
(reflection on  
one’s own  
projects)

Reflective practice 
(“Metacompetence,” 
“adaptability,” 
“flexibility”)

1. Critical skills Discipline-specific  
critical thinking  
skills

Self-monitoring  
to given standards  
and norms

Problem-solving 
(means-end 
instrumentalism)

Forms of criticality Critical reason Critical self-reflection Critical action
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These are all signs of the performativity to which Lyotard (1984) was point-
ing in his diagnosis of contemporary society. Lyotard’s analysis is both fruitful 
and not entirely coherent. Supposedly the seminal text on postmodernity, it 
actually points up trends that are signs of an excessive modernity alongside 
those of postmodernity. On the one hand, we are told that postmodernity 
exhibits an “incredulity towards metanarratives” and, instead, celebrates local 
discourses. We can see this tendency in mass higher education, which shirks 
from any attempt to offer a grand overarching account of higher education. 
Now mass higher education is encouraged to sustain multiple “meanings’ and 
to eschew unifying aims (Goodlad 1995; Halsey 1982; Scott 1995). On the 
other hand, Lyotard points to a performativity, shorn from a proper interpreta-
tion. But this is the technicism to which Critical Theory has long objected, and 
has done so as an attack on modernity and its narrow interpretation of reason. 
This separation of reason from morality and understanding led, as per Critical 
Theory, to Auschwitz and the Gulag.

Understanding, therefore, has to be reunited with performance so as to pro-
duce action. Critique in the domain of knowledge has to be brought into a 
relationship with critique in the domain of the world. Indeed, it is only by 
being shot through with analytical insight, intentionality, and a wisdom born 
of the weighing of alternatives that we can talk of action at all. Our students—
in a higher education worthy of the name—have not merely to perform com-
petently; they have to have an account of what they are doing so articulate 
that they can offer a rationale for what they are doing and for the discarded 
alternative actions.

Many lecturers will say that they do this in their courses. However, such 
reflection will hold students at the lower performative levels of criticality unless 
those reflections situate the action in the wider world of social arrangements, 
policies, and public interests, and students are invited to envisage alternative 
structures, systems, and possibilities for collective action.

Unless reflection rises to these higher levels of reflection, the student’s 
reflection would amount to decisionism and operationalism. Simply being able 
to identify a range of alternative courses of action and to supply reasons for 
the chosen course of action does not attain the higher levels of criticality. At 
the highest levels, these powers of imaginary reflection call up critique in the 
domain of the self, to accompany critique in the domains of formal knowledge 
and the world. When we are in the presence of critical being, which connects 
critical reflection in the three domains of knowledge, the self, and the world 
(figure 3.1), then we are in the company of critical persons.

It is the concept of the student as person, therefore, that supplies the concep-
tual and practical glue in a higher education for critical being. Taking students 
as persons seriously is a formidable challenge to put to our higher education 
institutions: not merely the development of critical being in each of the three 
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domains but, crucially, their integration, and, within a challenge, they falling 
short of their responsibilities in the modern world. And yet, if universities do 
not bring off this challenge, they will be falling short of their responsibilities 
in the modern world. This would not just be an injustice toward their stu-
dents, it would be failing society. In modern society, saturated by “manufac-
tured risk” (Giddens 1994), in which our knowledge systems act recursively 
on society, we shall only be able to purchase some small space for informed 
and controlled action and for the attainment of a durable self through a criti-
cal disposition integrated across all three domains. Otherwise, the world will 
inevitably run away, since the means to bring it under critical control will have 
been surrendered.

It will be noted that a conception of higher education of this kind, which 
seeks to integrate the three domains of critical thought, runs counter to the 
three dominant contemporary models of higher education. The academic 
model overconcentrates on critical thinking toward formalized knowledge; the 
competence model is so focused on effective performance in the world that it 
does not warrant the title critical action; and reflective practice seeks to unite 
action and self-reflection but often downplays formalized knowledge if not dis-
paraging it altogether and, as a result, surrenders itself to an overlocalized and 
operational view of professional action. Students as persons don’t get a look in 
on any of these accounts.

Even before we attempt to fill out this idea of unification, three objections 
can be envisaged.

Purifying purity

First, it will be said from the traditional wing of the academic community 
that to widen critical thinking to embrace the domains of the self and the 
world would be tantamount to weakening and dissipating the force of higher 
education. The proposals offered here would spell the reduction of academic 

Critical person

Critical
reason

Critical
self-reflection

Critical
action

Figure 3.1 Critical being as the integration of the three forms of criticality.
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standards, since they represent a dilution of the purity of the intellect as the 
overriding value and concern of the university. The university gains its special 
status and function in society through the critical standards it upholds, pre-
cisely in relation to formalized bodies of knowledge. This is what the univer-
sity is for. Anything else represents “the degradation of the academic dogma” 
(Nisbet 1971).

The objection holds no water. The so-called purity of the academic calling is 
a very recent idea, spawned of essentially a post–Second World War period that 
has seen the academics come to exert monopoly power over the academy and 
the definitions of education that it entertains. Both the mediaeval universities 
and the nineteenth-century newcomers were founded to provide the realm 
with useful skills, Cardinal Newman notwithstanding. The main objection to 
the purity ideal is not historical but is of the moment.

We cannot understand higher education today unless we situate it in some 
understanding of modern society—to that extent, Peter Scott (1995) is right. 
That a mass higher education system, born of a welfare state and now intended 
to meet the challenges of late modernity, should repudiate legitimate expecta-
tions of it to have some sense of the wider society is an incoherent position, 
to put it charitably. The liberal idea of higher education, insofar as it is being 
called up to justify a purist definition of critical thought, can be turned against 
itself; purity does not bring liberty but abandons any such prospect.

Paradoxically, late modernity poses problems not essentially of knowledge, 
since the world is unknowable both substantively and in terms of the tests 
of validity by which we come to know the world. Instead, amid discursive 
challenge and even discursive contradiction, late modernity poses problems of 
being and of the constitution of the self (Giddens 1991). Accordingly, critical 
thought in relation both to the self and to the world has to be brought into 
play. A liberal education resting on critical thought solely in relation to formal-
ized knowledge is no liberal education at all.

The second riposte will be heard from the world of work. It will be said that 
the main business of business is business. Action, change, profitability, com-
petitiveness, customer satisfaction, just-in-time quality systems, imagination, 
and creativity, these are the key attributes. Critical reflection, accordingly, is to 
be valued just so long as it generates these characteristics. This is not to dispar-
age critical thought in relation either to formalized knowledge or to the self; 
these two domains of critical thought are worthwhile but only insofar as they 
promote change in the world itself. They are residual domains, brought in only 
where necessary to shore up the worldly focused forms of critical thought.

This view must also be rejected. It not merely produces a diminution in criti-
cal thought in the two domains of knowledge and the self, but it also truncates 
critical being in the world. Critical action in the world is logically different from 
critical thinking in the context of formalized knowledge, but it can be enhanced 
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by that form of critical thinking. So, too, with critical thinking in relation to the 
self. Critical action becomes action rather than mere performance when it is an 
authentic representation of the self, when it is the self-in-the-world. Graduates 
will do their professions or their organizations no service if they simply live out, 
however reflectively, the roles assigned to them.

Critical action demands that persons fully inhabit their actions; that they 
are brave enough to live out their understandings in the world. Without this 
bravery, without this living out of one’s comprehensions, a person’s life is 
diminished, but so, ultimately, are our institutions. Despite itself, the corpo-
rate world ultimately requires real selves, three-dimensional selves inhabiting 
all three domains of critical being.

A third critical voice on the project before us—the unity of critical thinking 
and action in the three domains of knowledge, self, and world—can be heard 
from reflective practice. The objection from this quarter would deny that the 
world of formal thought is significant in its own right. Such a view amounts, 
we are informed, to a form of “technical rationality” (Schön 1987). Formal 
knowledge comes into play, if at all, to assist in the reflective action as part of 
the armory with which to interrogate action.

Reflective practice is the most sophisticated of the three critical voices since, 
in its more subtle interpretations at any rate, it finds a place for both under-
standing and the self. In particular, the self forms an important component of 
reflective practice, since it has to be a self that both engages in reflection and 
is, in part, constituted by it. The main problem lies in reflective practice giv-
ing prominence to “practice” even if reflective in character and downplaying 
knowledge as such. The very possibility of an integrated and coherent unity 
between critical thinking in knowledge, the self, and the world is outlawed 
by the notion of reflective practice. Reflective practice denies the possibility 
of unity by denying a serious role for knowledge. The pass is sold at the outset 
and has to be reclaimed.

All three of these contending voices have their own king of purity, which they 
would hold on to. But, paradoxically, the upshot of purity in the modern world 
is fragmentation. A higher education for critical being can only be achieved by 
accepting the multidimensionality of the task. The three domains of criticality 
have each to be respected and they have to be integrated. Otherwise, we shall 
see students emerge whose criticality either is stunted in one of more of the 
three domains or is fragmented or, more probably, is both. We have, simply, to 
purify our educational ideas of the belief in purity.

For critical persons

What, then, in general terms would a curriculum intended to develop critical 
persons look like, a curriculum in which critical thinking in the three domains 
of knowledge, the self, and the world was brought together at all their levels?
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At once, the question rules out modes of thinking that overemphasize the 
different domains. Didactic lectures reflective of a excessive concern with for-
mal knowledge; performance reflective of an exaggerated interest in having 
effects in the world; self-reflective activities, which stamp in a self-monitoring 
according to external norms: all of these have to be jettisoned. They have to 
be jettisoned not just because they represent a lopsided approach to critical 
thinking, concentrating overly on one of the three domains. They have to 
be jettisoned not just because they fail even to realize the potential human 
development in each of the three domains (so that we end up with rote learn-
ing, sheer performativity, and introverted reflection, devoid in each case of 
broad understanding and critical insight). More searchingly, they have to be 
jettisoned because they fail to offer even the beginnings of a unitary approach 
to criticality and, thereby, fail to develop critical persons and critical being as 
such.

Much, therefore, of our contemporary approaches in higher education has 
simply to be set aside. Quite different pedagogical relationships are required. 
Students have to be given the space to become themselves, to bring their under-
standings to bear on situations and, in the process, make them their under-
standings; to understand themselves in relation to situations requiring some 
insight and learning, including their own limitations, and to develop the capac-
ity for critical insight in action. A vocabulary such as student-based learning, 
problem-based learning, and independent learning does no justice to the mag-
nitude of what is required. On the contrary their development as a strategy for 
resource economies will produce—unless otherwise checked—a narrowness 
both in the domains and in the levels through which critical being is realized. 
If the human learning and development of the kind sketched out here is to 
come about, we have to dispense with notions not just of teaching but even of 
learning ordinarily conceived. We need a different vocabulary.

The vocabulary to which we need to have recourse would include items such 
as self, being, becoming, action, interaction, knowing, understanding, risk, 
exploration, emotion, interpretation, judging, insight, courage, exposure, dar-
ing, authenticity, collaboration, and dialogue. A cluster of concepts of this kind 
is necessary if we are to do justice to an education conceived as the fostering of 
critical persons We do not have to call up the dramatic picture of the student 
in front of the line of tanks in Tiananmen Square; we simply have to have in 
mind the challenge of professional life. If students are to prosper in the mod-
ern world, if they are to carry their world forward in worthwhile fashion, they 
have to become critical persons embodying critique in the three domains of 
knowing, of self, and of the world at the same time.

The riposte may come, but what is the cash value of all of this? What does a 
course look like that incorporates such abstract ideas? The riposte is not with-
out substance, but it scuppers itself to some extent. It is right to be asked to 
indicate the practical insignificance of educational ideas and to map out in 
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general terms what a curriculum might look like if it is to carry off a proposed 
program. But the demand as stated falls foul of just the kind of thinking that 
I am challenging. If we are to produce critical persons, a course in physics or 
in English literature or even shall we say, in timber technology or in landscape 
architecture will be unlikely to do it.

The problem lies not in any subject or discipline per se, it lies in the prep-
osition “in.” A course in physics or even in landscape architecture does not 
promise to produce critical persons of the kind I am proposing. Landscape 
architecture could come closer to it than physics, since the former willy-nilly 
will expose the student to some form of critical refection in each of the three 
domains of knowing, the self, and the world. Physics, in contrast, does not 
compel a student to engage with the self or the world except in severely trun-
cated ways. English literature and timber technology both occupy intermedi-
ate positions, with English literature inviting critical self-reflection on one’s 
personal values and timber technology requiring engagement with productive 
processes.

What has to be faced is that a higher education anchored in a discipline, 
in which critical being is restricted to the domain of formal knowledge and is 
restricted in its scope to technical operations within a single field, cannot sup-
ply critical persons for the twenty-first century. Both the domains and the lev-
els of critical being have to be incorporated, and those three domains of critical 
being have to be integrated. Critical persons are precisely those individuals 
who exert some unity of critical power over their experiences in relation to 
knowledge, themselves, and the world.

Keep it simple

So what, in general terms, would it mean for higher education to develop criti-
cal persons, in whom there was some integration of critical thinking in the 
three domains of knowing, the self, and the world? The first point is negative 
in character; there are no generic forms of criticality appropriate to the three 
domains to be incorporated into curricula. Academics in the disciplines do not 
have to turn themselves into educationalists who have identified realm of pure 
critical thinking, independent of the disciplinary base of a site of professional 
action. What is required is both simpler and much more complex.

Simplicity comes into play because, in the first place, what is called for is 
for academics to live out their own identities fully and utterly. Rather than 
imagine afresh a process that we call teaching and learning, the first require-
ment is that academics reveal themselves to their students as the hard-pressed 
inquirers that they are. In a genuine process of inquiry, they have to engage 
in a struggle to formulate their thoughts, to labor to develop their thoughts 
(whether in the laboratory, the clinical situation, or in the library), to expose 
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their thoughts to others, to encounter critical evaluations of that thinking, 
to engage in risky undertakings, and to move on in the light of those critical 
comments. These are not purely cognitive processes. They require of scholars 
and researchers to give of themselves, to develop themselves as persons, and to 
engage—albeit in a truncated form—in critical action.

The propositions, theories, findings, proposals, creations, technologies, and 
methods that they propose embody their beliefs. Belief in turn requires com-
mitment and personal investment: publicly expressed, it is a way of constitut-
ing the self (although a limited academic self). But to this existential moment 
of self-declaration is coupled intersubjective processes of engagement accord-
ing to the rules within which that academic discourse works. And that process 
calls both for courage, integrity, and authenticity on the one hand, and for 
qualities of intersubjective patience, sensitivity, respect, and reciprocity on the 
other.

The simplicity, therefore, of getting students embarked on the road to a criti-
cal consciousness lies in academics avoiding concepts of teaching and learn-
ing as such, and setting aside the thought that there are institutionalized 
roles and relationships captured by conventional terms, such as teacher and 
student, which do justice to higher education. To put it another way, rather 
than hypothesizing a conceptual distinction between research and teaching 
(which then have to be brought together in some way), teaching may be seen 
as an insertion into the processes of research and not into its outcomes. What 
is required is not that students become masters of bodies of thought, but that 
they are enabled to begin to experience the space and challenge of open, criti-
cal inquiry (in all its personal and interpersonal aspects).

What is being suggested here is the abandonment of teaching as such (Sotto 
1994). But this is not to open the door to lecturers to construe their task as one 
of introducing students to the latest research findings. The educator’s task, 
for a critical consciousness, is to set up an educational framework in which 
students can make their own structured explorations, testing their ideas in the 
critical company of each other. This is a highly structured process, in which 
the students are subject not only to the local rules of the particular discipline 
but also to the general rules of rational discourse as such. Turn-taking, acute 
listening, respect for the other’s point of view, expression of one’s ideas in ways 
that are appropriate to the context, and even the injection of humor: the criti-
cal consciousness can be too serious for its own good. More than that, there 
would have to be elements of genuine openness such that students can feel 
that their own voice and their own existential claims matter. This means that 
the lecturer’s own position can and will be challenged.

So the simple task of educators adapting their own approaches to scholarship 
and research to their educational setting turns out to be complex. Pedagogical 
roles and relationships become uncertain, and necessarily invite risk into the 
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proceedings. If students are to be given the space genuinely to form their own 
critical evaluations, and to engage in critical acts, the educational process has 
to become uncertain, A looser framing of the pedagogical relationship between 
lecturer and students is imperative. An uncertain world requires an uncertain 
education.

Levels of a critical education

The idea of levels of criticality points to an ever-changing horizon of percep-
tion: as the epistemic level rises, the object is viewed against an ever-wider con-
text. Does critical thinking just limit the student to deploying a set of logical 
moves on the material in front of her? Does it enable the student to evaluate 
the text or the data in the context of an understanding of the field of study as 
a whole? Does it invite the student to place the topic in a wider context such as 
its implications for our understanding of the world? Does it allow the student 
to come at it from a variety of critical perspectives, such that the field, with its 
presuppositions, is itself susceptible to critique?

Take, for example, a student taking a degree in tourism studies. Tourism stud-
ies is a complex field, potentially incorporating subfields as diverse as finance, 
accountancy, marketing, business studies, economics, the study of tourism 
itself as a social phenomenon, geography, history, cultural studies, politics, 
and ethics. The key word in that sentence is “potentially.” Very few degree 
courses in tourism studies will encompass that range: all will draw on studies 
of basic business functions such as finance, accountancy, and marketing, but 
few will draw on the more human and social studies to any significant extent. 
Accordingly, a higher education for a critical consciousness in tourism studies 
immediately invites the question: What is the scope of critical thinking that 
informs its study on this particular course?

The lecturing staff, when interviewed, are likely to say that they warmly 
endorse the notion of critical thinking as a feature of their course, but what 
does it mean in practice? Are the students simply expected to acquire ele-
mentary skills (“critical thinking skills”) of knowing how argument works, 
of forming valid inferences from the available and, in this case, often incom-
plete or rudimentary data? What is the range of perspectives through which 
they are invited to view tourism? Are they encouraged to see tourism purely 
as an economic matter, including its employment characteristics, or are they 
invited to explore tourism through a range of perspectives and considerations 
(such as its effects on indigenous cultures, its ethical components, its impulses 
toward globalization, and its postmodern character, not to mention its effects 
on world health with the spread of AIDS). Even more significantly, are the stu-
dents given the wherewithal to place their own program of studies, to under-
stand its limitations, and its emphases? Are they able to critique that? And 
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yet more fundamentally, are the students offered an educational experience 
that challenges them to develop their own critical stances in a nonthreaten-
ing environment, so that they acquire the dispositions of critical thinking to 
sustain them beyond their immediate educational framework into their future 
careers?

There is a double difficulty here for many academics. First, talk of disposi-
tions will be discomforting. How are dispositions to be developed? Academics 
may feel that they have enough challenges mastering their own field with-
out having to pause to work out how they might foster students’ dispositions. 
Second, critique works—as we have seen—by exposing one framework to the 
critical interrogation of another, or allowing frameworks to collide (in tourism 
studies, the cultural with the economic, for example). But that means that aca-
demics have to acknowledge the limitations of the very framework in which 
they have developed their own intellectual identity. They have, if critique is to 
be fostered, to become other than they are, to pretend that their own frame-
work is not that important after all.

These two difficulties can be addressed at the same time. What is required is 
an inversion of self-understanding on the part of the academics as educators. 
The development of dispositions and the capacity to bring into one’s under-
standing a range of frameworks are, ultimately, a responsibility of the student. 
The role of the educator is to provide the educational space in which those 
developments are likely to occur. Compiling an agenda of issues that draw 
upon multiple frameworks, structuring tasks, getting students to collaborate 
on projects, positing imagination and intellectual range as criteria, and draw-
ing students’ attention to a range of relevant literature (not just in one’s imme-
diate field): strategies of this kind rather than teaching per se are necessary 
elements in producing critical persons. But they are not sufficient: for that, 
students have to take on their own responsibilities for their own continuing 
explorations. A curriculum for a critical consciousness requires real curricu-
lum space for the students; but it is an existential space in which students can, 
interactively, form their own critical evaluations from this perspective or that, 
without any sense of intimidation or of being ruled offside.

The domains of critical being

This sketch, however, only points to necessary conditions of a critical educa-
tion and, in itself, falls into the trap of embellishing critical thought in relation 
to formal knowledge. It is the kind of educational approach that many lectur-
ers might feel they can easily accommodate. But much more is required of a 
critical higher education. A higher education for critical being has to extend 
across the other two domains of the self and the world. What might this mean 
in practice?
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The most problematic domain is that of the world. What does it mean to take 
up a critical stance toward the world? How might we bring into our story the 
image that has formed this book’s leitmotif, that of the Chinese student halt-
ing a line of tanks? Was that simply an example of an individual expressing 
himself as a citizen and his being a student was immaterial? In other words, 
the argument might be that the university, qua university, has no responsibil-
ity and even no place in developing a critical stance toward the world among its 
students. I have argued to the contrary. The university precisely has a respon-
sibility, qua university, to develop the capacity within its students to take up 
critical stances in the world and not just toward the world.

The first question is whether the argument will be general to the university 
or will be specific to particular fields. It might, prima facie, be more legitimate 
to develop a justification for a critical stance toward the world built around 
tourism studies than around mathematics, for example. The argument, how-
ever, if it is to work with any force, has to be general in character. It has to be 
a condition of higher education that all its students are enabled to develop a 
critical capacity in the domain of the world, if the university is to fulfill its 
responsibilities toward criticality. But this consideration, that the argument 
has to have general applicability, only plunges us into further difficulty. What 
arguments might suffice to work across tourism studies, mathematics, history, 
and archaeology? What would such an education for this critical thinking look 
like?

An immediate answer is, perhaps surprisingly, straightforward. Every form 
of thought, every field of inquiry, every subject has a place in the modern 
academy because it has some form of social legitimacy. In most fields, there 
are all kinds of sites of their application in the world, both in school education 
and in the corporate, professional, and industrial worlds. That, in some fields 
and disciplines, following the professionalization of knowledge, the links have 
become buried should not detract from the point. This is not a case of finding 
spurious “relevance” but of recovering the social interest in each intellectual 
field (where it is not apparent). An extraordinary feature of modern academic 
life is that the veil separating knowledge from practice has been drawn down 
even in relation to professional fields. Intent on winning their intellectual 
spurs, academics take delight in declaring that they are not in the business of 
professional preparation.

But even if the dormant social interest in each form of thought could be 
brought explicitly into the curriculum, we would still be short of a fully critical 
stance toward the world, much less giving an account of our student in front 
of the tanks in Tiananmen Square. Did it matter whether he was student of 
politics or history? Could he equally have been an engineering student?

At this point, we need to draw in the third domain, that of the self. If stu-
dents seriously begin to reflect on themselves, to understand their own think-
ing, they might characteristically begin by gaining insight into the frameworks 
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that they typically deploy. Do they enjoy just working things out according to 
the rules of the game, or are they prepared to be more adventurous by looking 
at things in different and even in new ways?

In this way, critical thinking in relation to the world of knowledge (CT1) and 
in relation to the self (CT2) can come into a relationship with each other. But 
this could still remain a cerebral activity. Skills come into play, but internally, 
within the rules of the local form of thought. However, once the student is 
placed in situations where those skills and understandings are exposed to prag-
matic situations in the world, then the potential for critical thought to widen 
to embrace the world arises (CT3). This critical thought in the world, critical 
action, is not an add-on; it could never be, for example, the demonstration of 
“enterprise” as such. Rather, it becomes part of an integrated being, in which 
critical persons in the three domains of knowledge (CT1), or self (CT2), and of 
action-in-the-world (CT3) are constituted and, through their integration, the 
possibility of transformations in each domain arises.

We have briefly to backtrack here. It only makes sense to talk of bringing 
into the curriculum critical thought in relation to the world (CT3) if and when 
critical thought in the other two domains—knowledge and the self—is pres-
ent. We get to CT3 through CT1 ad CT2. This seems to run counter to the point 
made earlier that the three forms of critical thought are independent of each 
other. But the two positions are entirely compatible. CT in the world (CT3) is 
sui generis and is not to be reduced to either of the two other forms of critical 
thought. However, it is enhanced by critical thought both in the domain of 
knowledge and in the domain of the self. If students are to act authentically 
in the world, they will need to draw on both their imaginary insights in the 
domain of knowledge and their own self-understanding. In this integration 
of the three domains of critical being, they become persons, acting autono-
mously in the world and taking up a critical stance toward it.

Conclusion

Criticality can be achieved in three domains, those of knowledge, the self, 
and the world. A curriculum intended to develop critical persons necessarily, 
therefore, has to find some way of developing critical thinking in the three 
domains so as to develop critical thought, critical self-reflection, and critical 
action. However, these three exemplifications of the critical life have also to 
be brought together, if a unity of the critical outlook is to be achieved and if 
creative criticality is to be developed. The integration of criticality in the three 
domains calls for nothing less than taking seriously students as persons, as 
critical persons in the making. Students come into themselves as persons in 
command of themselves.

The concept of person, in other words, supplies the conceptual and practical 
glue required if fragmented critical being is to be avoided. This sounds simple 
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enough, but it calls for students to be given the cognitive, personal, and prac-
tical space in which they can develop in all three domains, yet be guided in 
such a way that the three domains are brought into a relationship with each 
other. Understanding, self-reflection, and action have to be given the space to 
take off, such that the prospect of independent persons can be present. But the 
educator’s task is not complete unless the student is challenged continually to 
make connections between her knowledge, self-understanding, and actions at 
the highest levels of criticality (as in figure 3.2).

Then, and only then, in this integration at the highest levels of creative cri-
tique, would we have the prospect of higher education becoming a site where 
critical being adequate to the wider world might be fostered.
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Introduction

Every craft has its set of tools, which the expert craftsperson uses adeptly in 
her creative efforts. Critical thinking is a craft no different than others in this 
respect: through guided practice and refinement, the expert craftsperson of 
reasoned judgment has developed a set of cognitive tools she uses in her reflec-
tive endeavors. But how are the skills of a critical thinker connected to the 
character of such a craftsperson? I argue that the critical thinker’s skills are 
suggestive of the person she must be to properly employ them. These critical 
thinking virtues are the motivations, dispositions, and values that animate 
her skilled thinking, and this willingness to think critically is what drives any 
appropriately applied skill. Rather than interpretive charity, open-mindedness, 
valuing nonfallacious reasoning, or any of the other virtues that connect to 
skills, I conclude that willingness to think critically is the most fundamental 
critical thinking virtue.

Most mainstream conceptions of critical thinking tend to focus on teach-
ing transferable thinking skills that can be applied across a variety of cur-
ricular and real-life contexts. While my treatment is congruent with such 
common approaches, I follow Bailin and Battersby’s (2010) conceptualization. 
They equate critical thinking with “critical inquiry,” the process of “care-
fully examining an issue in order to reach a reasoned judgment” (4). Since I 
have argued elsewhere that this conceptualization is defensible (Hamby 2013, 
45–46), I argue here that critical thinkers must have what I call a “willingness 
to inquire”: the firm internal motivation to employ one’s skills in the process 
of critical inquiry, seeking reasoned judgment through careful examination of 
an issue.

I make my case by first presenting what I take critical thinking skills to 
be. Then I explain how associated critical thinking virtues are suggested by 
those skills, when we imagine the kind of person who would consistently and 
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competently use them to the ends of critical inquiry. The person who would 
tend to fail to use those skills appropriately, or who would not use them at all, 
is not someone whom we should call a critical thinker. I then argue for why 
willingness to inquire is the cardinal critical thinking virtue, after which I 
respond to one detractor, whose view I find ironically corroborates my own. 
I conclude that critical thinking virtues are important if a thinker is to be 
the kind of person who appropriately applies her skills in critical inquiry. We 
should seek to foster such virtues in our students, and we should only call a 
person a critical thinker if she possesses those virtues, especially the central 
motivating virtue, that is, a willingness to inquire.

Critical thinking skills

Critical thinking skills are those cultivated abilities that a person must have 
to engage in critical inquiry. By conceiving of critical thinking skills in this 
way I follow the consensus found in Facione (1990), thinking that critical 
thinking skills are like any other kind of skill: special kinds of purposeful 
abilities “to engage in an activity, process, or procedure” (14). What makes 
critical thinking skills special? They are those particular abilities that con-
tribute to the process of critical inquiry, and to achieving its end, which is 
reasoned judgment.

For instance, one important critical thinking skill that often contributes to 
the process of critical inquiry is the ability to interpret the core of an argu-
ment: its main conclusion, and its supporting reason or reasons (cf. Blair 1995; 
Johnson 2000). Arguments are relevant considerations requiring interpretation 
and evaluation in reasoned judgment making, so the ability to interpret an 
argument is properly considered a critical thinking skill when it is employed 
toward that end. This is true even while the skill of argument interpretation 
could be put to other uses, such as in a debate, where one party attempts to 
dogmatically or otherwise single-mindedly defend a view from alternative per-
spectives. But then, in being employed toward this end, a person would not 
be thinking critically, though she would still be performing a skilled thinking 
activity in her argumentative defense.

Argument interpretation is only one specific skill that is usually brought to 
bear in the process of critical inquiry, however. There are many other skills as 
well, including argument evaluation, clarifying meanings of terms and state-
ments, evaluating authorities and sources, and examining plausible alterna-
tives, among others. These are all activities that contribute to critical inquiry, 
because they are all especially relevant to the process of carefully examining 
an issue in an effort to reach a reasoned judgment. So, if a thinker has not suc-
ceeded in cultivating abilities to engage in these intellectual activities, she is 
not a critical thinker.
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Critical thinking virtues

For any skilled activity I might engage in, however, sheer technical ability is 
never enough for me to actually engage in that activity on a consistent basis. 
The reason is that I might have an ability to do something, but without a 
corresponding inclination to do it, my ability will not characteristically be 
employed toward achieving the ends proper to it. This is true for skilled think-
ing activities that contribute to a process of critical inquiry aiming toward 
reasoned judgment, just as it is for other skilled activities that achieve other 
ends.

For example, if I am a musician and want to be an excellent and convinc-
ing performer, I must be technically adept at playing my instrument, but I 
also must actively want to perform, having a certain passion for the stage. If I 
am an athlete and want to compete at an elite level I must have the skills and 
conditioning required, but without the perseverance to play through the pain 
of extreme physical exertion, my skills will never be pushed to the limit when 
I need them most. And if I am to be a well-trained and combat-ready Marine, 
I must be skilled in the use of a rifle, able to reliably hit my mark; but without 
the relentless motivation to kill my enemy and the selflessness and obedience to 
follow orders even at the cost of my own well-being, I will not be a well-trained 
Marine that will fulfill my duties in combat.

In these and all other skilled activities, more is required than the sheer abil-
ity to perform some technical task to some end. What is required in addition 
is a certain commitment to and willing engagement in that activity: those 
personal qualities that drive a person to employ her skills, and to employ them 
appropriately, aiming toward the ends that are proper to them. Without those 
qualities, a person with ability will not be the kind of person who consistently 
employs that ability. A musician without passion will not be a convincing per-
former; an athlete without perseverance will not be a worthy competitor; and 
a Marine without bellicosity will not be a valorous warrior. The basis of con-
sistently produced skilled activity, such that we would identify a person by her 
habitual and competent performance of it, is therefore a matter of character: 
those firm personal qualities that consistently contribute to a person produc-
ing that activity’s ends.

So, even though to be a critical thinker one must be a skilled thinker, being a 
skilled thinker is not enough. One must also be a virtuous thinker, possessing 
and manifesting the critical thinking virtues: those cultivated excellences of a 
person’s character that consistently guide her in the skillful process of critical 
inquiry. They are the motivations, values, dispositions, goals, and other habits 
of mind that, being connected to purposeful abilities, lead a thinker to be the 
kind of person who engages appropriately in the interpretive and evaluative 
process of critical inquiry.
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There are many reasons why critical thinking virtues are required for some-
one to be a critical thinker. For instance, I could be a highly skilled thinker yet 
not aim toward reasoned judgments when I employ my skills. Or I could be a 
skilled thinker aiming toward reasoned judgments yet never be disposed to 
employ my skills. Or I could be disposed to use my skills aiming toward rea-
soned judgments, but be compelled, coerced, or otherwise improperly disposed 
to employ my skills. Imagine the following scenarios.

In the case of someone who is highly skilled in debate, such a person will 
most likely have a mastery of various skills that are brought to bear in that 
process. However, even if debating involves marshalling evidence and making 
the best case for some position, it is still more about defending a view from 
alternatives than it is about reaching a reasoned judgment offered with “full 
justification” in light of other alternatives (cf. Goodwin 2013). In this sense, 
debate winning is a kind of (improperly) motivated thinking that tends toward 
error as compared to reasoned judgment. Since the ends a debater has in mind 
when she employs her skills are not to reach a reasoned judgment, the critical 
thinking virtues will not come into play, and her skills coupled with her desire 
to win will be enough for her to fulfill her ends. Such a person is not think-
ing critically, and if such thinking is characteristic for her, she is not a critical 
thinker.

Now imagine the case of a person who is a skilled thinker and who does aim 
toward reasoned judgment: but we can think of her not employing her skills 
to that end because of her intellectual laziness or carelessness. In that case she 
might haphazardly and prematurely latch onto a claim that is not the main 
claim being supported. This would constitute an example of a skilled thinker 
who has the right ends in mind, but who nevertheless employs her skills in an 
inappropriate enough way such that they are not put to proper use considering 
her ostensible aims. This person also is not thinking critically. If such intellec-
tual behavior is characteristic of her, she is not a critical thinker.

Finally, imagine a person who is a critical thinking student in a classroom 
where employing her skills aiming toward reasoned judgment is required of 
her: we can imagine her employing her skills aiming toward reasoned judg-
ment only in that context. Such a student might be thinking critically in the 
classroom, but she is doing so because she knows she must in order to earn 
a passing mark in the course. Outside of the classroom she might not value 
critical inquiry such that she is disposed to engage in it when the opportunity 
presents itself. Such a person is not a critical thinker, even if she thinks criti-
cally when she is compelled to do so.

I have so far presented examples of thinkers who are skilled, but who lack 
the proper virtues to put those skills to appropriate use in efforts at critical 
inquiry. But the same cannot be said for someone who is an excellent criti-
cal thinker: such a person not only possesses relevant skills, but also relevant 
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personal characteristics that make her the kind of person who employs those 
skills appropriately in critical inquiry. For instance, given the skill of argument 
interpretation, a critical thinking virtue animating that skill in a process of 
critical inquiry is charity. A charitable paraphrase of a text is one such that it 
fairly represents the argument or arguments it contains, accurately and most 
plausibly articulating the conclusion, subconclusions, and supporting premises 
that comprise it. Charity is important when employing the skill of argument 
identification in critical inquiry, because an unfairly or implausibly interpreted 
discourse will stand in the way of the ends of critical inquiry, tending to con-
found a proper evaluation from being carried out and a reasoned judgment 
from being reached. Therefore, to be able to perform the skill of argument 
interpretation in the service of critical inquiry in a consistent and appropriate 
way, one needs more than sheer ability to render the arguments of others. In 
addition, one needs to interpret arguments in an appropriate way: attentively 
considering the context, carefully and accurately extricating the argument at 
hand, and fairly representing what is concluded, and what ostensibly provides 
the support for that conclusion.

One can be skilled at argument interpretation without being charitable, 
paraphrasing a text with ulterior motives, or more overtly in an effort other 
than to reach a reasoned judgment. But since it is not reasoned judgment one 
is aiming toward when one uses that skill uncharitably, it cannot be said one is 
thinking critically. For instance, a politician who casts her opponent’s reason-
ing in an subtly unfair way might be very skilled at argument interpretation, 
but because her purpose is to sway public opinion away from her opponent, 
her skill need not be employed charitably, even though it still may be used in 
an effective way to achieve her ends.

The same can be said for other critical thinking skills: associated critical 
thinking virtues are indicated when these skills are put to use in the service 
of critical inquiry. For instance, to evaluate an argument as part of a process 
of critical inquiry one must be open-minded: ready to entertain an argument 
on its merits without deciding beforehand whether it is cogent or not; ready 
to revise one’s view should the argument prove to be stronger than, yet con-
trary to, a prior view one holds (cf. Hare 1979); and ready to admit one’s own 
fallibility (Riggs 2010). One can evaluate arguments skillfully without being 
open-minded, but then one will usually have other aims when using that skill. 
A defense attorney, for instance, might evaluate the prosecution’s arguments 
with great skill, but since the end in view is to acquit her client, an open-
minded approach to the opposing arguments is not required for her to be effec-
tive in her aims.

As a final example, take the critical thinking skill of making good inferences 
and correcting for bad ones, as well as being able to recognize good and bad 
inferences that are made by others in various contexts. This is a key critical 
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thinking skill a person will tend to need in a process of critical inquiry. However, 
inferences can be made fallaciously yet be perfectly efficacious in helping one 
to achieve some end other than reasoned judgment. For instance, an appeal to 
popularity is an effective way for an advertiser to sell a product. Appealing to 
popularity, however, tends to be an ineffective way of going through a process 
of inquiry. A critical thinker must therefore make inferences in a way that 
avoids fallacies such as an unwarranted appeal to popularity, whereas an adver-
tiser need not so long as it helps her to sell her product. Valuing thinking that 
is nonfallacious is therefore an important critical thinking virtue that enables 
a person who is skilled at inference-making and identification to put those 
skills to appropriate use in the process of reaching reasoned judgment.

Willingness to inquire

There is one critical thinking virtue, however, that moves every critical think-
ing skill. Without this virtue, my skills will tend not to be employed consis-
tently and appropriately in critical inquiry, and others should resist calling me 
a critical thinker. For, regardless of the critical thinking skill, without a moti-
vation to use it and a tendency to actually employ it in a process of inquiry, I 
will either not employ it at all, or not employ it appropriately. In the case of the 
single-minded debater, the politician, the defense attorney, and the advertiser, 
whatever skills they employ in their intellectual efforts, they are surely not 
employing them in an effort to reach reasoned judgment, but for other ends. 
This disqualifies them from being considered critical thinkers if such thinking 
is a characteristic part of their intellectual orientation.

As a critical thinker, the end of my skilled thinking is reasoned judgment 
reached through a process of critical inquiry. Therefore, the necessary and 
central virtue I should possess and manifest before all others is willingness 
to inquire: an internal motivation to employ my skills appropriately, aim-
ing toward reasoned judgment. Such a person recognizes the value of going 
through that process aiming toward that end, and characteristically engages in 
that process in her intellectual life. She appreciates the power of critical inquiry 
enough so that she is willing to seek reasoned judgment thorough a careful 
examination of an issue, whenever there is room for reflection. Returning to 
the case of the student who is required to think critically: her skills are wasted 
outside of the classroom because she does not appreciate inquiry or think it 
important enough for her life outside of class. Without willingness to inquire, 
this student will never be a critical thinker.

This is therefore the critical thinking virtue without which a person will 
not characteristically put her critical thinking skills to appropriate use aiming 
toward reasoned judgment. But it is also the basic orienting virtue that stands 
behind other critical thinking virtues, such as charity, open-mindedness, and 
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valuing nonfallacious reasoning. These other critical thinking virtues are 
important, and inter alia contribute to the fundamental attitude that moves a 
person to be a critical thinker; but in the ideal critical thinker the general drive 
to engage in critical inquiry aiming toward reasoned judgment stands behind 
the other virtues in their particular manifestation in that process.

Of course, one can be open-minded in particular, context-specific situations. 
In addition, one can exhibit in specific instances any of the other virtues with-
out having willingness to inquire. I could be the most open-minded person yet 
not at all interested in critical inquiry, being open-minded only for the sake of 
making friends, changing my opinion to curry favor, admitting fallibility with 
an unreflective congeniality. But then, as this kind of an open-minded person 
I could hardly be said to be a critical thinker, even though I might evaluate 
arguments in the most open-minded of ways. If one is to be open-minded in 
the process of critical inquiry, then one must of necessity also have willingness to 
engage in that process. So, following Siegel (2009), while open-mindedness is 
required, it is not enough for critical thinking. I would also add, however, that 
willingness to inquire is also required if one is to be open-minded in critical 
inquiry: without willingness to engage in that process, one cannot be open-
minded in that process (Hare 1979). The same can be said for the other critical 
thinking virtues: willingness to engage in critical inquiry ranges over the virtu-
ous application of skills that are used in that process, by people who are rightly 
deemed critical thinkers.

A response to one detractor

My formulation of the critical thinking virtues is consonant with most theo-
rists’ take on what are commonly called “critical thinking dispositions.” Some, 
such as Siegel (1988), following Passmore (1980), call this constellation of 
virtues “the critical spirit.” Some, such as Bailin and Battersby (2010), follow 
Glaser (1941/1972), calling it “the spirit of inquiry.” Whatever the label, this 
commonality of sentiment gives my formulation some plausibility. For while 
all theorists are not agreed on exactly how to formulate the educational ideal 
of critical thinking, nor precisely how to conceive of how critical thinking 
virtues connect to critical thinking skills, what most implicitly, and sometimes 
explicitly (e.g., Hare 1979), agree upon is that in order to think critically one 
must be both willing and able to do so. My formulation connecting the skills of 
critical thinking to associated virtues specifies just how this willingness and 
ability are linked: given the special aims of critical thinking, and the special 
skills that are required to pursue those aims, associated virtues are indicated. 
Without such firm aspects of a person’s character, the exercise of some skills, 
when they occur at all, will tend to confound critical thinking. In the prag-
matic endeavor of teaching students how to properly employ their skills, we 
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should therefore foster in them the associated virtues. Only then will they 
have a better chance to become true critical thinkers: people who are commit-
ted to using their skills appropriately in the practice of critical inquiry.

What remains in this paper is for me to briefly show how my formulation 
can accommodate the view of one significant detractor. Ironically, I find that 
even though Missimer (1990; 1995) is the most outspoken critic of critical 
thinking virtues, with her ostensible rejection of critical thinking “character,” 
her articulation of that critique nevertheless concedes my basic point regard-
ing willingness to inquire. I argue that Missimer’s view is consistent with the 
mainstream view: critical thinking skills require the internal motivation to use 
them in the person who is truly a critical thinker.

Missimer attacks the “character view” of critical thinking, and defends the 
“skill view.” The character view is the view that “the critical thinker has certain 
character traits, dispositions, or virtues” (Missimer 1990, 145), in line with the 
consensus view of the ideal critical thinker, and the skill view, by contrast, is 
the view “that critical thinking is a skill or set of skills” (145). Missimer com-
plains that different versions of the character view are “advanced without much 
analysis”; “are inconsistent”; are such that “historical evidence can be brought 
against” them; are not as “exciting” as the skill view; and that they “smuggle 
in moral prescriptions” (145). Rather than rehearse these arguments against the 
critical thinking virtues and reply to each of them in turn, I will stress how 
Missimer’s overall attack rings of incoherence, as she concedes that the critical 
thinker must possess the habit of thinking critically, implying what she herself 
calls a “minimalist” character-view position (Missimer 1990, 149). While Siegel 
(1997) has adequately responded to the other charges Missimer levels against 
the character view, he only briefly mentions this incoherence as a reason to 
reject Missimer’s position, but does not elaborate (65). In line with Siegel’s cri-
tique, I wonder how Missimer’s is a skills-alone view when for her doing critical 
thinking is always “a result of having wanted to” (Missimer 1990, 149).

The incoherence of Missimer’s position comes when she says that “to be 
(thought) a mathematician, historian, [or] sailor, you must do a lot of math-
ematics, history, [or] sailing as a result of acting on your disposition to do so” 
(149). Likewise, so Missimer admits, to be thought a critical thinker, one must 
do a lot of critical thinking as a result of acting on a disposition to think criti-
cally. While Missimer thinks this sounds tautological and trivial (149), rather 
than also concede that her concept of the critical thinker involves character 
in an important way, she goes on to say that “one could think of these disposi-
tions to do critical thinking (or mathematics, sailing, etc.) as character traits; 
one could as easily think of these activities as habits born of skill and enthusi-
asm to keep up the habit” (149).

However, this denial that the disposition to think critically is an impor-
tant character trait is unconvincing, because Missimer describes the habitual 
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critical thinker as one who has a certain “enthusiasm” to think critically. And 
enthusiasm, especially when it is manifested habitually, is surely an important 
character trait of a person. I have in mind Hare (1993), who explicitly stresses 
that enthusiasm is a central intellectual virtue that good teachers should pos-
sess and seek to foster in their students (24). Being characteristically enthusias-
tic about sailing or thinking critically is certainly not a skill, even if through 
the skillful practice of thinking critically or sailing an enthusiasm for those 
activities is nurtured. So we should not take that enthusiasm as a result of 
practice for granted, as Missimer does when she says that “if you get [students] 
to practice the skills in a myriad of areas but do not tell them that they should 
have the disposition to do critical thinking, you are teaching the disposition in 
the sense that you are instilling the habit of critical thinking” (24). This claim 
seems highly doubtful in light of the discussion above. Even in the habitual 
exercise of some skill it is not a foregone conclusion that the disposition or 
motivation to use that skill (or an “enthusiasm” to use it, or as I would call 
it, a “willingness”) will thereby be developed. A person might sail every day 
because her rich father insists on it, and might as a result become quite a skill-
ful sailor. Still, she might at the same time never wish to sail on her own, or 
develop the enthusiasm for sailing that would lead her to value and appreciate 
her sailing skills, and to willingly use them away from her father’s insistence 
that she sail. The same can be said for any skilled activity, including critical 
thinking: just because we drill the skills of critical thinking does not mean we 
instill the will to think critically. Therefore, nurturing in students a respect for 
inquiry and a willingness to go through that process with others is not an exer-
cise in triviality based on a mere tautology, but is vitally important for their 
development as critical thinkers. I submit that even in her attempt to deny 
that her view involves intellectual character, Missimer reveals that she thinks 
it plays an important role in the skillful habit of thinking critically.

In addition, the presence of this internal motivation to think critically and 
its connection to skilled thinking is corroborated by empirical evidence of 
the sort that Missimer (1995) demands should be present if we are to accept 
that the critical thinker is someone who is skilled, and who has a certain type 
of virtuous character. That evidence is found in a recent study by Nieto and 
Valenzuela (2012), which investigates the internal structure of critical thinking 
dispositions. They hypothesize a “motivational genesis of the dispositions of 
critical thinking” (36), finding that the “motivation to think critically contin-
ues to be an important factor in the deployment of critical thinking skills, even 
though certain mental habits or attitudes associated with performing them 
have become consolidated” (36). They furthermore argue “that mental habits 
or attitudes come from the exercise of motivated skills” (37, emphasis added). 
For Nieto and Valenzuela this has the pedagogical implication that we should 
work toward “increasing the value [students] assign to critical thinking” (37). 
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Their study parallels my conceptual claim that the internal motivation to 
think critically is the primary virtue of the critical thinker, and that the habit 
of skillful thinking is in part born of this virtue.

In sum, Missimer’s attack against the character view fails. Apart from the 
ways that her attack fails on its merits, which Siegel (1997) has done well to 
enumerate, her view is also incoherent, as she admits a minimalist position 
regarding the character view: that the critical thinker is a habitually skilled 
and enthusiastic critical thinker who wants to think critically. This conceptual 
connection between skills and virtues is not merely tautological and trivial, 
but has pragmatic significance when one considers the classroom context: stu-
dent motivation to engage in critical inquiry should not be taken for granted, 
but stimulated if it is such an essential ingredient in habitually thinking criti-
cally. The same is true for the other virtues, none of which always come so 
naturally to thinkers. In addition, the evidence Missimer asks for regarding 
the character dimension has been supplied in the intervening years since she 
demanded it, from Nieto and Valenzuela (2012). In short, Missimer’s skills-
alone view remains an implausible conceptualization of critical thinking, the 
character view remains the most plausible, and is ironically suggested by her 
own view. This is important because it solidifies the consensus among critical 
thinking theorists and pedagogues that the critical thinking virtues are a con-
stituent aspect of a person being a critical thinker. It helps my case because by 
singling out the importance of an enthusiasm and a desire to think critically, 
Missimer echoes the idea that willingness to inquire is the cardinal critical 
thinking virtue.

Conclusion

Critical thinking skills indicate critical thinking virtues that a person must 
have if she is to be a critical thinker: someone who characteristically uses her 
skills appropriately in efforts aiming toward the end of critical thinking, which 
is reasoned judgment. Critical thinking virtues such as open-mindedness, 
charity, and valuing fallacious-free reasoning are important, but willingness 
to inquire stands behind their manifestation in the ideal critical thinker. It is 
therefore willingness to inquire that is the fundamental critical thinking vir-
tue. Pedagogues should not neglect teaching and modeling the other virtues 
in their classrooms. However, our pragmatic attempts at teaching students how 
to be better critical thinkers should focus on fostering willingness to inquire, 
without which our students will not be the kind of people who are properly 
motivated to use their skills in critical inquiry. People who lack this basic drive 
and who lack other important virtues are not the kinds of thinkers we aim to 
educate, and should not be called critical thinkers, whatever their intellectual 
skills.
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Part II

Teaching Critical Thinking

Assuming that one considers that critical thinking lies at, or close to, the heart 
of higher education, how might it be developed among students? Between 
them, the seven papers in this section offer answers to this question and, in so 
doing, reflect several of the fault lines in the debates over critical thinking.

Perhaps the dominant fault line has been that of what might be termed the 
“general/contextual” controversy. Are we to understand critical thinking as a 
set of skills or cognitive processes or states of human being that have a kind 
of integrity in themselves and so might be found exemplified across—and so 
be transferable across—all manner of settings? Or, on the contrary, does criti-
cal thinking only reveal itself in particular contexts and take on its character 
partly as a result of the influence of that particular context? This is a crucial 
matter insofar as higher education is concerned, giving rise to both views that 
critical thinking can be taught and acquired by students as a set of tasks in its 
own right—in specialist courses of critical thinking—and that critical thinking 
has no such general character and so cannot be taught abstractly but rather has 
to be acquired within the separate challenges posed by each discipline.

Several of the papers here take up this issue. In each case, a judicious mix of 
understanding critical thinking as having both cross-disciplinary aspects as 
well as disciplinary specific coloration is proposed. However, the balance of 
that relationship is seen in different ways.

Anna Jones reflects on substantial empirical work, including interviews with 
disciplinary specialists, and carefully dissects the nature of critical thinking 
across physics, economics, history, law, and medicine. Jones develops the view 
that general attributes of critical thinking can be said to exist but that they 
take on their character within the different disciplines. Indeed, “even within 
one discipline critical thinking takes many forms.” Accordingly, “generalisable 
critical thinking is a useful foundation for disciplinary critical thinking but 
will not substitute for it.” In contrast, on the view of Bailin and Battersby, “rea-
soning and argumentation are generally not a focus of disciplinary pedagogy.” 
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They therefore look to a teaching approach that promotes “aspects of argumen-
tation which transcend disciplinary boundaries.” And having noted that stu-
dents’ critical thinking skills “are much weaker in cases of far transfer, where 
the context of application is very different from the context of learning,” Paul 
Green explicitly “assume[s] . . . that there are general critical thinking skills.” 
This move then allows Green to develop an argument around critical thinking 
as a form of and as a means of lifelong learning.

Another feature of the critical thinking debate is that of levels at which it 
might be exemplified. Jones notes that Barnett (1997) pointed out this feature 
of critical thinking, with the ultimate level residing in “metacritique,” namely, 
the capacity to stand outside a framework (such as a discipline) and critically 
evaluate that. Jones further observes that “the question of whether disciplinary 
thinking can equip students to think beyond a disciplinary frame is a difficult 
one.” Consequently, in order to “enable metacritique,” Jones goes on to suggest 
“a curriculum model that allows for multi- or interdisciplinary study.” Thomas 
and Lok also deploy the idea of levels, picking up on Ramsden’s (1992) idea of 
qualitatively different levels of learning, wherein thinking critically is situated 
at the most abstract level. For Thomas and Lok, critical thinking has three 
dimensions or “thematic groups,” namely cognitive skills, dispositions, and 
knowledge. This matrix—of levels and thematic groups—provides the basis 
for Thomas and Lok to go on to suggest that critical thinking resides in “rising 
levels of intellectual and ethical competence, and self-awareness,” involving 
not merely a “doing component” but a “being component” as well.

Wendland, Robinson, and Williams also draw on the metaphor of levels (or 
“stages”), in pointing to critical thinking as an ability to handle evermore com-
plex understandings of the world. They begin from a concern that the use of 
debates as a pedagogical technique may emphasize dualistic thinking and look 
to what they term “thick critical thinking.” In such a form of thinking, the 
student will progress above and beyond a simplistic form of critical thinking 
to gain an appreciation of the complexities of situations and their associated 
debates. Students will form a sense not merely of differing views as such but 
will gain a nuanced sense of their historical development, their context, and 
their “dialectic,” as such views contend with each other. Here, students come 
to see into argumentative positions, “examining what is at risk for each side.” 
The ultimate pedagogical move is to bring students to position themselves in 
a debate and “to articulate their own positions.” The metaphor of levels is per-
sistent here for “the entire process is cumulative, each step building on the one 
before it.”

Present in all of the papers in this section are insights into ways in which 
critical thinking offers educational value. Just some of the suggested educa-
tional benefits that we glimpse here are the following: a sense of students 
being able to form reasoned judgments (van Gelder; Wendland, Robinson, 
and Williams); the development of capacities of critical self-reflection and 
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metacognition (Green; Thomas and Lok); a disciplining of one’s thinking 
(Llano); and the ability to live with contingency, complexity, and “multiplic-
ity” (Llano; Wendland, Robinson, and Williams; Thomas and Lok). Perhaps 
it is this last that, more than any other virtue, stands out as a feature of criti-
cal thinking in higher education. For, at its best, critical thinking might just 
enable students to grow into a way of engaging with the world that Sinclair 
Goodlad once termed “authoritative uncertainty.” Critical thinking can offer 
students resources for recognizing “multiplicities” in the world and yet not to 
be paralyzed into inaction. Rather, students can emerge from such a higher 
education being able to think deeply in the presence of such intractable com-
plexities and form their own beliefs and actions, which they can buttress with 
their own reasoned arguments.
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Introduction

Critical thinking has attracted considerable focus in recent years in both high 
school and tertiary curricula (Ku 2009). While the concept has a long tradi-
tion and both philosophers and educators agree on its importance, there is a 
reported lack of agreement on what the concept involves (Cheung, Rudowicz, 
Kwan, and Yue 2002; Green, Hammer, and Star 2009; McMillan 1987). There 
is even less agreement on how to teach it (Noddings 1995). Described as a 
most difficult term in education (Moore and Parker 2011), it is not surpris-
ing that critical thinking has also taken on a narrower focus than when ear-
lier conceived (Davies 2011). This chapter presents an operational framework 
for teaching critical thinking and illustrates its application in an educational 
setting.

The need for conceptual clarity

Concerned as critical thinking is with discerning and recognizing faulty argu-
ments, generalizations, assertions, and the like, teachers and academics can 
have a practical understanding of the many skills associated with this cogni-
tive capability. However, given the lack of agreement on what critical think-
ing involves, their conceptual understanding can be less clear. This lack of 
clarity is a problem, as the way we view critical thinking has a major bearing 
on curriculum design and on the educational approaches adopted (Barnett 
1997; Barrie and Prosser 2004). Consequently, as others have suggested, there 
is a need for conceptual clarity (Green, Hammer, and Star 2009). The follow-
ing section outlines the process used to identify the attributes and processes 
discussed in the literature.
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Process adopted

While described as a purposeful and goal-directed activity that involves rea-
soned and reflective thought processes (Halpern 2003), what are the important 
attributes associated with this complex capability? Three broad approaches to 
understanding critical thinking are evident in literature: philosophy, psychol-
ogy, and education (Lai 2011). Based on a review of this literature, we initially 
identified and sorted the common attributes associated with critical thinking 
into thematic groups or components. Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 present a con-
solidated summary of processes and attributes associated with critical thinking 
skills, disposition, and knowledge, respectively (where a √ indicates the process 
or attribute mentioned).

Fleshing out this material sourced from literature into a conceptual frame-
work was an iterative process. The first stage involved identifying and syn-
thesizing the many descriptive elements in literature. Terms and attributes 
highlighted in each description were coded and analyzed progressively, with 
some terms merged when their described meanings were regarded to be very 
similar. It was clear from the outset that much of the literature described criti-
cal thinking from the perspective of skills or as a combination of disposition 
and skills. A third large thematic group was initially called “other items.” It was 
subsequently labeled knowledge. This third group encompassed intellectual 
development (Kurfiss 1988)—an important determining factor to thinking 
critically—as well as general and context-specific knowledge, and experience 
that itself spans items such as experiential learning, life experience, the age of 
thinker, personal exposure, and maturity.

The follow-on stage in the process toward devising a conceptual frame-
work was to recode all descriptive attributes and items identified based on 
the three thematic groups identified, with subset labels used to categorize 
items that looked interesting or that appeared repeatedly. This process served 
to confirm the thematic labels and articulate the primary subset items illus-
trated within each thematic group. Importantly, the process also revealed 
the seemingly limited attention given to critical thinking performance. The 
next section outlines and discusses the operational framework. It is followed 
by a review of some challenges to performance, that is, to being a consistent 
and effective critical thinker in actual practice, in either the classroom or the 
workplace.

Conceptualizing an operational framework

Figure 5.1 is a conceptualization of critical thinking attributes. Conceived as 
three interconnected sets of attributes, critical thinking can be described as 

 

 

 

 



Table 5.1 Summary of functional attributes comprising critical thinking skills

Author(s) Skills

Interpretation Explanation Analysis Inference Evaluation Self-
regulation

J. Dewey 
(1909)

√ √ √

E. Glaser 
(1941)

√ √ √ √ √

J. Sternberg 
(1986)

√ √ √ √ √

S. Brookfield 
(1987)

√ √

B. Beyer 
(1988)

√ √ √ √

R. Ennis 
(1989)

√ √ √

Delphi report 
(1990)

√ √ √ √ √ √

J. Chaffee 
(1992)

√ √ √ √

R. Paul  
(1993)

√ √ √ √

A. Freeley 
(1993)

√ √ √ √

Fischer and 
Scriven  
(1997)

√ √ √ √

Pithers and 
Soden  
(2000)

√ √ √

A. Fisher 
(2001)

√ √ √

Watson and 
Glaser  
(2002)

√ √ √

Simpson and 
Courtney 
(2002)

√ √ √ √

P. Facione 
(2009)

√ √ √ √ √ √
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a composite of certain skills, dispositions, and knowledge. Illustrative subset 
items associated with each theme are also identified. This is not to suggest 
that these items define the respective groups exclusively. Rather, teachers 
and practitioners should see these items as needing to be affirmed and/

Table 5.2 Summary of dispositions associated with critical thinking

Selected 
scholar

Brookfield 
(1987)

Costa
(1991)

Paul
(1993)

Ennis
(1994)

Perkins, 
Jay, et al.

(1994)

Facione 
et al.

(1995)

Banning 
(2006)

Disposition 
items:
Is clear about 
the intended 
meaning

√ √

Is systematic √ √ √ √ √ √

Takes the total 
situation into 
account

√ √

Is analytical √ √ √ √ √ √

Is inquisitive √ √ √ √ √ √

Looks for 
alternatives

√ √

Seeks precision 
as the situation 
requires

√ √ √

Is conscious 
(aware)

√ √ √

Is open-
minded

√ √ √ √

Is truth-
seeking

√ √ √ √ √

Uses one’s 
critical 
thinking 
abilities

√

Is intellectually 
careful

√ √

Is 
metacognitive

√ √ √ √ √

Seeks efficacy √

Is self-
confident

√ √ √ √

Shows 
maturity

√ √
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or supplemented as appropriate to their specific learning and disciplinary 
context.

Before discussing each thematic group, we review this framework in the 
broader context of student learning in higher education. Described as a series 
of qualitatively different levels (Ramsden 1992), at its most abstract, learning 
is said to involve general abilities and personal qualities such as being able 
“to think critically” and “communicate effectively.” A second level involves 
content-based understandings related to specific disciplines or professions. 
A third and final level involves categorical proficiencies—of factual infor-
mation, technical skills, and problem-solving techniques. Assuming an edu-
cational objective “to analyze ideas or issues critically,” as Ramsden (1992) 
noted, students need to acquire knowledge at each level and be able to con-
nect knowledge at each level to the other levels. This integrative aspect to 
learning is important in higher education that has as its central purpose the 
imaginative acquisition of knowledge (Ramsden 1992, citing Whitehead). 
Moreover, to enable Whitehead’s suggested need for creative dissent over 
uncritical acceptance of orthodoxy (or the modern variations of the same 
sentiment—the ability to look at problems from different perspectives and 
respond flexibly to changing circumstances), there is an evident interdepen-
dence in the component attributes and processes identified. For critical dis-
sent, as an example, there is a clear need for some relevant knowledge, as 
well as self-regulation (shown in figure 5.1 as a skill) and the willingness in 
attitude to offer critique (a dispositional element).

Skills

Disposition Knowledge

CT
attributes

Reasoning

Evaluation

Intellectual
virtues

General
information

Specific
content

ExperienceAttitudes Habits of
mind

Self-
regulation

Figure 5.1 An operational framework.
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A brief elaboration of each thematic group and its relationship with the other 
component groups follows.

Skills and critical thinking

Critical thinking involves a number of cognitive skills. Although there are vary-
ing descriptions, we suggest there is a general consensus around three composite 
subset skills. The first is reasoning, which comprises the ability to identify and 
explore evidence using particular generic methods such as reading and discus-
sion, as well inference and explanation. A second skill set involves evaluation, 
which comprises the skills of interpretation and analysis, including technical 
analysis using tools appropriate to the discipline (Ennis 1992). A third skill set 
involves the capacity for reflection or self-regulation that supports a “disciplined” 
ability to seek out knowledge and evidence (Ikuenobe 2001), as well as minimize 
assumptions and biases and see weaknesses even in one’s own thinking (Ruggiero 
2004).

Disposition and critical thinking

Disposition implies a willingness to do something given certain conditions 
(Ennis 1992). Personal disposition is an implicit component that can either 
enhance or hinder critical thinking and while literature tends toward posi-
tive dispositions as a key determinant of performance, some disagreements 
between the normative and laudatory roles of disposition in defining critical 
thinking are also noted (Lai 2011). Three main subset dispositions are identi-
fied: attitudes such as being open-minded and fair-minded; intellectual virtues 
such as truth seeking and curiosity; and habits of mind that include cultural- 
or trait-induced bias and the tendency toward black-and-white (dichotomous) 
thinking. Linking skills and disposition, studies suggest that being positively 
disposed toward critical thinking does not ensure that a person will be skilled. 
Equally, being skilled does not ensure that a person is disposed to use critical 
thinking (Facione, Facione, and Giancarlo 2000). For these reasons, as Facione 
et al. say, school curricula and educational outcome assessments need to focus 
on both developing skills and positive dispositions.

Knowledge and critical thinking

The implicit connection between knowledge and critical thinking is embedded 
in most literature. For example, as various authors have noted, knowledge and 
thinking are closely related (Bereiter 2002; Pithers and Soden 2000). Similarly, 
as Halpern noted, it is clear that knowledge is acquired through thinking, while 
the process of thinking requires knowledge (Halpern 2003). In effect, critical 
thinking is not possible without knowledge, and intellectual maturity is a pre-
requisite for critical thinking (Kurfiss 1988). These remarks in turn identify 
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the strong enabling role of education in developing critical thinking (Kimmel 
1995), while experience linked to knowledge is reported to determine the over-
all quality of reasoning (Paul and Elder 2012). Three categories of knowledge 
are identified: general information and basic facts to enable valid evaluation; 
specific content-based knowledge related to discipline-specific and contextual 
information; and experience, which includes intellectual development and 
knowledge gained from life and work experiences.

Applying theory to practice

Critical thinking ability is demonstrated by a rising level of intellectual and 
ethical competence, and by a shift from black-and-white views to multiplicity 
(Thoma 1993). There is, however, somewhat less discussion of performance in 
terms of the disciplined ability for evaluative reasoning and self-awareness in 
practice. The point is skills (and knowledge) acquisition is necessary, but not 
sufficient. Rather, consistent application of skills and knowledge when forming 
judgments and making decisions, to the problems of everyday life (Noddings 
1995), is also required.

Assuming intellectual maturity, there are a number of evident challenges to 
applying critical thinking in practice. One challenge is the reality that while 
people are generally well able to criticize propositions they oppose, what is dif-
ficult is to think critically about one’s own favored ideas. This ability, described 
as being a strong-sense thinker (Paul and Elder 2012), can be acquired by get-
ting people to simply “do it” according to Bereiter (2002). The reality though is 
that dispositional and practical issues, such as cultural- and trait-induced bias, 
can get in the way. Another challenge is in the successful transfer of learning, 
because behavior can be bound to situations in which it was learned (Bereiter 
2002). For teachers, on the one hand, the task is to enable learning at an abstract 
enough level for behavior to be transferred. On the other hand, learning must 
also be assimilated into the way individuals respond to new situations. Thus, 
for the learner, it is a matter of developing self-awareness—of knowing them-
selves and their learning preferences, and of knowing their biases and short-
comings. It will require engaged partnerships between the student and the 
institution (Ramsden 2008), in order to foster these metacognitive skills that 
are also necessary for lifelong learning.

Human (behavioral) factors and, particularly, the application of knowledge 
in collective activity are a somewhat more complex challenge. We know, for 
example, that decision making cannot be divorced from context, and situa-
tional factors such as time pressure, fatigue, and stress can moderate effective 
reasoning (Kahneman 2002). Similarly, other studies show that cultural beliefs 
and inborn traits can support or stifle performance (Lunney 2013). In sum, the 
capacity for reason and self-regulation invites a corresponding task for teachers 
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and students—to develop the ability to ignore subjective anomalies (bias) asso-
ciated with uncertainty or incomplete information, while looking also to mod-
erate the effects of other situational influences.

Given this brief exploration of the challenges to applying critical thinking in 
practice, we turn our attention to supporting critical thinking performance. The 
issue is of some importance, given the evidence that some 45% of students (in 
US-based colleges) showed no significant gains in critical thinking, analytical 
reasoning, and problem solving after their first two years (Arum and Roska 2011). 
There is a clear need for greater academic rigor in teaching critical thinking.

Supporting critical thinking performance

While the ability to communicate and persuade by structure of argument and 
quality of reasoning is important (Ruggiero 2004), what of “disciplined” per-
formance and what is staged development of this capability? Performance is 
disciplined because critical thinking requires effort and self-discipline. It is 
staged (in development) because critical thinking ability involves rising levels 
of intellectual and ethical competence and self-awareness. Effective perfor-
mance is founded on disposition, practice, and time. Being a purposeful and 
goal-directed activity, it involves a Doing component. Incorporating an inter-
nalized ability for reflective awareness, it also involves a less tangible internal 
journey of “becoming” a critical thinker—a Being component.

In the context of addressing everyday problems, performance will vary across 
a situational continuum from routine to novel. Typically, familiar or routine 
actions will be performed with minimal attention, the most familiar actions 
perhaps automatically. Novel or complex actions, however, will require a more 
reasoned approach wherein critical thinking comes to the fore. This behavioral 
tendency has been modeled using three qualitatively different performance 
levels—skills-based, rule-based and knowledge-based levels (Reason 2000). 
These levels are somewhat of an industry (safety and risk) standard in aviation, 
nuclear power generation, and oil exploration and production. Assuming the 
purpose of critical thinking is to support the quality of reasoning and subse-
quent judgments, and not to determine the most effective action, these perfor-
mance levels can be incorporated to support performance.

The simplest form of behavior is skills based. Skilled performances (SP) are 
highly integrated, automatic routines that deal with the familiar and non-
problematic. They develop through experience. The next level of complexity, 
rule-based performance (RP) is based on subroutines that follow stored rules: if 
X (situation) do Y (action rule). Acquired through training or experience, rule-
based performances apply in less routine situations, when automatic behav-
ior must be modified. Finally, knowledge-based behavior is what you turn to 
when SP and RP are not adequate. Knowledge performances (KP) deal with 
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unfamiliar or novel conditions such as complex fault diagnosis. In KP mode, 
tasks will be performed in a conscious manner, although the process is likely 
to also be slow and error prone.

Table 5.4 is an illustrative checklist based on items in the operational frame-
work and applied across the three performance levels and disposition. This 
checklist is constructed for use by students participating in a group-based proj-
ect on a graduate program. In this activity, students are invited to self-assess 
on a scale of 1–4 across four progressive levels “naïve, novice, apprentice and 
master” (emphasis added, Wiske 1998, 172). The open columns allow for up to 
five students to participate in completion of a project. The aim is to build self-
awareness and self-monitoring capacity. The checklist can be tailored into an 
evaluative rubric using an appropriate scoring scale to suit disciplinary specific 
considerations in reasoning and problem solving. In an academic context, the 
Blooms or SOLO (Biggs’s structure of observed learning outcomes) taxonomies 
can be substituted, as preferred.

Applying these performance levels can be best understood by reference to a 
familiar activity such as driving a car. All three performance levels are engaged 
at the same time, as required. Steering is an automated skill-based (SP) activ-
ity developed through experience; managing space (distance) between mov-
ing vehicles and negotiating traffic lights are largely rule-based (RP) matters. 
However, driving in an unfamiliar environment will involve skill and rules, 
as well as some necessary improvisation and reference to a body of knowl-
edge (KP), perhaps gained from experience. As lessons from industry suggest, 
knowledge or training cannot immunize a person or system against perfor-
mance error. Hence, the focus is on making errors less probable and their con-
sequences less severe. For critical thinking, it suggests inquiry-based practices 
and other systemic solutions to support practice and desired performances, 
while looking also to minimize the number and gravity of violations.

Assuming a satisfactory learning environment, the operational framework 
(figure 5.1) can be used to support development of critical thinking ability 
and the application of this ability in disciplined performances over a course 
or across the duration of a study program. High-leverage thinking processes in 
a classroom context include inviting students to: observe and describe what’s 
there, build explanations, reason with evidence, consider different viewpoints 
and perspectives, capture the core concept, ask questions, and generally go 
below the surface to uncover complexity. This short list of processes is a start-
ing point for mapping activities and learning outcomes for the respective the-
matic groups identified in the operational framework. Once learning outcomes 
are identified, teaching staff can select learning activities suited to develop-
ing functional attributes across the performance levels discussed earlier. For 
example, learning journals can encourage reflection (Costa 2001), in-class dis-
cussion can support reasoning skills, and a problem- or inquiry-based learning 



Table 5.4 Checklist for the three performance levels and disposition (requires a scoring 
scale ideally attached as an appendix)

Add reflective comment: (e.g., outline group study process and any insights)

Critical thinking performance  
items

Insert 
name

Insert 
name

Insert 
name

Insert 
name

Insert 
name

Disposition:
1. Displays consistent motivation
2. Is inquisitive
3. Is open-minded
4. Is truth-seeking

Knowledge-based performance:
1. Applies discipline content
2.  Avoids assumptions (or  

ambiguity)
3. Considers rival causes
4. Is able to improvise
5. Ensures validity of conclusion
6.  Thinks systemically (not event 

based)

Rules-based performance:
1. Quality of evidence (source)
2. Applies appropriate techniques
3. Avoids generalizations
4.  Able to problem solve known  

issues

Skills-based performance:

Thinks reflectively
1.  Questions
2. Self-questions
3.  Link ideas to previous  

experiences
4.  Accepts and learns from  

feedback
5. Manages biases

Problem solving
1. Generates ideas
2. Generates solutions
3. Cooperates effectively
4. Avoids reasoning fallacies

Thinks critically/metacognitively
1. Formulates questions for inquiry
2. Can sort fact from opinion
3. Can justify opinions
4. Shows originality in thinking
5. Can self-assess (aware of own biases)
6.  Thinks about personal learning/

thinking
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approach can help foster all three critical thinking attributes (Tiwari, Lau, So, 
and Yuen 2006).

Conclusion

The operational framework conceptualizes critical thinking as three intercon-
nected composite attributes. The challenge of applying this capability is dis-
cussed and the chapter incorporates three performance levels from industry 
to support effective performance over time. The framework is suited for use 
in general education and discipline-specific subjects, as well as in workplace-
based professional development activity. Academic staff can use it to identify 
learning outcomes and take a proactive role in curriculum development. The 
sample checklist is intended to assist students to self-assess. It can also be used 
by teachers’ to focus on critical thinking development across the three perfor-
mance levels (SP, RP, and KP) and disposition. From a research perspective, this 
framework is a useful basis to explore extant conceptions of critical thinking 
and perhaps also to examine university practices in teaching and learning. The 
limitation of the framework is that it is conceptual and generic. It needs exami-
nation in specific subjects and disciplines to confirm its utility. However, the 
checklist is a useful starting point for teachers and academics seeking to con-
nect theory with practice and so support the development of critical thinking 
that is useful in addressing the problems of everyday life.
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Introduction

The task of improving critical thinking skills in students at American univer-
sities has typically been addressed by offering a stand-alone course in criti-
cal thinking, often taught by philosophy or psychology departments. In this 
paper I argue that critical thinking courses of this type need to be substan-
tially redesigned before they can meet the appropriate critical thinking learn-
ing goals for their students. I begin my argument by noting that students in 
American higher education are currently not improving their critical think-
ing skills. The solution, I argue, will not lie in better pedagogy; even in the 
best-taught classes students will not achieve the level of critical thinking that 
is necessary. Instead, we must redesign our courses to help students become 
lifelong learners who can then continue the task of improving their critical 
thinking skills long after the course ends. I discuss in some detail some of the 
more significant ways courses will need to be redesigned to achieve these stu-
dent learning outcomes.

The problem identified

For over three decades, the vast majority of faculty across American higher 
education have identified developing critical thinking skills in their students 
as one of their top pedagogical priorities (Paul 2004). For example, “a 1972 
study of 40,000 faculty members by the American Council on Education found 
that 97 percent of the respondents indicated the most important goal of under-
graduate education is to foster students’ ability to think critically” (Paul 2004). 
Thirty-seven years later, a nationwide study by the Higher Education Research 
Institute reported that 99% of college faculty “say that developing students’ 
ability to think critically is a ‘very important’ or ‘essential’ goal of undergradu-
ate education” (Arum and Roksa 2011, 25).
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There is, of course, some disagreement about what critical thinking is. My 
own preferred account connects it with the capacity to make good decisions 
based on relevant evidence. But I think my argument in this essay will also 
apply to those who accept any of the following definitions (all cited in Hatcher 
2000):

1. “reasonable, reflective thinking about what to do and believe”(Ennis 1962),
2. “being appropriately moved by reasons” (Siegel 1988),
3. “skillful, responsible thinking that facilitates good judgment because 

it 1) relies on criteria, 2) is self-correcting and 3) is sensitive to context” 
(Lipman 1988), and

4. “thinking that attempts to arrive at a judgment only after honestly evaluat-
ing alternatives with respect to available evidence and arguments” (Hatcher 
and Spencer 2000).

In addition to subscribing to critical thinking as a goal of undergraduate educa-
tion, most faculty members report they aspire to teach critical thinking skills 
in their own courses (Paul 2004). However, rather than encourage widespread 
instruction in critical thinking across the curriculum (similar to the “writ-
ing across the curriculum” movement), at the institutional level colleges and 
universities seem to have focused on requiring undergraduates to pass a stand-
alone course in critical thinking, usually taught by faculty from the philoso-
phy or (less often) psychology departments. (See Lipman [2003] for a survey 
of the history of critical thinking courses in higher education.) Though there 
does not seem to have been any systematic study on the extent to which stand-
alone courses in critical thinking are required, my own unscientific survey of 
forty private liberal arts colleges and small universities shows that 80% of them 
have adopted this requirement.

The content varies across different critical thinking courses offered by philoso-
phy departments—though my sense is that they usually emphasize argumenta-
tion and informal logic—but it is fair to say that they all have the same primary 
learning objective. They—really, we, since I am one of these instructors—want 
their students to become better critical thinkers. This does not mean that instruc-
tors do not differ about how to accomplish this objective, but it does mean that 
the success of our course is determined by whether our students become better 
critical thinkers.

If that is the case, then there is powerful evidence that we are not succeed-
ing. There are several disturbing findings that support this conclusion:

1. The most prominent critique in recent years is the widely discussed 
Academically Adrift (Arum and Roksa 2011). One of their most startling con-
clusions was that the students in the study had an average gain in critical 
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thinking skills of only .18 of a standard deviation from the beginning of their 
freshman year to the end of their sophomore year. Another (more intuitively 
dramatic) way of putting it: 45% of students have no statistically significant 
improvement in their critical thinking skills after two years of college.

This is especially worrisome because Arum and Roksa (2011) probably under-
state the problem in two ways. First, their conclusions are based upon a study 
of about 2,300 students at 24 four-year institutions who took the Collegiate 
Learning Assessment (CLA) as first-year students in the fall of 2005 and again 
in the spring of 2007 at the end of their second year. Thus, students who left 
the university sometime during their first two years are not represented in the 
study. Yet presumably a good portion of these students left because of academic 
difficulty, and thus were even less likely to have improved the critical thinking 
ability over the course of two years than their peers who were retained by the 
institution.

The second reason Arum and Roksa’s findings may understate the lack of 
improvement in critical thinking has to do with the way the CLA is scored. The 
CLA administered for the study is a 90-minute test “in which students must 
write an argumentative proposal for solving an issue presented in the prompt, 
using various resources they have access to onscreen” (Possin 2008). Though 
this instrument design makes for an “impressive” test, which “most closely 
matches the open-ended test of students’ CT skills in solving real-life’s fuzzy 
problems which many are looking for,” there is some evidence that, when a 
student’s test is scored, the scorers give credit for any rationale for action in the 
student’s answers, rather than a rationale that actually justifies the student’s 
choice of action (Possin 2008). If critical thinking requires the production of 
good reasons—rather than just the production of any reasons—the CLA would 
give to at least some students scores higher than they deserve.

2. Despite the reams of data collected for the study in Academically Adrift, 
nowhere are the students asked if they ever enrolled in a critical think-
ing course. So it is possible that the 45% of students who have failed to 
improve their critical thinking are students who have not taken a class in 
critical thinking. And indeed there is some evidence that, contrary to the 
general failure to thrive documented in Academically Adrift, students who 
take stand-alone critical thinking courses do improve their critical thinking 
skills (Possin 2008). What evidence we have indicates that dedicated criti-
cal thinking classes with computer-assisted instruction are most effective at 
increasing student learning, with reported effect sizes of about .50 and up 
to .79 (Possin 2008).

What does this mean? Well, any educational intervention is considered effec-
tive if it has an effect size of .50 and extremely effective if the effect size is above 
.80 (Marzano 2001). These effect sizes translate into percentile gains of 19 and 
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29 points respectively (Marzano nd). So the most effective reported percentile 
gain for stand-alone critical thinking courses is about 29 points. This means 
that a student who at the beginning of the course ranked in the 50th percentile 
of her peers in critical thinking ability would, at the end of the course, stand 
at most in the 79th percentile. In other words, in very rough terms, a student 
performing acceptably (i.e., one who would earn a letter grade of “C” on the 
traditional American A-B-C-D-F scale, assuming a normal distribution) would 
now be a good student (i.e., now earning a B+).

Admittedly, this is remarkable improvement within a semester-length class, 
and any pedagogy that is responsible for this level of improvement merits its 
description as “extremely effective.” But is it enough? That is, if our students 
who were performing at an acceptable (i.e., C) level have achieved a very good 
level of expertise (i.e., B+) in critical thinking at the end of the course, are we 
satisfied that they have achieved all they need as critical thinkers?

I would argue that we should not be satisfied. When I think about my stu-
dents who are very good—even my excellent students—I do not think they 
have the critical thinking skills that they need to sustain them for the rest of 
their life. I think they have made a good start—that they have mastered the 
basics of an effective approach to use in trying to decide whether they should 
believe a claim. But they are nowhere near as proficient as I would wish them 
to be.

Put more formally, students from my Critical Thinking class become fairly 
proficient at near transfer, that is, at applying their skills learned in one context 
(i.e., class) to another, similar context (i.e., exams). But their skills are much 
weaker in cases of far transfer, where the context of application is very different 
from the context of learning. For example, my students do well on sections of 
exams asking them to identify whether a text is an argument, averaging about 
80%. But, in a far transfer assignment, where I ask them to find arguments in 
the mass media, they have less than a 50% success rate.

(The problems of transfer are well discussed in Ambrose, Bridges, DiPietro, 
Lovett and Norman [2010, 108–112]. For an important argument that, in effect, 
far transfer is impossible because there are no general critical thinking skills to 
apply across different contexts, see McPeck [1981]. In this paper I will assume 
contra McPeck that there are general critical thinking skills.)

Given that we want them to use these newly acquired critical thinking skills 
for the rest of their lives, we faculty are most interested in far transfer. So the 
probable failure of students in Critical Thinking classes to achieve this level of 
expertise severely undermines the ultimate effectiveness of these courses; even 
though the students are making great progress in the class, a one-semester 
course is just not enough time for them to develop far transfer of their critical 
thinking skills. As we see in the next section, this is because improving critical 
thinking skills to the level they need to be is very hard.
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Why is it difficult to improve critical thinking skills?

Why is it so hard to improve critical thinking skills? One potentially helpful 
answer is identified in the research summarized by Kahneman (2011). (See also 
Gladwell [2005].) What we call “thinking”—that is, processing information 
and making decisions—can be conceptualized as two very different activi-
ties using two very different mechanisms. Kahneman (2011) calls these two 
mechanisms “System 1” and “System 2.” (For Kahneman, System 1 and System 
2 are “fictitious characters,” [408] articulated as shorthand indicators of two 
different types of processing.) System 1 is an intuitive “system that operates 
automatically and quickly, with little or no effort,” while System 2 is devoted 
to “effortful mental activities . . . often associated with the subjective experi-
ence of agency, choice, and concentration” (20–21). System 2 is the “conscious, 
reasoning self that has beliefs, makes choices, and decides what to think about 
and what to do” (21).

Tasks characteristic of System 1 include the following (2011, 21):

1. detecting that one object is more distant than another,
2. making a “disgust face” when shown a horrible picture,
3. noticing the anger in a person’s voice,
4. answering a simple math problem, such as “What is 2+2?”, or
5. understanding simple sentences.

Also included in System 1 are tasks that are automatic for experts (22)—for 
example, when a grandmaster sees a good move in a chess game, when you 
drive your usual route home, or, in an example discussed at length in Gladwell 
(2005), when art experts detected that an ancient Greek statue was in reality a 
forgery because it just looked wrong.

Examples of System 2 activities are (22):

1. focusing attention on the words of your companion in a crowded bar,
2. monitoring your behavior when speaking with the president of your 

college,
3. searching your memory to remember the name of a former student,
4. counting the occurrences of the letter a in a page of text,
5. filling out a college application, or
6. performing a more complicated math problem, such as “What is 25 × 18?”

In general, both systems are active whenever we are conscious. But System 1 
runs continuously and actively, while System 2 is typically in a “low-effort 
mode” receiving input from System 1—“impressions, intuitions, intentions, 
and feelings” (Kahneman 2011, 24). Most of the time System 2 accepts the 
input and generates beliefs and actions based upon them.
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It is only when System 1 is aware of difficulty that it calls on System 2 for 
more active and detailed processing to solve the problem. Thus, for example, if 
System 1 fails to generate an answer as when you are asked to multiply 25  18), 
System 2 kicks in with its multiplication algorithm. Or, if the data do not fit the 
model of the world that System 1 expects—such as when we are surprised—
then System 2 is also invoked (Kahneman 2011, 24).

There are clear benefits to this division of labor, most obviously in terms of 
efficiency of performance. Kahneman (2011) emphasizes that usually this dual 
processing mode works well because System 1 is (perhaps surprisingly) quite 
reliable in ordinary, familiar circumstances.

Critical thinking, with its emphasis on reflection, deliberation, and careful 
thought, is clearly a System 2 activity. So when we talk about teaching critical 
thinking, we are talking about getting students to engage in System 2 activity. 
But getting anyone—including students—to engage in System 2 activity is a 
challenge for three reasons.

First, as we have seen, System 1 does most of our thinking, or, in Kahneman’s 
memorable phrase, “System 2 is lazy” (2011, 21). As Willingham (2009) puts it, 
“The brain is not designed for thinking. It’s designed to save you from having 
to think, because the brain is actually not very good at thinking. Thinking is 
slow and unreliable” (3). So our brain’s default setting is to avoid thinking criti-
cally; the need for critical thinking is only invoked when System 1 is at a loss. 
Thus, when we try to teach students to be critical thinkers even under normal 
circumstances—that is, when we try to enlarge the sphere of critical thinking 
instead of shrinking it—we are working against the way human brains nor-
mally operate.

(I want to be clear here: Kahneman’s claim that System 2 is lazy is a metaphor 
for the circumstances under which System 2 actively engages. It is not a descrip-
tion of the students whom we teach in our critical thinking classes; in my expe-
rience, they are, on the whole, engaged, curious, and hopeful about learning. 
Thus, Kahneman’s point might be less tendentiously expressed as “System 2 
normally only engages when invoked by perceived failures of System 1.”)

Second, System 1 provides much of the data that System 2 uses in its reflec-
tive decision making. Thus, if System 1 is inaccurate, System 2 is unlikely to 
yield an optimal result. (“Garbage in, garbage out.”) Furthermore, System 1 has 
systematic biases, which it is blind to—biases that can seriously undermine its 
effective operation and that are fundamentally ineliminable if System 1 is to 
maintain its efficiency.

For example, System 1 suffers badly from the “halo effect” where first impres-
sions substantially influence later impressions. To illustrate: In a classic experi-
ment by Solomon Asch—reported in Kahneman (2011, 82)—participants were 
asked to evaluate Alan (who was described as “intelligent, industrious, impul-
sive, critical, stubborn, and envious”) and Ben (who was described as “envious, 
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stubborn, critical, impulsive, industrious, and intelligent”—i.e., as having the 
same characteristics as Alan, but listed in reverse order). Most viewed Alan 
much more positively than Ben, even though they have the same personal 
qualities. Misleading though the halo effect may sometimes be, Kahneman 
posits that it is obviously efficient; once the first impression establishes a base-
line evaluation, we only need to use later impressions to modify the baseline, 
not to establish a new evaluation from scratch each time we encounter new 
information about a subject.

Third, System 2 is itself not immune to error, even when used carefully and 
purposefully. System 2 relies on heuristics that are generally accurate, but very 
poor in certain important areas. Most prominently, System 2 thinks narra-
tively and causally, so it cannot think statistically. Thus, stochastic reasoning 
is very difficult to develop (Kahneman 2011).

For all these reasons, then, it is unlikely that meeting for three hours a week 
over a fifteen-week semester would allow students to become proficient at all 
the high-level skills required for critical thinking (described in Ennis [1991]). 
There just would not be enough time to practice the skills to attain sufficient 
mastery.

Three potential solutions

So what is to be done? As far as I can see, there are three ways to solve this 
problem in the American system of higher education.

The first way is the most straightforward. If the problem is that requiring one 
critical thinking class is not enough to help students sufficiently develop their 
critical thinking skills, then we should require more critical thinking courses—
say, one for each semester of college. Thus, students would typically have eight 
semesters to grow as critical thinkers, accumulating 24 credits in critical think-
ing courses. In effect, everyone would be getting a minor in critical thinking. 
Thus, they should be able to develop their critical thinking skills to a suffi-
ciently high level of expertise.

While this solution has the advantage of being straightforward, it has the 
decided disadvantage of being completely unachievable given the current 
structure of general education in the liberal arts in many institutions of higher 
education, where students take courses in a variety of disciplines to satisfy dis-
tribution requirements across the arts and sciences. No college is going to add 
another 21 units to their general education requirements without also reduc-
ing other course requirements, and no department is going to accept a reduc-
tion in its share of the general education coursework without a fight. Thus, the 
prospects for implementing this solution are dim.

The second way to enhance the critical thinking training given students 
would be to design a program in “critical thinking across the curriculum,” 
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modeled after programs like “writing across the curriculum,” in which writing 
is consciously taught in a wide range of courses in many different disciplines 
instead of just being the responsibility of the composition program. A “critical 
thinking across the curriculum” program would enlist faculty from a variety 
of disciplines to intentionally teach critical thinking skills along with the par-
ticular content of their courses.

There is much to be said for this approach. It certainly has widespread fac-
ulty support; as we saw above, the vast majority of faculty rate teaching critical 
thinking as a top priority. Unfortunately, however, there is strong evidence 
that in general we faculty do not do a very good job of actually teaching critical 
thinking. For example, a survey by Richard Paul showed that fewer than 10% 
of faculty “clearly teach for critical thinking on a typical day in class,” and 
about 77% had “little, limited or no conception of how to reconcile content 
coverage with the fostering of critical thinking” (Paul 2004). If Paul’s survey is 
representative of the state of American colleges and universities, it appears that 
any meaningful effort to actually teach critical thinking across the curriculum 
would require massive retraining of the vast majority of faculty in the funda-
mentals of critical thinking pedagogy. Though I believe this is actually a good 
idea, it is also impractical given the limited financial resources of higher educa-
tion (not to mention the general lack of any real incentive at most American 
colleges and universities for faculty to change their pedagogy to include more 
effective practices).

Thus, if any significant change is to occur in our students’ critical thinking 
skills, we will have to manage it without additional coursework or resources. 
And that is the centerpiece of the third possible solution to the problem.

To see how the solution might work, it might help to first notice that critical 
thinking is not the only area in which our students are exposed to high-level 
skills that they cannot possibly hope to master in one semester. A similar obser-
vationcan be made of any introductory philosophy class. Doing philosophy is a 
very high level skill (or set of skills), and there just is not enough time to develop 
these skills in a fifteen-week semester class that meets for three hours a week.

The difference, of course, is that we do not expect (or, at least, should not 
expect) students to develop mastery of even basic philosophical skills in an 
introductory course. The course is meant to accomplish just what its name 
suggests—to introduce students to the practice of philosophy. Some of them 
will be enchanted by that practice and desire to spend much more time devel-
oping those skills. Those are the people who become philosophy majors.

Most often, other students will find other subjects to enchant them, but 
it is enough—at least it is enough for me—if they exit the class with a good 
understanding of what the practice of philosophy involves and an apprecia-
tion for the value of philosophy in a well-lived life. But under no circum-
stances is my introductory class designed to produce a skilled philosopher in 
one semester.
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The difference between an introductory philosophy class and an introductory 
critical thinking class is mainly in the importance of the subject. Philosophy is 
important, of course, but critical thinking is vital. Ultimately I want all of my stu-
dents to be economically productive, engaged in their communities, enmeshed 
in a supportive network of family or friends, and working to make the world a 
better place. (This, I believe, is the best recipe for a meaningful life.) Philosophy 
is necessary for none of these (though I believe it is helpful for all of them—but 
that’s another argument). Critical thinking, I would argue, is necessary for them 
all. Thus, while I am content to use an introductory philosophy class to entice 
those who are willing to heed the call of philosophy and allow the rest to move 
on with their lives, I do not have the same laissez faire attitude toward my criti-
cal thinking students. A critical thinking class should lead everyone to continue 
developing their critical thinking skills long after the course has ended.

In other words, a critical thinking course should be designed to make stu-
dents lifelong learners in critical thinking, that is, people who continue to 
develop their ability to think critically even when their formal schooling 
has ended. This is the only way we can get students to develop their critical 
thinking skills to the necessary level, given that the academy is unwilling or 
unable to devote sufficient additional resources to the problem.

So what does it take to be a lifelong learner? The key characteristic of success-
ful lifelong learners as identified in the literature seems to be that the learners 
take responsibility for their learning, that is, the learner initiates and sustains 
the learning process (London 2011). To be a successful at this requires at least 
the following two characteristics:

1. Lifelong learners are self-motivated. They want to learn.
2. Lifelong learners are metacognitive. They know how to monitor how much 

they are learning and have a variety of learning strategies they can use to 
learn.

Thus, if we want to produce lifelong learners in critical thinking, we need to 
be using our critical thinking classes to produce students who have these two 
characteristics. In other words, these need to be two important learning out-
comes for critical thinking courses. Fortunately, there is much useful research 
in both motivation and metacognition that we can draw upon to achieve these 
learning outcomes.

Lifelong learning and motivation

What does it take to produce self-motivated learners? Motivation is affected 
by both extrinsic and intrinsic factors (Nilson 2003, 73). In intrinsic motiva-
tion, the motivating factors are tied intimately to the activity; one cannot usu-
ally attain the goal without engaging in the activity. Solving a math problem 
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because one likes the challenge is an example of intrinsic motivation. By con-
trast, extrinsic motivation is purely instrumental; the activity is valued only 
for the rewards that are contingently associated with the activity, such as when 
one solves a math problem because the teacher promised a candy bar to the 
first student with the correct answer. It is only because of the highly contin-
gent connection between action and reward (under most other circumstances, 
solving the math problem would not earn a candy bar) that the person is moti-
vated to act.

Applying this distinction to our problem, in order to make our courses sup-
port lifelong learning in critical thinking, there are at least two minimal con-
ditions that must be met:

1. We must increase the intrinsic motivation of our students to become better 
critical thinkers.

2. We must reduce (or at least be more judicious and selective in our deploy-
ment of) the extrinsic motivation we provide to students in our critical 
thinking classes.

Increasing intrinsic motivation is important because intrinsic motivations are 
the ones that endure over time through changes in circumstance. The incen-
tive to engage in extrinsically motivated actions ends as soon as the connec-
tion between activity and reward is severed. As teachers, our main extrinsic 
motivator is the grade, and the power of that to motivate our students ends 
precisely when they turn in the final exam. When students are finished with 
our class, we have precious few—if any—carrots and sticks to use to extrinsi-
cally motivate them.

What are the great intrinsic motivators? Pink (2009) summarizes them as 
(1) autonomy, (2) mastery and (3) purpose. That is, people find an activity 
intrinsically rewarding when (1) they have control over doing the activity, 
(2) they are good at it, and (3) they see the value in the activity. How might we 
incorporate each of these in a critical thinking class?

Fortunately, motivating students through autonomy and mastery are promi-
nent topics in learner-centered pedagogy, so, to the extent that we are using 
this pedagogy, we already are encouraging lifelong learning. Thus, for example, 
if we are using strategies to give students more choices about and more control 
over their learning (Doyle 2008, 7), their engagement in their learning might 
be sustained after the end of the semester.

Similarly for mastery. There is a great deal of research on how to help stu-
dents develop mastery (Ambrose et al. 2010, 91–120) and other research docu-
menting the pleasure we get from mastery—the sense of “flow” first identified 
by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi where one is lost in one’s activity (Pink 2009, 
111–113).
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However, the experiences of autonomy and mastery that we can give stu-
dents in a critical thinking course do not seem sufficient to motivate lifelong 
learning. They are effective in making students enjoy the activity currently, 
that is, they keep students intrinsically motivated while taking the course. (As 
we shall see below, relying on intrinsic motivators like autonomy and mastery 
rather than the extrinsic motivator of a good grade is a significant accomplish-
ment.) But if we wish to intrinsically motivate students after our courses end, it 
is the third component—purpose—that I think we shall need to rely on.

This means that we have to consciously aim to get students to value critical 
thinking. Purpose, as an intrinsic motivator, involves connecting the activ-
ity with some greater and highly valued objective (Pink 2009, 131). Thus, to 
intrinsically motivate students to be lifelong learners, we must convince them 
of the long-term value of critical thinking.

Of course, to me the long-term value of critical thinking is obvious; it is 
intimately connected with a meaningful life, as I argued above. And I suspect 
that it is equally obvious to other critical thinking teachers. But the value is not 
obvious to our students, and so it is important to get them to see the connec-
tion between critical thinking and the things that give meaning and purpose 
to life. In particular, because critical thinking requires a lot of System 2 work 
that our brains do not want to do, we need to make sure they see that it is 
worth the effort it will take to be proficient at it.

One way to do this is by showing the bad decisions that we make when we 
fail to think critically. What might work (and we’d learn by trial and error here, 
so here is a fruitful area for further research) is to present them with decisions 
or occasions that expose the ways in which our ordinary thinking practices 
conspicuously fail us. There is a lot of helpful research by psychologists that 
we can draw upon.

For example, we might show our students Simons and Chabris’s (1999) 
“invisible gorilla” video to demonstrate the phenomenon of selective atten-
tion. The video instructs students to watch a group of basketball players (half 
of whom are in white shirts and half in black shirts) and to count the number 
of times the white-shirted players pass the ball. (The black-shirted players are 
also passing a basketball to one another, but the subjects simply ignore this.) In 
the middle of the video, an actor clad in a gorilla costume walks right through 
the crowd of basketball players, pausing to thump its chest. Fifty percent of 
subjects do not see the gorilla.

After we watch the video in class, we might talk about why many of the stu-
dents failed to see the gorilla. Students might then be asked to write about (and 
share if they like) a time in their life when selective attention caused them to 
miss the equivalent of the gorilla in the room.

It is important to realize that matters are more delicate than merely giv-
ing students an experience that shows their cognitive shortcomings. One 
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necessary component for improvement is possessing the confidence that one 
can improve through effort (Ambrose et al. 2010, 200–202). So we will need to 
present these experiences in the context of teaching them that their ability to 
think critically is not fixed, and that they can, through effort, become better 
critical thinkers.

To produce students motivated to be lifelong learners, it will not, however, 
be enough to merely incorporate intrinsic motivation into our critical think-
ing classes. To motivate our students to be lifelong learners, we must also be 
very careful about how we use extrinsic motivators. This is because extrinsic 
motivation can destroy the desire to engage in activities that previously were 
intrinsically motivated.

The classic study showing this counterintuitive claim is a 1973 study by 
Lepper, Greene, and Nisbett (discussed in Pink 2009, 35). Lepper, Greene, and 
Nisbett studied preschool children whom they had identified as ones who 
enjoyed drawing. The preschoolers were divided into three groups. Children 
in the first group—the “Expected Reward” group—were offered a “Good 
Player” certificate if they drew a picture. Children in the second and third 
groups were not offered a reward; however, children in the second group—
the “Unexpected Reward” group—were offered the chance to draw, and those 
who engaged in drawing were handed a “Good Player” certificate at the end 
of the session. Children in the third (“No Award”) group were asked if they 
wanted to draw (just as the children in the other two groups were), but were 
neither offered (as in the first group) nor given (as in the second group) a 
certificate.

Two weeks later, teachers set out drawing supplies in the children’s free play 
period (when they could choose to draw or engage in other activities) while 
the researchers observed them clandestinely. Children in the second and third 
groups—the “Unexpected Reward” and the “No Award” groups—drew just 
as much (and with just as much enjoyment) as previously. But the children 
in the first group—the ones who had engaged in drawing after being offered 
the “Good Player” certificate—spent significantly less time drawing, and were 
much less interested in it. The conclusion drawn by Lepper, Greene, and Nisbett 
is that the addition of external motivation, rather than overdetermining the 
students’ engagement in an intrinsically rewarding activity, actually reduced 
their intrinsic motivation (Lepper, Greene, and Nisbett 1973).

The phenomenon of extrinsic motivation destroying intrinsic motivation 
is a very robust finding, confirmed by three decades of research and over 100 
experiments (Pink 2009, 37). It is so robust, in fact, that it has a name: the Tom 
Sawyer effect. Tom Sawyer, you might recall in Mark Twain’s 1876 novel of the 
same name, was punished for his bad behavior by being forced to whitewash 
a fence. But Tom was able to convince his friends to whitewash the fence for 
him—indeed, to pay him for the privilege – by presenting it as an intrinsically 
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rewarding activity. In short, by changing the extrinsic motivation to intrinsic 
motivation (by shifting from external to internal rewards), work became play.

(Strictly speaking, Lepper’s study supports the reverse Tom Sawyer effect, 
because, by adding extrinsic motivation, play became work. But the fundamen-
tal lesson is the same; sustained engagement in an activity can only be main-
tained if intrinsically motivated. Extrinsic motivation is the enemy of intrinsic 
motivation.)

Lifelong learning and metacognition

Besides being motivated to be lifelong learners, as we have seen, students must 
also become metacognitively proficient. That is, they must be acutely aware of 
how they learn. Fortunately, as with motivation, there is a great deal of useful 
research into metacognition that we can draw upon. Metacognition requires 
that a person monitor and control their own learning (Ambrose et al. 2010, 
192ff). This involves a complicated cycle of basic processes that the student 
must master.

According to Ambrose et al. (2010), to be metacognitively proficient, stu-
dents must be able to

1. assess a learning task,
2. evaluate the knowledge and skills they bring (or lack) to succeed in the 

learning task,
3. plan how to approach the learning task based on their previous assessment 

of the task and their knowledge and skills,
4. apply appropriate strategies to carry out the plan, monitoring their success 

along the way, and
5. adjust and restart the cycle as necessary, depending on their degree of 

success.

The fundamental point I want to make here is that skills like these must be 
explicitly taught; they cannot be absorbed automatically by the students as 
they are focusing on course content. Thus, a critical thinking class that focuses 
on lifelong learning will look different from one that focuses on teaching basic 
critical thinking skills. But it is important to note that metacognitive skills are 
not necessary only for lifelong learning. They also are an important way for 
novice learners in any area to become experts (Doyle 2008, 135). What distin-
guishes novices from experts is not so much their content knowledge (though 
that is important) but their inability to see whether they are scratching the 
surface of a problem or examining it in depth (Doyle 2008, 135). Experts in 
a field know when they need to keep digging—when they need to check for 
errors and why these errors are occurring.
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Conclusion

To summarize my argument in this paper: In the face of (1) ample evidence 
that our students are not improving their critical thinking skills sufficiently 
and (2) a convincing explanation of why their skills do not improve suffi-
ciently, we should no longer think in terms of a one-semester course in critical 
thinking in which we introduce basic critical thinking skills and trust that 
the skills take hold and grow over students’ lives. What we should focus on is 
producing students who can develop as critical thinkers (just as an introduc-
tion to philosophy class might aim at producing students who can develop as 
philosophers). Thus, one important learning objective for a critical thinking 
course is that students become lifelong learners who are intent on growing as 
critical thinkers.

Achieving this objective requires incorporating two important outcomes 
into our critical thinking classes (perhaps replacing other worthy outcomes):

1. that students will be motivated to be lifelong learners in critical thinking, 
and

2. that students will have the metacognitive skills to grow as critical thinkers.

There is much work that we can draw on to help us achieve these outcomes, 
but also many questions still to be answered. (What, if any, of the traditional 
critical thinking course content tends to be intrinsically motivating? Does a 
fifteen-week course give students enough time to see meaningful and motivat-
ing progress as critical thinkers? How do we effectively teach metacognitive 
skills in the context of a critical thinking course?) There is much to do, so we 
had better get started. Our students are depending on us.
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Introduction

This paper will describe and argue for an approach to foster critical thinking 
in higher education based on inquiry. This approach encompasses both critical 
thinking in everyday contexts and critical thinking within the disciplines.

On the one hand, a common approach to teaching critical thinking in higher 
education in North America is through separate courses. The focus tends to be 
on the evaluation of individual arguments typically found in everyday con-
texts (e.g., newspaper editorials). It is assumed that such a focus will result in 
students being able to think critically in real contexts. It is often also assumed 
that acquiring the skills of argument evaluation in these contexts will transfer, 
where relevant, to critical thinking in particular disciplinary areas. On the 
other hand, the assumption of traditional teaching in the disciplines has gen-
erally been that the modes of argumentation and reasoning of the discipline 
will be acquired automatically by students through learning the discipline.

We argue in this paper that these assumptions are unfounded. Focusing 
on the evaluation of individual arguments is problematic, based as it is on a 
faulty model of critical thinking, which neglects the dialectical and contextual 
dimensions of reasoning. Knowledge of the arguments on various sides of an 
issue as well as of the historical, intellectual, and social contexts is essential 
to making a reasoned judgment on everyday issues as well as in disciplinary 
contexts.

The assumption that critical thinking will be acquired automatically through 
disciplinary pedagogy is also unfounded. Reasoning and argumentation are 
seldom a focus of disciplinary pedagogy. Moreover, this approach neglects the 
common aspects of argumentation that transcend disciplinary boundaries.

What we propose as an alternative is an inquiry approach to critical thinking 
pedagogy that focuses on the comparative evaluation of competing arguments 
with the goal of making reasoned judgments (Bailin and Battersby 2010). This 
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approach emphasizes both the aspects common to inquiry across a range 
of areas and the modes of argumentation that are specific to the area. This 
approach can be the focus of a separate course and can also be integrated into 
disciplinary instruction.

Critique of conventional critical thinking courses

It is often the case that the only concerted, overt attempt to teach critical 
thinking and argumentation at the postsecondary level takes place through 
separate courses on critical thinking. Such courses are commonly offered in 
philosophy departments (at least in North America) and generally limit their 
focus to logic, formal or informal, and the evaluation of individual arguments. 
The arguments used are usually taken from the media, political speeches, and 
other sources of “everyday” arguments and are often presented out of context. 
Although some popular critical thinking texts with many editions (e.g., Moore 
and Parker 2012; Vaughn and MacDonald 2012; Waller 2011) have started to 
make some move away from a sole focus on analyzing decontextualized argu-
ments, these efforts are episodic (e.g., a section on analyzing longer arguments). 
None of these represents a unified focus on developing the abilities and habits 
of critical inquiry (Hamby 2013; Hitchcock 2013).

We therefore believe that this approach is inadequate(Bailin and Battersby 
2009; 2010). In our view the goal of critical thinking instruction is to provide 
students with the understanding and skills necessary for thinking critically in 
real contexts. And the kind of critical thinking that actually takes place in real 
contexts, both in the disciplines and in everyday life, centrally involves mak-
ing reasoned judgments on complex issues. The focus on reasoned judgments 
marks an approach to critical thinking that can be seen as epistemological 
(Lipman 1991; Paul 1990; Siegel 1988; 1997). An epistemological conception 
views critical thinking in terms of the quality of and criteria for good reason-
ing, and focuses less on arguments per se than does a more logically oriented 
conception.

Indeed, it is our view that arriving at reasoned judgments on complex issues 
involves more than the evaluation of individual arguments. It involves a pro-
cess that is dialectical (Blair and Johnson 1987, 45–46). To say that the process 
is dialectical means that it takes place in the context of some controversy or 
debate. This implies that it is initiated by some question, doubt, challenge, and 
that there is a diversity of views on the issue, arguments both for and against (if 
the controversy is genuine, then it is likely that there will be at least some plau-
sible arguments on both sides (Johnson 2003, 42). The dialectical aspect also 
means that there is an interaction between the arguers and between the argu-
ments involving criticism, objections, responses, and, frequently, revisions to 
initial positions (Bailin and Battersby 2009; Johnson 2000).
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An implication of this view is that it is seldom the case that reasons and 
arguments can be evaluated individually in any comprehensive or significant 
manner. It is possible to evaluate individual arguments in a preliminary, prima 
facie manner, discovering fallacies or errors in reasoning and evaluating the 
reasons or evidence in support of the conclusion (Bailin and Battersby 2010). 
In order to reach a reasoned judgment on the issue in question, however, we 
must go beyond this prima facie evaluation and evaluate the arguments in 
the context of this dialectic, of this historical and ongoing process of debate 
and critique. In order to reach a reasoned judgment, arguments need to be 
evaluated comparatively, in light of alternatives and competing arguments and 
views (Bailin and Battersby 2009, 4; 2010; Johnson 2007, 4; Kuhn 1991, 201f).

A major weakness of traditional critical thinking courses is that they do not 
focus on the kind of comparative evaluation that we make in actual contexts of 
disagreement and debate. It is this dialectical and contextual dimension that is 
largely missing from traditional critical thinking instruction.

Critique of conventional disciplinary teaching

A different sort of problem arises in the context of attempting to develop criti-
cal thinking in the disciplines. The assumption of traditional teaching in the 
disciplines has generally been that the modes of argumentation and reasoning 
of the discipline will be acquired automatically by students through learning 
the discipline. Yet this assumption appears to be unfounded. Much research 
has indicated that even postsecondary students studying a discipline do not 
necessarily reason well in that discipline (Ferraro and Taylor 2005; Hestenes, 
Wells, and Swackhamer 1992; Jungwirth 1987). This should not be particularly 
surprising given the fact that reasoning and argumentation are generally not 
a focus of disciplinary pedagogy. While many instructors admit the need to 
emphasize critical thinking, this concern is often overridden by the need to 
cover disciplinary content.

Another problem with leaving the acquisition of reasoning to the vagaries 
of disciplinary teaching is that this approach neglects the aspects of argumen-
tation that transcend disciplinary boundaries. To the extent that the reason-
ing in the discipline is a focus of study, it is likely to be limited to the type 
of reasoning and argumentation characteristic of the particular discipline, for 
example “scientific method” in the sciences. The aspects of argumentation 
common to various disciplines and to nondisciplinary contexts such as the 
procedures for conducting an inquiry, the logical analysis of arguments, fal-
lacies, and common errors in reasoning, the evaluation of sources, and those 
criteria for evaluation that are common across domains are not likely to be 
included. Thus the connection between inquiry in the particular discipline 
and the larger enterprise of inquiry is not likely to be made.
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An additional problem with much traditional disciplinary teaching is that 
it tends to neglect the dialectical dimension of argumentation. But, as was 
pointed out above, reasoning and argumentation need to be evaluated in the 
context of the dialectic in which they arise and are embedded. This is equally 
the case for making a reasoned judgment in a discipline as it is for making 
judgments in everyday contexts. Making such judgments involves weighing 
and balancing competing arguments and so requires an understanding of the 
dialectic and a grounding in the debates within the discipline.

However, simply introducing students to a variety of competing theories 
is insufficient. They also require the resources for comparatively evaluating 
these theories and judging among them. One of the requirements for com-
paratively evaluating competing theories and views is an understanding of 
discipline-specific modes of argument and criteria, for example causal rea-
soning in science, statistical reasoning in the social sciences, or historical 
reasoning in history, which may not be addressed in separate critical think-
ing courses. Without a grounding in the debates within the discipline and 
without an explicit focus on the modes of argumentation and the evaluation 
criteria that are specific to the area, the modes of argumentation and reason-
ing in particular disciplines are not likely to be learned.

Teaching critical thinking as inquiry

What we propose as an alternative is an inquiry approach to critical thinking 
pedagogy. We use the term inquiry to refer to the careful, critical examination 
of an issue in order to come to a reasoned judgment. While the term inquiry 
is not common in the critical thinking literature, Hitchcock’s notion of argu-
mentative discussion has considerable overlap with our notion of inquiry: “An 
argumentative discussion is a sociocultural activity of constructing, presenting, 
interpreting, criticizing, and revising arguments for the purpose of reaching a 
shared rationally supported position on some issue” (Hitchcock 2002, 291).

There are several aspects of inquiry that are significant in this approach. The 
first is that inquiry requires focus on an issue. An inquiry is initiated by some 
challenge, controversy, or difference of view that is in need of resolution. The 
second aspect of significance is that inquiry involves a critical examination of 
evidence, arguments, and points of view. It is not just an information-gathering 
enterprise but involves, centrally, a critical evaluation according to relevant 
criteria. The third significant aspect is that inquiry aims toward a reasoned 
judgment. By a reasoned judgment we mean not simply a judgment for which 
one has reasons, but a judgment for which one has good reasons, reasons that 
meet relevant standards. Making a reasoned judgment is not simply a matter of 
evaluating individual arguments, however. Rather, it requires the comparative 
evaluation of competing arguments and views (Bailin and Battersby 2010).
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An inquiry approach emphasizes both the aspects common to inquiry across 
a range of areas and the aspects and modes of argumentation that are specific 
to an area. Conducting inquiries on relevant topics can be used as a focus for 
and way of structuring free-standing critical thinking courses, and it can also 
be integrated into subject-area instruction. Thus critical thinking pedagogy is 
structured around complex, authentic tasks. The various aspects that go into 
the process of inquiry are learned not as decontextualized “skills” but rather in 
the context of coming to reasoned judgments on complex issues.

Teaching inquiry in separate courses

How might one teach critical thinking as inquiry in a separate course? Our crit-
ical thinking text, Reason in the Balance: An Inquiry Approach to Critical Thinking 
(Bailin and Battersby 2010), provides one example of an inquiry approach to 
teaching critical thinking. The text uses dialogues among an ongoing cast of 
characters involved in realistic situations as a context for discussing the vari-
ous aspects that go into the practice of inquiry, including identifying issues, 
identifying the relevant contexts, understanding the competing cases, and 
making a comparative judgment among them. These aspects are instantiated 
in inquiries on topics such as vegetarianism, the minimum wage, the legaliza-
tion of marijuana, the regulation of dangerous dogs, the evaluation of a film, 
the bombing of Hiroshima, and the right of hate groups to speak. These vari-
ous aspects are also applied to inquiry in specific contexts, including science, 
social science, philosophy, and the arts. There is also considerable emphasis 
placed throughout on the habits of mind that are essential for inquiry, includ-
ing (among others) open-mindedness, fair-mindedness, the desire to act on 
the basis of reasons, the acceptance of uncertainty, and respect for others in 
dialogue—habits of the mind that we characterize as the spirit of inquiry.

The following set of guiding questions is used to structure inquiry through-
out the text:

1. What is the issue?
2. What kinds of claims or judgments are at issue?
3. What are the relevant reasons and arguments on various sides of the issue?
4. What is the context of the issue?
5. How do we comparatively evaluate the various reasons and arguments to 

reach a reasoned judgment?

The text devotes chapters to each of these questions, with the students devel-
oping an understanding of each, applying them in practice contexts, and then 
using each one in turn to progressively develop an inquiry on a topic of their 
choosing. Through this process, the various aspects of inquiry are integrated 
and students gain proficiency in conducting inquiries.
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We have reproduced here an excerpt from one of a series of dialogues 
between two students, Phil and Sophia, on capital punishment. We shall use 
this example (the present excerpt and the dialogues that follow it) to illustrate 
each of the aspects of inquiry.

Capital punishment

Phil has been reading an opinion piece in a newspaper in which the chief of 
police of his town is arguing for capital punishment for murder:

Phil: Hey, Sophia—let me read you something interesting:
“Society has an obligation, first and foremost, to protect its citizens from harm. 

And the most serious form of harm is murder. Protecting citizens from murder 
involves ensuring that murderers don’t repeat the offence. It also involves dis-
suading others from committing murder. Now I and other law enforcement 
officers know from a vast amount of first-hand experience with criminals that 
the only form of punishment that can effectively achieve both goals is the death 
penalty. Capital punishment involves taking the life of a person who has com-
mitted murder in order to save the lives of innocent people, and so is the best 
option under the circumstances.”(italics in the original).

Phil: What he says makes a lot of sense. After all, society needs to do what-
ever it can to protect innocent people. And murderers have really given 
up their right to be protected because they’ve taken someone else’s life. 
So killing them to save innocent people seems OK.

Sophia: Hold on a minute, Phil! Not so fast. You’re leaping to conclusions 
again. You haven’t even thought the issue through.

Phil: But what this guy says seems right.
Sophia: So are you just going to believe what he says without checking it 

out? What else would you expect a police chief to say?
Phil: Well, he does have a lot of experience with crime.
Sophia: But you haven’t considered the other side. Your police chief cer-

tainly hasn’t given us any of the arguments against capital punishment.
Phil: But what about his argument?
Sophia: I think that there’s a lot more that we need to know before we can 

decide whether his argument is any good. We need more information. 
We need to know some facts about capital punishment. We need to look 
at all the arguments on both sides . . . We need to . . . I know. What we need 
to do is . . . 

Sophia and Phil: . . .  conduct an inquiry!
Sophia: Now the first step, if I remember right, is to be clear about what 

the issue is.
Phil: That’s pretty easy. The issue is whether we should have capital punish-

ment.
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Sophia: For what crimes? We need to be specific. In some countries, there’s 
the death penalty for adultery.

Phil: No, no . . . I wasn’t suggesting that. I’m only thinking about cases of 
premeditated murder.

Sophia: I’m glad you’re clear about that.
Phil: OK . . . next question—what kind of judgment does this involve?
Sophia: Well, since we’re talking about what we “should” or “should not” 

do, then I guess it’s an evaluative judgment. But I can see already that 
we’ll also need to look at some factual claims on the way—like whether 
capital punishment really does help prevent murders. (Bailin and Bat-
tersby 2010, 138–139)

What is the issue?

In order to even begin to inquire, it is of vital importance to be clear about 
the issue, which is to be impetus for the inquiry. Among the characteristics of 
an appropriate issue are that it be sufficiently focused to allow for productive 
inquiry; precisely and neutrally framed, avoiding vague, ambiguous, or biased 
formulations; and controversial, evoking genuine disagreement.

In the dialogue excerpt, Sophia notes that Phil’s original formulation of the 
issue, whether we should have capital punishment, is too vague as it does not 
specify for which crimes.

What kinds of claims or judgments are at issue?

It is important to understand what types of judgments are called for by the 
inquiry that we are undertaking because different types of judgments are sup-
ported by different types of reasons and arguments and are evaluated by dif-
ferent criteria. For example, while a judgment in science will appeal to the 
criterion of fit with observations, a moral judgment will appeal to reasoning 
according to moral principles. Although there is a range of types of judgments, 
they can be categorized broadly into three types: factual, evaluative, and 
interpretive.

In the dialogue, Phil and Sophia recognize that their inquiry calls for an 
evaluative judgment about whether capital punishment should or should not 
be practiced, but that it will also involve factual judgments, for example with 
respect to whether capital punishment really does act as a deterrent. As the 
inquiry proceeds, they also recognize that their inquiry will require moral judg-
ments, for example, with respect to the state executing innocent individuals.

As another example, if students wished to address the issue of climate 
change, they would need to be able to distinguish among the kinds of judg-
ments required by different questions about climate change, for example: “Is 
the climate changing significantly?” (factual descriptive); “Is climate change 
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humanly caused?” (factual causal); “What, if anything, should we do about 
climate change?” ( evaluative).

What are the relevant reasons and arguments on various sides of the issue?

A key aspect of inquiry involves laying out the arguments on various sides of 
an issue. This will include the various positions on the issue in question that 
have been offered; the evidence that has been brought forward and the argu-
ments that have been made in defense of the various positions; the objections 
that have been leveled against the positions and the responses that have been 
made to these; and the alternatives that have been put forth.

In the dialogue, Phil is initially inclined to accept the one argument in favor 
of capital punishment, which he reads, but Sophia recognizes the need to look 
at the whole debate and to evaluate the arguments on both sides of the issue 
before making a judgment. In a subsequent dialogue, after doing some research, 
they discover a number of arguments that are generally offered both in favor 
of capital punishment (e.g., arguments from deterrence, incapacitation, ret-
ribution, and cost) and against (e.g., arguments focused on the immorality 
of taking a life, the immorality of executing innocent individuals, rehabilita-
tion, and the social causes of crime). They also find the various objections and 
responses that have been offered to these arguments. Making a judgment on 
the issue of capital punishment will ultimately require them to be aware of this 
entire dialectic.

What is the context of the issue?

Finding out about the contexts in which issues are situated can provide valu-
able information when conducting an inquiry. There are three aspects of con-
text that we believe need to be considered: the state of practice, the history of 
the debate, and the intellectual, social, political, and historical contexts.

The state of practice refers to how things currently stand with respect to the 
issue. An understanding of the state of practice can provide information nec-
essary for making a reasoned judgment. For example, in order for students to 
make a reasoned judgment regarding the raising of the minimum wage, they 
would need to know information such as the wage in other jurisdictions, when 
the minimum wage was last raised, the effect of inflation on wages, costs of 
living, and so on.

The history of the debate refers to the history of argumentation and delib-
eration that has led to current practice or thinking about the issue. Knowledge 
of the history of the debate can be helpful and is in some cases essential to 
understanding what is significant or contentious about an issue and in under-
standing the various positions that are contesting for acceptance. Knowing 
the history of a debate is also important in determining where the burden of 
proof lies.
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Understanding the intellectual, political, historical, and social contexts sur-
rounding an issue is also important in that it can aid us in understanding and 
interpreting arguments and can reveal assumptions underlying arguments and 
positions that may be important for their evaluation. For example, in making 
judgments about the legalization of marijuana in North America, it would be 
important to understand aspects of the history and social context of marijuana 
prohibition, including the fact that there is an enormous governmental and 
police investment in drug prohibition.

In a dialogue subsequent to the one reproduced above, Sophia and Phil inves-
tigate each of these aspects with respect to the capital punishment debate. They 
discover the current state of practice in their location (that there is no capital 
punishment) as well as the situation worldwide—a general trend toward aboli-
tion, and recognize the argumentative implications of these facts in terms of 
which views carry the burden of proof (those which go against current prac-
tices). Looking at the history of the debate, they discover that some of the 
arguments (e.g., retribution, deterrence, and incapacitation) have very ancient 
roots and also that the primary argument offered in favor of capital punish-
ment has changed recently from deterrence to retribution in light of the lack of 
evidence of a deterrent effect. With respect to the intellectual, social, political, 
and historical contexts, they recognize that the pro and con positions on capi-
tal punishment tend to be associated with different worldviews with respect 
to issues such as tradition versus change in society, individual versus societal 
responsibility, and social order.

How do we comparatively evaluate the various reasons and  
arguments to reach a reasoned judgment?

The following are the methods by which a reasoned judgment can be arrived 
at:

1. Evaluating individual arguments. The core of an inquiry is the evaluation 
of the various views and arguments in order to reach a reasoned judgment. A 
crucial aspect involves the evaluation of the individual arguments made. It is 
here that the usual criteria for evaluating arguments come in. Undertaking a 
prima facie or preliminary evaluation of the arguments for fallacies or errors of 
reasoning is an important first step. In addition, the various claims need to be 
evaluated according to the relevant criteria—factual claims by looking at evi-
dence in support of claims and the credibility of sources and evaluative claims 
by assessing the argumentation.

In conducting their prima facie evaluation in a subsequent dialogue, Phil 
and Sophia do encounter fallacies of anecdotal evidence and improper appeal 
to authority, as well as possible bias in the police chief’s argument. They real-
ize, however, that the fact that there are fallacies in the arguments does not 
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invalidate the views which he is defending. What it does mean is that they 
must go on to evaluate the various claims.

With respect to the factual claims, after extensive investigation, they suc-
ceed in determining that there is a consensus in the research that capital pun-
ishment does not act as a deterrent to murder. The also discover that the claim 
that capital punishment is less costly than life imprisonment is false. With 
respect to the moral arguments, they decide that there is a morally appropriate 
desire for justice behind the retribution argument for capital punishment, but 
that the concern about the state executing innocent people constitutes a very 
strong moral argument against capital punishment.

2. Comparative evaluation. The evaluation of individual arguments is nec-
essary, but it generally cannot on its own lead to the making of a reasoned 
judgment. In order to come to a reasoned judgment, we need to perform a 
comparative evaluation of the arguments in order to determine their weight in 
terms of the overall case, and then combine the various evaluations in order to 
make a final judgment. This process involves balancing the various consider-
ations that have come to light.

In their final dialogue on capital punishment, Sophia and Phil summa-
rize their evaluation of the various arguments and weigh their comparative 
strength. In terms of the pro arguments, they conclude that there is no sup-
port for the deterrence or cost arguments, that incapacitation can be achieved 
by less drastic means than putting the perpetrators to death, and that there 
is some moral legitimacy to the retribution argument in terms of the desire 
for justice, but that it can be achieved through life imprisonment. In terms of 
the con arguments, they conclude that the risk of the state killing innocent 
citizens is a very strong argument that overrides the retribution argument, 
especially as there are less morally problematic alternatives to capital punish-
ment that can achieve retribution. Their anticapital punishment judgment is 
strengthened by the worldwide trend toward abolition, which places a burden 
of proof on the pro side.

Inquiries in specific areas

It is our belief that if our goal is to foster students’ critical thinking in the range 
of contexts that they will encounter, then it is important in a critical thinking 
course to include inquiries that focus on disciplinary knowledge and criteria in 
areas such as science, social science, philosophy, and the arts. Thus, in addition 
to focusing on topics such as capital punishment, our text also focuses on top-
ics that require a knowledge of discipline-specific procedures and criteria, for 
example, polygamy (philosophy), the effects of violent video games (the social 
sciences), interpreting a challenging work of art (the arts), and some historical 
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examples of inquiries in geology, epidemiology, and evolutionary theory (the 
natural sciences). These inquiries exemplify both how the guiding questions, 
procedures, and criteria apply in various areas and also the criteria that are 
specific to the discipline.

Integrating inquiry into subject area instruction

The inquiry approach can also provide a method for instilling critical think-
ing into discipline-focused courses while still providing adequate coverage of 
course material. Organizing teaching around inquiries can serve to illuminate 
the common structure and aspects of inquiry as well as illustrate how this struc-
ture and these aspects are manifested in the particular area. This approach also 
highlights the specific concepts, forms of reasoning, argumentation, and cri-
teria that are particular to and dominant in the particular discipline. Nosich’s 
recommendation to focus student thinking on a deep understanding of the 
central concepts of a discipline is very much in consonance with an inquiry 
approach (Nosich 2012).

For an inquiry approach to be successful, the instructors need to be clear 
about the long-term learning goals of the course. This is especially important 
for introductory or general education courses where students are unlikely to 
go on further in the discipline. Presumably, the goals should include not only 
engaging the student in the subject and the disciplinary approach to subject 
matter, but also empowering students to use the methods and information 
produced by the discipline to make thoughtful and reasonable decisions as 
individuals, citizens, and workers. As long as the primary goal of a course, 
especially an introductory course, is to lay down a basic vocabulary or get 
students to retain abundant factual information, it will be difficult to devote 
enough time or student energy to learning how to inquire and to understand-
ing argumentation in the discipline. But if the primary outcomes include 
an understanding of the issues and claims in the discipline and the abil-
ity to make reasoned judgments using disciplinary criteria, then the inquiry 
approach can be used both to reinforce the learning of subject material and 
to develop those abilities and habits of mind that lead to reasoned judgment. 
For example, students in an ecology course could be asked to assess local laws 
governing logging. Through engaging in this inquiry, students would learn 
not only the requisite ecological concepts of forest development and sustain-
ability, but also what is involved in coming to a reasoned judgment on the 
issue.

To illustrate how one might integrate the inquiry approach into disciplinary 
teaching, we will show how each of the guiding questions could be used to 
address the questions of logging and forest management.
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What is the issue?

In order to pursue this inquiry, students would need, first, to be clear about 
the issue or question. They need to know whether the question is about what 
regulations would provide for sustainable logging? Or is the question how to 
protect ecosystems for animal conservation?

What kinds of claims or judgments are at issue?

It would be important, for this inquiry, to distinguish between normative 
claims and judgments about the value of forests, and scientific claims about 
the consequences of logging on fishing or ecosystem health. The idea of “eco-
system health” is a good example of a concept that students would need to 
grapple with in trying to sort out value and factual questions. “Health” is a 
complex concept including both norms and facts and getting clear about what 
is at issue is an important intellectual challenge.

What are the relevant reasons and arguments on  
various sides of the issue?

Ecological issues are often characterized by bias, and getting a full range of 
views with their attendant arguments is obviously important for making a 
reasoned judgments. Students must have adequate conceptual knowledge and 
be able to apply an understanding of the scientific approach to these issues to 
evaluate the debate. In addition students would need to understand the eco-
nomic pressures that are part of this debate as well as the normative questions 
that are involved.

What is the context of the issue?

There are a number of ways in which understanding the history of ecological 
debates is important for coming to reasoned judgments. For example, one well-
known debate surrounding logging of old growth forests in the United States 
is the spotted owl debate. Because the spotted owl’s habitat is old growth forest 
and because the United States has strong endangered species legislation, pres-
ervation of the spotted owl has involved protecting large areas of old growth 
forest from logging. If one does not know this background, the intensity of the 
current debate over strategies to preserve the owl (including the idea of culling 
competing species) would be incomprehensible. It would appear to be about 
owls, but it is actually about logging old growth forests.

Understanding the history of a debate is also important for determining the 
burden of proof on an issue. At any historical moment in most disciplines there 
are accepted theories or factual claims that are supported by a wide consensus, 
and these constitute the default views. Anyone wishing to refute these views 
bears the burden of proof. Determining where the burden of proof lies with 
respect to the issue of logging regulation would form an important aspect of 
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this inquiry, although the fact that ecology is a relatively young discipline 
makes this determination particularly challenging. For many introductory stu-
dents the default view is whatever they have learned from their upbringing or 
even perhaps from their own experience. It is interesting to invite students 
to reflect on the question of who bears the burden of proof and to consider 
whether their position can be appropriately treated as the default view.

How do we comparatively evaluate the various reasons and  
arguments to reach a reasoned judgment?

While the issue of logging regulation involves numerous ecological questions, 
it also involves economic and ethical ones. How do we weigh short-term eco-
nomic benefits against long-term ecological sustainability? There are no easy 
answers, but explicitly addressing these issues and attempting to balance com-
peting values and interests are crucial to making a well-informed and reasoned 
judgment.

The preceding is but one example of how an inquiry approach can be used 
in disciplinary teaching, in this case with respect to an interdisciplinary 
issue having a strong scientific component. We would like to stress, however, 
that this approach can be used in virtually any subject area, for example, in 
the social science (e.g., Should we allow our children to watch violent video 
games?), in the arts (e.g., Is Duchamps’s urinal really art?), or in philosophy 
(Should polygamy be legal?) (Bailin and Battersby 2010).

Fostering inquiry across the disciplines

Some more general strategies can also be employed in all areas in order to fos-
ter inquiry across disciplinary areas. The goal is to promote an understanding 
of the process of inquiry practiced in the particular area as just one example 
of the enterprise of inquiry more broadly, involving a similar aim, namely 
to reach a reasoned judgment, common guiding questions, some common or 
overlapping concepts and criteria, and the same habits of mind (e.g., open-
mindedness, fair-mindedness, a commitment to reason, an inquiring attitude) 
(Bailin and Battersby 2010).

One particularly important habit of mind that is central for inquiry in all 
areas is the propensity to always consider alternative views and theories. In 
order to develop this habit of mind, students can be required to defend com-
peting theories with which they disagree and attempt to come to reasonable 
conclusions despite conflicting evidence and theories. It is often an illumi-
nating experience for students to understand their resistance to evidence and 
argument for a theory with which they have a prior disagreement.

Many key concepts are used widely in many areas (e.g., concepts common 
in the sciences such as the distinction between correlation and causation, the 
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problem of getting reliable data, the question of experimental validity, the 
problem of confirmation bias). All these widely shared concepts can be rein-
forced in almost any subject. Even such subjects as literary or artistic analysis 
can be shown frequently to involve reasoning to the best explanation while 
considering alternative points of view.

The ideal situation for teaching inquiry across the disciplines would be one 
in which instructors were aware of how faculty in other disciplines presented 
the key concepts of inquiry and critical thinking so that these concepts could 
be reinforced in all courses. This is a lot to hope for, but the notions of seek-
ing alternative explanations, weighing competing arguments, and coming to 
a reasoned conclusion are sufficiently applicable across a range of subject areas 
that parallels can usefully be drawn. It is useful to ask students whether they 
recognize that argumentative and evaluative approaches in one course have 
analogies with those approaches used in other courses.

Because many of the problems of the real world involve interdisciplinary or 
multidisciplinary inquiries, there is a wealth of topics and issues that may be 
of genuine interest to students and that could be used to illustrate how some of 
the relevant evaluative criteria can be applied across disciplines.

Conclusion

We believe that an inquiry approach to teaching argumentation and reasoning 
is to be recommended for several reasons. First, in broadening the focus from 
the evaluation of individual arguments to the making of reasoned judgments, 
it aims to foster the kind of critical thinking that takes place in real contexts 
of disagreement and debate. This changed emphasis brings to the fore the dia-
lectical and contextual dimensions of argumentation, which are central to the 
making of reasoned judgments. An inquiry approach also makes room for the 
inclusion of disciplinary criteria and modes of argumentation when dealing 
with everyday issues, the knowledge of which is often essential for making 
judgments with respect to complex, real-world issues.

There are also dispositional benefits to an inquiry-based approach. The 
requirement to actively seek information and arguments in order to resolve 
an issue or puzzlement may foster habits of mind such as intellectual curios-
ity, truth-seeking, self-awareness, and intellectual perseverance. In addition, 
an open-minded, fair-minded, and flexible attitude is much more likely to be 
encouraged by an approach that focuses on inquiring through the evaluation 
of competing cases rather than on one focused exclusively on the evaluation 
of individual arguments (Bailin and Battersby 2009).

With respect to teaching within the disciplines, an inquiry approach has the 
advantage of putting an explicit focus on disciplinary reasoning and argumen-
tation, making reasoning a central part of what it means to learn a discipline. 
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By highlighting the aspects of argumentation that are distinctive to particular 
disciplines, it gives students the tools to reason well within those disciplines 
and with respect to issues that call on disciplinary understanding. But it also 
has the additional merit of highlighting those aspects of argumentation that 
are common to inquiry across disciplines. In so doing, it makes explicit the 
connection between disciplinary inquiry and inquiry more broadly, enabling 
students to view reasoning and argumentation in any discipline not as an iso-
lated activity but rather as connected with other critical practices of investiga-
tion, discovery, and creation.

To date, our main basis for evaluating an inquiry approach is personal expe-
rience. We have been teaching using this approach for several years, both in 
undergraduate critical thinking courses and in an MEd program for practicing 
educators, and our results have been extremely promising in terms of students’ 
ability to conduct reasoned inquiries. In addition, Hitchcock (2013) has col-
lected data on more than 400 students over the three occasions in which he 
used Reason in the Balance. What he found was that although students did worse 
than previous students on some types of multiple-choice exam questions and 
on tests of micro-skills of argument analysis and evaluation, they did notice-
ably better on items testing their ability to identify a counterexample to a gen-
eralization, judge the trustworthiness of a source of information, and analyze 
and evaluate causal arguments. Their performance was comparable on items 
involving supplying missing premises, evaluating conditional arguments, judg-
ing deductive validity, and identifying fallacies. These multiple-choices exams 
did not, however, test the ability of students to conduct inquiries leading to 
reasoned judgments. More systematic evaluation of the approach, especially in 
terms of the extent to which it enhances the making of reasoned judgments, 
would be an important subject for further research.
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How should we imagine critical thinking? Briefly searching the Internet reveals 
a large number of activities and classroom concepts that treat critical thinking 
as a skill. Many of the best activities and approaches start with the classroom 
and the material of the course, developing the critical thinking skill set that 
should transfer to the activity of daily life.

Marshall Gregory writes about the difficulties in teaching British poetry to 
undergraduate students. The subject—much like critical thinking—is estoteric, 
remote, and difficult for students to see as valuable outside of something they 
must do in a classroom just to satisfy a teacher. Gregory’s teaching of a difficult 
subject improved when he reframed the issue around the terms of means and 
ends: “Students do not get educated because they study our beloved content. 
They get educated because they learn how to study our beloved content, and 
they carry the how of that learning with them into the world as cognitive 
and intellectual skills that stick long after the content is forgotten. In short, 
the curriculum is not an end it itself” (emphasis mine)(Gregory 2005, 97). It is 
easy for us as teachers of many subjects, including critical thinking, to mistake 
means for ends. It comes from a deep passion for critical thinking, and often-
times we forget that students need to be deeply connected to the material in 
order to apply it in their lives past our classrooms.

I am concerned that often when we use debate as a way of teaching critical 
thinking, we fall into the trouble pointed out by Gregory. We might use it as a 
test, some way to see if critical thinking happened in the past, instead of using 
it as a lesson in how to generate critical thinking as a practice. I suggest in this 
chapter that we should consider debating as the teaching of critical thinking 
itself instead of just a tool of evaluation. I believe that considering debate in 
this way can help students see critical thinking as a set of cultural practices 
rather than as a particular skill useful only in certain situations.

Why do I suggest debate as a method? Debate requires careful and thorough 
thinking in a specific context to reach the minds of others—the audience. 
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Debate also requires thought to be articulated, oftentimes quite spontaneously, 
as the product of a critical response to someone else’s utterance. Debate is a 
good practice arena for the timely production of thoughtful, persuasive mes-
sages meant for an audience—and the audience is the key factor. Debate forces 
students to make hard choices with little certain facts in a short amount of 
time, then present them to interested parties for assent.

What happens when we develop debate as a method of teaching critical 
thinking? I hope to show that debate encourages students to conceive of criti-
cal thinking as a culture rather than a skill set. As a culture critical thinking 
becomes a normative system of actions and beliefs that one performs in order 
to participate in valuable interactions within society—interactions that are key 
to healthy coexistence. As a cultural practice, it is similar to studying language 
or music—something that can appear to be a technical skill, but manifests 
itself more as a part of one’s life, finding connections between the practice 
and the more mundane aspects of living. The conception of having students 
debate instead of other traditional means of coursework is the exercise that can 
help students bridge the gap between the way they conceive and are taught to 
conceive of critical thinking and daily, lived life full of evaluative possibilities. 
Focusing on the practice of critical thinking within the general context of 
university culture can help students understand better how critical thinking is 
vital for social living.

Critical thinking as culture

There are many definitions of critical thinking available in numerous books, 
essays, and other resources. With so many definitions vying to get all of the 
specifics of what critical thinking could be into a couple of sentences, we might 
lose sight of what matters most about the skill of critical thinking. Pedagogical 
scholar bell hooks offers a simple definition—“finding the answers to those 
eternal questions of the inquisitive child, and then utilizing that knowledge in 
a manner that enables you to determine what matters most” (hooks 2010, 9). In 
order to get there, hooks offers a number of practices—everything from asking 
the well-known “five Ws” students learn in the United States for descriptive 
writing, to the college classroom where the professor must ensure his or her 
mind to be open to not knowing everything about the subject. In short, hook’s 
definition is valuable due to its openness, and the way it calls our attention to 
critical thinking as a living process.

Approaching critical thinking this way avoids some of the murky pitfalls of 
conceptualizing critical thinking as a set of things to know, processes to deploy, 
or boxes to tick off when reading someone’s argument. Nobody strives to teach 
critical thinking in this manner. What I am suggesting is that our passion for 
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the subject might blind us from connecting with students on a very basic level 
as to what critical thinking is and what it can do for society.

I believe that critical thinking only has meaning if it is recognizable to stu-
dents as an approach one takes within the contours of a situation. Critical 
thinking—if it is as fluid as hooks is suggesting—might have more in common 
with the art of cooking or the practice of yoga. Approaches to critical thinking 
that treat it as engineering, mathematics, or science might fall flat in student 
retention because of this. Critical thinking must be practiced regularly instead 
of rigorously. It is something that does not have a correct answer in itself. It 
is something that requires daily “work outs” in order to maintain its benefits. 
Critical thinking reminds me of learning a language, or studying a productive 
art like public speaking. This is why the art of debating—the very same contest 
debating that clubs on your campus practice annually—might be the best criti-
cal thinking activity we could marshal for the benefit of all of our students. 
Debating is contextual, temporal, critical, and artistic—and traditionally it has 
been associated with the ability to think clearly. Whether one participates in 
a debate as a speaker or as an audience member, debate has a way of calling to 
our critical sides in ways that are unique.

Understanding debating

Debating might be understood as a competitive platform or perhaps a test of 
critical thinking ability—some dazzling words offered in a short amount of 
time on a controversial issue, and then set before judges to vote for a winner. 
Competition debates are very much like this, but this is not all there is to 
debating.

Debating in a classroom setting can also be problematic. Consider this 
description from Deborah Tannen who observes a classroom where “the stu-
dents are engaged in a heated debate,” and “the very noise level reassures the 
teacher that the students are participating, taking responsibility for their own 
learning.” But all is not rosy for Tannen: “The majority of the class is sitting 
silently, maybe attentive but perhaps either indifferent or actively turned off. 
And the students who are arguing are not addressing the subtleties, nuances, 
or complexities of the points they are making or disputing. They do not have 
that luxury because they want to win the argument—so they must go for the 
most gross and dramatic statements they can muster” (Tannen 1998, 256). 
The risk involved here is of using the debate without critical engagement of 
the topic. Instead of using debate as an activity like this, I suggest using debate 
as an orientation to critical thinking—as an act with students that generates 
an experience, or a “text,” which then can be evaluated by all who partici-
pated, either as an audience member or as a speaker.
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Understanding this definition of debating requires understanding rheto-
ric. Rhetoric, for most of human history, has been understood as more than 
a derogatory term for unfounded speech that causes erroneous beliefs. Before 
this modern definition took hold, rhetoric was taught and understood as the 
art of making things—facts, people, events—make sense within contexts for 
particular audiences. Reading and writing, both thought of traditionally as 
subsets of the grander art of rhetoric, are today where we concentrate the most 
on the idea of teaching a practiced art, that is, critical thinking.

It was Aristotle who claimed that rhetoric was the art of seeing all available 
means of persuasion in “a given instance” (Aristotle 1984). In the modern era, 
scholars of rhetoric have pushed with critical acumen the idea of rhetoric to 
cover what we would consider to be the realm of critical thinking: “Rhetoric 
happens in unfinished historical episodes, wherein urgent circumstances 
require that we act, even though we lack complete, reliable grounds for deter-
mining what the best action might be” (Farrell 1995, 277). This could also 
define those situations where critical thinking is paramount. Scholars have 
argued for many years now that rhetoric is also a perspective, a way of craft-
ing and making meaning. Scholars have written that rhetoric can be used as a 
curriculum toward the development of other skills and knowledge (Leff 2006). 
It has also been suggested that rhetoric is an epistemic frame, a way of know-
ing the world (Scott 1967). Rhetoric serves as a perspective in online searches, 
where the classification, organization, and algorithmic management of results 
persuades the researcher that the information offered is comple (Johnson 
2012). Rhetoric has been treated as an aesthetic perspective as well (Whitson 
and Poulakos 1993). Rhetoric has been defined in modern scholarship to be 
the study of identification between humans and the subsequent division that 
arises from each identifying move (Burke 1968, 23).

Debate, from the rhetorical perspective, gives students a chance to assess 
not just the work of others, but of each other as well. They become respon-
sible for the crafting of persuasive messages about uncertain issues, and they 
become responsible for evaluating those messages when they hear them from 
each other. We can think of critical thinking with rhetoric as a softening force 
on both the unknown—the issue facing us—and the “known”—the world, 
the facts, or whatever people face in their decision-making process. Softening 
means that alternatives—or room to maneuver—are provided to the decision 
makers, advocates, or stakeholders.

Many people approach an issue with fixed ideas about it—certain that they 
are right, they believe that charging into the fray, arguments blazing, will help 
the truth prevail. Countering this approach on these terms begins with a point 
of clear agreement: It is certain that the issue before us is uncertain, other-
wise we would not be having this discussion. It is on that point that rhetoric 
comes into play. As Chaim Perelman and Lucie Olbrects-Tyteca point out, “For 
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argumentation to exist, an effective community of minds must be realized 
at a given moment” (Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca 1969, 14). The students 
using debate must begin thinking critically right away: Who are these minds 
who are concerned about this issue? The focus changes from the correctness 
of the facts—verified elsewhere, perhaps in the lecture or another class—and 
the material concerns of the people to whom the debate might be addressed. 
Highlighting uncertainty about the audience requires students to return to the 
question with new eyes and analyze the information with the view they imag-
ine the audience might have on the controversy.

This softening influence is apparent when advocates reexplain either the 
facts or the problem in different terms, helping the decision makers see the 
issue(s) from all available positions. It is this softening effect of rhetoric as 
culture that debate allows individuals to practice. This practice is both a com-
ing into familiarity with critical thinking as well as becoming better at it. In 
short, critical thinking helps people see the world as more contingent, and 
more changeable, because they are attending to the connections making 
the position “hard.” Rhetoric and critical thinking serve as a highlighter to 
these hard points, forcing new explanations of their truth, and encouraging 
rearticulation.

This idea is similar to a critical thinking exercise suggested by Peter Elbow 
as a way to teach the art of writing: the “doubting game,” which we all learn 
very well to play when we encounter arguments from others, and the “believ-
ing game,” which is not well taught—how to find ways to support or believe 
the arguments we hear from others. He writes, “the function of a group in the 
believing game is for people to help each other believe more things, experience 
more things, and thereby move away from the lowest-common-denominator 
tendency in a majority conclusion” (Elbow 1998). This sort of brainstorming 
is a necessary part of the generation of new knowledge and is one of the better 
ways to discover if an idea warrants rejection. Elbow continues: “Doubting is 
my shorthand for criticizing, debating, arguing, and trying to extricate oneself 
from any personal involvement with ideas through using logic. ‘Believing’ is 
my shorthand for listening, affirming, entering in, trying to experience more 
fully, and restating—understanding ideas from the inside” (Elbow 1998). Elbow 
believes, as I do, that building both sides is key to the complete critical think-
ing practice. We need to encourage students to build up reasons as well as take 
them apart. Debate does both these things masterfully.

Debate is one of the best activities in the classroom for firming up both the 
believing and doubting games. Students participate in the debate whether they 
speak or listen. Since each idea in a debate is presented softly—meaning with 
as many connections of the shell exposed—the audience can begin to investi-
gate what is holding that shell together. But how do we get engaged, valuable 
debate in our classrooms and on our campuses?
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What debating looks like

On your campus, wherever you might be reading this, there is a vibrant and 
energetic debate club. This club is run by student volunteers most likely, or in 
rarer cases has a faculty member who is responsible for the club’s activities. 
It is my strong suggestion that you reach out to this resource in order to help 
you plan to use debate for teaching critical thinking in your particular course. 
These students love debating, and they are quite good at putting on an engag-
ing show for your class as to what a debate can look like and sound like. The 
only negative is that they might be so good they might provide a bit of an 
uneasy chilling effect for your class to start debating—they may believe that 
they could never be that good.

Debate comes in many different formats and many different varieties, but for 
my purposes, that is to teach critical thinking in a rhetorical context and soften 
positions for examination, some basics must exist. It does not matter what par-
ticular debating format you choose for your class as long as it has a few impor-
tant features. There should be a topic selected—not a question, but a statement 
that one can agree or disagree with. Second, there should be time limits to the 
speeches, something reasonable, and there should be a defined order of speakers. 
Questioning of one speaker by another should also be a part of the debate, but 
whether it takes the form of an American courtroom cross-examination or a par-
liamentary session’s points of information does not matter. Asking the students 
what they might like to do also helps in creating an engaged atmosphere.

Assigning a debate on a relevant public issue as an activity in a course allows 
students to practice both the believing and doubting game. First, a motion must 
be selected. It should be a statement that can clearly be proven or disproven, 
given good arguments for that side. Students first must read and research, pre-
paring the case for either side. This exercise forces them into groups to try to 
encourage one another what proof and evidence will be most persuasive. Most 
importantly, students should not be allowed to select what side of the issue 
they will represent. This should be done randomly. The reason behind this is 
to keep their attention on the construction and deconstruction of positions 
rather than on the passion students have for their own beliefs. Generally, this 
is not much of an issue for students as they might not have passionate feelings 
about the issues you are discussing in your class. After having a debate, this 
might change—be warned.

Let me take you through a detailed example to demonstrate how this 
approach works. I was asked to consult a scientific reasoning course instructor 
who wanted to have a debate on the question of invasive species. First, I sug-
gested framing the issue as a clear statement—this way everyone can see what 
is at stake. We chose the following motion: “Invasive species are more harmful 
than they are beneficial.” Immediately, the students began to come up with 
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arguments on both sides from the material they had read in the course. I asked 
them who they thought might be concerned about this topic. After that ques-
tion was discussed, the arguments became less about the unassailable nature of 
the evidence, and more about how and why that evidence might be compelling 
to different groups. Instead of a heated focus on who had the “best evidence,” 
students had to critically consider the information and the person receiving the 
information. They thought about reasons both for and against the supporting 
material, and why certain audiences would accept or reject different sources.

Here we see the debate’s unique ability of combining both the believing and 
doubting game into two sides of one practice. In debating, one must doubt 
in order to believe, and vice-versa. The believing game and doubting game 
become parts of a complete process. Likewise, students understand as they pre-
pare to speak and reflect on their speech the softness of the connections that 
make up belief and doubt.

Students who are not presenting on a particular day serve as the audience. 
Creating a panel of judges from them or putting them in groups of decision 
makers to confer and offer critique of the debate are obvious tasks that help 
further critical thinking instruction among the speakers as well as the audi-
ence. Less obvious would be to put students in teams to compare and contrast 
what was said with what they thought should have been said. This puts the 
whole classroom into direct engagement with the debate topic at hand. This 
engaged form of classroom teaching is what hooks would call essential to the 
practice of critical thinking. Instead of judging the truth of the question, stu-
dents judge the persuasive effort, and evaluate whether or not the speakers 
did well in approaching the topic for the various individuals who may be con-
cerned about it.

Critical thinking, seen as a daily commitment rather than a hammer to be 
used when a nail appears, allows for critical thought and analysis on more 
occasions than our pedagogy currently allows. Of course, there are still objec-
tions. Some might claim that the time limits and the focus on winning the 
debate will detract from the ability of debating to teach critical thinking. I 
would agree, if debating is not situated in a rhetorical context—that is, a con-
text where persuasion is viewed to be many things, and responsible for why we 
may call some phenomena information and other phenomena nonsense. The 
rhetorical perspective is concerned with the making and unmaking of mean-
ing. Debate, practiced within this context, encourages students to critically 
explore why and how facts garner meaning for audiences.

Toward critical thinking as culture

The musician and the polyglot must know the culture in order to make their 
art meaningful. They must know situation, timing, variances in performance 
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(accents come to mind as well as interpretations of classical works), as well as 
audience tastes. Debating, I argue here, is what makes critical thinking a mean-
ingful art. Debating provides timing, situational contours, and variance in 
performance. All of these things make the assignment challenging and inter-
esting, and all of them together help students create an important emotional 
and intellectual connection to the art.

Why should we use debating to teach critical thinking? I believe it is because 
we should think of critical thinking as a culture, and not just a set of skills. 
I am not making the argument that debate is the best way to teach critical 
thinking, nor am I saying that it is the only valid method. It does have one 
distinct advantage in the fact that debate lays bare not just the issue and the 
facts behind the issues, but focuses attention on the connections humans 
make between these elements. Also, debate disconnects us from our normal 
processes of evaluating what is right and makes us focus on the processes them-
selves. Robert Branham writes:

Willingness to subject one’s opinions to disputation is a necessary but not 
sufficient condition for the achievement of true debate. For an opinion to 
be truly tested, it must first be given the strongest possible expression. The 
best available arguments for the opinion must be advanced, and supported 
by the most powerful evidence and reasoning that can be mustered. It is not 
enough to hold an opinion that turns out to be true; one must have come to 
that opinion for the best reasons. (1991, 3).

Debate becomes the exercise of separating being right from proving right. This 
exercise is one of exposure and articulation. It is an art of drawing out con-
nections and questioning them. The audience and the debaters evaluate the 
speaker’s persuasiveness not just on the luck of having stated or stumbled onto 
a correct position, but on how that position is expressed and supported. It is 
like the age old adage that mathematics teachers use when they tell their stu-
dents, “show your work” or receive no credit. Debate forces students to show 
their work, which in turn exposes the rhetorical connections between culture, 
issue, and proof. This is the operation of softening the controversy so it can be 
examined. Instead of focusing on finding the facts that prove the other side 
completely wrong, debaters must identify, describe, and ascertain the connec-
tions made between evidence, subject matter, and claims for different sides of 
any issue.

Oftentimes in our current political climate, controversies are far too polar-
ized and past the point of critical thinking doing any work. The cry for “critical 
thinking” becomes merely a weapon in the arsenal of one side or another to try 
to coerce agreement. Critical thinking becomes a trope of one side of the con-
troversy, opposed to a process by which polarization can be undone. Critical 
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thinking, taught through debate, confuses traditional “right answers” with the 
vexing conclusion—“What if there is no right answer?” Critical thinking, as 
uncomfortable as it may make us feel, is about these very moments. What do 
we do if we don’t know what to do?

Debate helps with this question. Debate softens the outer shells of controver-
sial issues, allowing the participant to see into the interior workings of a posi-
tion on an issue. The softening effect of debate helps students explore multiple 
convictions of things taught in the classroom and gives them free rein to try to 
amplify or discredit different views. This way they can explore the connection 
to their own view on the issues being debated.

The unique provision of debate—providing both opportunities to play the 
doubting and believing game—can also be a source of danger to the student. 
Ronald Walter Greene and Darrin Hicks criticize the practice of switch side, or 
assigning sides in a debate, claiming it produces a liberal democratic exception-
alism. This method becomes the value-added form of debating, preparing the 
students for an imagined role as the purveyors of proper liberal values:

Debating both sides as a technique of moral development works alongside 
specific aesthetic modes of class subjectivity increasingly associated with 
the efforts of the knowledge class to legitimize the process of judgment. 
Debating both sides reveals how the globalization of liberalism is less about 
a set of universal norms and more about the circulation and uptake of cul-
tural technologies. (Greene and Hicks 2005)

The result of this is the creation of liberal subjects who can use the tech-
nology of seeing both sides to make debate seem as an end in itself—as part 
and parcel of being a good democratic citizen and therefore can subvert issues 
such as class and race to the idea that giving up one’s personal conviction to 
explore ideas is the ideal form of citizenship. “To set aside one’s convictions 
and present the argument for the other side demonstrates that the citizen has 
forsaken her or his personal interests and particular vision of the good for the 
benefit of the commonweal. That is, the citizen recognizes the moral priority 
of democratic debate when she or he agrees to be bound by its results regardless 
of personal conviction” (Greene and Hicks 2005, 126). This recognition is only 
possible when using certain class privileges, which are obfuscated by the moral 
act of taking the opposite side for the benefit of others. This verbal alchemy is 
attractive in manipulating standards of judgment in the name of democracy.

Their critique of debating is a cautionary tale for those of us interested in 
teaching critical thinking. They warn that the most seemingly “neutral” forms 
of education and learning can easily serve larger power systems that deserve 
critique as well. Debate is not immune to forces that would make it a servant 
of other systems of power and authority under the guise of freedom. However, 
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as far as debate is concerned, Greene and Hicks localize their critique to the 
particulars of tournament debating:

To be sure, debate was, and continues to be, an effective way to channel and 
form competitive instincts to improve critical thinking skills by helping stu-
dents learn to analyze a case. It may also be true that debating both sides is an 
important part of the value of debate to help students analyze a case. The ethi-
cal status of the technique, however, is not guaranteed by this success. Instead, 
the ethical status of debating both sides increasingly depended on how tourna-
ment debating was envisioned: namely, as a pedagogical technique or as public 
speaking (Greene and Hicks 2005, 103).

The exercise that I am suggesting is not tournament competition, but could 
be seen as channeling competitive drives in order to get students to play both 
the believing game and the doubting game as part of critical thinking. As a 
culture, critical thinking should be characterized by norms of behavior by the 
members of that culture. Without a tournament, debating can then set its goal 
as audience education or exposure to the various claims students have con-
structed as they play Elbow’s games with one another during the assignment. 
For the audience, these norms will come across as missing puzzle pieces to a 
picture that they may believe has been completed. As one audience member 
remarked after a public debate I hosted, “I came here to see some blood, to 
see a fight, but I’m leaving here unsure as to my own opinion on these mat-
ters.” This is the result that is possible when critical thinking is taught through 
debating as if it were a set of norms—or a culture.

Debating as the pedagogy of critical thinking culture

Replacing one or two assignments in a course with a public debate can go 
a long way toward the goals we seek with critical thinking—confidence in 
questioning the premises of a claim within the situation that claim is raised. 
Our current pedagogical norms are not up to the challenge of teaching critical 
thinking. As Mitchell observes, “Many of the received approaches to peda-
gogy are not up to the task of energizing students to play positive roles as 
public deliberators” (2000, 124). A supporter of a more “dialogic” approach 
in the Frierian sense, Mitchell argues that role playing positions in contro-
versial, debatable topics open up alternative classroom roles for students and 
teachers, thus making the students the producers and editors of a knowledge 
that typically would flow “downhill” from the instructor providing readings 
or a lecture on the subject. Mitchell is arguing for activities where students 
take on the perspective of a particular stakeholder in a controversy and play 
out what that group might say. Students imagine, through brainstorming and 
reading, what things each person or group might argue in a “real” case out in 
the world.
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Although not a critique of the power of role play, Mitchell does seem to 
leave out that many students engaging in traditional debate are “role playing” 
themselves, quite convinced on an issue. For public debate purposes, taking 
on a role, like an actor playing a part, is not necessary. Students generate argu-
ments for the audience to evaluate, so playing themselves as a much more 
convincing version of the self allows them the same ability to see how soft 
positions can become hard when clashing with opposing ideas. Mitchell’s 
argument would work just as well if students were coached during the term 
about how they are learning the way a scientist, anthropologist, or literary 
critic thinks and speaks. This responsibility could convey to the student the 
importance of being in a position of importance—playing themselves as 
future experts in a field—and have them restrict their utterances accordingly. 
This also has the unique advantage of encouraging undergraduate or graduate 
students to imagine themselves in careers or societal positions that they never 
considered before as valid options in their lives. Teaching critical thinking 
through debate mentors students into fields they may have been unaware of 
otherwise.

Opening up debate events to the general student body may be one way of 
enhancing the practice of critical thinking as culture on a campus. A public 
debate is one that is put on for a larger community, about a controversy that 
contains polarizing positions. The idea is that the debate, conducted by well-
prepared advocates who fairly represent their side, will loosen the audience’s 
grip on extreme positions and allow discourse to emerge again where once 
silence fostered by rigorous commitment reigned. The discussion after the 
debate, even among audience members, is the goal of such an exercise.

I conducted one such debate with argumentation students several years ago. 
It attracted a number of undergraduate students, as well as top levels of the 
university administration (the provost was our invited respondent). (A video of 
the public debate can be found here: http://vimeo.com/36258385.) This debate 
represented a real challenge to students not just in synthesizing and under-
standing the course material, but also in developing the acumen of critical 
thinking—for the information must not just be presented, but re-presented 
to an audience of people who are not directly involved in the course. Such an 
exercise is not only good pedagogy, but an event that will live in the mind of 
the student for a long time after university is over, and if utilized well, can 
be a moment they understand as deeply entwined with the art of critical 
thinking.

Public debate centers on the audience. Students must present well-formed 
arguments in order to allow the audience to benefit from disagreement, or 
what in competitive debating slang is called “clash.” Without clash, a debate 
becomes a public speaking contest without either side engaging the arguments 
of the others involved in the debate. Without engagement, audiences are left 
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no opportunity to test their own beliefs against the strength of the presented 
arguments and responses.

There is no set model for how a debate should be structured. Generally, each 
side of the issue (however many your students determine there are) should 
be given equal time to speak in the course of the debate, and there should be 
some time given for questioning of one side by the other. The only thing that 
all debates should contain is a controversy with no clear solution, and each side 
should establish a clear thesis for their case. This will create a clash—or a clear 
disagreement—between the teams, which the audience can then use to evalu-
ate their own belief systems and how they were constructed.

Conclusion

Understanding critical thinking as a lifelong practice—following bell hook’s 
definition—is enhanced by offering debate as a way of teaching critical think-
ing practices. Instead of focusing on the evaluation of truth, debating allows 
students to focus on the evaluation of evaluation, softening their own positions 
as they work to try to see through the eyes and mind of interested audiences. 
Adapting their speeches to these audiences can then be evaluated by the class 
to see how well they did in the consideration of many critical perspectives.

Adding rhetorical debating to the curriculum could be a way to bring critical 
thinking culture to the university as a whole. Admiration for someone provid-
ing good reasons and dismissing irrelevant evidence would get more excite-
ment from the audience than the happenstance that the speaker supports the 
side that any audience member already supported. Deciding to turn exami-
nations into campus-invited events opens up the whole university as a place 
where the cultural literacy of critical thinking can begin, be reinforced, and be 
celebrated by the students, who then go on to long for this culture and perhaps 
reinforce it in their daily lives once they have graduated.

Replacing one traditional assignment per term with a debate where the public 
is invited to attend would be an excellent first step helping students both in the 
audience and at the podium explore sides of an issue related to any course includ-
ing, but not limited to, what it is to speak on behalf of a discipline. The power of 
debate as critiqued by Greene and Hicks can be channeled to discipline student 
thinking and speaking to be representative of what it is to be a member of a field. 
Imagining themselves as scientists, historians, literary critics, or engineers is a 
valuable form of role play where critical discourse and thought are shaped by 
the norms of the discipline and the connections that can and should be made 
between facts taught in the classroom and advocacy in the convention chamber. 
Ultimately, we could see debating on most campuses helping keep the habit and 
practice of critical thinking alive not just in select classrooms but as part of what 
makes the campus experience as intellectually challenging as it is special.
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Introduction

It is no novel technique to use current events as the source of classroom debates 
designed to develop the critical thinking skills of students. Such exercises typi-
cally divide the class into “pro” and “con,” having students prepare arguments 
for both sides and then pick a side to debate in front of the class. As we will 
argue in this essay, while this exercise might provide insight into an issue of 
private and public concern and serve as a convenient classroom model, it may 
not adequately engage the complexity of the issue at hand and may be at risk of 
not fully engaging the possibilities of classroom exercises in the development 
of critical thinking skills.

Pro/con debating as a method of teaching critical thinking—what we refer 
to in this essay as the “traditional debate model”—can be useful, but it has 
three possible main limitations. First, this traditional exercise can conflate 
binary thinking with critical thinking, substituting an either/or framework 
for the holistic approach required by true critical thinking. Second, it can lead 
to labeling or “othering” those who hold the opposite viewpoint. Third, this 
model can possibly fail to recognize how power relations shape not just the 
issue at hand but also the mechanics of the activity itself. As such, the tradi-
tional debate model can tend to reproduce the facile stances that characterize 
these debates as seen on television news talk shows, on blogs, and in govern-
mental proceedings; these public debates fall into a pro/con binary and often 
result only in heated and unproductive quarreling. The logic undergirding the 
traditional debate model reproduces the tendency in popular discourse to see 
others (or oneself) through a single identity category in order to avoid or end 
discussion and foreclose productive conversations. For example, simply assert-
ing that those who oppose same-sex marriage are essentially hateful or igno-
rant people or that homosexuals and their allies are essentially immoral or 
perverse eventually leads to a rhetorical impasse where both essentialized sides 
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of an argument cannot agree on anything, let alone engage one another on 
the grounds of their disagreement. However, foundational scholarship on race, 
gender, and sexuality (Butler 1990; Foucault 1980; Omi and Winant 1994; Said 
1978)—not to mention our own lived experiences—has taught us that identity 
is mutable, multifaceted, and socially constructed, as are, therefore, our posi-
tions on any given topic.

To counteract these limitations and to move toward a pedagogical method that 
more effectively teases out the complexity of any issue, we propose a method 
called “thick critical thinking.” Our method builds on the pro/con debate model 
and pushes students to see past widely circulated binaries to the many intersect-
ing positions of any social issue, allowing them eventually to position themselves 
more effectively, convincingly, and compassionately. We borrow from anthro-
pologist Clifford Geertz’s concept of “thick description,” which assumes that 
any culture consists of “a multiplicity of complex conceptual structures, many 
of them superimposed upon or knotted into one another” (1975, 10). The task 
of the ethnographer is to “contrive somehow first to grasp and then to render” 
the complexities (1975, 10). Informed by pedagogical and feminist theories, we 
translate Geertz’s concept to the pedagogical realm, suggesting that thick critical 
thinking recognizes the complexity of human identity and avoids a reduction-
ist either/or approach. After examining traditional critical thinking activities 
and explaining this new pedagogical form in more detail, we use recent debates 
over same-sex marriage in the United States as an example of how to deploy 
thick critical thinking in the college classroom. The authors propose that thick 
critical thinking can help to produce better students, writers, teachers, thinkers, 
citizens, and more informed and compassionate human beings.

The traditional modes of teaching critical thinking

Trying to define critical thinking is a bit like trying to teach it—a Sisyphean 
task that seems never to be fully complete. Inquiries into the precise nature of 
critical thinking have already been conducted in a range of fields, including 
cognitive psychology, pedagogy, philosophy, and child development (see, inter 
alia, Bailin 2002; Kuhn and Dean 2004; Lutz and Keil 2002; Paul and Elder 
2006). While the purpose of this article is not to redefine the concept itself, we 
do operate under a general notion that critical thinking is “that mode of think-
ing—about any subject, content, or problem—in which the thinker improves 
the quality of his or her thinking by skillfully taking charge of the structures 
inherent in thinking and imposing intellectual standards upon them” (Paul 
and Elder 2008). Despite the rather expansive nature of this definition, we find 
that in many humanities and social science classrooms, critical thinking is still 
too often equated with a traditional debate model, and classroom activities 
designed to develop critical thinking skills rest almost entirely on the idea that 
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“critical thinking consists of seeing both sides of an issue” (Willingham 2007, 
8). Our critique is about more than whether or not a classroom exercise meets 
the specific time-bound requirement of a particular lesson unit. We are instead 
concerned that overreliance on the traditional debate model of enacting criti-
cal thinking in the higher education classroom has implications beyond the 
immediate classroom experience and its outcome and disadvantages both 
instructors and students.

Foundational research into human cognition and ways of knowing has 
generally held that individuals develop thinking skills through three stages. 
The first is “dualism/received knowledge” in which a student largely views the 
world through an either/or lens and relies heavily upon external authorities for 
guidance in choosing a side. The second stage is “multiplism/subjective knowl-
edge” in which a student can recognize that multiple points of view exist but 
may have difficulty discriminating among them. The final stage is “relativism/
procedural knowledge” in which a student recognizes not only that multiple 
points of view exist but also that multiple pieces of evidence of differing quali-
ties may support different points of view (Belenky, McVicker Clinchy, Rule 
Goldberger, and Mattuck Tarule 1997; Grasha 1996, 217–220; Perry 1970; 1981). 
This three-stage model, while revised and extended by other theorists, remains 
the foundational way of understanding and modeling critical thinking devel-
opment, although Perry himself included a fourth stage—commitment—in 
which students are able to commit to a position while still remaining open 
to revising that position as new information arises and are open to engage-
ment with other thinkers in ways that produce both individual and collabora-
tive changes to the commitment (Kitchener and King 1981; Perry 1970; 1981). 
Further ahead we will discuss how our thick critical thinking model aligns 
with the four stages outlined here.

It is no new observation to note that educators of all sorts understand the 
goals of critical thinking and recognize the limitations and difficulties of devel-
oping critical thinking skills in their classrooms. They observe that “forced 
dichotomous choices” are unsatisfactory and recognize the importance of stu-
dents realizing “how difficult it is to try to resolve hotly contested, emotional 
issues or to remain neutral during revolutionary times” (Frederick 2002, 63). 
Yet class sizes, time limitations, and other pressures often cause instructors 
to revert to the standard argument that “debates in class are a good way to 
challenge students to move beyond their dualism.” Instructors then design 
classroom exercises that wholly rest on dualistic thinking: “Burke or Paine on 
the French Revolution? Karl Marx or Adam Smith on the industrial revolution? 
Evolution or creationism?” (Frederick 2002, 62). Or, as in our driving example: 
for or against same-sex marriage?

Indeed, this debate model structure is so endemic to pedagogical think-
ing that although this sort of exercise is sometimes disguised under different 
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names—for example, town hall discussion, active debate, or critical debate—
the structure is still largely framed around a binary approach. For example, in 
a “four corner debate” each corner of the classroom takes on a degree desig-
nation—strongly agree, agree, disagree, and strongly disagree—and students 
congregate physically to work out the strongest arguments for their position 
and present them to the entire class (Hopkins 2003; Kennedy 2007). Role play 
debates, fishbowl debates, and meeting house debates similarly attempt to con-
front the dualism of the traditional debate setup, and while each certainly 
has value in the classroom, each fails to address the basic conflict this article 
identifies, simply multiplying points of view or opinions rather than doing the 
thicker work of investigating the context and milieu in and from which such 
opinions are produced (Brookfield and Preskill 1999, 114–115; Lowman 1995, 
169; Silberman 1996, 84–85).

Even when scholars enliven the pedagogy by analogy to other fields, as when 
Timpson and Burgoyne liken teaching in the classroom to performing on a 
stage, the underlying assumptions of the exercise remain the same. For exam-
ple, Timpson and Burgoyne argue that the conflict in a dramatic enactment of 
opposition in the classroom produces engagement and excitement. However, 
the examples Timpson and Burgoyne offer are again limited largely to binary 
conflicts: “opposition . . . over courses requiring animal dissection, oppositions 
pitting new theories against the traditional canons, conflicts between envi-
ronmentalists and developers” (2002, 93). Although the proferred exercises are 
all worthwhile and indeed quite useful for early development of critical think-
ing skills, the use of dramatic opposition to heighten student excitement in 
the material still fails to address fully how to move students beyond binaristic 
approaches.

As Nancy Tumposky has aptly observed (2004, 53–54), the traditional debate 
model constructs an epistemological context that “reinforces a Western bias 
toward dualism,” reducing complex issues into pro/con positions. It also cre-
ates a classroom dynamic that rewards winning and favors students who excel 
in structured conflict with little or no real recognition of how such a model 
replicates binary notions of the self and other. Scholars of critical thinking 
such as John McPeck have called for a reexamination of the traditional debate 
approach to critical thinking, recognizing that the “real difficulty in assess-
ing these questions has little to do with assessing fallacies and validity, and 
almost everything to do with understanding complex information” (McPeck 
1984, 35). Classroom exercises organized around a binary approach to think-
ing about an issue can become problematic when they “validate a point of view 
that most reasonable people would find lacking legitimacy” by placing it on 
equal ground with other points of view and failing to interrogate that position-
ing, creating the false impression that all points of view are necessarily equally 
valid or logical (Tumposky 2004, 53–54).
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Additionally, the traditional debate model can suppress insight and creativ-
ity by restricting students to a pro/con approach to critical thinking, thereby 
narrowing the fields of possibility for achieving the very ends it claims to 
seek. For example, grouping a multitude of reasons that might influence or 
inform an opinion on the issue at hand into only two categories (pro/con, yes/
no, for/against), rather than productively addressing multiplicity as constitu-
tive of critical thinking around any issue, is ultimately an “attempt to control 
thinking and action because it asks [students] to conform to the known world” 
(Hughes 2003, 59). The binary approach also has the effect of creating artificial 
boundaries (often spatially enacted in the classroom) between two sides, which 
implicitly leads each side to “other” the “opposite” side. In this process, the 
“other” (“the other side,” “the opposing view,” “the other person”) is not fully 
recognized on its own terms with its own sound reasoning but rather as a pro-
jection based on how it does or does not match up with students’ own senses 
of the issue; in other words, the “other side” is seen as opponent, adversary, or 
rival to be fought against and conquered and not necessarily seen as a separate 
although equally viable position vis-à-vis the issue at hand.

As we noticed in our own classrooms and conversations, a traditional debate 
approach to same-sex marriage tends to perpetuate the idea that those opposed 
to it are hateful or ignorant and that those in favor are progressive and equal-
ity oriented. While in part these characterizations may be true, they fail to 
delve into the far more complex reasons that anyone may hold a position on 
the issue. In the example of the amendment to the North Carolina state con-
stitution to define marriage as a union between heterosexuals, someone who 
opposes same-sex marriage may still oppose the amendment, arguing that 
such private matters should be managed by state legislatures rather than con-
stitutional mechanisms. Conversely, someone in favor of same-sex unions may 
argue in favor of the amendment because of a belief that traditional marriage 
itself is a social institution that needs to be reconsidered legally and culturally. 
The classic pro/con debate may not delve into these deeper, thicker issues.

Finally, the traditional debate model runs the risk of veering remarkably 
close to re-enacting the very privilege that it is often aiming to expose and 
critique. The traditional debate model leaves unquestioned the liberal human-
ist notion that human beings exist as individuals wielding both self-control 
and vaguely equal avenues of opportunity. This ideology goes unquestioned 
because the traditional debate model does not afford students the opportunity 
to recognize that choosing between two sides is a privilege possessed only by 
a few. The privilege to choose a side in the first place—as if all issues can be 
examined and debated in a vacuum separate from lived experiences, the vaga-
ries of necessity, or the immediate requirements of survival independent of 
any system of ethics or morality—relegates contextualized human experience 
to the margins. Furthermore, the choice of a side may be arbitrary or artificial 
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(students assigned by name, randomly, or just by on the spot choice) rather 
than because a student has even a passing interest in the issue. These arbitrary 
choices may often result in lack of authentic student engagement, distancing 
them from the very real implications of such choices.

Our critique of the traditional debate model joins the ongoing pedagogical 
search for ever-improved ways of teaching deeper critical thinking skills and 
is informed by work in higher education, feminism, and critical pedagogy. We 
now turn to some of these theoretical and practical underpinnings.

Foundations of thick critical thinking

In order to address the potential pitfalls and limitations of using the traditional 
debate method of teaching critical thinking, we propose the thick critical 
thinking method as an alternative. We suggest that this method will not only 
enrich the immediate classroom learning experience but also allow students 
to develop skills over time. Thick critical thinking is rooted in multiple peda-
gogical and theoretical foundations: general philosophical and pedagogical 
debates about the best methods to teach critical thinking, feminist standpoint 
theory and intersectionality, critical pedagogy, and the work of anthropologist 
Clifford Geertz.

The thick critical thinking method is in part informed by the “infusion” 
approach to critical thinking as described by Davies (2006). The infusion 
approach stems from debates concerning whether a generalist or specifist 
method is the most effective way to teach critical thinking in higher education 
(Davies 2006; Ennis 1992; McPeck 1984; 1992; Moore 2004; 2011; Robinson 
2011). The generalist approach proposes a broadly applicable, structured critical 
thinking framework that can be applied to any issue in any field or discipline. 
The specifist approach, contra, holds that critical thinking skills are specific 
to each discipline, tending toward over-reinforcement of disciplinary bound-
aries, and, thus, inhibit interdisciplinary conversation. The infusion approach 
operates productively among the two, favoring general, transferable skills in 
recognizing and constructing sound reasoning but which can be utilized by 
and among multiple disciplines. As we will demonstrate here, our method 
involves implementing a general framework to foster critical thinking that can 
be adapted and used in other disciplines. Thick critical thinking is not meant 
to break the “impasse” that Moore (2011, 264) notes in the “generalist/specifist” 
debate; rather, our method extends the “infusion” approach. It does so insofar as 
it requires students to engage in the transferable process of thick critical think-
ing within the context of a specific topic, issue, or discipline, and attend to the 
contextual elements of varying points of view and how they are produced.

Another foundation of the thick critical thinking method arises from our 
own interdisciplinary commitments in the fields of American studies, women’s 
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studies, and cultural studies, all of which recognize the multivalent nature of 
identity as well as the many different ways in which subjectivities shape and 
are shaped by public debates. Two of the preeminent forms of understanding 
this process come from feminist academic work. Standpoint theory addresses 
the ways in which one’s point of view depends upon one’s cultural positioning 
and hence how knowledge is socially constructed. Intersectionality recognizes 
that for any single person, multiple axes of identity (e.g., race, class, gender, and 
sexuality) may intersect in different ways to produce different vantage points 
(Crenshaw 1991; Haraway 2004; Harding 1993; Hartsock 1998). In our example 
of the same-sex marriage debates, both standpoint theory and intersection-
ality suggest that simply identifying a person as a conservative heterosexual 
would not necessarily guarantee or predict that person’s stance on the legality 
of same-sex marriage. Standpoint theory and intersectionality inform thick 
critical thinking in that they emphasize the need to recognize the complex-
ity and interconnectedness of any given issue. Whereas the traditional debate 
model, if done poorly, can lead to simple reductions and categorizations, thick 
critical thinking can lend itself better to answering the calls that standpoint 
theory and intersectionality make.

Feminist standpoint theory and intersectionality also align thick critical 
thinking with the goals of critical pedagogy, which is highly influenced by the 
work of Paulo Freire (2000). Stephen Sweet defines critical pedagogy as “an out-
look that questions the legitimacy of existing systems of hierarchy as related 
to issues of race, gender, class, disability, sexual orientation, or other socially 
constructed divisions between people.” Critiquing hierarchical systems also 
means critiquing existing forms of knowledge; therefore, Sweet notes, criti-
cal pedagogy is also interested in social change (1998, 101). Critical pedagogy 
encourages the valuing of alternative perspectives, which, Collin Hughes 
(2003) insists, must be part of critical thinking. We envision our model of 
thick critical thinking as continuing critical pedagogy’s project of challeng-
ing assumptions, questioning existing binaries, and encouraging students to 
understand multiple and alternative viewpoints.

We borrow the “thick” in thick critical thinking from anthropologist Clifford 
Geertz. In his seminal essay “Thick Description: Toward an Interpretive Theory 
of Culture,” Geertz (1975) responds to the idea, widely held among anthropolo-
gists of the time, that a cultural analyst or ethnographer can adequately map 
out and explain the behaviors, motivations, and interactions of a particular 
group of people. Geertz criticizes the “hermetical approach,” which requires 
the ethnographer to lift and isolate elements from their context, deduce rela-
tionships extra-contextually, and then to retroactively “characteriz[e] the 
whole system in a general way” (17). Instead, Geertz argues that ethnographers 
should attempt “thick description” as a method of understanding the “multi-
plicity of complex conceptual structures, many of them superimposed upon or 
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knotted into one another, which are at once strange, irregular, and inexplicit” 
(1975, 10). The ethnographer’s task is thus “first to grasp and then to render” that 
multiplicity by being able to write or speak about it, represent it, or re-present 
it (1975, 10). Such is the analogy with how critical thinking is handled in the 
higher education classroom today, in which the traditional debate model can 
tend to bracket off and isolate issues from the complex lived experiences of 
those participating in the debate. In response, thick critical thinking requires 
students to more fully comprehend any given phenomenon and to articulate 
its complex nature, going beyond taking a position on two sides of a debate.

The goal of thick critical thinking lines up with the goal of the analysis in 
thick description. Geertz argues that cultural analysis is “guessing at mean-
ings, assessing the guesses, and drawing explanatory conclusions from the bet-
ter guesses” (20). Students who engage in thick critical thinking learn to be 
comfortable with complexity, openness, and a paucity of tidy explanations 
for any viewpoint, but as with Geertz, they learn to be detailed and specific in 
their analysis and their discomfort. Thus thick critical thinking is character-
ized by five primary qualities:

1. Context: All debates are situated in social and historical contexts; they never 
arise spontaneously.

2. Complexity: Thick critical thinking aims at complex description, not sim-
plistic categorizing or generalization.

3. Difference: Valuing complexity also means valuing difference.
4. Reflexivity: While understanding multiple points of view would seem to 

imply a certain “objective” stance, it actually admits that the perspective of 
the scholar is also tied up in power relations and identity.

5. Power: Thick critical thinking is also interested in power—the ways that cur-
rent debates over any issue, whether moral panics, hot topics, or crises, repre-
sent struggles over meaning and representation in society in a larger sense.

With these points in mind, we now pose an example of the thick critical think-
ing model at work, using same-sex marriage in the United States as a test case.

Thick critical thinking in the classroom

Thick critical thinking as a pedagogical approach for the classroom consists of 
four steps, as the authors see it:

1. identifying a debate,
2. listing the standard pro/con arguments for both sides,
3. complicating the binaries by fleshing out the stakes on both sides, and
4. attempting to render the complexity of the debate in some assessable form.
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The first two resemble the traditional debate model, and the second two build 
on and complicate that model. Our model is not intended to map exactly on 
to the framework of stages of human cognition mentioned above, but it does 
relate to that framework generally. Steps one and two correlate roughly to the 
first stage of human cognition mentioned above, dualism/received knowl-
edge. Step three matches roughly with the second cognitive stage, multiplism/
received knowledge, and step four aligns with the final cognitive stage, relativ-
ism/procedural knowledge. The fourth cognitive stage, commitment, is also 
captured in our fourth step of thick critical thinking. After elaborating on each 
of our steps, we will provide a brief example.

Step one is common to both the traditional debate model and to thick criti-
cal thinking—identify a matter of contention or an issue of concern. While the 
instructor might present a problem of her own choosing, students should work 
toward being able to identify problems themselves. These could be “hot topic” 
current debates occurring in public forums or long-standing ethical, philo-
sophical, or historical issues in particular fields or disciplines. Students should 
work toward describing the debate as specifically and objectively as possible. 
In step two, instructors and/or students identify the binaries that exist in the 
current debate and create a list of arguments on both sides. Here, the binary 
arguments often found in these debates are shown to be simplistic and reduc-
tionary, yet ubiquitous; students should have little difficulty identifying the 
ostensible two sides because binaristic approaches are commonplace in both 
the classroom and the larger world. The instructor might brainstorm with 
students these opposed arguments; instructors or students could also present 
examples from newspaper editorials, blogs, cable news discussions, or other 
public forums.

Step three moves beyond the binaries to identify and flesh out a more com-
plex view of the problem or debate. This involves examining what is at risk for 
each side. In this step, students are asked to consider who has a vested inter-
est in the debate and why they would be interested. This requires that both 
the students and instructors develop a sensitivity to the difference between 
generalizations and stereotypes. The former can be helpful in understand-
ing social location of actors in a debate, but the latter—a product of binary 
thinking—tend to shut down useful discussion. Specificity in the form of a 
“thick description” may help overcome this tendency. The instructor could ask 
students to identify what groups or subgroups might take a particular position 
on the debate and what identities would be associated with those groups. If 
students use greater specificity here, they will have more difficulty relying on 
stereotypes.

Step four asks students to “begin to render”—that is, to translate or depict in 
some form—the complexity of the issue and to articulate their own positions. 
Students demonstrate their grasp of the previous three steps by using them to 
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analyze a given argument taken from any public source, like a periodical, blog, 
or television news debate. In addition, they can demonstrate reflexivity by 
positioning themselves in this debate. This might be through an exploratory 
essay, a journal entry, a series of essay questions, or short answer questions on 
an examination, or through an imaginative writing piece.

The entire process is cumulative, each step building on the one before it. 
Instructors should evaluate students’ understanding at each step. The steps 
could be implemented in a week-long intensive study, a course unit of several 
weeks, or stretched out across an entire course or even an entire undergraduate 
curriculum. A single class period of any undergraduate level would probably 
be inadequate to the entire process, since going through it from start to finish 
requires considerable mental effort, especially for students being introduced to 
such complex thinking for the first time. No matter how the process is imple-
mented, the instructor can begin by modeling the process for the class, grad-
ually enabling students to work through the entire process themselves. The 
process can be carried out in a variety of ways, including instructor-led class 
discussion, small groups, lectures, individual writing assignments, or short-
answer tests.

Following is an abbreviated illustration of how this four-step process might 
work, using as an example the recent debates in the United States over same-
sex marriage:

Step 1: Identify the debate. Students should move beyond “whether same-
sex marriage is right” to issue identification more akin to “whether marriage 
between two men or two women ought to be granted the same legal status as 
marriage between a man and a woman.”

Step 2: List the standard pro/con arguments for both sides. These sides are arbi-
trary and subjective, but may appear to be absolute, given the pervasiveness of 
binary thinking.

For same-sex marriage:

(a) a civil rights issue, analogous to the civil rights movement for racial equal-
ity in the United States;

(b) homosexual and heterosexual orientations are innate; thus, banning gay 
marriage constitutes a denial of human rights; and

(c) same-sex marriage opponents are hateful and ignorant religious zealots.

Against same-sex marriage:

traditional and historical marriage is heterosexual, intended for reproduc-
tion and for the stability of society and the state;
homosexuality is a choice and therefore gays and lesbians should not receive 
special consideration; and
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homosexuals are immoral people who choose an “alternative lifestyle” while 
allies are un-patriotic (and are closeted homosexuals themselves).

Step 3: Complicate the binary by fleshing out stakes on both sides. For same-sex 
marriage:

(a) homosexuals who want their long-term monogamous love relationships to 
be granted the same rights as those of heterosexual couples;

(b) heterosexuals who see gay marriage as progress toward equality of all 
people;

(c) atheists, secular humanists, or others who eschew established religions; 
and

(d) religious, social, and/or political liberals.

Against same-sex marriage:

people who are disempowered in other ways (class, gender, race, ability, age) 
may rely on religion or notions of “tradition” as social anchors;
people who are uncomfortable with sexuality as a range of practices and 
ideologies or who have experienced sexuality as a form of domination;
religious, political, and/or social conservatives, heterosexual males and 
females, state and federal governmental representatives, pundits and talk 
show hosts, editors and other writers for the sake of individual, corporate or 
political gain; and
anyone who questions the validity of the institution of marriage in general, 
the discourse of “rights” granted by the state, or the idea that either the state 
or religion should have anything to do with sexuality/love relationships.

Step 4: Render the complexity of the debate into an assessable form. Designed 
as an assignment that could be assessed according to course grading rubrics, 
students might be provided a newspaper editorial or other position piece, and 
charged with evaluating the issue using their thick critical thinking skills. One 
possible example might be the following scenario: “The owner of a chain of 
fast food restaurants espouses conservative religious beliefs and donates corpo-
rate money to conservative causes that oppose same-sex marriage. A gay rights 
organization pickets the company and the media picks up on this debate.”

A less successful response to this exercise, or one that comes in step one or 
step two, would go no further than identifying common binaries (e.g., pros and 
cons of same-sex marriage)—the first or second stage of human cognition we 
mentioned earlier. A student successfully engaging in thick critical thinking—
one who is further along in the four steps—might demonstrate an understand-
ing of other related issues that exist alongside the same-sex marriage debate, 
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such as religion, national belonging, class, race, and freedom of speech, and 
the interplay of personal beliefs and occupational responsibilities. Thick criti-
cal thinking involves realizing and articulating that any single debate rarely 
concerns only two opposing sides but almost always involves several complex, 
overlapping issues. The student would also reflect on how an individual might 
find herself situated among, and be required to negotiate, these many issues. 
Similarly designed classroom activities offer students the chance to question 
assumptions that have not been questioned before entering our classrooms. It 
also demonstrates—and offers the chance to practice—ways to converse with 
a range of stakeholders in any issue and to work through a process of compro-
mise and mutual benefit. The process of thick critical thinking asks students 
to move beyond arbitrarily choosing and arguing a position to interrogate 
how the very act of choosing between two ostensibly opposed sides shapes 
the debate itself. This interrogation helps students further see how resulting 
characterizations of the other side as, for instance, “hateful” or “opposed to 
progress” rely heavily on notions of normalcy, deviance, and the “other.”

The process of thick critical thinking outlined here can apply to a wide vari-
ety of past and present debates, including climate change, gun control, the 
rights of indigenous peoples, economic inequality, or, as in our example, gay 
marriage. It can be used across disciplines for issues like animal subjects test-
ing in the life sciences or teaching “intelligent design” in education, and also 
in ethics courses in professional instruction from journalism to business. All 
academic disciplines hold debates of some sort over issues important to those 
disciplines and to the world, and our process assumes that those debates are 
complex and involve a range of opinions and subject positions.

One assumption underlying this method is that the personal is political, that 
individuals and groups have personal stakes in public debates. These stakes 
may make discussion awkward and incendiary, but they are the bedrock upon 
which legitimate, reasoned discussion rests. The thick critical thinking model 
attempts to develop the ability of students to recognize that these issues are 
deeply personal and political for everyone. In order for students to situate 
themselves in a diverse society and world, they must figure out how to dis-
cuss differences productively, with an eye toward full understanding. Thick 
critical thinking helps students understand that even apathy—the decision to 
“not care” about an issue—is itself a political stance, often in the defense of 
privilege or status quo. Ignoring the personal stakes for ourselves and others 
only takes us away from civil, compassionate, and productive discussion. But 
considering stakes and attempting to understand why issues are important to 
others can help raise empathy among students as well as hone their critical 
thinking.

One of the most challenging areas in which to apply critical thinking is that 
of power relations—the complex notion that different social positions offer 
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historical advantages in different ways. It also means understanding the com-
plexity of human identity, and therefore the ways that a single person may 
benefit from privilege in one area and suffer oppression in another. Examining 
our own arguments, tendencies, and reactions for evidence of binaristic think-
ing can help us recognize how we might benefit from certain power relations 
or how we reinforce binary thinking by accepting the notion of the “other” 
forced upon us by dominant groups. These are some of the hardest positions to 
take cognitively and culturally, and they represent a rather high order of think-
ing. Not all undergraduates will be prepared to examine their own assump-
tions in such a radical way, but we can hope as teachers that introducing them 
to thick critical thinking may begin a lifelong process.

Conclusion

We have proposed a pedagogical method for using critical thinking in the 
classroom, which they call “thick critical thinking,” that goes beyond the tra-
ditional debate model so often used to teach critical thinking. Our method 
borrows from anthropologist Clifford Geertz’s concept of “thick description,” 
which assumes that any culture consists of “a multiplicity of complex con-
ceptual structures, many of them superimposed upon or knotted into one 
another” (1975, 10). The task of the ethnographer is to “contrive somehow 
first to grasp and then to render” the complexities (1975, 10). Thick critical 
thinking has students address an issue as such as an engaged ethnographer. 
Informed, too, by feminist standpoint theory, intersectionality, and critical 
pedagogy, thick critical thinking tries to get students to the radical position of 
trying to understand the viewpoint of the “other” as just as complex, personal, 
and nuanced as one’s own.

While thick critical thinking activities, as in the traditional debate-style 
classroom activities, help students identify and understand two sides to any 
argument, its seeks to push students beyond such binary thinking and to begin 
to see the levels of complexity that undergird any issue. Students not only 
become practiced at recognizing and understanding “both sides” of an issue, 
but also are able to demonstrate how such binaristic viewpoints are reductive. 
The intention for students is not to arrive at a supposedly objective point of 
view on an issue or to attempt to distance themselves from a debate; on the 
contrary, students practicing thick critical thinking learn to formulate well-
reasoned, informed, and nuanced opinions on a given issue. They eventually 
become more engaged and better able to argue their position after understand-
ing its complexity.

The complications of adhering to a thick critical thinking method in the 
higher education classroom are, of course, many. Least of these is the time 
commitment required to prepare the activity and the instructor’s own facility 
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in balancing what could easily be dozens of different threads in the course 
of a brief course meeting. While we the authors have employed this method 
successfully in their own humanities-based classrooms, further research and 
refinement is required to determine how such an approach fits into differ-
ent disciplines and specific unit lesson plans. Additionally, anecdotal and con-
trolled research will produce adjustments to this approach to account for class 
sizes and class compositions.

It is no new observation that critical thinking remains central to the peda-
gogical endeavor at all levels and certainly in the higher education classroom; 
yet, critical thinking remains difficult to define, assess, and teach. Our hope in 
developing the method of thick critical thinking is not to resolve these issues 
but rather to offer a new way of approaching this vital skill and how we can 
help our students develop it.

As is clear from our essay, thick critical thinking is in its theoretical stage. 
Further research into its efficacy as a pedagogical model that helps students 
improve their critical thinking skills is needed. This research can be done in 
several ways. Both thick critical thinking and the traditional debate models 
can be implemented in a course in which there are two sections. All sections 
would pick the same issue, as in step one of thick critical thinking, but then the 
sections would split into their respective pedagogical models. The instructor 
and/or researcher(s) would then compare the critical thinking results between 
both sections. This test can be implemented for the duration of a single unit, 
multiple units, or throughout an entire semester or quarter. More work is also 
needed at developing proper assessment methods with which to properly gauge 
the effectiveness of thick critical thinking.
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Critical thinking appears in university curricula, course outlines, and state-
ments of graduate attributes, and yet there is both uncertainty about what it 
entails and passionate debate about its essential nature. This chapter argues 
that while there are common elements of critical thinking, it is, in its prac-
tice and teaching, a disciplined act. Critical thinking occurs within the con-
ventions, methodologies, and knowledge bases of particular disciplines and 
fields and within the structures that they provide. Thus it is disciplined in 
both its subject specificity and its orderliness. This is not to suggest that criti-
cal thinking cannot interrogate the subject area in which it resides, or that 
it cannot transcend disciplinary boundaries. Rather, it is to suggest that one 
needs to learn to think critically in an organized manner, that this can be done 
by following a particular intellectual tradition or discipline, and that critical 
thinking needs to have some content. As Smith (1992) points out, knowledge 
is central to critical thinking and one cannot think critically unless one has 
knowledge of the topic. For McPeck (1981), critical thinking is shaped by the 
“particular problem under consideration” (7). In other words, we think criti-
cally about something.

There is an influential, long-running and continuing debate in the literature 
regarding the generalizability of critical thinking (Ennis 1992; McPeck 1981; 
Norris 1992), with some research pointing to the importance of the interaction 
between discipline knowledge and critical thinking (Alexander and Judy 1988; 
Baron and Sternberg 1987; Nickerson, Perkins, and Smith 1985). Elsewhere I 
have explored the ways in which critical thinking takes on the particularities 
of the discipline in which it resides (Jones 2004; 2007; 2009) and related stud-
ies have also been conducted by Moore (2011). My position is not an absolute 
one—there are commonalities in critical thinking across disciplines. Yet there 
are important differences in emphasis, analytical tools, organizing principles, 
and thinking patterns used.
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This chapter discusses ways in which critical thinking is defined in five dis-
ciplines—medicine, physics, law, economics, and history—exploring the con-
textual nature of critical thinking. It suggests that a disciplined approach to 
critical thinking is not constraining but rather that a rigorous understanding 
of a particular body of knowledge can enable thinking. This chapter argues 
that by understanding the contextual nature of critical thinking we can have 
a better understanding of the ways in which it can be taught.

There are a number of definitions of critical thinking (Ennis 1987; Facione 
1996; Halpern 1996; Kalman 2002; Kurfiss 1988; McPeck 1981; Norris and 
Ennis 1990; Paul 1989) that describe it as an organized or disciplined form of 
thinking encompassing some or all of the following: analysis of arguments; 
considering truth, validity, soundness, and fallacies; and making judgments, 
evaluating claims, inferences, assumptions, explanations, and relevance. In 
addition, critical thinking requires dispositions or willingness to think in 
particular ways (Ennis 1996; Verlinden 2005). The Delphi Report (Facione 
1990) identifies six key elements of critical thinking: interpretation, analysis, 
evaluation, inference, explanation, and self-regulation. It requires both cogni-
tive skills and the disposition to utilize those skills.

The aspects of critical thinking outlined here are present in each of the dis-
ciplines discussed in this chapter. However, they take different forms, have 
different emphases, and require different technical skills. As a consequence, 
applied critical thinking at anything other than a general level also requires an 
understanding of the knowledge, language, technical tools, and conventions 
of the particular subject matter in question. This is not to say that the criti-
cal thinker must accept these conventions and traditions—quite the reverse, 
thinking in a critical way requires knowledge and understanding and demands 
that one thinks both within and beyond disciplinary frameworks.

The debate between generalists and specifists has tended to focus too 
sharply on an either/or position between general and specific in critical think-
ing. While there are very important differences between the ways in which 
critical thinking is understood and practiced in different disciplines, there 
are cross-cutting elements. Critical thinking can be both general and spe-
cific, depending on what it is required to do. Generalizable critical thinking is 
exactly that—critical thinking that can be generalized. It is thinking that can 
be used in a range of contexts and is useful for precisely that reason. However, 
it is not the only form of critical thinking. Robinson (2011) suggests that gen-
eral critical thinking courses such as those based on informal logic provide a 
valuable step in the mastery of critical thinking and that training in logical 
thinking must also be scaffolded by disciplinary studies. The critical think-
ing provided by generalist courses is focused thinking that can be applied to 
a range of contexts that do not require specialist knowledge. Specific critical 
thinking requires some of the same skills as generalizable critical thinking, 
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but is highly contextual and the emphasis and application or the “shape” of 
critical thinking is different.

Critical thinking in its disciplinary context requires particular knowledge, 
understanding, techniques, language, and disciplinary grammar. Disciplines 
have rules for the seeking and testing of knowledge, and Donald (2002; 
2009) has outlined in detail the patterns of thinking in a range of disciplinary 
contexts, pointing out that an expert thinker in each area must understand 
the organizing patterns in order to navigate a way through them. So critical 
thinking is learned in particular contexts, according to particular rules (Kreber 
2009). It may be possible that skills associated with one subject can inform 
another (Hounsell and Anderson 2009), but this must be treated with cau-
tion rather than assumed. The question of transfer is contentious (Perkins and 
Salomon 1994), and we should not assume that skills taught in one context can 
easily transfer to another without careful scaffolding, that is, overt unpacking 
of ideas, clarity of expectations, transparent examples, and opportunity for 
rehearsal.

Arguing for critical thinking in a disciplinary context makes the assump-
tion that it is actually valued and taught in every context, and this is of course 
not always the case. There will always be teaching situations that are less than 
ideal, cases where students are required simply to acquire information rather 
than learn to think critically. However, this does not negate the argument that 
critical thinking, within a disciplinary context, when taught well is the essence 
of “higher” education because it requires a fusion of knowledge, understand-
ing, the rigor to master a body of knowledge, and the willingness and skill to 
challenge it in a meaningful and sophisticated manner. This requires both 
humility and confidence in both the teacher and the taught. It also requires 
assured understanding and a preparedness to consider other possibilities.

Developing a mastery of disciplinary thinking can and should be a lengthy 
and challenging process. Physicists in this study, for example, suggest that it is 
not until students near the end of postgraduate study that they have reached 
anything resembling disciplinary maturity. In any field it is the intellectual 
struggle with sophisticated ideas, the mental organization required, an under-
standing of an integrated system of thinking and body of ideas, flexibility of 
thought, confidence to make judgments, and the openness to consider these 
reflectively that enable critical thinking.

The following sections explore critical thinking in five disciplines in order to 
examine the ways in which it is a highly contextualized practice. The findings 
were gathered from interviews with 37 academic staff in five disciplinary areas 
(history, economics, law, medicine, and physics) in two large, research-inten-
sive Australian universities. Interviews were semistructured and audio recorded 
and transcribed in full (for details see Jones 2006). Analysis was emergent and 
coding involved re-reading and validation through cross-checking across all 
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transcripts. From this coding, themes or patterns were identified and refined. 
All the material presented in the next section is from the study. Direct quotes 
have been used judiciously; however, because discussions were lengthy and 
there is repetition between participants, much of the material has been syn-
thesized as part of the thematic analysis process (Miles and Huberman 1994; 
Silverman 2005).

Physics

Physics admits both a high level of certainty and yet fundamental uncertainties 
within the epistemology of the discipline, which raises some very significant 
questions regarding the nature of critical thinking, particularly for undergrad-
uates. Much of the physics taught in the early years of an undergraduate degree 
is both very well established yet counterintuitive:

Physics is so bizarre. This is not to suggest that we do not welcome questions 
but in order to study physics you have to put aside common-sense views of 
the world.

In physics, critical thinking has five central dimensions. Each is interlinked 
although students may not become fluent in all—at least as undergraduates. 
The first is knowledge of key principles, an understanding of how they work, 
and an ability to examine a phenomenon in the light of these principles. This 
also encompasses a consideration of the possibility of quantification, predictive 
power, whether the principle will work, and whether the question is actually 
more complex than it appears. Learning physics requires mastery of a vast and 
technically difficult body of knowledge and mathematical skills, and so a con-
siderable amount of time and effort on the part of both students and teachers is 
occupied with coming to grips with this material in ways that constrain some 
forms of critical thinking in the undergraduate years. Participants were clear 
that while it was necessary to teach critical thinking that considered mathemat-
ical logic and scientific experimentation, more far-reaching critical thinking 
that challenged established thinking was difficult until a really sound knowl-
edge base had been established; yet it was still something they aimed for.

The second and central dimension is problem solving. This requires knowl-
edge since as one participant pointed out, “If they [students] do not have the 
ability to do the physics then problem solving and critical thinking are mean-
ingless.” Problem solving involves first understanding the problem, second, 
devising a plan, third, carrying out the plan, and finally, checking the solu-
tion. Participants suggested that it was not possible to solve problems without 
thinking about them critically or the reverse, and this required mastery of a 
body of knowledge.
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A third and very closely connected dimension is a sound but question-
ing understanding of mathematics, including the ability to identify hidden 
assumptions in a physical model or elements that will cause a model to be 
mathematically illogical, inconsistent, or incapable of describing the physical 
world. It also includes understanding which model is appropriate to a particu-
lar situation, whether it is valid, sound, and logical, and then determining its 
accuracy. This includes understanding whether the uncertainty is too great for 
a result to be accurate.

The fourth dimension could be characterized as “scientific thinking” includ-
ing an understanding of experimental design, research protocol, and deductive 
and inductive reasoning. Because physics involves a high degree of precision, 
one physicist characterized critical thinking as avoiding a sloppy “that kind 
of fits, we will call it good enough” way of thinking. Thus it is necessary to 
have the skill and persistence to really push an idea and to do so in a rigorous, 
transparent way. Some describe their teaching of critical thinking as encour-
aging students not to take a formula as it stands but to interrogate it. This is 
(or should be) part of what it means to be a scientist, either experimental or 
theoretical.

Finally, critical thinking is an understanding of the uncertainty of knowl-
edge, and participants cited quantum theory of gravity as one example. They 
pointed out the importance of an understanding of the boundaries of a the-
ory. Moreover, they suggested that it was necessary to be aware that there may 
be something fundamental that could turn all of physics upside down. The 
physicists in this study spoke of the importance of teaching undergraduates 
not only how thinking has advanced knowledge in the discipline but also 
how the paradigm has changed so that knowledge is not seen as static. The 
physicists in this study had an awareness of the dynamic, constructed, and 
tentative nature of knowledge, tempered by the obvious certainties that phys-
ics provides.

History

Critical thinking is viewed by historians as a complex and multilayered entity. 
It is conceptualized as having a number of dimensions utilizing a consider-
ation of logic, evidence, difference, ambiguities, power, gaps, and the nature of 
history itself. These dimensions will be examined separately although they are 
not necessarily separate activities but merely different angles on the notion of 
critical thinking.

First, critical thinking is an ability to examine the logic of an argument and 
the closely related ability to examine evidence. This means understanding and 
discussing evidence in its context. It also means the ability to take a text apart 
and explore its language, relevance, author, audience, purpose, the claims made 
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on knowledge and truth, and then to examine the significance of this. Further, 
critical thinking involves examining the biases of the text in question.

Next, critical thinking introduces an element of “otherness.” This means first 
seeking other evidence, other voices, and other perspectives. It is also a bigger 
project as it requires openness to other ways of seeing the world and so is both 
directed at the evidence or task at hand and at the historians’ worldview. History 
is always about otherness as it is about people who usually cannot explain their 
position to us and who lived in times that were different from our own.

Critical thinking also involves exploring contradictions, ambiguities, and 
ambivalence. This requires not only finding a way through conflicting sources, 
opposing viewpoints, or inconsistent actions, views, or statements but also 
being conscious that there may not be a definitive answer. Historians argue 
that students need to learn to appreciate contradictions and uncertainty rather 
than aim to reduce them. They also see critical thinking as an ability to chal-
lenge one’s own presuppositions and examine one’s own biases.

Critical thinking contains a political dimension, comprising an understand-
ing of the nature and structures of power and notions of ideology, for instance, 
the ways in which ideas become taken for granted and are assumed to be “nat-
ural.” Critical thinking involves an awareness of gaps and silences, the people 
who were not speaking, things that were not said, things assumed not to be 
important, and evidence that is difficult to find. Historians are aware of the 
unspoken and what that can tell us about what is important and valued both 
by past societies and contemporary historians. This allows historians to con-
sider what has become established and why certain perspectives are valued 
while others are marginalized and to explore ways of “telling the story.”

The final form that critical thinking takes is related to the sense that histo-
rians are self-conscious about their craft. Their awareness of the notion that 
historians “make history” means that they aim to be honest about the limits 
of their own theorizing. Their eclectic practices and interdisciplinarity mean 
that there is a degree of examination of the nature of history, its power, and 
its constraints.

Economics

In economics there are two central dimensions to critical thinking although 
these were not identified or supported by all participants in the study. The 
first is the logical and analytical use of economic tools to solve problems. This 
is also expressed as examining accuracy, applicability, and adherence to eco-
nomic principles. This involved the use of economic tools to solve practical 
and theoretical problems and an understanding of economic models.

However, there was some disquiet among a minority of the economists in 
the study, who suggested that this view of critical thinking is limiting since 
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critical thinking in its narrowest sense is, as one economist expressed it, “par-
ing things down to their bare minimum.” As she went on to argue, “if you 
are in mathematics, that is great but the world we live in is more complex 
than that.” She voiced concern that in economics, critical thinking is very lim-
ited and sometimes did not encompass a scrutiny of assumptions upon which 
much of the thinking was based:

What they [economists] mean by critical thinking is logical analysis, so what 
you do is check the internal consistency of a particular model rather than 
whether the assumptions it is based on are right, so there is a fundamental 
difference in what is meant by critical thinking. We teach the assumptions 
such as profit maximizing behavior and initially we wave our hands and say 
of course these assumptions don’t hold but we never take students back to 
critically analyse this. Which is a fundamental problem. Other disciplines 
would say let’s not even worry about building this fantastic edifice; let’s look 
at the foundations first. I think that is the real problem because after three 
years no one is talking about them [the assumptions] and students take it 
for granted that they must be right and then go out into the world and start 
making decisions.

A second dimension of critical thinking is a broader notion encompassing 
skepticism, lateral thinking and creativity. This comprises an ability to take 
a contrary view or as participants referred to it, “thinking outside the frame,” 
or “thinking sideways.” Included in this understanding of critical thinking 
is an examination and evaluation of policy. This entails an examination of 
instances where, for example, a model did not work or where the assumptions 
are indefensible. One economist argued that the factors that drive human deci-
sion making are contextual, and so it is important to examine the societal 
context in which these decisions are being made. However, this was not a view 
of critical thinking in economics that was subscribed to by all participants in 
this study.

Law

In law there are five dimensions of critical thinking: argument evaluation, 
challenging assumptions, consideration of the social context, examination of 
law as a profession, and flexibility of thought. These are not separated hierar-
chically but for ease of analysis as these notions are interconnected.

The first dimension, argument evaluation, is the application of informa-
tion, developing an argument, examining an argument, or solving a problem. 
This involves “going beyond the what to the why” as one person expressed it. 
This means examining the following: the source of information; consistency; 
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logic; the basis of the argument; evidence; assumptions; consistency; implica-
tions. Taking this one step further, critical thinking also requires not accept-
ing something for what it claims to be but examining the underpinnings, be 
they normative, ideological, or philosophical and examining what has been 
left unsaid. One participant argued that law had its own “grammar of problem 
solving” based on rules and facts. Without a good understanding of the orga-
nizing principles of law and the technical rules, he suggests, students cannot 
engage in critical thinking.

Second, critical thinking involves challenging assumptions, thinking outside 
traditional boundaries, and questioning received wisdom or social structure. 
Law academics acknowledge that while law tends to be a conservative profes-
sion, it is the responsibility of universities to introduce students to thinking 
that challenges accepted knowledge and beliefs.

The next dimension of critical thinking is law in its policy and social context. 
This means exploring injustice (a complex issue explored by jurisprudence and 
dealing with either particular or systemic failures to address problems or cases 
where harm is sanctioned by the legal system), inefficiency, inconvenience, or 
expense. This is important since the basis of law is its social function.

Critical thinking also requires carefully examining the legal profession, 
thinking about one’s individual and the profession’s responsibility to clients 
and to society. This involves consideration of ethical questions and reflection 
on one’s own actions. One participant commented:

I talk to students about honesty, about not stealing from the library, not hid-
ing books in the stairwell, or razoring out important sections. I talk about 
plagiarism. All this relates to their responsibilities as future professionals.

Finally critical thinking in law involves openness and an understanding that 
there often is no single clear answer since “in law there is often a good deal of 
murkiness” and “students should be able to accept the complexity and uncer-
tainty of law.” Law is “complicated, ambiguous and unclear, there are uncer-
tainties and room to manoeuvre.” Precision in language is highly valued and 
participants suggest that law students need to understand that language is open 
to multiple interpretations and can be used both to illuminate and to hide.

Knowledge of the law requires an ability to read a case or statute, and this 
usually begins by considering the legal principle. It requires understanding 
how the legal system is constantly evolving and the history behind the law, 
since what now constitutes the law depends upon what has happened previ-
ously. Students of law need to navigate their way through the language of stat-
utes and when considering a matter; they need to identify the material facts, 
the legal issue, judicial reasoning, and the underlying principle, and then form 
an opinion.
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Medicine

Central to critical thinking in medicine are the questions one asks, as one 
participant explains, “What are the questions, how would you explore them, 
where would you go with the evidence, how would you confirm something?” 
In medicine, critical thinking has five dimensions. The first is clinical reason-
ing, the second evidence-based medicine, the third consideration of ethical 
questions, the fourth reflection, and the fifth questioning of the status quo or 
received wisdom. These are overlapping rather than discrete entities.

Critical thinking in a clinical context or clinical reasoning is probably the 
most fundamental and is also referred to as medical problem solving:

It is something that we have to do on a daily, hourly basis. When a patient 
comes in with a problem you have to be able to hypothesise about the prob-
able cause, do a problem-oriented history and examination, draw that infor-
mation together, synthesise it and decide what the next step will be. Then 
you need reflective skills to examine your own diagnosis.

Thus, critical thinking is the construction of a clinical argument and the 
weighing of evidence and planning next actions. It can be used in diagnostic 
or therapeutic thinking. It is highly complex as there are so many variables, 
including the psychosocial context and subjectivity of symptoms. In clinical 
reasoning, critical thinking is an integration of communication, analysis, and 
problem solving. As one clinician pointed out, it not only requires the abil-
ity to make connections, to see patterns, and implications but also involves 
“knowing what you don’t know.” It requires skills of observation, communica-
tion, and expert medical knowledge.

Although evidence-based medicine is now central to the discipline, partici-
pants are aware of the ambiguities of much of the evidence. “Medicine has to 
be based in science, on evidence and if something works it has to be demon-
strated that it works. But some of the evidence is pretty suspect.” However, all 
considered that it is important for students to learn to examine evidence and 
to be aware that medicine has its basis in research. Thus students should be 
able not only to understand research practice but also to examine cases where 
standard practice relies on little supporting evidence or cases in which evi-
dence actually refutes the efficacy of standard practice.

Ethics is a very important aspect of medical education. Students are explic-
itly given the opportunity to consider difficult open-ended problems. Ethical 
questions are raised in relation to the cases being examined, tricky issues are 
deliberately written into cases students consider from first year on. The ques-
tions compel them into a situation where they have to take action on the best 
possible evidence (although often imperfect).
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Reflection is another dimension of critical thinking and is perhaps a more 
personal approach requiring analytical examination of one’s own diagnosis 
or treatment of a patient. It is self-analytical rather than descriptive. Students 
are encouraged to reflect on their own health care, for example, the difficul-
ties of changing behaviors (such as eating habits or exercise) and to consider 
the implications this has for patients. Reflection is an important critical skill 
because it is part of the autonomy and self-regulation of the profession. It is 
taught through reflective writing exercises, for example, following community 
placements or field trips, or as part of communication skills training.

The final way in which critical thinking is conceptualized is questioning 
received wisdom or established knowledge. Although many of the medical aca-
demics remark that medicine is slow to change and is a conservative profession, 
all are very definite in their belief that it is crucial to teach students to question 
at a fundamental level. Critical thinking requires one to examine assumptions 
(one’s own as well as those of others), to dispense with false assumptions, and 
to discriminate between ideas and practices. It requires one to “ask the hard 
questions, especially when the answer seems obvious.” The participants in this 
study acknowledge that questioning received wisdom can be confronting both 
to students and to staff and is difficult in a hierarchical hospital environment 
but is an essential part of the profession.

Discussion

Critical thinking is a disciplined act (or set of acts), first, because it requires an 
orderliness of thinking and, second, because this order is contextual. There are 
some aspects of each of the disciplinary descriptions of critical thinking that 
are relevant across disciplinary contexts, such as use of logic and evidence, 
evaluation of claims and explanations, analyzing arguments for clarity and 
precision, and making reasoned judgments. However, the ways in which they 
operate in each discipline and the knowledge required in order to think criti-
cally mean that a course of general critical thinking skills may not equip stu-
dents to think critically in a disciplinary context. For example, in physics some 
critical thinking is done using mathematical reasoning—proof is a deductive 
argument that can be traced back to a generally accepted axiom. A proof must 
demonstrate a statement to be always true and is carried out using a sequence 
of formulae, each one of which is the logical consequence of the preceding. 
This is done using mathematical notation rather than English or another spo-
ken language. Experimental physics requires laboratory technique and conven-
tions, again shaping critical thinking in particular ways as the physicist needs 
to consider ideas such as controlling variables or fine-grained measurement 
down to a particular number of decimal places. So even within one discipline, 
critical thinking takes many forms. For medics, critical thinking must use 
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medical knowledge, patterns of clinical reasoning, an understanding of physi-
ology, diagnostic procedures, and therapeutic possibilities. Furthermore, much 
clinical thinking must be done under conditions of imperfect knowledge, time 
constraints, and great uncertainty and must take account of the complex psy-
chosocial dimension of patient care. In history and to some extent law, critical 
thinking has a political dimension not overtly present in physics.

These are just three examples from the disciplinary outlines of critical think-
ing presented, but they suggest that general critical thinking skills may be 
useful for generalizable contexts but only where highly specialized knowledge 
is not required. Generalizable critical thinking is a useful foundation for dis-
ciplinary critical thinking but will not substitute for it. This is not to suggest 
that disciplinary critical thinking is the only valid form of critical thinking 
since both disciplinary and generalized thinking have uses and limitations. 
Generalized critical thinking is the skeleton of critical thinking, but it is “bald” 
because it is decontextualized and so does not have the subtlety of a historian’s 
understanding of the difficulty of presenting an argument from incomplete 
evidence, or an economist’s defense of a set of assumptions made in order to 
produce a model to explain an economic phenomenon. This process of learn-
ing to think like a physicist, a medic, or a historian provides learners with a 
rigor, framework, and knowledge base to think in a thorough, orderly, and 
informed way. This orderly thinking (when done well) contains within it the 
elements of critical thinking identified by Facione (1990), albeit in differing 
ways. There is strength and value in having different forms of critical think-
ing because they have different purposes and do different work; therefore they 
offer us a wider scope in ways of thinking.

Elsewhere, I have examined the ways in which critical thinking is taught 
(rather than simply defined) in various disciplines (Jones 2005; 2007), and 
there is a need for further research in this area but a detailed examination of 
this is beyond the scope of this chapter. However, what is important for teach-
ing critical thinking is a careful examination of what exactly is meant by criti-
cal thinking in each particular context, how this is enacted in the curriculum, 
how it is articulated to the student and taught, how it develops throughout a 
degree program, and how it is assessed. As Barnett (1997) points out, critical 
thinking can exist at a number of levels and can occur as an examination of 
internal logic, as an ability to explore the debates and controversies within a 
disciplinary context, and as the capacity to critique the assumptions within a 
discipline (what Barnett refers to as metacritique).

The question of whether disciplinary thinking can equip students to think 
beyond a disciplinary frame is a difficult one and one only partially answered 
by my study. Elsewhere (Jones 2004; 2005) I have used these three views of 
critical thinking to consider teaching in economics. I argue that at least in the 
particular context of that study, while critical thinking was taught at the level 
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of problem solving and there was some consideration of the debates within 
the discipline, there was less evidence of a critical examination that extended 
beyond the bounds of economics. My later work across a range of disciplines 
suggests that critical thinking as an examination of internal logic (using very 
particular knowledge or technical tools) is taught in each area (although not 
necessarily in every subject or by every teacher). A consideration of the debates, 
controversies, and uncertainties is taught in each area although perhaps to dif-
fering degrees. Metacritique, however, is a much more difficult prospect. This 
requires the ability not only to have a specialist’s understanding of the disci-
plinary context but also to critically examine its assumptions and look beyond 
them. However, many (but not all) academics in all disciplines I considered 
expressed the conviction that as researchers and teachers they must critically 
interrogate their disciplines and welcome external critique. I suggest that one 
of the central roles of universities is (or should be) to scrutinize—including the 
disciplines and the social contexts within which they reside.

A curriculum model that allows for multi- or interdisciplinary study may 
enable metacritique. For example the “general education” program used in 
in many US universities allows students to develop specialist disciplinary 
knowledge and also to consider other points of view in general or interdis-
ciplinary subjects. This approach is also used (albeit differently) at some 
Australian universities. In the case of the participants in this study, those 
academics who engaged in inter- or cross-disciplinary research spoke of the 
ways in which it enabled them to critically consider the parameters of their 
own fields. For example, developmental economics utilizes social and politi-
cal research (unlike much mainstream economics) and engages in metacri-
tique. However, these economists did also describe themselves as “heretics,” 
and suggested that their work was rarely published in the prestigious eco-
nomics journals. Some of the physicists spoke of the challenges provided 
by working with engineers or musicologists. One physicist also spoke of 
the ways in which talented physicists were trying to push the frontiers of 
their discipline. She commented that she dreamed of the “whole [knowl-
edge] edifice tumbling down” because of the exciting prospects this might 
bring. Many of the medics in this study took the idea of metacritique very 
seriously in curriculum planning. Their curriculum included teaching staff 
from disciplines such as the social sciences in order to introduce a breadth 
of perspectives that would challenge medical assumptions. The medical aca-
demics reflected upon the nature of medicine and its place as both an art 
and a science.

The idea of metacritique does not presuppose generic critical thinking but 
the ability both to skillfully engage in specialist thinking and to consider 
other possibilities. As Brookfield (1987) suggests, critical thinking does not just 
require questioning everything and taking nothing for granted, it also requires 
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a more constructive ability to explore and to imagine alternatives. Rowland 
(2006) refers to the concept of inquiry as seeking, suggesting “perhaps the 
most important task of the teacher is to develop an atmosphere or an attitude 
in which students seek” (109). Seeking, I suggest, goes beyond the mere acquisi-
tion of “facts” and relates to a questioning attitude that always asks “why,” and 
“how,” and “what does this mean.” This requires teachers and institutions that 
are open and tolerant and have time and space for questions, and this may not 
always be the case in the contemporary university.

Teaching critical thinking may require teaching staff to (critically) examine 
what is meant by critical thinking in their areas and how it can best be taught. 
This would not be a bland box-ticking exercise but one that would examine 
what was valued, and what the essence of being an historian or economist 
really was. It may also require what Rowland (2006) refers to as “critical inter-
disciplinarity.” He describes this as challenging dialogue between academics 
from different disciplines that forces each to defend and hence challenge their 
own assumptions. This both sharpens disciplinary thinking as well as enables 
the possibility of metacritique.
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Introduction

The centrality of critical thinking (CT) as a goal of higher education is uncon-
troversial. In a recent high-profile book, Academically Adrift, Arum and Roksa 
report that “99 percent of college faculty say that developing students’ ability 
to think critically is a ‘very important’ or ‘essential’ goal of undergraduate edu-
cation” (2011, 35), citing (HERI 2009).

However a major message of their work is that college education generally 
makes little progress toward this goal: “Many students are only minimally 
improving their skills in critical thinking, complex reasoning, and writing 
during their journeys through higher education” (35). Indeed for many stu-
dents college education appears to be failing completely in this regard: “With 
a large sample of more than 2,300 students, we observe no statistically sig-
nificant gains in critical thinking, complex reasoning, and writing skills for at 
least 45 percent of the students in our study” (36).

Their message is barely more positive than H. L. Mencken’s acerbic comment, 
over a century ago: “Certainly everyday observation shows that the average 
college course produces no visible augmentation in the intellectual equipment 
and capacity of the student. Not long ago, in fact, an actual demonstration in 
Pennsylvania demonstrated that students often regress so much during their 
four years that the average senior is less intelligent, by all known tests, than the 
average freshman” (Mencken 1997, 98).

Yet we also know that college education can positively impact CT; simply 
put, CT can be taught. In a meta-analysis of 117 studies of college-level efforts 
to teach critical thinking, Abrami et al. found “a generally positive effect of 
instruction on students’ CT skills” (2008, 1119).

However the amount of gain found in these studies varied widely, and 
Abrami et al. concluded that it makes quite a difference how CT is taught. They 
say “both the type of CT intervention and the pedagogical grounding of the 
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CT intervention contributed significantly and substantially to explaining vari-
ability in CT outcomes” (1120).

Therefore an important challenge in improving critical thinking is clearly 
identifying the types of CT instruction that have the most impact on AM 
skills. One type of instruction that seems to be showing significant promise in 
this regard is argument mapping (AM). This chapter briefly reviews AM-based 
instruction and the evidence that such instruction is an effective way to 
improve CT skills.

Argument mapping

Argument mapping, also known as argument diagramming or argument visu-
alization, is visually depicting the structure of reasoning or argumentation 
(Davies 2011; Macagno, Reed, and Walton 2007; van Gelder 2013). Typically an 
argument map is a graph-type or “box and arrow” diagram, with nodes corre-
sponding to propositions and links to inferential relationships. For an example 
see figure 11.1.

AM’s roots reach back into the nineteenth century, but it has only become 
popular in the last decade or two, primarily as a tool to help students build 

Reasoning and  
argumentation  
skills are  
central to  
critical thinking

Argument  
mapping helps 
build skills in  
reasoning and  
argumentation

Reasoning and  
argumentation  
are complex

Visualization helps 
our brains cope  
with complexity

Argument mapping  
is just visualization  
of reasoning and  
argumentation

support 

support 

Argument  
mapping helps  
build critical  
thinking skills

Figure 11.1 A map of an argument for the proposition that argument mapping 
helps build critical thinking skills. Map produced using the Rationale software (van 
Gelder 2007).
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reasoning and CT skills. Indeed its immediate precursor was the kind of argu-
ment diagramming found in many introductory textbooks (see e.g., Fisher 
1988; Govier 1988).

A key factor in the recent growth in popularity of AM has been the develop-
ment of software tools designed specifically to support it. Previously, argument 
diagrams would have to be hand-crafted (whether on paper, or on a computer 
using generic drawing software), which made producing maps of any complex-
ity both tedious and time-consuming. New software packages eliminate much 
of the “futzing around” with boxes and arrows, and provide varying amounts 
of guidance, scaffolding, and inbuilt exercises.

Using AM in CT instruction

As mentioned, argument diagramming of some sort is frequently found in 
introductory critical thinking textbooks, though it is generally treated as just 
one useful technique among many. AM-based instruction goes further in mak-
ing argument mapping the primary or central method used to develop CT 
skills. Typically, this involves setting lots of AM exercises using dedicated AM 
software (though see Harrell 2008). A range of concepts and principles have 
been developed to help students map arguments properly (e.g., ter Berg, van 
Gelder, Patterson, and Teppema 2013).

The most common type of exercise involves providing a short text and 
requiring the student to identify and map out the argument it contains, that 
is, to produce an argument diagram faithfully representing the reasoning in 
the text. This can be surprisingly difficult, even for philosophers and others 
with prior training in argument analysis.

Another common type of exercise is requiring students to develop an AM 
representing an argument of their own creation, which may be preparatory to 
drafting an argumentative text. A third type of exercise is taking an argument 
map and rendering it into fluid argumentative prose.

Good AM-based instruction, like good instruction generally, presents a care-
fully graduated sequence of exercises of increasing difficulty. Also, as with 
instruction generally, good AM-based instruction requires students to receive 
good-quality feedback on their work. This requires human instructors with 
strong AM skills. Such people are in short supply, so this is a key obstacle to 
wider uptake of AM-based instruction.

Does it work?

It is prima facie plausible that learning and practicing AM would help students 
build their critical thinking skills. Reasoning and argumentation are not the 
entirety of critical thinking, but they are central to it; and AM should help 
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build skills in reasoning and argumentation. There is a simple and compel-
ling, almost syllogistic, argument for the latter point, with two uncontrover-
sial premises: reasoning and argumentation are complex, and visualization, in 
general, helps our brains cope with complexity.

Note that in figure 11.1 the overall argument has two component arguments 
(reasons), each of which is made up of multiple premises. This argument has 
prima facie plausibility but requires buttressing with empirical evidence.

For many AM instructors this kind of general argument draws apparent sup-
port from what they see in the classroom. Students’ attempts to think criti-
cally are frequently confounded by an inability to disentangle the threads of 
inference running through disputation on any given topic. To AM instructors 
it seems obvious that the diagrams help students grasp what is going on, and 
over time, help build logical acuity and facility.

However, as good critical thinkers we also know informal observations are 
suspect on matters of any subtlety or complexity. After all, medical practitio-
ners for centuries thought they could see the benefits of bleeding patients. 
What we’d like is more empirically rigorous substantiation or validation of the 
“prima facie” case.

We also want to better understand just how well AM works. The claim that 
AM “helps build” CT skills is disturbingly vague. We would much prefer to 
have rigorous quantitative insight into the extent to which AM builds critical 
thinking skills, and how it compares with other instructional approaches. But 
how can this be obtained?

Empirical research on impact of AM instruction

Most readers would be familiar with the idea that the “gold standard” in social 
scientific research is the large, randomized controlled trial. Applied to evalu-
ating the effectiveness of AM as an instructional method for CT, this would 
mean taking a large number of students and randomly assigning them to two 
CT subjects. One subject would make substantial use of AM, and the other 
would be similar in all significant respects except that it does not use AM, 
using instead some more traditional form of instruction. At the end of the 
instruction period, students in both subjects would be tested for their CT skills, 
using the same good-quality test for both groups. AM would then be deemed 
effective just to the extent that the students in the AM-based subject score 
more highly.

Unfortunately, no such study has ever been conducted. There are a num-
ber of reasons. Numerous practical challenges stand in the way, such as the 
bureaucratic difficulties involved in setting up two versions of a subject and 
making a genuinely random assignment of students to one or the other. There 
is also the difficulty of ensuring that the two subjects are sufficiently close to 
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identical in all significant respects other than the use of AM. For example, do 
the two subjects cover essentially the same content, despite the difference in 
method? Are the students equally motivated to perform?

For these reasons, most efforts to rigorously evaluate the impact of AM on CT 
have taken a different approach, seeking to understand the impact of AM-based 
instruction by testing students at the start (pre-testing) and at the end (post-
testing) of the instruction, and comparing the results.

Although pre- and post-testing is far more feasible than conducting a full-
scale RCT, it is not without practical challenges of its own. For example, there is 
the problem of ensuring that students put proper effort into the tests, and that 
they are equally motivated to perform on both tests. Degree of motivation can 
make a huge difference to performance (Liu, Bridgeman, and Adler 2012), and 
if students slack off on the post-test, the real gain might be seriously underes-
timated (or vice versa).

Examples of the pre- and post-testing approach are the studies reported by 
van Gelder and colleagues (van Gelder, Bissett, and Cumming 2004). Starting in 
the late 1990s, the “Reason Project” at the University of Melbourne developed 
a radical alternative to traditional CT instruction, based on extensive deliber-
ate practice (Ericsson, Krampe, and Tesche-Römer 1993) using AM. A dedicated 
AM software package, Reason!Able (van Heuveln 2004), was developed to sup-
port the approach. (Note that Reason!Able was the precursor to Rationale [van 
Gelder 2007].) Aided by a grant from the Australian Research Council, in two 
subjects students exposed to the approach were pre- and post-tested using the 
California Critical Thinking Skills Test (Facione 1991). To handle the motiva-
tion issue, students were assigned 5% of their overall score for the subject for 
their best performance on the two tests.

The data indicated that students had improved their CT skills by around 
20%. Since CT is a generic cognitive skill, and since it is notoriously difficult to 
raise performance in such skills, this sounds like a substantial and worthwhile 
improvement, suggesting that the new approach works quite well. However 
this conclusion would be a bit hasty. For proper interpretation, the results need 
to be put in context.

First, we have to consider how much the students’ CT skills would have 
improved anyway, due to factors such as maturation and just being at univer-
sity. Second, and similarly, we have to consider how much the students would 
have improved due to the fact that they were taking a CT subject. Perhaps all 
or most of the 20% gain was due to experiencing CT instruction of some kind, 
rather than AM-based instruction specifically.

Given the simple pre- and post-test study design without a control group, 
both these issues need to be addressed by looking at the results of other stud-
ies. We need a good general estimate of how much we would normally expect 
students to gain in CT over one semester at university, and a good general 
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estimate of how much we would expect students to gain over one semester in 
a CT subject.

Now there are plenty of studies that address these questions, particularly 
the former (i.e., typical gain over a university semester). But here we face more 
problems. First, there are quite a few tests of critical thinking, and some are 
more difficult than others. A 20% gain on one test may not be equivalent to a 
20% gain on another. Second, the available studies are heterogeneous, differ-
ing in many key aspects such as the size of the study (number of participants), 
the size of the gains (or losses) they found, the quality of the instruction in the 
subject being assessed, and level of care and rigor involved in the assessment. 
In the face of all this, how does one know, or estimate, what the “true” gains 
are?

Taking a meta-analytic approach

The best approach to handling these issues is to use a procedure called meta-
analysis. In essence, meta-analysis is a way of pooling studies together to 
identify common trends or effects. Meta-analysis is a complex topic, but for-
tunately there are excellent introductions available—for example Cumming 
(2012). Here I’ll describe the bare minimum required to understand the empiri-
cal results we have obtained for studies of AM-based instruction.

For current purposes, meta-analysis has three main steps:

1. Select studies. The first step is to determine which studies should be pooled 
together. This involves searching far and wide for potentially relevant stud-
ies, including unpublished studies, then using a set of criteria to determine 
which of these “make the cut,” that is, are included in the data analysis.

2. Convert results to effect sizes. As indicated above, studies use a variety of dif-
ferent tests of critical thinking. They also report their results in a variety of 
ways. To enable pooling, these results need to be made commensurable. A 
common way to do this is to express the gain (or loss) found in a particular 
study as a proportion of the extent of the variability in performance on 
the test (technically, “Cohen’s d” [Cohen 1969]; see also [Cumming 2012], 
Chapter 11) a figure often referred to as the “effect size.” For example, in the 
van Gelder et al. studies mentionedearlier, a gain of around 20% converted 
to an effect size of around 0.87.

3. Calculate pooled effect sizes. Finally, results are thrown into the pool. This 
is not just a matter of finding the average effect size. Rather, effect sizes of 
individual studies are weighted by the size of the study (i.e., the number of 
participants), then the average is calculated. This gives the results of larger 
studies more weight, on the grounds that they are less susceptible to statisti-
cal noise and so more likely to indicate the true gain.
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What do we find if we apply meta-analysis to studies of AM-based approaches 
to CT instruction? For some years, we have been gathering relevant studies 
and pooling their results. At time of writing, we obtained results twenty-six 
pre- and post studies of AM-based instruction in a one-semester CT subject, 
from institutions in Australia, Europe, and the United States. Many of these 
are unpublished, but published studies include those found in Butchart (2009), 
Dwyer, Hogan, and Stewart (2011; 2012), Harrell (2011), Twardy (2004), and 
van Gelder, Bissett, and Cumming (2004).

This is work in progress, but it currently appears that the weighted effect 
size for AM-based CT instruction is around 0.7. This effect size is based on all 
studies that meet the basic criteria for inclusion in the meta-analysis. However 
within that set there are clear differences in what we call the “intensity” of 
AM-based learning activities. Dividing the studies into high, medium, and 
low-intensity groups, we find a clear relation between intensity and amount 
of gain. In a high-intensity study, students took a subject in which AM was the 
primary or central activity, with lots of homework activities, and with instruc-
tors with high proficiency in AM. Fifteen of the twenty-six studies were high-
intensity, and the weighted average effect size for these studies is 0.85.

However, as compared with a 20% gain, talking of an effect size of 0.85 
means little to most people and may sound negligible. How do we gauge its 
significance? One approach is to use the rule of thumb recommended by one 
of the pioneers of meta-analysis, according to which 0.2 is a small effect, 0.5 is 
medium, and 0.8 is large (Cohen 1969).

This makes it seem like AM-based instruction has a “large” effect, but we 
haven’t yet taken into account how much students would have gained any-
way, even without AM. To estimate these, we turn to other meta-analyses. For 
example Alvarez conducted a meta-analysis of studies of gains in CT over one 
semester at college or university (Alvarez 2007), and found an effect of around 
0.11 over one semester just due to maturation and being at college generally. 
This is a little larger than the 0.18 gain over two years of undergraduate educa-
tion found identified in Arum and Roksa’s large study (2011). The conclusion 
we can safely draw from these numbers is that the “value add” of AM-based 
CT instruction, relative to just being at college, is around 0.6 (or 0.7 for high-
intensity AM), which is somewhere between a medium and a large effect size. 
Or, put another way, AM-based CT instruction yields many times the gain in 
CT skills over one semester than is normally achieved by just being at college.

Using a similar approach we can estimate the benefit of AM over other forms 
of CT instruction. In their meta-analysis (mentioned earlier) Abrami et al. found 
an effect size of 0.34 for college-level CT instruction generally (Abrami 2008), so 
AM-based instruction appears substantially more effective than other forms of 
CT instruction generally. (This doesn’t rule out the possibility of some other par-
ticular form of instruction being at least as effective as AM-based instruction.)
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Future directions

The upshot of the previous section is that increasing amounts of empirical research 
have been lending convergent support to the intuitively plausible idea that AM 
can substantially enhance critical thinking skills. Indeed, at this stage it seems 
fair to say that high-intensity AM-based instruction is one of the most effective 
techniques we know for accelerating CT skill gains in higher education.

Why does it work?

Insofar as AM does accelerate CT skill gains, why is this? What are the causal 
mechanisms? Little research has been done on this. The question was partially 
addressed by van Gelder, who asked why a specific AM software package might 
facilitate better thinking performance (van Gelder 2007). He canvassed three 
potential causal mechanisms:

1. that such software is more “usable” than the standard technologies we use 
for representing and manipulating reasoning;

2. that such software complements the strengths and weaknesses of our inbuilt 
cognitive machinery; and

3. that AM represents a semiformal “sweet spot” between natural language 
and formal logic.

It is not hard to imagine how each of these mechanisms may also play a role 
in facilitating not just performance on a given task, but also learning of CT 
skills. Another potential causal mechanism is that working with argument 
maps builds, in the learners’ minds, mental templates or schemas for argument 
structures, making it easier for them to critically evaluate argumentation.

What dimensions of CT are being enhanced?

CT is multidimensional. For example, the Halpern Critical Thinking Assessment 
has five “subscales” for different dimensions of CT: verbal reasoning, argument 
analysis, thinking as hypothesis testing, likelihood and uncertainty, and deci-
sion making and problem solving (Halpern 2010). It is plausible that AM-based 
instruction will be more effective in enhancing some dimensions—say, verbal 
reasoning and argument analysis—than others. Closer analysis of data from 
existing and future studies may shed some light on this.

How much CT gain can be generated?

The meta-analysis suggests a strong relationship between intensity of AM and 
CT gain. Could even greater gains be achieved by even more intense training? 
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Even the most intense AM regimes in the studies included in this meta-analy-
sis were not particularly demanding, being only somewhat more challenging 
than typical undergraduate subjects, and certainly much less intensive than, 
say, college athletics training. Thus it is plausible that substantially higher 
gains could be achieved, though of course there must also be practical limits. 
Given that high-intensity AM-based instruction is already showing gains of 
around 0.85 standard deviations, it is a reasonable conjecture that this practi-
cal limit would be somewhere between one and two standard deviations—
which does not of course rule out even larger gains from exceptionally intense 
instruction.

What would it take to achieve gains of this order?

1. Combining AM with other general approaches. AM techniques should be used 
in conjunction with other techniques known to enhance learning, such as 
mastery learning (Kulik, Kulik, and Bangert-Drowns 1990) and peer instruc-
tion (Crouch and Mazur 2001), as suggested by Neil Thomason.

2. Developing and deploying automated feedback. One of the enabling condi-
tions for rapid skill acquisition, in general, is timely, good-quality feedback. 
Having human instructors provide sufficient feedback of adequate quality 
is a very substantial challenge for AM-based CT instruction under normal 
resource constraints. Thus we must develop and use rich automated feed-
back systems of various kinds (Butchart 2009).

3. Improved mapping tools. The AM software in use today, while better than 
nothing, is much less sophisticated than it could be. In particular, improved 
educational mapping tools will need to integrate automated feedback.

To the extent that conditions such as these can be satisfied, the prospects for 
very substantial gains in CT being reliably achievable via semester-length 
instruction using AM are very good.
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Part III

Incorporating Critical Thinking in  
the Curriculum

If we assume that critical thinking is or should be an important part of higher 
education, how might it be incorporated into the curriculum? This is the mat-
ter under consideration in the chapters of this section.

Like van Gelder (section 2), Harrell and Wetzel place much weight on argu-
ment mapping since, for them, argument mapping—or argument analysis—
skills lie at the heart of critical thinking. However, they acknowledge that 
“teaching students to read for an argument” is “notoriously difficult,” and they 
propose a specific method. According to them, computers can help consider-
ably since they offer students the capacity to quickly visualize the structure 
of an argument. Accordingly, at their university (in the United States), they 
have developed a first-year writing program along these lines. The theoretical 
backing is derived from a critical analysis of Stephen Toulmin’s influential text 
on The Uses of Argument. While finding great merits in Toulmin’s analysis of 
arguments, they come to the conclusion that it is overly complex for their edu-
cational situation and they accordingly offer a simpler structure, around which 
their program is developed. This simplicity allows for application “across a 
variety of texts from the wild (i.e., . . . from a variety of contexts).” They also 
contend that their favored method improves students’ capacities to improve 
their writing, including offering “metacommentaries” on their own analyses.

While beginning from quite a different starting point, a parallel approach is 
provided by Hammer and Griffiths. They observe that essays have been central 
to undergraduate education, at least in many subjects. They contend, however, 
that essays fall short of their potential and, in particular, often fail to promote 
critical thinking. Accordingly, they seek to revamp essays by having students—
in their essays—focus on the structure and character of arguments of (other) 
authors; in short, essays are reshaped as a form of argument analysis. Such a 
reconfiguration of the essay can be “effective in developing students” critical 
evaluation skills because it situate(s) their essay writing within a debate with 
multiple positions on a topic and no right/wrong answers.
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While not disagreeing that argument analysis is a key part of critical think-
ing, three of the papers here seek to widen discussion about the curriculum. 
Indeed, they at least implicitly contend that our thinking—about curricula 
for critical thinking—has been unduly limited. Eva Brodin goes even further, 
explicitly contending that doctoral students are dogged by perniciously narrow 
assumptions about critical thinking, and that these act to constrain and even 
deny students’ capacities to express their creativity and their own voice. “The 
academic community can be a powerful force in choking the individual voice 
of a doctoral student.” In the process, doctoral study can often be reduced to 
the “drudgery” of mere labor, as students learn defensive scholarly techniques 
“necessary for survival.” Drawing on the writings of Hannah Arendt, a thesis 
is developed that looks to doctoral work incorporating but going well beyond 
“labor” so as to contain significant elements of creative and self-authored 
“work” and “action,” where students find the courage to put themselves for-
ward in relation to others, even at some risk to themselves.

A plank in Brodin’s argument is that “creativity is seldom educationally 
encouraged in students at deeper levels.” As a consequence, the student is often 
unable to identify with his or her efforts: even “the doctoral student (can run) 
the risk of becoming alienated from his or her own . . . activities.” Much, there-
fore, depends on the pedagogical environment that provides the context for 
the student experience. This matter is taken up directly both by Iris Vardi, and 
by Justine Kingsbury and Tracy Bowell.

Vardi’s particular concern is that higher education should enable students to 
come fully into the criticality that disciplines open, namely those experiences 
in which students identify with their studies, and feel able to take up their 
own critical stances. This entails, for Vardi, elements of “self-regulation” and 
of “personal epistemology.” In short, criticality at its fullest involves critical 
self-reflection and a wish to go on improving one’s own thinking by and for 
oneself. This though requires a pedagogical environment that “provides the 
opportunity to self-regulate in the first place. Some contexts do not allow for 
self-regulated critical thinking processes.” And what then might be the condi-
tions that encourage such self-regulation? In short, it is a matter both of “con-
trol and support,” the student being set “complex tasks with multiple goals” 
that not only “allow for personal choice and self-direction” but also for being 
provided with sensitive and helpful “feedback.” The student-tutor relationship 
then—the pedagogical relationship—is crucial.

Another way of putting some of these reflections is that the development 
of criticality among students amounts to the formation of what Brady and 
Pritchard (2003) termed “epistemic virtues.” It is this angle that Kingsbury 
and Bowell seek to open. Virtues are “dispositions to act in certain ways” and 
‘include a normative element,” which is to say there is an onus on both educa-
tors and students that they be acquired. Kingsbury and Bowell distinguish three 
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kinds of virtue—reliabilist (skills that can be deployed whenever required), reg-
ulatory (capacities to determine if, when, and to what extent such skills should 
be deployed), and motivational (having the wherewithal to deploy those skills 
even under taxing conditions).

We may note that there is a fundamental difference of view in these chapters. 
Kingsbury and Bowell contend that “traditional critical thinking teaching tends 
to focus on enabling students to gain the skills associated with identifying and 
appraising weak arguments rather than on constructing strong arguments.” 
Even more, they claim that the “visual laying out of the structure of an argu-
ment” in particular and the “standard critical thinking course” more generally 
“does not live up to its billing” (thereby implicitly combating the positions 
both of Harrell and Wetzel and of Hammer and Griffiths). For Kingsbury and 
Bowell, there are three problems here. First, students are too often positioned 
as an audience for the arguments with which they are presented (a contention 
with which Brodin would surely agree); second, this positioning cannot readily 
help the development of students’ own regulatory and motivational virtues, 
the virtues that are part of the student becoming her own person (a contention 
with which Vardi would surely agree); and third, without the development of 
the full range of epistemic virtues, students are unlikely to acquire either the 
ability or the propensity to carry over their criticality into their personal lives 
and the broader society. They go on, accordingly, to offer some suggestions as 
to curricula interventions that may help in fostering such epistemic virtues.

Whichever curriculum is adopted (with the intention of encouraging forms 
of criticality), how might its effectiveness be ascertained? This is the topic of 
the chapter by David Hitchcock, from whom we urgently need “well-designed 
studies of the effectiveness of undergraduate instruction in critical thinking.” 
This is however far from easy, due to practical, methodological, and indeed 
ethical constraints in setting up controlled tests. Hitchcock argues that the 
most effective way forward lies in a combination of “computational assistance 
with built-in tutorial help” plus subject-matter instruction, backed by “special 
training of the instructor for teaching critical thinking.”

We should observe, however, that there is much agreement across these 
chapters that the development of criticality among students is both a demand-
ing and a lengthy processs. Iris Vardi notes that students’ “beliefs about think-
ing are notoriously difficult to change”; Kingsbury and Bowell comment that 
“becoming an excellent critical thinker takes hard work” and “long hours of 
practice”; Hammer and Griffiths contend that “essay-writing (of the kind that 
sponsors criticality) is a complex writing genre that continues to evolve over 
time”; and Harrell and Wetzel observe that “teaching students to read for an 
argument is notoriously difficult.” Indeed, following Brookfield’s chapter else-
where in this volume, we can surely say that the development of criticality is 
a lifelong process. This is hardly surprising, given the scope of criticality and 
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its various levels, as revealed in the chapters here. Perhaps, then, curricula and 
pedagogies might be highly ambitious but yet be understood as a crucial part 
of a lifelong endeavor in the shaping of students’ and graduates’ criticality. A 
key task, therefore, is that of encouraging in students the wish and the will to 
develop and express their criticality evermore fully through their efforts in all 
aspects of their lives.
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Introduction

Developing critical thinkers is an important remit for universities, ensuring 
graduates who can improve our lives and our understanding of the world. So 
it is no wonder that universities spend much time and effort ensuring that 
critical thinking skills are embedded and assessed in the disciplinary curricu-
lum. But is requiring students to use a set of skills in their studies sufficient 
for developing the critical thinkers society needs? This chapter goes beyond 
incorporating skills in the curriculum to examining the development of “crit-
ical thinkers”: people who of their own volition approach problems, issues, 
learning, and the process of critical thinking itself through critical eyes. It 
does so by examining the development of critical thinkers through the lens of 
self-regulation and personal epistemology. Viewing development through this 
lens provides important insights for pedagogy. It highlights the importance of 
creating teaching environments that support and develop the goals, beliefs, 
attitudes, language, behaviors, and ways of doing things of a critical thinker. 
Further, it shows how such environments can be created to develop the compe-
tent, self-determined, critical thinkers we need for today and the future.

When students come to university, they usually have in mind what they want 
to become: a “historian,” an “economist,” a “physicist,” or a “psychologist”—to 
name but a few. This ambition to move from what they are now to what they 
can become is very powerful. It results in a commitment to several years of study 
and can involve financial hardship and future financial burden. Yet students 
see a value in it. And they do much more than “go through the steps.” They put 
in effort, persevere when the going gets tough, and make many changes to who 
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they are through the process. They start to write like a “historian,” view world 
events through the eyes of an “economist,” evaluate physical phenomena like 
a “physicist,” or observe others’ reactions and behaviors like a “psychologist.” 
They start this process of change by mimicking the language, behaviors, ways 
of “doing things,”and the world perspective of the members of their chosen 
discipline or profession (Bartholomae 1985). Their transformation is such that 
by the time they graduate, they are “economists” or “physicists.” This change 
is not lost on graduates who often note how the university has changed their 
lives (Barnett 2009). However, for many this is not where it ends. After gradu-
ation, they often make the effort to become more skilled, knowledgeable, and 
influential in their field. The impact of the university on “becoming” a profes-
sional or disciplinary expert is evident in their student life and their later life.

The contrast between those who have determined what they want to become 
and those who haven’t can be stark. Those who have not yet made the deter-
mination often change courses and programs, move in and out of university, 
and their effort can be lackluster. Without the desire to “become,” there is no 
underlying reason to put in the effort and to persevere either now or in the 
future, and the university’s impact is diminished.

How can we harness the power of “becoming” and apply that to becom-
ing a “critical thinker,” not only in students’ chosen disciplines and profes-
sions, but also in their broader approach to life? Choosing to become a critical 
thinker involves much more than a set of skills. Much like becoming a “busi-
ness person” or a “psychologist,” it involves adopting the language, behaviors, 
ways of doing things, and perspectives of a “critical thinker.” This chapter 
explores what it means to be a critical thinker, the factors impacting on stu-
dents becoming critical thinkers, and the implications this has for developing 
and impacting on students’ lives both in the university and beyond. In doing 
so, it draws on (1) the critical thinking literature, (2) the self-regulated learning 
literature on how students determine, control, and monitor their development, 
and (3) the personal epistemology literature on students’ beliefs about how one 
“knows” something, their role in coming to “know” this, and how these beliefs 
relate to becoming a critical thinker.

In drawing these perspectives together, this paper aims to provide another 
lens through which to view critical thinking and its development within the 
disciplines and provide universities and teaching staff with contemporary 
directions for pedagogy.

What it means to be a critical thinker

The critical thinking literature points to a particular approach, set of behav-
iors, and attitudes that characterize “critical thinkers” and influence how they 
seek, interact with, and talk about knowledge and understanding. In broad 
terms, critical thinkers take the view that knowledge is worth pursuing, and 
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that sound understanding is achieved through reasoning. This process of rea-
soning can reveal itself in various ways in the disciplines such as judgment, 
skepticism, originality, rationality, and activist engagement with knowledge 
(Moore 2011). In whichever way critical thinking manifests or is conceived, 
being a critical thinker involves being proactive in both behavior and thoughts 
where needed. This proactivity is revealed in a number of ways. First, it is 
revealed in the effort to be well-informed (Ennis 1987) where knowledge, data, 
and information are sought and questioned. Critical thinkers recognize the 
need for a sound knowledge base with which to reason so that they can come 
to sound understandings, conclusions, and decisions.

Second, it is revealed in the behaviors, thoughts, and language associated with 
thinking and reasoning: a process of interpreting, analyzing, and evaluating 
one’s own thinking and others’ thinking in relation to specific questions, prob-
lems, and issues (Facione 1990). This process can include examination of the 
matter at hand and its purpose; frame of reference; information, data, and meth-
ods; claims and reasons; conclusions; implications; and consequences (Paul and 
Elder 2001). Being a critical thinker involves taking the necessary steps in the 
process, without being prompted or assessed, to sound independent thought.

However, the critical thinking literature points to more than just undertak-
ing certain steps. It points to enacting these behaviors and thoughts in a cer-
tain way and within a certain frame of mind. First is being self-disciplined and 
self-managed (Paul 1993), a set of behaviors referred to in the psychology lit-
erature as being self-regulated. This is revealed through a methodical, diligent, 
and persistent approach (Facione 1990) to the entire process of critical think-
ing. Second is being aware of and overcoming the many biases that can corrupt 
one’s own thinking and the conclusions, understandings, and judgments that 
one draws. These include biases arising from beliefs, mental short-cuts, social 
influences, and personal motivations (Hilbert 2011). This involves having an 
open, fair, and reasonable mind, a preparedness to identify and face one’s own 
biases, and a preparedness to reconsider one’s own views where warranted 
(Facione 1990). Third is being committed to ongoing self-improvement (Paul 
and Elder 2001). This involves keeping abreast of knowledge and knowledge 
debates, ongoing evaluation of one’s own ideas and thoughts, and improving 
one’s own clarity of thought.

The role of goals and beliefs in becoming a  
critical thinker

Deciding to become a critical thinker clearly takes time, effort, and a persis-
tence that goes well beyond learning a set of skills. What underlies this choice? 
To answer this question, it is useful to consider critical thinking within the 
framework of self-identity, goals, and beliefs arising out of the self-regulatory 
and personal epistemology literature.
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Self-identity, who you believe you are, is acknowledged across theoretical 
traditions in self-regulation as enormously important to determining how 
you control or regulate your behaviors (Zimmerman and Schunk 2001). Self-
identity determines students’ motivation and the actions they take both in the 
short and long term. Seeing oneself as being “strategic,” “artistic,” “fun lov-
ing,” or “academic,” for instance, impacts on what one does and how one does 
it. However, this is more than simply situated in the present. What you intend 
to become and what you desire also affects what you do and how you feel about 
events and conditions around you. It is these intentions that provide commit-
ment to actions in the future (Bandura 2001), hence the power of students 
deciding to become, for instance, “historians” or “economists.”

Carver and Scheier (2000) argue that a person’s concept of their “ideal self,” 
the person that they aspire to be, influences a hierarchy of goals from higher-
level goals, articulated as abstract principles, to lower-level goals, articulated as 
actions. Applying this concept to becoming a critical thinker reveals critical 
thinking principles at the higher level and associated critical thinking actions 
at the lower level. Examples of this are depicted in figure 12.1.

The higher-level goals or principles give one’s life sense and provide direc-
tion for action, which is revealed in the lower-level practical goals (Carver and 
Scheier 2000). Such higher-level future goals have been found to enhance 
motivation, persistence, and performance, impacting on what people choose 
to do in the present and how they do this in order to achieve their aspirations 
(Simons, Dewitte, and Lens 2004).

Literature from the critical thinking movement and personal epistemology 
research suggests that becoming a critical thinker and adopting such high-
level goals and principles is underpinned by a number of interrelated beliefs. 
The first, from the critical thinking literature, is that the quality of one’s own 
thinking and understanding can affect the quality of one’s life, others’ lives, 
and society more broadly (Paul 1993). This belief in the power of thought and 

Critical thinkerIdeal self:

Principles:

Actions:

Be well -
informed

Be open-
minded

Seek 
knowledge

Look for 
alternatives

Follow the trail 
of evidence

Be 
methodical

Figure 12.1 Illustrating the concept of a hierarchy of goals in becoming a critical 
thinker.

Source: Based on Carver and Sheier’s hierarchy of goals (2000).
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understanding provides a strong sense of purpose. This is augmented by the 
belief that with practice one can improve the quality of one’s own thinking 
(Paul 1993), thereby developing the intellectual means to improve the quality 
of life. In other words, critical thinkers believe that they can learn to think bet-
ter and, furthermore, that this has a benefit. Personal epistemology research, 
which examines students’ beliefs about “knowing” and their role in coming to 
“know,” shows that believing that one can learn and improve is critical to tak-
ing the necessary steps (Schommer-Aikins 2004). Where students believe that 
intellect and the ability to learn is fixed, they are less likely to persist and less 
likely to value education (Schommer-Aikins 2004).

Alongside these beliefs is the belief that understanding comes through criti-
cal thinking. This belief is based on a number of further epistemological 
beliefs individuals can hold about the nature of knowledge and understand-
ing. According to Kuhn (1999), where people hold immature beliefs about 
knowledge they will not see the need to critically think. She argues that where 
one believes that knowledge is certain and conveyed by an authority, critical 
thinking skills will be seen as unnecessary, or at best, a means for comparison 
with the “correct’ answer. Even when people believe that thought generates 
understanding and knowledge is uncertain, Kuhn highlights that they may 
perceive critical thinking to be irrelevant, coming to the view that knowl-
edge claims and assertions are opinions and that everyone is entitled to their 
own opinion. It is only when people perceive assertions to be judgments that 
can be subject to evaluation will they see the need to create their own knowl-
edge and understanding through critical thinking. According to Kuhn (1999), 
“Epistemological understanding may be the most fundamental underpinning 
of critical thinking” (23). Believing that one is the owner and creator of one’s 
own understandings and changing knowledge base allows for the intellectual 
independence that critical thinking affords. These beliefs “give permission” to 
change one’s mind, question authority and received wisdom, and take a posi-
tion that is different to commonly held beliefs where reasoning and the avail-
able evidence indicates that this is reasonable or necessary.

These beliefs about knowledge, learning, thinking, ability, and quality of 
life give purpose and reason to pursuing future goals to become a critical 
thinker. It is these types of beliefs that lay the basis for being inquisitive and 
well-informed and aiming for what Ennis (1996, 171) terms “wanting to ‘get 
it right.’” Future aspirations to become a critical thinker, coupled with these 
beliefs, provide direction, reason, motivation, and persistence.

Self-regulation in the context of becoming a critical thinker

Aspiring to and reaching the goal of becoming a critical thinker, however, 
requires successful self-regulation. While very important, self-regulation is 
much more than motivation and persistence in the pursuit of such a future 
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goal. It is a process of control and monitoring that is interactive and adap-
tive (Zimmerman and Schunk 2001). For each person, these interactions and 
adaptations are different. Achieving the goal of becoming a critical thinker can 
depend, for instance, upon the available opportunities, how a person deter-
mines to take advantage (or not) of these opportunities, the social context, 
competing demands, their beliefs, their knowledge application and adaptation 
of strategies, and their emotions and feelings at the time. These factors, arising 
from the environment, personal characteristics, and self-regulatory processes, 
are not static. They influence each other as shown in figure 12.2.

Successful self-regulators interact with and adapt to the environment to 
generate thoughts, feelings, and behaviors that will result in achievement 
(Zimmerman 2000). Future goals on their own, however, make self-regulation 
difficult to sustain: progress appears slow, goals are not specific enough, the 
path to take can be unclear, and feedback related to goal progression can be a 
long time in coming (Zimmerman and Schunk 2001). It is therefore important 
to turn future goals of becoming a critical thinker into achievable short-term 
goals that allow for success. These focus attention, lay the basis for step-wise 
progression toward the ultimate goal, and allow for flexibility and adaptability 
as one progresses toward one’s “ideal self.”

Two types of short term goals are of key importance to successfully self-
regulating in order to become a critical thinker. First are short-term goals for 
developing a sound knowledge base. As discussed earlier, being well-informed 
in a domain is essential to be able to soundly reason in that domain. Further, 
domain knowledge has been found to be a key condition for effective self-
regulation (Greene and Azevedo 2007). Research into expertise suggests that 
a deep, well-organized knowledge base reduces mental load, allowing for auto-
matic knowledge activation and ease of knowledge growth (Pintrich and Zusho 
2002).

Second are short-term goals for developing the ability to reason in an open 
and fair-minded way. Just as automaticity is needed for knowledge activation so 
automaticity through learning and practicing the process of thinking critically 

Environment Personal 
characteristics and 
behaviors

Control and monitoring

Figure 12.2 Interactions between self-regulatory processes, the environment, and 
 personal characteristics and behaviors.
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is needed. To this end, Paul and Elder (2001) exhort learners to develop as 
critical thinkers by first recognizing the need to improve and then making 
plans of their own for practice to attain various levels of automaticity includ-
ing “advanced thinker” and “master thinker” (22), in essence developing short-
to-medium-term goals that drive plans for reaching their future “ideal self.”

Together, the future goals for becoming a critical thinker and the short-term 
goals for developing a sound knowledge base and sound reasoning ability pro-
vide direction for personal control or “agency.” Personal agency creates suc-
cess by taking advantage of opportunities; “making things happen”; planning; 
managing and monitoring motivation, affect, and behavior; and examining 
one’s functioning (Bandura 2001). Successful self-regulators take action and 
influence their environment in ways that support achievement of their goals: 
seeking out advice and information, teaching themselves, initiating activities 
for practice and improvement, using effective strategies to reach their goals, 
and reviewing how they are going (Zimmerman 1990)—all important for 
becoming an independent critical thinker.

Reviewing or self-evaluating is particularly important and is emphasized in 
both the self-regulatory (Zimmerman and Schunk 2001) and the critical think-
ing literature (Facione 1990; Paul and Elder 2001). The ability to evaluate one’s 
own efforts and improve is dependent upon having standards, benchmarks, or 
specific goals against which to judge how one is going. When successful self-
regulators see a discrepancy between what they do and the standard or goal 
they are trying to achieve, they persevere until this discrepancy is resolved 
(Zimmerman and Schunk 2001). For some learners, meeting a particular short-
term goal or standard can result in them setting a new more challenging goal 
or benchmark for themselves to meet (Zimmerman and Schunk 2001). This is 
the type of approach to becoming a critical thinker that is emphasized by Paul 
and Elder (2001).

Given the personal effort, direction, and focus entailed in self-regulation, 
it is not surprising that many have found that when students self-regulate, 
academic achievement, self-satisfaction, and motivation increase (Vrieling, 
Bastiaens, and Stijnen 2012; Zimmerman 2002). As this happens, the cycle is 
reinforced. With achievement through self-regulation, successful self-regula-
tors believe they will be successful, that they are responsible for and capable of 
their own development, and that efforts to self- regulate will work (Greene and 
Azevedo 2007; Zimmerman 1990). This self-reinforcing cycle is fundamental 
to becoming an accomplished self-regulated critical thinker.

However, not all learners hold these types of beliefs; understand this inter-
active process and the personal control or agency that they have; or have the 
self-regulatory attitudes, skills, strategies, and behaviors required. This affects 
perseverance and success and can result in inhibiting or self-defeating behav-
iors and even abandonment of goals such as becoming a critical thinker.
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Environmental impacts on becoming a  
self-regulated critical thinker

Becoming a self-regulated critical thinker requires individuals to take personal 
control over such aspects as goals, plans, actions, the pace in which these actions 
are undertaken, environmental conditions, and with whom one collaborates. 
However, environments interact with personal characteristics and behaviors, 
such as self-control, in various ways that can enhance or inhibit self-regulation.

Fundamental to assuming responsibility for self-control is whether the envi-
ronment provides the opportunity to self-regulate in the first place. Some con-
texts do not allow for self-regulated critical thinking processes. How and when 
things are done are controlled or directed by others. Such environmental con-
trol does not encourage initiative, the development of plans, or the testing 
and developing of processes, skills, and strategies for self-regulation of critical 
thinking. It has been found that when students are given increased opportuni-
ties to self-regulate, their use of self-regulatory processes and strategies increases 
(Vrieling, Bastiaens, and Stijnen 2012). Similarly, where students perceive that 
self-regulation is not required, is not preferable, or that they will not gain from 
self-regulating, they will not use the process (Zimmerman 2001).

The opportunity to self-regulate as a critical thinker is enabled in a number of 
key ways. First, it is enabled by complex tasks with multiple goals (Greene and 
Azevedo 2007). Such tasks allow for multiple decisions to be made and for con-
trol over these to be exerted. For critical thinking, these are typified by appro-
priately challenging open-ended questions, problems, or issues, also known as 
“ill-structured,” “messy,” or “authentic,”which do not have “one right answer” 
(Facione 1990) such as feasibility studies, design briefs, research projects, sys-
tems analysis, argumentative essays, and the like (Vardi 2013a). Second, it is 
enabled by an environment that allows for personal choice and self-direction, 
or autonomy, in the questions, problems, or issues to be addressed and the 
manner in which they are tackled (Ryan and Deci 2000).

However, simply providing the opportunity to take control and self-regulate 
when confronted with a complex critical thinking task may not result in per-
sonal success, satisfaction, or persistence toward the future goal of becoming 
a critical thinker. According to Self-Determination Theory, humans possess a 
fundamental need for autonomy coupled with competence, and when both of 
these needs are supported and met by the environment, motivation, initiative, 
curiosity, and effort increase, particularly when learning is conceptually and 
creatively challenging (Ryan and Deci 2000). This desire for competence in 
challenging situations where students are required to self-regulate was observed 
by Vrieling et al. (2012). They found that when students were given increased 
opportunities to self-regulate, they wanted and needed instruction in strate-
gies and knowledge of the domain to be successful. In situations requiring 
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critical thinking, this includes the need for competence and instruction in the 
relevant critical thinking strategies, skills, and dispositions.

Within an educational setting, the balance between personal control, or 
autonomy, and environmental control and support is complex. While some 
students are willing and able to assume responsibility and have the necessary 
personal resources (e.g., skills, strategies, knowledge, behaviors), others do not 
have these personal resources, and therefore need more environmental con-
trol, support, and intervention in the process (Garrison 1992). The need for 
balance between personal and environmental control has led Vrieling et al. 
(2012) to suggest that as competence in using the necessary skills, strategies, 
and dispositions is progressively developed, control is progressively handed 
over. The question is the nature of that control. Eshel and Kohavi (2003) have 
shown that control, when it manifests as a well-organized and well-structured 
supportive environment, can coexist with high levels of student autonomy, 
and further that this coexistence leads to high levels of student satisfaction 
and achievement. Perception plays an important role. Where students perceive 
that their level of control is, on-balance, higher than the control exerted by 
the environment, there is a positive impact on self-regulation and achievement 
(Eshel and Kohavi 2003).

Control and support are different. The literature points to two key envi-
ronmental factors that are of particular importance in supporting students in 
becoming self-regulated critical thinkers. First is the provision of externally 
provided feedback. Externally provided feedback is particularly important 
for self-regulation as it provides grounds for re-interpreting and calibrat-
ing performance against standards and goals (Butler and Winne 1995). The 
second involves sharing a good quality relationships with mentors, such as 
their teachers, whereby they tend to internalize their mentor’s beliefs (Martin 
and Dowson 2009), including those about knowledge, one’s role in acquiring 
knowledge, and one’s ability to do so.

These findings point to the need for an environment that supports and 
develops both self-regulation and critical thinking for success. Such environ-
ments are well-organized and well-structured for developing competence in 
self-regulation and critical thinking, as well as for providing appropriate levels 
of personal control or autonomy. These types of environments increase moti-
vation, self-efficacy, and ability, and support personal agency in reaching one’s 
goals of becoming a critical thinker.

Implications for critical thinking pedagogy in  
higher education

Applying the lens of self-regulation and personal epistemology to developing 
critical thinkers reveals the need for students to have: (1) the aspirational goals 
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and supporting beliefs of a critical thinker; (2) the opportunity to act as a 
self-regulated critical thinker; and (iii) the competence in using the skills, dis-
positions, strategies, and processes of a self-regulating critical thinker. This is 
depicted in figure 12. 3.

Providing an educational environment that supports and develops these 
needs is important for developing critical thinkers. This has significant impli-
cations for practice at universities.

Goals and beliefs

Often students come to university knowing what they want to become in a 
disciplinary sense, such as a “medical researcher” or a “biologist.” They have 
some idea about what this might entail and, through their experiences with 
the university, these aspirations may remain, change, or become more focused 
so that now their goal may be to become, for instance, a “geneticist.” In other 
words, universities have a strong influence on aspirations. This influence on 
aspirations can go well beyond a professional identity to include aspirations for 
the type of person one wants to be, including a “critical thinker”: a person who 
adopts a critical thinker’s language, behaviors, and “ways of doing things.”

Influence can occur by highlighting to students why becoming a critical 
thinker matters and what it entails: in essence acting to make the broader soci-
etal goals of a university education the personal goals of the student. Giving 
meaning and a broader purpose to life provides for powerful personal goals 
(Carver and Scheier 2000) that can influence students’ behaviors and actions 
in the future. Further, showing students that the university will help them 
achieve this aspiration by breaking it down into achievable steps will help 

Becoming a 
critical thinker

Critical thinking
– goals
– beliefs

Opportunity to act as:  
– a critical thinker
– a self-regulator

Competence in: 
– critical thinking  
– self-regulation

Figure 12.3 What students need to become a “critical thinker.”
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students identify and determine how they take advantage of the opportunities 
provided by the university.

Influencing students’ aspirations and future actions may for some students, 
however, require engagement with fundamental beliefs that they have about 
their personal abilities and the potential they have to make a meaningful 
impact. Further, as shown through the personal epistemology literature, it may 
require engagement with fundamental beliefs about the nature of knowledge, 
the role one plays in gaining understanding, and the personal control one 
needs to invoke. As beliefs about thinking are notoriously difficult to change 
(Schraw, McCrudden, Lehman, and Hoffman 2011), influencing these beliefs 
and aspirations may well take several years and be affected by students’ experi-
ences in the university, their developing competence, and the expectations set 
by the teaching staff. Research shows that that while beliefs about the nature 
of knowledge do change as students progressively seek higher qualifications, 
this progress is gradual (King and Kitchener 2002), with the nature of the 
disciplinary learning environment impacting significantly on development 
(Palmer and Marra 2004). This is where providing opportunity and developing 
competence in the disciplinary context come into play.

Opportunity

What a student might aspire to and what he or she is expected and allowed to 
do are two different things. Opportunities for students to act as critical thinkers 
need to be frequent throughout the educational experience: in the class, in activ-
ities and tasks, in assessments (Vardi 2013a), and in the total campus experience 
(Tsui 2000). Embedding such opportunity provides immersion in a culture of 
critical thinking. Opportunity lies in the way teaching staff engage in discussion 
with students and make clear their expectations for students to engage with and 
interrogate knowledge on their own and with their peers (Hofer 2004; Maclellan 
and Soden 2012). It also occurs through providing students with challenging, 
meaningful, complex tasks that require sound reasoning based on investigation 
of the literature, data collection, interpretation, analysis, synthesis, and evalua-
tion (Facione 1990; Paul and Elder 2001; Vardi 2013a) both within and external 
to the curriculum. These are the types of opportunities that help develop those 
personal epistemological understandings and beliefs that are so important to 
critical thinking development (King and Kitchener 2002).

As discussed earlier, however, opportunity is more than immersing stu-
dents in critical thinking. It is also about allowing students to self-regulate 
(Zimmerman 2002) by providing them with autonomy, particularly with tasks 
that require persistence over time and that utilize the entire process of critical 
thinking. Several ways have been suggested for increasing autonomy. These 
include providing choice, for instance, in tasks, methods employed, and study 
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partners; handing over control of the learning process (Garrison 1992); and 
allowing control over environmental conditions such as where to study, the 
level of noise or quiet in the environment, and when to study (Zimmerman 
2001). This improves motivation. However, as Hattie (2009) cautions, one 
needs to take care not to have irrelevant, less effortful choices and not to have 
so many choices as to be overwhelming. Appropriately controlled levels of 
choice with complex tasks need to be provided in a well-organized and well-
structured environment.

Competence

Opportunity without competence, and its concomitant successes, however, 
can lead to disillusionment and abandonment of goals. As shown through 
this paper, becoming a critical thinker requires competence in the domain; in 
the use of critical thinking skills, dispositions, strategies, and processes; and 
in the use of self-regulatory skills, strategies, and behaviors. Meta-analysis of 
the research suggests that developing competence in critical thinking may be 
enhanced by explicit instruction coupled with opportunity and explicit goals 
(Abrami, Bernard, Borokhovski, Wade, Surkes, Tamim, and Zhang 2008).

Simply providing opportunity is not enough as students can construct under-
standings incorrectly and reason poorly (Paul 1993). Further, they may not 
self-regulate well, particularly with complex tasks that take time and persever-
ance to complete. This is where explicit direct instruction aimed at achieving 
the desired results of becoming a well-informed self-regulated critical thinker 
is important. Hattie’s (2009) extensive meta-analysis of teaching interventions 
found that explicit instructional techniques, aimed specifically at improving 
competence and goal achievement, are significantly more effective in improv-
ing student outcomes than approaches in which students find their own way 
with minimal guidance.

Explicit, direct instruction in critical thinking has been found to be particularly 
powerful for educational achievement in units of study within the discipline, as 
it focuses on the skills, behaviors, and attitudes specific to the assessment tasks 
(Schraw et al. 2011). These can be directly taught by providing students with 
(1) an explanation of the critical thinking requirements of the tasks; (2) disci-
pline-specific exercises that provide practice in the underlying critical thinking 
skills and dispositions; and (3) written models showing how sound reasoning 
was developed and expressed in other similar tasks (Vardi 2013a).

This type of instruction within the discipline improves domain knowledge 
as well as critical thinking within that domain in a mutually reinforcing cycle. 
However, as transfer of thinking skills between domains or subject areas is a chal-
lenge (Schraw et al. 2011), explicit, direct instruction in general critical think-
ing, outside of the discipline, may also be necessary to provide students with 
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the tools and practice to apply skills both within and outside of the educational 
context, thus supporting the broader development of the critical thinker.

Direct instruction on the strategies that students can use to self-regulate has 
also been found to increase competence, knowledge, interest, self-regulation, 
and deep processing (Greene and Azevedo 2007). Such strategies can include 
verbalizing steps and understandings (Schunk 2001), using elaborative question-
ing, deconstructing problems or issues to identify and focus attention initially 
on the elementary components (Zimmerman and Schunk 2001), self-recording, 
positive self-talk, self-rewards (Zimmerman 2001), and regularly reviewing how 
one is going (Schunk 2001).

This type of instruction lays the basis for providing an appropriate bal-
ance of control, guidance, and support for students to take advantage of the 
opportunities provided to critically think. The literature points to a number 
of important aspects in the environment that enable and improve students’ 
abilities to take advantage. The first is providing clearly stated goals, learning 
objectives, or outcomes for critical thinking (Abrami et al. 2008) accompanied 
by standards or benchmarks for reaching these (Paul and Elder 2001; Sadler 
1989; Zimmerman and Schunk 2001). Standards enable self-regulation by pro-
viding a basis for comparison and meaningful self-evaluation of performance. 
To be useful, these standards need to clarify what constitutes “quality,” and 
students need to learn how to objectively compare their performance with the 
standards and how to improve (Sadler 1989).

The second is the use of feedback. Effective instructional feedback, which 
explains the strengths and the improvements that need to be made in relation 
to the standards, is one of the most powerful influences on student achieve-
ment (Hattie 2009). Vardi (2013a) shows how powerful feedback can be pro-
vided to students that develops both their knowledge and critical thinking in 
the discipline. First is feedback explaining the grade awarded to the task and 
its strengths. Next is feedback that addresses and provides direction for con-
ceptual misunderstandings, task-related misunderstandings, and any problems 
with the reasoning process. Last is the feedback that addresses how the student 
could improve in relation to the standards in both the current task and the next 
task. This type of feedback is most effective when it is prescriptive and, in the 
case of written tasks, when it makes links between the context, the content, the 
thinking, and the structuring of the student’s text (Vardi 2009; 2012; 2013b).

Hattie (2009) points out that the power of feedback comes not only from 
teachers providing feedback to the students, but also from students showing 
the teacher what they understood, where they are struggling, and where they 
have misconceptions. Feedback to and from students synchronizes teaching 
and learning and makes it all the more powerful (Hattie 2009).

The final important component in successfully guiding and supporting stu-
dents in an environment full of opportunity is the personal mentoring by 
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the teacher. Abrami et al. (in press) found that mentoring in the presence of 
opportunities to engage in complex authentic tasks together with teacher-led 
critical discussion resulted in a significantly greater effect on students’ critical 
thinking than did either of these opportunities on their own. Research further 
shows that good mentors and models connect personally with students. They 
impact on student achievement by believing in the students, caring for and 
having high expectation for their achievement, and supporting their auton-
omy (Martin and Dowson 2009).

Conclusion

The development of critical thinkers is an important societal remit for univer-
sities. It develops citizens who can (1) use sound reasoning to make decisions 
and solve problems in their private and professional lives; (2) contribute to and 
influence societal debate; and (3) progress knowledge and our understanding 
of the world.

Examining this remit through the lens of self-regulation and personal epis-
temology provides further direction to universities on how to develop critical 
thinking for use within and beyond the university context. This perspective 
highlights the need for universities to look well beyond embedding skills in 
assessment tasks to developing a person who, in the absence of assessment, 
grading, and marks, wants to become a good critical thinker, and to do so for 
good purpose.

Addressing the development of critical thinkers through this perspective 
raises the importance of addressing goals, beliefs, opportunities, and compe-
tence. It points to the need to support and encourage students to develop per-
sonal goals and beliefs that underpin becoming a critical thinker; to provide 
them with an environment replete with opportunity for using and taking con-
trol of the entire process of critical thinking; and to actively and purposefully 
develop their competence in both self-regulation and critical thinking. This 
broader approach aims to do more than develop and assess critical thinking 
skills; it aims to develop the critical thinkers that society needs now and in 
the future.
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Introduction

The importance of teaching critical thinking skills at the college level cannot be 
overemphasized. Teaching a subcategory of these skills—argument analysis—we 
believe is especially important for first-year students with their college careers, 
as well as their lives, ahead of them. The struggle, however, is how to effec-
tively teach argument analysis skills that will serve students in a broad range of 
disciplines.

Why is it so hard to teach argument analysis skills? Martin Davies articulates 
a good answer:

In addition to the complexities of distinguishing different parts of the argu-
ment, students must also deal with the complexities of academic language. 
The student must, in addition, be able to:
(1) Succinctly paraphrase claims;
(2) Distinguish premises from conclusions;
(3) Locate crucial hidden premises;
(4) Put the claims into the appropriate logical order;
(5)  Show the inferential link(s) from premises to conclusions. (Davies 2009, 

802–803)

The teaching method we want to advocate here is argument diagramming. 
There are, however, several different models of argument diagramming from 
which to choose. One of the most popular models was promoted by Stephen 
Toulmin in The Uses of Argument in 1958 (Toulmin 1958). Over the past several 
decades, for example, the Toulmin model has been adopted by English, rhet-
oric, and composition departments all over the United States. An alternative 
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model for diagramming arguments, however, has recently gained some traction 
with teachers of critical thinking and informal logic. This model originated 
with Monroe Beardsley in 1950, was refined by James Freeman in the 1980s and 
1990s (Freeman 1991), and is now known as the Beardsley-Freeman model.

This kind of argument diagram is a visual representation of the content and 
structure of an argument. For illustration, consider the following argument:

The ability to think critically is more important now than it has ever been. 
People have always had to make important decisions in their daily lives, but 
now, more than ever, these decisions can affect millions of others around 
the word, as well as many more millions in future generations. When we 
vote for particular criminal or national health policies, these decisions reso-
nate through our communities. When we vote for candidates for particular 
political offices, these decisions can impact other people around the world 
who are affected by our foreign policy. And, when we vote for particular 
environmental policies, we are making decisions that will determine the 
kind of world our child and grandchildren will inherit. Since these deci-
sions are so important, it stands to reason that we need these decisions to 
be the product of careful research and thoughtful reasoning, which are the 
hallmarks of critical thinking.

For diagramming using a modified Beardsley-Freeman model, the claims are 
put into boxes, the inferential connections are represented by arrows, and all 
the excess verbiage is removed (see figure 13.1).

In what follows, we argue that teaching argument analysis skills in a first-
year composition course using a modified version of the Beardsley-Freeman 
model of diagramming is better than doing so using the Toulmin model. To 
make this case, we first explore the nature and importance of critical thinking 
skills in the twenty-first century. We then explore the mounting evidence that 
teaching argument diagramming is a good way to improve students’ critical 
thinking skills. The method one uses for diagramming arguments, however, 
depends on one’s theory of argumentation, so we analyze Toulmin’s theory 
and its conceptual and pedagogical problems. We then describe the develop-
ment of a modified Beardsley-Freeman method of argument diagramming, as 
well as the results of a study we conducted to test the difference between teach-
ing using the Toulmin method of argument diagramming and using the modi-
fied Beardsley-Freeman method.

The importance of critical thinking skills

Completion of at least one critical thinking course is a requirement at many 
colleges and universities in the United States (e.g., California State University, 
State University of New York, San Francisco State University, Pomona College) 
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and in other countries around the world (e.g., Athabasca University, Canada, 
McMaster University, Canada, Atkinson College, Canada, Universiteit 
Maastricht Faculty of Law, The Netherlands, Al Akhawayn University, Morocco, 
Edith Cowan University, Australia, Australian Catholic University, Australia, 
Charles Sturt University, Australia). In addition, many more colleges and uni-
versities have “development of critical thinking skills” or similar language as 
a part of the mission statement of the institution (e.g., Washburn University, 
Iowa State University).

In the United States, these requirements may have been based on the mount-
ing evidence that, as a nation, our efforts to impart these skills are woefully 
inadequate. In 2008, only 13% of American 13-year-olds and 39% of American 
17-year-olds could “understand complicated information” and “learn from spe-
cialized reading materials” (Rampey, Dion, and Donahue 2009), and in 2011, 
only 27% of American eighth graders and 27% of American twelfth graders 
performed at or above “proficient” on a nationally administered writing test 
(National Center for Education Statistics 2012). College presidents note a rising 
tide of freshmen unprepared for the intellectual rigors of college, and employ-
ers observe that college graduates are seldom prepared for the rigors of the 
twenty-first-century workplace.

The ability to think critically is more 
important now than it has ever been. 

We need the decisions people make in 
their daily lives to be the product of
careful research and thoughtful reasoning.

The hallmark of critical thinking 
is decisions that are the product
of careful research and thoughtful
reasoning.

When we vote for 
particular criminal or 
national health policies, 
these decisions
resonate through our 
communities. 

When we vote for candidates
for particular political offices,
these decisions can impact
other people around the world
who are affected by our
foreign policy. 

When we vote for particular 
environmental policies, we
are making decisions that
will determine the kind of
world our child and 
grandchildren will inherit. 

Now, more than ever, the decisions people make in their 
daily lives can affect millions of others around the word, 
as well as many more millions in future generations.

The decisions people make in their daily lives 
are more important than they have ever been.

Figure 13.1 An argument diagram representing an argument for the importance of 
critical thinking.
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Philosophers of education have said that the development of these skills 
should be the first priority of any educational activity (Siegel 1980; 1988), and 
a number of national advisory councils in the past two decades have cited 
the development of critical thinking skills of our nation’s youth during sec-
ondary and postsecondary education as one of our most important challenges 
(Honey, Fasca, Gersick, Mandinach, and Sinha 2005; National Commission on 
Excellence in Education 1985; Rothman, Slattery, Vranek, and Resnick 2002). 
Indeed, the development of critical thinking skills is a part of the educational 
objectives of most universities and colleges, and the possession of these skills is 
one of the most sought-after qualities in a job candidate in many fields (Bieda 
2011; Casserly 2012; Graves 2013).

Although there is no generally accepted, well-defined list of skills that consti-
tutes the set we call “critical thinking skills,” there seems to be fair agreement 
on the types of skills to which educators are referring when they speak about 
teaching critical thinking to their students. Many of these skills have been 
identified broadly as a global package of knowledge and behaviors (Brookfield 
1987; Ennis 1987; Nickerson 1987; Resnick 1987), or more specifically as a delib-
erative activity (Carey 2000; Kurfiss 1988).

Even though there are a few generally accepted measures of these skills (e.g., 
the California Critical Thinking Skills Test and the Watson Glaser Critical 
Thinking Appraisal, but see also Halpern [1996] and Paul, Binker, Jensen, and 
Kreklau [1990]), there is surprisingly little research on effective methods for 
improving the critical thinking skills of college students. The research that 
has been done shows that the population in general has very poor skills (Kuhn 
1991; Means and Voss 1996; Perkins, Jay, and Tishman 1992), and that very few 
college courses actually improve these skills (Annis and Annis 1979; Pascarella 
1989; Resnick 1987; Stenning, Cox, and Oberlander 1995).

Most philosophers and educators agree that one aspect of critical thinking 
involves the ability to reconstruct, understand, and evaluate an argument—
tasks we may call, for the sake of brevity, “argument analysis.” For example, 
Kuhn (1991) says that “argumentative reasoning skills are in fact fundamental 
to what educators call ‘critical’ thinking” (5), and Ennis (1987) says that “ana-
lyzing arguments” is one of the critical thinking abilities. This covers identi-
fying the stated and unstated premises and the conclusion, and “seeing the 
structure of an argument” (12).

Teaching critical thinking skills

Although critical thinking courses are required at several universities, many, if 
not most, undergraduate students never take a critical thinking course in their 
time in college. There may be several reasons for this: the classes are too hard to 
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get into, the classes are not required, the classes do not exist, students’ sched-
ules are already overloaded, etc. It is difficult to understand, though, why any 
of these would be the case since the development of critical thinking skills is a 
part of the educational objectives of most universities and colleges, and since 
the possession of these skills is one of the most sought-after qualities in a job 
candidate in many fields.

Perhaps, though, both the colleges and employers believe that the ability to 
reason well is the kind of skill that is taught not intensively in any one course, 
but rather across the curriculum, in a way that would ensure that students 
acquired these skills no matter what major they chose. The research seems 
to show, however, that this is not the case; on tests of general critical think-
ing skills, students average a gain of less than one standard deviation during 
their entire time in college, while most of this gain comes just in the first year 
(Arum and Roska 2011; Pascarella 1989; Pascarella and Terenzini 2005).

Recent research, however, suggests that students’ critical thinking skills 
do improve substantially if they are taught how to construct argument dia-
grams to aid in the understanding and evaluation of arguments. Some of 
these studies have shown that instruction that includes the students’ critical 
thinking skills over the course of a semester (Dwyer, Hogan, and Stewart 
2012; Harrell 2008; 2011; 2012). Other studies have shown the advantages 
of using argument diagrams to enhance comprehension and recall (Dwyer, 
Hogan, and Stewart 2010; Dwyer, Hogan, and Stewart 2013). In addition, 
studies specifically on computer-supported argument visualization have 
shown that the use of software specifically designed to help students con-
struct argument diagrams significantly improves critical thinking abilities 
over the course of a semester undergraduate course (Davies 2012; Kirschner, 
Shum, and Carr 2003; Twardy 2004; van Gelder, Bissett, and Cumming 
2004), or a semester of graduate-level work (Carrington, Chen, Davies, Kaur, 
and Neville 2011; Pinkwart, Ashley, Lynch, and Aleven 2009). Additionally, 
research in this area has shown that student’s critical thinking about spe-
cific topics is improved if students collaborate on argument diagram instruc-
tion instead of working alone (Scheuer, McLaren, Harrell, and Weinberger 
2011a; 2011b).

Two models for argument analysis

Most scholars, if they have any experience with argument diagrams at all asso-
ciate these diagrams with Stephen Toulmin’s seminal work The Uses of Argument 
(1958) (see figure 13.2). But the history of argument diagramming begins much 
earlier, in the previous century (for an overview of the historical development 
of argument diagramming see Reed, Walton, and Macagno 2007).
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What was revolutionary about Toulmin’s approach is the emphasis he placed 
on needing a method of understanding and evaluating ordinary human 
rational discourse. Toulmin criticizes the philosophical discipline for focus-
ing nearly exclusively on formal logic and the relationship between logic and 
mathematics. It had lost sight, he says, of the original motivation: studying 
actual human reasoning. Toulmin exhorted philosophy to focus more on real 
(messy) arguments and less on the artificial valid argument forms with which 
they were concerned.

Thus, Toulmin ushered in a new focus on what we now call “informal 
logic.” However, Toulmin was not the only philosopher interested in empha-
sizing informal logic. In the 1980s and 1990s, James Freeman developed an 
alternative method for diagramming arguments. These different methods of 
argument representation are ultimately based on different theories of basic 
argument structure. Any theory of argument structure identifies the funda-
mental elements of arguments and describes how these elements fit together. 
Both Toulmin and Freeman take an argument to be made up of statements, in 
which one is the conclusion and others are offered in support of that conclu-
sion. From there, however, their theories diverge.

Toulmin

In Toulmin’s theory, there is only one pattern of argument made up of six 
different elements. Not all of these elements, though, describe kinds of state-
ments, so Toulmin believes that an argument is more than just a collection 
of statements. There are three basic elements in an argument. The first is the 
claim, which is the original statement controversially asserted to be true. The 
second is the data, which are the reasons offered to support the claim. Finally, 
there is the warrant, which is offered as the link between the data and the 
claim, the fact that makes it so the data really do support the claim.

There are also three additional elements in an argument, according to 
Toulmin. There is the backing, which is offered as a reason for accepting the 
warrant. There is the qualifier, which indicates whether the data are supposed 
to be conclusive proof of the claim. And there is the rebuttal, which lays out the 
conditions under which the data do not, in fact, support the claim.

Rebuttal

Data

Warrant

Backing

Qualifier, Claim

Figure 13.2 Toulmin’s example of his model of argument diagramming (1958, 97).
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In Toulmin’s theory, claims, data, and backing are clearly statements that 
appear in the argument. And, just as clearly, qualifiers and rebuttals are not 
statements (“Qualifiers” are words like “usually,” “mostly,” or “probably,” while 
“rebuttals” are words like “unless” or “except.”). Warrants, on the other hand, 
are not as well defined. Toulmin describes warrants as statements, but often 
(though not always) says or implies that they are always implicit.

Every argument, then, according to Toulmin, consists of at least a claim that 
is explicitly supported by data, plus a warrant that implicitly sanctions the 
inference from the data to the claim. Some arguments have, in addition, back-
ing, qualifier, and/or rebuttal, depending on the nature of the data and the 
claim.

In representing an argument diagrammatically, Toulmin introduces arrows 
to his set of six elements. Arrows can begin with either data or backing and end 
in a qualifier, claim, or warrant. Or, arrows can begin with warrant or rebuttal 
and end in another arrow. Thus, on the one hand, Toulmin employs a com-
plicated ontology in his theory of argument: six different elements, only some 
of which are different kinds of statements, and at least two different kinds of 
connections only some of which are between different elements.

On the other hand, Toulmin’s argument pattern is quite simple. On this 
model, different, independent reasons to believe a claim can only be treated as 
separate arguments, and objections to the claim, or to the data or backing can 
also only be treated as separate arguments. (While it may sound like an objec-
tion, a rebuttal on Toulmin’s model is actually just another kind of qualifier, 
representing circumstances in which it is acknowledged that the data do not 
support the claim.)

Beardsley-Freeman

In his Dialectics and the Macrostructure of Arguments: A Theory of Argument, 
James Freeman (1991) credits Monroe Beardsley’s Practical Logic (Beardsley 
1950, subsequently published as Thinking Straight; 1966), with what he calls 
the “standard method” of argument diagramming. Freeman combines this 
method with the argument patterns identified by Stephen Thomas in Practical 
Reasoning in Natural Language (1986) to offer an alternative theory of argument 
to Toulmin’s. In so doing, he created what we now call the Beardsley-Freeman 
(B-F) method of argument diagramming.

The first important departure from Toulmin’s theory is Freeman’s insistence 
on a simpler ontology. In Freeman’s theory, there are only two basic elements 
that constitute an argument—premises and conclusions—and they are both dif-
ferent kinds of statements. There are however, five basic argument patterns that 
Freeman acknowledges, as opposed to only one acknowledged by Toulmin. The 
first is the simplest: one premise that supports one conclusion. The other four pat-
terns require at least three statements. The first is a divergent argument, in which 
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one premise supports two different conclusions. The second is a serial argument, 
in which one premise supports another premise, which in turn supports the con-
clusion. Third is a convergent argument, in which two premises each offer inde-
pendent support for the conclusion. And the last is a linked argument, in which 
two premises must work together to provide support for the conclusion.

On the B-F model of diagramming, then, all the statements in an argument 
are numbered. The statements are then represented by their corresponding 
numbers in circles, and the inferential connections between statements are 
indicated by arrows. Here, there is only one kind of arrow, one that begins at 
a premise (or premises) and ends in a conclusion. The four patterns involving 
more than two statements above are represented as diagrams in figure 13.3.

According to Freeman, these patterns can accurately represent any argu-
ment, no matter how complicated. Serial arguments can be made up of chains 
of premises of an arbitrary length, convergent arguments may have many more 
than just two premises supporting the conclusion, and one can link many 
premises together if necessary to support a conclusion. In addition, all of these 
elements may be combined in any way necessary to represent a single complex 
argument, as shown in figure 13.4.

P

C1 C2

Divergent

P1 P2

C

Convergent

P1 P2

C

Linked

P

C1

C2

Serial

Figure 13.3 Freeman’s example of the B-F method of diagramming the four basic argu-
ment patterns involving more than two statements (1991, 2).
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1

Figure 13.4 Freeman’s example of a diagram of a complex argument that combines the 
basic elements for an accurate representation (1991, 2).
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Using Toulmin’s method of argument analysis in writing courses

Many colleges and universities across the United States require a general pur-
pose writing or composition course for all students. For example, University 
of Michigan, University of Minnesota, North Carolina State University, Kent 
State University, George Washington University, Clemson University, Wellesley 
College, Swarthmore College, and Amherst College all have versions of this 
course required of every first-year student. These courses have slightly different 
course objectives, but a common thread is that students will learn how to ana-
lyze arguments in academic texts and create their own arguments—developing 
thesis statements, marshaling evidence, and synthesizing research—in addition 
to learning to write in a variety of genres and communicating through various 
media.

One of the perennial challenges of these kinds of courses is the wide varia-
tion in the background knowledge and skills each student brings to the class. 
Most students in American high schools learn how to write the standard “five 
paragraph essay,” but the emphasis on rigorous argumentation can be vari-
able. (The “five paragraph essay” is a one-paragraph introduction with a the-
sis statement, a one-paragraph conclusion that rephrases the introduction, 
and three body paragraphs. The body paragraphs each contain one argument, 
example, or illustration, and the template calls for the strongest to come in the 
first body paragraph, and the weakest to come in the third.) In addition, high 
school students in countries outside the United States can have wildly differ-
ing experiences of reading and writing in an academic context. Thus, most 
students have little experience analyzing arguments when they first arrive 
on a college campus. The composition teacher, then, has her work cut out for 
her.

For this reason alone, Toulmin’s impact in various academic fields cannot be 
overstated. Almost immediately after the publication of The Uses of Argument 
in1958, there were calls for Toulmin’s model of argument representation to be 
incorporated into the pedagogical practices of teachers in many disciplines. 
For example, the Toulmin model was widely adopted by speech departments 
across the United States, partly due to Wayne Brockriede and Douglas Ehninger 
urging rhetoricians to pay attention to this landmark book. “Toulmin’s analy-
sis and terminology are important to the rhetorician . . . they provide an appro-
priate structural model by means of which rhetorical arguments may be laid 
out for analysis and criticism” (Brockriede and Ehninger 1960, 46).

By two decades after its publication, Toulmin’s Uses of Argument was exerting 
a huge influence. In urging those in composition studies to adopt the Toulmin 
model, Charles Kneupper claims that “speech instruction has largely aban-
doned the syllogistic paradigm, and most recent texts in public speaking, argu-
mentation, and persuasion are now using a model of argument developed by 
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the philosopher, Stephen Toulmin” (Kneupper 1978, 237). In the same article, 
Kneupper explains that teaching students to read for an argument is notori-
ously difficult, and he pushes Toulmin’s method as a way to make this task 
easier (Kneupper 1978, 237–240).

The advice of Brockriede and Ehninger, as well as Kneupper, seems to have 
been heeded. In a citation analysis, Ronald Loui found that “everyone associ-
ated with scholarship in rhetoric, dialectic, or informal logic seems to have read 
Toulmin’s ‘Uses of Argument’” (Loui 2005, 266). One of the reasons offered for 
this broad impact is that Toulmin’s model is simpler and less cumbersome than 
formal logic (Fulkerson 1986; Gross 1984).

Developing argument analysis skills can be difficult, especially for first-year 
students who may have to unlearn bad habits developed in high school. For this 
reason, more than a decade ago, we followed this trend in using the Toulmin 
method to teach argumentation at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU), in our 
First-Year Writing (FYW) Program. The broad purpose of this program is to 
develop academic reading and writing skills each student needs to be success-
ful in his or her college career. Each student at CMU must take the course 
“Interpretation and Argument,” which is the core of this writing program.

Thus, though not titled “Critical Thinking,” the FYW course taken during 
the first year is generally one of the student’s first introductions to important 
aspects of thinking critically at a college level. Among other goals, the specific 
learning objectives for the FYW Program is for students to be able to:

1. Analyze a written argument: identify the conclusion and the premises 
(both implicit and explicit) and describe how the premises support the 
conclusion.

2. Evaluate a written argument: determine whether the premises do in fact sup-
port the conclusion, and determine whether the premises are reasonable.

3. Write an essay: analyze and evaluate one or more arguments.

The goal for the FYW course is to provide foundational reading and writ-
ing skills that will enable students to develop advanced literacy in their own 
disciplines.

Recently, however, we have realized that most of the teachers of the FYW 
course encounter some serious difficulties when teaching the Toulmin 
method of argument analysis to their students. And we are not alone. There 
is mounting evidence that teachers in all disciplines are facing hurdles using 
the Toulmin model. In particular, the notion and identification of “warrants” 
in an argumentative text is notoriously difficult to teach (Brunk-Chavez 2004; 
Fulkerson 1996a; Rex, Thomas, and Engel 2010; Warren 2010). As Warren 
says, “Teaching students to identify warrants can be so difficult that many 
teachers simply omit them when teaching the Toulmin model” (2010, 41). In 
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fact, this difficulty with warrants is not restricted to students; composition 
instructors also find warrant identification difficult (Fulkerson 1996b, 62; 
Warren 2010, 43).

Thus, in the past few years, we have incorporated a new argument diagram-
ming curriculum into the FYW course, based on the B-F model articulated 
above. Like the B-F model, in the CMU model, there are only two main cat-
egories of statements: premises and conclusions. In detailed analysis, there 
can be different kinds of premises: subconclusions, implicit premises, objec-
tions, etc. Instead of numbering the statements, though, they are rewritten 
and put into boxes. The boxes are then connected by arrows representing the 
inference(s) from premise(s) to (sub-)conclusion. In the CMU model, there 
are four basic argument structures. The simplest is one premise supporting 
one conclusion (figure 13.5a). Like the B-F method, the other three struc-
tures are chain (serial), convergent, and linked (figures 13.5b–d), and these 
structures can be combined in any way necessary to accurately represent any 
argument.

The reader may notice that we have inverted the diagrams compared to the 
B-F method outlined above. This is deliberate. The B-F method was developed 
to mirror traditional formal logical proofs that start with the given premises at 
the top and work their way down to the conclusion at the bottom. Our think-
ing, however, is to use the metaphor of a premise supporting a conclusion like 
a foundation supports a house to make the direction of the arrows easier for 
students to understand.

Using the CMU argument diagramming model

We have developed an argument diagramming curriculum that is used in 
many of our classes. The curriculum includes an online tutorial (citation) and 
a series of in- and out-of-class practice activities with diagramming throughout 
the semester. The online tutorial defines an argument as a set of statements, 
one of which is the conclusion, and the others are premises, where the premises 

a. Simple

Conclusion

Conclusion ConclusionConclusion Premise 1

Premise 1Premise 2 Premise 2 Premise 1 Premise 2PremisePremise

c. Convergentb. Chain d. Linked

Figure 13.5 The CMU method of diagramming the four basic argument patterns.
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are supposed to provide support for the conclusion. Most importantly, the 
exercises in the tutorial teach the students how to

identify premises and conclusions using indicator words and phrases in the 
text,
identify linked, convergent, and chain arguments using indicators,
identify subarguments,
identify implicit premises and conclusions,
diagram arguments using a specialized software program,
interpret an argument according to the principles of fairness and charity, 
and
diagram objections and replies.

Our move to use this method has enabled us to dodge some problems that 
we had previously encountered when using the Toulmin model of argument. 
As reading and writing teachers, our interest in using any kind of heuristic 
for reading and writing is to facilitate rhetorical invention for analysis and 
production. The CMU diagramming method and vocabulary, because of its 
simplicity, has allowed us to apply it across a variety of texts from the wild (i.e., 
a variety of texts from a variety of contexts), has allowed us to both identify 
and name parts of the arguments, also visualize those parts, and how they 
connect together.

Specifically, the method has helped us remedy two particular areas where 
teachers found themselves becoming “stuck” with the students in the course. 
The first problem related to the argument vocabulary that we had been using. 
The second problem stemmed from the fact that our methods, to that point, 
were insufficient for representing a whole argument at one glance. Together, 
these two problems merged into an overarching issue: How could students 
identify pieces of an argument within their reading and represent that argu-
ment visually, if the vocabulary for identification was so complicated that they 
became bogged down in the process of identification?

We had been using Toulmin to teach analytical reading in our FYW course 
because the students needed a vocabulary for discussing parts of an argument. 
What the teachers enjoyed from the Toulmin model was the concept of war-
rant. For Toulmin, a warrant connects the data or “facts” with claims within 
an argument. Toulmin, Rieke, and Janik describe warrants as implied gener-
alizations that individuals consider to be trustworthy (Toulmin, Rieke, and 
Janik 1984, 45). The authors go on to explain that constructing effective argu-
ments depends upon the kinds of “general ways of arguing we are going to rely 
on, and employ, in this particular case” (Toulmin, Rieke, and Janik 1984, 48). 
These warrants, according to the authors, are situated, context dependent, and 
field- or discipline specific.
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Prior to using the CMU diagramming method, however, students found 
that Toulmin’s concept of warrant (as explained above) was something that 
they struggled with early in their argument analyses processes. Some students 
struggled with distinguishing between “data” and “warrant,” especially when-
ever a warrant was an explicit one within the text. In no way do we mean to 
imply that our students could not eventually understand the concept of war-
rant. Rather, the nuances of the concept became nearly impossible to navigate 
within the context of an academic writing course simply because there is a 
limited amount of time to spend on these terms in light of the course objec-
tives. By the end of the course, the students are not only analyzing individual 
arguments but are building research syntheses and their own inquiry-driven, 
written contributions. In order to get students from writing an analysis of one 
text, to a synthesis and analysis of a field of texts, and then to authoring their 
own research questions and contributions, teachers could not spend much 
time problematizing the argumentative heuristic vocabulary. The objective of 
the course is to give students resources, or flexible tools, that they can apply 
to text analysis and production. If the students could not trust these tools, 
they would not be able to (or even wish to) use them. We found that students 
enjoyed analyzing and discussing warrants but that they could not use the 
concept of warrant for analyzing their own writing or that of their peers to 
help them with revision.

The argument vocabulary, according to the CMU diagramming method, is a 
simple one. All elements in an argument can be identified as statements. Those 
statements can be further classified as conclusions, subconclusions, premises, 
and implied premises. (There are other vocabulary items as well, but these 
are the items relevant for this discussion.) Most usefully, though, the CMU 
method has simplified the use of the term warrant through its use of the term 
implied premise. An implied premise can be a statement of any sort, not just the 
kind of “if, then” statements that Toulmin, in various places, seems to require. 
Representing an argument as a whole is much easier with a more streamlined 
vocabulary because the students spend less time struggling with their com-
prehension of “data,” “warrant,” “backing,” and so forth. Therefore, students 
can move toward seeing connections between the “chunks” of arguments and 
visualizing the argument as a whole.

Students’ cognitive burden has been reduced for representing a whole 
argument visually. The vocabulary and structure of conclusion-subconclu-
sion-premise enables us to build, rather quickly, visual representations of 
texts because the number of textual categories is not an overwhelming one. 
The categories themselves reduce the “noise” that a reader might experience 
when identifying and classifying statements for the purpose of diagram-
ming their relationships. Each item, whether a statement about data, expla-
nation, or reasoning, fits under another statement. Because the structure 
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allows students to think in terms of how the pieces fit together, students can 
more quickly move toward evaluating the logical they have diagrammed.

We should note that this more streamlined vocabulary and structure does 
not preclude the teacher from introducing the concept of warrant later in 
the course—or other terms in argument theory that might highlight the 
rhetorical situation of a text, its purpose and audience, and its overall social 
context. However, students will have already learned how to identify struc-
tures within the arguments they read before grappling with other argument 
terms. Some examples of other terms that teachers have used to discuss types 
of statements within the argument diagramming structure include not only 
Toulmin’s terms (e.g., claims that function as warrants), but also stasis terms 
(e.g., definition or causal claims), rhetorical proofs (e.g., ethical claims), and 
policy concepts (e.g., problem statements). In these ways, teachers have been 
able to address a variety of texts through the diagramming heuristic.

Effectiveness of the CMU argument diagramming method

Recently, we presented the data from a study we conducted testing the hypoth-
esis that students in the FYW courses who learn the CMU model of argument 
diagramming will improve in performance on argumentative writing tasks 
over the course of a semester-long composition class significantly more than 
students in the FYW courses who do not (Harrell and Wetzel 2013).

In the Fall of 2009, and the Spring and Fall of 2010, we administered pre- and 
post-tests to 81 students in the FYW program. Each test consisted in reading 
some text and completing two tasks. In Task 1, the student was asked to write 
an essay analyzing the argument presented by the author in the text. This 
analysis was to consist in identifying both the content and the structure of 
the argument. In Task 2, the student was asked to write an essay evaluating 
the argument presented by the author in the same text. The evaluation was to 
consist a claim about the quality of the argument and reasons to support that 
claim.

We recognize that text features alone do not constitute “good writing” and 
that there is no “right way” to read or write a text. We also recognize that privi-
leging some text features over others might ignore other significant features. 
The features that we chose will help us locate change in demonstrable critical 
thinking between the pre-test and post-test. We analyzed the texts for markers 
of text development and text coherence. We were interested in seeing to what 
extent there would be any kind of change in how many different ideas students 
could generate—about someone else’s argument and about their own argu-
ments. Within this category of “development,” we identified the following for 
both Tasks 1 and 2 of the pre- and post-tests: the number of different reasons or 
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premises offered for the argument conclusion, and the number of counterargu-
ments considered within the text.

For Task 1, we wanted to determine how much the students could understand 
the argument in the text and what statements they would prioritize in their 
representations of it. For Task 2 alone, we also considered whether students 
provided evidence or elaboration of their reasons. We wanted to distinguish 
between reasons that were supported with evidence and those that were not. 
Our concern was instances when students produced a lot of different ideas but 
failed to support them; we did not want to report “growth” in development 
without attempting to represent to what extent students were actually support-
ing their claims.

Because the number of ideas alone does not necessarily equate with good 
writing, and, in fact, one could argue that too many different ideas within an 
argument will result in chaos for a reader, we also looked for features that sig-
naled an overall coherence in a written text. Vande Kopple has defined coher-
ence as “prose in which nearly all the sentences have meaningful connections 
to sentences that appear both before and after them” (1989, 2). We also draw 
upon Enkvist’s definition of coherence, “the quality that makes a text conform 
to a consistent world picture and is therefore summarizable and interpretable” 
(1990, 49). So, by coherence, we mean those features that enable a reader to make 
particular kinds of connections within the text. In coding Task 1, we considered 
the following as coherence markers: logical connections between premises and 
the argument conclusion and logical connections between different premises.

In coding Task 2, we looked at the following as markers of coherence: logical 
connections between premises and the argument conclusion, logical connec-
tions between different premises, and metacommentary (or “metadiscourse”). 
Metacommentary is language that writers use, according to Hyland (2003), to 
compose a text that is clear to a reader.

By providing linguistic “signposts” to readers, writers can create the effect 
that a text is coherent and holds together in an intentional way. Because these 
bits of language give clues for making sense of the text, their presence in a text 
can indicate that a writer is aware of a reader’s needs for navigating the text 
successfully. These bits of language can also show that a writer understands 
his or her own text in particular ways and can point to a writer’s strategic view 
of his or her writing. For this study, we were only interested in the effect that 
metacommentary has upon the readers—we were not interested in counting 
the different types. Therefore, coders scored Task 2 holistically for effective use 
of metacommentary.

The results from Task 1 (given in figure 13.6) show that, when reading an 
argument, students who were taught argument diagramming were signifi-
cantly more likely than those who were not to identify more of the relevant 
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premises offered that support the author’s conclusion, and explain more 
explicitly how the premises are supposed to work together to support the con-
clusion. In addition, these students were much less likely to make any errors 
in their analysis.

The results from Task 2 (given in figure 13.7) show that, when evaluating 
the argument in a text, students who were taught argument diagramming 
improved significantly more than those who were not in their ability to 
(1) provide more premises to support their own thesis, (2) offer more evidence 
in support of each premise, (3) have fewer mismatches between premises and 
evidence, (4) explain more explicitly how the premises are supposed to work 
together to support the conclusion, (5) offer possible counterarguments, and 
(6) provide metacommentary on their response.

Thus, it seems that students who were taught argument diagramming are 
developing new schema for reading arguments and learning how to effec-
tively translate this into their own writing. This is reflected most noticeably 
in the improvement of the metacommentary from pre-test to post-test. We 
conclude that incorporating argument diagramming into the curriculum of 
Interpretation and Argument is positively beneficial to realizing several of our 
course objectives.
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Conclusion

Because of our personal experience teaching in the FYW program, talking to 
others who teach in the program, and the studies we have conducted, we have 
concluded that teaching argument analysis skills using our modified B-F argu-
ment diagramming method is superior to using the Toulmin method.

These results are important because the creation of one’s own arguments as 
well as the analysis of others’ arguments occur in nearly every discipline, from 
Philosophy and Logic to English and History to Mathematics and Engineering. We 
believe that the use of argument diagrams, and the CMU diagramming method 
in particular, would be helpful in any of these areas, both in developing general 
critical thinking skills and in developing discipline-specific analytic abilities.
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Introduction

When the benefits of tertiary education are listed, the development of critical 
thinking is often near the top of the list (Bok 2006). The critical thinker can, 
among other things, assess evidence, judge the relevance of new information 
to existing beliefs, and break down a complex problem into less complex parts 
and work through them in an orderly way. Abilities like these are useful in 
myriad contexts beyond the classroom. It is easy to see why critical think-
ing is seized upon as an important part of higher education’s contribution to 
transforming students into lifelong learners.

Critical thinking and the ability to argue well are part of inquiry and intel-
lectual life more generally, and they are undoubtedly of great value both to 
individuals and to the communities to which they belong. Good argument 
can lead to cognitive and practical gains. It can rationally persuade us toward 
true beliefs and a better understanding of the world and of each other. It can 
help us to make good choices about how to act. Lack of critical thinking can 
lead to undesirable outcomes in, for instance, purchasing decisions, public 
debate, the conduct of personal relationships and, above all, science.

Critical thinking also serves epistemic justice. It helps us gain a better 
understanding of who counts as a reliable source of evidence, who should 
be respected as authoritative with respect to the question in hand, who can 
reasonably be deemed an expert, and how we should not reject someone’s 
position solely on the basis of who they are or what other beliefs they may 
hold. When the views of certain people are excluded from consideration for 
irrelevant reasons, it is a failure of inquiry, because evidence or truths those 
people could bring to the table are neglected (Fricker 2007).
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In sum, critical thinking has the potential to contribute to our development 
as conscientious enquirers, that is, as citizens who

value significant truths and seek to avoid holding inconsistent beliefs,
want to be able to enquire effectively as to the right course of action to take 
in a particular situation, both personally and at the community or even the 
global level, and
are motivated to act on the conclusions of their inquiries.

The standard way of explicitly teaching generic critical thinking at tertiary 
level is in a first-year undergraduate course aimed at all students, no matter 
what their major. Such courses are meant to develop skills that are very gen-
erally applicable: in particular, the ability to evaluate arguments, which also 
requires being able to identify an argument in a written or oral text and being 
able to figure out its structure. However, numerous studies suggest that such 
courses are not very effective in producing a lasting improvement in students’ 
reasoning outside of the classroom, or even in classrooms other than the criti-
cal thinking classroom. (See Behar-Horenstein and Niu [2011] for an overview.) 
This is the problem of transfer: the reasoning abilities developed in a critical 
thinking course do not appear to transfer well to other environments.

In this paper we suggest that a virtues-oriented approach to teaching critical 
thinking has the potential to help bridge this transfer gap. If critical thinking 
skills are not sticking, perhaps that is at least in part because students lack 
certain intellectual virtues or dispositions toward conscientious inquiry. We 
conclude with some suggestions about how these virtues might be fostered in 
the context of a first-year undergraduate critical thinking course.

Virtuous inquiry

Virtue epistemologists distinguish two kinds of intellectual virtues: reliabilist 
virtues and responsibilist virtues. The reliabilist virtues are so called because 
they involve the reliable functioning of cognitive and perceptual processes: 
they include perceptual abilities, introspection, memory, observational skills, 
and the ability to reason deductively and inductively (see for example Sosa 
[1991]). Reliabilist virtues might be thought of as cognitive and perceptual abil-
ities. The responsibilist virtues, on the other hand, are intellectual virtues the 
exercise of which is a matter of choice: consequently it makes sense to think of 
a person as responsible for exercising or not exercising them. Linda Zagzebski 
has developed a comprehensive list of intellectual virtues that she considers 
responsibilist (similar lists can be found in Paul [2000], Aberdein [2010] and 
Cohen [2009]). It includes “the ability to recognize the salient facts [to which 
we would add ‘and properly to weigh them up as evidence’]; sensitivity to 
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detail; open-mindedness; fairness; epistemic humility; perseverance; diligence, 
care and thoroughness; the ability to recognise reliable authority; intellectual 
candour; intellectual courage, autonomy, boldness, creativity and inventive-
ness” (Zagzebski 1996). Several of these are cognitive capacities that one might 
consider fall under the reliabilist heading, though they plausibly count as 
responsibilist insofar as an agent might choose whether or not to exercise her 
ability to recognize the salient facts or to recognize reliable authority.

One might think of the reliabilist virtues as abilities with which we are natu-
rally endowed (or not), whereas the responsibilist virtues are acquired. But even 
if perception, memory, introspection, and the ability to reason deductively and 
inductively are native abilities, training and motivation are still required in 
order that they be properly developed and appropriately employed. Perceptual 
abilities can be honed to take heed of features unavailable to those with stan-
dard perceptual ability—we can learn to listen properly to music, to appreciate 
the subtleties of fine wines, or to identify different types of aircraft from the 
shape of their wings or tails.

We think that what really distinguishes the responsibilist virtues from 
the reliabilist ones is the role they play in inquiry, rather than whether they 
are innate or acquired or whether or not one can choose to exercise them. 
Responsibilist virtues regulate the use of our cognitive abilities, and they tend 
to be closely related to moral virtues. They often serve to constrain our cog-
nitive and communicative exchanges with others, enabling us to treat other 
enquirers properly and to take proper account of the contributions that they 
make to inquiry. Henceforth (following Lepock [2011]) we will call them regula-
tory virtues.

There is one further kind of intellectual virtue that plays an important role in 
inquiry. Practice is required in order to hone cognitive and perceptual abilities, 
and practice requires motivation. Motivation may also be required in order to 
exercise some such abilities even after they have been thoroughly developed. 
It might be that once a person has honed their ability to appreciate the subtle-
ties of fine wines, they cannot taste a wine without exercising that ability: on 
the other hand, even someone with finely honed reasoning abilities might 
sometimes read a complex argument and think, “There’s something wrong 
with that but I can’t be bothered figuring out what.” Thus, in order to hone 
reliabilist virtues and (at least in some cases) in order to exercise them even 
after they are thoroughly honed, one needs also to possess certain motivational 
virtues. Lorraine Code describes the underlying motivations of the intellectu-
ally virtuous person as follows:

The intellectually virtuous person . . . is one who finds value in knowing and 
understanding how things really are. S/he resists the temptation to live with 
partial explanations where fuller ones are attainable, the temptation to live 
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in fantasy or in a world of dream or illusion, considering it better to know, 
despite the tempting comfort and complacency that a life of fantasy or illu-
sion (or well-tinged with fantasy or illusion) can offer. (Code 1984)

Once acquired, the regulatory virtues are employed in the service of these 
broader aspirations toward conscientious inquiry.

The regulatory virtues have an analogue in many activities in which we 
employ skills that have been honed by training and by practice. Consider, for 
example, the tennis player who, taking her natural cognitive and physical fac-
ulties (perception, the ability to run and jump, fine motor skills, and so on) 
as a starting point, has, with the help and support of her coach, developed 
and honed her skills at serving, volleying, hitting deep and accurately from 
the baseline, hitting a winner off a short ball, chasing down a lob, and so on. 
Impressive though they may be, these skills are insufficient to enable her to be 
as successful a player as she could be. She needs persistence to stay in rallies, 
resisting the urge to go for a winner too early in the piece. Conversely, she 
needs courage to go for riskier shots at tight moments in a match. And, when 
things go awry or she is simply bettered by her opponent, she needs to display 
humility and grace in the face of defeat.

There is a clear affinity between the critical thinking habits we are describ-
ing as virtues and what are often referred to as the thinking dispositions. Virtues 
are dispositions to behave in certain ways under certain conditions all other 
things being equal. However, the notion of a virtue includes an important nor-
mative element that is lacking in the more general notion of a disposition. A 
virtue is something that, all things considered, one ought to try to acquire and 
ought to be motivated to exercise when the circumstances are appropriate. Not 
exercising a virtue in an appropriate situation is a failing. Take, for example, 
the disposition to seek and offer reasons (Ennis 1994). When Ennis calls this a 
disposition, he is talking merely about a tendency to think and act in a certain 
way in certain conditions: when we call it a virtue, we are also saying that seek-
ing and offering reasons is a good thing to do, something one ought to do. In 
the rich literature on thinking dispositions, they are characterized in a variety 
of ways. One characterization—the triadic conception, offered by Tishman, 
Jay, and Perkins (Tishman 1993) —maps onto our triad of virtues of inquiry. 
Sensitivity—the ability to perceive the appropriateness of a particular think-
ing behavior—is an analogue of our regulatory virtues. Inclination—the impetus 
to think and act in a certain way—is an analogue of our motivational virtues. 
Ability—the capacity actually to perform the behavior—is an analogue of our 
reliabilist virtues.

In the following scenario we illustrate how each of these types of trait—
motivational virtues, regulatory virtues, and reliabilist virtues—might come 
into play in the process of inquiry.
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Consider a situation that might arise on a Monday morning in a large first-
year class. Imogen is sitting near the middle of the lecture theater and paying 
careful and thoughtful attention to everything the lecturer says. Sebastian is 
sitting next to her, and he is trying to pay attention too, but he is impeded by 
a hangover. Robert is sitting in the front row writing it all down word for word 
so he can study it later for the exam. James is reading the student newspaper 
in the back row. Further along in the back row, Jenny is telling Megan in a 
whisper about her disastrous weekend, in the hope of being given a comforting 
hug, and Megan is responding with a detailed whispered analysis of exactly 
what Jenny did to cause things to go so wrong and how she can best get out of 
the resulting situation.

The lecturer asserts something that Imogen, on careful reflection, thinks is 
mistaken. Sebastian has the vague sense that there is a problem with it too, 
but he can’t muster the will to figure out exactly what it is. None of the oth-
ers have noticed the problem; the three in the back row aren’t listening, and 
Robert, although he is listening, is not thinking about what he hears. Imogen 
raises her hand and puts her point and the lecturer readily engages, reconsid-
ering his claim. He adjusts his claim in the light of Imogen’s objection, and 
the discussion goes back and forth a few times until a version of the claim is 
reached that both parties think is defensible. Sebastian is following the moves, 
and is persuaded that the revised claim is better than the original one. He is 
pleased that his inchoate unease with the original claim has been vindicated, 
and impressed with Imogen’s clarity of mind and boldness in speaking up. 
Robert is irritated—Imogen is wasting time that the lecturer needs if he is to 
cover all the points that the course outline says are to be covered in this lec-
ture. James is amused by the comics page. Jenny feels miserable. Megan is very 
satisfied with her own analysis of Jenny’s problem.

In this scenario, everyone who is paying attention—Imogen, the lecturer, 
and those members of the class who are listening—is likely to benefit from 
the interaction between Imogen and the lecturer. First of all, the partici-
pants and the listeners are likely to get closer to the truth about the topic 
under discussion, which may be a topic of significance to the students or the 
lecturer or both. In addition, the rest of the class (those who are listening) 
will have had habits of good inquiry modeled. Perhaps Robert will notice, 
reading over his notes, that Imogen’s speaking up actually advanced and 
clarified the lecturer’s exposition of the topic of the lecture, and change 
his view of what it is to be a good student in this class. Furthermore, those 
students who are properly motivated as enquirers have had an opportunity 
to exercise intellectual diligence, open-mindedness, and the ability to rec-
ognize trustworthy authority. None of these advantages would have been 
gained if Imogen had not spoken up, or if the lecturer had defensively stuck 
to his initial position.
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In the process of noticing the lecturer’s mistake, Imogen has exercised reli-
abilist virtues such as perceptiveness, the capacity for effective deductive or 
inductive reasoning, and memory (perhaps of something she has already 
learned). To be in a position to exercise these capacities, she must be moti-
vated: she is paying attention to what is said, and thinking about it. Perhaps 
she is motivated by a generalized desire to get closer to the truth, or a specific 
desire to get closer to the truth about the point at hand; perhaps she is gener-
ally diligent, and sees that what this class requires is careful and critical think-
ing; perhaps she is motivated by the desire to impress Sebastian or the lecturer. 
There are any number of motivations she might have, but she must have one. 
Paying careful and critical attention is not something that just happens: it 
takes effort.

Not all of the possible motivations we have suggested for Imogen seem 
equally virtuous. If she is trying to impress, that seems a less good motiva-
tion than if she is trying to get to the bottom of the question at hand because 
she thinks it is genuinely interesting and important. Nevertheless, all of the 
benefits (for Imogen, the lecturer, and the rest of the class) that we suggested 
would follow from her behavior follow from it independently of what moti-
vated it. Some motivations, however, will tend in general to lead to critical 
thinking in the situations in which critical thinking is required. The desire to 
impress is not one of them; the desire to get to the bottom of things is. Valuing 
significant truths, and inquiry and discussion as a means of getting to them; 
wanting to have, communicate, and act on true beliefs: these are the kinds of 
characteristics we are calling motivational virtues.

As well as reliabilist and perhaps motivational virtues, in speaking up and 
putting her point Imogen displays the regulatory virtues of intellectual cour-
age and autonomy. She also displays a good eye for a situation in which criti-
cal thinking is called for (unlike Robert, who thinks that students should stay 
quiet and take notes).

The lecturer too displays all three kinds of virtues. Deploying his own reli-
abilist virtues, he evaluates Imogen’s point and recognizes its force. He displays 
the regulatory virtues of open-mindedness and epistemic humility in being 
prepared to reconsider and to adjust his claims, and to engage with points 
raised by someone who might be considered to have less knowledge of the 
matter in hand, and over whom he has power. And he has the motivational 
virtues, one might suppose, of desiring to get closer to the truth, and also of 
modeling and encouraging attitudes and ways of thinking that will help his 
students to get there too.

This scenario shows that being a truly critical thinker involves more than 
simply being good at evaluating arguments and weighing evidence. You might 
have those abilities and fail to deploy them in a situation in which they would 
be appropriate. This might happen because for some reason you cannot be 
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bothered—as when Sebastian thinks something is amiss but doesn’t manage to 
put in the effort to figure out exactly what, or when James reads the newspaper 
and Jenny tells Megan her troubles in the back row of the lecture theater—a 
failure of motivation. Or it might happen because you fail to identify your 
situation as one in which critical thinking is called for—as Robert does when, 
having the view that lecturers have absolute epistemic authority, he occupies 
himself with writing down every word the lecturer utters rather than think-
ing critically about what is said. You might also deploy critical thinking skills 
where they are not appropriate—as Megan does when Jenny confides in her 
seeking a sympathetic ear rather than a solution, and Megan gives a detailed 
analysis of precisely what her problem is and how it can be solved. The genu-
inely critical thinker has the reliabilist epistemic virtues—in particular, the 
ability to reason inductively and deductively. She also has the motivation to 
deploy those abilities in appropriate circumstances. And she has the regulatory 
virtues: she can judge when the situation is one in which she should think 
critically and how she should go about it.

In our scenario, the protagonists exercise these characteristics in a balanced 
way. The good student strikes a balance between autonomy and the recogni-
tion of appropriate authority, recognizing the authority of the lecturer but not 
according it too much weight, thereby remaining prepared critically to evaluate 
the points the lecturer raises. The lecturer displays intellectual humility, but 
not too generously. If he was too humble (e.g., if he capitulated immediately 
without having properly considered Imogen’s point) then he might mistakenly 
revise his own position, or revise it correctly but on the strength of little or 
no evidence. The lecturer displays open-mindedness, but it would be a vice 
to be entirely open-minded. If it were immediately clear that Imogen’s point 
was irrelevant to the matter at hand, then there would be no need to consider 
revision of his own position in the light of it. The intellectually conscientious 
move would be to explain why it is irrelevant.

The scenario also illustrates that the ways in which intellectual capacities 
come into play and the degree to which they need to be employed is in part 
determined by the role an enquirer plays within a process of inquiry. On the 
one hand, while both arguers and their audiences need to exercise their per-
ceptual capacities, their capacities to reason well, their intellectual diligence, 
boldness, and ability to recognize and heed evidence, the person putting forth 
an argument may be required to exercise intellectual courage in greater degree 
than the person who receives it, especially if the conclusion is controversial. 
The receiver of an argument, on the other hand, is more likely to be required 
to display open-mindedness, especially if the argument requires them to revise 
or relinquish their existing beliefs.

Traditional critical thinking teaching tends to focus on enabling students 
to gain the skills associated with identifying and appraising weak arguments 
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rather than on constructing strong arguments. Thus students are often posi-
tioned as an audience for the arguments with which they are presented. 
Regardless of any disadvantages of this approach, which of the regulatory vir-
tues would it be most important to inculcate and nurture in our students in 
addition to the skills of argument appraisal upon which we already concen-
trate? The virtues helpful to good inquiry in this context include the courage 
to interrogate an argument, even when it is presented by someone who is gen-
erally taken to be authoritative or influential (so students also need the ability 
to recognize appropriate authority), and open-mindedness (to be prepared to 
revise or relinquish beliefs on the strength of a good argument that gives good 
reason to doubt those beliefs). Students also need to learn to exercise fairness 
in their approach to an argument, and this will include avoiding ad hominem 
responses that reject an argument out of hand on the basis of who or what the 
arguer supposedly is. First and foremost, however, before coming to be able 
appropriately to manage their own inquiry and their responses to arguments, 
students need to be able to recognize situations in which they ought to use 
their reasoning skills and to be motivated to use them in these situations. They 
need to have come to the view that the ability to reason well, and to act on the 
results, is a good.

The standard critical thinking course, the virtues, and  
the problem of transfer

What we are calling “the standard critical thinking course” is a first-year under-
graduate course intended to develop cognitive abilities that any undergraduate 
will find useful, both in their studies and outside the university. (Searching uni-
versity websites in the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, Australia, 
and New Zealand confirms that this is by far the most common model of 
explicit critical thinking instruction.) The ability particularly emphasized is 
the ability to evaluate arguments. In the interests of teaching this general skill 
and of keeping the attention of students with a variety of interests and back-
grounds, such courses tend to use examples from a wide range of different 
areas to illustrate argument types and argument-evaluation methods, rather 
than being embedded in some particular discipline.

There is a plethora of textbooks designed to be used in such courses (Bowell 
and Kemp [2014], Waller [2011], and Salmon [2012] are examples). The text-
books and the courses that use them follow a fairly standard pattern. They 
begin with a brief discussion of the value of critical thinking and go on to talk 
about what arguments are and how to identify them in a written or oral text. 
They present at least one method for setting out an argument so that it is clear 
what the premises and conclusion are and what the structure is: often a “tree 
diagram” method is presented as a way of visually laying out the structure of an 
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argument. Typically they draw a distinction between deductive and inductive 
arguments and talk about the criteria of evaluation for these different kinds 
of argument. They go on to provide a list of common kinds of arguments that 
are bad and yet persuasive (fallacies), how they can be recognized, and what is 
wrong with them. At the end of each chapter, exercises are provided to enable 
the student to practice their skills (argument diagramming, argument evalua-
tion, recognizing and labeling examples of fallacies, etc.). The emphasis is very 
much on the acquisition of abilities, or the development and refinement of 
abilities already possessed to some degree, as opposed to the learning of facts.

It appears that the standard critical thinking course does not live up to its 
billing. While we may be reasonably successful at helping students to become 
adept at identifying, diagramming, and evaluating arguments in the critical 
thinking classroom and in the end of semester exam, evidence suggests that 
fewer of them use these abilities in environments beyond the classroom and 
the immediate end of gaining the required course credits: these abilities are not 
necessarily becoming second nature to our students (Behar-Horenstein and 
Niu 2011; Goldberg 2014).

We suggest that teaching with the aim of developing not just the relevant 
(reliabilist) abilities but also the kinds of motivational and regulatory virtues 
discussed in the previous section might have benefits, among them the mitiga-
tion of the problem of transfer. Developing these higher-level virtues in stu-
dents is worthwhile in its own right—we have suggested above that they are 
characteristics that we want citizens to have, and a critical thinking course 
seems a likely venue in which to try to develop them. But independently of 
this, we suggest that a focus on developing motivational and regulatory virtues 
might increase the likelihood that students will deploy their reasoning skills 
outside the classroom.

Why might a student who did well in the end of semester critical thinking 
exam nevertheless not think critically when they are considering whether or 
not to become a vegetarian, or deciding who to vote for? One possibility is 
that although they can solve a critical thinking problem when it is presented 
to them as such, they are not good at recognizing critical thinking problems 
in the wild—they do not see that this is the kind of occasion those classes 
were supposed to prepare them for. Another is that although they have the 
skills and can see that this is the sort of situation in which they are applicable, 
they can’t be bothered applying them; they lack the right kind of motivating 
virtues. Yet another is that they have not properly acquired the skills—either 
they had them but they did not stick, or what they acquired were not critical 
thinking skills in any broad sense but only the ability to do well in a critical 
thinking exam. It seems likely that all three of these (and no doubt others as 
well) are part of the explanation of the transfer problem. If we could instil 
regulatory virtues (which are abilities to judge when and to what extent to 
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employ which reliabilist virtues) in our students, that would help with the first 
kind of situation. If we could instil motivational virtues (get the students to 
see the importance of employing the reliabilist virtues in those contexts), that 
would help with the second.

Consider now the third possibility: the student has not properly or lastingly 
acquired the abilities involved in reasoning well and evaluating other people’s 
reasoning. The results of research on what improves transfer are very mixed, 
but one feature that consistently appears to make a difference is the length of 
the critical thinking course. Students in courses lasting five months or more 
are more likely to show gains (Behar-Horenstein and Niu 2011). Most critical 
thinking courses, however, are one-semester courses, and there are not in gen-
eral follow-up courses that give the student the opportunity to further develop 
and practice the skills taught in the first-year course. It would be unsurprising 
if the abilities developed do not have time to become deeply engrained, and 
the exercise of them habitual, in the brief period covered by the course.

Compare the one-semester critical thinking intervention to, for example, 
how people learn to do long division. Every year, for years and years, children 
do long division in math class, the exercises gradually becoming more compli-
cated as the years go by. The same procedure keeps getting used, over years of 
practice exercises, until it is thoroughly engrained. For many adults who have 
been through this process, long division is second nature—they can recognize 
a situation in which long division is called for and do it, even if years have 
passed since the last such situation arose.

It might well be a good thing if critical thinking were taught in a sustained 
way in primary school. But since most of us are, at least for the moment, stuck 
with the one-semester critical thinking course at tertiary level, it may be worth 
thinking about how one might try to get students to act as though they were 
engaged in a longer course of study that continued after the formal critical 
thinking course had ended. Everyday life throws up many occasions for critical 
thinking, and the more of it students do, the more likely they will be to con-
tinue to do it, and to do it in the situations in which it is important. Again, the 
moral is that motivational and regulatory virtues not only need to be instilled 
in the student during the critical thinking course, but also, they need to be 
explicitly told what kind of skills are involved in critical thinking and that 
finding opportunities for practicing them both during and after the course 
will help to develop and maintain them.

How might one teach in order to develop the motivational and 
regulatory virtues?

We conclude with some thoughts about how this might in practice be 
achieved.
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Critical thinking courses often begin with a spiel about the value of critical 
thinking, which gives examples of real-life situations in which it is important. 
For example, one might ask students to consider the situation of the juror 
(a situation in which some of them will already have been, and in which 
many of the others can expect to find themselves at some point in their lives). 
Jurors have to make decisions that may make an immense difference to the 
life of the defendant. Different parties are trying to persuade them of different 
conclusions, and a lot hangs on their being able properly to weigh evidence 
and evaluate arguments. Furthermore, having come to a decision, they may 
have to persuade other jurors that it is the right one, and also be prepared to 
listen to and evaluate the arguments of jurors who think otherwise. The mes-
sage is that critical thinking can matter, a lot, in real-life situations. Students 
should conclude that the course is worth taking seriously, and that the skills 
it teaches them are ones that they can and should use in their everyday lives 
and not just in an academic context.

In the standard critical thinking course, the emphasis on important real-
life situations diminishes rapidly as the course goes on. It takes much longer 
to situate an argument in a realistic-seeming situation in which evaluating 
the argument correctly has significant consequences than it does to present 
and evaluate a simple example of, say, modus tollens. There are a lot of dif-
ferent argument types to be got through, and furthermore students need to 
be exposed to and work on exercises involving a lot of different examples of 
each kind. It is easy to see why examples tend to be oversimplified and to lack 
context. A further problem is that the students enrolled in a critical thinking 
course have a very wide range of interests and backgrounds: what is a realistic 
scenario to one of them may be, for another, a situation in which they cannot 
imagine ever finding themselves.

If the critical thinking course were conceived of and presented as merely the 
beginning of a process of developing critical thinking abilities, it might be pos-
sible to cover less ground but in more detail, and to thoroughly contextualize 
all examples. Perhaps, for example, not every one of the traditional long list 
of fallacies needs to be covered in class, since they are only more examples on 
which to practice the very general skill of evaluating whether or not a set of 
premises provides good reason to believe some conclusion. It might also be 
possible (especially if the class is small or if there are small-group discussion 
sessions) to elicit suggestions from students about situations they have encoun-
tered in which critical thinking was or would have been useful, and to use 
these as examples. Ideally, perhaps, all examples used, in set exercises as well 
as in class, would be contextualized and would be ones that would seem like 
real-life examples to some member of the class.

In addition, if we want students to practice their critical thinking skills in 
contexts where the outcome actually matters after the course is over, we had 
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better get them in the habit of doing so outside the classroom while the course 
is in progress. This might be achieved by setting assignments involving con-
structing arguments about topics that are of practical importance to them, and 
finding and evaluating other people’s arguments about such topics. One might 
also require a critical thinking journal as part of the assessment, in which the 
student reflects on occasions during each week on which they have used (or 
should have used) their critical thinking skills: this would both motivate them 
to find occasions on which to use the skills, and perhaps begin to make them 
more self-aware and reflective about their critical thinking practices. (See for 
example Garner [1990, 519] on the importance of self-monitoring.)

Conclusion: The critical thinking teacher as coach

Recall our tennis player, who has with long hours of thoughtful practice honed 
her serve, her volley, and her ability to chase down a lob. Had she not had the 
motivation to become an excellent tennis player, she would never have put in 
the hours. Had she not developed such character traits as persistence, patience, 
and the right degree of calmness under pressure, she would not be winning 
nearly so many games. And perhaps if she had not had a good coach provid-
ing encouragement and feedback, her motivation would have flagged, or she 
would have failed to notice that she was often losing crucial points because she 
went for the winner too soon, or that there was an easily remediable problem 
with her second serve.

In the critical thinking context, the abilities that need to be developed are 
those involved in argument evaluation, and one should expect to have to put 
in long hours of practice in order to develop them. Becoming an excellent 
critical thinker takes hard work, and hard work needs motivation. The job of 
the critical thinking teacher might usefully be seen as similar to the job of the 
coach. Perhaps the most important part of the job is to motivate the student 
to practice, by keeping both the value of critical thinking and the fact that it 
requires practice at the forefront of the student’s mind.
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Introduction

One of the proudest claims of the humanities and social sciences is that our 
disciplines develop the capacity of students for critical thinking. This is not a 
claim that is supported by research, and there are good reasons to be skeptical 
of it. Davies (2011) has suggested that universities are actually teaching very 
little critical thinking. In particular, there are serious doubts about the value 
of the most important student learning activity in most of our subjects, and 
especially those in second year and above: the student essay. Complaints about 
the shallowness of student essays are widespread.

One of the first questions to ask is whether we should be even asking stu-
dents to write essays. Well-known British higher-education scholar Phil Race 
reminds us that essay writing is inherently difficult. He also believes that it 
tends to reward students who are more capable of adopting the rules of essay 
writing as a genre over those who are better at other forms of writing and pre-
sentation (Race 2009). This was the position of the first author of this chapter, 
Sara Hammer, at the beginning of our collaboration.

As well as outlining an alternative approach to teaching essay writing and 
using it to develop critical thinking, this chapter will report on a qualita-
tive case study led by Sara that explored two separate but interrelated issues: 
the first was students’ preconceived ideas about essay writing and critical 
thinking as part of essay writing, and the potential of these to shape the way 
they believed essay writing should be approached. The second was the effec-
tiveness of the second author, Phil Griffiths’s, assessment process redesign 
in developing his students’ ability to test and evaluate author propositions. 
This research was conducted by someone other than the teacher and the 
teaching team. The assessment of student performance was undertaken by 
Sara, who had access to all student assignments, and did this independently 
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of the official marking of those assignments. It was she who selected stu-
dents for interview or forum post analysis, and conducted the subsequent 
data analysis.

Essays and critical thinking

What critical thinking consists of and how it should be taught to students is a 
continued subject for debate. One dimension of this debate relates to critical 
thinking as a personal disposition; another relates to whether or not criti-
cal thinking can be learned as a generic skill or must be embedded within 
an academic discipline (Davies 2006; 2013; Moore 2004; 2011). Mummery 
and Morten-Allen (2009) define critical thinking as the learner’s development 
of “effective reasoning, interpretation, analysis, inference, evaluation and 
the monitoring/adjustment of one’s own reasoning processes.” At its heart, 
critical thinking in the humanities and social sciences has to begin with an 
understanding that knowledge is contested and that social phenomena are 
explained in radically different ways by different theories and approaches 
that have not been definitively found to be right or wrong. This means that 
any argument made by any writer is inherently contested by a rival school 
of thought. Among other things, critical thinking involves subjecting these 
rival theories and approaches to intellectual examination. This can include 
identifying and challenging their assumptions, testing their theories against 
real-world experience and empirical research, and examining the structure of 
their logic.

For university academics, a key outcome of many essay-writing tasks is for 
students to show evidence of critical or higher-order thinking (Andrews 2003). 
However, our experience of reading and marking student essays over many 
years suggests that they fail in this. As academics in the humanities, we have 
also routinely found that the majority were poorly researched and contained 
little real critical evaluation. Our experience is echoed by writers such as 
Clarsen (2009, 83) who describes student essays as “depressingly simplistic.” 
In our experience, all but a small minority of essay texts are disorganized, the 
work of other authors cobbled together with little real consideration for its 
meaning. We have found it not uncommon for students unwittingly to copy a 
fragment of text in support of an argument that the author of that text actually 
opposed. We found little in the way of research related to essay writing and 
critical thinking that would provide us with solutions to these problems. This 
shallowness of student performance may be a result of what Norton (1990) and 
Vardi (2000) argue are conflicting and confusing instructions from lecturers 
and tutors about what essays should consist of, what is important, and what is 
prioritized by markers.
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Research by Hounsell (1997, 112–114) found that students held three differ-
ent conceptions of essay writing. These were:

1. the essay as “arrangement . . . an ordered presentation embracing facts and 
ideas”;

2. the essay as “viewpoint . . . the ordered presentation of a distinctive view-
point on a problem or issue”; and the most sophisticated,

3. the essay as “argument . . . an ordered presentation of an argument well-
supported by evidence.”

The last was the only conception involving some intellectual priority for find-
ing data and interpreting it. Yet even students who held this view of essay 
writing appeared, when interviewed by Hounsell, to focus unreflectively on 
finding information to support their own argument (Hounsell 1997, 115).

Our perception was that the essay as an argument supported by evidence is 
widely taught in Australian universities. To confirm this we examined twenty-
six essay writing guides from the full range of institution types. The guides 
we found were easily accessible to students on websites, and were provided by 
individual disciplines and by centralized student learning centers. Only four 
conceived of essay writing as involving research and participation in a debate 
that sits within a specific knowledge domain. Many offered a decontextualized 
process that took students through a series of essay-writing stages, such as the 
following:

1. analyzing the question and defining key terms,
2. establishing possible argument or thesis,
3. researching the topic, and taking notes from readings,
4. developing an essay plan, then writing the first draft,
5. editing and redrafting, and
6. completing final draft, including references and citations.

The most common type of guide we found made explicit the requirement for 
research or reading as well as writing, but made no reference to a knowledge 
domain or a debate. Only a few gave students any sense of how they might 
develop a credible argument, or that developing a position on an academic 
question is often a vexed intellectual process. Their silence on such matters 
sends an implicit message that the argument a student makes is not as impor-
tant as other tasks such as developing a logical structure and finding support-
ing evidence.

In such guides, divergent opinion is often referred to briefly, or not at all. At 
best, students are asked to assess the argument of an author without reference 
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to other research, or to be critical by evaluating evidence used to justify con-
clusions without reference to either authors or a debate. Certainly there is no 
advice on how to deal with debate among writers. For this most common type 
of essay guide, critical thinking techniques were not outlined. The end result is 
that students using such guides are expected to carry out a task for which they 
are largely unprepared.

Learner conceptions, assessment activities, and  
learning outcomes

How assessment tasks are conceived matters because this conception directs 
learner activities as they complete the final product. Biggs’s well-known “3P” 
(Presage, Process, and Product) model is based on the idea that effective cur-
riculum design should account for:

1. Presage—or, contributing factors that impact on what and how students 
learn, including their prior learning as well as what the teacher intends for 
them to learn.

2. Process—whether learning activities result in the outcomes desired by the 
teacher.

3. Product—the desired outcomes themselves (Biggs 2003, 19).

He argues that the interaction between these three domains can produce out-
comes that do not align with the teacher’s intentions (2003, 19). According 
to this model, a typical learning and teaching scenario related to argument-
focused essay writing and the development of critical evaluation skills might 
be represented as in table 15.1.

Our discussion in this chapter reflects each component of this model, focus-
ing particularly on student preconceptions of an essay and the assessment pro-
cess Phil designed to more closely align student activities with his intention to 
develop critical evaluation skills.

Table 15.1 A typical learning and teaching scenario

Presage   Students’ prior conceptions of an essay
  Students’ prior learning in the target discipline

Process
question and finding research evidence to support their argument

Product
their own position; occasional instances of evaluation, which are of 
broad positions rather than author claims and evidence

Source: Based on J. Biggs’s (2003) 3P model.
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Background to this study

Phil teaches three politics courses at a regional university, while Sara works in 
a centrally located learning and teaching support unit at the same university. 
Phil’s position was that developing in students the ability to write a meaning-
ful essay was one of the fundamental objectives of a liberal arts education. The 
challenge was to work out how to develop students’ critical thinking skills as 
part of an essay-writing assessment.

He began by rejecting the idea that students should be required to write an 
essay as an argument, because it directed students away from the task of criti-
cally examining their own and others’ positions. Phil’s alternative approach 
involved four core elements:

1. He conceived an essay as being “a contribution to a debate,” not an 
argument.

2. He argued that the first step in writing such an essay should be to develop 
a little understanding of the debate around an essay question. He therefore 
developed a supporting assignment in which students were required to out-
line the arguments, on the essay topic, of two authors representing rival 
positions.

3. After considerable experimentation, he found that the critical thinking 
tasks most achievable by disciplinary novices were proposition testing and 
evaluation. These involve taking a major component of an author’s argu-
ment, doing research to test the argument, and evaluating the argument’s 
validity in the light of that research. Validity, here, is meant in the sense of 
consistency with evidence and the results of research, rather than logical 
validity.

4. Students were then given a strategy for essay research (called a “research 
program”), which involved taking a small number of propositions from 
rival authors, doing research to test these arguments, then evaluating them 
in the light of that research. This material would form the body of a stu-
dent’s essay.

Subsequent subjects in a disciplinary major could develop students’ ability to 
undertake more sophisticated critical thinking tasks as part of essay writing 
and research, such as structuring an essay around issues in debate, the exami-
nation of rival arguments using theories that challenged their own theoreti-
cal basis, analysis of the logic of rival positions, and analysis of theoretical 
polemics. Our institutional context, where there is no politics major, has 
meant that we have not been able to implement and test such an approach; 
the opportunity to do so, and to research its impact, would be of great benefit. 
It was not Phil’s aim to produce in students a rounded or complete ability to 
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think critically; rather it was to focus on developing a few elementary critical 
thinking skills that could be deepened and broadened in other courses.

Student conceptions of critical thinking and essay  
writing revealed in this study

As part of what was initially a wider project, Sara first looked at student concep-
tions of essay writing and critical thinking by analyzing interview and forum 
data from two of Phil’s politics units, including the unit in this study and a 
first-year unit. Students in both units were disciplinary novices since these 
were isolated offerings within a business faculty. She interviewed students 
using open-ended questions and analyzed their online forum posts to discover 
their preconceptions of essay writing and critical thinking. Sara’s analysis of 
the data was focused on interpretations of essay writing and critical thinking 
as constructed by the students (Schwandt 1994).

Data were collected from a total of eighteen students over a three-year period 
in two separate stages, using different collection methods. In the first stage, 
interview data were collected from students in both units and explicitly raised 
critical thinking in connection with essay writing. In the second stage, data 
were collected from students in the second-year unit only, using unsolicited, 
unprompted posts from online, unit forums. As all students were required to 
post to forums as part of a participation-type assignment, we were able to ana-
lyze a representative range of posts from students enrolled in the unit.

The reason for narrowing data collection to one unit was the removal of the 
essay as an assessment task in the first-year unit. For the interviews, students 
were asked open-ended questions, the most relevant of which included:

What do believe an essay assignment is for? What does it require you to 
do?
What is your technique for essay research and writing?
How do you see the role of an opinion in your essay? Is expressing it easy 
or hard?
Lecturers talk about critical thinking. What do you think this is?
How do you show critical thinking in your essay?

Sara used a “naturalistic inquiry” approach to the collection and interpreta-
tion of student data. From this perspective, “data are, so to speak, the construc-
tions offered by or in the sources” (italics in the original, Lincoln and Guba 
1985). She observed that students were providing valuable data on their learn-
ing experience within unit online forums with no direct intrusion from her 
as a researcher. So, in the third year she instead chose to purposively sample 
online forum exchanges posted by volunteer students before their assessment 
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submission(s). Their exchanges were posted in response to a forum question 
that asked them to share strategies they were using to complete the assign-
ments. Sara analyzed posts that dealt with conceptions of and approaches to 
critical thinking and essay writing. Interview and forum data were analyzed to 
identify any general themes in student responses over the three-year period.

While data were collected from the same students, before and after their 
completion on assessments, Sara found that there were too many other factors 
that may have influenced students’ practices and conceptions to draw any firm 
conclusions from the interview data about the impact of Phil’s novel essay-
writing strategy on their conceptions of either critical thinking or essay writ-
ing. For this reason only analyses of first round interviews and forum posts will 
be discussed here. In any case, the main reason for obtaining the interview and 
forum data were to examine these participating students’ prior conceptions of 
critical thinking and essay writing to see what impact it might have on the way 
students normally approached an essay-writing task.

Conceptions of critical thinking

Analysis of student conceptions of critical thinking revealed four broad themes 
that were categorized as

1. weighing up different author arguments;
2. making up your own mind;
3. critical thinking as analysis; and
4. assessing the validity of author claims, or testing hypotheses.

Three students claimed not to understand the meaning of critical thinking 
and three of the six students using the online unit forums did not address the 
issue of critical thinking in their responses. There was no apparent difference 
to be found between students in first- and second-year units.

A common conception of critical thinking cited by four different student 
participants was aligned with the idea of weighing up different author argu-
ments to come to an opinion. One student explains: “I suppose you get given 
the left and the right of the issue or both sides of the topic and you go, well, I 
think that’s side is right or that side is right, or I think both” (cs2011). A similar 
theme cited by two students was the idea of making up your own mind and 
showing that you have thought about a topic. Two students defined critical 
thinking in terms of analysis, either with reference to breaking down a topic 
or analysis of theory and practice.

Four other students did refer to activities such as assessing the validity of 
author claims, or testing hypotheses. For example, one participant focused on: 
“Verifying their [authors’] sources and opinions because most writers will look 
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to express some sort of opinion or slant” (tk2010): of these two had prior expe-
rience in another of the politics units.

Conceptions of an essay

We categorized the most common prior student conceptions of an essay that 
emerged from these data as: “essay-as-understanding” and “essay-as-argument.” 
We found no discernible difference between learners in first- and second-year 
units.

Six of the eighteen participants outlined the purpose of an essay in a way 
that focused on their demonstrating understanding or acquisition of knowl-
edge, as expressed here: “It is for whoever’s examining the course to get an idea 
of my understanding of the particular question and how well I understand it 
by how well I write it” (cs2010).

The second most popular theme that emerged among student responses and 
posts was the concept of an “essay as argument” with five of the eighteen 
participants conceiving of an argument as central to an essay writing task. 
However, responses to a different question about essay-writing technique indi-
cate that this conception may have been more widely held. For a few there was 
also an awareness that counterarguments needed to be dealt with, although 
this student’s goal was to produce a balanced essay:

Once all the information is collected, I choose the ones that I think provide 
the point [I am making] and the ones that rebut the point to show the dif-
ferences of opinion for a balanced essay. (sb2011)

One of the less commonly expressed ideas included the role of essays in devel-
oping skills, such as communication and information literacy. Another was the 
idea expressed by two students that essays deal with the “for and against” of 
disciplinary debate, with a further two who had previously enrolled in another 
politics unit appearing to differentiate between “politics essays” and those 
elsewhere:

I don’t think they’re [politics essays] really essays. They’re more like, here’s 
a question: do you agree or don’t you agree and give me some evidence why 
that’s your opinion. (mk2011)

The interview and forum data also indicated that the majority of student par-
ticipants believed they should direct their essay-preparation activity toward 
question analysis and research based on key terms, as in this example: “It’s 
very random. I kind of just research—well, I just do a lot of searching on data-
bases for key words and stuff and spend a lot of time reading through journals” 
(mk2011).
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While the number of interviews and forum posts analyzed were small, 
the association between student conceptions of essays and the approach to 
essay writing they describe is supported by similar findings in other research 
(Hounsell 1997; McCune 2004; Norton 1990; Prosser and Webb 1994).

Connections between conceptions of critical thinking and 
understanding of essays

It became clear to Sara that students’ conceptions of essay writing might 
negatively affect their development of critical-evaluation skills. Overall, her 
analysis of the data showed no discernible relationship between a students’ 
conception of critical thinking and their proclaimed essay-writing approach. 
Indeed, for these students there appeared to be no clear connection between 
essay writing and critical thinking. However, exploring how their approach 
to essay writing might impact on the development of critical thinking proved 
more fruitful.

These findings, together, strongly suggest that student preconceptions of an 
essay-writing task may direct them toward activities that work against their 
development of critical-evaluation skills. For this reason, Phil had good cause 
to purposefully reconceptualize his essay task as taking part in a debate, and 
redesign his assessment scheme to refocus student activity on reading and 
research as part of identifying, testing, and evaluating author arguments.

The new assessment process

Students in Phil’s second-year politics subject were given two major written 
assignments: a formative assignment titled “Argument Analysis,” and a major 
essay. For the argument analysis, students were to choose an essay topic and 
were given two short texts arguing rival positions on it. They were told to

1. outline each author’s argument on the essay topic, as brief dot points,
2. choose one of these dot-point arguments—it can be from either reading—

and search for concrete evidence and other research material to test its valid-
ity (proposition-testing), and

3. evaluate the validity of the argument chosen in the light of the evidence 
found.

When it came to writing their essay, students were told that the body of their 
essay would consist of three, four, or five proposition-testing exercises, testing 
other key arguments they had found in their reading. The aim of this assess-
ment structure was to oblige students to engage in critical evaluation, and to 
do so in a context where it was clear that there was no right/wrong position.
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For the argument analysis assignment, students were given detailed instruc-
tions on how to carry out each step, and a range of support material, includ-
ing “how to” videos prepared by library staff. This support material provided 
clear guidance as to what constitutes good and poor evaluation. Assessment 
criteria included the accuracy and clarity of their two argument outlines, the 
relevance of the argument they chose to test, the quality and quantity of their 
research, and the quality of their evaluation of the author’s argument in light 
of the evidence found. Students found each of these tasks extremely challeng-
ing. Feedback on these assignments focused on what students would need to 
do to write a good essay.

When it came to writing the major essay, students were told that good essays 
involved:

1. Engagement. A politics essay is a contribution to a debate, so we expect you 
to discuss a range of different opinions that people have on the essay topic, 
and their reasons. Two of those opinions are represented in the readings you 
analyzed in your first assignment, but a good essay will also discuss addi-
tional viewpoints.

2. Critical thinking and research. We don’t just accept something as true because 
it’s in writing; that’s why we expect you to do extensive research to test 
the validity of what various authors have said. Your research needs to be 
critical—trying to find the truth.

Phil found that he had to explicitly differentiate his approach from that of the 
more common essay-as-argument to get students to go beyond the techniques 
they had adopted in previous courses. He presented the essay-writing task as 
building on the argument analysis. From it they had learned how to identify 
an author’s opinion, and they were told they needed to use this technique to 
deepen their understanding of the debate around the essay topic, reading and 
outlining the arguments in a few more relevant texts. Their essay’s introduc-
tion would need to include a brief survey of the different positions they found 
on the essay topic. When it came to testing and evaluating between three and 
five arguments for their essay, they would need to think about which argu-
ments to test, and this was described to them as developing their “research pro-
gram.” The aim of this was to show students a way to plan their essay research 
and break it down into a series of discrete tasks; and to do this in a way that 
maximized critical analysis and intellectual depth.

Finally, he instructed them to synthesize the evaluations they made of the 
specific arguments they had tested to write an overall conclusion to the essay 
question. They would then have a first draft of their essay. Students would then 
need to consider any gaps in their research, any other issues that needed investi-
gation, etc., and the text would need to be edited to become a coherent whole.
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Assessment criteria for marking these essays included the quality of their 
understanding of debates surrounding the essay topic, the degree to which 
their essay is focused on the essay question and engages with issues relevant 
to it, the quality of their research program, the quality and depth of their 
research, the quality of their evaluation of rival arguments in light of the 
evidence, and the degree of their understanding of relevant course material. 
The second-last criterion specifically refers to the type of critical thinking his 
assessment task was seeking to promote. Students’ attainment of this, on a 
sliding scale related to grade-level performance, would demonstrate whether 
Phil had been successful or not.

Determining the effectiveness of the new assessment process

To evaluate the effectiveness of Phil’s assessment scheme, student performance 
in essay writing for the second-year politics unit was investigated by Sara, inde-
pendently of the teaching staff, and with full access to all student assignments. 
She analyzed scripts of interviewees and forum volunteers, plus an additional 
sample of eight scripts each year from successful students (thirty-six overall), 
ranging from those attaining a pass to a high-distinction grade. Eight scripts 
from passing students in the second-year unit before Phil’s assessment inno-
vation were also analyzed so that Sara could compare the effectiveness of a 
different assessment scheme culminating in an essay to Phil’s new assessment 
process in developing students’ critical evaluation skills.

Scripts were analyzed and categorized using,

1. relevant assessment criteria developed and used by Phil and his tutors and
2. Bloom’s (Krathwohl 2002) and Biggs’s (2003) Structure of the Observed 

Learning Outcomes (SOLO) taxonomies.

Sara herself had taught similar courses and checked her understanding by dis-
cussing the relevant criteria with Phil. To this she added another analytical 
layer by using educational taxonomies. These are based on theories about how 
we learn and describe developmental stages of student learning, from the basic 
to the more complex.

She first analyzed some student work that was a product of the previous 
essay-based assessment process, which included an article review and an essay. 
For the article review students were asked to outline three different author 
positions from set texts on an essay topic and offer a conclusion, giving the 
relative merits of each. In this version of the assessment, students were guided 
to identify competing author propositions but were offered no technique 
for evaluating them, beyond the use of their own judgment as disciplinary 
novices.
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Sara’s analysis of this set of student scripts highlighted only one successful 
example of a student attempting to find evidence about author propositions 
within the essay. Some students compared and contrasted broad positions on 
a topic or evaluated broad positions based on their own reasoning, but with 
no exploration of evidence. Case studies or examples were occasionally used 
by the students to evaluate a general proposition. There was no clear relation-
ship between grade performance and the ability to evaluate broad positions 
on a topic, but higher graded papers tended to show better coherence of struc-
ture and purpose, and more evidence of research. The relevant criterion for 
the assessment prior to Phil’s innovation was “critical treatment of sources 
and evidence” (an earlier version of the criterion he would develop as part of 
the new assessment scheme). Reference was made within the marking sheet 
to “critical examination of . . . major arguments and evidence,” but the lan-
guage he used also reflected some lack of precision about what his expecta-
tions were of students in relation to their evaluation of author propositions 
and evidence.

Sara’s analysis of student script samples over three years after the imple-
mentation of Phil’s new assessment process showed that it was more suc-
cessful at developing students’ critical-evaluation skills. All students who 
attained a passing grade and above had attempted to find evidence about the 
proposition/s they were testing. She assessed their work using the relevant 
criterion developed by Phil for the new assessment: “quality of evaluation 
of rival positions on essay topic and of materials found in research.” This 
included a more precise requirement for students to obtain a minimum pass-
ing grade: “evaluation of at least one position on the essay topic in the light 
of research done.” She also applied Bloom’s definition of evaluation as: “mak-
ing judgments based on criteria and standards” (Krathwohl 2002, 215). In 
this case students were to judge the validity of author propositions based on 
available evidence.

To determine the overall standard (Stake 2004) of student work, Sara used 
Biggs’s SOLO taxonomy, which describes different levels of student mastery 
of an area of knowledge. Student performance can be categorized from the 
lowest level of “incompetence” to the highest level, “extended abstract,” 
which means that students can, among other things, comfortably theorize 
and generalize about knowledge in their domain of study (Biggs 2003, 19). 
Sara categorized less sophisticated student work as “multi-structural” (accord-
ing to SOLO taxonomy). This means that students can successfully complete 
separate components of an assessment task but they are not able to well inte-
grate them as a coherent “whole.” More sophisticated work was categorized 
as “relational,” which meant that students were able to do all the differ-
ent tasks required and integrate all the material they found into a coherent 
assignment.
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Pass

At the passing-grade level students in the second-year unit demonstrated one 
or two instances of proposition testing, as in this excerpt, which examines the 
claim that water privatization leads to higher prices and poorer water quality:

Saal and Parker (2000) examined the impact of privatization and regula-
tion of the water in England and Wales . . . the study included 5 years before 
privatization and 10 years after privatization. The study concluded that 
privatization led to increase in water prices and showed little variation in 
efficiency compared to the public sector. Other studies [that] supported this 
include Shiva (2000). (p22012)

The overall level of work for this student could be categorized as multistruc-
tural because of its weaker coherence as an essay. There was little logical con-
nection between separately tested arguments and an overreliance on just a few 
resources.

Credit

Student performance for a credit generally demonstrated a greater ability to 
pull material together coherently than students attaining a passing grade, plac-
ing them somewhere between a multistructural and relational level, according 
to the SOLO taxonomy. Either testing of claims and discussion of concrete 
evidence were brief, or there was a more general discussion of broad-brush evi-
dence as in the following excerpt. The student is testing the proposition that 
political freedom is a prerequisite for prosperity:

Another example is the small state, Singapore, which was able to generate a 
lot of wealth even though it is only a one-party state (Cohen, 2007). Also, 
Russia has been able to seize economic growth without being democratic. 
(c12012)

Quality, nonpartisan references were still comparatively few.

Distinction

Student performance for a distinction demonstrated greater overall coherence 
in their essays with a clearer relationship between the relevant debate, proposi-
tions tested, and conclusions reached and, generally, a better use of the essay 
structure, including introduction, paragraphing, and conclusions; these were 
categorized as relational, according to the SOLO taxonomy. Distinction essays 
also demonstrated a more systematic approach to the testing of propositions 
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and the evaluation of evidence. Some of the evidence found by students was 
still too general, or too secondary. More quality references were used.

High distinction

Student performance for a high distinction demonstrated a clear relationship 
between the context of the debate, the debate, propositions tested, and conclu-
sions reached. The overall work attained a relational level, with a relatively 
seamless integration between introduction body and conclusion. Evidence was 
systematically weighed and propositions tested at a greater level of sophistica-
tion, as in this excerpt below:

The evidence evaluated suggests there are both advantages and limits to 
private management of water. In some cases such as in Hamilton, private 
companies failed in efficient management which produced numerous exter-
nalities to the community while others such as Thames in England suc-
ceeded in efficient and effective managements. Thus it appears that water 
privatization [sic] . . . is a case by case issue . . . with correct regulations and 
government involvement the private sector can manage water efficiently. 
(Student HD22011).

The experience of Phil and his markers was supported by Sara’s analysis of 
student scripts. Over the three years following the implementation of the new 
assessment scheme, she consistently found that students who attained a pass-
ing grade could reach the benchmark of testing at least one author proposition 
as part their overall essay discussion. Students attaining higher grades tested 
these more systematically and with greater levels of sophistication. However, 
students’ capacity to develop logical and coherent essays as a whole was unaf-
fected, with higher-graded student work continuing to show a greater capacity 
in this area.

Discussion

We both conclude that Phil’s new process for essay writing and research has 
been effective in developing students’ critical-evaluation skills because it situ-
ated their essay writing within a debate with multiple positions on a topic and 
no right/wrong answers. This new approach also helped students to develop an 
investigative research technique for critically engaging with rival arguments 
based on a research program, rather than an essay plan. The research program 
provided a structure to assist students in developing the capacity for sustained 
intellectual work. Studies have shown the value of integrating research and 
research skills into undergraduate subjects (Wass, Harland, and Mercer 2011; 
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Willison 2012), and more fundamental skills such critical reading (Clarsen 
2009; Hammer and Green 2011; Wilson, Devereaux, Machen-Horarik, and 
Trimingham-Jack 2004).

Supporting Phil’s students in this way was important because the pre-
conceptions they enrolled with may have led them to pursue activities to 
complete an essay-writing task that worked against the development of their 
critical-evaluation skills. The majority of the students interviewed inter-
preted an essay task as demonstrating what they have learned, or developing 
an argument about a topic supported by evidence. Some students understood 
the need for balance, impartiality, and engagement with a range of views but 
the learning activities described by the majority were focused on unpacking 
an essay question to find key words and conduct their research on the basis 
of these. While the number of participating students was too small for gen-
eralization, other studies have found students to hold similar conceptions 
and have shown, likewise, a connection between these conceptions and their 
performance (McCune 2004; Prosser and Webb 1994).

Phil believes that the improvement in student performance has been most 
marked among “average” students, those achieving grades ranging from high 
passes to high credits. Sara’s evaluation of the new assessment process showed 
that it was effective in developing the specific critical evaluation skills targeted 
by Phil. However, it did not appear to improve students’ capacity to synthesize 
the results of their research. Only students achieving distinction and high-
distinction grades could convincingly synthesize their work into a coherent 
“whole.” This is in no way to minimize what has been achieved, but instead 
suggests the level of complexity and range of skills and intellectual develop-
ment required to successfully write a convincing essay. Students’ weakness in 
synthesizing their work may in part be a product of one of the strengths of 
the approach, the breakdown of the essay task into a series of proposition-
testing activities. Lack of time to read widely in their course as a whole and/
or to complete the assignment thoroughly may also be factors. Another issue 
may be the lack of research evidenced by pass- and credit-level essays and the 
related failure of students to situate their work within a broader debate related 
to the topic. Deitering and Jameson (2008) suggest that students need to read 
widely on a topic to familiarize themselves with the relevant debates within 
the literature. Most of Phil’s students were disciplinary novices, so another 
explanation may simply be that some of them had not fully understood the 
task (Biggs 2003), or were unable to complete it. More work is needed to exam-
ine in greater detail students’ experiences of critical reading and research as 
part of essay writing.

Students and markers alike were greatly assisted by increased clarity and pre-
cision of teacher expectations of their performance as it related to critical eval-
uation, as reflected in the new assessment criteria and descriptors. This affirms 
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the importance of clear conceptualization and explicit identification of desired 
forms of learning as part of teaching and assessment practice. Educational tax-
onomies such as Bloom’s (Krathwohl 2002) and Biggs’s (2003) SOLO may be 
useful tools to help academic teachers conceptualize and make explicit both 
the required threshold for key learning outcomes and expected levels of overall 
performance for each grade.

Conclusion

Essay writing is a complex writing genre that continues to evolve over time. 
Because of this complexity, the essay is often the first choice of assessment for 
those of us who practice in the humanities and social sciences. However, our 
experience has suggested the need to critically examine our assumptions as 
they relate to essay writing and the development of students’ critical-evaluation 
skills. In particular we found that teaching students using a model where the 
essay must be built around an argument is an obstacle to critical thinking and 
engagement with disciplinary debates. By contrast, reconceptualizing essay 
writing as contributing to a debate, and teaching students the skills to outline 
arguments, test, and evaluate propositions, led our novices to practice elemen-
tary critical thinking. Providing precise, guided activities and techniques to 
develop these skills also contributed to the success of the assessment scheme.
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One of the supervisors said: “Yes, we’re going to reshape you here.” It 
seems as if that is what they do in doctoral education, they make us into 
researchers . . . I mean, make us think in another way. And you could say 
that they’ve succeeded with that in my case: I mean with the critical 
thinking. What you learn is that you need to be critical of everything—
everything you read. And I suppose that’s the point with these seminars; 
it has to be, that you discuss the texts and critically reflect upon them. 
(Interview with doctoral student in pedagogical work, Pe1)

The demand for developing profound critical thinking in doctoral education 
is a serious concern since today’s doctoral students are the academics and soci-
etal leaders of tomorrow. Thus they need to be well prepared for handling the 
rapid changes of academia, and society at large, in deliberate, transformative, 
and responsible ways. Such a concern extends beyond the traditional under-
standing of critical thinking in terms of critical reasoning. It also involves criti-
cal self-reflection and critical action (Barnett 1997). Underpinned by a range 
of scholars who argue for a close relationship between critical and creative 
thinking (Baer and Kaufman 2006), I shall in this chapter argue that criticality 
of this all-embracing kind involves an ample amount of creativity.

Walters (1994, 11) states that the critical thinker recognizes when it is neces-
sary for “creatively suspending strict rules of inference and evidence in order 
to envision new possibilities, innovative procedures, and fresh, potentially 
fecund, problems.” Unfortunately, there seem to be many obstacles along 
the path of assisting doctoral students in their development toward becom-
ing critical beings of this powerful and creative kind. Doctoral education is 
a practice with “actors, actions, settings, tools and artefacts, rules, roles and 
relationships” (Lee and Boud 2009 13), all of which have a pivotal impact on 
the students’ development. Disciplinary traditions, controlling supervisors, 
gate-keeping senior researchers, funding stakeholders’ interests, and limited 
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time frames can therefore be confining factors for the critical and creative 
development of doctoral students.

Against this background, the educational conditions for developing doctoral 
students into critical and creative scholars will be discussed in relation to a 
composite theoretical framework based upon Barnett’s (1997) notion of critical-
ity in higher education and Arendt’s (1958) political philosophy on the human 
condition. This picture reflects the sum of my own experiences from conduct-
ing research and developmental work in doctoral education across all faculties. 
Through the chapter, illustrative examples will be used from one of my inter-
view studies with doctoral students from four disciplines (musical performance, 
pedagogical work, psychiatry, theoretical philosophy) at four universities in 
Sweden, which has been presented in detail elsewhere (Brodin 2014).

Why creativity matters in critical thinking

Even though an impressive amount of literature exists on critical and creative 
thinking, these concepts are seldom explicitly defined by academics in practice. 
However, in his interview study with tenured academics, Moore (2013) found 
that critical thinking was understood as: judgment, skepticism, a simple origi-
nality, sensitive readings, rationality, an activist engagement with knowledge, 
and self-reflexivity. As regards creativity, Jackson and Shaw (2006) concluded 
that academics generally conceptualize creative thinking in terms of original-
ity, imagination, and problem working. Creative research contributions, on 
the other hand, are recognized for being not only original, but relevant as well 
(Bennich-Björkman 1997). Even though these studies are valuable for under-
standing the meanings of scholarly critical and creative thinking, they do not 
address the vital connection between these phenomena in scholarship.

Brookfield (1987) states that critical thinkers are aware of and reinterpret the 
habitual actions, values, beliefs, and moral codes within their own context in 
order to liberate themselves from uncongenial ways of living. A similar notion is 
also provided by Barnett (1997), who suggests that profound criticality implies 
a process of personal and societal emancipation, in which the individual real-
izes that the world can be other than it is. “Reflection and critical evaluation, 
therefore, have to contain moments of the creation of imaginary alternatives” 
(Barnett 1997, 6). Releasing and creative approaches of this kind are certainly 
desirable in critical scholars for avoiding scientific dogmatism and for giving 
birth to new knowledge paradigms (Kuhn 1962). In a wider scholarly perspec-
tive, such approaches are also imperative for developing doctoral students into 
“scholars who not only skillfully explore the frontiers of knowledge, but also 
integrate ideas, connect thought to action, and inspire students” with deep 
concerns for the future (Boyer 1990, 77).

Due to the integrative relationship between critical and creative thinking, 
it is occasionally difficult to distinguish between the two phenomena in the 
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literature. For instance, open-mindedness and wisdom appear to bridge the gap 
between creative thinking and reasoning in conceptual research (Fasko 2006), 
while the two concepts of originality and independence are frequently connected 
to both critical and creative thinking in research on doctoral work (Brodin 
2014). Furthermore, the converging notion of critical creativity has recently 
been introduced as a methodological concept in action research for developing 
practices in emancipatory directions (e.g., see McCormack and Titchen 2006; 
Ragsdell 1998; 2001; Titchen and McCormack 2010). The concept has also 
been used for describing doctoral students’ transformative learning processes 
toward becoming responsible scholars who express their critical creativity in 
cognition, action, and speech (Brodin and Frick 2011).

Since critical and creative thinking seem to be two sides of the same coin, 
Bailin (1993) claims that a distinction between the two ways of thinking is mis-
leading in practice. Instead she recommends using the all-embracing concept 
of “good thinking,” which is nurtured through teaching disciplines as modes 
of inquiry. Critically, this implies teaching the disciplinary norms for knowl-
edge development as regards disciplinary problem fields, research methods, 
and criteria for quality assessment. Creatively, it involves demonstrating the 
open-ended and dynamic nature of disciplinary knowledge as well. However, 
with respect to doctoral education, where students’ socialization into disciplin-
ary traditions is essential (Golde 2010; Weidman 2010), it is valuable to keep a 
theoretical distinction between critical and creative thinking.

In my interview study with fourteen doctoral students from four disciplines 
(Brodin 2014), the students primarily related their critical thinking to “obtain-
ing scholarly legitimacy” within scholarly traditions, while creative thinking 
was rather associated with “being open-minded” in new knowledge develop-
ment. Both critical and creative thinking were connected to academic author-
ship in the sense that the students had to “write in a publishable form.” The 
students also associated both phenomena with “being independent” in prag-
matic action.

Nevertheless, along with their reflections upon the meanings of critical and 
creative thinking in doctoral educational practice, it appeared that the creative 
features of “good thinking” were not always encouraged in their research envi-
ronments. This fact laid the foundation for the current chapter. Thus, we need 
to ask: What kinds of assumptions are challenged in doctoral education? What 
kinds of alternatives are doctoral students encouraged to imagine? The answer 
to these questions is found in the current educational conditions for criticality.

Framing the educational conditions for criticality

The notion of criticality

Barnett (1997) suggests that the purpose of critical thinking can be sum-
marized in three forms of criticality, which, taken together, constitute the 
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full-grown critical being: critical reason (directed to formal knowledge), critical 
self-reflection (directed to the self), and critical action (directed to the world). In 
Barnett’s view, the problem in higher education is that students are primar-
ily trained in critical reason, while critical self-reflection and critical action 
are not emphasized. Consequently, students learn how to critically develop 
formal knowledge to a larger extent rather than reflect upon themselves and 
their worldview.

With respect to the present chapter it is important to notice that academia 
is the immediate world for most doctoral students. This is where they think, 
act, speak, eat, laugh, cry, and sometimes even fall asleep among their col-
leagues and community members through the years of studying. Academia is 
also the place where most students develop their scholarly self. Thus critical 
self-reflection and critical action in doctoral education need to be as much 
directed to the world of academia (with all the knowledge issues that that con-
veys) as it is directed to society at large. Unless doctoral students are impelled 
to critically reflect upon their scholarly selves and the academic context into 
which they are thrown, one cannot expect them to be prepared for critical 
self-reflection and critical action in any other context either.

Furthermore, Barnett (1997) claims that students in higher education sel-
dom reach the highest levels of criticality in which they start questioning the 
frames themselves through transformatory critique that implies existential, 
social, and personal transformation in the individual. Instead, criticality has 
been captured within the frame’s own instrumental and pragmatic process 
with no ambitions to challenge the given worldview in itself: Critical reasoning 
contributes to rationally strengthening existing knowledge paradigms, while 
critical self-reflection befits a process of conformation of the self to existing 
norms. Critical action, however, becomes a kind of problem solving where the 
actions are worked out in a taken-for-granted world.

Even though nearly two decades have passed since Barnett (1997) propounded 
his critical view of higher education, I daresay that this picture has not changed 
much in reality—at least not in doctoral education. Criticality is still predomi-
nantly constrained to critical reason, and critical thinking seldom reaches 
its peak in transformatory critique in any of the domains for criticality. You 
may wonder why. Assuredly, as Barnett points out, this circumstance can be 
explained by the fact that the university delivers what society asks for: effective 
operators who serve instrumental and pragmatic agendas. However, another way 
of explaining this circumstance is to take a closer look at the educational condi-
tions for realizing the full range of criticality in doctoral educational practice.

Educational conditions through the lens of Hannah Arendt

In her comprehensive philosophical work, Hannah Arendt (1958) depicts 
the most elementary social activities of human beings in terms of three 
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conditions: labor, work, and (political) action, which will be further explained 
in the chapter. Presuming that these conditions are all necessary dimensions 
in civilized human existence, Arendt sheds light on the superior position 
of labor in contemporary modern society, which leads to the human being 
becoming captured in her own instrumentality.

As we shall see, this circumstance is in many respects a depiction of the 
situation for doctoral students as well. Accordingly, doctoral studies are, in 
this case, basically understood as social learning activities that can be char-
acterized as labor, work, and political action. For the purpose of this chapter, 
Arendt’s original meanings of these concepts will be further developed in rela-
tion to the specific context of academia. Thus, I shall suggest how academic 
labor, work, and political action can be understood, and display how these 
activities are embodied (or not) in doctoral education. Such a context-sensitive 
framework necessarily includes a thoroughly conceptual foundation in criti-
cality as the critical and creative spirit constitutes the heart of scholarship. The 
crucial point is that the activities of academic labor, work, and political action 
reveal diverse educational conditions for creative thinking, which in turn has 
a deep impact on the potential scope of criticality.

Criticality in labor: a questioning approach

A couple of years ago, a renowned researcher within the field came out with 
a book about the musician I am researching. And there it said the musician 
studied in a particular town between this and that year. Oh my, I thought, 
this is completely new information! Because the information I had obtained 
was between two other years. And it never crossed my mind that this estab-
lished researcher could be wrong, so I wrote to him: “What is your source? 
This is completely new information for me.” Then I got the answer: “That 
was an error in writing.” Really??? He can write something wrong? Actually 
that was a milestone for me. After that I started to understand that: Well, 
I have to be a little bit critical here. (Doctoral student in musical perfor-
mance, Mu2)

According to Arendt’s (1958) conceptualization of labor, it has no clear begin-
ning or end. Instead, labor consists of an endless process of drudgery, which 
is necessary for survival. This is how human beings reproduce themselves for 
the next generation, for example, through housework. Hence, the results of 
labor are soon consumed, and there is nothing concretely apprehensible left. 
Therefore, the value of labor is not found in the products but in the mere 
process of productivity. Since labor is a reproducing activity it entails hardly 
any creative features, although it constitutes the indispensable foundation for 
higher levels of both critical and creative thinking. For instance, without the 
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accurate use of references it would be inappropriate to assess a piece as criti-
cal and creative in a scholarly sense. With respect to doctoral education, such 
laboring activities can have a deep impact on the doctoral students’ initial 
experiences of scholarly critical thinking as is evident in the quotation above.

Labor is found in a number of other scholarly activities as well, such as the 
undertakings of data collection and writing, which also contribute to the 
reproduction of academia. What makes these laboring activities critical is their 
foundation in a questioning approach. It appears that the questioning approach 
of doctoral students is generally directed toward theories, methods, and con-
clusions, both in their own work and in that of others; theories and methods 
have to be understood and used correctly, and the conclusions need to be well-
founded:

Not so long ago, I read some articles and then I could actually review these 
articles myself: In this part there weren’t a great deal of arguments for 
the method—since I have tried to be more stringent myself. Then I asked 
myself: How can they state that it is this method? (Doctoral student in 
psychiatry, Ps2)

Doctoral students certainly need to acquire sufficient research skills and under-
standing within their research field, or else they cannot critically participate in 
any scholarly discourse. This side of labor is not problematic, but the problems 
arise when the students’ individual creativity is not encouraged. Then the stu-
dent becomes captured within the frames of labor, yet deprived of its critical 
features. Without a scope for creativity, there is not much left for the student 
to put into question either:

Often, as a doctoral student, you are the person who does things. And when 
it comes to trying experiments, then what I am supposed to do is already 
given. In that process I do not feel creative, because then I conduct a simple 
concrete thing that’s already been planned. But I feel we have a creative 
environment and that my supervisors are creative . . . We’ve talked a lot back 
and forth about research questions and how we should do things, and about 
ideas and stuff like that. But I don’t feel like I’m the one who’s hatched the 
ideas. (Doctoral student in psychiatry, Ps3)

Strictly directing supervisors are probably one of the most decisive factors for 
confining doctoral studies into mere labor. In some cases, the supervisors’ 
directedness is due to the limited time frames (as there is no time for making 
mistakes) or to the interests of the funding institution (as there is no space for 
further ideas). In other cases, the supervisors’ directedness has its roots in the 
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disciplinary norms or in personal views on learning. However, some of the 
firmly directed students still manage to find their own creative paths out of 
the grip of labor:

For about the last year, I’ve started reading a lot of books that aren’t philo-
sophical works, but rather books in social science or history. When I was 
admitted to doctoral education I was more like this: Leaning back and think-
ing that everything would be served. I needed to do everything they told me 
to do and I needed to publish, but not much more than that. However, then 
I realized that it becomes very boring doing things that way and it doesn’t 
lead to my development either. So, in that sense, I think that, at least there, 
I’ve become more creative because of all my reading. (Doctoral student in 
theoretical philosophy, Th1)

Criticality in work: an expressive approach

My metaphor of the dissertation work is that it is a patchwork quilt. Many 
people asked me: “How far have you come in your work now?” Then I 
answered that I’ve cut out many pieces and that I’m busy laying out the 
pattern . . . And that vision and that pattern are beginning to emerge, the 
big patterns—but each piece that belongs with each other piece, I’m busy 
figuring that out. I think it’s creative. (Doctoral student in pedagogical 
work, Pe2)

In Arendt’s (1958) conceptualization, work has a defined beginning and end, 
with connotations to craftsmanship based on competent and professional 
knowledge. While labor is captured in its own instrumentality, productivity 
is now only a means for creating constant products that exist independently 
of their original creators once they are completed. Hence in contrast to labor, 
work embraces many opportunities for both individuality and creativity.

In doctoral education, the product of work is displayed in the final disserta-
tion. Listening to the doctoral students’ stories, two of their general activities 
can be related to their work in progress: making analyses and writing the results 
for new knowledge development. Thus, their critical questioning approach is 
now combined with an expressive approach that conveys potential for their indi-
vidual and creative voice to be heard. According to doctoral students’ under-
standing of creativity, it implies somehow making yourself interesting to the 
readers. For instance, it could be a matter of providing a new perspective or 
combining theories and methods. However, when it comes to expressing their 
creative and individual voice in their writings, many students feel they have 
to restrain their creativity as it would otherwise impair the critical quality of 
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their work. They often experience that their individual voice is hampered by 
the predetermined style and form of scholarly texts:

The dissertation is not a piece of art . . . I mean, in principal they [the dis-
sertations] are meant to have the same form and preferably be written with 
the same ink. Of course you could have a style in your writing. I’ve tried 
that, but in this context I see it more as being the thoughts that I’m trying 
to express rather than the writing style that has an intrinsic value. Because 
as soon as I have tried that [a writing style] it becomes incredibly chatty 
and difficult to express my lines of thought. As a composer you’re used to 
the style you have—that’s what must put its stamp on the work. But in this 
case [the dissertation], there’s no sense in putting my stamp on it. Rather, it 
makes things worse. (Doctoral student in musical performance, Mu1)

Against this background, it seems that doctoral students are less aware of how to 
express their own voice in their writings, that is, writing texts that not only con-
tribute to original knowledge development, but also reveal the person behind the 
text. In this process, critical self-reflection can be a powerful tool for developing 
and expressing the individual voice in creative directions. However, doctoral 
students do not primarily use this creative kind of self-reflection in their disser-
tation work. Rather, they are concerned with checking if they are representing 
their theoretical and methodological frameworks correctly, if they have done 
justice to their data, and if their language is fluent and clear enough. At its most 
explicit level, the students also use critical self-reflection for acknowledging the 
weaknesses of their own study to the reader.

It would seem that the common component in the students’ critical self-
reflections is that of avoiding critique from the scholarly community. Through 
avoiding critique, the students’ critical self-reflections aim at survival rather 
than creative development. This is how the students’ dissertation work tends to 
be transformed into critical labor. With respect to the critical seminar culture 
in academia, I am inclined to say that the students’ self-critical carefulness is 
justified. Yet the crucial point is that students need support in how to articu-
late their creative voice in a way that the scholarly community would find 
acceptable. Without such support, the students will continue to be cautious 
within quite narrow frames in their dissertation work. They then weaken their 
most powerful tool for criticality, namely their individual expression.

Criticality in political action: a relational approach

You have to show how you have thought on the whole. You have to show 
that in every article, and in the choice of method—and defend your results 
and discussions . . . I think that it’s embedded in every moment, that you 
need to defend what you’ve done. (Doctoral student in psychiatry, Ps2)
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According to Arendt (1958), political action has a clear beginning, in a com-
munal sense of dissatisfaction about the current conditions, but lacks a pre-
determined end. With its conceptual roots in ancient Greece, political action 
has barely anything in common with our everyday understanding of contem-
porary politics in general. It is not a matter of heated discussions with camps 
of politicians who are struggling to gain ground in favor of their party’s inter-
ests. Instead, in this context, political action implies a social process in which 
individuals act and speak with each other rather than for or against each other. 
This presupposes that the human beings involved are considered as equals in 
the sense that they can all make correct statements about themselves and their 
environment. They are also individuals, contributing with their unique per-
spectives through their speech. Criticality in political action thus involves a 
relational approach in which responsibility, care, and respect for the individual 
voice are key words.

New knowledge development stemming from political action aims not at 
maintaining the status quo of the disciplines, but rather at opening up new 
paths beyond existing paradigms. Hence, political action provides promising 
conditions for embodying the most constructive and creative features of criti-
cality. However, considering the quotation above, it seems as if political action 
is conspicuous by its absence in doctoral education. Instead, doctoral students 
need to be prepared for the battlefield at the seminar, equipped with a defen-
sive approach that is rather unconstructive in terms of learning and knowledge 
development. It leads only to strengthening one side in the debate, where the 
doctoral students are seldom the winners. This can have serious consequences 
for the individual student if he or she proposes a new idea beyond the scholarly 
frames of the department:

I’ve internalized some norms because at the seminar here, I was severely cut 
down by another philosopher . . . Yes, I was actually hurt in that situation. 
Although the person had concrete arguments which were good to some 
extent . . . but you know, there’re different ways of giving critique. (Doctoral 
student in theoretical philosophy, Th1)

As a consequence, this student had progressively conformed to the scholarly 
traditions of the department through “accepting a lot of things that are not 
self-evident at all” without explicitly questioning the conditional frames for 
knowledge development. For the purpose of this chapter, the following les-
son can be learned from this incident: Through negative experiences of this 
kind, students learn fight and flight through conforming to the scholarly 
traditions of their research environment. Accordingly, the academic com-
munity can be a powerful force in choking the individual voice of a doctoral 
student. This is how political action is transformed into the reproductive 
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process of labor, in which doctoral students may become more or less face-
less while serving the hegemonic powers in their research environment.

It should be mentioned that supervisors have an essential role in support-
ing their doctoral students both before and after the students present their 
progressing dissertation work at seminars or conferences. These moments are 
frequently charged with the student’s nervousness as he or she is often uncer-
tain if the work is up to standard. If then, the reactions of the public turn out 
to be negative, the student’s feelings of dejection are not far away. However, 
with a supportive supervisor (that is, someone who listens to the student) the 
student can be strengthened in his or her position even though the critique 
is harsh:

One year ago, I was quite severely attacked by the professor at a seminar. But 
it was so funny, my supervisor supported me. It was incredible, my supervi-
sor just thought afterwards that: “How interesting! Not even the professor 
understood this!” . . . So I was strengthened by this in fact. And, after that, I 
also met the professor, because he suggested that we could meet. Then I was 
a little bit better prepared verbally, and I think he understood what I meant. 
He backed down. (Doctoral student in musical performance, Mu2)

Certainly, there are some doctoral students who choose to go against the stream 
and continue to oppose themselves to the conventional frames of mind at their 
department. These students become highly independent in their approaches, 
but they nevertheless run the risk of becoming lonely scholars with no audi-
ence for their critical and creative voice. It does not matter how substantial the 
student’s viewpoints are, they will not have any transformative effects on the 
community unless someone is listening to them. Thus, irrespective of whether 
the doctoral student is conforming to the norms or not, a lack of political 
action in the educational environment will unavoidably lead to a diminishing 
of the critical power of the individual voice.

Grasping the conditions and thresholds for criticality in  
doctoral education

Conditions for criticality

So far, I have illuminated how the educational conditions of labor, work, and 
political action are connected to different attitudes of criticality in terms of 
a questioning approach (in labor), an expressive approach (in work), and a 
relational approach (in political action). Each of these attitudes, in turn, has 
the potential to embrace all three forms of criticality (critical reason, criti-
cal self-reflection, critical action) if both critical and creative thinking are 
encouraged.
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The ideal image would be an educational practice in which there is a deli-
cate balance between labor, work, and political action, on the one hand, while 
critical reasoning, critical self-reflection, and critical action are also balanced, 
on the other hand. The outcome of such an educational practice would be 
doctoral students who are critical and creative, and who embrace knowledge, 
themselves, and the world with their questioning, expressive, and relational 
approach in an integrative manner. Presuming that all these components need 
to be realized for comprehensive criticality in doctoral students, a balanced 
and holistic image of this notion is illustrated in figure 16.1.

Unfortunately, such a balanced picture is quite far from how criticality is 
embodied in doctoral educational practice. This is due to the fact that creativ-
ity is seldom educationally encouraged in students at deeper levels.

Without doubt, this state of affairs can partially be explained by a range 
of external impeding factors for nurturing doctoral students’ creativity. One 
such factor is the increasing standardization of doctoral education. No matter 
what subject or problem the doctoral student is investigating, the dissertation 
and courses should be completed within three or four years of full-time stud-
ies. Such rigid time frames require carefully prepared project plans before the 
student is admitted to doctoral education, which thereafter need to be strictly 
followed for financial reasons. Transformative transitions aligned with the stu-
dent’s development may thus be inhibited or made impossible.
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Furthermore, the monograph will soon be but a memory, at least in Sweden. 
At faculties covering the hard sciences, almost all doctoral writings consist of 
theses by publication. In the social sciences about a third of the dissertations are 
of this kind today, while the number of theses by publications is still increasing 
(Dellgran and Höjer 2011; Vetenskapsrådet 2006). Even in disciplines well suited 
for monographic writings (e.g., within the humanities), the thesis by publication 
is beginning to take root (Sjöstedt Landén 2012). This, too, can be a constrain-
ing factor for creativity as it precludes project ideas that cannot be cut into the 
smaller pieces of articles. Moreover, the financing industry can be another com-
pelling factor restricting students’ creative thinking; the scope of criticality is 
now seriously confined:

There was a study I made earlier, and I even wrote a manuscript to it, but 
in that case we got an explicit “no” from the industry as regards publish-
ing the results because it put the drug in a bad light. I found the results 
very interesting, although they could absolutely not be published . . . That’s 
critical. No, it isn’t easy. But, when you want to get articles published, you 
want to defend your dissertation, you try to produce something that can 
be published and presented in broad daylight. (Doctoral student in psy-
chiatry, Ps3)

Even though these circumstances certainly restrict doctoral students’ creativ-
ity, and hence their potential scope of criticality, I assert that we have a bigger 
problem to deal with. Doctoral students are not only hampered by external 
forces but they are occasionally let down by the academic community as well, 
as a supervisor pointed out:

I would say that some discussions and problematizing are not encouraged, 
and the doctoral students have probably experienced some censure, from 
time to time. It’s almost here we have the most dogmatism; you cannot 
relativize certain aspects of our research field for instance, and I’m very con-
cerned about such limitations. You may not even suggest that there might 
be more urgent global problems to take care of, before we deal with the spe-
cific research problems of this doctoral school. (Interview with supervisor, 
Brodin and Avery 2014, 287)

The supervisor interview above was conducted in an interdisciplinary doc-
toral school, where the students were allowed to design their own research 
projects, choose their own theories and methods, and preferably combine 
knowledge from different disciplines. One might think that such an intellec-
tual freedom would create favorable conditions for doctoral students’ criti-
cality at transformative levels. Apparently, this is not always the case.
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Thus, it is not surprising that doctoral students are basically molded into 
questioning laborers rather than being socialized into political actors who 
embrace their fellowmen with their relational approach. The students learn 
how to express their critical thinking in their dissertation work, but they 
find it difficult to express their creative voice beyond the fact that they (re)
produce new knowledge. Other creative processes, such as reading, take place 
in the background where the individual student becomes rather invisible. As 
a consequence, the most creative features of students’ criticality will neither 
be encouraged nor made available to the scholarly community.

Thresholds for criticality

Against this backdrop it is possible to delineate the thresholds for criticality 
in doctoral education. In the literature on “threshold concepts,” this notion 
represents fundamental pieces of understanding that students need to acquire 
for advanced learning, but where they may experience great difficulty crossing 
the threshold leading to the development of deeper levels of understanding. 
While this framework was originally developed to detect disciplinary thresh-
old concepts in undergraduate education, such as the concept of gravity in 
physics (Land et al. 2008; Meyer and Land 2006), it has recently been adopted 
in research on doctoral education for identifying crucial components of doc-
toral students’ understanding with respect to their development as researchers 
both in context-specific (Humphrey and Simpson 2012; Wisker & Robinson 
2009) and general terms (Kiley 2009; Kiley and Wisker 2009; Trafford and 
Leshem 2009). For instance, based upon supervisors’ reports across a range of 
disciplines, Kiley and Wisker (2009) found six generic threshold concepts at a 
doctoral level: argument; theorizing; framework; knowledge creation; analysis and 
interpretation; and research paradigm.

For our further reasoning, the threshold concept of knowledge creation is of 
special interest since experienced supervisors often mention that their doctoral 
students have difficulties grasping, developing, and articulating the quality of 
scholarly creativity in their doctoral work (Kiley and Wisker 2009). Therefore, 
combined with the doctoral students’ stories presented in this chapter, creative 
thinking appears to be a threshold concept in developing criticality at trans-
formative levels.

Yet the crucial point is not that scholarly creative thinking appears to be a 
threshold concept in doctoral students’ learning, as this is already known 
through the work of Kiley and Wisker (2009). Rather, the urgent matter is that 
many students do not genuinely get through this developmental phase during 
their doctoral studies. In other words, they continue to be “stuck” as Kiley (2009) 
defines doctoral students as those who are struggling to cross a liminal stage 
without success. Kiley suggests that one way out of the liminal stage goes via 
interaction with supervisors and peers who are more experienced. Students who 
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are stuck can then initially mimic their discourse while gradually developing 
their own conceptual understanding: “fake it until you make it,” as a supervisor 
expressed in Kiley’s (2009, 296) study. As regards overcoming the threshold of 
creative thinking, however, the conditions seem to be far more challenging.

Very likely, initial mimicking could facilitate development of the necessary 
skills and knowledge needed for scholarly creative thinking. Nevertheless, such 
proceedings do not evoke creative thinking per se, but doctoral students also 
need to release themselves from the prevailing frames of knowledge in order to 
attain creative and hence transformative levels of criticality. This is the point 
where the students get stuck—not primarily owing to insufficient individual 
understanding, but rather because they get trapped into a liminal stage of dog-
matism where the educational conditions firmly circumscribe the frames for 
students’ creative thinking. Thus doctoral education itself needs to be trans-
formed in order to nurture the creative components in the students’ expressive 
and relational approach, which is necessary for embracing the full scope of criti-
cality. The educational thresholds for criticality are illustrated in figure 16.2.

A call for strengthening the individual and creative voice

There is a widespread conception that doctoral studies of a laboring kind are 
primarily found in the hard sciences. Considering the general conditions for 
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conducting doctoral studies today, however, it appears that this state of affairs 
can more or less be found in any research environment. Thus doctoral stu-
dents’ labor is no longer a disciplinary issue, but it has become a structural phe-
nomenon with roots in the overall changed meaning of attaining a doctorate.

While the dissertation was previously considered to be an individual pres-
tigious achievement with a scholarly value in its own right, it has now rather 
become a driver’s license for furthering a career both within and outside of 
academia (e.g., see Lovitts 2007, 29–30; Mullins and Kiley 2002). Thus, the 
dissertation has become a necessary means for making other more valuable 
activities possible beyond the doctoral degree. Sometimes, these activities are 
not primarily connected to the doctoral students’ future career, but rather to 
the supervisors’ career (e.g., in externally financed projects). The doctoral stu-
dent then runs the risk of becoming alienated from his or her own research 
activities, which paves the way for increased control in research supervision 
and hence may transform doctoral studies into labor.

Along with this unfortunate development, another serious problem emerges: 
The overall educational neglect of the individual voice. Having acknowledged 
that doctoral education is the most individual form of schooling in the entire 
educational system, I know that this is a controversial statement indeed. Still, 
the gist of doctoral students’ stories generally provides a picture of reconciled 
acceptance in which most of the students learn to subordinate themselves to 
the hegemonic powers in their research environment. Doctoral students who 
raise their critical voice against the given agenda of their scholarly community 
are, figuratively speaking, suppressed to silence. In silence, no transformative 
criticality takes form.

Of course, exceptions exist in the doctoral students’ stories, although too 
many students are framed within the somewhat dark picture of this chapter. 
Exceptional cases are also evident in that outstanding dissertations exist. Based 
upon her comprehensive focus group study with two-hundred-and-seventy-
six faculties in seventy-four departments across ten disciplines, Lovitts (2007, 
38) concludes that:

Outstanding dissertations are characterized by originality, high-quality 
writing, and compelling consequences. They display a richness of thought 
and insight, and make an important breakthrough. The body of work in 
outstanding dissertations is deep and thorough. Each individual compo-
nent of the dissertation is outstanding and the components are integrated 
throughout the dissertation in a seamless way. The writing is clear and 
persuasive and provides a glimpse into the mind of the author—you can 
see how the student is thinking.

Assuredly, the performance behind an outstanding dissertation is partially 
conditioned by the student’s individual capacity. Based upon the thinking 
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styles and dissertation quality of doctoral students, Lovitts (2008) found that 
“distinguished completers” possess high levels of practical and creative intel-
ligence and produce a high-quality original dissertation. With references to 
Sternberg and Lubart (1995), Lovitts (2008) describes practical intelligence as 
“the ability to solve problems and use ideas and their analyses in effective 
ways, present them effectively to an audience, and react properly to criticism 
so that the ideas gain acceptance” (302), and creative intelligence as “the abil-
ity to formulate good problems and good ideas” (304).

Nevertheless, the individual outcome of the doctoral journey is also, to a 
large extent, an educational concern. Lovitts (2005) highlights that being a 
good course taker is not enough for doctoral students to become independent 
researchers in which they make an original contribution to knowledge. Besides 
individual resources such as intelligence, knowledge, thinking styles, personal-
ity, and motivation, there is a range of environmental factors influencing the 
outcome as well. Hence, the relationship between the individual student and his 
or her educational context is central for understanding the conditions for devel-
oping critical and creative scholars.

Against this background, I claim that it is not enough to train doctoral stu-
dents in critical thinking. Students have to be supported in how to express their 
creative thinking as well. In addition to practical and creative intelligence, this 
involves a personal dimension. Frick (2010) clarifies that achieving a doctor-
ate implies a complex learning process in which the students’ personal view 
of what it means to become a scholar, their approaches to different forms of 
knowledge and methodologies, and their disciplinary values and ethics need 
to be aligned.

Unfortunately, it seems as if doctoral students are generally not encouraged 
to critically reflect upon their scholarly selves and the intellectual frames of 
their own research environments. Unless the students participate in contexts 
across disciplines and faculties (e.g., in joint PhD courses), such critical self-
reflections seem to be far away. Accordingly, this is a developmental area in 
doctoral education. Strengthening the individual voice opens up for creativity, 
and hence criticality. Combined with a supportive scholarly community that 
is imbued with the educational conditions for political action, the doctoral stu-
dent then receives the necessary qualities for becoming a critical and respon-
sible scholar who:

 . . . holds out his or her hands to the world, saying: “I care for the world and 
all life in it. There is too much that could be better, although it does not 
have to be this way. Thus, by opening my mind, better ways of being will be 
revealed. All I need to do is to use my will to search beyond what is already 
given. I am willing to challenge the limits of thought, forcing myself to 
action.” (Brodin 2008, 222)
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Undergraduate instruction in critical thinking is supposed to improve skills in 
critical thinking and to foster the dispositions (i.e., behavioral tendencies) of 
an ideal critical thinker. Students receiving such instruction already have these 
skills and dispositions to some extent, and their manifestation does not require 
specialized technical knowledge. Hence it is not obvious that the instruction 
actually does what it is supposed to do.

In this respect, critical thinking instruction differs from teaching special-
ized subject matter not previously known to the students, for example, organic 
chemistry or ancient Greek philosophy or eastern European politics. In those 
subjects, performance on a final examination can be taken as a good measure 
of how much a student has learned.

A good examination of critical thinking skills, on the other hand, will not 
be a test of specialized subject matter. Rather, it will ask students to analyze 
and evaluate, in a way that the uninitiated will understand, arguments and 
other presentations of the sort they will encounter in everyday life and in 
academic or professional contexts. Performance on such a test may thus reflect 
the student’s skills at the start of the course rather than anything learned in 
the course. If there is improvement, it may be due generally to a semester of 
engagement in undergraduate education rather than specifically to instruction 
in critical thinking. There may even be a deterioration in performance from 
what the student would have shown at the beginning of the semester.

Measuring instructional effectiveness

We therefore need well-designed studies of the effectiveness of undergradu-
ate instruction in critical thinking. An ideal design would take a representa-
tive sample of undergraduate students. It would then divide them randomly 
into two groups, an intervention group and a control group. The intervention 
group would receive the critical thinking instruction. The control group would 
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receive a substitute that is assumed to have no effect on the outcomes of inter-
est, an educational placebo. Otherwise the groups would be treated the same 
way. Each group would be tested before and after the instructional period by a 
validated test of the outcomes of interest. If the intervention group on average 
improves more than the control group, and the difference is “statistically sig-
nificant,” then the critical thinking instruction has in all probability achieved 
the desired effect, to roughly the degree indicated by the difference in average 
gains.

A similar design could be used to investigate whether one method of teach-
ing critical thinking is more effective than another. The two groups would 
both receive instruction in critical thinking, but by different methods. If one 
group has higher mean gains than another, and the difference is statistically 
significant, then its method is probably more effective than the method used 
with the other group.

Practical constraints make such ideal designs impossible. Students register 
in the courses they choose. They cannot be allocated randomly to an inter-
vention group and to a control group getting an educational placebo. Even 
random allocation to two groups exposed to different methods of instruction 
is difficult.

A standard design therefore administers to a group of students receiving 
critical thinking instruction a pre-test and a post-test using a validated instru-
ment for testing critical thinking skills. For comparison, one can use a non-
randomized control group, such as a class of undergraduate students who are 
not receiving the critical thinking instruction but who are generally similar 
in other respects. With such a purpose-built control group, one can compen-
sate for the likelihood that the control group does not perfectly match the 
intervention group at pre-test by controlling statistically for known differences 
that exist then. This approach allows for more robust inferences of causation 
than a simple pre-post design with no control group. An example of such a 
study is Facione (1990a), where the intervention group consisted of students 
in 39 sections of courses approved as meeting a critical thinking requirement 
and the control group consisted of students in six sections of an introductory 
philosophy course.

A simpler design tests critical thinking skills before and after an instruc-
tional intervention, with no control group. In the absence of a control group, 
reported gains should be reduced by the best available estimate of the gains 
that the students would have made without the critical thinking instruction. 
Such gains would presumably be due to such factors as full-time university 
study, maturation, and familiarity with the test.

Whatever the study design, statistically significant differences are not nec-
essarily educationally meaningful. With large groups, even slight differences 
will be statistically significant, but they will not reflect much difference in 
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educational outcome. Judgment is required to determine how much of a dif-
ference is educationally meaningful or important.

A rough estimate of educational significance can be provided by a statistic 
known as Cohen’s d (Cohen 1988, 24–27). To calculate this statistic, one needs 
an estimate of the standard deviation of scores on the test one is using in the 
“population” or “universe” to which one wishes to project one’s results. (The 
standard deviation [SD] is a measure of the spread of scores around the mean, 
or average. A high SD means that the scores are widely spread, a low SD that 
they are bunched closely around the mean. One’s “universe” should be the 
group from which one’s “sample” has been selected. The sample should be 
representative of the universe in relevant respects.)

Cohen’s d is a simple comparison of a difference (such as a difference in 
mean scores) to this standard deviation. One divides the difference by the stan-
dard deviation to get its quantity as a fraction of a single standard deviation. 
This fraction is commonly called the “effect size.”

In a simple pre-test, post-test design with no control group, if SDt is the stan-
dard deviation on the test used and μpre and μpost are the mean scores on the pre-
test and post-test respectively, then Cohen’s d is given by the formula (μpost – μpre)/
SDt. For example, if the mean score on the post-test is 19, the mean score on the 
pre-test is 17, and the estimated standard deviation in the population is 4, then 
the effect size is (19–17)/4, or 0.5 SD–half a standard deviation.

As a rule of thumb, a difference of half a standard deviation (0.5 SD) is a 
medium effect size. Norman, Sloan, and Wyrwich (2003) report that mini-
mally detectable differences in health studies using a variety of measurement 
instruments average half a standard deviation. They explain this figure by the 
fact, established in psychological research, that over a wide range of tasks the 
limit of people’s ability to discriminate is about 1 part in 7, which is very close 
to half a standard deviation.

Roughly speaking, a difference of 0.8 SD is a large effect size.
Besides giving a rough sense of educational significance of an intervention, 

Cohen’s d has the advantage of allowing comparison of effect sizes in studies using 
different tests. The scoring system of a particular test drops out of the picture and 
is replaced by an effect size expressed as a fraction of a standard deviation.

Effectiveness of computer-assisted instruction in critical thinking

With the widespread diffusion of the personal computer, and financial pres-
sures on institutions of higher education, instructors are relying more and more 
on drill-and-practice software, some of which has built-in tutorial help. This 
software can reduce the labor required to instruct the students; at the same 
time, it provides immediate feedback and necessary correction in the context 
of quality practice, which some writers (e.g., van Gelder 2000; 2001) identify as 
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the key to getting substantial improvement in critical thinking skills. In addi-
tion, well-designed software can enhance the intrinsic motivation that tends 
to promote learning more than external motivation (Lepper and Greene 1978). 
It does so by giving users optimal degrees of control, challenge, and stimula-
tion of curiosity (Larkin and Chabay 1989).

Does the use of such software result in greater skill development, less, or 
about the same? Can such software completely replace the traditional labor-
intensive format of working through examples in small groups and getting 
feedback from an expert group discussion leader? Or is it better to combine the 
two approaches?

Computational assistance can also reduce the labor of marking students’ 
work. Can machine-scored testing, in multiple-choice or other formats, com-
pletely or partially replace human grading of written answers to open-ended 
questions?

Answers to such questions can help instructors and academic administrators 
make wise decisions about formats and resources for undergraduate critical 
thinking instruction.

An opportunity to answer some of these questions came when face-to-face 
tutorials in a critical thinking course at McMaster University in Hamilton, 
Canada, were replaced with computer-assisted instruction with built-in tuto-
rial help. The grade depended entirely on multiple-choice testing. To judge 
the effectiveness of the new design, the students’ critical thinking skills were 
tested at the beginning and at the end of one offering of the course.

At the first meeting the course outline was reviewed and a pre-test announced, 
to be administered in the second class. Students were told not to do any prepa-
ration for this test. In the second class students wrote as a pre-test either Form 
A or Form B of the California Critical Thinking Skills Test (CCTST). There fol-
lowed 19 lectures of 50 minutes each, that is 15.8 hours of critical thinking 
instruction. In the second-last class, students wrote as a post-test either Form A 
or Form B of the CCTST. The last class reviewed the course and explained the 
final exam format.

There were no tutorials. Two graduate teaching assistants and the instructor 
were available for consultation by e-mail (monitored daily) or during office 
hours. These opportunities were used very little, except just before term tests. 
The course could have been (and subsequently was) run just as effectively with 
one assistant. Review sessions before the mid-term and final examination were 
attended by about 10% of the students. Two assignments, the mid-term and 
the final examination were all in machine-scored multiple-choice format. 
There was no written graded work.

Students used as their textbook Jill LeBlanc’s Critical Thinking (LeBlanc 
1998b), along with its accompanying software LEMUR (LeBlanc 1998a), an 
acronym for Logical Evaluation Makes Understanding Real. The course cov-
ered nine of the textbook’s ten chapters, with the following topics: identifying 
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arguments, standardizing arguments, necessary and sufficient conditions, lan-
guage (definitions and fallacies of language), accepting premises, relevance, 
arguments from analogy, arguments from experience, causal arguments. There 
were two multiple-choice assignments, one on distinguishing arguments from 
causal explanations and standardizing arguments, the other on arguments 
from analogy. The mid-term covered the listed topics up to and including 
accepting premises. The final exam covered all the listed topics.

The software LEMUR consists of multiple-choice exercises and quizzes tied 
to the book’s chapters, with tutorial help in the form of explanations and hints 
if the user chooses an incorrect answer. If the user answers an item correctly, 
there is often an explanation why that answer is correct. As readers can confirm 
for themselves, working one’s way through the exercises provides immediate 
feedback that shapes one’s future answers. One can observe oneself correcting 
one’s misunderstandings and improving one’s performance as one goes along.

LEMUR’s argument standardization exercises have pre-structured box-arrow 
diagrams into whose boxes students can drag the component sentences of an 
argumentative text so as to exhibit its argument structure graphically. It is 
possible to construct original diagrams in more sophisticated software, such as 
Athena Standard (Bertil 2005), Araucaria (Reed and Rowe 2012), and Rationale 
(Donohue, van Gelder, Cumming, and Bissett 2002; van Gelder 2013).

There was a Web site for the course, on which answers to the textbook exer-
cises were posted, as well as past multiple-choice assignments, tests, and exams 
with answers, along with other help. There was no monitoring of the extent to 
which a given student used the software or the Web site.

To encourage students to do their best on both the pre-test and the post-test, 
5% of the final grade was given for the better of the two marks received. If one 
of the two tests was not written the score on the other test was used, and if 
neither test was written the final exam counted for an additional 5%. In accor-
dance with the test manual, students were not told anything in advance about 
the test, except that it was a multiple-choice test. A few students who asked 
what they should do to study for the post-test were told simply to review the 
material for the entire course. Students had about 55 minutes on each admin-
istration to answer the items, slightly more than the 45 minutes recommended 
in the manual.

The original intention was to use a simple crossover design, with half the stu-
dents writing Form A as the pre-test and Form B as the post-test, and the other 
half writing Form B as the pre-test and Form A as the post-test. This design 
automatically corrects for any differences in difficulty between the two forms. 
As it turned out, far more students wrote Form A as the pre-test than Form B, 
and there were not enough copies of Form B to administer it as a post-test to 
those who wrote Form A as the pre-test. Hence the Form A pre-test group was 
divided into two for the post-test, with roughly half of them writing Form B 
and the rest writing Form A again. This design made it possible to determine 
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whether it makes any difference to administer the same form of the test as pre-
test and post-test, as opposed to administering a different form.

Of the 402 students who completed the course, 278 wrote both the pre-test 
and the post-test. Their average score went from 17.03 out of 34 on the pre-test 
to 19.22 on the post-test, an increase of 2.19 points, which corresponded to 
half a standard deviation (.49 SD, to be precise). Thus the course had a moder-
ate “effect size.” More detailed information about the results can be found in 
(Hitchcock 2004), on which the present chapter is based.

It made no difference to the gain in average score whether students wrote the 
same form at post-test as at pre-test. Form B was slightly harder than Form A: 
the students who wrote Form B first and Form A second (the “BA” group) had a 
somewhat bigger average gain than those who wrote Form A first and Form B 
second (the “AB” group). (Jacobs [1995, 94; 1999, 214] also found that students 
did somewhat worse on Form B than on Form A.) The gain in average score 
among students who wrote Form A both times (the “AA” group) fell squarely in 
between the mean gains among the AB and BA students (see figure 17.1). Thus 
there was no difference between writing the same form of the test twice and 
writing a different form in the post-test. As the test manual reports, “We have 
repeatedly found no test effect when using a single version of the CCTST for 
both pre-testing and post-testing. This is to say that a group will not do better 
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Figure 17.1 Mean gain (in SD) by group in the McMaster study.
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on the test simply because they have taken it before” (Facione, Facione, Blohm, 
Howard, and Giancarlo 1998, 14).

These results raise two main interpretive questions. First, how much of the 
improvement in test scores can be attributed specifically to the critical think-
ing instruction? Second, how does the improvement compare to the improve-
ment after other ways of teaching critical thinking?

First, to determine how much of the improvement can be attributed to the 
critical thinking course, we need to subtract the improvement that the students 
would have shown if they had been taking some other course instead. Pascarella 
and Terenzini (2005) estimate, on the basis of a synthesis of studies done in the 
1990s, that the first three years in college provide an improvement in critical 
thinking skills of about .55 of a standard deviation (SD). Most of the gains occur 
in a student’s first year of college. They estimate the sophomore advantage over 
freshmen at .34 SD, the junior advantage over freshmen at .45 SD, and the senior 
advantage over freshmen at .54 SD. If we assume that in each year gains are dis-
tributed evenly between the two semesters, we can estimate that on average col-
lege students gain .17 SD in each semester of their first year in college and .05 SD 
in each subsequent semester of undergraduate studies. Hitchcock (2004) reports 
other evidence consistent with this estimate.

Almost all the students in the present study were registered in Level 2 or 
above. Thus they would be expected to improve their scores on a critical think-
ing test by .05 SD with a semester of full-time study that did not include a criti-
cal thinking course. So almost all their gain of .49 SD can be attributed to their 
computer-assisted critical thinking instruction–.44 SD, to be exact. This is still 
close to a moderate effect size.

Second, similar studies, all of which used the CCTST, have found mean gains 
following a one-semester critical thinking course ranging from .32 SD to .89 
SD (Hitchcock 2004). These studies investigated three different methods of 
critical thinking instruction.

Traditional design: An instructor teaches a small group (25 to 30 students) for a 
semester and marks assigned exercises. There are no tutorials and no computer-
assisted instruction or marking. Assignments, tests, and exams require written 
answers, marked manually. Studies of this type of instruction show gains rang-
ing from .28 SD (Twardy 2004) to .32 SD (Facione 1990a). Since the students 
in these studies are mostly beyond their first year, and so would be expected 
otherwise to show a gain of .05 SD, the gain attributable to the critical thinking 
instruction is about a quarter of a standard deviation, a small effect.

Full-year freshman course combining critical thinking and writing instruction: An 
instructor teaches critical thinking to a group of 20 students for seven weeks. 
Subsequently the group receives instruction in writing skills and writes a series 
of five essays. Studies of this type of instruction show gains ranging from .46 
to .75 SD (Hatcher 1999; 2001 personal communication). Since freshmen can 
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be expected to improve their scores by .34 SD during an academic year even 
without specific critical thinking instruction, the contribution of the critical 
thinking instruction in this design should be estimated at .12 to .41 SD, a small 
to moderately small effect.

One-semester freshman course using computer-assisted argument mapping: An 
instructor teaches methods of analyzing arguments to a large class (135 students 
in one case), with the students meeting in small tutorial groups (15 students on 
average) once a week. Almost the entire semester is devoted to argument map-
ping using computer assistance to produce box-arrow diagrams of argument 
structure. Studies of this type of instruction show gains ranging from .73 SD 
to .89 SD. Allowing for the expected gain otherwise of .17 SD in one semester 
of first-year undergraduate education, we can attribute to the critical thinking 
instruction in this design an effect of .56 SD to .72 SD, which is moderately 
large.

If we amalgamate the results of these studies, as displayed in Table 1 of 
(Hitchcock 2004, 188), we get the pattern displayed in figure 17.2. The highly 
efficient computer-assisted instructional design of the McMaster course is more 
effective than traditional critical thinking courses, about as effective as a fresh-
man course combining critical thinking and writing, and less effective than 
computer-assisted instruction focused on argument mapping.

Comparative effectiveness of different methods

Despite the optimism of such titles as “Why Critical Thinking Should Be 
Combined with Written Composition” (Hatcher 1999) and “Argument Maps 
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Improve Critical Thinking” (Twardy 2004), the studies just mentioned do not 
establish conclusively what instructional methods are most effective at improv-
ing the critical thinking skills of undergraduate students.

For one thing, the groups studied differ in many ways: the instructor’s aca-
demic background and experience, the topics, the textbook, the feedback to 
students, the incentives for taking the pre-test and post-test seriously, the stu-
dents’ majors and levels of registration, their facility with multiple-choice tests, 
their academic ability, their critical thinking skills at pre-test, and so on.

For another, one can raise questions about the validity of the CCTST (Facione 
1990a; b; c; d; Facione et al. 1998), that is, whether it really measures critical 
thinking skills. The CCTST is based on an expert consensus statement of the 
critical thinking skills that might be expected of college freshmen and sopho-
mores (American Philosophical Association 1990). Its 34 items, however, test 
only some of the skills mentioned in this statement. There are also legitimate 
questions about the soundness of some of its items. Further, other conceptual-
izations of critical thinking, such as those of Robert Ennis (1962; 1987; 1991) or 
of Alec Fisher and Michael Scriven (1997), imply a somewhat different set of 
critical thinking skills.

To address these concerns, which are described in detail in Hitchcock (2004), 
we need better validated tests of critical thinking skills. And we need studies like 
those described in this chapter with different groups of students receiving criti-
cal thinking instruction with different content from different instructors using 
different methods. Such studies should use a nonrandomized control group that 
permits a covariance analysis to control for differences at pre-test with the exper-
imental group. They should report on the topics covered, the textbook used, the 
types of work used to determine the students’ grade in the course (in particular, 
the balance between essay-type questions, short-answer questions, and multiple-
choice items), class size, the instructor’s relevant training and experience, the 
students’ level of registration, the students’ verbal and mathematical aptitude, 
the percentage of students whose mother tongue is not English, the instrument 
used at pre-test and post-test, incentives to do well on the pre-test and the post-
test, and the stage of the course at which the post-test was given.

Useful guidance on exploring different instructional designs can come 
from a systematic meta-analysis by Philip Abrami and his colleagues (Abrami, 
Bernard, Borokhovski, Waddington, Wade, and Persson 2014) of the effect of 
instructional interventions on generic critical thinking skills. As a measure 
of effect size, they modified Cohen’s d to correct for bias in small samples. In 
684 studies, with 867 effect sizes, they found an average effect size of .39. This 
low-to-moderate effect size suggests that it is possible to teach generic critical 
thinking skills.

For more detailed analysis, Abrami and his colleagues confined their atten-
tion to true experiments or quasi experiments where the particularities of the 
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intervention could be confidently identified and standardized outcome mea-
sures with determinate reliability and validity were used. Also, studies were 
removed where the intervention was over a semester long. This collection of 
more methodologically sound studies included 341 effect sizes with a some-
what lower average of .30, with high heterogeneity. Effect sizes in these studies 
did not differ significantly by educational level, subject-matter, or duration of 
the intervention.

In an earlier preliminary meta-analysis of fewer studies, Abrami, Bernard, 
Borokhovski, Wade, Surkes, Tamim, and Zhang (2008) were able to account for 
32% of the variance in effect sizes by two features of the intervention: its peda-
gogical grounding and its type. The most effective type of pedagogical ground-
ing, with an average effect size of 1.00, was special training of the instructor 
for teaching critical thinking. The most effective type of intervention, with an 
average effect size of .94, was a “mixed intervention” (Ennis 1989) combining 
subject-matter instruction with a unit devoted specifically to critical thinking. 
This type of intervention was also the most effective in the more recent meta-
analysis (Abrami et al. 2014), but the average effect size of .38 did not differ 
significantly from the effect size with other types of intervention.

The more recent meta-analysis (Abrami et al. 2014) did not analyze their 
data by pedagogical grounding. Instead, they used a second set of instructional 
variables: dialogue, anchored instruction, and coaching. Dialogue involves 
learning through discussion. Anchored instruction (also called “authentic 
instruction”) presents students with problems that make sense to them, engage 
them, and stimulate them to inquire. In coaching (also called “mentoring” or 
“tutoring”), someone with more expertise models a task to a “novice” with 
less expertise and then corrects the novice’s errors based on critical analysis. 
A combination of all three of these strategies produced the highest effect size: 
.57, compared to .32 for a combination of anchored instruction and dialogue, 
.25 for anchored instruction alone, and .23 for dialogue alone.

Since these meta-analyses combined studies of interventions at various edu-
cational levels, their implications for undergraduate instruction in critical 
thinking are not straightforward. In particular, neither meta-analysis analyzed 
the results by whether the instructional design included argument mapping, 
which some studies of critical thinking instruction of undergraduates have 
shown to be particularly effective. But the meta-analyses suggest exploration 
of mixed designs with explicit teaching of critical thinking, in the context 
of subject-matter instruction, by an instructor specially trained for teaching 
critical thinking, where students engage in dialogue, apply the skills being 
taught to problems that engage them, and have some individual coaching. The 
substantial unexplained heterogeneity in both meta-analyses reinforces the 
need for further well-designed experimental and quasi-experimental studies 
in which the instructional strategies and instructor and student characteristics 
in the intervention and control groups are fully described.
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Summary

One way to measure the effectiveness of an instructional intervention in 
improving critical thinking skills is to compare the mean gain of its recipients, 
on a validated test of critical thinking skills, to the mean gain of a control 
group. Studies of this kind have shown that traditional stand-alone under-
graduate critical thinking courses tend to produce only a small improvement. 
There tends to be moderate improvement when such courses involve computer-
assisted tutoring or are combined with writing instruction and practice. The 
largest improvements have been found mainly in courses that focus on com-
puter-assisted argument mapping. In addition, two recent meta-analyses suggest 
that the most effective method may be a unit of critical thinking instruction 
by a purpose-trained instructor in the context of subject-matter instruction 
with student discussion, engagement with a problem, and coaching.
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Part IV

Critical Thinking and Culture

Does critical thinking remain culturally appropriate to the higher education 
curriculum in the twenty-first century?

The changing face of international higher education is increasingly becom-
ing Asia-focused, and non-Anglo-centric. Can and should critical thinking 
retain its historic place as a fundamental aspect of a Western-style university 
education? Even if it does, will this require compromise? What does “critical 
thinking” mean in the developing regions of the world such as the East and the 
Middle East? No account of critical thinking in higher education can progress 
without grappling with some of these key issues.

The difficulties here are partly pedagogical, and partly political. In the past, 
there has been a hesitance on the part of the Chinese government to adopt 
Western-style cultural norms (e.g., an unwillingness to foster a culture of 
debate and free exchange of ideas). This is now changing. However, old habits 
die hard, and it may no longer be possible for critical thinking to be taught in 
traditional “Western” ways, even if critical thinking remains a part of the cur-
riculum. Asia, and Asian concerns, will increasingly dominate our educational 
future.

What do we make of countries in the Middle East in this respect? Countries 
of this region have undergone much turmoil and upheaval since the Arab 
Spring. Is it too much to hope for critical thinking to have a renaissance in 
this region of the world? And what is to be made of criticality in relation to 
indigenous populations in countries like Australia, Africa, and Canada? This 
section of the book offers four stimulating papers on the topic of critical think-
ing and culture.

Manalo, Kusumi, Koyasu, Michita, and Tanaka raise the vexed issue of 
whether critical thinking is understood differently across cultures. There is 
much literature on this, but few data-based studies. Using a qualitative method-
ology, rich in commentary, they survey the views of twenty-three undergradu-
ate students in New Zealand, and from similar institutions in different cities 
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in Japan. Contrary to prevailing intuitions and attitudes about Asian students 
being “passive” and uncritical learners, they found no evidence of an East-West 
difference in the importance, use, and definitions of thinking skills, including 
that of critical thinking. Does it follow from this that such assumptions are 
misguided and uninformed?

Bali looks at critical thinking in Egypt, and Islamic societies in general. She 
argues that critical thinking is not anathema to Islamic scholarship, nor unique 
to Western countries, though she agrees that there are certainly issues that 
inhibit the teaching of critical thinking in the Muslim world. These include 
the notion of “cultural capital,” the extent to which there has been previous 
exposure to critical thinking in domestic, social, or pre-tertiary educational 
contexts. Variability in cultural capital is a factor that impinges on confidence 
in critical thinking, and the ability to “speak-out.” A second issue is pedago-
gies that are not culturally neutral. In many cases, teachers revert to norms of 
teaching that are culturally acceptable. It takes additional effort for teachers in 
Islamic countries to break the mold. Linguistic competence is a third issue as 
this prevents the development of criticality. None of these issues are unique to 
Egypt, of course, but there is more. The fourth issue is the sociopolitical envi-
ronment, which in the case of many countries in the Middle East is increas-
ingly destabilized and fraught with conflict and danger. In such circumstances, 
teaching critical thinking by means of fostering skepticism and antagonistic 
questioning is likely to be viewed with deep suspicion. A better approach, Bali 
argues, might be to approach critical thinking by means of invoking human 
empathy and a sense of social justice.

Huijser and Chirgwin outline a “both-ways” approach to critical thinking 
acknowledging the values of indigenous cultures and belief systems. They 
attempt to construct a criticality of “hybridity” that places Western-style 
criticality on a similar footing with deeply held intergenerational systems of 
thinking accepted by these ancient cultures. Making mention of the suspicion 
with which Western education is viewed, as a “residual colonial legacy,” they 
argue that learning critical thinking using a “both-ways” approach can fos-
ter cultural code-switching. This enables participants to lower their defenses, 
appreciate the value of what Western critical thinking offers, and allows the 
student to function effectively both in Western and indigenous worlds, which 
are essential skills for the twenty-first century.

Dong investigates critical thinking in China. He draws attention to an edu-
cational paradox: China has made great strides in introducing critical think-
ing in the curriculum along with a degree of political openness, massive 
investment in education, material development, and increasing prosperity. 
Despite this, the spread of critical thinking has been slow, and the quality 
of instruction is patchy. Why is this? Dong claims that the introduction of 
critical thinking is beset by what he calls “Chinese characteristics.” These 
include traditional exam-orientated goals, irrelevance of content to practice, 
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rote-learning pedagogies, and inadequate critical content. Rejecting the com-
mon view that “collectivist” attitudes are responsible, Dong suggests that the 
inhibiting factor is the concept of ‘truth as dogma.’ This normative Confucian 
view, he suggests, is “not subject to falsification . . . is not a reality-based truth 
statement.” It undergirds a distinctively Chinese approach to education, that 
is, teachers as omniscient sages who dispense “truths.” Changing this is dif-
ficult as it requires more than improved inquiry-based instruction in critical 
thinking. Instead, it requires wholesale cultural transformation.

Biggs (1997) noted that a “conceptual colonialist”’ view has prevailed in 
many Western tertiary institutions in relation to the teaching of international 
students. The assumption was that non-Western cultures are bereft of critical-
ity. This has led to work on how best to “assimilate” international students into 
the culture of critical thinking via various kinds of academic preparation pro-
grams. However, given the dynamics of universities in the twenty-first century, 
and the pivot to Asia, this approach may need reconsideration. Political expe-
dience—not to mention funding considerations—might result in the much-
lauded skill of “critical thinking” being downplayed and deemphasized in the 
modern university. Some argue that this is already happening (see Cowden 
and Singh, section 7). What impact will this have on the role of the university 
in society? Will this mean a reorientation of “Western”-style education away 
from approaches emphasizing critical thinking as a desirable skill? What will 
this mean for higher education? What will it mean for teaching critical think-
ing skills and dispositions? What will it mean for teaching for criticality? Or 
teaching for critical pedagogy? Critical thinking and culture is a vital topic, 
hence its importance to this volume.
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In this chapter, we explore what students from different cultural backgrounds 
think “good” thinking skills are, including the skills they perceive as being 
necessary in their studies. We report on findings from focus group inter-
views we conducted with undergraduate university students from Kyoto and 
Okinawa in Japan, and from Auckland in New Zealand. What the students said 
during the interviews shows important similarities in views about what “good 
thinkers” possess, including many qualities associated with critical thinking 
such as consideration of different or alternative perspectives. However, when 
we specifically asked about the meaning of “critical thinking,” many of the 
students from Okinawa indicated uncertainty in their responses, and the stu-
dents from Auckland and Okinawa also referred to thinking approaches that 
are not commonly associated with critical thinking such as intuition and posi-
tive thinking. The findings from our investigation suggest that students need 
more explicit instruction to promote critical thinking skills development, and 
that they should be provided clearer, more transparent explanations of the 
thinking skills they are expected to demonstrate in their courses of study.

The need for critical thinking

In most educational environments worldwide, it is considered as very impor-
tant for students to develop critical thinking skills. Cultivating students’ abili-
ties to critically assess the soundness of knowledge claims and arguments is 
one of the most important objectives of education (e.g., Glassner, Weinstock, 
and Neuman 2005). Documents about tertiary education aspirations, like the 
Association of American Colleges and University’s “College Learning for the 
New Global Century” (2007), reflect this view. This document, for example, 
places critical thinking alongside writing and quantitative reasoning (math) as 
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one of the essential intellectual skills. Such a view is also held in many universi-
ties outside the United States. In New Zealand, for example, critical thinking is 
listed in the University of Auckland’s “graduate profile”—where the University 
describes the personal qualities, skills, and attributes that students who gradu-
ate from there are expected to develop (University of Auckland 2003). Another 
example is the Asian University for Women in Bangladesh: on its Web site, it 
declares its intention to equip students with “strong skills in critical thinking, 
analysis, and communication” (Asian University for Women 2008–2013).

But what exactly does critical thinking mean? One very simple and often-
cited definition is it involves “correct assessing of statements” (Ennis 1962, 81), 
but there are more detailed definitions that describe the thinking processes 
it entails, such as “skilled and active interpretation of observations and com-
munications, information and argumentation” (Fisher and Scriven 1997, 21). 
Among researchers, there is some disagreement about the exact meaning of 
critical thinking, including debates about the nature of the skill itself and the 
personal qualities that people who exercise critical thinking tend to possess 
(see, e.g., Halpern 1998; Mason 2007). From an educational perspective, how-
ever, the objective of equipping students with a skill they can use both in their 
studies as well as in society at large would be the most important consideration. 
Hence, from such a perspective, critical thinking should be viewed in terms of 
its practical, teachable, and measurable aspects (see, e.g., Ennis 1962; Fisher 
and Scriven 1997). As various authors have explained (Scharrer, Bromme, Britt, 
and Stadtler 2012; Thomm and Bromme 2011), one of the biggest challenges in 
modern society is developing people’s skills in evaluating and making sensible 
judgments about the overwhelming amount of information that is now avail-
able through the Internet, television, and other mass media sources. Formal 
education clearly has a crucial role to play in meeting that challenge.

What students think about thinking skills

Although most tertiary institutions worldwide share the view that developing 
students’ critical thinking skills is important, little is known about the extent 
to which student share that view. We are not aware, for example, of any study 
that has in any systematic way examined what students think about critical 
and other thinking skills they are expected to develop during their years in 
tertiary studies. One study, which Tapper (2004) conducted, examined under-
graduate students’ perceptions about the critical thinking components of a 
course they had taken in science and communication. However, a more general 
attempt at understanding students’ knowledge and views about such thinking 
skills appear not to have been previously carried out.

Understanding students’ views about an educational issue such as the think-
ing skills they should use is actually quite important. There is much research 
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evidence to show that what students think they are expected to do has a huge 
influence on what they actually do in their studies (Jussim and Eccles 1992; 
Miller and Turnbull 1986). Thus, it is important to know whether students 
think the same about thinking skills they need to develop as expected by the 
institutions. If there are mismatches between these expectations, appropriate 
educational measures need to be put in place.

Do cultural differences impact student thinking?

One hotly debated question in this area of research is whether students from 
different cultural backgrounds might differ in their views and perceptions 
about thinking skills that are required in their studies. Some authors have 
argued that critical thinking is largely a Western concept that can be very 
difficult for students from Asian and other non-Western cultures to learn and 
use (Atkinson 1997; Fox 1994). Other authors strongly oppose such a view, 
pointing out that Asian and other non-Western students are equally capable of 
grasping the requirements of critical thought and demonstrating those in the 
work they produce (e.g., Paton 2005; Stapleton 2002).

More recent investigations into student critical thinking performance in 
relation to cultural factors have revealed some differences. However, those dif-
ferences could have been due to students’ language proficiency rather than 
culture per se. For example, Lun, Fischer, and Ward (2010) found that New 
Zealand European students performed better than their Asian counterparts on 
some measures of critical thinking skills, but they pointed out that those dif-
ferences could have arisen because of the Asian students being less proficient 
in the English language they had to use in the critical thinking tasks. Floyd 
(2011) also reported evidence that, for Chinese students, critical thinking was 
more difficult in a second language (English) compared to their first language 
(Chinese).

Apart from language proficiency, educational experiences could also affect 
how students approach thinking tasks. Because of likely differences between 
cultures in such experiences, it would be helpful to find out whether—as a con-
sequence—students who come from non-Western educational backgrounds 
might differ in some of their views about the thinking skills needed for success 
in tertiary studies. In Japan, for example, development of students’ thinking 
skills is emphasized in the education system as much as in other countries. 
However, critical thinking is not specified as a skill that students need to 
develop. For instance, the Central Council for Education of Japan’s MEXT 
(Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology) submitted a 
report titled “Towards the Enhancement of Undergraduate Education,” which 
described the competencies that students should acquire through a university 
bachelor’s degree. The competencies are based on generic skills (communication 
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skills, logical thinking, and problem-solving skills), knowledge/understanding, 
and comprehensive learning and its application—but critical thinking is never 
mentioned. Also, the Global Human Resource Development Committee of the 
Industry-Academia Partnership for Human Resource Development of Japan’s 
METI (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry) proposed a set of fundamen-
tal competencies that working persons should possess. These include: thinking 
skills, basic social skills, and execution skills (METI 2010). Again, however, 
critical thinking was not specified. It is possible that these kinds of differences 
could result in students forming different views about the kinds of thinking 
skills they are expected to use to succeed in their studies.

Investigating student perceptions about thinking skills

With these questions in mind, we set out to explore the extent to which 
students from different cultural backgrounds might hold the same—or dif-
ferent—perceptions and views about thinking skills that are useful in ter-
tiary studies. We conducted focus group interviews with university students 
in Japan and New Zealand. We decided on this method of data collection 
(i.e., focus group interviews) because it is generally considered an effective 
method for understanding the experiences, interests, attitudes, perspectives, 
and assumptions of a group of people on a specific topic (Wilkinson and 
Birmingham 2003).

We chose New Zealand as a country that has a Western culture, and Japan 
as a country that has an Asian culture, but we were aware of the limitations 
involved in using such classifications. New Zealand, for example, has a multi-
ethnic population, comprising not only Europeans and the Maori (the indig-
enous people of New Zealand) but also various Asian and Polynesian ethnic 
groups. The students who took part in this study were solicited from a univer-
sity in Auckland, which is the biggest and most ethnically diverse of the cities 
in New Zealand. Likewise, although the Japanese student population does not 
share the same multiethnic characteristics as the student population in New 
Zealand, Japan is a country with considerable variations in cultural environ-
ments according to location and other factors. It is for this reason that we 
decided to gather data from two locations in Japan—Kyoto and Okinawa—to 
find out the extent to which student views might be similar or different across 
“subgroups” within the same overarching “cultural group.” Of the two loca-
tions, Kyoto is the bigger and more modern city, but at the same time it is one 
of the best traditionally preserved cities in Japan. In contrast, Okinawa is part 
of the Ryukyu Islands group in the southern part of Japan with a more ethni-
cally diverse population, being closer to China and other East Asian countries. 
Since the end of World War II, the United States has also had prominent mili-
tary bases in Okinawa.
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How we conducted our study

In total we had twenty-three undergraduate university students voluntarily 
taking part in our study. Eight of the students were from a university in Kyoto 
(two of whom were female, and six were male), seven were from a university in 
Okinawa (three females, four males), and eight from a university in Auckland 
(same number of females and males). The students came from a range of sub-
ject disciplines: in Kyoto, they came from education, engineering, law, and sci-
ence; in Okinawa, they were from education, engineering, law and literature, 
and science; and in Auckland, they were from arts and humanities, engineer-
ing, law, and science. The students came from all levels (first year to final year) 
of their undergraduate degrees. All were in the eighteen to twenty-two age 
range, except for two students (one male and one female) in Auckland who 
were already in their thirties.

We held the focus group interviews in a quiet seminar room in the stu-
dents’ home universities. In Kyoto and Okinawa, we interviewed all the stu-
dents together in one group at each location. However, in Auckland, because of 
scheduling difficulties, we interviewed the students in two groups, with four 
students in each group. In Kyoto and Okinawa, the interviews lasted approxi-
mately 80 minutes, while in Auckland they lasted approximately 45 minutes. 
(Note that in Japanese universities, regular class periods usually last 90 min-
utes, while in New Zealand universities they last 50–55 minutes.)

With the students’ permission, we audio-recorded the interviews we con-
ducted in Japanese in Japan, and in English in New Zealand. At the begin-
ning of the interviews, we provided a brief explanation of the study. As a 
warm-up, we also asked the students some general questions about their 
interest and participation in courses they were enrolled in, and about the 
aspects of their courses they were finding interesting. After that, we asked 
the students the same basic questions in each of the interview sessions. Those 
questions were:

1. In the courses you are taking, what kinds of thinking are important?
2. In those courses, what kinds of thinking do you think your lecturers 

expect?
3. In everyday life, what kind of people do you think can be described as good 

thinkers?
4. To what extent do you think you can use those kinds of thinking skills in 

university classes and learning activities?
5. When do you think those thinking skills cannot be used?
6. In what ways do you think you can improve those thinking skills?
7. Have you heard of the term “critical thinking”? What do you think it 

means?
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Although we were focused on soliciting the students’ answers to these ques-
tions, we allowed sufficient flexibility for the students to bring up other com-
ments and ideas as long as they were at least loosely related to these questions. 
We also made every effort to encourage all the students to contribute, without 
placing any particular pressure on any of them to contribute if they did not 
want to.

We transcribed and then thematically analyzed (see, e.g., Boyatzis 1998) the 
audio recordings to identify patterns of responses to each of the questions 
in each group. We then compared the patterns of responses across the three 
groups.

Our results: students’ thoughts on thinking skills

In table 18.1 we provide a summary of the key points that the students made 
in response to each of the questions. We describe and explain these responses 
in more detail in the following subsections.

What kinds of thinking are important at university?

In response to the first question, all three groups referred to the importance 
of understanding what is taught in their courses. They expressed this in a 
variety of ways such as “comprehension of ideas,” “considering what the lec-
turer is saying,” and “[paying] attention to the detail and the concepts of your 
subject.” All three groups also referred to the importance of understanding 
other people’s points of view. For example, a student from Kyoto mentioned 
the value of “thinking from a third person’s point of view,” while a student 
from Okinawa indicated “thinking flexibly based on the opposite opinion” as 
being beneficial. A student from Auckland described basically the same idea as 
approaching things in an “open-minded” way.

Additionally, students from Kyoto referred to various thinking strategies that 
involve deeper processing such as abstraction and linking of ideas (e.g., relating 
data to existing thinking). They also referred to the importance of thinking in 
a rational manner and observing reality, and of finding things out for oneself 
and challenging ideas when necessary. One student, for example, described the 
important aspects of thinking as, “think rationally . . . think logically using a 
step-by-step method . . . develop your own ideas for yourself.”

In contrast, students from Okinawa also pointed out the value of being able 
to express one’s own ideas about the subject matter being dealt with in lec-
tures, and of the ability to express such ideas clearly when writing. These stu-
dents also noted the importance of considering the cultural meaning of ideas 
taught in courses, and of appreciating the relevance of that cultural meaning 
to oneself. For instance, one student expressed this point as “considering the 
cultural meaning based on history, life, and values without prejudice.”

 

 

 

 



Table 18.1 Summary of student responsesa

Issues Common 
responses

Location-specific responses

Kyoto Okinawa Auckland

1.  Thinking skills  
important  
at university

Comprehension  
of course content

Understanding  
others’  
perspectives

Deeper  
thinking  
processes

Expression of 
ideas

Appreciation  
of cultural  
meaning and 
relevance

Management  
of course 
demands

Instructor 
management

Study planning

2.  Instructor  
expectations 
about  
thinking  
skills

Development of  
multiple  
perspectives

Thinking for  
oneself

Questioning

Flexibility in 
thinking

Discovery  
learning

Development  
of one’s own 
thinking skills

Social  
responsibilities  
in thinking

Application  
of research  
skills

Integration of 
information 
learned

3.  Characteristics  
of good  
thinkers

Logical and  
systematic

Considers  
different  
perspectives

Reflective

Adaptable

Able to see the  
“big picture”

Plans and  
thinks ahead

Considers and 
listens to  
others

Possesses  
direction in 
thinking

Understands  
the rules that 
apply

Plans and  
thinks ahead

Considers  
and listens to 
others

Can generate  
and organize 
ideas

Metacognitive

4.  Thinking  
skills’  
application  
to studies

In classes:
Logic

Thinking 
independently

Planning

In group work:

Understanding  
the way people 
think

In classes  
where own 
thoughts are 
asked for

Existence of  
considerable 
variation in 
instructor 
expectations

Variations  
according to 
subject matter

5.  When thinking 
skills might not 
apply

In some  
subjects

When time is 
constrained

When deciding 
emotionally

Activities that 
depend on skill

In sports

When things  
have already  
been decided

When time is 
constrained

When being  
conciliatory to 
others

In some  
lectures,  
assignments  
and tests

Some  
instructors  
do not elicit  
their use

continued
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Students from Auckland, on the other hand, additionally referred to the 
more pragmatic aspects of thinking—such as the thinking that one needs to 
do to manage course demands and lecturer expectations. For example, one stu-
dent noted that it is important in producing academic work to “try and do your 
best to make it easy on the [assignment or test] marker as well,” while another 
student referred to the value of “using the lecturer’s ‘speak’ . . . to try and get 
inside the lecturer’s head and think with the same sort of strategy.” Several of 
the students also noted the importance of, as well as the challenges associated 
with, planning and executing study-related plans.

What do instructors expect?

The students from the three groups were very similar in the kinds of think-
ing they believed their instructors expected them to use in their studies. They 
mentioned the expectation to view things from different perspectives. For 

Issues Common 
responses

Location-specific responses

Kyoto Okinawa Auckland

6.  How thinking 
skills might  
be improved

Practice

Learning more 
about the skills

Remembering 
rules and 
prerequisites

Articulating  
ideas

Being exposed 
to different 
perspectives

Meeting 
challenges

Working in  
interdisciplinary 
teams

7.  Meaning of 
critical  
thinking

Reflective and  
questioning

Deliberate  
and structured 
thinking

Avoids blind  
acceptance  
of ideas

Based on  
principle

Being a  
skeptic

Avoidance of  
stereotyping  
and prejudice

Searching  
possible  
options

Generation  
of ideas

Fixing  
problems in 
thinking

Returning to  
the origin  
of an idea

Avoidance of  
bias

Possession of  
a balanced  
view

Comprehension

Being intuitive

Positive 
thinking

Negative 
thinking

Being 
constructive

aThese responses are based on the issues that were raised by students when answering the questions 
during the focus group interviews.

Table 18.1 Continued 
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example, an Auckland student explained that lecturers expect students to be 
able to “stand in different points and see different perspectives of the topic 
or question.” A Kyoto student mentioned that instructors expect students to 
“compare the merits and demerit of ideas.” And an Okinawa student explained 
that their instructors expect students to view things “not from one perspec-
tive, but from multiple perspectives.”

Another thinking quality that appeared to be commonly expected by 
instructors across the three locations was “thinking for oneself.” For example, 
an Okinawa student noted that “lecturers expect students to think thoroughly 
about their own ideas,” and a Kyoto student noted that lecturers expect stu-
dents to be able to reach their “own conclusions” about information they get 
presented. One Auckland student explained,

You have to know your stuff, basically . . . What do I mean by “know your 
stuff”? [You have to] understand the question; do research on the question 
to find out the positive side, the negative side, and then your argument.

Self-questioning was another thinking characteristic that students from all 
three locations reported that their instructors expected them to utilize. An 
Auckland student, for example, explained, “They always want us to question 
what they’re teaching us . . . to ask questions like, does this actually work in 
real life?” A similar point was raised by an Okinawa student who noted that 
students are expected to question the applications of the information they 
are learning, while a Kyoto student expressed the same idea as an expecta-
tion to be able to “create questions” about what they are learning.

Students also referred to subject-specific skills, such as those that might 
apply to chemistry, law, or psychology. Apart from these, however, there were 
also some expectations mentioned that were specific to each group. For exam-
ple, the Kyoto students also mentioned that their lecturers expected them to 
think flexibly, to “discover reality,” and to take steps in promoting their own 
thinking development. The Okinawa students, on the other hand, referred to 
expectations concerning their relationships with others. For example, they 
mentioned that their lecturers expected them to think about how to effec-
tively communicate their own ideas to others.

Likewise, there were some expectations that only the Auckland students 
mentioned. These included applications of research skills: as one student put it, 
they were expected to “know how to use the library system, . . . [to] understand 
all the statistics, how to do it and analyse it . . . [to] do a literature review.” The 
connection of different ideas was also mentioned: one student, for example, 
explained that “my lecturer seems to like us to connect the dots . . . to be able to 
draw all the threads and make [a] more coherent, big picture.”
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What characteristics do good thinkers possess?

When asked about what they themselves considered as qualities of “good 
thinkers,” the students from all three locations referred to mostly similar, 
overlapping qualities. Many of these qualities pertained to applications of 
skills commonly associated with critical thinking, such as considering differ-
ent perspectives and taking a logical approach. For example, a Kyoto student 
suggested the value of “reaching logical conclusions by continuous thinking.” 
An Okinawa student expressed the view that it is useful to “generate new 
ideas from different aspects [of the subject or topic].” One Auckland student 
described a related point in the following way, “In approaching an idea . . . not 
to just assume what it’s saying but . . . to sort of stand back and suspend judg-
ment and have a capacity to start looking at it from all different angles.” 
Students from all groups also referred to the importance of being able to see 
“the big picture” or, as one Kyoto student put it, “to grasp things in their 
entirety.”

Students from all three groups also referred to the importance of adapt-
ability in thinking. Suggestions about this point from the Kyoto students 
included: “those who adapt to requirements,” “those who think dynami-
cally,” and “those who seek improvement.” The point about being able to 
“improve things” was also mentioned by an Okinawa student, while an 
Auckland student noted the benefits of being able to “change your way of 
thinking to match your situation . . . that’s quite important because not all 
situations demand the same type of thinking.” Another Auckland student 
referred to the value of being able to use both “deductive” and “inductive” 
approaches to thinking.

Students from Kyoto and Okinawa also noted the importance of planning-
related thinking. One Kyoto student, for example, described good thinkers 
are “those who can structure their time,” while another suggested “those who 
think proactively.” An Okinawa student expressed the view that good thinkers 
are “those who think ahead and act efficiently.” Additionally, the Kyoto and 
Okinawa students pointed out the importance of considering others in the 
way they think. A Kyoto student, for example, suggested “those who are popu-
lar and understand people’s thinking,” while an Okinawa student suggested 
“those who really ask and listen to the opinion of others.” However, listening 
to others did not necessarily mean changing one’s views according to what 
others think: as an Okinawa student pointed out, good thinkers can think for 
themselves and “aren’t swayed by others.”

The Kyoto students also put forward two additional qualities of good think-
ers that were not mentioned by students from the other groups. These were the 
exhibition of direction in the way one thinks, and understanding the “rules 
and prerequisite conditions” that apply to the situation in which thinking is 
called for.
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Likewise, the Auckland students suggested several unique attributes of good 
thinkers. These included being able to generate and organize ideas through 
the use of techniques like brainstorming and mind mapping. One student also 
referred to the importance of metacognition, describing it in the following 
way:

To be able to assess the usefulness of thinking . . . being aware of your think-
ing . . . thinking about thinking . . . 

How much can those thinking skills be used in university studies?

When asked about the extent to which the good thinking qualities they 
described might be applicable to university classes and learning activities, the 
Kyoto students explained that logic, thinking independently, and planning 
can all be used in study and research activities. They also pointed out and 
agreed that “understanding the way people think is effective for group work.”

When asked the same question, one student in Okinawa responded by say-
ing, “I can use them in classes where my thoughts are asked for.” Another stu-
dent noted that such thinking skills are useful in deciding how to study.

The students from Auckland were more explicit in voicing their perceptions 
of considerable variations in instructor expectations about the use of such 
thinking skills. They pointed out that they can apply the skills to their studies, 
but that some instructors simply require students to demonstrate an “ability to 
regurgitate information.” One student pointed out that “some [instructors] just 
seem to get up and talk at you and not be too concerned with thinking on that 
deeper level at all, but others . . . stimulate and challenge you to think on that 
deeper level.” A few students also referred to differences in thinking expecta-
tions according to the subject matter—comparing a medical science course, for 
example, to a course in statistics.

When might such skills not be applicable?

On being asked about when these skills may not apply or could not be used, the 
Auckland students had plenty to say. They pointed out that in some lectures, 
assignments, and tests, these thinking skills were not applicable. One student 
provided an example of tests where “you’re just basically asked to . . . give defi-
nitions of something, just to know that you have been to your lectures, you 
have been doing your readings, and you can repeat back—remember stuff.” 
Another student explained,

It’s not required in the lecture if you just listen, you don’t think . . . you do 
the thinking before and after . . . When you’re in there, you watch, basically 
the lecturer, you listen to what he says and try to relay back . . . Maybe it’s 
thinking too—relaying back?
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Like their response to the previous question, the Auckland students stressed the 
considerable variation in teaching approaches between instructors, pointing out 
for example that “some lecturers elicit from us those thinking skills” more so 
than others.

The Auckland students also noted that some of their instructors were not 
good role models in the use of those thinking skills. One student, for example 
explained:

Sometimes they are not actually explaining things properly—they’re not 
giving evidence or giving examples and explaining what’s expected of us. 
When they themselves are not using good thinking skills, it breaks the 
capacity for you to enter deeply into what they are saying.

In response to the same question, the Okinawa students provided cases when 
these good thinking skills could not be put to practical use: instances when 
things have already been decided to some extent and cannot be changed; 
when time is limited; and when it is necessary to be conciliatory to others. The 
following two comments exemplify the views expressed:

When I don’t have time, for example when I’m preparing for an exam, or 
doing a lot of tasks in class, I concentrate on finishing the work without 
thinking too deeply.

When I am playing team sports or working as part of a team, I cannot be 
inflexible and hold on too strongly to my opinions. If I become too rigid 
about my opinions, our team won’t work well.

The Kyoto students’ responses overlapped in some cases with the responses 
from the Auckland and the Okinawa students. For example, they pointed out 
that in some subjects—such as “in the arts”—these thinking skills might not 
be required. They also noted that these skills cannot be used in many cases 
when “speed is required.” However, they also mentioned additional cases, 
such as in everyday life, when making emotional decisions, while taking part 
in sports, or in activities where skill is necessary. As two students explained: 
“When people decide in a hurry or during an emotional confrontation, they 
cannot think logically in those situations,” and “sports is based on physical 
skills, which are not controlled by just thoughts.”

How can we improve our thinking skills?

When asked their opinions about how they might be able to improve their 
thinking skills, students in all the groups suggested various forms of practice 
as well as learning more about these thinking skills. Suggestions from the 
Kyoto students included “becoming conscious of them [the thinking skills] 
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in everyday life,” “practicing,” and “reading books.” Suggestions from the 
Okinawa students included “routinely thinking about things,” and “gener-
ating questions even about trivial matters.” Similarly, the Auckland students 
suggested “practicing good thinking skills will develop my thinking skills,” 
“reading some books on thinking,” and “taking some courses about how to 
learn.”

In addition, the Kyoto students mentioned “remembering rules and 
prerequisites”—suggesting a more systematic approach to the development of 
thinking skills. One of the Auckland students also suggested the helpfulness of 
working in interdisciplinary teams, explaining the benefits as follows:

I think what actually facilitates it [development of thinking skills] is work-
ing in inter-disciplinary teams where you’ve got people from a whole lot 
of different fields, and you’re having to . . . I’m from arts . . . [and] trying to 
talk to a person who’s in engineering is very difficult. But that makes you 
think . . . being challenged.

Students from Okinawa likewise suggested the value of articulating ideas (“ver-
balizing”), being exposed to a wide range of perspectives (“listening to a range 
of opinions”), and being challenged (“be pressed or feel the urgency to do 
something”).

What does critical thinking mean?

The students were asked if they had heard of, or knew, the term “critical think-
ing,” and what they thought it meant. All the students in the Kyoto group 
had heard of it, and they put forward various characteristics of it such as “not 
accepting information passively but doing so critically,” “independence in 
thinking,” “being aware of bias,” “to distrust,” and “to be reflective.” In con-
trast, most of the students in Okinawa indicated that they had not heard of it, 
or they had heard of it before but had forgotten what it meant. One person who 
had heard of it put forward the following as its meaning: “to think more deeply 
and derive a good direction.” The other students, when pressed for what they 
thought, suggested the following meanings: “to judge one idea and generate 
new ideas”, “to consider [something] from many facets,” and “to think for one-
self rather than simply swallowing a variety of ideas.” They also put forward 
the following as possible meanings of the term: “to submit different ideas,” “to 
fix problems in your own thinking,” and “to go back to the origin of an idea.”

Like the Kyoto students, the students in Auckland indicated familiarity with 
the idea of critical thinking. When asked what it meant, they put forward 
definitions and descriptions like “being aware of the thinking processes and 
biases that creep into ideas,” “looking at things from different perspectives 
to get a balanced view,” “using objective rather than subjective arguments,” 
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“being structured in thinking,” “asking the four Ws and one H—why, where, 
when, what, and how,” and “being able to absorb new information, [and] try-
ing to find a connection between that and some of the information that you 
already know.” However, they also suggested that critical thinking is “being 
able to learn, being able to understand and then being able to apply it” and 
“understanding the subject matter”—suggesting that at least some of them 
were not able to distinguish the concept from comprehension and applica-
tion. Furthermore, other definitions and characteristics that are not normally 
associated with critical thinking were proposed such as “intuitive thinking,” 
“positive thinking,” “negative thinking,” and “being more constructive.” One 
student even suggested that it is “a bit like playing a game . . . you know that 
game, but you sometimes wonder when you go out into the world if it’s the 
same game.”

Similarities and differences between the groups:  
some implications

The findings of our investigation suggest that, irrespective of where they come 
from, students share many common views about good thinking skills that are 
useful in tertiary studies. We found no evidence of an East-West difference in 
knowledge and awareness about useful thinking skills, which supports views 
that have earlier been expressed by authors like Paton (2005) and Stapleton 
(2002) about cultural equivalence as far as the possession of such skills is con-
cerned. We also found it quite encouraging to see that many qualities com-
monly associated with critical thinking—such as viewing things from multiple 
perspectives, thinking for oneself, questioning, and using systematic, logical 
approaches—were mentioned by students in all three groups. Perhaps this sim-
ilarity between the three groups indicates the extent to which many tertiary 
institutions globally are increasingly becoming more alike in the student com-
petencies and values they are promoting.

The Kyoto and Okinawa students did not appear to be any more similar 
to each other in their views and perceptions compared to the students from 
Auckland. In fact, in some aspects, either the Kyoto or the Okinawa group was 
more similar to the Auckland group. For example, where improving think-
ing skills was concerned, the Okinawa and Auckland students suggested simi-
lar strategies involving exposure to others’ views, articulation of knowledge, 
and rising to meet challenges, which were not suggested by the students from 
Kyoto. This again perhaps indicates that educational environments, more than 
cultural factors, influence students’ views about how they should apply them-
selves to their studies.

We did, however, find one similarity between the Kyoto and Okinawa 
students that appears important, and that is their common assertion that 
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consideration of others is one of the qualities of good thinkers. The consider-
ation they were referring to did not appear to be necessarily for self-benefit—
unlike, for example, instances when the Auckland students mentioned “getting 
inside the lecturer’s head” so that they could produce work accordingly (and 
hence obtain better grades). Rather, the suggestion about consideration of 
others from the Kyoto and Okinawa students appeared more concerned with 
a genuine desire to understand and establish good relationships with other 
people. This finding supports earlier observations by Markus and Kitayama 
(1991) that people from many Asian and non-Western cultures possess a more 
interdependent self-construal. According to their theory, interdependent people 
think of themselves as being part of a bigger social relationship with signifi-
cant others, and this view affects not only their behavior but also their ways 
of thinking.

Other differences between the groups, however, suggest the influence of the 
students’ educational and social environments rather than their cultures per 
se. In discussing thinking skills that are important at university and instruc-
tor expectations about those skills, there were many similarities between 
the three groups, but also some interesting differences. The Kyoto students 
referred to the importance of deeper thinking processes and instructor expec-
tations about responsibility for the development of one’s own thinking skills. 
However, the Kyoto students who took part in our study were enrolled in one 
of Japan’s top-ranked universities. As a group, these students could be consid-
ered as high achievers, and so perhaps these responses from them were not 
surprising. These students would likely have been better aware of the range of 
thinking processes required for effective learning, and instructor expectations 
of them would likely have been higher compared to expectations in many 
other universities.

In contrast, when discussing the same issues, the students from Okinawa 
referred to the importance of appreciating cultural meanings and relevance, 
and to instructor expectations about social responsibilities. Again, one could 
argue that, with the multicultural mix of people in Okinawa and the social 
and political issues surrounding the US military presence there, such views 
and perceptions about thinking would likely be impressed upon university 
students who live there.

Finally, the Auckland students responded to the same questions by men-
tioning course and instructor management strategies and by noting their 
lecturers’ expectations about research skills applications. In New Zealand 
universities, including the one where the participants for the current study 
came from, undergraduate student attrition is high: entry into universities is 
comparatively easier (i.e., compared to many Asian countries, for instance) 
but, once in a university, students are expected to work very hard to keep up 
with course requirements—and significant proportions of students fail and/
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or drop out. Study management strategies are therefore heavily emphasized 
in New Zealand tertiary institutions, including the need to effectively employ 
skills learned to meet coursework demands. This situation may well have 
influenced the views and perceptions expressed by the Auckland students.

Knowledge and expectations about critical thinking:  
some implications

As we noted earlier, students from all three groups referred to numerous char-
acteristics of critical thinking when discussing study-related thinking require-
ments. The students also appeared well aware of situational factors that may 
limit or make the use of such thinking skills unwise. These findings are encour-
aging indicators that students are developing not only knowledge about, but 
also practical understanding of, various thinking skills—including aspects of 
critical thinking—that, ideally, formal education should inculcate (see, e.g., 
Glassner, Weinstock, and Neuman 2005; Halpern 1998; Thomm and Bromme 
2011).

What is not as encouraging, however, is the finding that, when explicitly 
asked what they thought critical thinking meant, some misconceptions about 
it also surfaced in the students’ responses. As we noted earlier, the Auckland 
and Okinawa students mentioned other thinking characteristics that would 
not normally be considered as aspects of critical thinking, like creativity, 
positivity, and intuition (cf. critical thinking definitions provided by Ennis 
1962; Fisher and Scriven 1997). The Kyoto students put forward definitions 
and qualities that were appropriate, but they did not say many of these, sug-
gesting that perhaps they too were not so certain about the exact meaning 
of critical thinking. This finding about students’ misconceptions and uncer-
tainties about the meaning of critical thinking suggests that there is a need 
to provide more explicit, systematic, and comprehensive education about this 
thinking approach. If the capacity to think critically is as important to develop 
in students as many tertiary institutional documents worldwide suggest, then 
critical thinking should be taught more explicitly and its development incor-
porated more systematically into course curricula.

An issue related to student knowledge and skills development is teacher 
knowledge and skills development. We found ample evidence from the com-
ments provided by students that thinking skills expectations vary consid-
erably across courses and instructors, with some apparently requiring only 
superficial thinking approaches such as rote memorization. This indicates 
the need to ensure that tertiary-level instructors are knowledgeable about the 
thinking skills that students need to develop and are sufficiently skilled in 
the facilitation of their development through the courses they teach. Hence, 
appropriate means for teacher professional skills development in these areas 
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(e.g., training and resources) ought to be made available to all tertiary educa-
tion instructors.

Where to from here?

Our investigation was carried out with only 23 undergraduate students and 
we used no systematic method to ensure that the students who participated 
possessed profiles that reflected the demographic profiles of the student popu-
lations in the corresponding institutions and locations. There are therefore 
obvious limitations in the extent to which our findings can be generalized. In 
future research, it would be useful to examine students’ views and perceptions 
about the same thinking skills issues, but with the use of other groups of stu-
dents, in other institutions, and in other locations. Other methods of data col-
lection could also be employed, such as the use of questionnaires, which would 
enable larger samples of students to convey their opinions on these issues.

It would also be helpful in future research to examine not just self-reports 
but also students’ actual use of the target thinking skills in the work they 
produce. The effects of providing instruction on these thinking skills, particu-
larly on student competencies as may be observed through work they produce, 
would also be an important future direction to take in research. It would be 
important to identify any variations in student performance that may relate 
to cultural factors—including, for example, language—so that they could be 
addressed as may be deemed appropriate.
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Introduction: critical thinking in non-Western cultures

When I first started doing research about critical thinking (CT), I had not real-
ized how contested a notion (Atkinson 1997) it was, even though it is widely 
accepted as an important goal of (at least Western) higher education (Barnett 
1997; Norris 1995). Most people agree that critical thinking is essential for 
citizens to participate actively in a democracy (Brookfield 1987; Johnson and 
Morris 2010; ten Dam and Volman 2004). There is also a need for citizens to 
criticize the systems and hierarchies in which they live, whether academic or 
corporate, whether in a democratic state or not, questioning and challenging 
even the structures within which we conduct critical thinking. Some scholars 
claim that critical thinking is culturally biased (e.g., Atkinson 1997; Fox 1994; 
Norris 1995), which is a view I initially dismissed, because the ideas and prac-
tices of CT exist in my own Egyptian Islamic culture. Some scholars argue that 
viewing critical thinking as distant from non-Anglo (i.e., non-English speak-
ing) cultures is a symptom of misunderstandings (Ennis 1998), and even igno-
rance of, and condescension toward non-Westerners’ capacities for rational 
thinking (Nussbaum 1997). Claims of cultural distance or difference are often 
presented under the guise of cultural sensitivity, while hiding reductionist and 
deficit-oriented tendencies (Zamel 1997).

We cannot, however, dismiss the evidence of practical difficulties in teach-
ing critical thinking to international (particularly Asian) students in Anglo 
universities (e.g., Egege and Kutieleh 2004; Vandermensbrugghe 2004). Some 
have suggested that this is due to linguistic difficulties (Floyd 2011) or peda-
gogical biases in how academics tend to teach critical thinking (Ennis 1998). 
It has also been suggested that critical thinking is valued differently in various 
cultures (Egege and Kutieleh 2004).
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Much of the research on cultural bias in CT has been conducted with ref-
erence to Asian students. In what follows, I use evidence from the American 
University in Cairo (AUC) to examine cultural issues of developing critical 
thinking in the Egyptian context, but many of the issues raised can be recon-
textualized to other cultures.

I present my argument in two parts. First, I argue that critical thinking is 
not an exclusively Western notion, but one ingrained in Islamic scholarship 
and informal Egyptian culture. In spite of that, the teaching of CT to students 
in the Arab and Islamic world continues to pose challenges for educators. The 
second part of the chapter highlights some of the cultural and contextual chal-
lenges faced by those teaching critical thinking to non-Western university stu-
dents, using research conducted at AUC. On the classroom level, these include 
variability in students’ incoming cultural capital, previous pedagogical expo-
sure, and linguistic ability. On a macrolevel, these include the ways in which 
the sociopolitical environment can hinder students’ capacity to practice criti-
cal thinking outside the classroom.

I focus on the particular context of AUC teaching CT to mostly Egyptian stu-
dents because I have in-depth experience with this institution and have con-
ducted research there. However, many of the arguments in the second part of the 
chapter apply to other contexts in the region and beyond. I shed light on the chal-
lenges of teaching critical thinking in any Western institution (wherever located) 
to an international audience (of whatever background) because the emphasis is 
on understanding the diversity of the learners and their backgrounds, and how 
this poses a challenge for teaching CT, rather than on the particular characteris-
tics of the learners’ backgrounds. Because the AUC setting is one of mostly non-
Western students living in the same country, the perspective is different from 
that commonly used when a Western institution has small numbers of interna-
tional students from, for example, Asia. Rather than generalize about Egyptian 
students, I focus on the elements of diversity among them—as is mostly likely the 
case among Asian students, about whom generalizations are often done.

North American critical thinking

When I first started researching conceptions of CT, I came across what I 
thought was the agreed-upon definition: the traditional North American/
Western conception of critical thinking as it appears in Facione’s (1990) Expert 
Consensus. The report articulates critical thinking based upon the collabora-
tion of a panel of experts (predominantly North American, including the well-
known Robert Ennis, Richard Paul, and Stephen Norris). In the report, CT is 
defined as (Facione, 1990, 2)

purposeful, self-regulatory judgment which results in interpretation, analysis, 
evaluation, and inference, as well as explanation of the evidential, conceptual, 
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methodological, criteriological, or contextual considerations upon which that 
judgment is based.

CT is then broken into a set of cognitive skills, namely interpretation, analysis, 
evaluation, inference, evaluation and self-regulation (6), as well as dispositions, 
including fair-mindedness, inquisitiveness, open-mindedness to divergent 
worldviews, and diligence in seeking relevant information, among others.

This is the approach to critical thinking closest to that used in North 
American universities, but it is by no means the only way CT is conceptualized 
in the literature (Bali 2013b; Brodin 2007; 2008). It is also the conceptualiza-
tion of CT closest to that used at the American University in Cairo (AUC), 
which I use as the context for this paper.

Critical thinking in Islam and in Egypt

Critical thinking as “Ijtihad” (Islamic scholarship)

Some consider critical thinking to be a Western-influenced educational ideal 
and suggest that it opposes some of the values inherent in other cultures. For 
example, Cook (1999) suggests that although Islam is tolerant to variety in 
perspectives, it still does claim that there is a universal truth and would not 
comfortably accommodate a notion of equally viable perspectives. However, 
the notion of “ijtihad,” the approach of Islamic scholarship fundamental to 
interpreting Islamic law (shari’a), overlaps strongly with modern-day Western 
notions of critical thinking in terms of the hermeneutic process of evaluating 
credibility of sources, examining multiple meanings behind a text, making 
contextual connections, and using logic to arrive at what are usually multiple 
divergent but equally valid interpretations (Nurullah 2006; Said 2004). Islam’s 
primary sources (Quran and Sunnah) strongly encourage critical reflection, 
rationality, and scientific study, and consider such deliberation one of the 
highest forms of worship. In a recent lecture by Bradley Cook at AUC, there was 
a discussion on how some Quranic text can be interpreted in very orthodox 
ways that prohibit questioning, while some progressive and spiritual scholars 
of Islam would consider the exact same text as an invitation to reflect, explore, 
and question. In practice, Arab and Muslim societies nowadays are less likely 
to apply critical and questioning approaches to Islamic scholarship (Nurullah 
2006). This may be related to oppressive political regimes and educational cur-
ricula, which I discuss next.

Critical thinking in Egypt

School curricula across the Arab region are known to “encourage submission, 
obedience, subordination and compliance, rather than free critical thinking” 
(UNDP 2003, iv). Egyptian educational curricula at school and university 
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levels are notorious for emphasizing memorization and shunning criticism 
(Aboulghar 2006). However, lack of critical thinking in formal educational 
contexts in some cultures can contrast with critical thinking in informal 
contexts such as everyday discussions of politics (Fox 1994), and Egypt is one 
such culture. However, because of oppressive regimes, such as those that have 
existed in the region for years after independence from colonial rule, public 
expressions of criticism toward power pose risks many people are often unwill-
ing to take (Asgharzadeh 2008).

The January 2011 uprising proved that Egyptians who have various levels of 
literacy and education were able to think critically despite the educational sys-
tem and willing to take critical action in spite of the oppressive state. However, 
the lack of significant reform today, three years after the uprising, implies 
that more is needed in order to promote a critical citizenry capable of moving 
beyond protest/opposition toward construction and democratic reform (Bali 
2013a; Beinin 2013). The masses in Egypt were able to protest and be critical in 
terms of objection, but this did not relate directly to being critical in ways we 
traditionally mean in the academic setting, which involve evaluating credibil-
ity of evidence, questioning assumptions, and arriving at conclusions logically 
using criteria that incorporate different perspectives.

Critical thinking is therefore not an exclusively Western notion: it exists in 
Islamic scholarship and in Egyptian informal contexts, as is the case in other 
cultures (Fox 1994). However, the lack of it in formal educational contexts can 
and does pose contextual challenges for educators. I support my argument by 
using examples from the American University in Cairo, which aims to pro-
mote critical thinking to Egyptian undergraduate students via a liberal arts 
education.

To support my argument, I refer to student and faculty views at AUC, using 
pseudonyms to protect individual identities. I use quotes taken from two 
studies I conducted previously at the American University in Cairo. The first 
is my (2013b) thesis, which included semistructured interviews with students 
and faculty on critical thinking development. The second is a survey for fac-
ulty in the disciplines, asking about persistent language-related issues (Bali 
and Carpenter 2009). The latter was conducted as part of a needs assessment 
exercise conducted by the English Language Institute (a unit that teaches 
remedial English to students who enter AUC since English is the language of 
study at AUC).

Contextual considerations in promoting critical thinking

AUC faculty and students are not a monolithic group. There are American/
Western and Egyptian/Arab professors, but among these are Egyptians who 
have been educated in the West, American professors who have lived in the 
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Arab world for long periods of time, and there are those who are bicultural/
dual-nationality. Among the mostly Egyptian students, there is diversity in 
terms of degree of “Westernization”: some are scholarship (i.e., less affluent) 
recipients, students from traditional Egyptian families and traditional Egyptian 
Arabic–language public schooling, whereas others have always had a Western 
education and have lived abroad, and other students fall within a continuum 
of “cultural hybridity” (Lash 2001), to use Bhabha’s term.

Therefore, it would be inaccurate to use any blanket generalizations about the 
cultures of “Egyptian students” at AUC. Rather, it is important to look at indi-
vidual students in a nondeterministic manner, to see how their agency works 
within the constraints and opportunities posed by their cultural and social 
backgrounds. It is also important to note that although AUC is an American 
institution aiming to teach critical thinking via a liberal arts curriculum, the 
faculty who teach at AUC themselves have varying degrees of familiarity with 
liberal arts philosophy (e.g., part-time faculty who have never been exposed 
to American education) on the one hand, and Egyptian culture on the other 
hand (e.g., young Western faculty coming to Egypt for the first time).

Cultural capital

The first difficulty AUC educators face in promoting critical thinking in Egypt 
is the variability in students’ cultural capital in terms of exposure and famil-
iarity with critical thinking in previous schooling and family backgrounds. 
There is a belief among scholars that deferring the teaching of CT until college 
is unlikely to be effective (Facione 1990). In the Arab region, it is difficult to 
use the 4–5 years of college to promote a capacity that has been suppressed 
or at least not developed over many years of schooling (Rivard, 2006, cited in 
Hall 2011). This becomes even more difficult when it also contrasts with what 
is encouraged in the home environment and public discourse. Some educa-
tors have suggested that Arab students may resist questioning certain cultural 
taboos and struggle to do so without strong support from teachers (Raddawi 
2011). This means that a household may encourage youth to question certain 
topics but suppress questioning of others such as cultural taboos, and teachers 
in higher education have difficulty reversing those unsaid rules.

My research found that variability in students’ schooling affected their 
capacity and comfort with critical thinking as they entered college. It is impor-
tant to note these differences, because the more practice a student has in criti-
cal thinking, the better he or she will become at it (van Gelder 2005), as is the 
case for many skills.

On the one hand there are AUC students who have studied in what are 
called “International schools” (teaching using the American, British, German, 
or French systems), for example, and who repeatedly mentioned ways in 
which their schooling encouraged critical thinking via in-class discussions 
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of controversial topics, conducting small-scale research-writing projects, and 
extracurricular activities that promote critical thinking such as the Model 
United Nations. On the other hand, we have the example of one student, 
Noha, who came from traditional Egyptian schooling, was unused to question-
ing authority, and felt uncomfortable participating in discussions and debates, 
even though such discussion was encouraged at home. She said:

I guess we were taught to always think that the teacher is right as opposed to 
college . . . you don’t question authority . . . as a freshman, it wasn’t the norm 
for me to challenge professors at least intellectually and I’d take their word 
for granted and I learned from people around me . . . that everything they 
[professors] say is not necessarily true.

Her ability to question grew slowly:

I guess my self-esteem or my confidence in my own intelligence was lim-
ited because of the education I had as a younger person. But I mean that’s 
improving, but it is taking me a very very long time to adapt to.

Although her confidence (which Bourdieu 1973 considers an expression of 
social capital) grew, the transition was not easy. She says it has been a “tough 
transition” from her previous schooling and remains so:

I was so used to having one right answer growing up, so it’s still very frus-
trating at times to not have a right answer.

Professors who teach at AUC notice this issue among students. One attributes 
this to a lack of confidence/comfort:

Some students are not comfortable expressing themselves—some want to 
simply repeat what’s been given to them, are comfortable staying close to 
the text, don’t want to venture on their own . . . no one made them feel con-
fident enough to say their view even if others may not agree.

Another American professor compares this to teaching in the West:

In a Western setting, students have just been brought up that way . . . it 
becomes more natural for students . . . to think independently. Here [in 
Egypt], a different type of culture, where you [student, say], “I’m not the 
authority so who am I to speak, to offer my independent observation 
about this? The professor is the authority or the author of the book is the 
authority.”
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This professor is referring to the lack of cultural capital in students’ back-
grounds that did not promote critical thinking and questioning of authority 
while students were growing up. These ideas are supported by research done by 
Nelson, El Bakary, and Fathi (1996) showing that Egyptian students generally 
show higher discomfort with uncertainty than US students.

It is important for educators to recognize these differences in students’ cul-
tural capital, their familiarity and comfort with critical thinking, when think-
ing about pedagogies to use in class to promote it.

Pedagogical considerations

We often assume that good pedagogy transfers well across contexts and cul-
tures. We as educators refer to dialogue and inquiry-based learning, and often 
practice this pedagogy with our students, regardless of their background. But 
pedagogy is not necessarily culturally neutral. It is better conceived of with a 
lens of “diversimilarity” that recognizes the importance of differences with-
out ignoring cultural similarities (Skelton 2005). Discussion/dialogue has often 
been used to promote critical thinking, as it helps students reflect on their own 
assumptions and worldview in dialogue with peers (Brookfield 1987). While 
Egyptian society is comfortable with criticism in informal social contexts, dis-
cussion and criticism are absent from traditional Egyptian schooling.

Arab cultures are considered to be oral cultures (Hall 2011), and Egypt is 
no exception. Students at AUC are generally more comfortable with in-class 
discussions in disciplines where they do not feel they need to be content 
experts, and where they feel they can question authority: these are often the 
humanities and social sciences; but they feel less comfortable doing so in sci-
ences, engineering and some professional disciplines (Bali 2013b). A Rhetoric 
& Composition administrator at AUC said that instructors create “the environ-
ment for [students] to express themselves,” because the students are “often 
more willing to be critical verbally than in [formal] writing.” Since students 
are comfortable having informal debates outside of class, instructors use class-
room discussions to bring those debates into the classroom context. While this 
strategy is culturally sensitive, one often sees students transferring informal 
debate into the classroom by stating unsupported opinions rather than critical, 
thoughtful ones.

Moreover, educators at AUC who come in with the intention of reducing 
their own authority in class and conducting in-class discussion with peers 
are sometimes faced with students unwilling to participate (possibly because 
of lack of confidence as in Noha’s case above). This can create a situation as 
Burbules (1986, 109) describes:

To the extent that students enter the classroom with preexisting antipathy 
to, or ignorance of, consensual relations (based on their family experiences, 
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friendships, or their socialization via the media), they often act in ways 
which interfere with even the best teacher intentions, thereby “justifying” 
[teacher] authoritarianism.

By opening the floor for discussion, the teacher cannot assume all students 
will be able to participate equally. The use of dialogue/discussion as a pedagogy 
for promoting critical thinking automatically privileges students who are more 
comfortable and familiar with this pedagogy, as well as those more confident. 
It took Noha, discussed in the previous section, a couple of years to build up 
confidence to start actively participating. Moreover, Noha said that she even-
tually realized that some of the students who were comfortable and confident 
speaking up were not necessarily intellectually better than her, but merely 
more confident and eloquent.

Dialogue as an ideal falsely assumes all students have equal power (Ellsworth 
1989), even though it actually

 . . . privileges students comfortable with spontaneous and oral, rather than 
reflective and written communication. It privileges Western[ized] students 
generally more familiar with the idea of interactive classrooms, than those 
unfamiliar with it, such as Arabs schooled in traditional ways that discour-
age student participation altogether. (Bali 2013c, 4)

Kamal, another student from traditional Egyptian schooling background (and 
whose English language was weaker than other students), preferred to partici-
pate in online discussions:

The discussion board [in a particular course] was one of the main reasons 
that made me actually have this broad mind . . . you can see that 3–4 people 
are talking, each taking a side, and you read the four and you try to make 
something to support, or for, or against a specific side, and you try to sup-
port it differently than the other four. Clearer than in class—[which is] lim-
ited in time, maybe I won’t have time to say my point and explain it, maybe 
I just say the point and shut up; but in the discussion board I am not limited 
neither [sic] by time or anything so I can say whatever info I want and can 
support my argument as I want; in class it is otherwise. In class you have to 
be to the point and concise.

Kamal’s preference for online discussion highlights some of the challenges for him 
in face-to-face discussions. A professor who used online discussions in her classes 
felt that it allowed more equal participation than face-to-face discussions:

I find it very difficult [to promote critical thinking]. Especially if there are 
different levels in the class . . . In discussion online [there] was a big difference 
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between those that are mature or have a different background or at a higher 
level. They bring in something different but at the same time challenge the 
others . . . if it happens I have to draw others in so as not to be intimidated by 
the more [eloquent] . . . but on the whole in online discussions I didn’t feel 
they were intimidated.

It is also important to note that some students are uncomfortable with conflict 
(Grundy 1987), and that this can create problems during in-class discussions 
that center around conflict. For example, all the female students I interviewed 
said they were uncomfortable with the notion of questioning hidden agendas: 
they entered AUC not looking for hidden agendas but reluctantly started to see 
them and look for them, whereas male students were much more comfortable 
with finding hidden agendas and proud of themselves for doing so. A profes-
sor of English Literature said thatstudents “hold back in fear of displeasing 
the instructor,” and a professor of Biology found that students were afraid to 
“risk” expressing their own ideas and opinions. Furthermore, students at AUC 
are often unfamiliar with the idea of a professor playing “devil’s advocate” in 
class. Whereas students more familiar with this approach would understand 
why the professor is doing it, some Egyptian students misunderstand this as 
a professor’s criticism of their arguments, and think that they should instead 
stop expressing their own views that dissent from the professor’s own (Bali 
2013b). It therefore becomes imperative for the teacher to clarify and empha-
size to students that conflict is in fact encouraged in the classroom (Browne 
and Freeman 2000), and to ensure the instructor’s behavior supports students 
in expressing dissenting views.

Critical thinking is often also taught via courses in writing, as is the case 
at AUC, and I discuss this approach next, within the discussion of linguistic 
considerations.

Linguistic considerations

Floyd’s (2011) study found that thinking critically may be easier in one’s native 
language, and also that reading in a non-native language that is orthographi-
cally different from English (as is the case for Chinese and also Arabic, both 
of which use non-Latin alphabets) can hinder critical reading ability (Floyd 
2011 citing Koda, 1996; 2005). She also suggests that when students write in 
a second language, instructors may end up focusing on correcting grammar 
and thus deemphasize the focus on criticality. Research also suggests that stu-
dents more familiar with Western education (Nelson 1992) or use of English 
in their everyday lives (Fox 1994) participate more easily in writing classes 
in American universities versus their peers. In my research (Bali 2013b), stu-
dents from American international schools had had exposure to writing and 
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research, whereas others were learning to do this for the first time in college in 
introductory Rhetoric & Composition courses.

Students enter AUC with variable linguistic competence, as well as familiar-
ity with research writing. Despite remedial courses in English, administrators 
suggest that differences in linguistic competence persist throughout the college 
years. One engineering professor reported that the majority of third/fourth 
year students continue to use Arabic in oral classroom discussion, regardless of 
teachers’ efforts to enforce English. A political science professor takes this point 
further in suggesting linguistic difficulties result in students being unable to 
understand undergraduate textbooks well, which further makes it difficult for 
them to read critically. Linguistic difficulties can also affect students’ abilities 
to understand subtleties in readings (Chandler 1995; Kaplan 1966). A social 
science professor said:

One of the biggest problems I have is that students don’t understand the 
straw man concept; they frequently critique the author for making exactly 
the opposite argument that the author was making, based on the author’s 
straw man. This occurs at all levels, but especially the lower ones.

When teaching critical thinking relies heavily on language (and how can it 
not?) and that language is not the students’ native language, it poses an addi-
tional challenge to the teacher. In order to think critically about a text, a stu-
dent needs to first comprehend the surface meanings of the text, then be able 
to read some of its hidden meanings, and then also be able to pick out the 
rhetorical devices used in the language. When a teacher is faced with a class of 
mixed linguistic abilities, it is more difficult to cater to the needs of those who 
cannot grasp those subtleties of language that are more familiar to students 
who had grown up immersed in the language. In some of my own classes for 
adult learners (whose linguistic abilities were usually weaker than undergradu-
ate AUC students), I found myself unable to use readings from UK newspapers 
because students inevitably misunderstood the arguments in them because of 
the unfamiliar rhetoric used.

Furthermore, for students to be able to express themselves critically in writ-
ing is another layer of complexity, particularly for students unfamiliar with 
writing in the English language, unfamiliar with conducting research, and 
unfamiliar with integrating evidence from outside sources. I have found that 
many students in nonwriting intensive disciplines (e.g., as evidenced by their 
graduation theses on Turnitin.com) reach their final years of college without 
having captured the basics of plagiarism and correct integration of sources. 
Informal discussions with faculty in writing-intensive social science disciplines 
also bring forth complaints of poor integration of sources. This is a relatively 
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mechanical skill, and students are unable to learn it and use it in four years of 
college. To be able to write critically in one’s non-native language is a much 
more complex ability that is unlikely to develop and become internalized any 
faster.

Awareness of these three challenges may help educators find ways to support 
students’ CT development. While I believe that there should be some teaching 
of CT in students’ native languages, most English-language universities such as 
AUC do not commonly offer that option, nor would they be expected to if they 
have a diverse student body of different native languages. However, one option 
would be to allow students to learn the CT process by critiquing materials in 
their own native language (whether or not the instructor understands that 
language). Some AUC faculty incorporate elements of Egyptian popular media 
in their classes—whether the material is in Arabic or English, it is culturally 
closer to students than material about other regions, and students’ familiarity 
with the topic might facilitate comprehension for them in order to set the stage 
for critical reflection.

I have highlighted three differences among students that may make teach-
ing critical thinking challenging: their cultural capital and exposure to criti-
cal thinking before college; their exposure to pedagogies that promote critical 
thinking before college; and their linguistic ability, which impacts their ability 
to read/write critically. All of these factors influence students’ openness and 
ability to develop critical thinking throughout college. But beyond individual 
students in classrooms, there remain factors outside the influence of the class-
room or educational institution that may hinder students’ capacities to think 
critically.

Combined capability: influence of the sociopolitical environment

There is a need to account for the influence of the sociopolitical context when 
teaching critical thinking: How is critical thinking received socially? How 
critical are media outlets in their presentation of events and viewpoints? Are 
there examples of critical thinking in public discourse? In what ways does the 
political culture encourage or discourage dissent? Which topics are culturally 
acceptable to critique, and which are not? What happens to the person who 
dissents from the mainstream discourse? These questions highlight how con-
text influences students’ capacity to apply critical thinking outside the class-
room, but more importantly, it influences our understanding as educators of 
why we need to develop our students’ critical thinking, and how to do so in this 
environment, because it highlights the kind of barriers to criticality our students 
have grown up with and often continue to face every day.

Promoting critical thinking as an instrumental skill (a means to a defined 
end), as is often done in higher education, tends to ignore the importance 
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of also promoting an individual’s capacity to exercise “will” and “judgment” 
in using what has been learned appropriately in context (Barnett and Coate 
2005). Moreover, we need to recognize the ways in which the external envi-
ronment can limit an individual’s capacity and agency to exercise a learned 
capability, a notion Nussbaum calls “combined capability” (2011, 22).

In a country like Egypt, previously oppressive regimes limited the amount 
and type of public discourse that could oppose or criticize the regime overtly. 
It is only quite recent that opposition newspapers with some credibility started 
to emerge, and non-state-run satellite TV channels started to appear and gain 
audiences. The spread of Internet and social media enabled individuals to 
access views outside the mainstream, state-run media, and this social media 
revolution is known to have helped mobilize the youthful masses who initiated 
the Egyptian and Tunisian revolutions. More recently, after the 2011 uprising, 
there continued to be risks in public criticism of whichever regime is in power, 
as well as more subtle resistance from public opinion towards dissenting voices 
(Fadl 2013). This has been done in both subtle and explicitly violent ways.

It is important to note that informal forms of criticism such as those rife in 
Egyptian media and social conversations differ from what is generally consid-
ered academic critical thinking, in that use of rhetorical devices and sensation-
alism can often eclipse drives toward evidence-based, balanced, and logical 
criticism. The discourse is antagonistic and often one-sided, usually also hid-
ing the extreme uncertainty looming on Egypt’s future.

This means that students are often willing to engage in opinionated dis-
cussions in classrooms, but these are not necessarily “critical” discussions in 
the academic sense. They often display what Richard Paul (1994) calls “weak 
sense” critical thinking: “egocentric” or “sociocentric” thinking, aiming at 
supporting one’s own opinion, while criticizing the opposing view, which 
he suggests is uncritical. What is needed, therefore, is something closer to 
what Paul (1994) terms “strong sense” critical thinking that incorporates 
diverse worldviews and is able to turn inwardly to question one’s own biases 
(Brookfield 1987). Currently, the public discourse in Egypt leans toward mod-
eling and promoting weak sense critical thinking rather than strong sense 
critical thinking.

The lack of reform in Egypt since the 2011 uprising indicates that criticism 
and protest are insufficient to create reform in Egypt, and that a different con-
ception of “critical citizenship” needs to be advanced in universities, because 
currently, citizenship that is

 . . . based on opposition, seems unable to change tactics and work towards 
reconciliation and reconstruction. It just recreates the protest cycle over and 
over again. The most recent escalations of violence [summer 2013] further 
complicate chances for reconciliation. (Bali 2013a)
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In the current Egyptian context, developing critical thinking as a mechanical 
skill would do little to improve the situation. A re-thinking of critical think-
ing that centers on incorporating empathy and social justice as central to our 
teaching of critical thinking may be needed.

The traditional North American conception of CT is fragmented into skills 
and dispositions. It does not capture the essence of what it means to think criti-
cally, though it can provide helpful tools for educators to teach students about 
CT as a series of steps. However, CT is often approached from an antagonistic, 
confrontational standpoint, meant to promote skepticism rather than under-
standing of the viewpoints of others (Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule 
1986). I have already described how such an approach to CT can intimidate 
some students unwilling to question in this manner.

It is possible that the more confrontational, masculine approach to pro-
moting critical thinking used in pedagogies such as debate are unhelpful in 
Egypt’s current circumstances, which require people from plural worldviews to 
work together constructively for the purpose of democratic reform. Centering 
CT around skepticism, as is usually done, may stand in the way of helping 
people trust each other in order to work together toward reconciliation and 
reconstruction.

A new, socially constructed and contextually driven (as in Thayer-Bacon 
1998) conception of CT may be needed: a rethinking of what we believe criti-
cal thinking is, why we value it, and how we teach it. I would not suggest that 
I, as a single individual, can come up with an appropriate reconception of 
critical thinking, but I can contribute a preliminary approach and open it to 
discussion (Bali 2013b). A revised conception of critical thinking that is more 
communal and centers around empathy may be more appropriate to condi-
tions such as those facing Egypt today. Such a conception could incorporate 
ideas such as Nussbaum’s (1997) notion of “Narrative Imagination” (basically, 
understanding the views and actions of “the other” based on understand-
ing their worldview and context). This notion also exists in Edward Said’s 
“philological hermeneutics” (as described in Nixon 2006, 34) which involves 
understanding a creator’s work first as it was intended by the creator before 
critiquing it.

These notions are not completely absent from the critical thinking literature, 
but are often referred to within the context of female preferences for know-
ing/learning that emphasize community and connection (Belenky et al. 1986). 
Baxter Magolda (2004) shows these are different from traditionally domi-
nant masculine approaches to developing critical thinking, but that they are 
equally viable pathways to developing critical thinking, and are preferred by 
most women and some men. I would suggest that in a caustic and antagonistic 
sociopolitical environment, such approaches to developing critical thinking 
and citizenship are more constructive than traditional ones.
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Another very important notion is the incorporation of a social justice orien-
tation into pedagogy that develops critical thinking. By social justice orienta-
tion, I mean an awareness of how one’s thinking and decision making impacts 
upon social inequalities and injustice, coupled with a desire to challenge this 
injustice in one’s current context, and to take action to influence change for 
the better. This inevitably contains an element of empathy, so that the privi-
leged who have more power to effect change imagine themselves in the posi-
tion of the unprivileged, and the oppressed begin to understand the different 
oppressions of others. It entails using our critical thinking not as a neutral 
context-free skill, but as a goal- and value-driven capacity to influence society 
for the better.

While this approach is not the focus of the North American conception of 
critical thinking (as in Facione, 1990), some educators influenced by the criti-
cal pedagogy movement and the Frankfurt School do infuse a social justice 
orientation within their pedagogy in higher education (Benesch 1999; 2001; 
Brookfield 1987; 2007). This approach would entail encouraging students to 
challenge the unjust status quo, and to continue to reflect on how power and 
authority may be perpetuating injustice, even when one supports those in 
power for other reasons. Currently, the case in Egypt is that people tend to be 
critical of the “side” they dislike, but are often unable to think critically about 
the “side” they support, or think empathetically about the “other.” This defeats 
the purpose of critical thinking in helping individuals make informed deci-
sions upon which to base their actions.

The infusion of empathy and social justice into our teaching of CT can also 
fit quite comfortably with Quranic notions of coupling “mercy” with “knowl-
edge,” such that the person who has knowledge benefits from first learning 
merciful qualities before using that knowledge.

I presume that emphasizing social justice and empathy into teaching critical 
thinking could enrich curricula in other contexts as well (there is no short-
age of injustice and antagonism in our increasingly uncertain world), but the 
extreme uncertainty and political instability in Egypt highlights the impor-
tance of these elements that are not normally considered essential dimensions 
of critical thinking in the North American context. Therefore, examining the 
sociopolitical environment can make educators question what critical think-
ing is for (Barnett, 1997), and reflect on how this would impact our pedagogy.

A practical example

In my own teacher-education classes, I apply culturally relevant pedagogy to 
introduce the concepts of critical thinking and citation by first prompting stu-
dents to think of how Islamic scholarship (ijtihad) arrives at multiple valid 
conclusions and how their validity is evaluated. This, because they are mostly 
Muslim, or have grown up in an Islamic society, is common knowledge, which 
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is then useful to describe critical thinking and citation throughout the course, 
as well as highlight the questioning of authority and credibility of sources and 
experts. We discuss this process without directly talking about critical think-
ing or citation. A light goes on in students’ eyes when they later realize that 
even though we don’t learn about critical thinking and citation in Egyptian 
schooling, the notions are not Western/imported, but exist already in our own 
culture. More importantly, they then start to see how the Islamic notion of 
multiple valid viewpoints, each applicable to different contexts, is relevant to 
the Egyptian situation, where currently tolerance for diverse viewpoints is rare. 
Students were independently able to compare the current antagonistic media 
discourse that pushes only one viewpoint while excluding others, with the 
Islamic notion of multiple valid pathways. They also managed to recognize the 
relevance of the concept of “mercy” to general ways of doing critical thinking: 
in the Islamic approach, the multiple views are considered a “mercy” as differ-
ence in interpretation is embraced, allowing people to choose after considering 
their own personal context. This is an example of a local approach that is cul-
turally relevant but would not transfer well as students become more diverse, 
without also including other examples from different student cultures.

Conclusion

I have shown that critical thinking is not a uniquely Western concept: it is 
inherent in Islamic scholarship, and common in Egyptian informal contexts. I 
have shown, however, that lack of critical thinking in some formal educational 
contexts in Egypt can pose problems to educators promoting critical thinking 
in higher education. Using examples from the American University in Cairo, 
I have shown four important considerations that Western universities should 
consider when teaching critical thinking to non-Western students. The first 
relates to cultural capital: educators should consider variability in students’ 
previous exposure/familiarity with critical thinking in school and at home, 
and how this may impact their comfort and confidence with uncertainty and 
critical thinking when encountered in university. The second relates to recog-
nizing that pedagogies we use to promote critical thinking are not necessar-
ily culturally neutral, and that it may take effort and intentionality from an 
instructor to consider ways of promoting student participation in pedagogies 
such as in-class discussion, when some may be uncomfortable with question-
ing authority or dealing with conflict in the class. A third issue relates to lin-
guistic competence and how it can hinder student capacity to read and write 
critically, as well as their confidence in expressing themselves orally. These 
three areas represent diversity among students that needs to be considered 
when teaching critical thinking. These differences may be found in a regular 
North American classroom, particularly when there are many international 
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students present. One cannot assume that non-Western students face a mono-
lithic difficulty in developing critical thinking, even if they all come from the 
same culture/country. Within the same culture/country, youth have variable 
exposure to critical thinking in school, have varying degrees of comfort with 
pedagogies for promoting it, and have different linguistic abilities that affect 
their capacity to express criticality effectively.

Finally, instructors should consider how the sociopolitical environment may 
impact students’ capacity to apply critical thinking outside the classroom, as 
well as whether the sociopolitical environment requires a differently conceived 
contextual approach to critical thinking that helps students respond to the 
most pressing challenges in their environments.

Reconceiving critical thinking in a way that incorporates elements of empa-
thy and social justice may not only better address the needs of a sociopolitical 
environment riddled with conflict, but also be a better pedagogical approach 
for students unfamiliar with and intimidated by more well-known approaches 
that incorporate skepticism, antagonistic questioning, and debate.

While all of the challenges posed throughout this chapter are faced to vary-
ing degrees in most educational contexts, they are more exaggerated in Western 
institutions promoting critical thinking with non-Western students, particu-
larly when these students’ home environments contain large degrees of socio-
political upheaval and uncertainty. Critical thinking as a general concept need 
not be considered culture specific, but as a notion that can be reconstructed 
and contextualized, and approaches to developing it do need to consider cul-
tural context, with all its nuances.
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Introduction

Critical thinking is generally considered to be one of the most crucial attributes 
in the Western processes of knowledge assemblage and creation and is there-
fore carefully nurtured in traditional higher education institutions. In Western 
knowledge systems, critical thinking is considered to drive not only knowl-
edge production but also innovation and development, while it is intimately 
linked to a colonial history in which “progress” has been the key focus and 
driving force. Not coincidentally then the university as a “research and devel-
opment” institution has played a central role in this colonial history. From an 
Indigenous point of view, such “progress” has been viewed with ambivalent 
feelings at best, but more often with suspicion and skepticism for good reasons 
(Tuhiwai Smith 1999).

Colonialism has created an ambivalent relationship between Indigenous 
peoples and the university as an institution, and this ambivalence is ongo-
ing and creates tension, especially for Indigenous students who may at times 
feel they are being co-opted into Western ways of thinking. The concept of 
critical thinking is central to this ambivalence because it is at the very heart 
of the university’s modus operandi. This degree of ambivalence is of course 
different for different Indigenous students. Not only are there very different 
degrees to which Indigenous students have been exposed to, or immersed in, 
Western ways of thinking but more importantly different Indigenous cultures 
(both outside of and within Australia) have different culturally specific ways 
of developing knowledge as well as different ways of expressing and passing 
on knowledge. Cultural variance is an important and often ignored part of 
Indigenous engagement with the university. This chapter explores whether a 
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both-ways approach can be applied to critical thinking and whether it can, in 
the process, overcome some of the potential for conflict and ambivalence.

If we accept that critical thinking is central to a Western approach to knowl-
edge creation and development, then it should come as no surprise that the 
creation of new knowledge is an essential part of obtaining a masters degree or 
a doctorate. However this has the potential to create problems for Indigenous 
students because traditional Indigenous knowledge is produced, owned, and 
distributed quite differently from the way it is done in Western tradition. 
Knowledge in many Indigenous cultures is not “open” in the same way as it is 
in the Western context, but instead is guarded by particular individuals, and 
the handing over of such knowledge is often safeguarded by strict cultural 
protocol. This is quite different from the Western academic context, which is 
fundamentally characterized by the ideas of openness to scrutiny and knowl-
edge as situated in the “public domain.”

These differences and the link to colonial values raise the question of whether 
critical thinking in its Western conceptualization is either relevant or desirable 
in Indigenous contexts. Furthermore if it is deemed to be desirable, then what 
is an appropriate way to develop it? In attempting to answer such questions, it 
is important to reiterate that cultural variance means that there are many dif-
ferent degrees of “tradition,” and exposure to a Western context for Indigenous 
students, despite what a “both ways” approach may imply, should not be seen 
as a strict binary between Indigenous and Western knowledge but rather as a 
continuum.

This chapter draws on our experiences in our work with Indigenous Higher 
Degree by Research (HDR) students who are studying at Batchelor Institute of 
Indigenous Tertiary Education. Batchelor Institute is a dual-sector tertiary edu-
cation provider specifically established for Indigenous Australians. It has been 
forced to address these issues, particularly in the context of providing research 
training and support to those undertaking masters and doctoral degrees by 
research. Driven by the wishes of Indigenous community leaders, in 1999 the 
Batchelor Institute adopted the philosophy of “both ways,” which in its earliest 
form represented the opportunity for simultaneous Aboriginal cultural sus-
tainability and academic success (Harris 1990, xii), two key features that have 
been pivotal in Batchelor Institute’s vision. For example in the most recent 
strategic plan the vision is that the institute should be “a site of national sig-
nificance in Indigenous Education—strengthening identity, achieving success 
and transforming lives” (2012).

In its simplest representation, “both-ways” is a philosophy of education that 
“brings together Indigenous Australian traditions of knowledge and Western 
academic disciplinary positions and cultural contexts, and embraces values of 
respect, tolerance, and diversity (2012) (Batchelor Institute Strategic Plan 2012–
2014 2012, 6). The “both-ways” philosophy is founded on the metaphor of 
Ganma used by Marika (1999), and based on Yolngu culture of North East 
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Arnhem Land in Australia’s Northern Territory. The Ganma process occurs in 
a space where fresh water (Yolngu knowledge) and salt water (non-Aboriginal 
knowledge) come together in a briny lagoon. This lagoon is a nutrient-rich envi-
ronment in which some plant and animal life lives that is not found elsewhere. 
So too with both-ways—there is no need to compromise either epistemologi-
cal position, but rather a new space can come into being that supports the 
creation of new understandings and knowledge (Bat, Kilgariff, and Doe 2014). 
Batchelor Institute acknowledges that this is the metaphor that has formed the 
basis of development of the both-ways philosophy (Ober and Bat 2007). It is 
also important to note at this point that Batchelor Institute has adopted the 
Australian Government approach to Indigenous identity. That is, it accepts 
all students who identify as being Indigenous Australians. While the title of 
the institution tends to attract interest from Indigenous peoples from other 
countries, and the institution has the ability to grant special permission for the 
enrolment of those who do not identify as Indigenous or are Indigenous but 
not Australian-born, most commonly the only group to take advantage of this 
is non-Indigenous staff members. While the institution has strong links to a 
range of remote Northern Territory communities that still have strong cultural 
traditions and beliefs, the higher education students tend to be a diverse group 
from all states of Australia. Many students started their tertiary education jour-
ney in other institutions and have been attracted to Batchelor Institute because 
it offers them the opportunity to explore their identity in a culturally safe and 
encouraging environment.

Cultural safety in this context means an explicit recognition of cultural vari-
ance within Indigenous identity, which actively works against the perpetua-
tion of an Indigenous versus non-Indigenous binary. In order to describe the 
approach Batchelor Institute has taken to overcome what may seem a chal-
lenging divergence, we first explore the Western concept of critical think-
ing and some of the relevant characteristics of “both ways,” including how 
it accommodates cultural variance. Further, some of the relevant features 
of Indigenous knowledges, Indigenous languages, and the nature of think-
ing within Indigenous knowledge systems need to be understood before the 
potential “incommensurability” between Western and Indigenous thinking 
(Moreton-Robinson 2003) can be analyzed and strategies proposed.

Critical thinking skills: defining the context

Critical thinking has increasingly come to be seen as the crucial underlying 
skill or attitude to be developed in a higher education context, since it is seen 
as the fundamental skill that will drive research and innovation and by exten-
sion grow the knowledge-based economies of the twenty-first century (Davies, 
Fidler, and Gorbis 2011). Irrespective of whether a student is Indigenous or 
non-Indigenous, Davies notes that “there is not a university today (in Australia 
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at least) that does not proudly proclaim that their graduates will, as a result of 
a degree program in their institution, learn to think critically” (2011, 255). He 
goes on to express serious doubts about how successful universities actually 
are at teaching critical thinking, a position that is well supported by a large 
body of research (Arum and Roska 2011; Larson, Britt, and Kurby 2009; Rimer 
2011).

This perceived lack of success in teaching critical thinking skills may in 
the first instance be traced back to the many different definitions of critical 
thinking, which have led to corresponding differences in how it is taught. 
These differences have been explored in great depth particularly as part of the 
long-running “generalist” versus “specificist” debate (Robinson 2011). Some 
argue that critical thinking is a discipline-specific skill and should therefore 
be taught in the context of a Western discipline, and importantly, by using 
Western discipline-specific language (Hammer and Green 2011; McPeck 1981; 
1990). For others, such as Ennis (1987), “critical thinking is at heart a universal 
and generic quality” (cited in Moore 2011). We argue that it is more productive 
to look at it as potentially both. Still others, such as Davies, argue for an “infu-
sion approach” whereby critical thinking is taught as a generic skill in the con-
text of the disciplines (Davies 2006; Davies 2008). Since this debate has been 
widely discussed elsewhere the arguments will not be revisited here. However, 
some of the definitions used in the debate will be, since they form the basis of 
exploring whether, and/or how, they would apply in Indigenous contexts or 
with Indigenous students from culturally highly diverse backgrounds.

One of the most common descriptions of a critical thinker is someone who 
possesses higher-order thinking skills in Bloom’s (1956) sense of the word or 
has the ability to analyze effectively and solve problems in an able manner. 
Thus it is not surprising to find that these characteristics are embedded in the 
many definitions that have been suggested over time, albeit in slightly differ-
ent ways. For example John Dewey (1933, 6) provided a foundational defini-
tion of critical thinking: “active, persistent and careful consideration of a belief 
or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it.” 
Edward Glaser (1941, 5), cocreator of the broadly used Watson-Glaser instru-
ment to test critical thinking, refined Dewey’s definition of critical thinking 
to a process guided by three elements: (1) an attitude of being disposed to 
consider in a thoughtful way the problems and subjects that come within the 
range of one’s experiences; (2) knowledge of the methods of logical inquiry 
and reasoning; and (3) some skill in applying those methods. Particularly the 
latter point is seen as a crucial skill in knowledge-based economies, driven by 
a research and development ethic.

An alternative cognitive psychology perspective can be traced back to 
Bloom’s (1956) work where he identified critical thinking as a skill on the 
higher scale of his taxonomy of educational objectives such as analysis, 
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synthesis, and/or evaluation, in contrast to lower-order thinking skills such 
as knowledge, comprehension, and/or application. Other well-known defini-
tions of critical thinking are: “disciplined, self-directed thinking” (Paul 1990, 
52); “reasonable reflective thinking focused on deciding what to believe or 
do” (Ennis 1993, 180); “self-directed, self-disciplined, self-monitored, and self-
corrective thinking” (Paul and Elder 2006, 4); and “purposeful, self-regulatory 
judgment which results in interpretation, analysis, evaluation, and inference” 
(Facione 1990, 6).

Finally Davies (2006) endorses four sets of skills as outlined by Ikuenobe 
(2001, cited in Moore 2011, 263–264):

1. understanding concepts of argument, premise, conclusion, propositions 
(statements);

2. identifying statements from nonstatements, and isolate(ing) premises and 
conclusions;

3. understanding the concepts of truth and validity, soundness and fallacy; 
and

4. identifying fallacies in inferences and explain why they are fallacious.

Out of all of these definitions and skill sets associated with critical thinking, 
Moore ultimately distils one single point on which he claims almost every-
one agrees: “that teaching students to be ‘critical’ in their studies is an intrin-
sic good and that it is this, perhaps more than anything else, that should be 
the goal of a higher education” (Moore 2011) for it ultimately leads to critical 
thinkers. Furthermore “the possession of a critical outlook is seen not only as 
an essential part of engaging with knowledge in the academy, but also crucially 
to being an engaged citizen in the world” (261). These are common statements 
and they appear “universal” in their application but that is precisely what 
makes them potentially problematic in Indigenous contexts. For a start, and 
despite the fact that science is an increasingly collaborative pursuit, all of these 
definitions implicitly approach critical thinking as an individual skill that can 
be assessed on an individual level.

This is not the approach in some Indigenous contexts, where knowledge is 
seen as communal, and questioning that knowledge, or sharing it beyond the 
community, is in some cases considered inappropriate and can lead to sanc-
tions for the individual. In other words, in the culturally variant and diverse 
contexts of Indigenous Australia, Western assumptions that underlie the con-
cept of critical thinking and its value are not always appropriate, and in some 
cases raise a number of questions that need to be considered when teaching 
Indigenous students critical thinking skills.

For example, what does being “an engaged citizen in the world” mean for an 
Indigenous student from a remote community like Maningrida in Australia’s 
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Northern Territory? Moreover how appropriate is critical thinking in the cul-
tural context from which some Indigenous students come? Appropriate here is 
not a value judgment on our part but rather an awareness of how knowledge 
is passed on and communicated in various Indigenous contexts, which is in 
some cases directly related to the social position of the person who chooses 
both whether to pass the knowledge on and the manner in which to do so. 
Individuals are merely “guardians” of knowledge, which is considered to be 
communally owned. Even if critical thinking is deemed appropriate, how 
should it be assessed? For example, should it be assessed in the traditional for-
mat of the academic essay? Or are there oral or visual modes through which to 
express or demonstrate, and therefore also assess, critical thinking skills?

Language, and especially written language, has a privileged position in an 
academic context, which in turn means that critical thinking is closely linked 
to academic literacy in the traditional sense of the word. This has huge implica-
tions, both at the level of language and culture, for second-language speakers 
(for some Indigenous students, English is their third or fourth language). For 
example in an article about international Chinese students in Australia, Floyd 
notes that there is a perception that critical thinking is “essentially a Western 
skill and not valued in Confucian cultures” (Floyd 2011, 290). It is associated 
with core Western values, such as individualism and scientific exploration, 
which foreground skills such as analytical thinking, active learning, and 
abstract reasoning (Zhou and Pedersen 2011, 163). This is then contrasted with 
“Confucian values” such as collectivism and spiritual perfection, which fore-
ground skills such as practical reasoning, passive learning, and holistic think-
ing (p. 163). Similarly, Nisbett et. al. (2001, 291, original emphasis) found:

East Asians to be holistic, attending to the entire field and assigning causal-
ity to it, making relatively little use of categories and formal logic, and rely-
ing on “dialectical” reasoning, whereas Westerners are more analytic, paying 
attention primarily to the object and the categories to which it belongs and 
using rules, including formal logic, to understand its behaviour.

While their findings are very detailed and backed up by a lot of evidence, 
it is still important to guard against essentialism, as these kinds of binary 
oppositions have a long history in Western thought, and are in many respects 
transferable to the ways in which Indigenous students are often perceived. 
This not only applies to Australian Indigenous students but is also echoed in 
other contexts with Indigenous populations, such as Canada, New Zealand, 
and the United States. Sefa Dei (2000, 111, our emphasis) notes for example 
that “when located in the Euro-American educational contexts, Indigenous 
knowledges can be fundamentally experientially based, non-universal, holis-
tic and relational knowledges of ‘resistance.’” The inevitable outcome is that 
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Indigenous students will often be perceived as learners with “lacks” or “defi-
cits” (Floyd 2011), because they are being measured against a standard which 
firstly is not of their making, and secondly may not be appropriate, either 
culturally or educationally. Again, appropriate here is not a value judgment on 
critical thinking itself but rather the process of teaching and assessing critical 
thinking skills.

Ultimately, this raises a number of key questions around critical thinking 
that can be divided into two streams: (1) how, and the extent to which, critical 
thinking aligns with different and variant cultural frameworks; and (2) how 
critical thinking relates to linguistic expression. In the former case it requires 
a rethink about whether critical thinking (in its Western guise) is appropriate 
in Indigenous contexts, and if so, how. In the latter case, it requires a rethink 
about how we assess critical thinking skills, and whether for example the writ-
ten essay is the only appropriate form to assess such skills, especially for sec-
ond- or third-language learners. If not, what other forms of expression (e.g., 
visual or oral forms) may be used to express critical thinking skills? These 
issues relate to culture and inevitably lead to the need for a more detailed con-
sideration of the position of culture (and its implications of power) in a higher 
education context. The following description of Batchelor Institute’s attempt 
to ensure cultural sustainability, concurrent with efforts to develop critical 
thinking skills, aims to explore this along with the two key questions raised at 
the beginning of this paragraph.

Critical thinking in a “both ways” context

Before exploring these key questions in relation to the development of criti-
cal thinking skills in Indigenous Higher Degree by Research (HDR) students, 
several features of “both ways” need to be considered. In the first instance, to 
operate effectively in a “both ways” environment, educators must view differ-
ent frameworks as coexistent without allowing any single framework to domi-
nate pedagogical design (Hooley 2000, 3). This requires Indigenous Australian 
ontologies and epistemologies to be afforded equal status with dominant 
Western ontologies and worldviews.

It also requires an engagement with, and learning from, non-Indigenous staff 
who have been trained within dominant Western worldviews. For example, in 
many Indigenous contexts, connections to country and connections within 
kinship systems are a fundamental part of how individuals identify themselves 
and their place in the world. Knowledge transfer is a fully integrated part of 
that so that when a Western eye might simply see a painting or an artwork, 
that same painting may convey important knowledge about country and the 
essence of their being to an Indigenous person (Martin 2007). In this example, 
a painting is a culturally appropriate way to convey that particular knowledge, 
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while an academic essay may not be, so the painting needs to be afforded equal 
and appropriate status.

In the second instance, as Ellis (1997, 6) identifies, it is worldviews, not a sin-
gle worldview, that must be considered for there is “neither a single Indigenous 
way nor a single ‘mainstream’ way.” To work in a “both ways” framework, 
Indigenous students not only have the challenge of understanding Western 
worldviews but also a range of other Indigenous world views that differ from 
their own, again foregrounding the significance of being conscious of cul-
tural variance. It follows that Western-trained lecturers and supervisors with 
little exposure to different worldviews have even greater challenges, if they 
wish to effectively provide support to their students. They not only need to 
be aware of these differing worldviews but also must be able to understand 
them sufficiently to both use them and/or to guide their students to use them 
appropriately.

A further complication is that the Indigenous Australian students who are 
attracted to study within the “both ways” framework may also have views that 
exist along a continuum between purely Indigenous and purely Western, with 
the occasional influence of Eastern (Ober and Bat 2007). There are also students 
who identify as Indigenous that have Afghan, Chinese, or Japanese parents or 
grandparents, so they may have up to three different influences formulating 
their approach to thinking.

Nonetheless there are aspects of Indigenous Australian worldviews that 
have a commonality across many groups and therefore need to be appreciated 
in any exploration of critical thinking. Christie (cited in Hughes and More 
1997) summarized the most common Australian Indigenous worldview as one 
where the world takes on meaning through the qualities, relationships, and 
laws laid down in “the dreaming.” For a worldview where objects are related, 
the value of things lies in their quality and relatedness. This is a specific world-
view or ideology, which Sharifian (2005) believes has arisen through an image 
schema of thinking that is a circular or spiral pattern of interconnections of 
ideas, events, beings and places.

Grieves (2008, 369) explains the interconnectedness or relatedness in the 
following manner:

When Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people say that they have a spiri-
tual connection to the land, sea, landforms, watercourses, the species and 
plant life, this connection exists through the law developed at the time of 
creation. Thus each person or specific plant or species is linked to the spirit 
of creation, and thus to each other.

Since objects are related through their spiritual connectedness rather than 
their physical properties, the Western concepts of counting and even those of 
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contrast and comparison have little meaning. Accordingly in many Australian 
Indigenous languages there are few numbers, and frequently few terms, to 
describe many Western analytical concepts such as contrast and comparison 
(Hughes and More 1997). These documented differences have caused linguists 
to argue that systems of knowledge and ways of thinking are embedded in 
language (McConvell and Thieberger 2001). For example Hamilton (1981, 
81) records that “the Burarra language has no single word for ‘why’ and so 
the question is so seldom asked by anyone, adult or child, that people have to 
think carefully before finding an expression for it suitable to the context.”

Further she noted that in the early years of childhood much is learnt by 
imitation and that in the specific group studied, there were appropriate times 
for acquiring specific types of knowledge. While Harris (1990) also believes 
that much is learnt by imitation, he also contends that observation and trial 
and error are important ways of learning, particularly “real life” knowledge. 
Similarly, Castellano (2000) describes three processes for individual acquisition 
of traditional Australian Indigenous knowledge: traditional teachings, empiri-
cal observations, and spiritual insight. While the latter process might not find 
a ready match in many recognized Western methods of inquiry, empirical 
observation involves meticulous observation of natural and cultural phenom-
ena over time, and at first glance it may therefore seem similar to the research 
processes used by many Western natural scientists. Despite this, Christie (2006, 
79) identifies that Indigenous knowledges are responsive, active, continually 
renewed, and reconfigured, very local and in no way universal. Some of these, 
and especially the latter two, can be considered features that rarely apply to the 
knowledge produced by Western means.

It may therefore seem that traditional Indigenous ways of learning about and 
making sense of the world, and in some instances the lack of the very words 
and concepts that the Western mind uses to think, create barriers to achiev-
ing the simultaneous cultural sustainability and academic success described 
by Harris (1990, xii). But as indicated, a true “both ways” pedagogic approach 
allows for reciprocal or two-way learning (Yunupingu 1995, 85) and the accep-
tance that two or more systems can coexist, at best intertwined but at the 
very least in parallel. While this has challenging implications for the cultural 
scholarship and expertise of those trying to teach Indigenous students to think 
critically, the acquisition of this Western skill will have many wider benefits 
for Indigenous graduates who wish to participate in, and contribute to, a “both 
ways” (or truly cross-cultural) world.

Critical thinking in an Indigenous higher education institute

At Batchelor Institute many undergraduates come with a desire to acquire 
Western knowledge, and to learn about Western ways of thinking. Therefore, 
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to some degree, they may be aligning themselves to Moore’s (2011, 261) notion 
that they need this education to be an engaged citizen of the world. 
Alternatively, many HDR students have indicated that they have a desire to 
understand Western academia and how it assembles and disseminates knowl-
edge so that they have the tools to improve the standing of Indigenous knowl-
edges and facilitate cultural continuity and sustainability (Croft, Fredericks, 
and Robinson 1997). Ironically while critical thinking can be seen as a Western 
skill, those Indigenous graduates who acquire it will be better placed to chal-
lenge any residual colonial legacies that may still dominate the academy and 
society. It can become a powerful part of their cultural code switching, that is, 
an ability to select the way of thinking according to the culture engaged in at 
a particular time. It could further be argued that the ability to culturally code 
switch is another vital twenty-first-century skill.

As indicated previously, while most universities list critical thinking skills 
as an outcome or attribute for their graduates, the desired outcome is not 
always reached (Arum and Roska 2011; Larson, Britt, and Kurby 2009; Rimer 
2011). Since Batchelor Institute enrols Indigenous HDR students from all over 
Australia from a variety of institutions and a wide range of cultural and social 
backgrounds, the assumption is never made a priori that a graduate with a 
first or even second degree is able to think critically in the Western sense. It 
is also accepted that by enrolling in Batchelor Institute’s HDR program that 
must meet specified Western standards they are indicating their willingness 
to acquire this skill and use it at a high level, but that their many different 
thinking styles will have an impact on the development of a critical thinking 
disposition, specific to their particular research award (Zhang 2003).

All HDR students are therefore required to pass a carefully designed research 
training unit, culminating in a public and panel-assessed research proposal 
presentation, prior to starting their actual research project. The “both ways” 
framework dictates that there is an exploration of both Indigenous and Western 
paradigms and research methodologies and methods, with the program orga-
nized so that as specific skills are developed they contribute in a step-by-
step manner to the thought and planning that must occur before research 
can commence. It also requires that the trainee researcher has sufficient in-
depth knowledge of both systems to choose the most appropriate approach to 
complete their research. Indeed, they are consistently required to justify their 
approach with reference to different knowledge systems and therefore consider 
the potential impact of such knowledge systems on the acquisition and appli-
cation of research data.

Critical thinking skills are incorporated into the preparation unit, and indeed 
form a crucial part of that unit, for both masters and PhD students. For exam-
ple, students spend time in the library to learn how to effectively access and 
critically assess the wealth of information available (Mahaffey 2006). A part of 
the unit, Analysis and Interpretation, is specifically designed to provide focused 
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practice in the analysis and interpretation of data, as well as revision in how 
to think critically. Given that many Indigenous students are contextual learn-
ers, there is some criticism of teaching the skill in a stand-alone manner. The 
approach adopted involves presenting critical thinking as an essential research 
skill and provides practice by critically analyzing the results of previously col-
lected and relevant research data, acquired by both quantitative and qualita-
tive means. This approach is supported by the findings of a study by Lloyd and 
Bahr (2010, 14) who found that students need to have designated opportunities 
to develop their critical thinking skills, and that coursework designed to pro-
mote critical thinking tends to achieve its aim.

Under the “both ways” approach, critical learning and other higher-order 
skills are taught using flexible learning frameworks, taking into account the 
variation of learner styles that Indigenous students may exhibit (Hughes and 
More 1997; Nichol 2006). However, three key elements determine what materi-
als are used and how they are introduced. In the first instance, in acknowledg-
ment of the interrelatedness of Indigenous worldviews, holistic or integrated 
examples are used that are situated in Indigenous contexts and may provide 
links to, for example, ancestral knowledge and country. Second, the method of 
learning through observation is respected, by providing examples that are first 
observed and discussed in a group, before the trainee researcher undertakes 
the exercise individually. Communal learning has been found to be particu-
larly effective as a first stage. Third, methods or skills are not introduced in 
an isolated or abstract manner, but by initially using real-life examples that 
are familiar to the students. Once mastered in an everyday manner, the skill 
is practiced and reinforced using research examples. Ober and Bat (2007b) 
provide a further exploration of practical ways to implement a “both ways” 
approach in the classroom.

For some Indigenous Australian students who speak English as a second or 
third language, understanding the words and concepts associated with critical 
thinking and developing confidence in their use can be challenging. While 
most HDR students should have encountered and used these terms before as 
undergraduates, their understanding may be superficial and even discipline 
focused. There is therefore a need to reinforce their use in the context of 
research in a more general sense. What is particularly useful in the HDR con-
text is the increasing amount of reflective work from prominent Indigenous 
academics who themselves have battled with Western terms and concepts. 
Their work can be used to justify why students should develop an understand-
ing and mastery of these words. For example, writing to his sons about research 
as a form of ceremony, Wilson (2008, 13) states:

In order to tell this story, it may be necessary for me to use some pretty big 
and daunting words. I try hard not to use these words in everyday conver-
sations, because I think that too many people use big language as a way of 
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belittling others. However, some of the ideas that I want you to understand 
require these words, as they are able to get across a lot of meaning. Our 
traditional language has words that contain huge amounts of information 
encoded like a ZIP file within them. The English language also has such 
words.

It is therefore essential that the non-Indigenous academic who in some cases 
has the role of supervisor and/or research skills trainer is not only patient and 
supportive where these words and concepts need to be further developed, but 
also continually engages in the emerging scholarship from Indigenous aca-
demics who may provide important insights or even materials that will facili-
tate their acquisition.

Nakata, Nakata, and Chin (2008, 138) argue that to better support Indigenous 
Australian students, not only should there be acknowledgment of the areas of 
deficit, but most importantly there needs to be appreciation of the assets that 
they bring to their learning. A well-known asset that Indigenous Australians 
bring to the classroom is their oral skills (Nakata 2007). Therefore, assessment 
of the student’s ability to critique research-based publications, for example, 
can occur through individual oral presentations rather than the more usual 
written forms, such as academic essays or reports. Similarly a painting could 
potentially serve as assessable evidence if appropriate and if the students wish 
to use that medium, in combination with an oral explanation. At Batchelor 
Institute we are only beginning to explore such alternative forms of assessment 
(O’Sullivan 2009), and there is a need for much more research to evaluate how 
effective such forms of assessment are, especially when it comes to the assess-
ment of critical thinking skills.

Indigenous Australians who seek to gain any form of higher education live 
and work in a difficult, complex space, where their traditional knowledge sys-
tems can be seen as obstacles to progress along the path to modern civilisation 
(Nakata 2007, 182). Since their traditional knowledge systems are so intricately 
linked to their identity and their sense of self, they feel strongly about sustain-
ing them. Nevertheless they must understand Western ways of critical think-
ing at the same time not only to gain the academic qualification that they 
desire but also so they can interrogate, unsettle, respond to, reinterpret, and 
construct alternative theories and reshape knowledge (Nakata 2006).

Indigenous Australians who come from strong traditional backgrounds have 
different concepts of time, ways of questioning, and protocols, but are also 
very diverse from group to group (Winch and Hayward 1999). A true “both 
ways” approach ensures that these differing ways of making sense of the world, 
the Western way and culturally variant Indigenous ways, must all be accepted 
as valid, equal alternatives. Trying to “fit” a skill like critical thinking into 
Indigenous knowledge systems is in a sense a retrograde step into a colonial past 
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where mind-sets other than that of the dominant culture were undervalued. In 
the interest of promoting open-minded academic thinking it is more desirable 
that alternatives are explored and mutual understanding is attempted.

The true spirit and productive potential of a “both ways” approach ultimately 
allows for the arrival at what Bhabha (1994) has called “hybridity” in a “third 
space,” where new knowledge and understanding is created that is neither one 
nor the other. While Bhabha’s concept of hybridity was developed in the con-
text of migration and global diaspora movements, we believe it can be applied 
to a “both ways” context. Moreover, it is specifically useful for a context in 
which a high degree of cultural variance runs along a continuum with Western 
culture one end of the scale and highly traditional, Indigenous cultures on 
the other. The “third space” in which “both ways” knowledge emerges is a 
productive space, rather than a reductive space, for it values culturally variant 
knowledge systems, rather than privileging one over the other, or the various 
others.

Conclusion

There is no doubt that at the present time, Indigenous research students require 
critical thinking skills to succeed in what remains a Western-dominated aca-
demic world, and in turn to affect change from within that world, paradoxical 
as that may sound. Specifically, the aim here is to carve a space of power for 
Indigenous knowledge systems, and thereby an acceptance that Indigenous 
knowledge systems reflect the ways in which knowledge is created, reshaped 
(Fatnowna and Pickett 2002), and therefore critically thought about. Whether 
such critical thinking skills are assessed in written form or in any other form or 
medium (such as orally, in visual form, or even in performance) is less impor-
tant than the development of such skills in itself, because a true “both ways” 
approach allows for a variety of expressions of critical thinking that goes well 
beyond the traditional Western container for critical thinking: the academic 
essay.

Questions around who should assess such skills in Indigenous contexts, or 
who is in the right position, both culturally and in terms of expertise, to do 
so, are yet to be explored. Once such questions have been addressed, there is 
much research to be done on what the most effective ways would be to address 
critical thinking within a “both ways” framework. While an Indigenous ter-
tiary education institute like Batchelor Institute is uniquely positioned to 
conduct such research, the outcomes would have wide potential applications 
across the higher education sector. Moreover, if we can link such research 
with strategies to “dislodge” critical thinking from its privileged Western posi-
tion, we can begin to approach a truly “both ways” approach to teaching such 
skills.
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Introduction

This chapter considers the development of critical thinking education in 
China. On the one hand, progress in critical thinking education in China has 
been made since the late 1990s, including textbooks, courses, articles, projects, 
conferences, etc. On the other hand, the development in reality is sluggish, 
difficult, and with undesirable “Chinese characteristics.” In our analysis, the 
most important factors underlying the problems are not traditional Chinese 
collectivism or difficulties in teaching Chinese students. We argue instead 
that the main resistance comes from the uncritical cognitive dispositions in 
the Chinese tradition and the materialistic values of modern Chinese society. 
Based on this understanding, we outline a strategy for achieving progress and 
steering critical thinking education to a better and faster track.

Critical thinking education development in China

According to Meixia Li (2012), the first articles introducing ideas of critical 
thinking education to China appeared in 1986 and 1987. However, attempts 
to apply the ideas to higher education in China did not begin until the mid-
1990s, when a need emerged to redesign the largely impractical logic courses 
to be more useful. With growing appeals in China to reform its higher educa-
tion to foster thinking skills, a number of logic instructors began to look to 
the critical thinking movement in the West for ideas and inspiration. They 
translated and published critical thinking articles and books useful for edu-
cational reform (e.g., Browne and Keeley 1994). In 1997, China established its 
own national MBA program entrance examination, which contained ques-
tions similar to those used to test critical thinking skills in the GRE, GMAT, 
and LSAT in the United States. With rising demand, logic instructors began 
to extend the contents of their courses to ordinary language arguments. The 
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course and textbook by Zhenyi Gu Argumentation and Analysis: Application of 
Logic (2000) resulted from this stage of the development.

In the following years, some of these instructors continued to reform their 
logic courses to be more like a critical thinking course as they understood it. 
2003 was a milestone year: the first course with the title “Logic and Critical 
Thinking” was launched simultaneously in two universities in Beijing, China 
Youth University for Political Sciences and Beijing University. The instructors’ 
textbook (Gu and Liu 2006) was published three years later and the Ministry 
of Education decided to make it the recommended textbook for all reformed 
logic courses. Also in 2003, the Formal Logic Sub-Committee of the Chinese 
Association of Logic decided that the theme of its annual conference would be 
informal logic and critical thinking, marking a “turn to critical thinking” of 
the logic education reform movement (Xiong 2006). Soon thereafter, in early 
2004, two other universities in Beijing—Chinese University of Politics and 
Law and Renmin University of China—also started the “Logic and Critical 
Thinking” course. Renmin later published its own textbooks (Chen and Yu 
2011; Yang 2007). Another logic instructor at the forefront of this critical 
thinking shift was Hongzhi Wu at Yan’an University, who published a text-
book Critical Thinking: Based on the Tool of Logic of Arguments (Wu and Liu 2005; 
revised edition Wu and Zhou 2010).Later, these instructors and others contin-
ued to introduce the ideas and value of critical thinking to Chinese people.

Another important development was that, as of 2008, a critical thinking 
course was taught to students at Qiming College in Huazhong University of 
Science and Technology (HUST). In contents and pedagogy, this course is in a 
class of its own, and is being advocated by some educators in promoting it as a 
model of critical thinking education in China.

Qiming College is an institute for educational reforms. Its students are 
selected for their good attitudes and grades from science, engineering, man-
agement, medical, and other schools in HUST. Class sizes for the critical think-
ing course at Qiming College are mostly between twenty and forty students, 
taught by the present author and two other Western-trained Chinese instruc-
tors of logic and philosophy.

Its textbook, Principles and Methods of Critical Thinking (in Chinese) (Dong 
2010), was the first textbook, and is still the only one, to combine Western 
textbook contents with real examples and exercises from China’s culture and 
society. Its topics were based on the models of the process of critical thinking 
developed by Hitchcock (Hitchcock 1983; 2012) and Ennis (1996), and covered 
Ennis’s twelve constitutive abilities of critical thinking (see the list below, in 
section 2).

The Chinese real-life examples in the textbook and teaching covered a 
wide range of topics, including feng shui, traffic problems, pollution, food 
safety, officials’ corruption, the gap between the rich and the poor, economic 
materialism, fake products, media objectivity, social stability, university fees, 
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smoking, the death penalty, house prices, egoistic individualism, and, yes, 
Internet censorship.

Another exceptional aspect of this course was its interactive and practical 
style of teaching and testing. The teachers encouraged students to engage in 
active, reasonable, open-minded, and practical thinking exercises. Under the 
title “inquiry-based critical pedagogy,” the following active and critical learn-
ing and teaching techniques were practiced: Socratic questioning, just-in-time 
teaching, problem-based learning, cooperation learning, peer teaching, group 
projects, guided practice, and scenario-based exercises and tests. The students’ 
final marks were based on a combination of participation in learning, a group 
project on analyses of real-life examples, critical writing, and a classroom pre-
sentation by each group.

The course drew high praise from the students and administrators, who con-
cluded that it should be held up as a model of effective teaching and learning 
for all subject-matter courses as well (Dong and Liu 2013; Gan 2010; Gu 2011). 
The “inquiry-based critical pedagogy” later formed the core of critical thinking 
teacher training programs at Shantou University in 2012 and at HUST in 2013. 
The teachers applauded it as the most enlightening training in their careers 
(Chen S. B. 2013; Yu 2013).

Encouraged by this success, in May 2011 HUST hosted the first nationwide 
conference for developing critical thinking courses, attended by more than 70 
instructors from 35 Chinese universities (many sent by their administration). 
Professor David Hitchcock gave a speech on critical thinking as an educational 
ideal, providing the audience with clarifications for understanding critical think-
ing and helpful suggestions for designing and teaching such courses (Hitchcock 
2012). In the following two weeks Hitchcock and Yu Dong taught a demonstra-
tion course to a class of 68 students, with a content and style of teaching that 
would foster both critical thinking skills and a critical spirit. This direct and com-
prehensive demonstration was greatly appreciated by the students and a group 
of teacher observers, many of whom reported the course to have opened their 
eyes to the value of critical thinking and the styles of teaching and learning.

As an outgrowth of the conference, a group of the participants decided to 
establish a cooperative network in China: the Association for Critical and 
Creative Thinking Education (ACCTE). The association has been publishing a 
bi-monthly electronic newsletter since June 2011.

Also assisted by the ideas and information from the conference, in the Fall 
2011 semester, as part of its thinking skills training program, Shantou University 
started a critical thinking course that was compulsory for all first-year students—
the first compulsory critical thinking course in China. A unique feature of this 
course is that, with financial support from the Li Kashing Foundation, it hires 
a team of 10–12 teaching assistants to support large-class lectures with addi-
tional small-class tutorials, a system common abroad but still rare in China. 
The course was also recommended by ACCTE as a large-class model for critical 
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thinking education in China. Also a first in China, in 2012 Shantou University 
held a critical thinking program to train instructors selected from various facul-
ties to infuse critical thinking into their subject-matter courses.

Over the last several years, awareness of the ideas and value of critical think-
ing has been spreading at an accelerated pace across China. The number of 
scholarly articles about critical thinking in the fields of education, psychology, 
logic, philosophy, English studies, and so on is increasing rapidly (Li 2012). 
More critical thinking books have been translated and have sold well as gen-
eral reading (Kirby and Goodpaster 2010; Moore and Parker 2012; Paul and 
Elder 2010; Ruggiero 2010; Weston 2011). This trend reflects growing demands 
for critical thinking education in China. In academic journals and media, the 
term critical thinking is sometimes used to connote an exit strategy needed to 
depart from China’s age-old education tradition of rote learning. In 2010, dur-
ing the fourth international forum of university presidents in Nanjing, Richard 
Levin, president of Yale University, declared that a major problem with Chinese 
students is lack of critical thinking education (Levin 2010). This statement 
from such a prominent figure in Western education strongly reinforced what 
many Chinese had been saying. Now even high-level government officials, 
including former premier Jiabao Wen, have begun to affirm the importance of 
critical thinking education for China in their public speeches (Wen 2012).

Two types of problems with developing critical thinking  
education: Chinese characteristics

We have briefly outlined the pioneering efforts of critical thinking education 
as well as the rapid growth of recognition of its value in Chinese society since 
the late 1990s. However, when one starts to look more closely at its develop-
ment in higher education, one is surprised and disappointed. Something unex-
pected has taken place in most educational institutions: nothing. With regard 
to critical thinking education, China is still in its infancy, and its growing up 
has been difficult.

The first evidence of the difficulties is with regard to the quantity. Until 2013, 
only about 50 of more than 2,100 higher education institutions have opened a 
course in critical thinking, and only a few of these courses are open to students out-
side philosophy departments or special programs. For many years, critical thinking 
education has not been able to expand. (Some universities opened logic courses 
under such titles as “thinking skills” to include ordinary language argument con-
tents; they are at the pre-2003 stage of the logic course reform process.) Since both 
demand for genuine critical thinking education and supplies of education materi-
als are plentiful and steadily increasing, the actual progress is oddly sluggish.

The efforts to expand critical thinking education to more institutions 
through the 2011 conference and demonstration courses have so far met with 
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limited success. For most of the instructors participating in the event, either 
out of their own interest or at the request of their administrations, hoping to 
start such a course in their institutions, the goal is still not in sight, for various 
reasons. Many logic instructors have openly expressed their unwillingness to 
start such a course, declaring it an unnecessary addition to the logic course or 
that it is too difficult (Chen J. 2013).

The second evidence of difficulty faced in developing critical thinking edu-
cation in China is with regard to quality. Even in places where a course with 
the phrase “critical thinking” in its title is taught, mostly it is at best a half logic 
and half critical thinking course, as acknowledged by Zhenyi Gu, a pioneer in 
such education (personal communication). The course title “Logic and Critical 
Thinking” is symptomatic, but even if the word “logic” is omitted from the 
title, the content stays the same. The journey of logic course reform toward 
critical thinking has not been completed even if the title has changed.

The quality issue was related to the early understanding of critical think-
ing as an application of logic to ordinary language arguments, consisting of 
only theories of definition, logical analyses of arguments, and fallacies (Chen 
2002, 242–282). Over the last several years, with more access to studies of the 
concept and skills of critical thinking by authors such as Robert Ennis (1991), 
Peter Facione (1990), and Alec Fisher and Michael Scriven (1997), some Chinese 
scholars have acknowledged that critical thinking is not another logic course. 
However, even in the most recent textbooks (Chen and Yu 2011; Wu and Zhou 
2010), the logical focus and contents predominate, and many constitutive top-
ics of critical thinking are still missing.

The Chinese textbooks typically contain about half of Ennis’s twelve con-
stitutive abilities of critical thinking (Ennis 1991; 1998; 2011), usually the 
following:

1. Focus on a question.
2. Analyze arguments.
3. Ask and answer questions of clarification and/or challenge.
6. Deduce, and judge deduction.

7a. Induce, and judge induction (generalizations).
9. Define terms and judge definitions.

The rest are either missing or given little attention:

4. Judge the credibility of a source.
5. Observe, and judge observation reports.

7.b. Draw explanatory conclusions (including hypotheses).
8. Make and judge value judgments.

10. Attribute unstated assumptions.
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11.  Consider and reason from premises, reasons, assumptions, positions, and 
other propositions with which they disagree or about which they are in 
doubt.

12.  Integrate the other abilities and dispositions in making and defending a 
decision.

Apparently, the textbooks are within the framework of regarding critical think-
ing as logical analysis of single arguments. There is no mention of the need for, 
and skills of, searching for alternative ideas, explanations, and arguments. In 
addition, critical thinking attitudes and dispositions are not discussed in any 
depth. Some logic instructors defend their exclusion of these topics by arguing 
that they are not included in examinations like the GRE or GMAT (Chen M. 
2013). The examination-oriented goal is strongly reflected in their teaching of 
the course.

Another shortcoming of the textbooks and teaching is the lack of real-life 
Chinese examples and exercises. The textbooks mostly use examples, like 
abortion or euthanasia, which are translated from Western textbooks and do 
not impact the everyday lives of Chinese students. Even worse is the problem 
with the traditional one-way transmission style of pedagogy. Critical thinking 
is taught in Chinese classrooms very much like a formal logic course, where 
instructors only lecture, with few attempts to encourage thinking and partici-
pation from students. Moreover, tests are just used to ensure that the “thinking 
rules” are memorized. The curriculum methods rarely allow for questioning, 
coaching, discussing, writing, peer-instruction, inquiry-based researching/
learning, and so on to develop independent, cooperative, and hands-on study 
habits and skills in the students.

In summary, China faces two problems in the development of critical think-
ing education: (1) the oddly slow pace of expanding the offering of critical 
thinking courses in higher education; and (2) deficiencies in quality—many 
existing courses have these undesirable “Chinese characteristics”:

1. examination-oriented goals,
2. insufficient contents,
3. irrelevance to practice, and
4. rote-learning pedagogy.

Thus, the courses cannot reach the goal of training students to build critical think-
ing skills. Their failure can actually add more obstacles to its development.

What is the root of the resistance?

When thinking about the causes of these problems in China, naturally we 
would first look into political and ideological factors. On the one hand, it is 
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true that governments at all levels have not matched their promises of edu-
cational reform to develop students’ skills with concrete actions. This is cer-
tainly one of the causes for the slow development of critical thinking in higher 
education. On the other hand, governments have not played a noticeable role 
in obstructing educational reform either. China has been advocating open-
ness and reform for over thirty years. Any ideology, if it is not capitalism, is 
already too faded to drive anything in China today. Critical thinking courses 
have been running in some universities without any interference from anyone; 
textbooks, translations, and articles are continually published. As noted above, 
many educational administrators were more passionate about starting a criti-
cal thinking course than their faculty members. Interestingly, Kember (2000) 
found a similar situation in Hong Kong universities: both students and depart-
ment heads showed a higher level of support for the critical learning project 
than departmental colleagues.

Thus, the key questions are: Why do the faculty members not want to start a 
critical thinking course? Why, even in places where such a course has already 
started, are most of them still largely a logic course, and have remained so for 
years? What prevents instructors from improving their courses? If we ask these 
questions, we would soon hear this answer: as in many other cases, first and 
foremost, it is Chinese tradition that plays a powerful and persistent role in 
resisting its development (Li 2012).

Then, what is this tradition, and how does it play a resisting role?
It has been commonly acknowledged that Chinese traditional culture is gen-

erally uncritical. There are many discussions with regard to its negative impact 
on critical thinking education in China or on Chinese international students. 
These discussions are often focused on three kinds of cultural factors.

First, the philosophical and social tradition. As is well known, Chinese cul-
ture originated from one of the fundamental features of ancient China, clan 
society. Confucius (551–479 BCE) based his theory on his view of the most 
stable and orderly society, the patriarchal clan system in the Western Zhou 
Dynasty (eleventh century BCE). In his view, to have an ideal society was to 
build a family-like political order between the rulers and their subjects—to 
love one’s children or younger brothers (human-heartedness) and in return 
to attend to one’s parents and follow one’s older brothers (filial piety) (Dong 
1992, 40–42; Ng 2001, 29; Richmond 2007, 2). Thus, Confucianism shaped a 
tradition that valued respect for parents and the elderly, the collective good, 
social order, and harmony. This is in contrast with ancient Greek civilization, 
which valued independent thought, reason, and ability to debate and argue in 
public.

Accordingly, Chinese and Asian societies under Confucian influence are 
often characterized as following “collectivism” or “group thinking,” as opposed 
to Western “individualism” or “individual thinking.” The labels refer not only 
to the political and social rules of obedience to authority in hierarchy, but also 
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to a type of personality characteristic of Asians: a holistic perspective, conform-
ing to and dependent on an in-group, as opposed to the individual perspective 
and self-reliant personality trait in Western cultures (Richmond 2007, 2).

Second, the Chinese education tradition intertwined perfectly with 
Confucianism. For centuries, the goal of education was to ensure that students 
follow Confucian teachings: obey the rules of their roles in the clan and politi-
cal order to build an ideal society. Only two types of people were allowed in 
the education system: authoritarian teachers and passive students. Only one 
learning process was possible: memorizing exactly whatever the classics and 
teachers say.

It is easy to see why the combination of such philosophical teachings and 
such an educational system would deter critical thinking. It would ensure 
that challenging another person’s viewpoints or prescribed ideas be avoided 
as much as possible (Facione, Tiwari, and Yuen 2009; Ng 2001, 56–87). Most 
Chinese scholars agree that this too was largely responsible for the lack of new 
ideas and innovations in Chinese history, in contrast to the Renaissance and 
scientific and industrial revolutions in the West. This is the main reason for 
these scholars to support critical thinking education in China—to make its 
society more creative.

Third, differences in languages or thought patterns. Some scholars and edu-
cators argue that other cultural factors, such as differences in languages or 
thought patterns in Chinese and Asian learners, may affect their learning of 
critical thinking. In particular, there have been experimental studies intended 
to prove that Westerners’ reasoning is more analytic and uses tacit logical rules, 
while Asians’ thinking focuses on relationships and uses direct experiences, 
such as deciding logical validity by conclusion plausibility (e.g., Peng 1997; Peng 
and Nisbett 1999). Some also argued that basic laws of logic—including iden-
tity, noncontradiction and the excluded middle—are not applied in Chinese 
thought. For the Chinese, everything contains contradiction, a student in many 
ways is not a student (as in the case of graduate student instructors) (Peng and 
Nisbett 1999, 744). The spirit of the Tao or yin-yang principle entails that A can 
actually imply that not-A is also the case or at any rate soon will be the case 
(Nisbett 2004, 27).

There have been long debates among theorists about whether critical think-
ing or ways of reasoning are universal or culture- and context specific. The 
above discussions provide support for the view that critical thinking is essen-
tially specific to Western cultures. There was even an unspoken “stereotypical 
view that Asian students cannot think critically” (Vandermensbrugghe 2004). 
An implication is that obstacles to critical thinking education in Asia reside in 
the culture of collectivism in which these students are brought up.

Although most educators might not agree with the stereotypical view, many 
of them still tend to explain the passive behavior of Chinese international 
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students, or the apparent difficulty they face in teaching them critical think-
ing, as owing to such cultural factors as collectivism and the lack of alterna-
tives to their own intellectual framework or dominant worldview, as well as to 
the authoritarian education they receive back home (e.g., O’Sullivan and Guo 
2010, 55).

However, I would argue that, although the passive demeanor of students in 
the past could mostly be explained by cultural factors, we should be cautious 
today about this sort of explanation. China has changed.

First, in many respects, collectivism is no longer a reality of current Chinese 
society. It is true that a Chinese group in a restaurant still makes a “collective” 
decision about what to eat—as the dishes are shared. However, as Xu Jilin, 
a Chinese philosopher, declared, “A society of individualism has come upon 
us.” This individualism, Xu explained, is not the type of individualism in the 
West, which denotes moral autonomy. Instead it is a type of egoistic individu-
alism: “It aims to satisfy material desires, lacks any sense of public morality, 
and cleaves onto a self-interested concept and attitude of life” (Xu 2009). Xu 
just stated a widely known fact (Steele and Lynch 2012). Universities in China 
are at the forefront of this age of Chinese-style individualism. In the name of 
individual freedom, the teachers have rejected collectivism to such an extent 
that their activities are labeled as “individualistic teaching,” meaning self-cen-
tered and lacking necessary cooperation (Xu 2007). Their students might still 
be quiet in the classroom, but their silence has little to do with their respect for 
the teacher as an authority (Wang 2003).

In fact, many studies have already revealed that the passive demeanor of 
Chinese or Asian international students is not due to collectivism.

Chuah reported in his case studies that the quiet and passive behavior of 
Asian students in his classrooms in the United Kingdom was largely due to 
their lack of confidence in conversing in English. He “observed that, back 
home in their respective countries, these students are not as quiet and passive 
as they are here” (Chuah 2010). With his own experience in training develop-
ing country professionals, Richmond confirmed that Asian students showed 
eagerness for active learning and ability to learn critical thinking skills (2007, 
7–8). Bell reported that his Chinese students at Tsinghua University exhibited 
a well-developed capacity to critique existing practices in China and expressed 
thoughtful and informed views about the world (Bell 2008). In addition, Biggs 
and others have undertaken long and influential studies rejecting the stereo-
types of Chinese learners (e.g., Watkins and Biggs 1996; 2001).

Based on 2,307 responses from students in eight Asian countries, Littlewood 
(2000) concluded that the “obedient listeners” stereotype did not reflect the 
roles the students would like to adopt. “They do not see the teacher as an 
authority figure who should not be questioned; they do not want to sit in class 
passively receiving knowledge. So if Asian students do show passive classroom 
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attitudes, that is more likely to be a consequence of the educational contexts 
that have been or are now provided for them, than of any inherent dispositions 
of the students themselves” (33).

Educational contexts for Chinese and Asian international students often 
combine multiple barriers: linguistic difficulties, lack of critical thinking skills, 
unfamiliarity with examples and/or contexts, shyness, etc. There is also a cog-
nitive barrier that I will discuss next. Thus, when the students first learn and 
do critical thinking, they do so quietly. If the teacher has taken steps to ease the 
environment so that they feel comfortable in speaking, they can impress the 
teacher with their thinking and keen ability to analyze (Bell 2008; Richmond 
2007).

All these findings resonate with our teaching experience in HUST critical 
thinking classes. The classes were distinctive because we taught in Chinese, 
used Chinese real-life examples, and engaged the students. Accordingly, dif-
ficulties and confusions from linguistic differences were avoided or resolved 
quickly. The classes were intellectually active. We were frequently amazed by 
the thoughtfulness of the students’ talk and work (Dong and Liu 2013). Though 
teaching in English, in his HUST demonstration course in 2011, Hitchcock was 
also pleased with his students’ challenging questions, critiques, and discussions 
on such sensitive topics as Internet censorship (personal communication).

There may be cultural differences in thought patterns, and their implications 
for inter-cultural education should be studied. However, as Davies (2007) also 
pointed out, many of them are insignificant in everyday exchanges. The Tao is 
more a belief of an influential school of philosophy than an inherent disposi-
tion of the Chinese, and believing it does not prevent them from following 
the basic laws of logic in everyday life. A Chinese teacher in the classroom will 
certainly treat students as students, regardless of what the teacher thinks the 
students would be in other situations.

More importantly, we do not see any evidence that the differences will block 
Chinese students from learning critical thinking. The fact that they can do well 
in mathematics and logic tests shows that they can learn Western inference 
patterns, some of which could be contrary to their intuition. In the exercise 
about understanding logical validity, our students easily identified incorrect 
statements, including those using conclusion plausibility to decide validity.

As Ennis (1998) argued, critical thinking is not biased against particular cul-
tures. A “group thinking” culture, if it exists, can learn to think critically in the 
sense of seeking reasons and alternatives. In discussing “whether traditional 
nonliterate people share with us our logical processes” (some argued that they 
do not have suppositional ability), Ennis pointed out that even if the nonliter-
ate people do not have this ability (as some do not have it either in the West), 
they still can learn to use the skill for their benefit (Ennis 1998, 21–23).
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In conclusion, traditional collectivism is not the cause of problems in devel-
oping critical thinking education in China. It is no longer a dominant force in 
society or in education. Differences in language or thought pattern do not con-
stitute insurmountable obstacles for Chinese students to learn critical think-
ing. Evidently, they can learn. The real issue is that they mostly do not have 
an opportunity to learn. The barriers to critical thinking education in China 
do not reside in the students, but in the teachers, who are reluctant to teach a 
critical thinking course (Chen J. 2013).

So, again, why? We think that Chinese culture does play an important role 
in creating this situation, but in a different way from what many might have 
thought. In the next section, we shall describe this role, followed by a discus-
sion of current social obstacles.

Impediments from the uncritical tradition and  
the modern materialistic society

There is no doubt that Confucianism influenced China in multiple ways. The 
first was by its doctrines—the philosophical, social, and moral teachings: obey 
the rules of your social roles in the hierarchy, etc. Its second, in our view, 
was by its status as dogma—this was truth, and therefore was incontrovertible, 
beyond consideration of evidence or the opinions of others. We have argued 
that the doctrines are not dominant in contemporary China; but the implied 
dogmatism about truth and knowledge still is. This cognitive tradition funda-
mentally shapes intellectuals’ ideas of knowledge, education, and their profes-
sion. Furthermore, we would argue, it is precisely these ideas that constitute 
the internal and persistent resistance to critical thinking education in China. 
Thus the resisting role that the cultural tradition plays is more cognitive than 
social.

As we know, the Chinese concept of truth—which is fundamentally different 
from the Western concept—was about the right way of doing things (Facione 
et al. 2009). As stated above, Confucianism itself was a normative theory of 
an ideal society and a code of behavior within it. Mencius (372–289 BCE), the 
second greatest soul of Confucianism, argued for this Confucian paradigm by 
his theory of human nature: a human being must have such feelings, so the 
paradigm was as universal and eternal as human nature (Dong 1992, 40–42). 
As a normative paradigm, it was not subject to falsification by the reality of 
society: the “knowledge” was not a reality-based truth statement. The Chinese 
were urged to learn and follow this Confucian paradigm to build this ideal 
society. If there were any setbacks, it must be the fault of reality, not of the nor-
mative theory. Any accusation of inconsistency with the facts, a capital crime 
in Western academia, was not considered a problem for it at all.
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Consequently, this type of knowledge determined the rational way to learn 
it—reading the classical books without looking outside the windows. Any 
evidence-based critical questioning or appeal for further proof than that of 
Mencius was considered not only unnecessary, but even immoral or inhuman. 
It would be considered an insult to the teachers too, since the knowledge was 
considered infallible, and therefore the teachers were too. Any difficult ques-
tion that teachers could not answer would be a proof of their ineptness—a “loss 
of face,” an unforgettable shame for the Chinese. This is one of the contrasts 
between Confucian questioning and Socratic questioning: an answer that a 
Chinese teacher would give should be the final solution to their students’ puz-
zles, not a clue or guide for the students to find their own answers.

The dogmatism was further reinforced by the historical examination system. 
Success at civil service examinations depended on memorizing the classics, 
which remained the same over two thousand years of study. “Even the slightest 
deviation in thinking from established orthodox thought was likely to result in 
failure” (Upton 1989, 21).

This cognitive orientation itself is a tradition of irrelevance between theory 
and practice. Discussing the difficulties of engineering education in China, 
Peigen Li, a prominent engineer and then president of HUST, pointed out that 
the primary cause is lack of practical teaching (Li, Xu, and Chen 2012, 7). 
And the root of this lack is the indifferent or condescending attitude toward 
practice in the traditional culture, which affects the content and methods of 
teaching. Li argued: “A main defect of our traditional culture is a tendency to 
disconnect theory from practice, to focus on book knowledge rather than on 
practical experience, and to separate thinking from doing. It seems that our 
engineering students are more willing to ‘explain the world’”(Li, Xu, and Chen 
2012, 10).

The preference to “explain the world” is a century-old habit of Chinese intel-
lectuals, reflecting on how they view their own role in society: “pure talk.” 
It really means idle talk: endlessly talking about vague and empty theories 
without considering facts, context, accuracy, logic, or practical application. It 
is fairly easy to see that the intellectual separation between theory and prac-
tice contributes to the lack of innovation, since the “learning” does not reach 
to a level of understanding that would come from practicing how a concept 
works.

Obviously this two-thousand-year-old cognitive tradition is in a head-on 
collision with dispositions of critical thinking like “reason-seeking” and 
“seeking-and-being-open-to-alternatives” (Ennis 1998). The effects of the 
conflict are deep and extensive in both ordinary people and those in aca-
demic circles. Articles in Chinese social science journals are often full of 
claims, general principles, emotional stories, or rhetorical skills, but they 
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are short of specific and reliable reasons and valid arguments. The authors 
neither see a need for the reasons and arguments nor know how to meet it.

We can see that this cognitive tradition constitutes another aspect of the 
educational context for the students. What differs today is the books the stu-
dents study, like science books from the West. However, the ways they are 
required to learn remain basically the same: strive to read and remember the 
infallible truth in the books (Upton 1989, 21). Instead of the social author-
ity of the teacher, it is the cognitive authority of knowledge—carried by the 
teacher—that makes them passive.

That is why critical thinking education in such an uncritical culture is fight-
ing against a current that comes primarily from inside the minds and habits of 
the intellectuals. Obviously, people love to talk about critical thinking educa-
tion, and hundreds of articles have been produced. But to start instruction in 
critical thinking and to do it effectively would be a totally different thing. First 
of all, this would require instructors to be models of open-mindedness and 
self-criticism in interactive teaching—to face the risk of losing face. This means 
intellectual, moral, and spiritual changes to what the instructors have comfort-
ably inherited from their cognitive tradition: a notion of knowledge, an ideal 
of education, a model of teaching and learning, norms of the profession, and 
so on. Simply speaking, this entails a cultural transformation.

Needless to say, cultural transformation is a difficult undertaking. And worse, 
it is made even harder by the current Chinese society. As noted above, China is 
a materialistic and egoistic society, where a change would likely take place only 
when people can see its direct material benefit.

Pursuing power and wealth by academic study is nothing new in this world, 
but what differs in China is that “looking for gold and beauty in books” has 
been the righteous and exclusive endeavor of the vast majority of students. In 
history, for most Chinese intellectuals, the real purpose of studying Confucian 
theory was to obtain a seat in the privileged bureaucratic class with power 
and wealth. This has fundamentally separated Chinese scholars from many 
Western scholars, whose interest was mainly to discover truth.

Over the last 30 years of reform, as China has been pursuing economic 
development at full steam, the materialistic goals and values have only 
become much more dominant and have created serious problems. A New York 
Times article reported, quite accurately, that “corruption is pervasive in every 
part of Chinese society, and education is no exception.” The universities are 
full of a “culture where cash is king,” a “culture of bribery,” and so on (Levin 
2012).

In addition, as shown by previous changes, market-oriented reform in educa-
tion could bring new and deeper problems. As Peigen Li pointed out, the practi-
cality of education is lower today, as universities and the business communities 
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have less interest in developing cooperation without direct financial benefit. 
Conditions for teaching and practice have deteriorated in the last ten years 
along with reforms to expand hastily the size of higher education without the 
addition of resources (Li, Xu, and Chen 2012). The quality of education is also 
degraded because it is overlooked by the research-based system of incentives. 
Teachers feel that it is not worth spending time on improving teaching (Chen 
J. 2013; Zhang and Jin 2010).

All of these factors not only add new roadblocks to critical thinking educa-
tion, but also reduce people’s will to overcome them. Existing deficiencies and 
restrictions in the educational system, such as the lack of a system of teaching 
assistants, become even harder to change. Spending money for the quality of 
education is not an attractive idea today.

Thus, in this materialistic and egoistic society, starting critical thinking edu-
cation is viewed as an overly challenging and complicated business without 
good returns, or worse, with the risk of getting bad returns. A serious instructor 
for critical thinking would need to act like an idealist, willing to fight popular 
values, push more reforming changes to the system, learn the expertise, model 
the critical spirit, strive to make the course practical and effective, and face 
possible grievances. Obviously, a pool of such instructors is small in this soci-
ety where “nearly everything has a price” (Levin 2012).

In summary, the cultural tradition—mainly its cognitive orientation—has 
formed barriers to critical thinking education in Chinese educators’ minds, as 
it means a cultural transformation to them. The materialistic values of current 
society make this transformation an unworthy business. With a combination 
of such cultural and social factors, we can understand the pace and the way 
in which critical thinking education in China has been developing. A critical 
thinking course either would not begin, or would be changed to an exami-
nation-oriented rote learning course of logic or of thinking rules, taught in a 
fashion the instructors feel familiar and comfortable with. The difficulties and 
struggles are thus reduced, and the instructors are not transformed into a role 
model for critical thinking. In turn, the course is transformed into a product 
with Chinese characteristics, which cannot serve the purpose of fostering criti-
cal thinkers.

Strategy to promote the future development of  
critical thinking education

Obviously, developing critical thinking education in such a sociocultural 
restrictive environment is a long and ongoing endeavor. However, with the 
above understanding of the underlying causes of the difficulties, and with the 
successfully implemented HUST and Shantou University models of a critical 
thinking course, we are optimistic. We should be able gradually to steer critical 
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thinking education to a better and faster track by making coordinated efforts 
in important areas to achieve likely and concrete progress. In turn, this could 
also help improve the educational environment. For this, here are some tasks 
we should focus on in the years to come:

1. Continue to help more people understand the broader concept of critical 
thinking as other than negative thinking, logical application, technical 
training, theoretical study, or examination preparation. A proper conceptu-
alization is a precondition for critical thinking education to be comprehen-
sive and practical and to win more acceptance and support.

2. Continue to advocate HUST and Shantou University models of a critical 
thinking course for various class sizes. They display what more helpful con-
tent, examples, pedagogy, and tests should be. This would greatly help put 
critical thinking education on the right track, ensuring that it will not devi-
ate to another logic course or theoretical study of thinking rules. Recently 
the models have been gaining a wider recognition nationally. This enhances 
our confidence.

3. Train instructors of critical thinking courses and subject-matter courses. 
This would be a priority. In the training, emphasize fostering a critical spirit 
as well as developing skills. Instructors should be urged to learn to be a 
model of attitudes of reason seeking, open-mindedness, self-regulation, and 
so on, and abandon traditional ideas and habits, like that of being a preacher 
transmitting infallible knowledge. Such individual change might also bring 
about changes to the cultural and social environment for critical thinking 
education. It is also important to equip the teachers with an awareness of, 
and ability to use, effective teaching methods as an integral part of the cur-
riculum. We have implemented the training program for university teach-
ers to learn “inquiry-based critical pedagogy”; we shall strive to expand it 
nationally.

4. Make use of university English courses to teach critical thinking. If the 
English teachers are well trained in critical thinking attitudes and skills, 
their courses could be a very effective channel to teach critical thinking to a 
very large student population, as English is a mandatory two-year course in 
all Chinese universities. Combining the learning of critical thinking with 
learning language skills is a very beneficial solution.

5. Encourage university administrations to develop critical thinking educa-
tion with more resources for teaching, in order to reform the system to 
introduce teaching assistants, to reward instructors in various ways for their 
educational work, and to build a risk-taking atmosphere for experiments in 
reform.

6. Establish a national research and assessment center for critical thinking 
information, with real-life Chinese examples and tests. Advocate adding 
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critical thinking questions to those important academic and professional 
examinations, such as the national college entry examination, the gradu-
ate school entry examination, and the teacher qualification examination. 
The Chinese examination-oriented tradition, where tests determine teach-
ing and learning, can be used to develop and control what content will be 
taught in critical thinking courses. That is, better designed tests can enrich 
the education.

7. Promote critical thinking through nongovernmental organizations and net-
works for communication and cooperation. The two-year-old Association for 
Critical and Creative Thinking Education (ACCTE) and its newsletter have 
been quite instrumental in this respect. Further, expand critical thinking 
education to secondary schools and business sectors, and build partnerships 
with them to reinforce the efforts.

8. Last but not least, continue to persuade governments to create policies and 
provide resources to incorporate critical thinking into the education system 
at all levels, thus ensuring the fastest means to spread such education across 
China.
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Part V

Critical Thinking and the Cognitive 
Sciences

Work being done in the cognitive sciences is important for critical thinking 
in higher education. This is because critical thinking is, in part at least, a cog-
nitive skill. Cognitive skills, by definition, involve the brain, and therefore 
research into the cognitive sciences is clearly relevant. But how relevant is it, 
and how can this research be applied to the work being done by educators?

From a cognitive science perspective, critical thinking is assumed to be a 
higher-order skill, similar to learning a language or playing a piano. The litera-
ture informs us that expertise in these other fields requires, by some estimates, 
ten years of practice at four hours per day. In this regard, work is being done by 
cognitive scientists on what is known as the “deliberative practice hypothesis.” 
Evidence from these studies show that concentrated, graduated, and exercise-
based practice, with regular feedback, results in greatest learning gains for 
higher-order skills. Skills in criticality, it seems, need to be made explicit, and 
deliberate and purposeful steps need to be provided to reaching levels of high 
educational attainment. At a purely mechanical level, this kind of evidence 
should inform educational practices. And yet this is not happening. Is it any 
wonder that critical thinking is an oft-required, yet seldom achieved, educa-
tional goal?

There is considerable work also being done in the cognitive sciences on the 
notion of skill transfer. This also applies to critical thinking in higher edu-
cation, especially if critical thinking is (partly at least) a generic skill. How 
much transfer between knowledge domains occurs in critical thinking? This 
is, in part, an empirical question, and it clearly has application to higher edu-
cation. According to Halpern (1998), we must “teach for transfer.” We can-
not simply hope and expect that critical thinking skills, once learned in a 
particular knowledge domain, will be automatically and seamlessly applied to 
another. This kind of evidence, again, rarely reaches to the level of pedagogical 
practice.
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Critical thinking and the cognitive sciences really require treatment in a 
separate book. However, we hint at its importance in this volume.

Lau opens the charge and offers an account of the importance of metacog-
nition, or “thinking about thinking.” For Lau, critical thinking requires the 
ability to reflect on the reasons for beliefs by what he calls “disciplined self-
regulation.” He claims that to be better at critical thinking naturally requires 
being better at metacognition. This involves attention to be given to the psy-
chology of learning, reasoning, and creative problem solving. Harking back to 
Barnett’s point about educating for a world of “complexity” and uncertainty 
(Part I), and Green’s notion of critical thinking as “life-long learning” (Part II), 
Lau notes that it is only through metacognition that students will be able to 
overcome the challenges of the modern world beset by turmoil and constant 
change.

He identifies a number of facets of metacognition that might be used as a 
basis for metacognitive education. These include “meta-conceptions” or “mind-
sets,” that is, core concepts that ground our knowledge about thinking. He gives 
an example of how being told that “anxiety improves performance” results in 
better mathematics test results compared to control groups. Another facet of 
metacognition is general knowledge about cognition and how it is affected by 
cognitive biases; yet another is meta self-knowledge (an understanding of one’s 
thinking skills and dispositions), and self-regulation—the ability to monitor 
cognitive processes and resources effectively. One of the interesting points 
Lau makes is that universities need to rebuild a learning culture that rewards 
enhancements in critical thinking. He suggests that this can only be done by 
explicitly addressing the importance of metacognition, not only by making a 
revitalized attempt to impart soft-skills, but also by embedding creativity and 
problem solving within discipline-specific courses of study.

Lodge, O’Connor, Shaw, and Burton extend Lau’s discussion about the 
importance of metacognition by focusing on the fallacies, biases, and heuris-
tics responsible for faulty reasoning about ourselves and the world. They out-
line some the ways in which these errors might be overcome. They note that, 
at its core, “critical thinking involves addressing our assumptions about how 
the world works,” and yet frequently our cognitive biases let us down in this 
regard. The cognitive science literature is replete in examples of such faulty 
reasoning, and yet this literature often fails to percolate down to educational 
practice, pedagogy, and regimes of educational assessment and attainment. 
Providing a corrective to this, they suggest that a better understanding of the 
cognitive science literature offers a way of circumventing human tendencies 
toward less rational thought. They suggest that this might offer insights on 
how mental shortcuts compromise thinking in various disciplinary domains, 
providing a way of side-stepping the generalist-specifist debate.

Taking the discussion further, Ellington provides a model of metacognition 
that incorporates critical thinking. Defining metacognition as ‘the ability to 
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attend to representations of the world such that the representations themselves 
and their interactions become objects of study,” and critical thinking as “the 
ability to be meta- cognitively evaluative,”he proposes a model that incor-
porates beliefs, goals, and desires as part of an integrated account of human 
higher-order processing. He provides a number of examples of how being 
“metacognitive evaluative” can shed light on better ways of educating for criti-
cal thinking.

It is instructive that none of the above suggestions approximate how we pres-
ently educate students in critical thinking. Currently, educational practice has 
nothing to say about metacognition, nor cognitive biases and blindsights—
let alone how to become aware of them or correct them. According to van 
Gelder (2005): “The way we generally go about cultivating critical thinking is 
to expect that students somehow will pick it all up through some mysterious 
process of intellectual osmosis.” Given the importance of critical thinking in 
higher education, and in teaching for an unknown future, this is clearly inad-
equate. Perhaps the time has come to explicitly teach cognitive models and 
routines and incorporate these in educational regimes of formative, discipline-
specific practice.

Cognitive science clearly has lessons for us in relation to the teaching of 
critical thinking. These insights need to be made explicit to educationalists. 
Research intersecting education and the cognitive sciences is at the beginning 
of an exciting new phase.
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Critical thinking is one of the central aims of education, and many schools 
and universities have courses specifically devoted to critical thinking. Ennis 
(1989) defines critical thinking as “reasonable reflective thinking focused on 
deciding what to believe or do.” There are of course many other definitions of 
critical thinking, but most of them emphasize the importance of rationality, 
clarity, analysis, and independence of thought. In a typical university course 
on critical thinking, students might study logic, argument analysis, basic sci-
entific methodology, fallacies, and other related topics. They learn how to dis-
tinguish between good and bad reasoning, and use this knowledge to improve 
their own thinking.

As such, critical thinking necessarily involves a certain amount of “meta-
cognition,” or “thinking about thinking.” The concept of metacognition 
started to gain prominence in developmental psychology around the 1970s 
(Flavell 1976). It is usually understood as having two components: knowledge 
about cognition, and the use of this knowledge in “self-regulation,” which is 
the monitoring and control of cognition. Critical thinking must involve some 
amount of metacognition, since a critical thinker ought to be able to reflect 
upon the reasons for her beliefs, and take careful steps to ensure that her rea-
soning is correct. The main thesis of this paper is that the teaching of critical 
thinking should be expanded and re-conceptualized as part of a broader edu-
cational program for enhancing metacognition. One of the most basic reasons 
for teaching critical thinking is to help students improve their decisions about 
what to believe or what to do. This paper argues that in order to better achieve 
this goal, we need to go beyond critical thinking. It involves teaching more 
about other aspects of cognition such as the psychology of learning and rea-
soning and creative problem solving. We also need to help students gain better 
insight and control over their work habits and personality. This training in 
metacognition can improve the quality and effectiveness of thinking. It will in 
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turn strengthen the learning of critical thinking and bring about more lasting 
cognitive gains.

The case for metacognition

A central argument for expanding the critical thinking curriculum has to do 
with the cognitive skills necessary for success in the modern world. First, glo-
balization and technology have led to social upheavals, economic volatility, 
and global competition. Technical knowledge can become obsolete quickly. 
Linear and stable careers are becoming exceptions rather than the norm. The 
average US citizen born in the latter baby boomer years (1957–64) would have 
had ten jobs by age forty (US Department of Labor 2012). Critical thinking is of 
course more important than ever in this environment of accelerating changes. 
But it has to be supported by the motivation and ability to engage in lifelong 
learning. Metacognitive education can help students learn how to acquire new 
skills and expertise quickly and effectively.

Another facet of the modern economy is the high premium placed upon 
creativity. Nowadays, a good idea can leverage global capital and technology 
to achieve a worldwide impact never before possible. Consider Facebook, the 
popular social networking website. It began as an idea of an undergraduate 
student, but it reached one billion monthly active users in less than ten years. 
If Facebook were a country, it would be the third largest in the world after 
China and India. Its phenomenal success is a good reminder that we should 
never underestimate the power of a good idea. It also means companies and 
individuals must constantly adapt and innovate in order to deal with new 
challenges and opportunities. But when it comes to innovation, it is artificial 
to separate critical thinking and creativity. They work intimately together in 
solving the complex problems in our personal and professional lives. Without 
creativity, critical thinking is impotent in changing the world. But creativity 
in turn requires critical thinking in testing and implementing ideas. Yet the 
teaching of critical thinking in universities is typically completely divorced 
from the topic of creativity. If we are serious about helping students become 
more effective thinkers, there should be a better integration of these two top-
ics. Metacognitive education can help students become more adept at moni-
toring their own thinking and reasoning, and there is evidence that this will 
enhance creative problem solving (Hargrove 2012). Our students can increase 
their awareness of the heuristics for solving problems and try to internalize 
them. They can also find inspiration in the thinking processes and habits of 
creative people and reflect upon the conditions that promote creativity.

However, it should be emphasized that the case for metacognition is not 
solely a response to new economic realities. Nor should it be seen as an attempt 
to turn universities into job training camps. Whatever projects we choose 
to engage in, the complexity of the modern world has created tremendous 
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opportunities and challenges. We live in a world beset with deep problems in 
politics and social justice, and the destruction of the environment is threat-
ening our survival. Social progress depends in part on an informed citizenry 
being able to think about complicated issues critically and imaginatively and 
to overcome parochial biases and prejudices. To help our students make better 
decisions and improve their reasoning, we need to equip them with a more 
versatile thinking toolkit. This requires taking into account recent research 
in education, cognitive science, social psychology, behavioral economics, and 
related disciplines. This paper argues that a converging theme from these 
diverse fields is that metacognition plays a crucial role in improving thinking 
skills in the long run.

A key insight of the metacognitive approach is that being a good thinker 
is not simply a matter of knowing the principles of correct reasoning. It has 
to be supported by an appropriate system of knowledge, skills, and character 
traits. Nearly a century ago, John Dewey argued for the importance of teach-
ing “reflective thinking,” which is the examination of an idea “in light of the 
grounds that support it and the further conclusions to which it tends” (Dewey 
1933, 7). Reflective thinking is the precursor to what we now call critical think-
ing, and it includes a fair amount of logic. But interestingly, Dewey emphasized 
that theoretical knowledge is not sufficient for developing reflective thinking. 
Other personal qualities, such as being curious and open-minded, are also rel-
evant if not more important:

If we were compelled to make a choice between these personal attributes 
and knowledge about the principles of logical reasoning together with some 
degree of technical skill in manipulating special logical processes, we should 
decide for the former. Fortunately no such choice has to be made, because 
there is no opposition between personal attitudes and logical processes. We 
only need to bear in mind that, with respect to the aims of education, no 
separation can be made between impersonal, abstract principles of logic and 
moral qualities of character. What is needed is to weave them into unity. 
(Dewey 1933, 34)

More recent authors agree with Dewey that critical thinking requires not just 
knowledge but a range of thinking dispositions, motivations, and attitudes. 
Langer (1989) argues for the importance of “mindfulness.” The philosopher 
Richard Paul has urged that critical thinkers ought to develop “fair-mindedness” 
(Paul, Willsen, and Binker 1993). Costa (1991) lists fifteen “habits of mind,” 
while Perkins, Jay, and Tishman (1993) offer seven key thinking dispositions:

1. to be broad and adventurous,
2. toward sustained intellectual activity,
3. to clarify and seek understanding,
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4. to be planful and strategic,
5. to be intellectually careful,
6. to seek and evaluate reasons, and
7. to be metacognitive.

Notice that metacognition is explicitly mentioned in this list as a thinking 
disposition, which is explained as

the tendency to be aware of and monitor the flow of one’s own thinking; 
alertness to complex thinking situations; the ability to exercise control 
of mental processes and to be reflective. (Perkins, Jay, and Tishman 1993, 
148)

Halpern (1998) also includes metacognition in her four-part model of critical 
thinking instruction, one of which is the teaching of “metacognitive monitor-
ing.” This includes for example checking for accuracy, examining progress, 
and making appropriate decisions about the allocation of time and mental 
effort in problem solving.

We agree there is a whole spectrum of attitudes and dispositions that are con-
ducive to critical thinking. We also firmly believe that metacognition enhances 
critical thinking (see Magno [2010] for a review of the empirical evidence). 
Our approach builds upon these observations but is different in at least three 
ways. First, we think metacognition should not be conceived as just one among 
many thinking dispositions. Rather, it is a set of higher-order cognitive skills 
and dispositions that help us acquire and regulate other thinking dispositions. 
Thinking dispositions are often described as intellectual virtues. Like their 
moral counterparts, putting special effort into one of them might mean less 
cognitive resources for the rest. Metacognitive self-regulation helps us achieve 
a better balance between these dispositions. Moreover, as Aristotle has pointed 
out, virtues lie between excesses and deficiencies. Being careful is a good dis-
position, but being overcautious can be just as bad as being careless. It is good 
to have a plan and be reflective, but it is also possible to overdeliberate. Given 
individual differences, we each have our own pattern of excesses and deficien-
cies. Higher-order monitoring is needed to correct and fine-tune our cognitive 
dispositions, and this is precisely a central function of metacognition.

The second distinctive feature of our approach concerns the role of knowl-
edge in metacognition. Perkins, Jay, and Tishman (1993) and Halpern (1998) 
focus on the self-monitoring and self-regulatory aspect of metacognition, such 
as paying attention to our reasoning and tracking our progress. These disposi-
tions are of course very important for critical and creative thinking. But we want 
to emphasize that these dispositions have to be supported by a suitable level 
of scientific knowledge about cognition. Reasoning itself is a cognitive process. 
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There is a wealth of information from psychology and cognitive science about 
how reasoning might fail, and how it can be made more accurate and effi-
cient. Recent research has found that our thinking processes and dispositions 
are very much affected by the quirks and biases of our cognitive architecture, 
often in surprising and unexpected ways (Kahneman 2011). For example, we 
ought to be aware of our own thinking, but we often overestimate our abilities 
and underestimate our susceptibility to biases. Seeking more alternatives is a 
good habit of thought, but having too many choices can be counter-effective 
and leads to decision fatigue (Iyengar and Lepper 2000). Objectivity and fair-
mindedness are admirable traits, but in some situations priming a sense of 
objectivity can actually increase discrimination (Uhlmann and Cohen 2007). 
What this means is that a careful, critical, and reflective attitude has its limita-
tions. We can achieve a lot more when this attitude is combined with a suitable 
level of psychological literacy that helps us combat hard-to-detect biases and 
enhance the accuracy and effectiveness of our thinking.

The third distinctive aspect of our approach is that the teaching of criti-
cal thinking is conceptualized as one component of metacognitive education, 
rather than the other way around. There is widespread agreement that criti-
cal thinking ought to be one of the central aims of education. But it is also 
hard to deny that there are many other cognitive skills that are desirable for 
our students. We have already argued for the importance of creativity and 
lifelong learning. Others might add that our students also need to enhance 
their social and cultural sensibilities, emotional intelligence, and leadership 
and self-management skills. Again, it is worth emphasizing that this is not 
just a matter of getting students ready for the workplace. It is simply a recogni-
tion that there is a multitude of skills that helps us become successful at our 
projects, whatever they are. However, the cultivation of these skills is a lifelong 
process, depending on factors such as intelligence, upbringing, and personal 
effort. It is unrealistic to think our students can achieve their full cognitive 
potential with just a few years of university education. Ultimately, our students 
have to be responsible for their own learning and personal growth, taking into 
account their own unique circumstances. This implies putting critical think-
ing within a larger framework of higher-order cognitive skills that helps stu-
dents embark on their lifelong journey of self-development. Such a framework 
will include basic competence in critical thinking and problem solving, an 
enhanced awareness of the importance of self-knowledge and positive personal 
habits, and the use of empirically validated methods to acquire new expertise 
and improve one’s performance. This is what metacognitive education is all 
about. As we shall see later in this paper, metacognitive competence not only 
enhances critical thinking. More generally, it is also linked to many positive 
outcomes in life, helping us attain achievements that go far beyond our IQ or 
innate talent. We shall now discuss the nature of metacognitive education in 
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more detail. In particular, we propose that the curriculum should include four 
main components:

1. Meta-conceptions. These are our core concepts about the nature and norms 
of high-level cognition. These concepts are of special importance because 
misunderstanding can prevent us from adopting the correct principles of 
thinking and learning.

2. General knowledge about cognition. This refers to more specific principles 
about cognition that can improve our thinking. They include: (a) knowl-
edge about good thinking skills, such as the principles of critical thinking, 
heuristics for creative thinking, problem-solving methods, and decision 
theory; (b) scientific knowledge about psychological processes such as 
memory and reasoning, and how their performance might be affected by 
biases and other factors.

3. Meta self-knowledge. Having an accurate understanding of one’s thinking 
skills and related dispositions, as opposed to general knowledge about cog-
nition that applies to most people. Accurate self-understanding is impor-
tant for knowing our strengths and weaknesses and for identifying areas of 
improvement.

4. Self-regulation. How to monitor and control our cognitive processes and 
resources effectively and develop cognitive dispositions and personality 
traits conducive to better thinking and learning and other positive life 
outcomes.

We now discuss each of these four parts in turn.

Meta-conceptions

Misunderstanding the basic nature of thinking and learning can have detri-
mental trickle-down effects on everyday cognition. Some of these misconcep-
tions pertain to critical thinking itself. For example, some people dislike critical 
thinking because they mistakenly believe it just means criticizing others all the 
time, which they regard as too destructive and confrontational; or they believe 
creativity is incompatible with critical thinking, because they think critical 
scrutiny will destroy new ideas before they are fully developed. A person with 
these views is probably less motivated to improve his or her critical thinking. 
Similarly, misconceptions about truth and values can also hinder reasoning. 
People who uncritically accept relativism about truth might not care about 
arguments and evidence. Or sometimes people end up with incoherent moral 
judgments because they confuse moral relativism with the view that right or 
wrong depends on the situation. In decision making, it is not uncommon for 
people to think that a good decision is one that happens to have a favorable 
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outcome. But if they fail to focus on the quality of the decision process itself, 
they are more likely to make bad decisions or to repeat past mistakes (Russo 
and Schoemaker 1990).

It is also important to have the right meta-conception about creativity. 
Creativity is often thought to be a matter of innate talent or a product of mys-
terious inspiration. But people may fail to realize that creativity in a given 
domain depends a lot on extensive knowledge and the development of exper-
tise over a long period of time. Case studies and research in psychology have 
also documented the importance of intrinsic motivation, self-control, and 
other personality traits (Ericsson and Lehmann 1996; Torrance 2002). Having 
the right conception about creativity might turn out to be a crucial step in 
becoming more creative.

Our meta-conceptions about learning can directly affect our actual learn-
ing and problem-solving skills. Most teachers are familiar with students who 
are more interested in knowing the correct answers than the methods used to 
arrive at those answers. Low-aptitude students in particular often place little 
value on careful reasoning in problem solving, and are less likely to engage in 
detailed analysis (Lochhead and Whimbey 1980). Research by Carol Dweck on 
mind-sets confirms the importance of meta-conception in learning (Dweck 
1986; Dweck and Elliott 1983). According to Dweck, individuals with a “growth 
mindset” are those who think of intelligence as a malleable attribute that 
can be improved through effort. These individuals are more likely to persist 
through adversity and achieve success compared with those who adopt a “fixed 
mindset,” seeing intelligence as an inborn and static trait. The latter group 
is more ready to give up when they encounter setbacks in solving problems. 
But research suggests that mindsets can be changed. Students can improve 
their academic performance when they are taught that intellectual skills can 
be acquired and enhanced through effort and in overcoming challenges. This 
line of research is also relevant for the teaching of critical thinking. It is very 
important for students to understand that their intellectual capacities could be 
improved well beyond the bounds of their IQ or innate endowment.

According to social psychologists, our interpretation of stress and anxiety 
(e.g., as fear or excitement) can also affect our performance in solving prob-
lems. In a recent study, students who were told that anxiety can improve per-
formance ended up with better scores at a mock Graduate Record Examination 
(GRE) mathematics test. Furthermore, the effect persisted in that these students 
on average performed about 8% better than controls in the subsequent official 
GRE mathematics test, and they reported being more confident of their per-
formance and less worried about their anxiety (Jamieson and Harkins 2010). 
This is a dramatic illustration of the power of meta-conception. Interestingly, 
the intervention had no significant effect on either the mock or official GRE 
verbal score. One hypothesis is that the positive construal of anxiety serves 
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to improve executive functions that involve planning and elaborate compu-
tation, which are more important for mathematical reasoning than verbal 
retrieval tasks. If this is correct, it seems plausible that critical thinking under 
demanding conditions will exhibit a similar response given its heavy reliance 
on executive functions.

General knowledge about cognition

Metacognitive education stresses the importance of acquiring knowledge about 
cognition in becoming a better thinker. We have seen how meta-conception 
affects critical thinking and cognitive performance. Another main component 
of knowledge concerns the principles governing good reasoning. They include 
the standard curriculum of critical thinking courses, such as the rules of logic 
and scientific reasoning. But as we have argued earlier, critical thinking does 
not work on its own. We need our creative imagination to come up with argu-
ments, alternative explanations, and counterexamples. In trying to solve com-
plex problems, critical analysis and creativity complement each other. Given 
that metacognitive education is about effective and useful cognition, the cur-
riculum will include not just critical thinking, but also topics such as heuristics 
in creative thinking and problem-solving methodology.

There is of course no algorithm for creativity. But many creative individu-
als seem to make use of similar heuristics and thinking habits. So students 
might conceivably benefit by incorporating them into their own repertoire. 
For example, using creative problem solving often follows a cyclical process, 
starting with extensive research and collection of data. This is followed by 
intensive analysis involving activities such as reframing the problem, finding 
connections and patterns, and exploring alternatives. At this stage there are 
heuristics for problem solving that might be applied, such as those discussed 
in Pólya (1945). A subsequent incubation period of relaxation or sleep might 
then facilitate the emergence of new ideas. If so, the ideas can be tested and 
improved upon. If not, the whole process can be repeated until the problem is 
solved (Young 1975). Of course, this technique does not always deliver results, 
and some people might benefit from a different working pattern. But it is still 
worth teaching because it raises awareness that creativity is an extended pro-
cess involving preparation, effort, and knowledge. Students can fine-tune a 
routine that suits them best based on the technique.

Another aspect of creativity that might be emphasized concerns the grow-
ing trend in modern society toward collective problem solving. For example, 
academic and industrial R&D processes are increasingly team based. Team-
authored papers generally receive more citations, and play an increasing role 
in high-impact research and the filing of patents. This is not just a trend in the 
natural sciences. It can also be observed in the social sciences and humanities 
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(Wuchty, Jones, and Uzzi 2007). But the curricula of many university courses 
on critical thinking are often “individualist,” focusing on the knowledge and 
skills that a single thinker ought to possess. It is worth reminding our students 
of the increasingly social dimension of knowledge production. Exploiting the 
help of social networks and learning from the best people around us can boost 
our problem-solving ability. However, at the same time we also need to be vigi-
lant against the dangers of conformity and groupthink.

Conformity and groupthink are examples of thinking traps that we should 
avoid. Thinking traps include fallacies, and examples include overgeneraliza-
tion, false dilemma, begging the question, or inappropriate appeal to authority, 
to name just a few. The topic of fallacy is discussed in almost all critical thinking 
courses. Philosophers often classify fallacious thinking using semantic or logical 
categories such as ambiguity, inconsistency, or lack of justification. But failures in 
critical thinking can also come from psychological dispositions and contextual 
influences. These cognitive biases are usually prevalent and persistent, affecting 
our minds in subtle and even unconscious ways. The teaching of critical thinking 
can become richer and more practically relevant if we expand the topic of fallacy 
to incorporate related research from psychology and cognitive science.

Take for example confirmation bias, the tendency to selectively recall infor-
mation and interpret evidence in a way that conforms to our preexisting 
beliefs. It can lead to overconfidence, also a widespread bias. We end up with 
an inaccurate picture of our capacities, and our opinions become less objective 
because we do not pay enough attention to consider alternatives and counter 
evidence. Systematic and deliberate effort is needed to mitigate the effects of 
these biases, and it is not just a matter of knowing the rules of logic.

It is worth noting that cognitive biases can occur even when no logical fallacy 
is being committed. For example, racial or gender biases are sometimes uncon-
scious and hard to detect, even among people who sincerely affirm liberal and 
egalitarian values. Even the price tag on a bottle of wine can influence our sub-
jective evaluation of its taste (Plassmann, O’Doherty, Shiv, and Rangel 2008). 
There are also framing effects where the choice of words can unconsciously 
distort our memory and decision making. For example, when asked whether 
the tallest redwood tree in the world is higher than one thousand feet, subjects 
tend to give inflated estimates “anchored” around the arbitrary figure men-
tioned in the question (Kahneman 2011). In another experiment, subjects who 
participated in a prisoner’s dilemma game called “Wall Street Game” behaved 
much more selfishly than participants in a “Community Game,” even though 
the two games were exactly the same (Liberman, Samuels, and Ross 2004)! 
These are dramatic examples that illustrate the powerful but subtle effect of 
language on our minds.

It is of course impossible to be completely immune to these influences. 
Our susceptibility to many of these biases seems uncorrelated to cognitive 
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ability. But in some cases, knowing more about them can help us become 
more resistant to their influence (Stanovich and West 2008). Teaching about 
these biases therefore has pedagogical value and might offer some protection 
against manipulative attempts in marketing and politics. It also improves 
strategic thinking where we need to take into account other people’s subop-
timal decisions. More generally, we can use such knowledge to design bet-
ter public policies that nudge people toward better decisions (Thaler and 
Sunstein 2008).

Cognitive biases provide an important source of information about the 
architecture of the mind. In cognitive science, many authors have proposed 
some form of dual-process model of higher cognition (Evans 2003; Kahneman 
2011). They make a distinction between psychological processes that are fast, 
automatic, and unconscious, and those that are slow, deliberate, but con-
scious. The two groups of processes are often known as System 1 and System 
2 respectively. System 1 includes innate skills and automatic reactions that 
we share with other animals, and is crucial for survival. It serves us well most 
of the time, but the danger is that it can also lead to unreliable intuitions 
and rash decisions, in situations where careful analysis is required. This is 
particularly likely to happen when we are not paying attention, or are tired, 
emotional, or under stress. The engagement of System 2 to override default 
responses requires deliberate effort and reflection, and is crucial for metacog-
nition. Interesting, a recent study suggests that this readiness for reflection 
(as measured by what is known as “The Cognitive Reflection Test”) is a better 
predictor of the ability to combat classic cognitive biases compared with mea-
sures of cognitive ability, thinking dispositions, and executive functioning 
(Toplak, West, and Stanovich 2011).

The delineation between the Systems 1 and 2 is not uncontroversial. Some 
researchers have even argued that in some situations relying on intuitions 
rather than deliberate reasoning can lead to more satisfactory decision out-
comes (Dijksterhuis, Bos, Nordgren, and van Baaren 2006). But being aware of 
the divergent sources of our judgments can help us find ways to improve their 
accuracy and become more alert to potential lapses. For example, one might 
adopt the strategy of not making drastic decisions when being emotional. Or 
one might decide as a rule not to follow one’s intuitions whenever there is 
a feeling of uncertainty or anxiety. It is also useful to keep a record of our 
decisions to explore the effectiveness of different thinking strategies. Teaching 
about the psychology of reasoning and biases offers a more comprehensive pic-
ture of rationality, helping students fine-tune and self-correct their thinking.

Meta self-knowledge

Accurate self-knowledge is essential in order to control and improve our think-
ing. But psychologists have found that in many areas people tend to overestimate 
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their abilities. For example, they think they are more likely than their peers 
to get a higher salary or have a gifted child, but less likely to divorce or have 
a drinking problem (Weinstein 1980). Similarly, the vast majority of drivers 
believe they drive better than average (Svenson 1981). This “above-average 
effect” also applies to business managers (Larwood and Whittaker 1977) and 
football players (Felson 1981). It also extends to college students when they 
are asked to rank their logical reasoning skills, knowledge of English gram-
mar, and ability to recognize humor (Kruger and Dunning 1999). Furthermore, 
comparative studies suggest that overconfidence is prevalent across many dif-
ferent cultures (Chen, Kim, Nofsinger, and Rui 2007; Yates, Lee, Shinotsuka, 
Patalano, and Sieck 1998).

Of course, self-confidence helps sustain a positive self-image, and motivates 
us to overcome obstacles. But overconfidence can hinder self-improvement by 
blocking insight into our own weaknesses. To deal with this problem, it is 
crucial to calibrate self-appraisals using objective measurements, accurate com-
parative information, and corrective feedback. It might also be useful to keep 
a journal of our successes and failures for periodic review. It is important to 
emphasize this aspect of metacognitive monitoring in the teaching of critical 
thinking as well.

People’s optimistic perception of themselves can make them evaluate their 
own actions more favorably, which can lead to disagreements and conflicts. 
Because we are often unconscious of the biases operating in our own judg-
ments, we tend to see ourselves as objective and fair-minded. But when other 
people disagree, we judge them to be irrational or motivated by self-interest. 
This differential recognition of bias in others but not in ourselves is known as 
“the bias blind spot.” It seems to be a particularly irrepressible bias, and one 
unfortunate consequence is that if we regard our adversaries as irrational, we 
are more likely to confront them and resort to more aggressive means (see the 
review by Pronin 2008). An awareness of this problem might help us become 
more charitable and improve interpersonal understanding.

Self-regulation

In the metacognition literature, self-regulation refers to the capacity to moni-
tor and control our own cognitive processes. Typically it involves setting up 
goals, applying and reflecting on the strategies for achieving those goals, 
monitoring our progress, and making necessary adjustments. Self-regulation 
is surely crucial for critical thinking. A critical thinker understands the 
importance of clarity and truth and takes careful steps to achieve those 
objectives. Deliberate effort is needed to analyze ideas systematically and to 
avoid rash judgments. Furthermore, good critical thinkers will try to obtain 
better insight into their own thinking and find ways to improve their think-
ing skills even further.
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Beyond critical thinking, self-regulation provides the discipline necessary 
for acquiring expertise in domains where there are learnable regularities. This 
requires intensive and deliberate training taking corrective feedback into 
account. Strong motivation and discipline are essential in order to endure 
repetitive exercises over a long period of time. In many cases, daily practice for 
a whole decade is necessary to achieve world-class performance. This seems to 
be true across diverse domains, whether it is chess, mathematics, dance, sports, 
or musical performance (Ericsson and Lehmann 1996).

There are of course individual differences in self-regulation, linking to 
differences in personality. The five-factor model of personality in psychol-
ogy describes variation across five dimensions: neuroticism, extraversion, 
openness, agreeableness, and conscientiousness (Costa and McCrae 1992). 
Conscientiousness involves being responsible, careful, systematic, and hard-
working. There is now a huge body of data pointing to the benefits of con-
scientiousness. Among the five factors, it is the best predictor of academic 
performance in high school and college, independent of cognitive ability. It 
is also the best predictor for self-regulation in undergraduate students (Fein 
and Klein 2011). Outside of academic performance, conscientiousness predicts 
physical and mental health, longevity, (lack of) criminal convictions, marital 
stability, income, leadership, job performance, and occupational attainment. 
Many of these effects can be separated from other variables such as socioeco-
nomic status and education (Moffitt, Arseneault, Belsky, Dickson, Hancox, 
Harrington, Houts, Poulton, Roberts, Ross, Sears, Thomson, and Caspi 2011; 
Roberts, Lejuez, Krueger, Richards, and Hill 2012).

Grit is a related personality trait that has also received a lot of attention 
recently. Compared with conscientiousness, grit places greater emphasis on 
persistence and effort, resilience in overcoming hardship, and the ability to 
stick to long-term goals despite setbacks. It seems to be a common trait among 
exceptionally creative and successful people according to some extensive case 
studies (Miles 1926). Grit presupposes self-regulation and is highly correlated 
with conscientiousness (but not IQ). Grit predicts educational attainment, 
undergraduate grade point average, retention in college, over and above IQ, and 
conscientiousness. In fact, grit can propel less intelligent individuals to excel 
and become more successful than their more gifted counterparts (Duckworth, 
Peterson, Matthews, and Kelly 2007).

It is interesting to note that when Dewey (1933) argued for “reflective think-
ing” in education, he characterized it partly as thinking that involves “care” 
and “persistence,” which correspond closely to conscientiousness and grit. 
University education should do more to help students understand the impor-
tance of these traits. As discussed earlier, cognitive skills often require exten-
sive, structured, deliberate practice over a long period of time. Self-regulation 
in the form of conscientiousness and grit can surely help. Many authors are 
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worried about universities failing to help students improve their thinking. One 
large-scale study in the United States involving more than two thousand stu-
dents at twenty-four universities showed that 45% of students failed to improve 
their critical thinking significantly during their first two years of college, while 
36% still showed no gains after four years (Arum and Roska 2011). Not surpris-
ingly, the study also found that students who took courses with more reading 
and writing showed higher rates of learning (Dollinger, Matyja, and Huber 
2007). If universities are serious about improving critical thinking, one of the 
many things they should do is to rebuild a learning culture that values and 
rewards hard work and persistence. The enhancement of critical thinking is 
thus intimately related to metacognitive education.

Of course, it is an open question to what extent we are able to change our 
personality. But there seem to be plenty of strategies to improve self-control, 
such as preempting or reappraising an undesirable option, or other methods 
such as distancing and distraction (Goldin, McRae, Ramel, and Gross 2008; 
McGonigal 2011). By increasing self-control, one might indirectly strengthen 
conscientiousness. In the academic context, conscientious self-regulated learn-
ing has been reported to correlate with academic success (Kitsantas, Winsler, 
and Huie 2008; Zimmerman and Schunk 2008). Self-regulated learners are 
self-aware and take responsibility for their own learning processes. They are 
motivated to seek out the information and skills they need to acquire, and 
they take active steps to plan and monitor their learning. There is evidence 
that explicitly teaching students metacognitive learning strategies that include 
self-regulation can succeed in raising their grade point averages and graduation 
rates (Tuckman and Kennedy 2011).

Conclusion and further discussion

Different sources of theoretical perspectives and empirical evidence have con-
verged on the importance of metacognition in the form of disciplined self-
regulation supported by self-understanding and knowledge of psychology. It 
enhances learning, critical thinking, creativity, and academic and career suc-
cess. There are therefore good reasons to expand the teaching of critical thinking 
in this direction. In this final section we address two potential reservations.

First of all, there might be a worry about mixing critical thinking with psy-
chology. The teaching of critical thinking often includes a fair amount of logic, 
broadly conceived. This might include the rules of deductive logic, inductive 
inferences, and scientific confirmation. But these principles are usually taken 
to be a priori, fundamentally different from the empirical a posteriori theories 
in much of metacognition, such as the science of cognitive biases and person-
ality traits. It might be thought that these two sets of theories should not be 
taught together since they belong to different disciplines.
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However, as Dewey has observed, thinking well is not exhausted by knowl-
edge about logic. If there are other important factors that contribute to good 
thinking, they should also be included into our teaching regardless of dis-
ciplinary boundaries. Take medical education as an analogy. The discipline 
of human physiology is indeed distinct from psychology, risk management, 
counseling, and ethics. But nobody should deny that the latter topics are 
also important in training doctors. Similarly, critical thinking is only part of 
what we ought to know to be an effective thinker. We teach logic because we 
think it helps students avoid errors in reasoning and make better judgments. 
Nonetheless, from a pedagogical point of view, it is just as useful to know about 
the psychology of biases and the importance of self-regulation. By explicitly 
introducing metacognition into the curriculum, our students acquire a broader 
perspective about the different factors that contribute to good thinking. This 
interdisciplinary approach gives them a more solid foundation to acquire other 
cognitive skills and improve themselves in the long run.

This raises a more practical reservation about metacognitive education. 
Critical thinking already covers a lot of topics. Teachers of critical thinking 
inevitably have to decide which topics to include and which to leave out because 
of limited class time. For example, how much of formal logic should be taught? 
How useful are Venn diagrams and Aristotelian syllogisms? Metacognition is 
even more wide-ranging, including diverse topics about creativity, cognitive 
science, social psychology, and so on. One might wonder whether it is realistic 
or even desirable for a single course to address all these topics. There is the risk 
of superficial coverage leading to poor results.

This is a legitimate concern, but the present proposal is not that we aban-
don courses in critical thinking immediately and start teaching metacogni-
tion instead. Rather, the suggestion is that the development of metacognitive 
competence ought to be an explicit aim of education, and the time is ripe to 
consider how critical thinking fits within this larger framework. But there is no 
reason why we should shoehorn every topic related to metacognition into one 
single course. Some of the points discussed, such as the effect of interpreting 
anxiety in a positive light, or strategies for improving self-control, are perhaps 
more appropriate in a learning component designed to impart “soft-skills.” 
Creativity and problem-solving heuristics can perhaps be discussed within 
discipline-specific courses. Certainly we need more research on how best to 
teach metacognition. But the university curriculum as a whole should convey 
a clear message of its importance. There should be appropriate coordination to 
ensure adequate support and incentives to build a learning culture that centers 
upon metacognition.

In any case, metacognition ought to be given a more prominent place in 
the teaching of critical thinking itself. As far as teaching methodology is con-
cerned, critical thinking courses can make more extensive use of problem-based 
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learning instead of lectures to familiarize students with self-regulated learning. 
As for content, students can learn more about the psychological factors that 
affect our reasoning and find out how to mitigate the effects of cognitive biases. 
They should understand that thinking skills go beyond raw intelligence, and 
that conscientious effort and good personal habits can help us maximize our 
potential. We also need accurate self-understanding, and take corrective actions 
in response to feedback. It is a cliché that our students need to learn how to 
think. It is also a commonplace observation that many of them fail to do so. 
Hopefully, by thinking more about learning, and about the nature of the think-
ing process itself, our students will end up becoming better thinkers.
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Introduction

One of the main aims of higher education is for students to develop their ana-
lytical and critical thinking in order for graduates to function as competent 
professionals (e.g., Burton, Westen, and Kowalski 2012). The importance of this 
supposed generic skill is reflected in the ubiquitous inclusion of critical think-
ing as a graduate capability in universities (Moore 2011). While there exist 
many ways of defining and understanding critical thinking, at its core, critical 
thinking involves addressing our assumptions about how the world works. It 
is, therefore, essential for competent practice as a professional (Moon 2008). 
Without exposure to effective training in critical thinking, assumptions are 
more often than not based on the cognitive biases that are either inherent 
or conditioned through experience. The cognitive and emotional processes 
underpinning biases in thinking are often difficult to overcome. Our natural 
tendency to take mental shortcuts has allowed us to effectively navigate our 
environment and process only those stimuli that are of immediate value to us 
and to our survival. These shortcuts, however, often make it difficult for stu-
dents to engage deeply with a complex concept, idea, or discipline in a higher 
education context. Ensuring that graduates are capable of thinking beyond 
their tendency to take mental shortcuts therefore poses a significant challenge 
for teaching critical thinking in higher education institutions.

A long-standing debate continues into whether or not critical thinking is 
best taught in a general or specific manner (see Davies 2006; 2011; 2013). The 
debate between the generalist and specifist positions has given rise to a number 
of potential problems for understanding critical thinking in a higher education 
context. The aim of this chapter is to provide a fresh perspective to the general-
ist-specifist debate in order to make progress in the design of interventions for 
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developing critical thinking in university students. The current chapter will 
examine how such cognitive theories offer ways to circumvent our tendencies 
toward less rational and less effortful thought. A key focus will be to examine 
the biases in thinking and to determine how cognitive sciences can provide 
insight for enhancing higher education teaching and help university students 
develop their critical thinking skills.

Cognitive science and the generalist/specifist debate

An example of the ways in which the generalist/specifist debate has led to 
calls for new perspectives on critical thinking in higher education is provided 
by McPeck (1981). McPeck argues that the study of informal logic for critical 
thinking focuses too much on fallacies and not enough on the underlying cog-
nitive mechanisms of critical thought. It follows that, in order to inform the 
development of curriculum design that best develops critical thinking skills 
in students, it is necessary to examine the mental processes thought to under-
pin critical thinking. An alternate view is forwarded by Ennis (1989), who, 
despite significant disagreement with McPeck about the role of informal logic 
in critical thinking, similarly suggests that the capacity to evaluate arguments, 
skepticism, problem solving, higher-order thinking and metacognition are 
all aspects of critical thinking and therefore all deserve further examination. 
While there are many principles and practices for helping students to engage in 
deeper, critical thinking in a higher education setting, those that give the most 
compelling appreciation of the biases that attenuate critical thinking come 
from an examination of these factors. All are factors that have been examined 
in the cognitive sciences. While the translation from laboratory-based cogni-
tive science to pedagogical practice is difficult, the learning sciences have the 
potential to make a meaningful contribution to debates around the best way 
to enhance critical thinking.

From a cognitive science perspective, the approach taken to further under-
stand the concept of critical thinking is essentially generalist. Cognitive scien-
tists, in agreement with Ennis (1989), take the view that the broader concept 
can be broken into smaller constituent cognitive processes that are common 
to all. Breaking critical thinking into constituent components allows for each 
process to be experimentally investigated under controlled laboratory condi-
tions. Cognitive science therefore provides a valid method of approaching the 
teaching of critical thinking skills through a deeper and more rigorous exami-
nation of the underlying mechanisms. While a number of clear obstacles exist 
that potentially limit the ability of students in higher education institutions 
to develop their critical thinking, cognitive science provides a valuable view-
point on why this is the case and how it can be addressed. Relevant within this 
context are the ways in which the human mind takes mental shortcuts and has 
biases that lead to faulty logic and reasoning. Heuristics are rules of thumb or 
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mental shortcuts (Plous 1993) that serve to reduce the cognitive load associated 
with complex tasks. It is in the understanding of these experimentally exam-
ined heuristics that cognitive science can contribute most to the enhancement 
of methods to develop critical thinking in higher education.

One example of cognitive science research relevant to understanding critical 
thinking is that of Kahneman (2011), who has examined biases in thinking 
over several decades and has concluded that humans will generally take the 
most efficient rather than the most effective path when it comes to expend-
ing cognitive effort. Indeed, Kahneman’s research indicates that our students’ 
brains are wired to cut as many corners as possible. In order to apply this type 
of research to the classroom, Halpern’s (1998) evidence-based model for the 
development of critical thinking will be examined. This model involves spe-
cific preparation for the cognitive effort required to overcome heuristics and 
biases. The model also takes into account that transfer of critical thinking skills 
across contexts is much less automatic than teachers may expect. This model 
also provides a framework for curriculum-based approaches to develop critical 
thinking including (1) preparing learners for critical thinking, (2) developing 
and practicing skills, and (3) exploring learners’ capacity to transfer skills to 
new and unfamiliar contexts. Both Kahneman’s and Halpern’s work will be 
discussed in some detail as examples of the ways in which cognitive science 
can meaningfully inform the enhancement of practice in a higher education 
setting.

Fallacies, biases, and heuristics

As a first step in understanding the cognitive components in critical thinking, 
we will examine some of the common fallacies, biases, and heuristics that are 
responsible for faulty reasoning. The purpose of this discussion is to highlight 
some of the most relevant roadblocks to critical thinking.

Derived from the division between formal and informal logic, common falla-
cies can be divided into formal and informal types. “Formal fallacies are those 
arguments that derive their psychological persuasiveness from their superfi-
cial resemblance to valid deductive argument forms” (Zeidler, Lederman, and 
Taylor 1992, 440). Informal fallacies, on the other hand, use ambiguous or 
misleading language to deceive. Zeidler and colleagues suggest informal fal-
lacies are more common than formal fallacies. Copi (1986, cited in Zeidler, 
Lederman, and Taylor 1992) divided informal fallacies into two further sub-
groups—fallacies of relevance and fallacies of ambiguity. Fallacies of relevance are 
arguments that deceive through the inclusion of at least one statement that is 
irrelevant to the final conclusion (Zeidler, Lederman, and Taylor 1992, 441). 
Examples of these fallacies include ad hominen arguments. Ad hominen argu-
ments include an irrelevant personal attack or claims that some relationships 
between or special circumstances relating to the alternate position and their 
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position should render their entire argument implausible. Appeals to popular-
ity, appeals to authority, and circular reasoning are also examples of fallacies 
of relevance.

Fallacies of ambiguity are “informally fallacious arguments that contain 
an ambiguous word or term the meaning of which renders the argument fal-
lacious” (Zeidler, Lederman, and Taylor 1992, 443). A common example of 
ambiguity is fallacies of equivocation—the repeated use of a term with the 
implication that the word is consistently used throughout an argument when 
the meaning behind each occurrence is not equivalent. For example “Blacks 
and whites are historically, culturally, and biologically different; the races are 
not equal. Consequently, the laws have never meant that blacks and whites are 
equal in our society” (Zeidler, Lederman, and Taylor 1992, 443). In this example 
the word “equal” is first used to mean something like “identical”, whereas the 
second appearance of “equal” denotes “entitled to the same rights.” Fallacies 
of this type are relatively common and, without the necessary skills to unpack 
the argument being made in such statements, it can be difficult to see the fault 
in the argument.

While fallacies are a mainstay in the study of informal logic, they also pro-
vide evidence of the psychological aspects of thinking. The tendency of our 
brains to be susceptible to fallacies suggests that we find it difficult to deal with 
complex information without specific exposure or training or indeed without 
conscious cognitive effort. Just as it is impossible for us to form perceptions 
of all of the information that impinges on our senses, it is equally impossible 
for us to consider all the information that may be available to us when mak-
ing a decision or forming a judgment. We therefore have a tendency to be 
susceptible to communication that is specifically designed to be ambiguous 
or difficult to interpret such as that in the fallacies discussed above. One use-
ful framework based on laboratory research in cognitive science that has been 
used to explain how we make decisions based on the information we are pre-
sented, especially under uncertainty, is the heuristics and biases framework 
(Tversky and Kahneman 1974). Heuristics and biases draw on information that 
is already known, by what we have already experienced, heard, or felt. One 
does not deliberately set out to use a particular heuristic; rather it is “elicited 
by the task at hand” (Gilovich and Griffin 2002, 4). In most instances heuris-
tics are useful; however, they can also lead to systematic errors. Tversky and 
Kahneman describe three heuristics that are used when making judgments 
and decisions—representativeness, availability, and anchoring and adjustment—
each of which is associated with a set of biases.

The representativeness heuristic refers to the tendency to make judgments 
based on the degree to which one factor resembles another factor. For example, 
“the degree to which A is representative of B, that is, by the degree to which A 
resembles B” (Tversky and Kahneman 1974, 1124). In one study Tversky and 
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Kahneman (1982) asked participants to determine whether Linda was a bank 
teller or a feminist bank teller based on a brief description of a fictitious char-
acter. The majority of the participants determined that she was a feminist bank 
teller. In this instance, representativeness lead participants to commit the con-
junction fallacy—the belief that the conjunction of two events is more probable 
than either event alone. Further biases that can result from representativeness 
include the belief in the law of small numbers (a belief that random samples 
resemble the populations from which they are drawn), discounting or ignor-
ing base rate information (the relative frequency of an event), and making 
nonregressive predictions (e.g., the expectation that good luck will follow a run 
of bad luck). A more objective examination of the data in these cases clarifies 
the actual situation. For example, regression to the mean tells us that extreme 
scores tend to average out over time so there is no reason to believe that any 
sustained period of bad fortune will end with similarly extreme good fortune.

Availability is the idea that we make judgments based on how easy an event 
is to think about (Tversky and Kahneman 1974). Events may be more avail-
able because they are more recent, they have received media attention, or they 
are highly emotional. Gigerenzer and colleagues refer to this as the recogni-
tion heuristic (Goldstein and Gigerenzer 2002) rather than availability but the 
focus for both is on accessibility. Much of the research in this area asks partici-
pants to make numerical judgments. As an example, McKelvie (2000) found 
that judgments about the frequency of male and female names depended on 
how famous the names on a list were. Participants’ judgments were not based 
on actual numbers of male or female names on a list but by the number of 
famous names on a list because these were easier to retrieve from memory than 
nonfamous names. Availability can also result in errors caused by biases in the 
effectiveness of a memory search, for example, words that begin with the let-
ter “r” come to mind much easier than words that have “r” as the third letter 
even though there are more words that have “r” as the third letter (Tversky 
and Kahneman 1974). A further bias associated with the availability heuristic 
is an illusory correlation that can lead to dismissal of data or information that 
may contradict common beliefs, for example, that there is a strong relationship 
between suspiciousness and peculiar eyes.

Anchoring and adjustment is the notion that the estimation of quantities that 
are not known is based on adjusting from a value that is known. The known 
information is referred to as the anchor (Tversky and Kahneman 1974). Biases 
in judgments were originally assumed to result from insufficient adjustments 
from the anchor. That is, participants tend to estimate close to an anchor. For 
instance, if asked to estimate the date when past president John F. Kennedy 
started in office, participants may start from the date Kennedy was assassi-
nated and work backwards from there. According to Epley and Gilovich (2006), 
adjustment requires effort. Adjustment-based anchoring effects can be reduced 
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if participants are encouraged to carefully consider their adjustments and the 
point of reference from which they make their judgments. In the standard 
paradigm in which the anchor is provided by the experimenter, incentives or 
warnings to avoid satisficing, or the tendency to accept an arbitrary and often 
inadequate threshold of information, do not prevent participants from making 
insufficient adjustments.

Epley and Gilovich’s (2006) work suggests that, in some instances, the influ-
ence of heuristics and their concomitant biases can be reduced. The challenge 
is to be aware that heuristics, and the associated biases, influence thinking. 
Critical thinking is about the inhibition of this influence (West, Toplak, and 
Stanovich 2008). Another way to conceptualize errors and biases is to under-
stand that they, more than cognitive shortcuts, represent the failure of intui-
tive and deliberate reasoning processes (Kahneman and Frederick 2005). From 
this conceptualization, it can be derived that there are two processing systems 
working side by side, a fast system relying on efficient processing strategies and 
a more deliberate, slow system that engages when more taxing cognitive pro-
cessing is required. The idea that reasoning and thinking involves two separate 
but complementary processes is explicit in dual-process theories of judgment 
and decision making (Evans 2003).

Based on the accumulation of research into fallacies, heuristics, and biases 
such as those presented here, Kahneman (2011) argues that there are two dis-
tinct processing systems in the brain. The first system, “System 1” relies on 
heuristics and processes information quickly to allow for an efficient response. 
The second system, “System 2” is slower, more deliberate, and requires greater 
effort in order to effectively process more complex cognitive tasks. Kahneman 
has also found over a large number of studies that we tend to rely on the fast, 
intuitive, error-prone System 1. In other words, we tend to overrely on heuris-
tics and are prone to biases and fallacies because we are prone to cutting cog-
nitive corners. Therein lies the challenge of creating learning experiences for 
students that push them to overcome this inherent tendency. The research on 
fallacies, heuristics, and biases has helped to understand the processes respon-
sible for cognitive errors and has helped appreciate why critical thinking is dif-
ficult. However, cognitive science also provides possible avenues for addressing 
these issues.

Ways of overcoming faulty thinking

It is believed that, in some cases, cognitive ability affects the capacity to over-
come bias. According to Macpherson and Stanovich (2007), while the ability to 
overcome biases in knowledge in formal reasoning tasks appears to be related 
to cognitive ability, whereas the ability to overcome myside (or confirmatory) 
bias or the tendency to believe only information that confirms existing beliefs 
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appears to be independent of cognitive ability. This claim suggests that there 
are a number of ways in which biases and heuristics are triggered. It is there-
fore difficult to establish ways of overcoming all heuristics and biases when 
teaching future professionals. Based on a wealth of cognitive science research, 
Halpern (1998) argues that most importantly “in critical thinking instruc-
tion, the goal is to promote the learning of transcontextual thinking skills and 
the awareness of an ability to direct one’s own thinking and learning” (451). 
Halpern suggests that the development of meta-level thinking skills provides 
the best point for intervention in the thinking process. This view also aligns 
with the view of that of the generalists (e.g., Ennis 1989) who suggest that 
formal training and generic intervention on higher-level thinking processes is 
the most effective approach for enhancing critical thinking. How to go about 
creating the conditions where such an intervention would be effective is there-
fore the next issue.

There are a number of ways that have been suggested as possible avenues for 
breaking critical thinking down into factors that will allow for intervention. 
Scott-Smith (2006) suggests that critical thinking strategies should include the 
following essential features:

1. step-by-step analysis (slower inductive thought process combining informa-
tion toward a solution);

2. analogy (comparison with a similar previous event and using this to inter-
pret new information);

3. visualization;
4. free production of ideas (e.g., “brainstorming,” but more appropriate to 

multidisciplinary group work); and
5. a combination of the above ( 120).

According to Scott-Smith, the inclusion of these strategies as features of an 
intervention for critical thinking will enable hypothetico-deductive reason-
ing (testing hypotheses derived from observations and moving toward a con-
clusion/diagnosis), and an enhanced capability for pattern recognition or 
categorization (direct automatic retrieval of information based upon previous 
events). Furthermore prototypes (problems that resemble each other in a num-
ber of common ways) can be developed and participants can begin to develop 
instance-based recognition (“seen one before”). Each of these outcomes is 
important for overcoming biases and heuristics that can lead to faulty conclu-
sions when faced with new information.

Scott-Smith’s (2006) argument here is also based on developing interventions 
from an understanding of the underlying cognitive processes. While Scott-Smith 
focuses on information processing and Halpern more on higher-level think-
ing or metacognition, other researchers have examined ways of using learning 
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theory as a means of enhancing critical thinking. For example, Novak (2010, 
21) used Ausubel’s assimilation theory (1963) to show “the distinction between 
learning by rote versus learning meaningfully.” Meaningful learning is based 
on the premise of building a hierarchically displayed pattern of knowledge. 
Initially concept maps were developed as a way of testing the knowledge of stu-
dents, but they were later developed into a method of learning by capturing the 
knowledge required and displaying the links between that information, which 
resulted in meaningful learning (Novak 2010). According to Novak, “meaning-
ful learning” is learning that incorporates new information into hierarchical 
knowledge structures and enables critical thinking. Given the advances in tech-
nology, it is now possible to create and maintain concept maps electronically 
but they should still maintain the basics of a hierarchical setup and cross-links 
(Novak, 1998, as cited in Vacek 2009). Within this organizational structure, 
novel problem solving, a characteristic of critical thinking, occurs (Vacek 2009). 
This perspective suggests that there are multiple avenues for using the findings 
from cognitive science to enhance critical thinking in students. While each 
of these theorists has developed effective frameworks for attempting to target 
specific processes to enhance critical thinking, there still remains the issue of 
determining what an intervention would look like in practice.

Some early research (Lyle, 1958, as cited in Williams, Oliver, Allin, Winn, 
and Booher 2003) showed that the efficacy of critical thinking instruction in 
psychology might be related in part to the aptitude of students. Lyle (1958) 
compared the effects of a problem-based format and a lecture format on critical 
thinking in a general psychology course. The problem-based format required 
students to find valid evidence to address problems assigned by the instructor; 
the lecture format involved the instructor periodically mentioning problems 
similar to those introduced under the problem format and then giving pos-
sible solutions to them. Lyle found that students with high academic aptitude 
improved their critical thinking skills under the problem-based format, but 
the low aptitude students improved their critical thinking skills more under 
the lecture format. Thus, instructional format and student aptitude may inter-
actively affect critical thinking (Williams et al. 2003, 220). This research dem-
onstrated a clear improvement in critical thinking across the duration of the 
program through opportunities to practice critical thinking. For example, a 
course emphasizing project development could integrate critical thinking tasks 
into project-related activities. “The cardinal guideline is to make the use of 
critical thinking explicit within course activities rather than expecting criti-
cal thinking to accrue as an indirect benefit of those activities” (Chance 1986; 
Harris and Clemmons, 1996, as cited in Williams et al. 2003, 222).

The teaching of academic writing also provides a specific point of inter-
vention based on principles gleaned from cognitive science. For example, 
Parameswaram (2007) described the use of inclusive writing in a teaching 
curriculum to incorporate critical thinking skills via group-based learning. It 
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involves a semester-long process of interactive/problem-based learning follow-
ing a series of specific steps:

1. Students explore the issues relating to the initial topic and decide coopera-
tively on the important issues and are encouraged to do some free writing 
before the next class.

2. The students then break into groups (which they keep for the rest of the 
semester) and discuss the issues further.

3. Students are given the opportunity to share their free writing with the 
class. They are not forced to do so and the work is not graded.

4. The class discusses the important themes and develops a cognitive map.
5. The students are instructed to think and reflect on the theme developed 

and again this is discussed as a group.
6. At this point the students complete a graded paper and are provided 

feedback.
7. The next step involves the introduction of references and includes a work-

shop on the library and discussion of the key words and terms used in 
the previous assignment. Students are also introduced to the concept of a 
bibliography.

8. Students are directed to use references sourced in the previous step to 
develop their own questions or narratives and inquire or develop thought 
on the topic.

9. Students are encouraged to develop the presentation of this material crea-
tively (songs, skits, films, role play) either by themselves or in a group.

10.  Again, the students are encouraged to maintain narratives on the topic 
and process.

11.  The final assessment piece brings together all the components of the topic 
introduced during the semester.

Parameswaram (2007) found that this inclusive writing process allayed stu-
dents’ fears about assessment. As part of the process, students purportedly 
developed critical thinking skills and achieved a deeper understanding of 
an important topic through the development of skills in concept mapping, 
research, and collaboration—three areas essential to the development of good 
critical thinking skills. Again, this is a sound demonstration of the ways in 
which cognitive science can be used to enhance critical thinking, in this case 
by using a concept-mapping approach.

Halpern’s model for developing critical thinking

Of the approaches and models for improving critical thinking based on cogni-
tive science, the body of work that has had the most impact is that of Halpern 
(2003). Halpern (1998) initially proposed an evidence-based, multifaceted 
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model of critical thinking to inform critical thinking curricula. The model 
depicted not only the skills and methods of critical thinking but also the 
inclination to apply these skills, the ability to identify appropriate opportuni-
ties for critical thinking, and the ability to monitor progress and quality of 
thinking.

Components of Halpern’s model

Halpern (1998) argued that to engage appropriately in critical thinking, first, 
requires a certain attitude toward critical thinking and analysis. Halpern 
includes here disposition, a positive view of critical thinking and a willingness 
to engage in and commit some effort to the work required to develop this skill. 
She suggests that a critical thinker displays these characteristics:

1. a willingness to engage in and persist at a complex task;
2. habitual use of plans and the suppression of impulsive activity;
3. flexibility or open-mindedness;
4. willingness to abandon nonproductive strategies in an attempt to self-

correct; and
5. an awareness of the social realities that need to be overcome (Halpern 1998, 

452).

Assuming a student has these characteristics, he or she is then capable of devel-
oping the skills and abilities of critical thinking. These include an ability to 
analyze or argue, decision-making and problem-solving skills, an ability to 
generate alternative explanations or points of view and then sensibly judge 
these, and an ability to test hypotheses. Training in structure is the ability to rec-
ognize or notice when to apply the skills and to detect appropriate contexts for 
application of critical thinking (453). A key aspect of structure is also the abil-
ity to transfer knowledge, skills, patterns, or analogies appropriately from the 
representations of past experience stored in memory to the current problem. 
Metacognitive monitoring, Halpern’s last component, is the “executive or boss” 
(454). Halpern describes metacognitive monitoring as the ability to check the 
progress of any critical thinking activity, to evaluate the thinking against its 
goal, and to adjust the efforts accordingly. She suggests that this component 
can be enhanced through “well structured questions” to encourage reflection 
on learning (454).

Halpern also noted that many educators do not take into account these foun-
dations of cognitive science when developing critical thinking lessons and cur-
ricula. She argued that undergraduate students demonstrate poor transferral of 
critical thinking skills and abilities, citing an example in which 99% of college 
students endorsed at least one paranormal phenomenon (see Messer and Griggs 
1989). Halpern also suggested that many adults are not able to extend critical 
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thinking skills to contexts outside of formal education settings. For example, 
the majority of adults read horoscopes and most of these believe that they are 
written for their own personal situation (Lister, 1992, cited in Halpern, 1998).

Applying Halpern’s model to practice

A number of factors must be considered in order to apply Halpern’s (1998) 
model in practice. Among these are student characteristics such as open-
mindedness and cultivating a critical disposition. Halpern and others (e.g., 
Zeidler, Lederman, and Taylor 1992) have identified the importance of hold-
ing a positive attitude toward critical thinking. An important part of this dis-
position is being open to other ideas, having beliefs and biases challenged, 
and seeing these challenges as a positive thing. A well-cultivated disposition 
may also assist in identifying how to apply critical thinking appropriately.

Critical thinkers should also have the ability to examine argument struc-
tures and to critique their relevance and validity. Critical to this type of 
examination is some knowledge of argument structures and the skills to 
distinguish between established, demonstrable facts and hypothetical sug-
gestions or predictions. A critical thinker may look for markers in the lan-
guage of the argument that may indicate that something is being presented 
as evidence when it is really speculation. These skills should be developed 
through regular and sustained practice. Practice, ideally at every available 
opportunity, leads to higher familiarity with the structure of arguments and 
improvements in skill (Ericsson and Charness 1994). Members of a general 
population may choose to seek out debates in their community, media, or 
government to use as opportunities to practice these skills. For example, 
McKendree Small, Stenning, and Conlon (2002) suggest that the commonly 
asked question “What should the government do to stem the tide of immi-
gration?” should be further examined. “Questioning the question” (64) may 
lead a critical thinker to some appropriate alternative questions including “Is 
there a tide of immigration?” and “What problems does a tide of immigra-
tion pose?”

It is also important, in both general and academic environments, to have 
some awareness of the context of the argument. An understanding of how bias 
can influence others and the possible biases of each party in debate or discus-
sion can help to evaluate the context of the evidence presented. To facilitate 
this knowledge, critical thinkers should also have an awareness of the stake-
holders involved in a certain argument (including opponents to a particular 
point of view) and the incentives they may have to hold a particular view. 
While this is not an argument unique to or originating from cognitive science, 
an understanding of the processes beneath the tendency not to give sufficient 
consideration, such as the work on myside bias, has been important in under-
standing how best to develop these skills.
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Critical thinking instruction should also assist learners to overcome their own 
biases or “blind spots” and rely less on the heuristics that make up Kahneman’s 
(2011) System 1, discussed earlier. While it is easy to turn automatically to a 
heuristic, metacognitive processes can be taught to help learners look more 
carefully at problems. For example, encouragement to “look for a problem’s 
deep structure” or to “consider both sides of an issue”’ (Willingham 2007) are 
reminders that may improve the learner’s analysis of a problem (Novick and 
Holyoak 1991).

Critical thinkers regularly use reflective strategies that allow them to review 
and monitor the progress in and quality of their analysis of new information. A 
metacognitive prompt may therefore encourage questioning about the quality 
of the analysis, any self-arising bias, and questioning the adequacy of informa-
tion collected. In this regard, activating Halpern’s (1998) metacognitive moni-
toring may encourage more critical thinking.

Based on Halpern’s model, a number of other authors have also suggested 
methods for teaching critical thinking. For example, van Gelder (2005) sug-
gests a series of lessons for teaching critical thinking. He suggests that educators 
and teachers of critical thinking use cognitive science to inform their teaching 
practice. First, van Gelder reminds us that critical thinking is not a natural 
position for humans to acquire and exhibit. A strength of human cognition 
is that we seek patterns and use past experience and storytelling to organize 
our thinking (Shermer 2002). Critical thinking is an effortful undertaking and 
students must be encouraged to develop the disposition that Halpern (1998) 
argues is required for critical thinking. van Gelder suggests that we need to be 
ready, willing, and able to put effort into critical thinking.

van Gelder also aligns well with Halpern’s concept of skills to suggest that 
critical thinking takes practice. To ensure that one has honed the skills of criti-
cal thinking, students need ample opportunities to practice these skills. Rather 
than rote-learning activities, this practice should be what van Gelder and oth-
ers refer to as “deliberate.” Borrowed from Ericsson and Charness’s (1994) find-
ings in the area of skill acquisition, deliberate practice requires that students 
are aware that the activity is aimed at improving their skills, hence triggering 
reflective metacognitive processes. The activity is focused at improving perfor-
mance of the skill, tasks are graduated and allow repetition of simple activities 
before moving to more complex or difficult ones, which allows for graduated 
improvement in metacognition. This process of gradual improvement also 
relies on close guidance and supportive feedback.

Halpern and van Gelder included transfer in their guides to critical thinking 
but stressed that this ability is at the center of why appropriate and adaptable 
critical thinking skills are so difficult to develop. As an illustration of this 
difficulty, in a study of transfer ability (Novick and Holyoak 1991), subjects 
were exposed to the solutions and underlying working for four mathematics 
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problems all based on a similar reasoning process. One of these problems was 
about rows of plants. Later, the students were asked to solve a problem about 
rows of marching band musicians. Solving this problem relied on the same rea-
soning process used in the original problems. Only 19% of the students identi-
fied the similarities and were able to appropriately apply the correct reasoning 
process to the new problem.

McKendree and colleagues (2002) suggest that while most formal education 
focuses on how to apply cognitive representations (symbolic “stand-ins” for 
ideas or items) to problems, not enough focus is given to the question of how to 
select different representations for different problems. They suggest that criti-
cal thinking involves not just selecting appropriate symbolism but knowing 
how to evaluate the utility of different representations and to explain why one 
may be more appropriate than others. This “representational fluency” allows 
for transfer, and university students who are able to demonstrate this type 
of ability also score better on tests of reasoning ability (Stenning, Cox, and 
Oberlander 1995) and problem solving (Monaghan, Stenning, Oberlander, and 
Sönströd 1999).

Cognitive science, critical thinking, and higher education

Research into various tools to support critical thinking has reaped mixed find-
ings. Some rankings of student-developed concept maps (as opposed to teach-
er-developed maps) indicate more sophisticated thinking from learners (Daley, 
Shaw, Balistrieri, Glasenapp, and Piacentine 1999). A meta-analysis of eigh-
teen published reports (divided into nineteen individual studies—fourteen of 
which included student-developed maps) examining the use of concept map-
ping in classrooms demonstrated a positive impact on student achievement 
and attitudes (Horton, Mcconney, Gallo, Woods, Senn, and Hamelin 1993). 
However, the generalizability of concept maps to applied tasks is not clear. 
Horton et al. (1993) reported that the subject area and the study location both 
had an impact on the level of improvement. For example, when used in a clini-
cal reasoning task in the place of traditional tools, concept maps did not result 
in any significant improvements across a range of critical thinking indicators 
(Wheeler and Collins 2003).

Some studies of cognition have also indicated that the way that feedback 
and reinforcement are provided may influence skill development in learners. 
Dweck and colleagues (Dweck 1975; Dweck and Reppucci 1973) identified dif-
ferent groups of child learners. They found that some children are incremental 
theorists who believe that their intellectual competence consists of a set of skills 
that may be enhanced through effort. The outcome of effortful behavior is 
increased intelligence. These children seek out tasks that allow for learning 
opportunities. Dweck and colleagues identified a separate and opposing group 
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they called entity theorists. These children attribute performance outcomes to 
ability. They see intelligence as a global and stable trait that cannot be increased 
through effort. Because they equate the need to expel effort with lower intel-
ligence, they do not seek out challenging tasks but instead seek opportunities 
that guarantee success and minimize the chance of making an error. Without 
taking into account these different approaches students will take, it is difficult 
to apply a single feedback or reinforcement strategy based on the experimental 
evidence. What these studies suggest is that the path from cognitive science 
to the classroom is far from smooth. Laboratory-based research is difficult to 
translate to real-life teaching situations and therein lies the challenge for the 
application of cognitive science to the teaching of critical thinking.

The above discussion traces several ways in which the findings from cogni-
tive science and particularly research on heuristics and biases can be used to 
create better learning for critical thinking through concept mapping, meta-
cognition, and so on. While there is potential in applying laboratory-based 
research in this way, caution must be taken when attempting to apply cogni-
tive science or neuroscience to classroom practice (see also Bruer 1997). While 
cognitive science can indeed shed light on the underlying thought processes, 
it is also important to take into account the specific contextual features of 
the institution, the students concerned, and the discipline, which gives some 
weight to the context-specific view of critical thinking. The journey from the 
laboratory to the classroom is long and fraught with difficulty. In particular, 
it is difficult to control all the factors in a classroom to provide any level of 
certainty about any specific intervention. The combination of these issues has 
meant that the application of the sciences of learning, including cognitive sci-
ence, to any level of education is a multistep process that involves an ongo-
ing conversation between researchers and practitioners (Lodge and Bosanquet, 
2014). It would appear that this conversation is still at an early stage.

Conclusion

Despite the difficulties in applying cognitive science to higher education, the 
examples provided here demonstrate that there may be substantial gains to 
be made by incorporating more of the research from cognitive science into 
higher education teaching practice. The potential for using these findings 
more broadly has been demonstrated through the application of several phe-
nomena observed under experimental conditions. For example, Bjork’s (1994) 
desirable difficulties, where more challenging learning situations create better 
memory consolidation, and Roediger’s (e.g., Roediger and Karpicke 2006) test-
ing effect, where repeated testing of knowledge as it is acquired also leads to 
better memory consolidation, have shown to be robust when applied to edu-
cational settings. Dunlosky, Rawson, Marsh, Nathan, and Willingham, (2013) 
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recently reviewed all of the existing evidence from cognitive science that 
might be used for enhancing teaching practice more broadly. While cognitive 
science might be useful in enhancing teaching practices for critical thinking 
for example, results from these studies have also helped to debunk a number 
of persistent myths in learning and teaching such as the idea that each student 
has a “learning style” (e.g., Hansen and Cottrell 2013). The potential for using 
findings from cognitive science to improve teaching for critical thinking in 
higher education as in other areas of teaching practice is thus clear but yet to 
be completely realized.

Perhaps the way forward for developing curriculum design for enhanc-
ing critical thinking is to move away from the generalist/specifist debate. 
Educators could consider a more deliberate adaptation and transfer of find-
ings from research examining the mechanisms known to undermine rational 
thought. In this way, cognitive science can assist in understanding the efficient 
but not necessarily effective heuristics and biases that lead to faulty think-
ing within different disciplinary or professional contexts. Cognitive science 
helps us to understand where thinking goes wrong so that, rather than simply 
provide formal education in informal logic, we can directly address situations 
where students’ logic is compromised by mental shortcuts through enhanced, 
evidence-based curriculum design.
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Introduction

Critical thinking is apparently universally desirable as an educational out-
come. It is rare to find an educational institution that does not mention some 
critical skills in the list of its graduate attributes. Too often, however, critical 
thinking permeates the talk and spirit of syllabi but the substance of it fails to 
materialize. It has become the Cheshire Cat of curricula, in that it seems to be 
in all places, owned by all disciplines, but it does not appear, fully developed, 
in any of these.

Most, but not all, attempts to understand critical thinking focus on compil-
ing a set of cognitive skills, and perhaps affective dispositions, that together 
are not so much definitive of critical thinking as they are descriptive of how a 
paradigmatic critical thinker might be said to operate. Broad-brush definitions 
of a critical thinker include, taking a very small sample, someone who is able 
to correctly assess statements (Ennis 1964, 599), test their own thinking using 
criteria and standards (Paul 1993), think effectively with concepts (Elder and 
Paul 2001), and uncover “evidential relations that hold between statements” 
(Mulnix 2010, 467).

It is hard to imagine discounting any of these ideas as not relating to com-
mon conceptions of critical thinking, and none of these or other researchers 
would likely dispute the value of each other’s categorizations. Nor do they fail 
to elaborate on their descriptive summaries of what critical thinking involves. 
Hence, the current understanding of critical thinking is very broad. This does 
not mean that it lacks precision, as many researchers have articulated skills 
and affective dispositions in great detail (Facione 1990), but there is a sense in 
which the net is cast so widely that our definitions become too diffuse to pro-
vide a sharp educational focus. The lack of a deeper and more unified under-
standing of critical thinking also makes the creation of a pedagogical approach 
to producing critical thinkers problematic.
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In this paper I shall focus less on the set of cognitive skills often thought 
of as being constitutive of critical thinking (inferring, analyzing, evaluating, 
justifying, etc.) and more on the role of metacognition in thinking critically. 
Metacognition, as it is routinely elucidated, is thinking about thinking. This 
simplistic definition does not, however, shine a bright enough light on what 
we shall see is a cognitively complex phenomenon. I shall therefore provide a 
model of metacognition, via an explanation given at a functional level, that I 
hope will be productive in two ways: first, it will improve our understanding of 
critical thinking; second, it will provide some clear pedagogical principles that 
can guide the construction of learning experiences and assessment design. I 
shall use this model of metacognition to propose a model of critical thinking 
in which metacognition is a necessary, unifying element, but in which it is not 
sufficient—it is, rather, the element that allows any cognitive skill set to be 
used most effectively, and provides the experience of thinking critically that 
can be recalled and applied across disciplines and situations. I shall also focus 
on the evaluative aspects of critical thinking, an emphasis that moves me to 
name this the metacognitively evaluative (ME) model of critical thinking, with 
full appreciation of the “me” acronym.

Having developed an understanding of critical thinking involving both 
metacognition and cognitive skills, and using this to generate useful pedagogi-
cal principles, I shall then give examples of the application of these principles 
that can be applied in most discipline contexts.

Metacognition

Metacognition as a concept suffers from the same lack of categorical precision 
as critical thinking, so it may be a risky strategy to promote it from its role on 
the periphery to the center of attention as a critical thinking attribute. Let me 
therefore provide a brief overview of how metacognition may be understood, 
along with how it is said to be beneficial as an educational strategy.

Understanding metacognition is not just an issue of constitution (i.e., what 
makes it up); it is an issue of framing. Are we to understand it as a feeling, as a 
cognitive skill set, as a clutch of strategies, or as intellectual self-governance? It 
is also debatable as to whether some concepts, such as self-regulation, are sub-
ordinate to, or inclusive of, metacognition (Veenman, Van Hout-Wolters, and 
Afflerbach 2006). These are questions generally bound up in cognitive science, 
and the hierarchy or relationship linking these ideas is far from clear.

Despite this confusion, metacognition makes regular and frequent appear-
ances in the literature on critical thinking (see, for example, Chaffee, McMahon, 
and Stout 2004; Elder and Paul 2001; Mulnix 2010; Petress 2004; Scriven and 
Paul; van Gelder 2005 for a range of conceptualizations and instantiations). 
This may be because, while there is no suggestion that metacognition is syn-
onymous with intelligence, it does seem to be the case that metacognition, 
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or the skills of self-awareness and self-regulation one might associate with it, 
improves learning outcomes. Veenman (2006, 6), for example, claims that “on 
the average intellectual ability uniquely accounts for 10 percent of variance in 
learning, metacognitive skills uniquely account for 17 percent of variance in 
learning.”

That metacognitive skills or strategies may contribute to academic success is 
not difficult to imagine if we accept that “a person who is metacognitive knows 
how to learn because he/she is aware of what he/she knows and what he/she 
must do in order to gain new knowledge” (Wilson and Bai 2010, 270). How 
this might work would presumably be a function of discipline or situational 
context, and involve a grasp of metacognitive strategies and skills, including 
knowing how and when to apply these.

What does seem consistent in discussions regarding metacognition is that 
the “meta” part of the word means that we create representations of our think-
ing, specifically our “first-order mental states” (Fletcher and Carruthers 2012, 
12). These states are those desires and beliefs, including beliefs about the truth 
of factual knowledge, that we use to move through an inferential process to 
reach conclusions or direct actions. It is also the case, however, that we make 
higher-order representations, which may be about how these states or represen-
tations interact, including the dynamics of the learning and reasoning process. 
For example, when we perceive a chair we create a mental representation of it. 
We might also have a mental representation of the fact that our legs are sore, 
perhaps from a long day standing. Working with these two representations we 
could create a further representation of the chair being used to relieve the pres-
sure on our legs, and so on until we take appropriate action. What’s more, we 
may work with several representations of chairs and call into use an existing 
representation of an evaluation process to determine which chair would best 
suit our immediate needs. More formally, we might construct a mental repre-
sentation of a valid deductive argument.

It is not the case, however, that higher-order representations are, simply by 
virtue of being higher order, consciously attended. We may drive a car using a 
remarkably complex suite of higher-order representations, including some very 
impressive future matching and evaluation processes, while chugging com-
fortably along in cognitive neutral, giving these representations little or no 
conscious attention. The use of the term “metacognition” for simply having 
both first-order and higher-order representations, while perhaps cognitively 
descriptive, does not seem able to account for the rich educational concept of 
consciously modifying or accommodating our thinking toward a specified end 
with a view to optimizing how we get there, let alone evaluating the process 
as one possible path among many. I suggest that we need to both have and be 
consciously aware of these representations to be metacognitive. We in educa-
tion might find a definition of metacognition that goes along the following 
lines more informative and productive: metacognition is attending to mental 
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representations such that the representations themselves, and their interac-
tions, become objects of study.

I do not claim that this is ontologically the case, nor that a broader definition 
is not more descriptive of findings in cognitive science, but I will attempt to 
show that using this definition (or perhaps focusing on this aspect) has peda-
gogical implications that deliver insights into creating better critical thinkers.

This sounds, and is, a complex way of thinking about metacognition, but we 
can achieve much the same end using an idea grounded more in philosophy 
than in cognitive science. This is not to ignore the science of cognition, but 
rather to frame the concept of metacognition at a different functional level. 
While the cognitive science underpinning our understanding of metacognition 
continues to develop, how it is eventually understood may remain coherent 
with this higher function. In the same way as our idea of a car allows us to plan 
for transport needs even as the specific nature of cars changes significantly over 
time, progress may be made in the use of metacognition as an educational con-
cept grounded in a functional understanding while our scientific understand-
ing of its nature continues to develop.

Dennett’s (1983) development and use of the intentional stance provides a 
useful conceptualization of the issue that focuses on the functional aspects of 
metacognition rather than the underlying cognitive processes studied by cog-
nitive scientists. The intentional stance is one that is adopted to explain the 
behavior of complex systems (biological or otherwise) through the attribution 
to them of states of desires, needs, goals and ambitions—that is, to consider 
them as agents (Dennett 1988, 496).

A point to consider with regard to the intentional stance is that these states, 
such as we might ascribe them, are a consequence of an agent’s place and pur-
pose in the world. It also assumes the agent holds, and is subject to, a rationality 
that prescribes for it courses of action to take and courses of action to avoid. This 
is to say that the dynamic interactions of representations unfold in a way that is 
goal driven and geared toward a specified end. We automatically take the inten-
tional stance toward others because we are naturally vigilant as to the manner 
in which other agents may benefit, inform, or deceive us, and the intentional 
stance is useful in predicting their behavior. It is very much to our advantage to 
understand what they may do in the future, based on their intentions.

Metacognition can be achieved by the deliberate and explicit adoption of the 
intentional stance toward oneself—an internal rather than external applica-
tion. In considering our own drives, beliefs, desires, thoughts, and processes, 
we become the object rather than the subject, just as considering another agent 
would make them the object, for the purposes of anticipating or planning pos-
sible future events. Our own mental representations, or some of them, become 
explicit, thereby making them objects of study to better understand and 
direct the intentional systems that we individually are. There is an asymmetry 
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between the external and internal intentional stance, as we ascribe states to 
others but experience our own; however, as we consider ourselves as agents, we 
can use our inwardly directed intentional stance to interrogate ourselves as to 
what these states might be. We adopt the intentional stance when we ask ques-
tions such as “what are the agent’s beliefs in this matter?” or “how do these 
beliefs influence the agent’s thinking?” and “what are the agent’s goals in this 
situation and how can they best be achieved given the resources and opportu-
nities available?” To replace “the agent” in these questions with “my,” and to 
then engage with the question, is to become metacognitive.

In contrast to the asymmetry mentioned above, another result of this dual 
external and internal adoption of the intentional stance is the emergence of 
symmetry between how we think critically in processing and evaluating the 
beliefs and arguments of others and those of ourselves. It means the set of 
skills and abilities developed for external parsing can be applied with equal 
efficiency internally.

To gain a better understanding of this concept of representing mental states, 
figure 24.1 shows a visualization of thinking processes that I have trialed in crit-
ical thinking courses to promote metacognition and assist students to critically 
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examining their thinking. I call this an MRI diagram (Mental Representations 
and their Interactions) in the hope, I suspect forlorn, that the analogy with the 
medical MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) of making things clearer will stay 
with students.

This tool allows students to visualize their thinking. It captures in a diagram 
the nonlinear, temporally recursive processes that make up thinking about an 
issue. It is not suggested that this particular MRI diagram is definitive, or that it 
is comprehensive, it is simply presented as a type of diagram that assists critical 
analysis of thinking. Any number of similar diagrams could be constructed to 
accommodate different educational contexts.

The specifics of this diagram go beyond what might be considered necessary 
for critical thinking (the inclusion, for example, of “creativity” as a consider-
ation), but it does show that such a representation is consistent with the inten-
tional stance in that it incorporates states such as beliefs, goals, and desires, as 
well as how these may contribute to the reasoning process. It helps students 
to render explicit that which might otherwise have remained implicit in their 
thinking.

Visualizations of thinking processes are common, and they have significant 
educational benefits. Argument mapping, in which evidentiary links, prem-
ises, reasons, and conclusions are explicitly stated and diagramed to support 
or explain reasoning, have been shown to be efficacious in developing critical 
thinking skills (van Gelder 2005, 45). While argument maps focus on cogni-
tive reasoning skills, figure 24.1 broadens the approach to include aspects that 
affect arguments and that are implied in the intentional stance.

Metacognition and critical thinking

Let me further explore the relationship between metacognition and critical 
thinking, and consider also the cognitive skills so often associated with the 
latter.

The American Philosophical Association developed, through a commis-
sioned systematic inquiry, an expert consensus on what skills and affective 
dispositions are constitutive of critical thinking known as the Delphi Report. 
Cognitive skills and subskills agreed upon in this report include (see Facione 
1990 for a summary):

1. Interpretation (categorizing, decoding, clarifying)
2. Analysis (examining, identifying)
3. Evaluation (assessing claims and arguments)
4. Inference (querying evidence, conjecturing alternatives, drawing conclusions)
5. Explanation (stating, justifying, presenting)
6. Self-regulation (self-examination and correction).
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While the practice of all these skills may be considered as, or at the least to 
characteristically involve, the manipulation of mental representations, I con-
tend that the last of the cognitive skills, self-regulation, recognizes the neces-
sity of metacognition in critical thinking. Self-examination (a subskill of 
self-regulation) without metacognition seems untenable under the ME model 
so far described, considering the things to be examined are mental representa-
tions and their relationships.

I also propose that the remaining skills are best enacted in a metacognitive 
mode. In other words, metacognition is categorically distinct from these other 
skills, being more a type of thinking, or mode of cognition. Recall that, for our 
purposes, metacognition involves consciously attending to mental representa-
tions. The cognitive skills 1–5 above require working with these representa-
tions, even as they themselves are mental representations. Cognitive skills can 
be processed algorithmically, even the skill of evaluation, as feedback loops on 
flowcharts show, and while a thinker may be well versed in applying such skills, 
such application need not be beyond the capacity of a computer program. It 
seems critical thinking, inasmuch as we wish to distinguish it from algorith-
mic thinking, is metacognitive. Moreover, it is metacognitively evaluative, since 
good critical thinkers should presumably be adept at continually monitoring 
and evaluating the selection and application of their cognitive skills. It is the 
evaluative component that addresses the issue of “correction” in point 6 above, 
for one must both evaluate and then correct with a standard in mind.

As for the issue of consciously directed thinking, I make the point that 
consciously evaluating and consciously directing our representations are not 
exclusive, indeed they are necessary and sufficient for each other. To evalu-
ate thinking is to compare it to a standard, the application of which requires 
directed representation. To consciously direct thinking is to work toward an 
end, the choice of which, and the path to it, being something that requires 
evaluation. Hence, to be metacognitively evaluative is also to direct, to some 
degree, one’s thinking.

The metacognitive experience

Critical thinking is often said to be about how to think rather than what to 
think (see, e.g., Mulnix 2010). There is more to this than simple procedure, 
however. Critical thinking is, in the language of Ryle (1970), a knowing how 
rather than a knowing that. It should be noted immediately that use of the 
terms “how” and “that” reference the nature of the knowledge in question; 
however, English allows other terms to be substituted and keep this distinc-
tion, as the following examples will show. Knowing how to play the piano is 
different from knowing that downward pressure on the keys produces sound. 
Generally speaking, knowing how is experiential, knowing that is not. One of 
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the ways of thinking about this is that “knowing that” type questions elicit 
propositional knowledge, that is, knowledge that can be true or false. For 
example, knowing the number of piano tuners in a city, knowing where piano 
tuners can be found, knowing why piano tuners may be necessary, or knowing 
how people usually find piano tuners is propositional knowledge. But knowing 
how to play a piano is nonpropositional knowledge.

This is a different epistemic categorization than is often used in education. 
More commonly a distinction between knowledge and skill is made, such that 
“knowledge” is material known to be true and “skill” the ability to apply the 
knowledge. This does not map well onto the knowing that/knowing how divi-
sion, since knowing how to perform a chemical analysis, say, while arguably 
an application of knowledge (knowledge about mixtures, machinery, proce-
dures, and the like), can also be propositional knowledge and can be carried 
out algorithmically—indeed computers routinely do so.

The significance of this for critical thinking is that knowing how to think 
is, in the model I am proposing, nonpropositional knowledge. Knowing how 
to manipulate and direct mental representations is nonpropositional knowl-
edge in the same manner that knowing how to keep your balance while rid-
ing a bike is nonpropositional knowledge. This does not mean there is an 
absence of propositional knowledge. In both manipulating mental represen-
tations and in riding a bike, we must know that certain things are true; we 
must know that representations are present and that some rules governing 
how they interact, and we must know that pedals provide forward motion 
and that gravity is ever present, but ultimately this propositional knowledge 
is not sufficient for the job.

I suggest that the nonpropositional aspect of critical thinking, the con-
sciously directed manipulation of mental representations toward an end that 
is itself represented, is the metacognitive aspect. It is the experience of operat-
ing metacognitively that we note, the experience of calling to attention and 
directing the interplay of our mental representations. Just as knowing how to 
ride a bike provides a conscious experience, the characteristics of which we can 
recall, so too the experience of being metacognitive is one with recognizable, 
recallable characteristics. In this sense, critical thinking becomes less a collec-
tion of cognitive skills and more of a craft, looking more like the Greek techne 
than episteme. As critical thinkers we analyze, infer, justify, and interpret as we 
do play a piano or ride a bike, as an experience not just as an algorithm. What 
ties the cognitive skills together and makes it an experience is the metacogni-
tive evaluation of what we are doing. I am not suggesting that playing the 
piano or riding a bike must be done metacognitively, indeed they are often not 
done so. I am suggesting that the experiential, nonpropositional knowledge 
about these things is the sort of knowledge we have about thinking when we 
know how to be metacognitively evaluative.
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Let me now give an example of metacognitively evaluative critical thinking. 
I have chosen piano playing and bike riding as instances of the use of proposi-
tional and nonpropositional knowledge. My claim is that being metacognitively 
evaluative is also an instance of the use of propositional and nonpropositional 
knowledge. I am relying on an analogy here, where the significant issue is the 
use of two kinds of knowledge. I know from my experience of analogies that 
an analogy is strengthened if the property being analogized (the use of two 
kinds of knowledge in this case) is present in cases whose other properties are 
quite different. While the piano player uses the propositional knowledge about 
written music, tempo, and the physical aspects of the keyboard, and the bike 
rider uses propositional knowledge about pedals, gears, and gravity, they both 
have nonpropositional knowledge that is more than the sum of their proposi-
tional knowledge. The propositional and nonpropositional knowledge in both 
cases is quite different, but they both use the two categories. This variation 
in particulars between the two cases allows me to be more confident in the 
application of this categorical distinction in the third case of metacognition. 
What I have done here is to use propositional knowledge—that an analogy is 
strengthened when the property being analogized is constant across instances 
where other properties vary—with nonpropositional knowledge about how to 
construct and analyze analogies to draw a conclusion. In this construction and 
analysis I have intentionally represented aspects of the concepts I wish to dis-
cuss, manipulated these concepts toward an end, chosen examples to instanti-
ate them, attempted to communicate this concisely, and evaluated the possible 
effectiveness of my methodology.

“Higher-order thinking” and “problem solving,” are often used interchange-
ably or in association with critical thinking and should be put in context using 
the ME model of critical thinking. I have already suggested that higher-order 
thinking is not the same as critical thinking, since higher-order representa-
tions need not be consciously attended to and hence are not metacognitive, as 
metacognition is understood here. Higher-order thinking is a necessary part 
of critical thinking, however, and to make explicit these higher-order repre-
sentations and to understand and direct their interplay is to make them part 
of metacognitive evaluation, and hence critical thinking. Therefore discussion 
of higher-order thinking with students is a necessary part of creating critical 
thinkers, an imperative I will expand on in the next section. Having said that, 
it is important to understand that this definition of higher-order thinking is 
not the only one, and in some definitions higher-order thinking incorporates 
critical thinking (see e.g., Lewis and Smith 1993). Higher-order thinking as 
explained in the ME model of critical thinking, however, is more integrated 
and explicitly supports pedagogical imperatives, as I will show.

As for problem solving, the term is too vague. What constitutes a problem, 
after all, is open to interpretation. The range of definitions of “problem” covers 
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Dewey’s organic interpretation of problems as disequilibria to the solving of 
deductive puzzles in mathematics and hence does not seem to be categori-
cally clear in terms of common or academic understanding. Problems over 
this range of definitions could be solved through simple reflex physical action, 
intuitive or heuristic thinking, by the application of algorithms, or by think-
ing critically. I claim the phrase is unnecessary in the ME model of critical 
thinking beyond identifying a problem as an area of investigation to which 
cognitive skills may be applied. In the ME model, as evidenced in part by MRI 
diagrams, the issue becomes part of the set of mental representations to be 
recursively addressed. It is an important idea, but does not require categoriza-
tion beyond common use.

I have considered metacognition as an application of the intentional stance 
to one’s self. This is intended not only to produce an awareness of one’s self in 
intentional terms and to link this to behavior, but also to make those inten-
tional states, and the relationships between them, objects of inquiry. Such a 
view positions metacognition more centrally in critical thinking as a mode of 
operating in which other cognitive skills are best utilized. In the ME model 
of critical thinking, the application of cognitive skills is the manipulation of 
mental representations, and when this is done metacognitively and evalua-
tively critical thinking is occurring.

In summary, the key propositions of the ME model are:

P1: Cognition is the directed (not necessarily conscious) manipulation of men-
tal representations.

P2: Metacognition is consciously attending to one’s mental representations 
and their manipulations (to take the intentional stance toward one’s self).

P3: Mental representations, and their manipulation, can be consciously 
directed and evaluated.

P4: To think critically is to be metacognitively evaluative.
P5: Knowing how to thinking critically is, in part, nonpropositional knowledge.

Pedagogical imperatives

An implication of the ME model of critical thinking is that just because you are 
thinking critically does not mean you are doing it well. Mental representations 
may be inaccurate or inconsistent, how they are directed or the rules followed 
to manipulate them may be sub-optimal or wrong, and standards of evalua-
tion ill-conceived or inappropriate. This means, of course, that there is much 
to learn and much to teach about thinking critically. An advantage of the ME 
model is that two pedagogical imperatives emerge naturally from its defini-
tions: the first imperative is to speak and plan in the language of cognition; 
the second is to shift the focus of learning and assessment from knowledge to 
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inquiry. I present these below with justifications, showing how they relate to 
the ME model of critical thinking, and I include steps that teachers can take to 
facilitate their implementation. In a later section I will give examples of how 
these principles can be applied in a variety of learning experiences and assess-
ment instruments:

1. Speak and plan in the language of cognition. Pre-service teachers often pres-
ent me with plans that outline in great detail what they will be doing during 
the course of a lesson. But what the teacher is doing is only of interest insofar 
as it reveals what the students will be doing, in particular the details of student 
cognition. In the ME model, the creation of critical thinkers should begin by 
considering student cognitive activity and development, with the goal that 
students themselves become aware of this activity. One can consciously attend 
to one’s own mental representations by having them pointed out, and one 
way point them out is to name them, and use these names when speaking 
about cognition. The names of mental representations, and the names for how 
they are manipulated, are generally contained in the language of the cognitive 
skills.

Establishing a common language around cognitive skills, with students and 
teachers both having a clear understanding of their meaning and use, allows 
the teacher to speak to what is happening cognitively in the classroom. Talking 
with students about their cognition help to makes this cognition an object of 
focus and study, and therefore provides a path to metacognition. Specific steps 
that assist to meet this end, and an explanation of how they are derived from 
the ME model of critical thinking, are presented in the following subsections. 
These steps are intended to work in concert and may mention different aspects 
of the same action, and for this reason there is some degree of cross-referenc-
ing in the text below. Claims made in these subsections are grounded in the 
assumptions of the ME model, which are outlined in propositions 1–5 above.

1.1.  Develop a sound understanding of the nature and purpose of cognitive 
skills.
Before cognitive skills can be taught to students, teachers must be aware of 
what these skills are and how they can be used. This may be complex, but 
it need not be hard. A sound knowledge of cognitive skills can be readily 
achieved through papers like the APA expert consensus mentioned earlier 
(Facione 1990). Some cognitive skills are listed and elaborated upon in this 
report, and examples are given as to how they may be used. While there is 
no definitive list of cognitive skills, and no universally agreed upon defi-
nition of each, this is not critical as 1.2 and 1.3 will show.

1.2. Articulate what cognitive skills the students will need as outcomes.
The cognitive skills, as understood through 1.1, that are relevant to the 
course can now be determined. The broader the range of cognitive skills 
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involved, the broader the cognitive experience for students. Some of these 
skills may reside better in learning experiences and others in assessment, 
some in laboratories and some in tutorials. To the extent that better criti-
cal thinkers can use a wider range of cognitive skills, it is desirable to 
explore as many options for including cognitive skills as possible.

1.3. Determine what the cognitive skills will look like in your course.
It is overly ambitious to imagine that the full scope of a cognitive skill, 
such as, say, justifying, could be attained in any one assessment piece, 
learning experience, or even course. It is therefore important to specify 
what justification will look like in your course; among all the possible 
ways to consider justification, what best sits in the subject context? Some 
circumstances may demand that justification means reduction to a sound 
deductive argument of some sort. Others might require only an appropri-
ate sourcing of material or a legitimate appeal to an authority. Others may 
demand a demonstration of how an approved method has been applied in 
a given situation. In effect this limits the mental representations the stu-
dents will be manipulating to a level that can be more easily articulated 
and assessed. These are all forms of justification and it is as important to 
determine the exact nature of the skill as it is to determine what skills will 
be used.

1.4. Place content in the context of cognitive skills.
There is nothing about the ME model of critical thinking that excludes or 
minimizes content. It rather asks of the teacher what will be done with the 
content. If the only skill is recall, then at least that can be made clear. But 
content can be analyzed, synthesized, categorized, inferred, evaluated, 
justified, explained, elucidated, represented, interpreted, and identified. 
Any course not claiming skills beyond recall would be a poor one. So 
questions can be asked about essential content in terms of the cognitive 
skills. For example, is the content of a particular lesson to be analyzed? 
If so, how? What aspects could be inspected and to what level might the 
analysis penetrate? The greater the degree of precision in the understand-
ing of the analysis required, the clearer the mental representation of the 
skill in the mind of the student and the more precisely and effectively it 
can be manipulated.

1.5. Use criteria that address cognitive skills.
If there is a natural home for the language of what students are expected 
to do cognitively, it is in the course or task criteria. This claim follows from 
the purpose of criteria: to provide categories and standards of student per-
formance. This is not to say that criteria must be written in the language 
of cognition. Criteria terminology may speak to physical skills, issues of 
clarity and accuracy, or of breadth and depth of treatment, just to name a 
few. While some of these may arguable reduce to cognitive skills, they may 
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function perfectly well as they are. Feedback to students regarding their 
performance on a task is useful if it relates to the standards against which 
they are judged, and since we are interested in creating critical thinkers, 
it follows that a focus on cognitive skills in this area would be useful. One 
might, as an example, assign to an assessment task the three criteria of 
recall and identification, analysis, and evaluation, and then set standards 
as to how well these can be achieved specific to the task (see 1.3).

1.6. Give feedback in terms of cognitive skills.
Hattie and Timperley (2007, 81) have identified feedback as “one of the 
most powerful influences on learning and achievement.” They have also 
defined feedback as “information about the content and/or understand-
ing of the constructions that students have made from the learning expe-
rience” (2007, 82). The ME model suggests that, to create critical thinkers, 
providing students with feedback on their cognitive performance in the 
language of their cognition (including the “constructions students have 
made,” which equates in the ME model to mental representations) is the 
best way to target the relevant cognitive skills.

1.7.  Note how and where the methodology of your discipline embeds cogni-
tive skills.
It is commonly asserted that studying a particular discipline develops crit-
ical thinking skills, and faculty web sites promoting critical thinking as a 
graduate attribute from a range of disciplines are legion. Insofar as critical 
thinking is commonly understood as, to some extent, the application of 
cognitive skills, the claims have some truth to them. Discipline method-
ologies have norms for cognition embedded in them, and these can easily 
be made explicit. For example, scientists generally seek to falsify hypoth-
eses rather than confirm them. Not only does this falsification prevent 
putting effort into producing an infinite string of confirmations, each of 
which serves only to support the hypothesis (not prove it), it also works 
against the confirmation bias (that tendency to look only for confirming 
instances that support an existing bias). While the idea of falsification is 
a standard one, the cognitive aspects of it are not generally made explicit. 
According to the ME model, identifying and teaching cognitive skills in 
discipline methodology means that teaching critical thinking can be a 
fundamental part of discipline instruction.

2. Shift the focus of learning experiences and assessment from knowledge to inquiry. 
Bunnell and Bernstein (2012, 15) note the following for teachers in higher edu-
cation institutions:

Traditional models of teaching in higher education position students as the 
receivers and reproducers of knowledge, and teachers select which informa-
tion is received and later retrieved by their students. Quality of instruction 
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is evaluated based on appropriate identification of the knowledge to be 
covered and skill in preparing organized and clear presentations of that 
knowledge.

This is consistent with the banking model of knowledge identified by Freire 
(1996), in which knowledge is held by the teacher and transferred to the stu-
dent, who then adds this knowledge to an existing “bank.”

In this model there is no necessary dynamic between knowledge and inquiry, 
and no imperative on the part of the student or teacher to evaluate the source 
or means of derivation of knowledge. This renders evaluation, or even inclu-
sion, of inquiry as unnecessary at the best and educationally disruptive at the 
worst. Moreover, a logical consequence of accepting the banking model of edu-
cation is to value didactic learning experiences above others. The rationaliza-
tion of knowledge transfer is the driving and guiding pedagogical principle, 
and the mark of a good educator.

It is difficult to see how critical thinking is promoted, taught, or even valued 
within this model. What is also notable is how removed from students is the 
need to be metacognitively evaluative. As Bunnell and Berstein say (2012, 15), 
“Faculty members often struggle to view student work as more than merely 
a measure of the amount of information individual students can retain and 
reproduce”. I call this “teaching by echo-location,” in which teachers mark the 
progress of a lesson by receiving back from students what Ryle calls “strings 
of officially approved propositions” that were transmitted earlier (Peters 2010, 
108).

As the ME model of critical thinking requires that students be metacogni-
tively evaluative, it is necessary that they be provided with experiences to both 
use and evaluate cognitive processes, and to do so under conscious control. 
Recall that in the ME model, critical thinking also contains nonpropositional 
knowledge. Those wishing to learn to ride a bike or play a piano must be given 
experiences to do so. During these experiences feedback can be given not only 
by mentors and teachers, but also by perception; for example hearing in the 
case of playing the piano and overbalancing in the case of the bike. All of these 
combine to produce the nonpropositional knowledge of how these things are 
done. As the ME model draws an analogy with the nonpropositional knowl-
edge acquired through playing the piano and riding a bike, it follows that 
thinkers need to be given opportunities to experience being metacognitively 
evaluative and to receive feedback during the process. This directly relates to 
the Hattie reference in 1.6, indicating feedback is effective when given explic-
itly and directed toward an end, in this case a cognitive end. It also reflects 
the findings of the Delphi Report, which states that “teaching cognitive skills 
also involves exposing learners to situations where there are good reasons to 
exercise the desired procedures, judging their performance, and providing the 
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learners with constructive feedback regarding both their proficiency and ways 
to improve it” (Facione 1990, 15).

Shifting the focus from knowledge to inquiry in learning experiences and 
assessment provides opportunities to move into this metacognitively evalua-
tive mode. I am not suggesting that inquiry displaces knowledge, simply that 
opportunities be sought where the focus can be shifted.

2.1. Target as wide a range of cognitive skills as possible.
As mentioned in 1.2, the broader the range of cognitive skills the greater 

the opportunity for students to exercise them, and to become familiar with 
their norms of operation. Consider a task in which two ways of thinking or 
operating are being examined, say two schools of sculpture in an art class. 
Rather than simply researching the particulars of the two schools, which 
requires a narrow range of cognitive skills, the students could be asked to 
observe two sculptures, one from each school. In doing so they could be 
analyzing aspects of the sculptures, inferring which tools and techniques were 
used, comparing and contrasting shape and style, evaluating the outcomes in 
terms of aesthetics or simplicity, classifying the two into broader categories, 
and so on. They could then synthesize all this to present their findings. The 
italicized words, which describe cognitive skills, could then be included in 
the rubric for the tasks, and they could also be mentioned explicitly in stu-
dent instructions.

2.2. Integrate the cognitive skills to focus on higher-order thinking.
The range of skills utilized as outlined in 2.1 is important, but the ME 

model also suggests that making and working with higher-order repre-
sentations and concepts, that is, dealing with complexity, also helps to 
create better critical thinkers. To continue the previous example of com-
paring sculptures, students could be asked to examine cultural conditions 
at the time of sculpting, and suggest how these might have influenced the 
artists’ work. Greater complexity demands greater attention to cognitive 
detail, and this adds to the richness of the metacognitive experience.

2.3. Speak about inquiry in terms of the use of cognitive skills.
Following from increasing the range of skills taught and assessed as men-

tioned in 2.1, and to help achieve metacognition, the language of the task 
of feedback and of the criteria should be consistent and in terms of student 
cognition. Simple questions asked of students can do this. For example, 
asking what is being analyzed, why it is chosen for analysis, and how it is 
being analyzed breaks the skill down and makes the cognitive steps explicit. 
Feedback on the quality and nature of analysis can be done in the same 
way, and, as Hattie has shown in 1.6, is particularly effective when linked 
to performance criteria.
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Critical thinkers

The vast majority of our thinking is done without consciously attending to it, 
and we operate at the level of heuristics and intuition most of the time (see, 
e.g., Kahneman 2011). There is recognition in the literature that the paradig-
matic critical thinker can, to some degree, internalize the knowledge of critical 
thinking and perform effective, habitual thinking below conscious control. 
This is easily understood using the analogy of piano playing. While the begin-
ner learns how to move her hands, how to translate symbols on a page into 
notes on the keyboard, and how to monitor and control timing, she is being 
metacognitive. Many actions, physical and mental, are subject to conscious 
control and evaluation. Over time these skills are removed slowly from con-
scious awareness and become more intuitive and habitual, though they may 
be recalled to conscious attention at any time. So too the ability to recognize a 
fallacy, to analyze text for logical inconsistency, to detect pseudoscience, or to 
evaluate an argument can become part of our heuristic response to stimuli.

This movement from the metacognitively evaluative mode of thinking into 
the intuitive, internalized, rule-of-thumb mode of thinking is a deliberate edu-
cational outcome and can be understood as the concept of mastery. In a trivial 
sense, one might master the mathematical times tables, but this is simply the 
skill of recall. To internalize and habitualize the use of a broad range of skills 
involving higher-order representations and to make from these heuristics or 
algorithmic approaches that rapidly decrease processing and response time 
would sit better with the common idea of mastery.

This progression from the metacognitive to the heuristic is not inconsistent 
with the assumptions of the ME model of critical thinking. To make a claim 
of conflict would be to confuse critical thinking with critical thinkers. Critical 
thinkers, by definition, can think critically, but they need not always do so. 
Over time critical thinkers may develop heuristics that are highly effective in 
problem solving, for example, without the need for the conscious attention 
necessary for a beginning critical thinker. Even though the use of heuristics 
may be successful on many occasions, while the process is not been reflected 
upon to ascertain its effectiveness it is not critical thinking in the ME model. 
But such heuristic thinking is not to be discouraged, as an experienced criti-
cal thinker might only spend a small amount of time thinking critically, and 
a large amount of time using effective heuristics developed through extensive 
metacognitive evaluation. Having a wide range of useful heuristics and the 
ability and willingness to metacognitively examine them as the need arises, 
and to know when this need has arisen, is critical thinking mastery. I am not 
excluding the assimilation and use of a wide range of propositional knowledge 
about critical thinking from the concept of mastery, just augmenting it with 
other skills.
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In the movie Shine, which explores the life of the pianist David Helfgott, a 
memorable conversation takes place between the characters of Helfgott and his 
Professor. I believe this captures the concept of mastery very well (2013):

P: The page, for God’s sake! The notes!
H: I’m sorry I was, uh, forgetting them, Professor.
P: Would it be asking too much to learn them first?
H: And-And then forget them?
P: Precisely.

Conclusion

Research in critical thinking forms a broad church. This is useful in that a 
range of thinking skills and their relationships is explored. It is less useful in 
the lack of any clear pedagogical direction that a more unified understanding 
may deliver. The metacognitively evaluative (ME) model of critical thinking 
provides unification, in that it can accommodate several understandings of 
critical thinking, including a focus on skills, metacognition and habitual criti-
cal thinking, and pedagogical imperatives drawn from the nature of metacog-
nition and evaluation within the model.

Metacognition is proposed to be conscious attention to mental representa-
tions. This level of description allows space for the science of cognition to 
develop to some extent without invalidating the model. One path to achiev-
ing metacognition is the adoption of the intentional stance toward one’s self, 
requiring an introspection of our goals, desires, and beliefs, as well as an under-
standing of our rationality and the norms of reasoning.

In terms of critical thinking outcomes, the pedagogical imperatives of the ME 
model are, first, the development and use of a language of cognition, to more 
effectively focus on the thinking skills of students, and to provide them with 
goals and feedback regarding reaching those goals, in terms designed to match 
their cognition. The second imperative is to focus on the (cognitive) process 
of inquiry rather than simply knowledge of content, with inquiry affording 
opportunities for students to use and develop their cognitive skills.

Experienced and effective critical thinkers have a wide range of cognitive 
tools, including well-developed heuristics and a comprehensive set of cogni-
tive skills. They also have nonpropositional knowledge about critical thinking, 
including an ability to operate metacognitively and an ability to recognize 
when such metacognition is required.

Some aspects of the ME model of critical thinking help explain existing 
research in effective teaching (e.g., that of Hattie and Timperley mentioned 
earlier), but more work is needed in matching known educational success 
against models of critical thinking to test both their predictive and explanatory 
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powers. In the meantime, work on critical thinking in all its manifestations 
and interpretations helps keeps a focus on student cognition, which is the core 
concern of educators.
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     Part VI 

 Critical Thinking and the Professions 

    As we noted in the Introduction to this volume, the importance of critical 
thinking is becoming increasingly clear outside the academy in the business 
world and the professions. The chapters in this section provide a useful over-
view of the different ways in which critical thinking extends beyond the acad-
emy and into the professional world. 

 Surveys of employers in the US business sector consistently show that a key 
skill demanded by employers is “critical thinking.” A recent survey by  Forbes  
using data from CareerBuilder and O*Net—the US clearinghouse of occupa-
tional information—identified critical thinking as the first-listed in a list of top 
ten skills that help people get hired. Among employers, and employer groups, 
there is a growing recognition that what is needed in graduates is not so much 
technical knowledge, but applied and transformative skills, especially skills in 
critical thinking. 

 As noted in the Introduction, recent survey data from 400 US employers 
has made this very clear. In data published in a major report by a consor-
tium of US organizations in 2006 employers surveyed articulated the skill-set 
that they perceived was needed to succeed in the workplace in the new cen-
tury. They applied this skill-set to recently hired graduates from three types 
of institutions: high school, two-year colleges, and four-year colleges. The 
highest-ranked skill as rated by employers was critical thinking, surpassing 
“innovation” and “application of information technology.” Of the employers 
surveyed 92.1% regarded graduates from four-year colleges as being “deficient” 
in critical thinking. Critical thinking clearly matters in the professions. 

 In most universities, critical thinking is one of the graduate attributes most 
widely cited as essential for students emerging from universities. There is a 
growing recognition among employers that critical thinking skills are essential 
for corporate contexts. Unsurprisingly, perhaps, this is a matter of pragmatic 
necessity. It emanates not from a wish by companies to produce corporate phi-
losophers, nor an altruistic desire to produce better graduates for the benefit 
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of society, but simply from a wish to train people who are adaptable in the 
workplace, and who can “think on their feet.” As noted by Halpern (2001): 
“Virtually every business or industry position that involves responsibility and 
action in the face of uncertainty would benefit if the people filling that posi-
tion obtained a higher level of the ability to think critically . . . Critical thinking 
skills offer the greatest chance of success for creating and adjusting to change.” 
This, it appears, is the driving force behind the attention paid by the business 
community on the development of critical thinking skills. 

 This section of the book offers five chapters, three of which cover critical 
thinking in the professions of accountancy, medicine, and science. The fourth 
chapter uses case studies on the use of social media in enhancing critical think-
ing in the fields of music, population health, and creative writing. The fifth 
looks at the role of critical thinking as a preparation for future practice in a 
variety of professional fields. 

 Sin, Jones and Wang investigate critical thinking as it applies to the profes-
sion of accountancy. They present a useful summary of recent qualitative stud-
ies focusing on how critical thinking is understood by accounting students, 
academics, graduates, and employers, triangulating this with data from inter-
views from seasoned accounting professionals. They identify five conceptions 
of critical thinking as it applies to the profession: identifying and promoting 
client outcomes; determining less-obvious implications of data; coping with 
complexity in social, organizational, and institutional scenarios; evaluating 
motivations of stakeholders; determining the relevance of abstract principles 
and concepts; and internalizing these concepts and principles into an overall 
disposition toward ethical practice. They view critical thinking in the context 
of the accounting profession “less [as] a cognitive ability than as a kind of pur-
poseful, yet highly problematic doing.” 

 Trede and McEwen take a very different approach to the topic. Rather than 
assume the value of critical thinking for the professions, they take to task the 
kind of criticality that genuine learning for future practice requires. Drawing 
on the critical pedagogy tradition, they argue that present practices of work-
place learning and supervised work placements foster a culture of compli-
ance, a readiness to accept and prepare oneself for professional “competence 
frameworks.” Competence frameworks, of course, lead to fragmented assess-
ment routines. This, in turn, leads to surface learning, memorization, recall-
ing, and copying. This, they argue, does not encourage true critical thinking, 
and is anathema to the true purpose of higher education. They acknowledge 
that while students want to belong to a profession rather than critique it, it is 
also true that current university practices are driving students toward techno-
instrumental, specialized knowledge dictated by professional bodies. Instead, 
they should be using the opportunities of workplace learning and placements 
to develop a broader sense of criticality that might be beneficial to the profes-
sions, and the society beyond. This “emancipatory” form of criticality equips 
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students with skills to deal with complexity, diversity, and ambiguity, which 
is much needed in twenty-first-century learning. Learning for future practice, 
they argue, should retain the promise of the university as a place of liberal 
education. 

 Grace and Orrock look at critical thinking in the field of osteopathic medi-
cine. They view critical thinking as being distinct from clinical reasoning in 
respect of the relative weight given to the meta-skills employed in clinical prac-
tice. The medical context is clearly distinguished by the relative neglect of the 
socially transformative character of criticality (given prominence by Trede and 
McEwen). Unsurprisingly perhaps, the medical context of critical thinking lies 
in largely technical, but also ethical, skills: forming reasons, gathering and 
analyzing information, proposing answers to questions, and enacting conse-
quences, alongside important considerations of patient care. 

 Wilson, Howitt, Higgins, and Roberts investigate critical thinking in the 
context of scientific research. They compare extended scientific research proj-
ects in a variety of fields, assessed by means of traditional formal reports—the 
scientific journal article—with the more revealing format of a science blog. 
The scientific report genre typically omits from consideration any “thinking” 
behind the learning undertaken: misconceptions go unchallenged, mistakes 
are suppressed, and the “messiness” of scientific thinking is hidden from view. 
In their study, the use of a blog makes visible the critical thinking behind the 
science. Data from the blog entries provide evidence of how students’ critical-
ity matured during the process, and how this revealed a strong correlation 
between their critical thinking, their confidence as practicing scientists, and 
their associated sense of developing scientific expertise. 

 In keeping with the use of online tools, November offers an analysis of how 
critical thinking can be promoted by the use of social media in professional 
fields as diverse as music, population health, and creative writing. Like Wilson 
et al., she sees the online environment as a way of making critical thinking 
visible in respect of travelling with ideas, synthesizing multiple viewpoints, 
judging based on evidence, and fostering reflection.  
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     25 
 Critical Thinking in Professional 
Accounting Practice: Conceptions of 
Employers and Practitioners  
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   Introduction 

 Over the past three decades or so it has become commonplace to lament the 
failure of universities to equip accounting graduates with the attributes and 
skills or abilities required for professional accounting practice, particularly as 
the latter has had to adapt to the demands of a rapidly changing business 
environment. With the aid of academics, professional accounting bodies have 
developed lists of competencies, skills, and attributes considered necessary for 
successful accounting practice. Employers have on the whole endorsed these 
lists. In this way “critical thinking” has entered the lexicon of both accoun-
tants and their employers, and when employers are asked to rank a range of 
named competencies in order of importance, critical thinking or some roughly 
synonymous term is frequently ranked highly, often at the top or near the top 
of their list of desirables (see, for example, Albrecht and Sack 2000). Although 
practical obstacles, such as content-focused curricula, have emerged to the 
inclusion of critical thinking as a learning objective in tertiary-level account-
ing courses, the presence of these obstacles has not altered “the collective 
conclusion from the accounting profession that critical thinking skills are a 
prerequisite for a successful accounting career and that accounting educators 
should assist students in the development of these skills” (Young and Warren 
2011, 859). However, a problem that has not yet been widely recognized may 
lie in the language used to survey accountants and their employers, who may 
not be comfortable or familiar with the abstract and technicalized pedagogical 
discourse, for instance, the use of the phrase “developing self-regulating criti-
cal reflective capacities for sustainable feedback,” in which much skills talk is 
couched. Hence in this chapter we will focus on how practising accountants—
often themselves employers or involved in recruitment—perceive and verbalize 
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this apparent need when not influenced by, and perhaps confused by, the type 
of academic lexis typically presented to them in survey instruments. How is 
critical thinking conceptualized and how is it expressed in the language of the 
lifeworld? 

 It has been widely accepted since at least the 1980s that critical thinking is 
a key requirement for success in most practical and professional spheres, not 
just accounting. Indeed an ability to think critically has been recognized as 
one of the chief goals of tertiary education (Barnett 1997; Entwistle 1994). So 
it cannot be surprising that critical thinking skills have assumed a high profile 
in the literature on accounting education, where it is widely mooted that such 
skills are crucial for a successful transition from the classroom to the profes-
sional workplace. In the United States employers and professional bodies are 
nowadays at one on this (Accounting Education Change Commission 1990; 
Albrecht and Sack 2000; American Accounting Association 1986; American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants 1999). In the late 1980s, the Big Eight 
accounting firms (as they then were) released an influential White Paper (Big 
Eight Accounting Firms 1989, 5), in which it was stated that “education for 
the accounting profession must produce graduates who have a broad array of 
skills and knowledge.” The first of the essential skills to be mentioned in that 
document was an ability to use critical thinking and creative problem-solving 
techniques on unstructured problems in diverse and unfamiliar settings. In 
Australia and New Zealand the emphasis on soft skills, and on critical thinking 
skills in particular, is quite explicit in official documents of the professional 
accounting bodies. For instance (CPA Australia and the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants in Australia 2012, 5):

  The accounting profession needs graduates from diverse backgrounds with a 
range of competencies. It requires all graduates to have capacities for inquiry, 
abstract logical thinking and critical analysis, in addition to appropriate 
oral and written communication and interpersonal skills. 

   The development of critical thinking is the third of four main educational 
objectives identified in this document, which sets out the conditions of accred-
itation for accounting courses offered by tertiary institutions and indeed pro-
vides suggestions as to how this might be achieved (CPA Australia and the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia 2012, 5):

  3. Encourage  innovation in teaching and learning  with particular focus on inte-
grating the development of critical thinking, ethical judgment and commu-
nication skills of graduates.(Emphasis in original) 

   It is generally accepted that this emphasis on critical thinking skills—and criti-
cal thinking–related skills—by the professional bodies reflects the demands 
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of employers, and much recent research supports this point of view. We cite a 
few studies here. Jackson et al. (2006) report that employers expect graduates 
to possess higher-order skills  such as critical thinking and analytical skills  (our 
emphasis). Freeman et al. (2008, 13) report that “developing theoretical under-
standing and critical thinking capabilities amongst other desirable graduate 
attributes . . . will allow graduates to be productive in their professional employ-
ment.” And, while the focus is often on new graduates and their need to have 
acquired such skills, critical thinking and problem solving have also been 
identified as prerequisites to promotion in public sector accounting (see the 
US Partnership for Public Service 2007). The outstanding question is how best 
to teach this skill—if indeed it is a single skill—in postsecondary accounting 
courses, and numerous suggestions have been advanced (Camp and Schnader 
2010; Jones and Sin 2003; 2004; Kimmel 1995; Lucas 2008; Sin, Jones, and 
Petocz 2007; Tempone and Martin 2003). We will address this question further 
below but will first try to develop a more coherent approach to the slippery 
concept of critical thinking itself, regarded as a cognitive ability. 

   Defining critical thinking—an academic exercise? 

 There is still considerable uncertainty as to the precise nature of critical 
thinking, both in the literature on accounting education and further afield, 
for example, in the various literatures of education and psychology. Indeed 
academics disagree at a very basic level: as to whether we are dealing with 
skills, dispositional traits, or values; and, if critical thinking consists essen-
tially of skills, or a skill set, are these skills cognitive, behavioral, or cognitive-
affective? Are they complex and content specific or simple and transferable? 
Kurfiss (1988, 2) suggested that critical thinking is an activity, that is, “an 
investigation whose purpose is to explore a situation, phenomenon, question, 
or problem to arrive at a hypothesis or conclusion about it that integrates 
all available information and that can therefore be convincingly justified.” 
Kurfiss (1989, 42) also proposed that critical thinking involves two distinct 
phases: discovery and justification.  

  In the discovery phase, we examine in search of patterns and formulate 
interpretations or hypotheses about what the evidence means. In the justi-
fication phase, we set forth our conclusions, reasoning, and evidence in an 
argument. 

   Paul (1989) made the important assertion that critical thinking differs according 
to the discipline and epistemic culture in which it is practised, and also empha-
sized its metacognitive (or reflective) nature. Peter Facione and colleagues have 
gathered evidence over a number of years to show that critical thinking is cru-
cially a matter of the individual’s personal psychological disposition (Facione 
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1990; Facione, Facione, and Giancario 1997; Facione, Sanchez, Facione, and 
Gainen 1995; Giancarlo and Facione 2001). 

 It is noteworthy that critical thinking (qua skill and/or qua attribute) is 
often represented as an aspect of another core capability such as creativity or 
problem-solving, or as a kind of hybrid ability, for example, “strategic/criti-
cal thinking” (American Institute of Certified Public Accountants 1999) and 
“analytical/critical thinking” (Albrecht and Sack 2000). This ties in with the 
fact that, in Bloom’s  Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, Handbook 1: Cognitive 
Domain  (Bloom, Engelhart, Furst, Hill, and Krathwohl 1956), criticality or criti-
cal discrimination is implied by and subsumed under at least four main objec-
tives:  applying knowledge in specific contexts ,  analysis, synthesis,  and  evaluation . 
And when William Birkett (who drew on Bloom’s schema) identified a core set 
of “generic skills” apposite to the accounting profession in Australia and New 
Zealand (Birkett 1993)—based on extensive surveys of practitioners at all levels 
and in several key subdisciplines—he too avoided mentioning critical thinking 
by name. However, critical thinking is implicated in a number of named skills 
and criticality does in fact receive one cryptic mention, in the injunction to 
“think and act critically.” Birkett’s systematic survey research was carried out at 
the specific behest of the professional accounting bodies (CPA Australia and the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia 2012) and has played a key role 
in promoting the generic skills agenda, particularly in providing the core cur-
riculum generic skills list for professional accreditation of tertiary programs in 
Australia and New Zealand. (Birkett’s set of core generic skills has more recently 
been incorporated in the accounting threshold learning outcomes in the latest 
accreditation guidelines, as per CPA Australia and ICAA [2012], to bring them 
into alignment with the new Australian Accounting Academic Standards.) 

 King and Kitchener (2004) have written for 30-odd years about  reflective judg-
ment , which is arguably another term for critical thinking—or, at least, a large 
component of that capacity. Meanwhile Barnett (1997) has expanded the con-
cept of critical thinking in terms of  criticality  and  critical being , that is, a set of 
values as much as a disposition and one which the traditional Western-style 
university, with its unique blend of research and teaching, was best positioned 
to inculcate. We note that, in this way, the ability to think critically is linked 
intrinsically to identity and, more specifically, professional identity. Our own 
data has convinced us that critical thinking involves more than a skill or set 
of skills and that, while it usually  manifests  as a psychological disposition and 
an inclination to adhere to certain values, it actually stems from one’s sense 
of self-identity, a professional persona that has typically been cultivated over 
many years (Jones and Sin 2013; Sin 2011). 

 Before pursuing the definitional question any further on this abstract and 
context-free level, let us consider the discipline-specific nature of critical think-
ing, A broad survey of tertiary-level teaching staff in Australia (Anna Jones 
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2010, 8) shows clearly that attributes such as critical thinking and problem-
solving are understood very differently in different academic domains:

  For example, in history, critical thinking is the examination of evidence 
(both primary and secondary sources), understanding the social context, 
acknowledging ambiguity and the multiple perspectives inherent in his-
tory and understanding the role of the historian in constructing a historical 
argument. In physics, by contrast, critical thinking requires an examination 
of the logic and accuracy of a model and for experimental physicists, the 
rigour of experimental technique. In economics, critical thinking is the use 
of the theoretical toolkit of the discipline to examine economic questions. 
In law, critical thinking involves the use of evidence and assumptions, ques-
tions of professional and social ethics, an awareness of the social context 
and a historical perspective. In medicine, critical thinking requires clinical 
reasoning that also utilizes an understanding of medical evidence and an 
awareness of the complex ethical issues associated with medical practice. 

   Critical thinking in business and organizational contexts — in which account-
ing, as a social practice, crucially takes place—means very different things for 
the different stakeholders. Clients, accountants, employers, and, outside the 
firm, the various regulatory bodies will have competing interests in any given 
situation and, consequently, will tend to conceptualize criticality in distinct 
ways. In this chapter we will draw on recent phenomenographical research 
(Sin 2010) to illustrate some of the differing conceptions of critical thinking 
that are held by accounting students, newly graduated accountants in their 
first year at work, and seasoned practitioners in a range of specialized sub-
domains of accounting.  

  Critical thinking—by various other names 

 While there certainly remain intransigent terminological problems for academ-
ics, and while a range of cognitive abilities closely resembling critical think-
ing has been promulgated under a variety of superficially unrelated terms, the 
concrete meaning of the received term—“critical thinking”—becomes even 
harder to negotiate in discussions with accounting practitioners, whether rela-
tively new or seasoned. We might say that the term “critical thinking” is not 
in their lexicon. The whole question of critical thinking and criticality more 
generally, and indeed the whole matter of necessary skills or abilities, is usu-
ally only adumbrated in the informal language of that lifeworld. Indeed such 
questions are often effectively obviated by a reliance on tacitly held beliefs 
about the ways in which workaday things are done—and get done. Skills, attri-
butes, and abilities are discussed (if they are discussed at all) in nonacademic, 
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idiosyncratic, extemporized, and often-inconsistent terminology. It is true that 
a variety of technical-seeming discourses, reflecting pseudoscientific fashions 
of thinking, have permeated the modern workplace, including the professional 
workplace, with apparently technical terms that are in fact quite fluid and ill-
defined, in other words, by a variety of jargons (see Watson 2004, on manage-
rial pseudo-jargon). 

 For the kinds of reasons discussed above employers may often fail to iden-
tify critical thinking as an explicit requirement when interviewed, though the 
skills they expect of graduates clearly implicate this ability. There is a clear 
disjunction between the findings of qualitative investigations, using semi-
structured interviews, and more quantitative research carried out using survey 
instruments designed by academics. In the latter, critical thinking will typi-
cally appear and will consequently be ranked (often highly). But, without the 
kind of involuntary suggestion involved in the presentation of a list of abstract 
terms, practitioners and partners find very different ways to talk about the 
attributes of successful practice. This is what we look at further below. 

 Unfortunately it is not always clear from the literature to what degree 
the language of the (academic) researchers might have influenced and been 
adopted by participants in particular studies and, moreover, to what extent 
their understanding of the terms used are in agreement with one another and 
with the conceptions of the researchers. For instance, the survey instrument 
developed by Albrecht and Sack (2000) and since adopted or adapted by others 
(see Kavanagh and Drennan 2008), is a typical example, containing numerous 
terms like “analytical thinking” and “critical thinking” that are the subject 
of live debate and competing definitions in the field of educational psychol-
ogy and in the cognitive sciences more generally. It is not at all clear that 
any two people would assign them similar meanings. That said, employers 
typically identify “analytical skills” and “critical thinking skills” as essential 
abilities or traits in accounting graduates. However, they also frequently call 
for things like “business awareness” or “real life experience”—capacities that 
more clearly depend on biographical and contingent aspects of person’s expe-
rience. Employers also typically demand high-level “communication skills,” a 
keen “ethical awareness” and “teamwork” skills. Such labels, for all that they 
may appear reasonably straightforward and transparent, are just as context-
dependent and as complex in operation as those mentioned earlier. In effect, 
the employers are asking for capabilities that are inextricably associated with 
an individual’s unique knowledge base, life experience, and work experience 
(see Jones and Sin 2003). 

 We can approach the concept of critical thinking (and analytical-critical 
thinking, etc.) by examining self-regulating critical reflective capacities the 
kinds of issues, not to say problems, critical thinkers are said to be able to 
deal with. A number of scholars have suggested that critical thinking is called 
for when we are faced with the types of ill-structured problems, ambiguous 
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problems, and ethical dilemmas that characterize professional work in today’s 
world (beginning perhaps with Simon 1974). King and Kitchener (2004, 5) claim 
that ill-structured problems are characterized by two features: they cannot be 
defined with a high degree of completeness, and they cannot be solved with 
a high degree of certainty. Such problems represent the challenge that critical 
thinking and reflective judgement are generally thought to address. These are 
the contingencies that (according to Sarangi and Candlin 2010) surround pro-
fessional practice and defy solution using the concepts and methods learnt as 
a part of professional education and training. 

 Facione et al. (1997, 3–4) state that in professional practice the problems to 
be solved vary along seven parameters:

  The parameters of professional judgment include the  setting  of the problem or 
decision which the professional is required to address. The problem or deci-
sion at hand can be described along several different dimensions. To over-
simplify let us imagine that these continua are simple dichotomies. Even so, 
the problems or the decisions to be made can be (1) high stakes or low stakes, 
(2) time-constrained or unconstrained, (3) novel to the professional or familiar, 
(4) unexpected or planned, (5) requiring specialized knowledge or accessible 
by knowledge commonly shared, (6) requiring resolution by the professional 
working alone or working collaboratively, (7) well-structured/paradigmatic in 
the field or ill-structured and highly unusual. (Emphasis in original) 

   A familiar alternative in each of these seven parameters, if added together, 
constitutes a neat description of the types of challenge that accountancy pro-
fessionals are likely to encounter almost on a daily basis in their offices today. 
However, although the nature of the challenge that necessitates the cultivation 
of critical thinking skills can be described in this way (for example), the nature 
of the skills required is considerably less certain.  

  Critical thinking—as conceptualized and verbalized by 
practicing accountants 

 Can researchers access the conceptions and expressions of practitioners? Some 
studies seem to have gone further in this direction than others. A good start-
ing point is the detailed investigation carried out by Baril and colleagues 
(Baril, Cunningham, Fordham, Gardner, and Wolcott 1998), which focused 
on the public accounting profession. Their interviews teased out some of the 
language used by professional accountants to discuss critical thinking as they 
carefully avoided proposing terminology of their own devising. Thus their 
findings illustrate the diverse ways in which the concept was understood—
and expressed—by members of that profession in the 1990s. For their investi-
gation they obtained the formal employee performance appraisal documents 
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from five of the then Big Six public accounting firms and identified sections or 
criteria addressing critical thinking. These contained evaluation items incor-
porating components of critical thinking, but the components were often 
combined with other aspects of performance such as an employee’s ability to 
solve problems or to communicate selectively. Sometimes indeed assessment of 
the critical thinking was incorporated into the assessment of ill-defined per-
sonality traits such as leadership or professionalism. And sometimes they were 
described too broadly to be of use in the study. The researchers also conducted 
interviews with 20 professionals in seven public accounting firms, including 
all six of the Big Six accounting firms plus one regional public accounting firm. 
Their participants were selected from offices in six cities representing different 
parts of the United States. Participants had five to fifteen years of experience 
with their firms. Most of the interviewees were managers or senior managers, 
and the remainder were mostly partners. All interviewees had direct responsi-
bility for formal staff evaluations, and all had conducted between five and fifty 
evaluations in the previous year. Because of the team approach used in pub-
lic accounting, most interviewees had been involved in numerous additional 
evaluations. The researchers’ findings revealed that the interviewees conceived 
of critical thinking as a broad set of competencies that included “cognitive 
attributes and characteristics” along with “non-cognitive attitudes and behav-
iours.” They also identified a range of other, more-complex competencies. We 
reproduce their classification below (Baril et al. 1998, 392). 

 Cognitive attributes and characteristics:

   Recognizes problem areas   ●

  Recognizes when additional information is needed   ●

  Fits details into the overall environment; sees the ‘‘Big Picture’’   ●

  Transfers knowledge from one situation to another   ●

  Anticipates, thinks ahead, plans    ●

  Noncognitive attitudes and behaviors:

   Exhibits initiative   ●

  Exhibits curiosity   ●

  Exhibits confidence   ●

  Communicates clearly and articulately    ●

  Other competencies mentioned occasionally by Baril et al’s interviewees were 
as follows:

   Displays creativity   ●

  Accepts ambiguity   ●

  Recognizes when there is more than one acceptable solution   ●
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  Makes qualitative judgments   ●

  Displays rapid thought process   ●

  Displays healthy skepticism; asks “why?” or “why not?”   ●

  Challenges the status quo   ●

  Determines the extent of what is reasonable; defines the limits of acceptability   ●

  Recognizes personal limitations   ●

  Exposed to diverse cultures, knowledge, and backgrounds   ●

  Recognizes presence of biases     ●

 The “other competencies” listed above are clearly pivotal but require additional 
elaboration and have to be contextualized; we need to be able to understand 
how they are put into practice in concrete situations by professional accoun-
tants. For that reason we now turn to the voices of employers who are expert 
accounting practitioners, and newly graduated accountants—as expressed in 
the “native” idiom of the workplace. In the next section we summarize the 
results of a recent qualitative study by Bui and Porter (2010) that focused on 
interviews with accounting students, academics, graduates, and employers; we 
then present the voices of two experienced practitioners (based on Sin’s inter-
view data); finally we present voices of newly employed graduate accountants 
(based on interviews conducted by Wang).  

  Voices of employers and expert practitioners 

  Voices of employers 

 After examining the accounting program offered by one New Zealand uni-
versity in some detail, Bui and Porter (2010) interviewed students, academics, 
graduates, and employers of graduate accountants with regard to the poten-
tial existence of an expectation-gap between the desired and perceived out-
comes of that program. A total of 11 employers were interviewed. They were 
partners or human resource managers in firms that were classified as small to 
medium-sized or large. The researchers focused on having interviewees iden-
tify those competencies that they considered most important for successful 
practice. They were queried as to the competencies graduates from the case 
study program were thought to possess as well as those they were believed to 
lack. Crucially, there does not appear to have been any prompting regarding 
the terminology to be used by the participants. The results are thus couched 
in the language of the lifeworld. We reproduce the terms they used in our brief 
summary of the findings below. 

 One significant factor that quickly emerged in the study was the size of the 
firm. Small and medium-sized firms were concerned that entry-level accoun-
tants should possess what we might call routine skills: time management 
skills, teamwork skills, and so on. The larger firms not only wanted high-level 
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presentations skills from the get-go, including advanced oral and written com-
munication skills, but also valued highly “professional scepticism” in the grad-
uates they employed. They saw “confidence” as a precondition for the adoption 
and exercise of a critical stance, though it was also seen to be integral to a 
type of professional demeanor that (it was believed) clients deemed trustwor-
thy. Bui and Porter summarize this philosophy in their own words, writing 
that “confidence helps graduates to exercise professional scepticism and deal 
effectively with both prospective and current clients; it also enhances clients’ 
trust in the firm’s services” (2010, 35). Interestingly, representatives of medium 
and small-sized firms quite explicitly preferred to hire graduates with limited 
confidence “because, in their opinion, over-confidence hinders graduates from 
further learning and personal development” (Bui and Porter 2010). But this is 
a conundrum that we cannot explore further here. 

 Representatives of medium-to-large firms linked successful practice to high-
level interpersonal and writing skills. The association of critical thinking with 
effective interpersonal skills has been made by Deal (2004). And there are 
cogent arguments to the effect that structured writing entails or indeed is a 
form of (critical) thinking (Dunn and Smith 2008). Moreover, recent research 
in linguistics has revealed that most structured types of writing entail complex 
interpersonal skills—in the form of predictions about their impact, attempts at 
persuasion, and attempted negotiations with the reader (Hyland 2005; White 
2003). Not only is structured writing a challenging process of cognitive syn-
thesis and creation (Bereiter and Scardamalia 1987; Flower and Hayes 1984; 
Hayes and Flower 1987), it is also a complex form of social engagement with 
imagined readers that fosters an ability to relativize the writer’s own reality 
by imagining alternative contexts, meanings, and motives. In effect, writing 
is at least intimately associated with types of thinking that boost the mind’s 
natural capacity for sustained, systematic, imaginative, and essentially critical 
thought (Galbraith 1998; Menary 2007). 

 Thus although terms like “critical thinking” were not mentioned by the par-
ticipants in this research, representatives of the larger firms together drew a 
very clear picture of critical thinking in action—as a complex set of interre-
lated attributes and even an associated demeanor (on professional demeanor 
indexicals, see Jones and Sin 2013). 

 We next explore transcript of interviews with two expert practitioners (collected 
by Sin from 2009 to 2010, these have formed the basis of several publications). 
The interviewees were given all of the time they seemed to require, in extended 
and generally uninterrupted turns, to develop and verbalize their conceptions of 
the skills they deemed necessary for the practice of professional accounting in 
today’s changing business environment. It will be seen, unsurprisingly perhaps, 
that the language they used to refer to critical thinking is not always that which 
an academic researcher might have used in designing prompts.  
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  The voice of a senior accountant 

 Mark is a senior accountant with responsibilities for dealing directly with cli-
ents and overseeing the work of a number of other accountants in a public 
accounting and consultancy firm. The question to which he was responding 
in the passage quoted at length below focused on what he might look for in 
a graduate accountant. Mark identifies three capabilities that characterize the 
ideal accountant’s attitude to financial data.  

  A person who can actually sort of read the separate accounts and see what’s 
in there and also not getting bogged into the numbers itself. And trying 
to analyse what it’s telling you . . . what the figures are actually telling you 
and those sorts of things . . . you know . . . you should be able to read a set of 
financials and must be able to understand . . . get a story from it . . . is there a 
problem with their accounts? Or do these accounts look alright? 

   It has become something of a truism among professional accountants that one 
has to “go beyond the numbers” in order to fully comprehend the situation 
and prospects of a firm (and the popular American textbook  Accounting: What 
the Numbers Mean , by Marshall, McManus, and Viele, is in its tenth edition). 
Although interpretive approaches have not gained widespread institutional or 
academic recognition (despite the idea being around since at least Morgan, 
1988), the need to interpret the raw numerical data is a given in professional 
accounting practice. Accountants are nowadays expected to contribute to cor-
porate strategy and decision-making, and hence to interpret financial state-
ments in the light of these bigger-picture considerations. They have to identify 
the interrelationships between a company’s core business, the market, current 
competition, the company’s concrete operations, its past performance, and the 
nature and quality of management structure in the process of aiding and con-
tributing to the decision-making process. In Mark’s graphic idiom, the need 
is for people who don’t get “bogged down” in the numbers and who can “get 
a story from it” (i.e., from the data). In his own way Mark is recognizing that 
numerical data—in their totality—implicate a scenario, a set of real-life condi-
tions, which may or may not count as problematic from the viewpoint of a 
management team. 

 In the event, the interviewer asked Mark to elaborate on the meaning of the 
expression, “to not get bogged down by numbers” (we have italicized particu-
larly telling phrases): 

 The first thing is like looking at the number and, say, look at sales and gross 
profits and other things and  seeing something is wrong  with the gross profits. 

 If you get a negative gross profit then some people give you a set of 
accounts with negative gross profits because they posted it into the wrong 
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set of accounts . . . sales must be in credits . . . income may be in debits some-
times . . . and sometimes expenses may be in credits . . . so it’s not just num-
bers you got to read. 

   Mark suggests here that the accountant must envisage the possibility that the 
accounts have been erroneously compiled. This is what might be referred to in 
more psychological terms as having a critical imagination. Since accountants 
qua financial officers are usually closer to the data source than other members 
of a management team, they are well placed to assess its limitations, that is, to 
tell which information is reliable and which is not. 

 A little later in the interview, Mark emphasizes that the accountant should 
also consider the actual aims or purposes of the financial statement being 
assessed:

  Are we actually looking at it to prepare a set of tax returns from it? Some 
people may look at it for management purposes. Some people look at it for 
financial reporting purposes. What sort of information you can summarize 
or expect . . . like tax returns . . . some of the accounts we need to expand them 
out or roll out for tax return purposes . . . whereas for publishing accounts you 
can summarize together . . .  knowing what the purpose of the accounts are for .  

  Reflecting upon the purpose of the accounts can clearly assist one to evaluate 
apparent anomalies. The facilitator prompts the interviewee further here, and 
Mark obligingly elaborates by identifying a third, albeit very similar, ability of 
the ideal accountant:

  And the difficulty most people find is basically  trying to understand the set of 
accounts  . . .  

   In response to a prompt, Mark elaborates:

  Understanding the set of accounts . . . you look at it, some people might know 
which companies are insolvent or going insolvent or is having credit cash-
flow problems. You know you can look at the ratios, things like that and you 
can see whether they are under-funded or over-funded, whether they have 
cash flow to pay their liabilities before they fall due. Those sorts of things 
that we can look at. Maybe we find that they are spending too much more 
than their revenues. What cash reserves they have before the cash actually 
runs out at that rate. Different things really. 

   Again the emphasis is on seeing consequential meanings of and extrapolating 
meaningful patterns from the figures so as to identify significant processes—
especially causal chains—in real-world situations. In other words, the real 
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financial and commercial implications of the numbers are only revealed to the 
persistently questioning, critical mind. 

  The voice of a senior auditor 

 Richard is a senior accountant who has specialized for many years in auditing. 
In addition to advanced technical accounting knowledge and skills, auditing is 
a specialization that requires sophisticated interpersonal communication skills 
(see Jones and Sin 2013), needed to cope with and overcome the multiple levels 
and types of ambiguity that are typically present in a given workplace (van 
Peursem 2005). A critical stance is a vital element in those skills. But along with 
the kind of skepticism often simply equated with criticality, auditors must also 
have the ability to cope constructively with different approaches to reporting, 
different interpretations of tasks and goals—sometimes producing apparently 
disparate or erroneous results—and with quite different perspectives on the 
nature of accounting work. 

 Richard began by emphasizing that professional accounting is not simply a mat-
ter of compiling and manipulating financial records (key phrases are italicized):

  You go from the start preparing the accounts and then all the way through 
to the  interpretation, consulting and trying to add value to the clients , assisting 
the clients in adding value. So it’s not purely just a bookkeeping role any-
more because a bookkeeping role is actually diminished. 

   Then he focuses explicitly on “being critical”:

  You have  to be critical , look at things with  a questioning mind . I think it’s very 
important  to have a questioning mind . . . . Not just working off a checklist, if 
you have one all the time you can get to the point where you just don’t have 
to think about things. I think it’s very important  to be questioning . 

   It is only in retrospect—after engaging with the subsequent talk over three 
communicative moves—that the analyst understands that, when he speaks of 
being critical and having a questioning mind, Richard actually means some-
thing like  having an open and inquiring mind . An open mind is not the same as 
a skeptical mind. What Richard actually means when he speaks of having a 
questioning mind emerges more fully when he describes his attitude not just 
to the accounts but also to the people behind the accounts, those responsible 
for drawing them up:

  There are so many different complications and a lot of things where  there’s 
no right or wrong answer, just interpretation . You’ve got to be able to lend your 
mind to twist and turn things and look at it from a couple of different 
angles. 
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   Again:

  Everyone has their own interpretation particularly when people call up 
and they have questions and you understand the way someone else is 
going at it. 

   Richard describes his strategies for dealing with such situations, where he moves 
rapidly beyond a critical evaluation of the facts to a quest for understanding:

  That’s also what I found in audit, if you go and ask somebody how did they 
do it? Some people will go with the approach that the other person was 
wrong and they weren’t doing it right, but the way to do it is how they did 
and question them and then they give you answers and then you bounce 
back and forth with them. That’s the only way to get the answers and also 
to get the respect of the person that you’re dealing with. If you deal with 
everyone and think that people don’t know what they’re doing then you’re 
not going to get anywhere. It’s very important to appreciate that everyone 
has different skills and you’ve got to come in with different people at their 
level, whether higher or lower level, you’ve got to grasp where people are at, 
where their understanding is at and then work from there. 

   Richard, a very experienced auditor, has learnt that respect for difference and 
well-honed interpersonal communication skills are essential to the successful 
enactment of his role. He has in this last excerpt very eloquently described 
how he goes about his business and succeeds in it, in an unpretentious vernac-
ular that captures his somewhat novel conception of criticality. What is novel 
in it is his goal of being constructive in the face of inevitable diversity and 
difference. Richard’s emphasis on letting one’s mind “twist and turn things” 
and on looking at each situation from different angles is echoed below in our 
discussion of open-mindedness (see our overview following the section on new 
graduates’ voices). 

     Voices of new graduates in practice 

 New graduates are often made keenly aware of their inadequacies, in terms of 
both skills and personal attributes, on entering the workplace for the first time. 
Their impressions provide an invaluable insight into the nature and range of 
the skills and attributes that they feel they lack, and which they now consider 
necessary for success in their new working environment. Their impressions 
and conceptions, phrased in their own informal vernacular, amplify those of 
the more senior accountants reviewed in the previous section. The term “criti-
cal thinking skills” was used as a prompt, to which the participants responded, 
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each in their own idiom. Our use of the term “conception” below reflects the 
phenomenographic methodology adopted in the research from which the 
extracts are based. Phenomenography is a form of interpretative analysis, well 
recognized in the field of educational research, in which the outcomes are 
“conceptions.” A conception represents a subject’s understanding of a concept 
at a given point in time. 

 In these interviews conducted with the new graduates in accounting (Wang 
2007), five thematic foci emerged. Since they were all oriented to the topic (or 
concept) of “critical thinking skills,” these foci of awareness add up to a single 
complex but largely consistent conception of critical thinking. Although these 
conceptions were formed just as the demands of actual practice, often in a new 
and challenging workplace, were being confronted by individuals who had 
only recently completed their technical cum professional “training,” many 
aspects of their understanding resonated with the themes mentioned or elabo-
rated upon by the much more experienced accountants discussed above. 

 Based on a close analysis of extended interview transcripts, we were able 
to identify five distinct “conceptions,” each of which was oriented toward a 
specific theme: (1) client outcomes, (2) technical knowledge and experience, 
(3) defining and solving specific problems, (4) professional judgement, and 
(5) personal attributes and dispositions. Let us sample what the new graduates 
actually said. 

  Conception 1: Critical thinking skills are required to 
achieve client outcomes 

 A number of interviewees foregrounded the value of critical thinking skills 
for client outcomes. The type of outcome depends, naturally, on the role of 
the accountant and the task at hand, but several participants were in agree-
ment that the desired outcome is always one in which financial value is added 
to the client’s business and any benefits maximized. Dayna exemplifies this 
conception:

  You’ve really got to use those critical thinking skills in order  to advance your cli-
ent’s case  . . . You have your client’s problem and I guess your aim is to, you know, 
help them minimize their tax obligations, maximize their tax benefits. 

   In a consulting role, Soolin also sees critical thinking skills in terms of opti-
mizing financial outcomes for her clients:

  I think it is the ability to work beyond the square. For example,  you can 
work something out which can add value for your clients in addition to the nor-
mal accounting compliance work  . . .  show them how to make their business grow , 
 increase sales, how to increase the net assets .    
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  Conception 2: Critical thinking skills build on specialized 
knowledge and experience 

 In this conception, experience and knowledge, including both technical disci-
plinary expertise and contextual knowledge, are viewed as prerequisites for—
and the basis of —the successful application of critical thinking skills. Soolin 
makes this point in the following way:

  To be able to apply critical thinking skills  you need more knowledge and exper-
tise in the area before you can do the job right . Therefore, you need to read 
magazines, publications, books, papers, and to go to seminars on how to 
grow sales, how to manage money etc. 

   A lack of contextual understanding is seen as a serious impediment to applying 
critical thinking skills, but technical accounting knowledge is also indispens-
able, as Anne explained:

  If I don’t understand  the correct accounting treatment , I can’t apply any critical 
thinking in these situations. 

   An ability to apply critical thinking skills is also seen to depend on prior experi-
ence. Shan touched on the need for professional skepticism with regard to client 
disclosure. Shan focused on the fact that clients are not always completely forth-
coming and explained that experience is what allows an auditor to identify this:

  So you need your experience to apply critical thinking skills  to identify if 
there is anything  that is important for audit purposes  that the client didn’t want 
to talk about. You have to dig a bit more in those situations.  

   Villa makes a similar point about experience, using the popular idiom about 
thinking outside the square to indicate the role of imagination in critical 
thinking:

  So that’s just experience,  after you’ve done a few jobs  you start to think outside 
the square, outside the normal routine. So that’s part of my critical thinking 
skills. 

     Conception 3: Critical thinking skills are needed for 
identifying and solving problems 

 According to this conception the new graduates saw critical thinking skills 
as problem-solving skills. They talked about how critical thinking skills were 
related to the different stages of the problem-solving process. Anne’s definition 
of critical thinking skills was clear-cut:
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  I define that as  problem solving skills . 

   The statement that followed, by way of explanation, recalls what Mark said 
above about not getting bogged down in the numbers and specifies the type of 
ill-defined problem accountants typically need to solve:

  Because in accounting, you’re not only dealing with pluses or minuses or 
only playing around with numbers. For example, if you have a problem in 
front of you, critical thinking is when you have to think further beyond the 
numbers.  What do the numbers mean or what can you see from the numbers?  
Therefore, I think from an accounting perspective, critical thinking skills 
are problem solving skills. 

   For Kylie, critical thinking is essentially evaluative and is typically employed in 
the context of identifying, defining, and solving specific problems:

  In my point of view, critical thinking skill is like  an evaluation process  where 
you find the problem, evaluate the criteria and then make a reasonable 
judgement. 

   Finally, Terry describes how critical thinking skills not only involve but also go 
beyond the application of logic in solving problems—because the problems are 
typically  situated  problems:

  Critical thinking skills are how we come to—in a problem situation—how 
we come to a solution, how to solve it  in a way that is logical . Sometimes  the 
circumstances make it very tough, that’s where your critical thinking comes to 
apply . 

   Clearly for Terry, as for other interviewees, critical thinking involves much 
more than a critical examination of financial data—though it may begin there. 
Terry also understands that the issues, in real-life situations, are rarely clear-
cut. They are deeply enmeshed with the epistemological uncertainties and 
conflicting imperatives of workplace contexts. 

   Conception 4: Critical thinking skills are needed for 
the exercise of professional judgment 

 Several participants asserted that critical thinking skills are used in making 
judgments. Jarvic talks about the use of critical thinking skills in the exercise 
of professional judgment:

  Say, if I have to determine the level of testing for a particular client.  I have 
to use critical thinking skills to note  [= assess]  their materiality  so that I can 
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determine the level of testing. If I don’t apply those skills then I may not 
know how far I have to go or test. 

   Sometimes, it is an ethical decision that has to be made. Kylie gives the follow-
ing poignant and very true-to-life example:

  There is a sales person who is the boss’s father-in-law. The boss wants to 
give him more commission. When I finished our sales report for example 
his sales figure was like $5,000 this month, but the boss wanted to give him 
more commission. He said “You can write down $7,000 on the sales report.” 
See,  in this situation I need critical thinking skills to decide should I show the true 
value or just follow the boss’s decision.  

   Critical thinking skills are also applied when making judgments in the context 
of unequal power relations—a disparity that may be subtle or wholly tacit. Zen 
talks about her own experience:

  I  need to think about the position level of the person who gave me the work . For 
example, I got work from a senior analyst and it was due very soon, so I had 
to really focus working on it. But I also got another piece of work from a 
partner. It was just a piece of research for a potential client . . . I should apply 
my critical thinking skills to set my priorities. 

   Finally, critical thinking skills are used to make judgments requiring empathy, 
as Anne relates:

  For example, the manager asked me to do A, B, and C for a job . . . I have to 
think about the quality required for A, B, and C, so  I think about the expecta-
tions of my manager . I don’t just do [the job]. I think critical thinking is  think-
ing a bit further into what or who you should prepare yourself for . 

     Conception 5: Critical thinking skills are grounded 
in certain dispositions 

 In this conception, the participants’ focus of awareness was on the dispositions 
that underlie critical thinking, such as dispositions to think in particular ways, 
or approach problems in specific ways. The following quotations illustrate this 
conception and the ways in which it was verbalized, and also provide examples 
of different dispositions identified as relevant. Being careful and a willingness 
to pay attention to details was emphasized by Jan:

  Yes, you have to  be very careful . You have to pay attention to the numbers 
that you are entering. That’s where the  attention to detail  comes in. 
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   This disposition is, we would maintain, crucial. In all likelihood, it contains 
the seeds of higher level criticality. Next Travis, referring to an auditing con-
text, identifies “professional scepticism” as an important disposition and, as it 
were, a prerequisite for critical thinking skills:

  Critical thinking skills, from an auditing perspective, are based around  pro-
fessional scepticism , you can’t get away from it,  it’s in everything we do—we 
don’t trust . It’s not that we always think they’re trying to cheat us — it is part 
of an unwritten law. 

   The above resonates with Richard’s notions (above) about “being critical” and 
“having a questioning mind,” though (as we will argue below) he had a consid-
erably more democratic and understanding view of criticality, and ultimately 
a more effective one. Travis explains what professional skepticism means to 
him:

  You never take what you get for granted . . . It means  not to take everything at 
face value  . . . Once you’ve got some evidence then you might ask a question 
why this is not so? From that you might get an explanation and its true and 
it works out. But for the meantime, before you know it,  you have to be scepti-
cal about what they’re giving you.    

 Anne, also an auditor, emphasized the need to connect or interrelate seemingly 
disparate information, though she (like Travis) has a black-and-white view of 
correct procedure:

  Sometimes it’s very challenging for us to dig out what has been done 
wrongly by the client. Your clients provide you with information, for most 
of the time, what they have provided make sense . . . But the very important 
thing for us is  to relate all the sections together . 

   Dayna focuses on lateral thinking, an aspect of creative thinking, employing 
an idiom common in jargon of management:

  Lateral thinking,  thinking outside the square , critically thinking . . . it is impor-
tant because you need to be able to think outside the square. 

      Critical thinking in accounting — a view from the inside 

 From the five conceptions outlined above, and the views of the employers and 
experienced practitioners discussed earlier, we see that critical thinking with 
its component skills is conceptualized by accountants less as a cognitive abil-
ity than as a kind of purposeful yet highly problematic doing. This involves 
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a tolerance for complexity, conflict, and ambiguity, as practitioners grapple 
with messy and multifaceted problems that represent competing interests and 
imperatives. Critical thinking in these contexts typically involves at least the 
following: being able to identify and promote client outcomes; possessing an 
ability to determine the less-obvious implications of numerical data; an ability 
to cope with extremely complicated social, organizational, and institutional 
scenarios; evaluating the motives of key stakeholders as well as the relevance of 
abstractly formulated concepts and principles; and internalizing these abilities 
as attributes and ultimately a disposition that involves a commitment to hon-
esty, accuracy, and ethical practice. However, the desirable traits also include 
 open-mindedness— that is, the willingness to consider different viewpoints, dif-
ferent ways of doing things, and indeed different and often in some sense 
imperfect solutions. 

 What Richard meant when he spoke about the need for a questioning mind, 
that is, open-mindedness (see Richard’s quotation on page 443 ), was recently 
expressed in somewhat more academic language by the knowledge manage-
ment specialist, Olivier Serrat (2011, 1):

  Critical thinking, by its very nature, demands recognition that all ques-
tioning stems from a point of view and occurs within a frame of reference; 
proceeds from some purpose — presumably, to answer a question or solve a 
problem; relies on concepts and ideas that rest in turn on assumptions; has 
an informational base that must be interpreted; and draws on basic infer-
ences to make conclusions that have implications and consequences. 

   As Serrat acknowledges, these are not easy principles to apply in practice. And 
as he further notes — echoing many comments made by employers and practi-
tioners — they are ideally grounded in and spring from firmly embedded per-
sonal attributes, a disposition.  

  These are tough intellectual standards. They spring from, and call for 
the development of, intellectual traits (or virtues) of humility, autonomy, 
integrity, courage, perseverance, confidence in reasons, empathy, and fair-
mindedness. (Serrat 2011, 2) 

   Facione et al. (1997) have also emphasized the dispositional roots of critical 
thinking. Open-mindedness or fair-mindedness is not normally associated 
with critical thinking. However, Facione et al. (1997) have adopted a discourse 
of “open-minded inquiry” that resonates powerfully with our own data and 
analysis. On reflection it seems obvious that a generalized and open-ended 
type of criticality is precisely what is needed in typical contexts of professional 
accounting practice. Accounting professionals rarely have the luxury of taking 
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sides, of pointing out that this is black and that is white. Typically, they deal 
with many-faceted “messy” problems, embedded in complicated social and 
organizational situations (Metlay and Sarewitz 2012; Thompson and Tuden 
1959). People’s reputations and ultimately perhaps their livelihoods are often 
what are at stake in problematic accounting situations. So the nature and 
degree of hardnosed criticism that they can display toward one or another 
actor or group must normally be mitigated by a variety of pragmatic concerns. 
And in many cases a desire to preserve relationships and maintain the orga-
nizational status quo—or at least the structural integrity of the organizations 
involved—must be balanced carefully against a practitioner’s institutional and 
legal obligations. 

 There are contributions in the by now vast literature on critical thinking 
that support the definition that has been emerging here. Mezirow, for exam-
ple, sees critical thinking as the process of becoming critically aware of peo-
ple’s tacit assumptions and expectations, including one’s own premises and 
presuppositions, and being able to assess their relevance to a specific situation 
(2000, 4). Critical thinking is thus, as we might put it, a process of encompass-
ing the range of different perspectives on a given problem situation, of weigh-
ing their differential relevance—and, of course, authority or “force”—and of 
finding solutions that go as far as possible toward satisfying the most relevant 
and pressing of a set of conflicting imperatives. Deal (2004, 9) sums this up 
as the ability to function “at the level of contextual relativism” and sees it as 
being based on the ability to empathize—cognitively as well as affectively—
with one’s interlocutors. And the mention of Deal allows us to emphasize once 
again the strong link between interpersonal skills—particularly communica-
tion skills—and what we can continue to call critical thinking. 

 Based on what employers and practitioners had to say, we can conclude that—
for an effective auditor in particular, but also for effective practice in any type 
of professional accounting work—open-mindedness implies a (pre)disposition 
to believe that people and organizations are (1) honest, (2) know what they are 
doing, and (3) have the best interests of both their employers and clients at 
heart. A desire to build and maintain interpersonal relationships and to pre-
serve organizational processes and structures where possible must be balanced 
against the need to identify lazy or dishonest individuals and/or ineffectual 
processes that cannot easily be reformed. But the accountant’s—especially the 
auditor’s—professional responsibilities should ideally be carried out in a climate 
of mutual respect and an expectation of, and a tolerance for, different ways of 
getting things done. The voices of the lifeworld as reported here have borne 
this out. 

 Easy or hard, critical thinking is what expert practitioners do most and do 
best. This ability, and the attributes or disposition in which it is grounded, are 
not acquired overnight; they are acquired through experience and through 
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reflection on experience, and these skills presuppose the learning opportuni-
ties that are afforded by a prolonged intensive engagement with the dilemmas 
of a particular professional lifeworld.  

  How can critical thinking skills be fostered? 

 Globally, since as early as the 1960s, there has been a growing concern that 
accounting education overemphasizes the technical knowledge and abilities 
of graduates while neglecting other essential attributes and competencies. 
Since then professional accounting bodies and employer organizations have 
been calling for educational innovation and reform that will foster account-
ing graduates’ “soft skills.” The new requirements are clearly a function of the 
changing nature of the profession (Sin, Reid, and Dahlgren 2011). Accountants 
are nowadays expected to accept ever more responsibility for the business suc-
cess of their organizations and to be increasingly proactive in safeguarding 
the potentially diverse financial interests of their clients. This was not the 
situation some decades earlier, when accountants had more restricted func-
tions and responsibilities. As Hancock et al. (2009) put it, the difference 
between then and now is that “expectations regarding graduate ‘soft skills’ 
have evolved to include higher order skills like analytical and critical analysis, 
and to encompass an ability to engage with clients, to negotiate outcomes and 
to act strategically.” 

 Responding to the new demands of accounting bodies and employer organi-
zations, academics have been quick to come up with alternative instructional 
strategies. Some educators have turned to case-based teaching, role-playing, or 
the use of simulations to engage students more deeply in their own learning as 
well as to develop their creative and critical thinking skills (aims determined 
by the Accounting Education Change Commission 1990). Many innovative 
ideas have been systematically trialled, documented, and the results analyzed 
in print in relevant journals. Some innovations—though not many—have been 
explicitly designed to inculcate and/or assess critical thinking skills (Doney, 
Lephardt, and Trebby 1993 is an early example). 

 Theoretically, the individual practitioner—a professional accountant here—
can engage in three distinct kinds of critique: informational-procedural cri-
tique, institutional critique, and social critique. In the first case, an individual 
critically analyzes financial information along with the procedures that have 
produced it. In the second case, a practitioner might evaluate critically the 
institutional mechanisms that constrain and facilitate professional practice. 
In the third case, a practitioner might engage in critically analyzing the social 
environment that frames institutions, practices, and procedures. Some aca-
demic accountants would encourage students to engage in this last type of cri-
tique (e.g., Craig and McKinney 2010), and see in such practices a way students 
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can cope with the contradictions they detect between the rhetoric and the 
reality of capitalism, and the existence of socially bereft values in accounting 
curricula that simultaneously extol the virtues of principled or ethical prac-
tice. Institutional critique is healthy but is best left to senior practitioners with 
a good many years of experience in the profession. Where the new graduate 
needs to exercise her or his “professional scepticism” with most vigor and per-
sistence is in the daily systematic scrutiny of financial data, the data manipula-
tion processes, and the calculative procedures that they or their peers employ. 
This is the most basic form of the “questioning” referred to by Richard above. 

 This is moreover the type of activity that accounts for ninety percent of an 
accounting professional’s working day—and especially the day of a newly grad-
uate or an early career accountant. If we need to specify the cognitive processes 
that contribute to this process we can think of interpretation, evaluation, and 
reflective judgement. These are processes, or skills, that can be honed in the 
classroom (through a judicious mixture of the methods mentioned above) 
and, if conscientiously practised in the classroom, they can provide a solid 
foundation for the more mature capabilities and ultimately the unconscious 
habitus characteristic of the expert practitioner that only come with time and 
experience. 
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Introduction

Critical thinking can be used for many different purposes. For example, it can 
be used to develop technico-instrumental, specialized expert knowledge, and 
it can also be used to remind learners and teachers that specialized knowl-
edge and instrumental skills have limits and need to be complemented by 
other, broader sets of skills. In this chapter, drawing on the critical theory of 
Habermas and other critical theorists, we discuss the latter purpose of critical 
thinking.

Although critical thinking is still listed as one of the key graduate outcomes, 
it remains contested and misunderstood especially due to current trends in 
university education to comply with competence frameworks and prepare stu-
dents for the world of work and practice. This trend has reduced critical think-
ing to a standalone process, or even a measurable outcome in some instances, 
combining moral and quantitative reasoning with strategies to cope with and 
assess diversity (Bok 2006). Critical thinking is taught to students to help them 
evaluate arguments, write academically, and comply with the expectations of 
university learning. This rationalization of critical thinking has stripped it of 
the idea of cultivating receptive skepticism and challenging taken-for-granted 
assumptions (Brookfield 1987; 2005; 2012). The already tenuous identity of the 
university as a place for liberal education and critical thinking is being more 
insidiously challenged.

In this chapter, we explore critical thinking from a critical theory perspec-
tive and situate it in universities in the preparation of students for future pro-
fessional practice. We are aware of a long tradition of fostering robust critical 
thinking in liberal studies and social sciences. With the more recent trend of 
educating for professional practice in universities there is, however, a risk of 
this tradition not being integrated into these new curricula (Parry 2010; Symes, 
Boud, McIntyre, Solomon, and Tennant 2000). Work-ready graduates and their 
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employability have become a strong focus of the vocationalized universities 
(NCIHE 1997), with increasing demands by governments on these institu-
tions to justify their existence and funding by contributing to the economic 
imperative through the development of a skilled workforce (DEEWR 2009). 
The new focus of universities on preparing students for future practice has 
ignited debates around definitions and pedagogies, and stimulated theorizing 
about professional practice (Billett 2010; Hager, Lee, and Reich 2012; Higgs, 
Barnett, Billett, Hutchings, and Trede 2012; Higgs, Fish, Goulter, Loftus, Reid, 
and Trede 2010).

“Practice” is a contested term that can be understood as a technical, profes-
sional, or social activity influenced by empirico-analytical, sociocultural, and/
or political knowledge, and interests (Green 2009). The way practice is framed 
and understood has implications for what is taught, as well as how and where 
it can be learned. It also has implications for what type of critical thinking 
is needed in university education and for future practice if we are to under-
stand how to “do justice both to the challenges of practice in contemporary 
world but yet also do some justice to its liberal if not emancipatory promise” as 
Barnett (2010, 18) asks.

Just like “practice,” “professional” is also a contested term that can refer to an 
approach as well as to a person. Green (2009, 6–7) defines four different mean-
ings including of the profession, the practices of a given profession, an expert, 
and an ideal practice. As an ideal set of practices, “being professional” can be 
understood as adopting an objective, detached, and neutral approach or taking 
a discursively engaged position and reaching decisions based on reflexive and 
mindful deliberations (Macklin 2009).

The emphasis in university programs is on a curriculum design that com-
plies with regulated national standards and competency frameworks. Such pro-
grams privilege technical and practical thinking. They also place a strong onus 
on students showing that they can “do” technical procedures and are “work-
ready” as soon as they enter the workplace. This emphasis minimizes the need 
for students to show that they can “be” professional practitioners. When nar-
rowly understood as preparing students for technical and procedural practices, 
a preoccupation with “work-readiness,” can too easily neglect to nurture in 
students the types of reasoning, questioning, and becoming that shape future 
practice and, therefore, run the risk of turning students into unthinking tech-
nicians prepared for current, rather than future, professional practice.

Within the higher education context, Brookfield (2012, 28) explains that 
“the point of getting students to think critically is to get them to recognize and 
question the assumptions that determine how knowledge in that discipline is 
recognized as legitimate.” In this chapter we argue for a critical thinking in 
universities that goes beyond academic reasoning to questioning the very roots 
of reasoning. First, we frame critical thinking within critical theory and its 
related philosophical stance, pedagogy, and tradition. We then explore current 
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approaches to critical thinking by reporting on four research projects con-
ducted by Trede between 2008 and 2012. Each study explored various aspects of 
preparation for future professional practice, including reflective practice from 
the students’ perspective, professional development of academics, intercultural 
competence from academics’ perspective, and assessment practices from work-
place supervisors’ (WPS) perspectives. We argue that a critical approach can 
be used within university curricula for professional practice to equip students 
with tools that will enable them to cope with the complexity, diversity, and 
ambiguity of learning to become a professional, as well as assist them with 
managing the increasingly frequent transition periods, uncertainty, and rapid 
changes they will face along their future career paths. We conclude with impli-
cations for critical thinking for future professional practice.

Framing critical thinking in critical theory

By locating critical thinking within the critical paradigm we define critical 
thinking as a practice that explores and leads to the implementation of other 
possibilities. Such critical thinking is underpinned by a social justice agenda 
and communicative questioning approaches that challenge self and others. 
It is a critical thinking that problematizes practice and theory and connects 
action with reflection. Critical thinking within critical theory means think-
ing autonomously as well as with others, without allowing others to think for 
us. It means questioning the traditions and motivations that shape practices 
in the first instance, and then participating in shaping other possibilities for 
future practices. Critical thinking is, therefore, for us, synonymous with radi-
cal thinking, because it means to go to the very ideological roots of why we 
think what we think and to expose why things are the way they are.

Underpinned by a philosophical stance

Critical theory is underpinned by the philosophical traditions of Aristotle, 
Marx, the Frankfurt School, and Habermas (Agger 1998). It emerged as a 
response to modernity and positivism with its claim that rational objective 
knowledge was superior to other ways of knowing. Such a detached, objecti-
fied, and one-dimensional view of the world would neglect cultural, ethical, 
and moral ways of knowing (Marcuse 1970). Following that, a critical perspec-
tive continued as a response to postmodernism with its claim that all inter-
pretations are relative (Agger 1998). Later, critical perspectives were aligned 
with feminist, antiracist, and environmental movements critiquing dominant 
cultures, traditions, and practices (Kincheloe and McLaren 1996; Rasmussen 
1996). Today, critical theory plays a role in commenting on how economic 
rationalism, globalization, social media, and the vocationalization of academia 
are affecting social conditions, and people’s lives and identities (Newman 2009; 
Winter and Zima 2007). In the context of university education, we align our 
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critical stance with Habermas (1972b, 4) who stated that the task of universities 
is not only to transmit technical, profession-specific knowledge and skills, but 
also to cultivate in students cultural awareness, political consciousness, and 
“action-oriented self-understanding.”

Critical thinking is claimed by several philosophical paradigms and defined 
in relation to the interest and focus of diverse theorists (Trede and Higgs 2008). 
Table 26.1 offers a general overview of different types of critical thinking and 
their inferences. Critical thinking in action might manifest itself as a blend of 
types and this table should be interpreted as an overview only.

Within the empirico-analytical paradigm, critical thinking is used to pursue 
technical interests with the aim of prediction and control (Trede and Higgs 
2010). Within the interpretive paradigm, critical thinking is based on commu-
nicative interests with the aim of finding common ground and shared under-
standing (Gadamer 1992). Within the critical paradigm, critical thinking has 
emancipatory interests as its focus with the somewhat utopian aim of reducing 
unnecessary constraints to enhance the common good based on robust debate 
and brutally transparent reasoning (Habermas 1972a).

The authors favor a critical thinking underpinned by the critical paradigm 
that does not negate technical and practical interests, but places political 
interest on an equally important footing, with an understanding that reason 
prevails over power and unreflected traditions (Habermas 1984). An aware-
ness of interests enables critical thinkers to focus on reason rather than on 
unreflected tradition or authority. Habermas (1987, 25) theorized that “par-
ticipants in argumentation have to presuppose in general that the struc-
ture of their communication . . . excludes all forces . . . except the forces of 

Table 26.1 Overview of different types of critical thinking developed at university

TYPES 
INFERENCES

Technical Pragmatic Political

Paradigms Empirico-analytical Interpretive Critical

Knowledge acquisition Transferred Uncovered Reframed

Reasoning Objective, monologic Intersubjective, 
dialogic

Disruptive,  
enabling

Pedagogy Didactic, behaviorist Collaborative, 
guided,  
experiential

Participatory, 
action-oriented, 
questioning

Context Isolated Connected Networked

Professional practice Traditional Responsive Changing

Professional culture Assimilation Tolerance Inclusion

Professional identity Compliant Relativist Deliberate
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the better argument.” Newman (2006, 14) described the meaning of critical 
thinking as:

Analyzing human activity in terms of power, and refusing to take the words, 
ideas, injunctions and orders of others at face value. It meant not letting 
others make up our minds for us. It meant abandoning the search for some 
fixed set of principles, and adopting a stance of informed and continual 
critique. Critical thinking was not a neutral activity. Like the critical theory 
from which it sprang, critical thinking was associated with the pursuit of 
social justice.

Informed by a pedagogical approach

Critical pedagogies have framed critical thinking within the critical paradigm. 
Key thinkers in critical pedagogy include Freire (1972; 1973) and Brookfield 
(2005; 2012; 2013). Freire’s seminal works on pedagogy can be summarized into 
three interwoven phases (dialogue, reflection, and action) that lead to praxis or 
what Freire calls conscientization. Dialogue here is underpinned by a theory of 
meaning making. Learners and teachers talk and listen to each other to gain a 
better understanding of the assumptions, backgrounds, and experiences that 
people bring to learning. Dialogue is closely linked to reflecting and exposing 
assumptions, concerns, and questions about self and others, especially when 
it is used to reflect “back to people their own discourse [and] enables them to 
become aware of their thinking and engage in discussion to better understand 
their situation” (Trede and Higgs 2010, 57). This process enables learners to 
become aware of their own assumptions and those of people around them, to 
highlight conflicts and paradoxes between their assumptions and actions, and 
to act and implement change.

Brookfield (2005) crystallized four methodological components of teaching 
critically. These are to foster (1) an understanding of the structures and regula-
tions that underpin individual approaches to learning and teaching; (2) a good 
life; (3) an ethical and moral stance in questioning what appropriate practice 
actually means; and (4) full engagement in participatory and transparent dis-
cussions. Taking part in these processes is essential for enabling learners to 
identify key themes, issues, and contradictions; share information and ideas; 
and finally act on their newfound knowledge, as well as formulate further 
questions.

The key messages derived from these critical pedagogies are that critical 
thinking is a skill or a way of living brought alive within given social settings. 
Within this context, critical thinking is a learned way of questioning self and 
others, and considering future actions. Critical thinking requires the capacity 
to view oneself from a distance by questioning self and acknowledging other 
people’s reality (Brookfield 2013; Habermas 1987). Critical thinkers have future 
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interests in mind that open up new possibilities of interpreting and being in 
the world (Trede and Higgs 2010).

A didactic approach to teaching is often imposed on university students 
and academics, but there are plenty of ways to rethink or resist this. Teachers 
can start by drawing on learners’ lived experiences, and learners can ques-
tion what and how knowledge is being transmitted. This helps teachers and 
learners disrupt their routine way of reasoning by questioning and challeng-
ing their thinking. This approach has been coined uncomfortable learning 
(Cherry 2005) or reflection that interrupts routine thinking (Frank 2012). It 
suspends the immediate desire to follow routines, solve problems, and find 
quick solutions. That suspended desire also opens up possibilities to create new 
understanding and steer clear of narrowing critical thinking to quickly finding 
the best solution within an isolated context.

Cases of critical thinking at university

Dominant discourses emanating from universities globally present themselves 
as dialogical institutions where students will be nurtured to develop critical 
thinking qualities that will prepare them for work and the world of tomorrow. 
Indeed, as one university states online, “Good critical thinkers make good pro-
fessionals. In the end, that’s why you are at university” (University of Canberra 
2012). Even if we subscribed to this statement, we might not be in agreement 
with what it means to be a “good” professional, and, hence, the type of critical 
thinking implied. These types of sweeping statements about critical thinking 
need careful deliberations to make them meaningful.

We find a number of limitations to this unreflected application of critical 
thinking, because it can imply critical thinking to be a problem-solving rather 
than a problem-posing approach. We illustrate this point with a discussion of 
several case studies conducted in a regional Australian university by one of the 
authors. These case studies used a Habermasian critical lens to examine the 
type of criticality and critical self-reflection adopted by students, academics, 
and WPS. They highlight the narrow focus of critical thinking around proce-
dural, appreciative, divergent, and evidence-based practices rather than politi-
cal, transformative, diverse, and judgment-based practices. These case studies 
are not representative of all university courses as they have a limited focus 
on educating for professional practice through workplace learning (WPL). 
Although there are other studies that have used a critical theory lens to explore 
criticality and critical self-reflection (Clouder 2000; Gonzalez 2003; Phelan, 
Sawa, Barlow, Hurlock, Irvine, Rogers, and Myrick 2006), we draw on these case 
studies for convenience, but also because we are closely connected with them 
and because they bring to bear for us the importance of locating critical think-
ing within a critical paradigm.
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Procedural critical thinking

Trede and Smith (2012) conducted a study of students’ perceptions of learn-
ing reflective practice while on mandatory work placements. They found that 
students were articulate about reflective practice and that they could easily 
identify its usefulness, but most often only from a technical and practical pro-
fessional reasoning perspective. As mentioned earlier, reflection, or reflective 
practice, is closely associated with critical thinking. In our study, we found that 
reflection was predominantly applied to affirm current practices rather than 
question them. Though students reported that they valued academic prepara-
tion for reflection in the workplace, once there, they felt they depended heav-
ily on their WPS’s willingness to engage in reflective practice with them.

A majority of students engaged in and felt comfortable with reflections with 
their WPS when focusing on technical and procedural aspects of practice. Only 
a few students discussed reflective practice as a vehicle for developing critical 
and creative dimensions of their practice. Students avoided asking questions 
that might have exposed their gaps in knowledge. They also avoided asking 
critical questions that might make their WPS feel uncomfortable or even chal-
lenged. One physiotherapy student explained that she could only reflect as 
much as her WPS allowed her to: “It depends on the supervisor if I can use 
reflective practice with them or not. Some supervisors have a deeper level of 
thinking and can reflect. They make me ask questions and allow me to raise 
different points that even they were not aware of. They have more of a team 
approach, whereas others are more set in their own sort of ways.” The nature of 
power relations between the WPS and the student, and the WPS’s own critical 
dispositions, should not be ignored as it can enable or hinder critical thinking. 
To cope with or overcome hindering power relations, some students resorted to 
reflective self-talk. The danger of self-talk is that without critique from or dis-
ruption of their thought process by others, students may miss uncovering and 
challenging their assumptions, and struggle to develop a more reflexive type 
of critical thinking (Brookfield 2012). The nature of the WPS-student relation-
ship, and the role that each partner plays, shapes the type of critical thinking 
that students learn and enact on placements. Therefore with a strong discourse 
on procedural and technical aspects of learning, as is currently the case in most 
universities and practice settings, critical thinking takes on the same narrow 
focus. WPS need to be aware of the consequences of their approach to reflec-
tive practice and critical thinking. To enable critical thinking on both sides, a 
student-WPS relationship must be built on curiosity, participation, dialogue, 
and a willingness to reconsider established professional practices.

Appreciative critical thinking

Trede (2010) undertook the evaluation of an online debate that engaged aca-
demics around issues pertaining to pedagogical practices that facilitate student 
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learning in the workplace. Having sought participation from academic staff at 
a regional Australian university, Trede created a closed online forum for staff 
who responded to her invitation posted in the electronic university newslet-
ter to debate, reflect, and engage in deeper meaning making on current prac-
tices of WPL for students. Participants recognized challenges and barriers to 
improving WPL programs, including staff’s lack of time, resources, and formal 
policies. The evaluation highlighted that this recognition of barriers was, how-
ever, more “appreciative,” or diplomatic and nonjudgmental, than a critical 
understanding of the situation, which allowed little attention to self-insights, 
leadership, and possibilities for improvement and change.

The online debate guidelines asked participants to be as open yet as skepti-
cal as they could, focus on problem-posing and explore choices rather than 
immediately looking for solutions, and freely disagree and engage in vigorous 
debate, but treat all contributions respectfully. The guidelines also indicated 
that dialogue was for learning and transforming, not for preaching. Even so 
it proved difficult to shift the appreciative dialogues toward a more robust or 
critical debate.

A critical debate requires participants to be more explicit in expressing cri-
tique and more resilient in receiving it. Though there is a tradition of critically 
reviewing and problematizing each others’ work, it did not spill into this debate 
to explore beyond individual teaching strategies and, for example, question 
existing power struggles between accrediting bodies and university course cur-
ricula designs. There seemed to be a greater tendency toward appreciating and 
affirming each others’ work. To instill a critical approach in internal debates 
requires a cultural shift where academics engage with critical thinking them-
selves and consider wider power relations that shape university teaching and 
learning. Foundational requirements for such a cultural shift include devising 
and delivering courses that educate students for global citizenship rather than 
train them according to narrow competency frameworks dictated by profes-
sional bodies, working across courses and disciplines, and inviting students to 
take part in devising elements of the curriculum.

Divergent critical thinking

In a study that explored how academic staff prepared students for intercultural 
competence and global citizenship through international WPL experiences, 
Trede, Bowles, and Bridges (2013) found that though all the international 
programs they reviewed were procedurally well planned, they lacked an inte-
grated intercultural learning approach. Students taking part in these interna-
tional workplace experiences were informed about visa, health, and dress code 
requirements for their destination country. However, most participating aca-
demics omitted to include intercultural pedagogies into their programs. They 
did not purposefully prepare students for the new context within which they 
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were going to be placed or equip them with strategies that might help them 
address potential professional, cultural, or ethical issues. They did not seek 
to develop intercultural competence and global citizenship in their students. 
They felt that the international experience was sufficient in itself to stimulate 
intercultural learning.

One of the very few instances when students were asked to critically think 
about cultural issues was in a course where they were required to write an 
assignment about the history of their destination country. The aim was to make 
students aware of the social, religious, and demographic differences between 
the host and the home countries, as well as highlight the existing international 
relations. However, the aim could have been for academics to raise students’ 
awareness of cultural differences and then build upon that by getting them to 
critique and question current practices and think in terms of the relationship 
between the two countries, problematize their (or the university’s) position 
as an international workplace student, and prepare them for dispositions of 
openness.

Clearly, this preparatory exercise was a missed opportunity to raise aware-
ness beyond a simplistic fact-finding exercise about the host country’s profile. 
Students could have been invited to assess their host country from diverse 
perspectives and consider issues associated with visiting and working in an 
international context. Academics could have made explicit use of critical 
pedagogical strategies to develop students’ critical thinking capacity through 
intercultural experiences by asking them to discuss how the hosts might view 
the cultural, educational, and political impact of such placements on their 
workplace.

Evidence-based critical thinking

Another study by Trede and Smith (2014) explored assessment practices of 
physiotherapy WPS. Assessment practices are important to students as they 
drive what they learn, contribute to their overall university experience, and 
shape their professional identity and future practice. Not only do WPS pro-
vide feedback for learning, but they are also assessors who measure students’ 
achievements. Playing a dual role of educator and assessor, which Boud (2000) 
coins the

“double duty,” complicates the professional relationship WPS have with stu-
dents. Although most academics experience this double duty as well, WPS take 
on the role as professional gatekeeper between students and their chosen pro-
fessions. Assessment is the space in learning and teaching that imposes the 
strongest power differential on students (Tennant, McMullen, and Kaczynski 
2010).

This study revealed that the WPS based their assessment practice closely on 
the national competence form of the Australian Physiotherapy Council (2006). 
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They welcomed this assessment tool because of its materiality, and because it 
described and prescribed what and how to assess. But they also voiced concern 
about the form, with some of the participating WPS saying they felt discour-
aged when trying to assess invisible or nonmeasurable aspects of practices not 
listed on the competence form, such as “soft skills” (e.g., developing support-
ive relationships, and emotional intelligence) and students’ ability to question 
practice. Others felt that their judgment of students’ capabilities for practice 
did not match the results of the rather evidence-based, fragmented assess-
ment form. This often resulted in WPS disregarding their better judgment and 
awarding students marks according to the evidence-based formula that reduces 
assessment to visible outcome measures. The responsibility for assessment had 
been taken out of assessment practices. The well-intended competence form 
had reduced critical thinking about assessment practices to conforming with 
fragmented assessment elements. Competence assessment forms run the risk of 
falsely alluding to a more consistent and fair assessment practice when in fact 
they marginalize learning and critical thinking assessment.

Implications of critical thinking for future practice

Though our research into WPL experiences demonstrates that critical thinking 
is present within university curricula, it also highlights the fact that there are 
many missed opportunities by academics and WPS to help students develop 
an approach to critical thinking that would more adequately prepare them 
for future professional practice and reduce unnecessary constraints to existing 
practices.

The current dominant type of critical thinking leads students to adapt 
to criteria of employment (which do not necessarily lead to employment) 
(Lepage 1996), to cultivate a compliant technical practice, and to identify as 
self-administrating role models able to embody and enforce codes of conduct 
and the law (Bourdieu 1994; Wolfe 1993). The case studies discussed above show 
that a non-questioning approach will prepare students for factual knowledge 
and predictable times, while what we need to do is prepare them for uncertain 
times ahead, because, as Barnett (2010, 5) writes: “there is no stable world of 
practices to which higher education could ‘correspond’ even if it so wished.”

We believe that WPL experiences are ideal opportunities to foster critical 
thinking, because they are the meeting place of academic and industry worlds. 
During WPL placements students are exposed to diversity (workplace cultures), 
complexity (the many interrelated factors and relationships that shape practice 
and, at times, competing interests), and ambiguity (the need to make judg-
ments in the face of uncertainty), which cannot be simulated in the classroom. 
If well facilitated, WPL can enable students to reflect and critique professional 
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expectations and practices. Such early exposure to critique and reflection sows 
the seed for lifelong critical thinking.

Critical thinking rooted in critical theory enables students to make sense 
of the diversity, complexity, and ambiguity they will encounter in the work-
place, because it helps them understand professional practice as culturally 
and historically constructed. It equips students with the skills and capacity 
for ongoing learning and improvement. It also provides a framework for self-
assessment and imagining other possibilities. Finally, it encourages students 
to make change happen and prepares them to solve elements of conflicts and 
contradictions within their professional practice. Such enabling kind of criti-
cal thinking would develop critical thinkers who have a greater awareness of 
options and the capacity to exercise choice, are able to participate more fully 
in their own practice, and in the making of history and transforming culture. 
A culture of questioning in critical thinking at university urgently needs to be 
addressed and reintroduced if universities are to truly deliver on their mission 
to educate future professionals ready for the future world of work.

Learning through questioning is immediately relevant and situated for the 
learner. It is the opposite of learning through being told. To question is crucial, 
because it creates the capacity to identify paradoxes, injustices, and contra-
dictions leading to imagining other possibilities. Without questioning there 
would be no problematizing and deeper understanding, only memorizing, 
recalling, and copying.

The type of questions that enhance critical thinking from a critical theory 
perspective are not closed questions that require a “yes” or “no” answer. They 
invite others to explain and articulate themselves, and engage in critical dia-
logues. Critical questions are not immediately about gathering facts, but about 
problematizing events and situations. Critical thinkers ask questions to expose 
motivation and interests in order to get to the bottom of things. They ask ques-
tions about why things are the way they are. They open up rethinking and 
deliberate ownership of professional practice, culture, and identity.

In what follows, we examine critical approaches to questioning and the ways 
in which they allow students to acquire and understand technical tasks and 
roles (within and beyond occupation-specific skills and knowledge), to navi-
gate and actively engage with workplace cultures and environments, as well 
as to develop a professional identity. We also highlight the ways in which the 
integration of this type of critical thinking in WPL provides an ideal opportu-
nity to promote critical thinking outside of universities.

Questioning practice

Academics at university and practitioners supervising students in the work-
place need to work with them to facilitate strategic questioning along the lines 
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of: With whom, and why do I perform this task? What nontechnical skills 
and knowledge are essential for me to carry out this professional practice? 
How do I acquire those skills and knowledge? Are there other ways of doing 
this? What are the enabling and hindering environments (spaces and places) 
within the workplace to advance good practices in specific contexts and prac-
tice situations?

For the case study on assessment practices above, this questioning approach 
might have led the WPS to ask themselves what were the invisible qualities 
required to perform, as well as how, where, when, with whom, and why they 
were performed. This might have helped them adapt or use the assessment 
form differently. They could have also asked themselves what the form was 
helping them do better and what its limitations were. Such critique would have 
been the first step to enable these WPS to recognize the value of using a form 
to support the development of better-qualified future workers, leading to find-
ing ways of working with or modifying the form to suit their assessment needs 
and support their professional judgment. It would also have been an opportu-
nity to develop a better understanding of critical thinking strategies and how 
to apply them across professional practices, such as strategic planning, team 
building, and problem solving, to transform them from a mechanism of repro-
duction into vehicles of change (Brookfield 1987).

In the case of students’ use of reflective practice in WPL, had they been 
guided toward using their reflective journal to move beyond the “what” and 
“how” they perform given tasks to the “why” and “what alternatives exist,” 
they would have felt encouraged to enhance their ability to more purposefully 
practice and apply technical skills and knowledge.

Questioning culture

Becoming a professional member of a community of practice is another core 
aspect of preparing students for future professional practice (Loftus 2010). This 
requires building professional supportive relationships between students, aca-
demics, and practitioners. Academics and WPS can demonstrate inclusivity by 
allowing students to participate legitimately in practice and voice their ques-
tions and uncertainties about the context within which they are called to per-
form, rather than place them in a position of being passive observers. Examples 
of questions that will help students, academics, and WPS critically understand 
their community of practice include the following: What is the cultural and 
historical context of my profession? How connected is today’s practice to past 
traditions? Who are the other members of this profession? Where are they 
located? Why has the profession developed in this way? Whose interests is this 
profession supporting?

In the context of our case studies, these questions could be translated into 
asking the debating academics, for instance, to examine the purposes WPL 
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serves for universities and the workplaces. As for the assessment practices of 
WPS, the following questions could have been asked to encourage them to 
critically work with the form: How do other WPS assess? Do they also use 
forms? What is this form doing for me and others?

To enable students on international placement to make the most of their 
unique experience, strategic questions could have been used to help them pre-
pare for, and then debrief from, their placement. Being exposed to different 
cultures often raises emotive and ethical dilemmas and presents questions 
about values and identity (Giroux 2005). International placements thus have 
the potential to strengthen learning and teaching in professional identity, and 
to better prepare students for multicultural environments where knowledge of 
cultural diversity enhances professionalism (Giroux 2005; Trede, Bowles, and 
Bridges 2013). By exploring professional practices to find common ground, stu-
dents on international WPL placements would have been in a better position 
to become critically aware and engage with whatever cultural differences or 
fears they were confronted with. The following questions might have helped 
them do so: What is in this placement for me, the university, the host country, 
and the workplace? What are the tensions or dilemmas I am faced with? What 
are my own cultural biases and how might they affect my professional interac-
tions in the host country?

This kind of critical thinking enables students to develop their ability to 
uncover power dynamics and political ideologies; actively shape their profes-
sional relationship with the WPS; engage more purposefully with workplace 
cultures; become aware of professional bodies, networks, and their current and 
potential position within their elected field of practice. It helps them cultivate 
an understanding of how, where, and when to seize opportunities.

Questioning identity

A questioning approach would also help students understand about “self” in 
relation to other(s). Developing a professional identity is complex because it 
goes beyond identifying with professional norms and practices. Developing 
undergraduates’ ability to view their field of practice and professional iden-
tity critically means enabling students to grapple with the major issues they 
will be faced with in their future professions and as global citizens. We assert 
that “engaging with uncertainty and ambiguity is a complex skill that requires 
embarking on a critical learning journey, nurtured by a conscious approach to 
professional identity formation” (Trede and McEwen 2012, 29).

As a case in point, students could address the following questions: What 
are the different kinds of professional identities? What is their historical and 
geographical significance? How do I become a certain kind of professional? Are 
identities fixed or do we move through identities over time or depending on 
context? Do I need a professional identity to practice?
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Applying this line of questioning to assessment could have led the WPS 
to highlight the tensions that exist between their different roles as practitio-
ner, mentor, and assessor, and how to reconcile these roles under one profes-
sional identity. As for students on international WPL placements, academics 
could have used this opportunity to reflect on the ways in which their WPL 
experience might or did have an effect on the type of professional they were 
becoming and how it shaped their professional identity. For academics debating 
current practices of WPL, had they been asked to reflect on their appreciative 
stance and its relationship to their identity as lecturers and researchers, and the 
pedagogy they bring to their WPL program, they might have been more able 
to shift closer toward a critical debate. Similarly, students using reflective tools 
to enhance their WPL experience could have been asked by their lecturers to 
examine the relationship between different types and levels of reflection in 
practice, and the different kinds of professional identities required for different 
types of reflection. That might have made them more persistent in their use of 
reflective practice despite the lack of responsiveness from some of their WPS.

A commitment to a more “critical” type of critical thinking and to question-
ing professional practice, culture, and identity is essential if we are to educate 
for a future that is uncertain and fast changing. Of course, this means that 
we need academics and WPS who will implement a learning, teaching, and 
assessment curriculum that enables students to develop curiosity and skepti-
cism by engaging in dialogue, by enhancing their questioning capacity, and 
inviting them to take responsibility for, and learn from, the consequences of 
their actions. It means that we need to have academics and WPS take part in 
the questioning process themselves in order to move from an appreciate stance 
toward full engagement in participatory and transparent discussions about 
their own professional practice, culture, and identity.

Having said that, we want to make it clear that we resist the temptation to 
locate critical thinking for future practice in a critical theory perspective as 
the only solution in university education. We acknowledge that there are chal-
lenges to implementing this type of critical thinking at university, because it 
assumes the existence of “workplace democracy,” where workers have a certain 
degree of control over their practice (Brookfield 1987), or requires teaching 
defiance (Newman 2006), developing an understanding of when to com-
ply and when to challenge. It also requires problematizing practice at a time 
when students and teachers are directed to predominantly learn and teach the 
“doing” and “knowing” of practice. Most students enroll in university courses 
to take on a profession or develop their career, and not for social justice rea-
sons (James, Krause, and Jennings 2010). Undergraduate students commonly 
want to belong to a profession rather than critique it. It is easier to work with 
a definition of critical thinking that is unquestioning, and supports the exist-
ing culture, one that encourages reproduction and consumption, rather than 
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disruption and uncomfortable learning. We want to stress that it is important 
to further explore this notion of whether there is a place for critical thinking 
at university, because the current trend is reducing universities’ capacity to 
educate a more rounded critical global citizen (Faulkner 2011; Freedman 2011). 
We share the view of Solbrekke and Englund (2011) that it is important not 
to teach toward student satisfaction surveys, but toward cultivating critical 
future professionals who are capable of taking on social and moral professional 
responsibility.

Conclusion

Locating critical thinking within a critical philosophical stance and pedagogy 
invites students to explicitly understand the power relations and interests at 
play within their future professional practice. Future research should explore 
how well prepared academics and WPS are in facilitating critical thinking 
in their students. Our proposed questioning practice, culture, and identity 
approach to critical thinking needs to be tested with its stakeholders. Research 
with students could explore their experiences with this kind of critical think-
ing approach, and its potential and barriers, to better prepare them for future 
professional practices.

Universities need to produce competent professionals. But for students to 
find their place in the world of practice, they need to experience and find their 
own voice, which can most often only be developed through a process of prob-
lematizing, contextualizing, and situating professional practice, culture, and 
identity. To realize this form of critical thinking, we need to locate it within 
the critical paradigm so that it is not defined by default as a technico-rational 
educational practice, but rather as one entrenched in social justice and dialogi-
cal strategic questioning practice. It is important to note that integrating criti-
cal thinking at university is about increasing participation toward a more just 
society that is worth living in for all. To learn critical thinking and to critically 
understand is to learn about self in relation to something else whether it is, for 
example, a system, an authority figure, or a professional tradition.

A critical approach in university to preparing students for future practice, 
with critical thinking at its core, can equip them with tools to cope with the 
uncomfortable “messiness” of learning to become professionals, as well as to 
manage the increasingly frequent transition periods and rapid changes they 
will be faced with in their chosen field of practice.
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Introduction

Critical thinking is an important graduate attribute that is universally cultivated 
in university courses, including professional entry courses in health. Osteopathic 
medicine is undergoing considerable change as it reevaluates its traditional foun-
dations in the context of the evidence-based demands of contemporary health 
care (Fryer 2008; Licciardone, Brimhall, and King 2005) and thus offers a timely 
opportunity for practitioners and students to engage in critical thinking both 
within and about the field. This chapter discusses the relationship between criti-
cal thinking and clinical reasoning and what criticality means in osteopathic 
medicine, which may shed light on the relationship between critical think-
ing and clinical reasoning in health care more generally. We argue that critical 
thinking and clinical reasoning are primarily distinguished by context and by 
the metaskills that practitioners call on in the course of clinical practice.

Practitioners who undertake primary care roles assess and treat patients who 
may have an undifferentiated complaint at their first entry into the health care 
system (Australian Medical Association 2010). They have added responsibili-
ties to liaise with practitioners from other disciplines and to refer patients for 
the most appropriate care. Practitioners have responsibilities to question their 
own notions of what counts as knowledge, their own social and personal epis-
temologies (Barnett 1997; Higgs and Bithell 2001), and recognize the patient as 
an expert in their own illness experience (sometimes called “narrative reason-
ing” [Jones and Rivett 2004]). If assumptions are uncritically accepted a self-
confirming action cycle can develop (Brookfield 1987). Moreover, practitioners 
have responsibilities to engage with the wider social context in order to ques-
tion dominant paradigms and taken-for-granted assumptions about the way our 
health system/society works.
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Clinical practice involves challenge, uncertainty, unpredictability, and com-
plexity. Practitioners draw on all the practice knowledge that they can muster, 
including what they have learned from past clinical experiences. It is their 
responsiblitiy to gather relevant information, and to interpret and engage 
with patients’ world views, illness experiences, and expectations, often under 
time pressure. The clinical reasoning process must be sustained throughout 
the entire patient encounter, adding an extra challenge for practitioners who 
provide extended consultations or who see numerous patients. Moreover, the 
uniqueness of each patient encounter must be taken into account. Health prac-
titioners learn to reconcile themselves to variable patient outcomes.

Osteopathy

Osteopathic medicine is a medical system of diagnosis and therapy based on a 
set of overarching principles: (1) structure and function are interrelated; (2) the 
body has its own repair, self-regulating, and self-healing processes; (3) the cir-
culatory channels and nerves provide an integrating and supportive frame-
work; (4) the musculoskeletal system’s importance far exceeds the function 
of providing framework and support; and (5) there are somatic (body wall or 
frame) components to disease (Kuchera and Kuchera 1994). Osteopathy is prac-
ticed worldwide, predominantly in developed Western nations, and its practice 
varies from full medical scope in the United States to allied and adjunctive 
health in countries like the United Kingdom, Australia, and New Zealand. The 
osteopathic approach to health includes evaluating somatic tissues for signs of 
dysfunction that are treated with a range of manual therapies and adjunctive 
care, including exercise rehabilitation and nutrition advice.

Critical thinking

The extensive literature on critical thinking presents a range of definitions, 
predominantly those that describe critical thinking as skills and abilities for 
problem solving. Cottrell (2003; 2005), for example, described the central steps 
in critical thinking as (1) identifying assumptions, bias, and theoretical per-
spectives; (2) evaluating evidence, premises, and salience; (3) identifying argu-
ments; and (4) developing conclusions. Such interpretations lend themselves 
to assessments using checklists, a range of which has been developed (LaFave 
2014; Paul and Elder 2002). Other conceptions of critical thinking focus on 
attitudes or dispositions like willingness to engage in and persist at a task, flex-
ibility and open-mindedness, and willingness to abandon nonproductive strat-
egies in order to self-correct (Halpern 1999). Facione, Facione, and Giancario 
(1997) described a number of personal attributes that lead to a disposition 
toward critical thinking, including truth seeking, open-mindedness, analytic-
ity, systematicity, confidence, inquisitiveness, and cognitive maturity.
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Barnett (1997) drew our attention to the social responsibilities associated 
with critical thinking, arguing that the skills and attitudes that are required for 
critical thinking are inseparable from the wider social context in which they 
are situated. The contemporary social context in which professionals work and 
act is characterized by change—change that is driven by advanced technolo-
gies and our global connectedness (Barnett 1997; Kadir 2007). We are presented 
with vast volumes of information accumulating at an unprecedented rate. 
According to Barnett, critical thinking in the twenty-first century demands 
the ability to continually reflect on and appraise our thoughts and actions and 
to bring a commitment to social responsibility in this highly fluid world.

Historical development—parallels between  
critical thinking and clinical reasoning

Evolution of our understandings of clinical reasoning has paralleled that of 
critical thinking. Early conceptions of clinical reasoning focused on it as a cog-
nitive process, including the hypothetico-deductive reasoning model (Elstein 
et al. 1978, Barrows et al, 1978), the pattern recognition model (Barrows and 
Feltovich 1987), the knowledge-reasoning model (Schmidt et al. 1990), and the 
intuitive reasoning model (Agan 1987). Increasing interest in medical sociol-
ogy and the central role of the patient in all clinical encounters extended our 
understanding of clinical reasoning to take account of the social environment 
in which it occurred. Clinical reasoning models like the narrative reasoning 
model of Mattingly and Fleming (1994) and the collaborative reasoning model 
of Edwards et al. (2004) are examples of models in which patients’ interpreta-
tions of their illness experiences are a prominent feature.

Criticality in clinical practice

Contemporary conceptions of clinical reasoning have also embraced the social 
ecology model of critical thinking (Barnett 1997). The wider social responsi-
bilities associated with clinical practice are acknowledged and practitioners 
are encouraged to carry out wise actions not only within the confines of their 
clinics but also more generally in their professional and personal lives. The 
ethical reasoning model of Barnitt and Partridge (1997) and the multidisci-
plinary reasoning model of Croker et al. (2008) reflect our recognition of the 
social responsibilities of practitioners. Criticality in clinical practice involves 
entering into a “critical dialogue”with patients, practitioners, and others, that 
is, repeatedly “evaluating perspectives within context” in order to develop 
new insights (Forneris 2004). Health care systems in developed countries are 
facing a number of challenges that test their ability to deliver effective, effi-
cient, and responsive services to the population. These challenges are well 
documented and include increasing demand for services (American College 
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of Clinical Pharmacy 2000; Sibbald, Laurant, and Scott 2006), growing preva-
lence of chronic disease (Centre for Allied Health Evidence 2006; Queensland 
Health 2012), escalating service costs (Bosley and Dale 2008), diminishing 
workforce availability (Miers 2010; Richards, Carley, and Jenkins-Clarke 2000; 
Sadkowsky, Hagan, Kelman, and Liu 2001), and changing community expec-
tations (Lewy 2010; Sadkowsky et al. 2001). The various reform agendas that 
have been established in response to these challenges require supportive leg-
islative and industrial environments, a supportive professional environment, 
and supportive leadership (Australian Health Workforce Advisory Committee 
2006). “Critical dialogues” with all stakeholders will contribute to a culture 
that fosters constructive change.

The relationship between critical thinking and clinical reasoning

Critical thinking and clinical reasoning have similar dimensions,  
contexts, metaskills, and purposes

Clinical reasoning has been described as extending critical thinking into 
practice (Mitchell and Batorski 2009). Indeed, many similarities can be drawn 
between the dimensions, contexts, metaskills, and purposes of critical think-
ing and clinical reasoning (table 27.1). Health practitioners use metaskills like 
knowledge generation and reflexivity (Christensen, Jones, Higgs, and Edwards 
2008), applied in the contexts of clinical practice (e.g., practice knowledge and 
models, the workplace, the patient’s context, and the practitioner’s unique 
frames of reference). When health practitioners gather data about patients, ana-
lyze it, and develop working diagnoses, they draw on a range of strategies to 
deal with problems that they encounter in their daily practices. Some problems 
require a technical-rational decision while others, the “messy confusing prob-
lems which deny technical solutions” (Schön 1987, 3), require “a rich blend of 
biomedical, psychosocial, professional craft and personal knowledge together 
with diagnostic, teaching, negotiating, listening and counselling skills” (Jones 
and Rivett 2004, 3).

Critical thinking and clinical reasoning are distinguished by  
the context of clinical practice

Practitioners use metaskills like knowledge generation and reflexivity and 
may draw on emotional capability and practice model authenticity more than 
critical thinkers in nonclinical contexts. Smith et al. (2008), recognizing the 
decision-making capabilities of physiotherapists in acute care settings, included 
emotional capabilities like awareness of the impact emotions have on decision-
making and the capacity to deal with problematic emotions when making the 
difficult decisions required for patient management, as a core component of 
clinical reasoning. The overarching remit of clinical practice is caring—doing 
what is within the scope of practice to care for patients; respecting their illness 
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experiences and treatment preferences; and dealing with their family and 
friends, other members of the health care team, and the organization. Health 
practitioners are indeed interactional—interactional “with their work environ-
ments, key players, situational elements pertinent to the patient” (Higgs and 
Hunt 1999), but more than that, they are interacting in a potentially emotion-
ally charged environment. Practitioners not only manage their own emotional 
reactions to their patients’ pain and suffering, but are also well aware that the 

Table 27.1 Comparison between critical thinking and clinical reasoning

Critical thinking Clinical reasoning

Dimensions Acquire a deep  
understanding of and  
commitment to the tacit 
norms of a discipline,  
learn the challenges of  
contemporary work
Gain an immediate  
sense of what  
citizenship might  
mean

Develop the powers of  
self-critique

Acquire a deep understanding of  
and commitment to the tacit norms of a 
health discipline, learn the challenges of 
contemporary work

Gain an immediate sense of what being a 
health practitioner might mean (e.g., having 
social and moral awareness of issues affecting 
the profession, the health care system, and 
broader social issues like chronic diseases, 
healthy aging, environment)
Develop the powers of self-critique

Context A set of problem spaces:
i) Knowledge

ii) World

iii) Self

A set of problem spaces:
i) Practice knowledge

Domain-specific conceptual knowledge
Domain-specific procedural knowledge
Dispositional knowledge

ii)  Workplace context, practice models, 
patient’s contexts

iii)  The practitioner’s
unique frames of reference

Metaskills Including:
Critical inquiry and  
reflection
Knowledge generation

Reflexivity
Metacognition

Including:
Critical inquiry and reflection

Knowledge generation (including  
hypothesis generation/working diagnoses)
Reflexivity
Metacognition
Emotional capability
Practice model authenticity

Purpose Wise action: Critically  
engage with the world  
and with oneself and  
with knowledge

Wise practice action: Critically engage  
with the patient’s context, onself, and  
with practice knowledge to make  
decisions, individually and  
collaboratively constructed,  
that guide practice actions
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outcomes of their critical thinking can directly affect their patients’ safety and 
well-being.

Practice knowledge and practice models

Knowledge in critical thinking (table 27.1) becomes practice knowledge when 
applied in a clinical context. Billet (2009), summarizing two decades of research 
into expert performance, described three kinds of knowledge: domain-specific 
conceptual knowledge (concepts, facts, propositions); domain-specific proce-
dural knowledge (knowing how to undertake strategic procedures); and dis-
positional knowledge (values and attitudes). Practice knowledge helps define 
professions and sets their boundaries. It is the basis of the professional curric-
ulum—the formal (stated and endorsed) curriculum, the informal curriculum 
(unscripted interpersonal components, e.g., role modeling), and the hidden 
curriculum (influences of organizational structure and culture) (Hafferty 
1998)—and it cultivates students’ professional identities in preparation for 
practice life. Professional values and assumptions consciously or unconsciously 
guide the way health practitioners practise. Each profession is grounded in one 
or more practice models, such as the illness and wellness models; biopsycho-
social model; metaphysical model; and practitioner-centered, patient-centered, 
and patient-empowered models (Trede and Higgs 2008). Clinical reasoning in 
a specific profession involves commitment to the practice models by which the 
profession identifies itself. By the time of graduation, many students will have 
assimilated the values of the profession and modified their own worldviews 
accordingly. For example, medical students’ faith in complementary medi-
cine was found to have declined during their medical education (Einarson, 
Lawrimore, Brand, Gallo, Rotatone, and Koren 2000; Furnham and McGill 
2003). First year students typically displayed an openness to complementary 
medicine that had largely disappeared by the end of their training.

Clinical reasoning in osteopathic medicine

The practice model(s) adopted by a profession reflect its values. In mainstream 
health care, biomedical and/or biopsychosocial practice models predominate, 
reflecting the primacy granted to scientific evidence. By contrast, in home-
opathy most practitioners identify spiritual and energetic dimensions in a 
metaphysical model of diagnosis and treatment. Osteopathy has evolved a 
combination of models to deal with the patients it serves. Osteopaths tend 
to see patients with complex problems who do not easily fit disease patterns 
(Licciardone, Brimhall, and King 2005; Orrock 2009). They have had to be 
inventive, and willing to embrace a wide range of etiological and treatment 
possibilities. Osteopaths, like all practitioners, must be able to think along 
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multiple lines and often on different levels at the same time (Jones and Rivett 
2004). Each patient consultation is unique and the clinical reasoning load it 
imposes is enormous. Practitioners need to be able to reflect in action (Schön 
1987); to analyze and evaluate information, including evidence claims and the 
idiosyncratic complexities that both patients and practitioners bring to the 
encounter; to solve problems, and to provide a multiplicity of treatment and 
advice as part of the normal business of practice.

Nonmedical, primary contact health professionals in Australia, including 
osteopaths, initially prioritize a biomedical approach, including considering the 
possible presence of red flags that indicate serious underlying pathology requir-
ing referral for medical or other assessment. Once a patient has been deemed suit-
able for osteopathic assessment, osteopaths attempt to make sense of the patient 
information by considering a range of practice models, that is, by constructing a 
working diagnosis. Subjective information collected from patients and objective 
data from tests and examinations may be considered in a context of connected 
functioning body systems (models), including biomechanical, biopsychosocial, 
energy-expenditure, neurological, nutritional, and respiraory-circulatory (see 
table 27.2). 

Table 27.2 Practice models used in osteopathic medicine (Kuchera and Kuchera 1994)

Biomedical The consideration of signs and symptoms in the context of 
defined diseases and a need for referral for further medical 
assessment and management (red flags). This is similar to 
any primary care practitioner.

Biomechanical The assessment of the health of the musculoskeletal system, 
including how the structure (posture) and function are  
integrated. This is similar to other manual medicine practices, 
and is primarily a mechanical/orthopedic approach.

Biopsychosocial A consideration of the psychosocial factors influencing the 
patient’s health, including relational, occupational, and 
financial, and the need for multidisciplinary care.

Energy expenditure An assessment of whether the patient has optimal energy 
utilization, and consideration of issues that may affect 
the healing process (e.g., relatively minor mechanical or 
immune dysfunctions).

Neurological The assessment of function in the central, peripheral, and 
autonomic nervous systems, and the relationship of those 
systems to all tissues of the body.

Nutritional A foundational dietary analysis for signs of deficiency or 
suboptimal nutritional status.

Respiratory/circulatory The examination of the respiratory mechanism—ensuring 
that the function of breathing is optimal. An assessment of 
all tissues of the body for full blood supply and drainage. 
An assessment of the structural and functional relationship 
between the two systems.
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Each practice model is associated with specific osteopathic treatment 
approaches that prioritize practitioners’ choices of treatment techniques and 
the order in which they are applied. Conceptual shifts from one practice model 
to another are attempts to make sense of the information practitioners are 
presented with. Having a range of practice models enables practitioners to 
use an osteopathic lens to explore connections between seemingly unrelated 
things—a headache with a dysfunctional breathing pattern or with restricted 
movement in one knee, for example.

Table 27.3 illustrates various aspects of clinical reasoning in the context of 
osteopathic practice. The case of a 53-year-old female suffering from rheuma-
toid arthritis is used to highlight some of the contexts and metaskills involved 
in the clinical reasoning process. This very complex process has been simpli-
fied for the purpose of illustration.

This case example shows how critical thinking in osteopathic medicine has 
particular challenges. Osteopaths engage with a world that demands a rich 
body of scientific evidence to underpin its health practices. Osteopaths often 
have to contend with the inherent tensions between the lack of scientific evi-
dence to underpin many of the practices of osteopathic medicine and strong 
clinical effectiveness. They may also contend with tensions between their 
own, other practitioners’, and their patients’ worldviews, particularly when 
patients coexist in several practice models simultaneously. For example, many 
patients of osteopathic medicine are also under the care of general medical 
practitioners and specialists and may also be consulting other practitioners 
like acupuncturists and naturopaths simultaneously. It is the responsibility of 
all practitioners to have an understanding of, or, at the very least, appreciate 
and respect, the key practice models of other health disciplines for the sake of 
their patients.

Implications for educating future osteopaths

Osteopathic curricula appear to have successfully embedded strategies that 
promote some of the dimensions, contexts, and metaskills of critical think-
ing, specifically taking the patient’s context into account, critical appraisal of 
research evidence, and reflective practice. The World Health Organization’s 
Benchmarks for Training in Osteopathy (2010) cites the “ability to appraise medi-
cal and scientific literature critically and incorporate relevant information into 
clinical practice” as a core competency, and includes clinical problem-solving 
and reasoning in its list of practical skills. Osteopathic students are also pro-
vided many opportunities to cultivate reflective practice (e.g., critical reflective 
journaling) designed to help them identify and challenge their own assump-
tions and beliefs (Brookfield and Preskill 1999; Francis and Cowan 2008). A 
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Table 27.3 Aspects of clinical reasoning: Case example from osteopathy

A 53-year-old female administrative assistant presents with long-term bilateral aching 
wrists, which have worsened in the last month as her workload has increased. She has 
felt increasingly tired during this time. She has a history of rheumatoid arthritis (RA), 
which was diagnosed in her early 30s. She is raising a teenage son as a single mother. 
She works 40 hours a week in a sedentary job, under deadline pressure. Her hobby is 
ceramics and pottery that she does in her limited spare time.

Practice models Key considerations Contexts Metaskills

Biomedical  
diagnostic  
model

What is the  
evidence for RA?  
Consider  
previous medical  
diagnosis, expected 
course of condition,  
previous therapy, 
response to therapy 
including side effects

Practice  
knowledge

Reflexivity
Critical inquiry  
and reflection

Does the patient  
understand RA  
and its  
consequences?

The patient’s  
context

Critical inquiry  
and reflection

Are there any  
red flags?
Referral necessary?

Practice knowledge
Workplace context

Critical inquiry  
and reflection

Need to develop  
rapport with  
patient

Patient’s context 
Practitioner’s  
frame of reference

Reflexivity
Emotional 
capability

Expected pattern  
with RA?

Practice knowledge Critical inquiry  
and reflection

Evidence for any  
other condition(s)  
(e.g., neurological)?

Practice knowledge Critical inquiry  
and reflection

Have I seen this  
context before?

Practitioner’s  
frame of reference

Reflexivity

Biopsychosocial  
model

Consider stress in  
lifestyle

Patient’s context
Practice model 
authenticity

Critical inquiry  
and reflection
Emotional 
capability

Chronic pain often  
associated with  
depression. Any  
yellow flags?

Practice knowledge
Practice model 
authenticity

Critical inquiry  
and reflection
Emotional 
capability

continued
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Table 27.3 Continued

The patient is deemed suitable for osteopathic care. On examination the patient is found 
to have swollen wrist joints and weak forearm musculature; restricted upper back, neck, 
and clavicle movement; restricted breathing.
Any recent diagnostic imaging of the wrists?

Possible osteopathic 
models

Key considerations Contexts Metaskills

Respiratory-
circulatory  
model

Evidence for lack of 
ciriculatory drainage 
function?
Plausible rationale  
for congestion?

Practice knowledge
Practice models

Practice model 
authenticity
Knowledge 
generation

Biomechanical 
model

Evidence for lack of 
mobility in related 
regions? Any recent 
diagnostic imaging of 
the wrists?

Practice knowledge
Practice models

Practice model 
authenticity
Knowledge 
generation

Biopsychosocial 
model

Evidence of stress and 
posture reducing  
capacity to heal?

Practice knowledge
Practice models

Practice model 
authenticity
Knowledge 
generation

The working diagnosis is RA with peripheral inflammatory nociception of radiocarpal 
joints. The likely cause of the patient’s presenting complaint is autoimmune and  
inflammatory, precipitated and maintained by occupational stress and sedentary lifestyle.

Wise actions Key considerations Contexts Metaskills

Patient education Patient educated about  
RA and the osteopathic 
considerations.  
Introduced to stress  
reduction techniques  
and postural self-care.
Treatment plan 
negotiated.

Practice knowledge
Practice models
Patient’s context
Practitioner’s  
frame of reference

Practice model 
authenticity
Emotional 
capability

Patient  
management

Commenced a low dose 
trial of manual therapy  
to drain fluid (respiratory-
circulatory model), treat 
postural stiffness,  
structured graded 
strength and flexibility 
training for upper limbs, 
hydrotherapy in local 
pool, dietary analysis.

Practice knowledge
Practice models
Patient’s context
Practitioner’s  
frame of reference

Practice model 
authenticity

How many sessions  
before review? What 
is the prognosis? Any 
evidence from literature, 
experience, experts?
Monitor patient’s 
response to treatment.

Practice knowledge
Patient’s context

Critical inquiry 
and reflection
Reflexivity
Knowledge 
generation
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Table 27.3 Continued

Wise actions Key considerations Contexts Metaskills

Communicate with 
patient’s  
rheumatologist and 
general  
medical practitioner

Practice knowledge
Workplace context

Critical inquiry 
and reflection

Will the patient be  
compliant with  
exercise, given her  
stressful lifestyle?  
How to optimize  
compliance with  
exercise?

Patient’s context
Practice  
knowledge

Critical inquiry 
and reflection
Reflexivity

The patient was reviewed after three treatments and reported a 40–50% improvement 
in pain and a similar gain in strength was observed. Stiffness was noted in her  
shoulders and neck. She was struggling with her workload and had no time for 
exercise. Her general medical practitioner supports continuation of osteopathic 
management.

Wise actions Key considerations Contexts Metaskills

Patient  
management

Renegotiation of  
management plan
Addition of  
biomechanical and 
biopsychosocial  
models of osteopathic 
care

Patient’s context
Practitioner’s  
frame of reference
Practice knowledge
Practice models

Practice model 
authenticity
Emotional 
capability

Occupational stress—
interact with employer? 
Ergonomic  
assessment  
required?

Workplace context
Patient’s context
Practice knowledge
Practitioner’s  
frame of reference

Critical inquiry 
and reflection
Reflexivity

Long-term cost to  
patient of treatment— 
is there a lower cost 
option?

Patient’s context
Practitioner’s  
frame of reference

Reflexivity

Explore issues of stress 
with patient and  
commence coping- 
strategy education. 
Consider referral to  
psychologist. Review  
referral network  
for appropriate 
practitioner.

Practice knowledge
Practice models
Patient’s context

Practice model 
authenticity
Emotional 
capability
Reflexivity
Critical inquiry 
and reflection

A maintenance program of bimonthly osteopathic treatments and reviews was established. 
The employer has reduced her workload and she is able to go to the gym and pool twice a 
week after work. Her general medical practitioner and rheumatologist support her  
management plan. Her rheumatologist has reviewed and adjusted her medication.
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high value is placed on work-based learning for its provision of authentic situa-
tions where students are called upon to engage in “adaptive and critical think-
ing” as they apply what they have learned in theory to practice settings (Billett 
2009).

The social responsibilities associated with critical thinking, for exam-
ple, being global citizens who have the potential to transform the societies 
in which they work, are not generally prioritized in osteopathic curricula. 
These responsibilities, however, are present in the generic graduate attributes 
of many universities. For example, at Southern Cross University, Graduate 
Attribute 2 requires “Creativity: an ability to develop creative and effective 
responses to intellectual, professional and social challenges” (Southern Cross 
University 2013). In contemporary society, many competing interests vie for 
students’ attention, and therefore it cannot be assumed that students will 
keep up to date with current health news and research (including news and 
research about health issues outside their discipline). Devoting curriculum 
time for discussions about current health research and health issues raised 
in the media may orient graduates to the broad cultural, social, and political 
contexts in which they will function as health advisers and leaders in primary 
care practices.

Key recommendations for developing critical thinking in professional-en-
try health courses include active learning that encourages participation and 
cognitive engagement rather than passive reception of knowledge. In active 
learning teachers function as facilitators, guide discussions, model behav-
iors, and help students develop awareness of their own thinking (Brookfield 
and Preskill 1999; Kuhn 1999). In this model of pedagogy students can go 
beyond skills-based, discipline-specific ideas to embrace diverse perspec-
tives and multiple discourses and be willing to risk critique (Barnett 1997). 
Moreover, embedding critical thinking in all approaches to teaching and 
learning may establish it as the normative approach to both health care 
practice and life beyond one’s profession. Osteopathic curricula are designed 
to guide students through varying levels of complexity and challenges in 
practical and theoretical components of their courses. Curriculum review 
may be required to fully embrace critical thinking as a graduate attribute. 
For teachers, this calls for time to engage with curriculum and scholarly 
debate with colleagues, time to create safe and supportive environments for 
active learning, time to model wise action, time to address individual learn-
ing needs, and time for discussions with students. For students, this calls 
for time to develop independence in learning, to identify gaps in their own 
learning, to develop collaborative learning, to engage in scholarly debate 
(Brookfield and Preskill, 1999), and to acquire an orientation to the broader 
social responsibilities of practice.
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Conclusion

Critical thinking and clinical reasoning have a complex relationship. 
Contemporary understandings of critical thinking and clinical reasoning have 
much in common: dimensions, contexts, metaskills, and purposes. In the 
process of both critical thinking and clinical reasoning questions are formed, 
information is gathered and analyzed, answers to questions are proposed, and 
the consequences enacted. However, critical thinking and clinical reasoning 
are distinguished by the nature of clinical practice. This includes the highly 
subjective nature of caring in the therapeutic relationship, the high stakes 
associated with decisions and subsequent actions that affect health care, and 
the dynamic interplay and complexity of collaboration with each patient. Such 
contexts call on metaskills like emotional capacity and practice model authen-
ticity that may not be prevalent in nonclinical settings.

Health professions may be distinguished by the practice models to which they 
adhere. Criticality is particularly important in professions like osteopathy where 
the practice models of the profession have evolved to serve the complex condi-
tions of many of their patients but may remain unsubstantiated by scientific 
evidence. It is the responsibility of osteopaths to evaluate perspectives in all con-
texts, including the tension between the demand for scientific evidence and 
strong clinical effectiveness or patient preference. Future research will endorse 
some traditional practices and reject others and emerging research must be 
appraised and integrated into practice where appropriate. This is the responsibil-
ity of all health practitioners of course, including those of well-established main-
stream disciplines—to recognize and challenge unquestioned assumptions—if 
we are to achieve the best outcomes for patients and for our local and global 
communities.
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Introduction

What does it look like when undergraduate students practice critical thinking 
in an authentic scientific research context? Do we provide such students with 
opportunities to show their critical thinking in action—or do we, for the most 
part, leave it hidden? And, if critical thinking can be made visible, how can we 
recognize and hence develop and assess it?

This chapter describes an attempt to reveal the dynamic processes of criti-
cal thinking as it happens, before endpoints or conclusions are reached, as 
students experience the unfamiliar context of scientific research. We start by 
considering what we might mean by critical thinking in this context. We then 
describe the processes used to attempt to make visible students’ enacted, con-
textualized critical thinking. The examples we describe suggest students have 
opportunities to think critically in a variety of different ways; understand-
ing this variation is crucial to recognizing and scaffolding the development of 
criticality. Finally, we consider what our data tell us about the nature of criti-
cal thinking as practiced by science students; its correlations with developing 
expertise and confidence; and implications for practice.

What do we mean by critical thinking?

The development of critical thinking may be seen as central to the broader 
higher education endeavor (Atkinson 1997; Barnett 1997; Barrie and Prosser 
2004). This may be particularly true for students hoping to become profes-
sional/academic scientists, as the ability to make judgments about data, evi-
dence, and hypotheses, and the quality and credibility of one’s own work as 
well as one’s peers, is crucial in the practice of science. Yet as will be evident 
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from other chapters in this book, important questions remain as to what uni-
versities are doing (and what can be done effectively) to foster, recognize, and 
assess critical thinking in their undergraduates.

One problem is that precisely what is meant by critical thinking is often 
unclear, both to students and teaching academics. Many attempts have been 
made in the literature to pin down what seems to be an important but slippery 
concept—here we offer three examples that capture the general flavor.

Brookfield (1987) described critical thinking as involving four components:

recognizing and challenging assumptions,
challenging the importance of the context,
being willing to explore alternatives, and
being reflectively skeptical.

While Brookfield’s work has concentrated mainly on the development of crit-
icality with respect to the social and political environment, particularly in 
adult education outside the higher education context, these four components 
also apply to critical thinking in academic contexts.

More recently, Paul (2005) offered the following description of what a criti-
cal thinker does: “Critical thinking is the art of thinking about thinking in an 
intellectually disciplined manner. Critical thinkers explicitly focus on think-
ing in three inter-related phases. They analyze thinking, they assess thinking 
and they improve thinking (as a result)” (28). Hale (2010) summarized Paul’s 
conception of critical thinking as comprising three elements:

analysis and evaluation with a view to improvement,
development of intellectual traits, and
a process that is applied to one’s own thinking, the thinking of others, and 
thinking within a discipline.

Rather than offering a definition of critical thinking, Barnett (1997) identified 
three different tiers of critical thought, with a widening focus on what one 
might be critical of:

“critical thinking” as cognitive skills, usually involving problem-solving,
“ critical thought” as interchanges, debates, and standards within an intel-
lectual field, and
“critique” as metacriticism, involving the taking of a wider perspective, 
operating outside the discipline itself and sometimes directed at the rules 
of the discipline.

While differing in some respects, the emerging pattern is of a belief that criti-
cal thinking involves abilities such as analysis and evaluation, together with 
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dispositions such as reflectivity, a willingness to challenge current or accepted 
thinking or practice, and a desire to seek improvement in one’s own thinking 
or practice, that of the discipline or profession, or in society itself (Pithers and 
Soden 2000).

The importance of context

Despite our ability to identify common elements of critical thinking, it is 
important to recognize that it is also “irrevocably context bound” (Brookfield 
1987, 18). Enacted forms of critical thinking will therefore be richly varied, 
informed by the epistemologies, aims, and character of the discipline provid-
ing the context for its exercise, as well as varying in scope as suggested by 
Barnett’s three tiers (Barnett 1997). This variation, if left unexplored, poses 
challenges for universities claiming to develop (and possibly assess) critical 
thinking.

The descriptions of critical thinking given above are expressed in terms of 
generic skills and processes that are intended to be relevant across academic 
and workplace contexts. Some authors have, in addition, explored disciplin-
ary differences in critical thinking—for example, Paul (2005) is concerned 
with disciplinary thinking; Moore (2011) describes academics’ conceptions of 
critical thinking in philosophy, history, and literary studies; and Jones (2007) 
compares history and economics. McCune and Hounsell (2005) introduced 
the related idea of “ways of thinking and practicing” (WTPs) in a subject or 
discipline. Such WTPs include “the ways in which individual disciplines repre-
sent (or at least debate) the nature of knowledge in their domains, what counts 
as evidence and the process of creating, judging and validating knowledge . . . a 
more complex differentiated understanding of knowledge and its relationship 
to evidence ” (Anderson and Hounsell 2007, 496). The idea of ways of thinking 
and practicing in a discipline thus incorporates discipline-dependent examples 
of the exercise of critical thinking given above, bringing the disciplinary con-
text into sharp focus.

While these studies have explored what critical thinking means to expert 
academics, it is rare to find examples of what it looks like when students start 
to practice it in disciplinary contexts. In this chapter, we set out to do just 
this.

Grasping opportunities to develop critical thinking

These two ways of approaching critical thinking—generalist or specificist 
points of view—have given rise to significantly different ways of approach-
ing the teaching and learning of critical thinking, together with sometimes 
heated debate (Atkinson 1997; Davies 2006; Ennis 1987, 1992; Facione 1990; 
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McPeck 1981, 1992; Moore 2011). In the present chapter, we don’t want to take 
sides in this debate. Rather, we take the view that we would like to encour-
age critical thinking whenever the opportunity arises, and we hope that such 
opportunities arise at many points in an undergraduate’s education. However, 
the explicit requirement to be critical, and scaffolded opportunities to develop 
appropriate forms of critical thinking, are likely to vary widely from discipline 
to discipline.

In science in particular, there is a need to make the nature and objects of 
appropriate critical thinking in undergraduate work more evident to students 
and staff alike. Critical thinking in the sciences is strongly associated with 
problem-solving, analytical thinking, the application of logic, and skepticism. 
It is also frequently described as a key learning goal within a science degree. For 
example, drawing on data from a study of WTPs in biology, Entwistle (2009, 
60) quotes one bioscientist as describing his/her aims as “[to bring students 
to] challenge things, to question things, [to ask], ‘Can both these people be 
right?’ . . . A good healthy dose of cynicism . . . In the end of the day, it’s you and 
your data, and you make up your own mind what you think.” However, science 
students are typically expected to master a canon of received knowledge and 
skills, handed down by authority, over an approximately three-year period. 
Given the reductionist positivism that largely underpins scientific discourse, 
students are rarely asked to voice an opinion or encouraged to question the 
validity of the theories they set out to master.

One common context in which science students are expected to engage in 
critical thinking is authentic research projects, typically undertaken late in a 
degree. For example, in the UK and Australia, science students undertake a sub-
stantial, immersive project in the final year of an Honours degree. They also 
frequently have the opportunity to undertake smaller-scale projects, often in 
parallel with conventional coursework, in their third year of study. Such proj-
ects are likely to be exploratory or open-ended, with a looseness of structure 
that allows students to encounter surprises, obstacles, problems, ambiguities, 
uncertainty, and contradictions, and where resolution may be down to the 
student.

However, it is important to recognize that simply placing students in such 
contexts is not in itself a guarantee of opportunities to exercise and develop 
critical thinking; as has been recognized in previous work, scaffolding and 
opportunities for self-reflection and metacognition are critical, if not always 
delivered, elements (Pithers and Soden 2000). If critical thinking is to be 
actively fostered and developed, ways need to be found to make it visible, 
to characterize it in context, and to distinguish between different levels of 
sophistication, so that both students and academics can tell what has been 
achieved.
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Designing a way to make the invisible visible

The data we draw on come from the TREASURE project—an ongoing, multi-
disciplinary, multi-institution project based in Australia. The primary aim of 
the project is to better understand the learning that goes on when undergradu-
ate students undertake extended research projects. Such projects, in principle, 
maximize the opportunities where critical thinking might be appropriately 
deployed, and indeed the development of analytical and critical thinking are 
among the most frequently cited motives for engaging undergraduate stu-
dents in research. For this chapter, we draw on data from students in the 
sciences only.

We focus on projects that are assessed for grading, since under these cir-
cumstances explicit assessment of critical thinking is most likely to be sought, 
and so evidence of its taking place (or not) and its quality is highly desirable. 
Unfortunately, traditional approaches to assessing students’ performance 
in science research projects work against the possibility of observing when, 
whether, and how students are thinking critically. Assessment tends to be pre-
dominantly based on a formal report written after the project work has been 
completed. Although this might be seen as an opportunity for students to dis-
play evidence of critical thinking, the opposite is more likely the case.

Science students’ project reports follow the conventions of scientific jour-
nal article writing, which may be better seen as a form of writing involving 
the deliberate suppression of the active critical thinking processes involved 
in the discovery or creation of a result (Medawar 1963). The scientific report 
is constructed so as to present key findings as concisely and convincingly as 
possible. Student performance in research projects is thus usually assessed on 
the basis of polished, carefully constructed documents, showing few or none 
of the wrong turns taken, the misconceptions challenged, or the processes of 
diagnosis and resolution the student may have experienced before reaching a 
conclusion. The actual messiness of choices and judgments made in project 
design and data analysis—the interaction between observations, design, and 
hypothesis, and the evolving nature of underpinning research questions—is 
deliberately hidden in an attempt to create a comprehensible, logical narrative. 
While some critical analysis of the literature and final results may be evident 
in reports, the much larger scope for critical thinking during the process of 
research is typically hidden.

In describing requirements for successful strategies aimed at assessing criti-
cal thinking, Brookfield (1987, 19) suggests “that studying the dimension of 
action—what students do as well as what they say—is crucial.” Thus we seek 
ways of gaining access to ongoing thinking processes during projects, rather 
than simply asking students to report on their project at the end. We wish to 
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make the exercise and development of critical thinking visible while students 
engage in designing experiments or solutions to problems, executing those 
designs, troubleshooting, and reflecting.

Brookfield identifies another essential aspect of assessing critical think-
ing as using procedures that “allow learners to document, demonstrate and 
justify their own engagement in critical thinking” (1987, 20). Going further, 
Bean (2011) claims that it is the act of writing itself that often makes thinking 
explicit, both to students and academics involved in their assessment, provid-
ing opportunities for metacognition that might otherwise be missing.

To achieve these aims, we have introduced a blog-based system for students 
participating in our project to record their thoughts and experiences during 
their own research projects. We developed (in a process of codesign involving 
research project supervisors) a bank of prompt questions that students could 
choose to respond or add to. These were intended to direct students to focus 
on aspects of their experiences that offered opportunities for critical thinking 
and to encourage self-reflection:

What did you do on your project [since your last post]?
Did you make progress? If so, what allowed you to make progress? What 
kind of activities did you engage in that helped you make progress?
Did you encounter any problems or obstacles? If so, what made them prob-
lems? How did you go about solving them?
Has your research question changed? If so, how?
How have the activities that you undertook [since your last post] helped you 
address your research question?
Can you see any connections between your research activities and your 
other studies?
Can you see ways in which you could apply what you have learned to other 
activities, in or out of university?

The subset of data described below comes from the first cycle of our study. 
Students from one of the participating institutions undertook substantial 
research projects over a full semester, typically working with an active researcher 
or research group. The students were in the later stages of their degrees, most in 
their third year of study. The project represented 25% of a full-time study load 
over a 13-week semester; normal coursework (the remaining 75%) continued in 
parallel.

The projects themselves were highly varied, including laboratory-based 
research in biochemistry, nuclear physics, and other fields; field-based stud-
ies in zoology and botany; hospital-based experiences in genetic counsel-
ing; and projects primarily involving literature review and research design. 
Despite this variation, all projects were treated as equivalent for the purposes 
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of assessment by the institution. While exact assessment arrangements varied 
across the group, all projects were primarily to be assessed on a final report 
as described above. Blogs were either unassessed (and hence completely vol-
untary), or contributed to the final grade on the basis of upkeep rather than 
quality.

A total of 55 students had access to the blogging system. Of these, 25 made 
four or more posts, providing a substantial body of data recording their experi-
ences and thinking during the course of their research.

Critical thinking, made visible

In many ways, the blogs exceeded our expectations. Students frequently 
treated them as effectively private, diary-like spaces where they recorded their 
experiences, thoughts, and feelings, providing rich and nuanced insights 
into their learning. Of course, the blogs are recorded after the fact of specific 
project experiences, and so present students’ reports of and reflections on 
their activities rather than real-time records of thinking processes. However, 
they do have the advantage of showing thinking within the project, record-
ing wrong turns and troubleshooting, and the associated emotional ups and 
downs, before a final result is achieved and history rewritten in the form of 
a final report. They also provide many explicit illustrations of metacogni-
tion, with students reflecting on their own learning and changes in their 
understanding.

Following the descriptions of critical thinking offered by Brookfield (1987), 
Paul (2005), and others (Pithers and Soden 2000), we analyzed the blogs 
for instances where students engaged in evaluation of their data or meth-
ods; recognized their own or others’ assumptions; looked for constructive 
ways to solve problems; or explored alternative approaches or alternative 
hypotheses.

We focused on the range and variation in students’ reports of their experi-
ences, rather than the frequency with which particular types of experience 
occurred. Our approach is influenced by the intentions and methods of phe-
nomenography (Marton 1981), looking for ways in which variation is manifested 
and for hierarchical relationships between different levels of sophistication. 
However, where phenomenography focuses on variation in conceptions of or 
ways of experiencing specific examples of learning—for example, learning to 
program (Bruce, Buckingham, Hynd, McMahon, Roggenkamp, and Stoodley 
2006)—or personal development—for example, developing as an academic 
(Åkerlind 2005)—we focus on variations in enactment, or reported enactment, 
of a way of thinking. Our intention is to develop a framework for identifying 
and characterizing critical thinking that may help academics involved in the 
supervision and assessment of undergraduate research.
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Developing a framework for recognizing and describing  
different forms of critical thinking

To better illustrate our approach, we provide two examples of the kind of fine-
grained analysis that eventually allowed a more general structure to emerge. 
Consistent with our phenomenonographic influences, both examples show 
qualitatively different, and increasingly more sophisticated, ways of respond-
ing to aspects of the research experience.

Example 1: how students responded to problems in  
their research progress

Most students encountered and commented on some kind of problem during 
the course of their project. In some cases, their responses to such problems were 
entirely uncritical—they did not spontaneously notice anomalies in their data, 
for example, continuing to follow set procedures blindly (and unproductively). 
In other cases, students lacked the self-confidence to try to solve the problem 
themselves. Such responses form the first three levels presented in the first 
column of table 28.1. However, in other cases, students responded to problems 
with varying degrees of criticality, as described in the second three levels.

Example 2: what students noticed about the  
research environment

The academic or cultural research environment in which students found them-
selves offered another opportunity for critical thought. As described in the 
second column of table 28.1, three different types of uncritical response were 
evident in the data. However, some students did engage in a critical appraisal 
of aspects of the research environment, leading us to identify the three levels 
presented in the second half of the table.

Table 28.1 summarizes and compares the levels of thinking relating to both 
these examples and relates those where there is some evidence of criticality to 
Barnett’s three tiers (Barnett 1997). We found very little evidence for thinking 
that could be characterized as critique (i.e., critical thinking that questioned 
the philosophy or way of thinking underpinning the processes of scientific 
research), except perhaps where students’ understanding of the contingency 
of scientific knowledge develops. However, even in these cases, the critical-
ity is directed more toward their own thinking, as realizations dawn about 
the nature of the discipline in which they are working, than at the discipline 
itself.

Building on these and other aspects of projects where students have opportu-
nities to engage in critical thought (e.g., considering their own research design/
methodology, scientific process and the evolution of scientific knowledge), we 
see a pattern emerge that suggests three broad levels of critical thinking in 
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scientific research projects, corresponding to different stages in the process 
illustrated in figure 28.1.

In the following sections, we provide excerpts from the blogs illustrat-
ing each stage, while simultaneously highlighting how the object toward 

Table 28.1 Examples of variation in students’ responses to different aspects of their 
projects

Response to problems What is noticed about the 
research environment

Character of 
thinking

Absence of 
criticality

Student does not  
spontaneously notice  
problematic or  
anomalous data.

Not considered: not  
noticed as different  
from usual study 
environment.

Uncritical/
procedural

Student notices problem  
or anomaly; blames own  
practice, knowledge,  
preparation, or ability,  
or equipment failure;  
and gives up.

Research/researchers  
are seen as intimidating.  
The research  
environment is seen  
as complex, not  
something the  
student belongs to,  
requiring an expertise 
beyond their capabilities.

Aware of need  
to be critical,  
lacking self-
confidence

Student blames self  
and/or equipment  
and turns to supervisor  
for a solution.

Research/researchers  
are seen as awe-inspiring, 
something the student  
may hero-worship  
but not be part of.

Aware of need  
to be critical,  
lacking self- 
confidence,  
looking for a  
model

Exercise of 
criticality

Student independently  
identifies and explores  
factors contributing to  
failure with a view to  
finding an explanation  
or solution.

Research/researchers  
are seen as experts  
but not unattainable;  
participation is an  
exhilarating challenge 
 to rise to.

Discerns  
important  
elements and 
attempts  
criticality.

Student suggests coherent 
explanations, bringing  
together multiple factors  
in an integrated way and  
recognizing causal  
relations.

Research/researchers  
are recognized as  
fallible.

Engages in  
critical  
thinking  
(Barnett’s  
first tier)

Student suggests, and  
where possible enacts,  
solutions to problems.

Multiple possibilities  
are recognized, and  
the role of researcher  
style in determining 
research/practice  
directions is discerned.

Engages in  
critical  
thinking and  
critical  
thought 
(Barnett’s  
second tier)
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which the critical thinking is directed varies. Each student has been given a 
pseudonym.

Discerning what matters and improving the  
student’s understanding

In the first stage, students think critically about existing disciplinary tech-
niques, concepts, or approaches in a way that allows them to discern key 
features and hence achieve a deeper understanding. They may discern what 
matters by noticing variations between different circumstances, thus there is 
an element of comparison (often implicit) and evaluation in this stage. They 
may also recognize and challenge their own assumptions. However they do 
not challenge the assumptions or underlying intentions of the research team, 
or question whether there may be a better approach or way of understanding. 
This type of thinking may be seen as one that brings the student’s thinking 
closer to that of the discipline.

For example, a variation in a standard procedure leads to this student’s realiza-
tion of the relevance of something she had previously not thought about at all:

I have picked up little technique tricks in the process, and the logic behind 
each of them. For example, when using the solvent dichloromethane, it is 
important to pipette the liquid up and down before measuring the appro-
priate amount, due to the surface tension which could alter the quantity. 
Most of the time when working in the lab I am using simple liquids such as 
water, isopropanol and buffers, so I have never really considered the simple 
concept of surface tension to have an effect before. (Elizabeth)

Another post shows a student thinking critically about his data in order to 
discern a pattern and decipher the message they carry:

I . . . find it really satisfying playing the detective role with my data, starting 
with a mish-mash of meaningless numbers and then figuring out what they 
are telling me. (Luke)

Stage 1: Students 
discern what matters 
and hence improve 
their own 
understanding

Stage 2: Improved  
understanding and 
awareness of 
alternatives lead to 
questioning, exercise of 
judgment, or choice

Stage 3: Improved  
understanding and 
judgment are combined 
with creative 
suggestions of 
alternatives or new 
possibilities for 
improvement

Figure 28.1 Different stages of critical thinking in undergraduate science research 
projects.
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Another student relates how using a particular method in his project led to 
critical thinking about other learning experiences and a better understanding 
of the real practice of science:

The biggest shock was the amount of troubleshooting required and tweak-
ing of methods needed to get results. PCR, a reaction that we learn about 
in first year that seems so simple, proved to be a complex process requiring 
not only knowledge of how to adjust things when they do not work but also 
an element of luck. This differed significantly from my experiences in other 
courses where all the resources are laid out in front of you and the methods 
have been checked time and again to be successful. (Daniel)

As with the first quote above, this illustrates how research projects offer a con-
text in which students can start to think critically about methods they might 
otherwise take for granted—but in the first case Elizabeth’s focus remains on 
the technique itself, whereas in the third, Daniel relates his realization about a 
specific technique to the broader practice of science.

Perhaps the most sophisticated examples of critical thinking corresponding 
to stage 1 of figure 28.1 result in realizations about the way science progresses, 
as in the following:

What is interesting when reading papers is that you can see the progression 
of thought within the scientific community on this question, which is some-
thing that is often hard to appreciate from lectures. For the cancer that I am 
looking into, Burkitt’s Lymphoma, it has only recently been suggested that 
three genetic “hits” are required for a B cell to become malignant . . . it is hard 
to imagine that something that is being taught to you as widely accepted 
now, wasn’t always known. This is something that comes through clearly 
from reading a range of papers, and trying to teach yourself through them. 
Early papers detail their new discoveries with obvious excitement, whilst the 
knowledge they are presenting is treated as assumed by more recent papers. In 
this context it is easy to appreciate how knowledge is accumulated. (Mary)

In these excerpts, we see an expanding focus from project-specific objects of 
thought (techniques and data) to what science is really like (troubleshooting 
and how scientific knowledge is created). Thus although they may not include 
elements of questioning and creativity, these instances of critical thinking are 
nevertheless important and valuable to the students’ learning.

Critical thinking involving value judgments or choices  
between existing alternatives

In the second stage, students use their improved understanding to question 
and make active judgments about existing ideas or practice. These may be 
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judgments of value or standard, or they may be choices involving explicit com-
parison between alternatives. If alternatives are considered, they are ones that 
the student has become aware of, for example, through reading or observa-
tion; that is, they are alternatives drawn from external (usually authoritative) 
sources. This type of thinking may be connected with Barnett’s first tier, criti-
cal thinking.

The blogs reveal students exercising judgment about their own practice and 
that of others. In some cases, no alternatives are explicitly considered or choices 
between approaches clearly made, yet changes are made with the intention 
of improving outcomes. For example, one student describes his experience of 
background reading as follows:

I ambitiously tried to start to read articles on recent clinical trials, it 
quickly became evident that my understanding on vaccination strategies 
was required first. This taught me to progress in a logical order and take it 
step by step. I have returned to some of the articles on clinical trials and it 
is abundantly evident how much I was missing in the first read through. 
(Mark)

It appears that Mark’s initial judgment of his approach as inappropriate was 
followed by an immediate, obvious way forward, with no perceived need to 
consider alternatives.

Other posts reveal students thinking critically about the practice of experts 
they observe during their projects. In the following example, a student draws a 
comparison with her own previous observations in order to make a judgment:

I found the change of environment altered the dynamics of the sessions. 
We were using a small pediatrics consultation room with a glass wall, which 
seemed odd, having the bed and such in the background and no real table 
and chair setup. I felt this made the consults seem less professional and less 
private. (Annika)

Critical thinking involving judgment and creativity

In the third stage, students use their improved understanding not only in the 
exercise of judgment, but also as a basis from which to put forward their own 
ideas and suggestions. These new ideas are proposed with the intention of 
improving practice or outcomes. This category adds an element of creativity to 
the questioning introduced in stage 2, and may be the way in which Barnett’s 
second tier, critical thought, is manifested in the scientific context.

Most comments belonging to this category focus on the student’s project. In 
the following example, Elizabeth builds on her observations to propose a new 
research question, and suggests a possible experiment intended to address it:
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It is interesting that chiloglottone was found in high amounts in the sepals 
of C. seminuda; is it possible that if you remove the sepals, pollination will 
still occur? Or is it vital to the overall system? I think it would be interest-
ing to remove certain parts of the floral tissues and see the “success” of 
the remaining parts that produce chiloglottone, possibly to view the differ-
ences, or roles each part plays in attracting a pollinator, or if it is simply a 
system to which enough pheromone is produced (and concentrated in the 
appropriate place) such that the pollinator is attracted and pollen is trans-
ferred. (Elizabeth)

In another case, we see a student respond to a surprising aspect of his data with 
a recognition of how the resulting new knowledge impacted on the method 
he had been using, and putting forward a revised approach in the light of his 
discovery:

Theoretically [the surprising factor] shouldn’t have made any difference but 
from the empirical results it clearly did . . . knowing what I know now, if I was 
doing this again my approach would be quite different: instead of starting 
with just one particular metric and looking for broad correlations across a 
large sample set, I would instead start with just a handful of samples and 
all of the data points, looking for relationships and correlations and then 
slowly growing the sample set. (Ethan)

This type of comment shows not only critical thinking about observations and 
method, but also an awareness of how the two interact with each other. An 
even more sophisticated awareness of the interaction between observations, 
methods, hypotheses, and research design is evident in the following extract 
from a student’s post describing her evolving project:

I initially set out to look at the costs and benefits to cockatoos of flocking 
with corellas . . . from the perspective of the cockatoos. As such I was only 
gathering data from mixed flock and cockatoo flocks. After a while, how-
ever, I began to suspect that the corellas may be benefitting more from the 
mixed flocking than the cockatoos: they seemed to be much more aggres-
sive than the cockatoos . . . I hypothesized that when corellas associate with 
a cockatoo flock they may be benefitting from the vigilance of the cocka-
toos while experiencing a reduced level of aggression from that of their 
own flocks. Being surrounded by vigilant, non-mating cockatoos may also 
afford them more safety while they’re courting and mating (activities where 
vigilance seemed especially low). The cockatoos, on the other hand, may be 
suffering from increased aggression when corellas are present, which may or 
may not be offset by the increased vigilance the extra birds afford. I decided 
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that it would be interesting to examine the situation from the perspective 
of both species and see if one species was deriving a greater benefit than 
the other from the association. Of course, this meant that after a few weeks 
of gathering only cockatoo data I had to also start recording corella-only 
flocks. (Briony)

Instances of students imagining their own alternatives to the practice of oth-
ers were much rarer. One of the few examples comes from a similar context to 
the excerpt about genetic counseling above, where another student not only 
discerns differences in practice but also relates them to her developing under-
standing and possible future professional practice:

I [have become] more observant of the way in which the counselors deliver 
information and how I think I might have done it. I am starting to be a bit 
more critical of the different counseling styles, which I think is good because 
it means I am starting to think more about the way in which information is 
communicated, which is a key aspect of genetic counseling. (Melissa)

Although she does not explicitly describe what she thinks she might have 
done, Melissa’s comment implies that she has her own ideas.

Critical thinking and confidence

A key pattern that emerges from our data is a correlation between criticality 
and confidence. Students who engage in the exercise of judgment, choice, or 
creative thinking characterizing stages 2 and 3 in figure 28.1 appear to have 
also gained confidence in their own expertise. This confidence provides a basis 
from which to put forward ideas and opinions that are valid within the disci-
plinary context, facilitating deployment of a critical approach. This correlation 
can be seen in the following excerpts, which are taken from the blog of a single 
student, Magda. Early on in her project she recounts responding to a problem 
as follows:

I had an E.coli transformation fail, and purified some DNA samples, only to 
get rather low yields. My initial reaction to this was to blame myself for poor 
technique and look no further. (Magda)

Several weeks later, she responds to unexpected results in a radically different 
tone—note the confident use of sophisticated, technical language accompany-
ing her own hypothesis about what might have happened:

The positive ligation mixture controls did not give the expected PCR 
bands for EITHER of my recombinant plasmids. I’ve hypothesized that my 
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digestion of the initial plasmid pYM-N5 failed because the restriction sites 
were right next to each other. Perhaps my gel showing “successful lineariza-
tion” was merely the result of one enzyme working giving a linear plasmid 
with one compatible and one non-compatible end. (Magda)

One of the key differences between these responses is a willingness to think for 
herself—indeed, her initial problem was only solved by turning to her supervi-
sor for help. The apparent increase in Magda’s critical thinking is coupled with 
increased fluency in the disciplinary discourse. It is evident that during the 
course of her project, Magda has acquired a substantial amount of disciplinary 
knowledge and technical expertise, possibly furnishing her with the confi-
dence to make judgments and suggest her own hypotheses.

The shift from an uncritical approach to attempts at criticality, as exemplified 
in table 28.1, thus seems to be related to developing confidence. Confidence may 
also play a key role in determining which stage of figure 28.1 a student engages 
in in any given context. Where critical thinking is directed toward elements of 
the project, students are more likely to consider critically those elements they 
feel are under their control, or that they are capable of properly understanding/
executing. Students who feel less sure of themselves are more likely to focus on 
highly specific, immediate aspects of the projects as separate tasks that they 
have to master, and to focus on achieving that mastery or improved under-
standing: they seek improvements to their own practice, with improvement 
envisaged as better reproducing procedures and thinking defined by authority. 
Students who have developed a significant level of confidence with regards to 
their understanding of the project are more able to critically appraise it as an 
integrated whole, and seek improvements to its execution and scope for find-
ings. Where critical thinking is directed toward the practice of individuals, the 
scope of criticality may be related to students’ sense of relative equality, and 
therefore what they are eligible to judge and make suggestions about.

Precisely what triggers the development of enough confidence to think crit-
ically in a previously unfamiliar research environment is not clear. It is an 
interesting but presently untestable question as to whether engaging in the 
blog process itself contributes toward students’ sense that it is okay for them 
to reflect, make judgments, and speculate (although we may ourselves specu-
late that the blogs provide a semi-private space where students feel more able 
to entertain such possibilities without fear of looking foolish or intellectually 
overreaching).

Implications for future research and practice

The blogs raise several interesting questions for future research. First, what does 
the critical thinking practiced by students look like in undergraduate research 
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projects in other disciplines and fields? Can structures analogous to the stages 
illustrated in figure 28.1 be defined and compared? Second, what does such 
thinking look like in other learning contexts? For example, one might specu-
late that more structured learning activities, perhaps explicitly focusing on 
the nature and practice of real science, might provide more and better oppor-
tunities for metacritique to be exercised than research projects, since students 
might be encouraged to step back and view the discipline as a whole rather 
than find themselves deeply immersed within it. Finally, how easy is it for 
students to transfer their developing confidence and criticality to other areas 
or activities within the same discipline?

Our findings also have several implications for practice around the provi-
sion and assessment of research projects. For one thing, our students may be 
thinking in surprisingly sophisticated ways about their research projects, but 
such thinking is hidden in most of our normal assessment processes. Where a 
final report would most likely start from the hypothesis that the student ended 
up with, the blogs allow us to see the processes by which hypotheses evolve 
and change in response to observations and active testing. Troubleshooting, 
liable to be unreported in formal scientific writing, is recorded as it happens, 
enabling us to see whether it has been undertaken in a purely procedural, 
uncritical way, or whether it has involved students critically evaluating their 
diagnostic and solution processes. Similarly, students would not typically 
explain the logic or even choice of standard techniques in a formal report, 
making it difficult to determine whether they followed them algorithmically 
or whether they reflected on and understood why they were doing what they 
were doing. Finally, our blogs reveal students reflecting on their own practice 
and that of others in a way that would be excluded in a report focused on the 
results of the project.

Our findings suggest that supervisors could look for and actively seek to 
encourage critical thinking directed toward a range of different objects, and 
at multiple levels. The possibility of students engaging in critical thinking, 
critical thought, and critique could be maximized by deliberate provision of 
opportunities to see science as more than procedural; by challenging students 
to go beyond instructions to think about why they are doing what they are 
doing (engaging in stage 1 of figure 28.1); by explicitly inviting them to choose 
between alternative techniques or approaches, or judge between different sug-
gested interpretations (engaging in stage 2 of figure 28.1); by asking them to 
put forward their own ideas or suggestions (engaging in stage 3 of figure 28.1); 
and by deliberately finding ways to encourage a sense of relative equality, so 
that they are more likely to feel able to make critical judgments and put for-
ward valid suggestions.

In these ways, perhaps we can provide opportunities for the capacity for crit-
ical thinking to be exercised and strengthened, and encourage a propensity to 
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use it as a constructive way of engaging with research. By helping students to 
see themselves as capable of learning enough to discern what is important, and 
make their own judgments, in contexts that initially appeared to be beyond 
them, we may make it more likely for them to believe themselves capable of 
similar development in future. That is, having gained enough confidence in 
their own knowledge and ability to analyze a situation or argument to think 
critically about a new idea/field once, we may hope that students will realize 
they are going to be able to do this again in other contexts.
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Introduction

Imagine the case of a first-year music student who is writing a review of an 
all-Beethoven concert that she attended the previous night (a typical assign-
ment type for a music undergraduate). The student should first have carried 
out background research (reading/listening) on the performers and repertoire 
before attending the concert and taking notes. Ideally she will now not only 
summarize her experience, but will also take the critical “step back,” to reflect 
on the event and offer evaluative comments that are supported by evidence. 
This will involve consideration of various parameters (musical, visual, social, 
etc.) and perspectives (audience reception, performers’ expression and style, 
comparison with similar ensembles, etc.). Even if the repertoire is familiar, 
the task is complex, especially the reflective evaluation based on multiple per-
spectives. Typically students stumble over the latter, so that the shift out of 
descriptive mode, and out of the frame of their own unexamined reactions, 
never fully takes place.

For the finest critical thinkers on music, however, this stepping back is com-
plete, the critical distance fully achieved. Examples include the authors of 
books such as Boccherini’s Body (Le Guin 2006), Bach’s Feet (Yearsley 2012), and 
Schubert’s Vienna (Erickson 1999), who use, respectively, the ideas of corpore-
ality, physicality, and perspectives on Vienna to illuminate musical subjects. 
These writers show how viewing a musical subject from outside the discipline 
can be an ideal way to achieve new insights and shift paradigms. As the first 
two titles suggest, music scholars also build on each other’s approaches, often 
with a view to positioning themselves critically in relation to the discipline 
and its established knowledge.
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So much for the experts: how can one encourage such lateral and reflec-
tive thought, and thoughtful collaboration, in undergraduates—who, after 
all, struggle with the basic mechanics of writing, and who are just starting to 
become literate within the discipline? It hardly seems reasonable to ask them 
to take a leap into yet another discipline.

There is a field, though, in which today’s undergraduates have, in general, 
a high degree of competence already: that of social media. I will argue that, 
through their digital literacy, today’s students often possess skills, attitudes, 
and conceptual understandings that are highly relevant for developing critical 
thinking dispositions. These include a readiness for travel (with ideas, sub-
ject, approaches), a strong sense of self in relation to an (online) audience, and 
openness to multiple perspectives. Educators can build on students’ digital lit-
eracy to improve subject-specific literacy; but more significantly they can build 
on students’ typical online behaviors and thinking dispositions to encour-
age modes of thought that are associated with critical thinking. Social media 
prove especially useful for helping students to synthesize knowledge, engage in 
knowledge-extending collaborations, self-reflect, and in general move outside 
the frame of their own unexamined opinions. I will discuss why this is so, and 
provide some case studies drawn from the undergraduate teaching of educators 
in three disciplines: music, creative writing, and population health.

Defining terms: critical thinking and social media

First, two key terms must be defined, critical thinking and social media, both 
of which have proven difficult to describe simply. Definitions of critical think-
ing are arguably the most useful when they are various and complex, that 
is, when one does not merely focus on the products of critical thinking, but 
acknowledges that it is a process. This chapter uses a new, threefold definition 
of critical thinking that encompasses (1) attitudes, such as openness to mul-
tiple ideas, flexibility/readiness to travel laterally with those ideas, and a desire 
to share knowledge; (2) actions, such as travelling with ideas, collaborating to 
obtain multiple viewpoints, making a judgment based on evidence, synthesiz-
ing complex data, stepping back to reflect; and (3) outcomes, such as obtaining 
distance, shifting paradigms, and having new insights.

This broad, process-oriented definition has several implications for educa-
tors. First, mindful of process, educators need to think about how to promote 
the mindsets in which broader and higher-level critical states can occur, and 
encourage a long-term propensity to these kinds of critical thought (Perkins, 
Jay, and Tishman 1993). This idea of establishing mindsets will be kept in the 
foreground when looking at how social media can help with critical thinking.

Then, one should also consider the objectives of critical thinking: what are 
the new insights or paradigm shifts about? From where is distance obtained? In 
promoting well-rounded critical thinking in students, educators need to think 
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in terms of a suitably broad definition of these objectives of critical thought. 
They need not necessarily be confined to the knowledge of a particular sub-
ject area (e.g., critical thinking about the style of Beethoven’s music). Students’ 
critical thinking can encompass “their experiences in relation to knowledge, 
themselves and the world” (Barnett 1997, 109). Achieving such capacious criti-
cality might seem daunting: it implies that teachers need to think of ways of 
promoting critical thought within, without, and about the discipline. However, 
one can start by ensuring that students are progressively developing an aware-
ness of the discipline’s discursive frameworks and constraints; the domains of 
application of its models; and its myths, tropes, and truisms (e.g., the popular 
myth of Beethoven as Western Classical music’s “hero”).

In achieving this well-rounded criticality, the educator’s own approach is 
crucial: the messages that instructors send to students through traditional 
modes of teaching and research within the disciplines can inhibit students’ 
development of desired critical perspectives. For instance, one can more easily 
convince students that multiple perspectives are vital for a well-rounded view 
of music history if well-structured opportunities for collaborative research are 
provided as an important component of courses, rather than primarily teach-
ing in a (still typical) lecture-heavy fashion that promotes the view of lectur-
ers as “oracles” and students as solitary “receptacles” of knowledge. Enabling 
social media to play a role encourages a more collaborative model of knowledge 
exchange and production, so that students are more aware of the contestable 
nature of knowledge.

We need a working definition of social media before considering in more 
detail how they can be used to promote critical thinking. Social media are 
means by which people create, share, exchange, synthesize, analyze, and cri-
tique information and ideas online, in virtual communities. These media are 
based on the developments in information and communication technologies 
known as Web 2.0, the so-called read-write web, meaning that they allow for—
and indeed promote—multiple forms of interaction, rather than simply per-
mitting passive viewing.

Six different types of social media have been identified (Kaplan and 
Haenlein 2010): collaborative projects (e.g., Wikipedia), blogs and microblogs 
(e.g.,Twitter, Blogger), content communities (e.g., YouTube, Scoop.it, Pinterest, 
Delicious), social networking sites (e.g., Facebook, Bebo, Google+), virtual game 
worlds (e.g., World of Warcraft), and virtual social worlds (e.g., Second Life). 
However, the boundaries between the different types have been increasingly 
blurred, and social media technologies (blogs, wall postings, music sharing, 
voice communications, image sharing, etc.) are increasingly being integrated 
through social network aggregation platforms.

In higher education, the most significant line that has been blurred, given 
the new affordances of Web. 2.0, is that between the social and educational 
spheres. Specific online tools, environments, and platforms have been 
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designed with online learning (or e-learning) in mind, such as Moodle (an 
e-learning platform), Google Docs (for sharing and editing documents online), 
and Sloodle (a combination of Second Life and Moodle). Like the mainstream 
social networking tools and platforms, these virtual learning environments 
emphasize interaction, but they can be less accessible, or inaccessible, to those 
outside the class or institution, depending on settings and servers. In practice, 
and despite a good deal of debate and equivocation (see Roblyer, McDaniel, 
Webb, Herman, and Witty 2010, and below), increasingly many educators are 
integrating mainstream social networking sites like Facebook, and open-source 
software like Elgg (a social networking engine), into their courses.

Social media and critical thinking: an odd couple?

In this chapter it is not so much social media themselves but the way these 
media are used that is of interest. The argument here is that teachers can sup-
port students’ journeys toward critical thinking, and achieve the desired out-
comes or products of critical thinking, by taking advantage of processes that are 
involved in online social interaction. I am thus focusing on the attitudes and 
actions that students associate and carry out with social media.

At a basic but important level, social media can help educators to engage 
students in a sustained way, since students often have a desire to be online, 
coupled with well-developed digital media skills. Edmundson (2008) has char-
acterized the online environment, from the student perspective, as a highly 
desirable space of unlimited potential, in which one takes pleasure in skim-
ming through sites, subjects, and conversations. In the past the so-called 
Net generation (Tapscott 1998) has been most marked in the United States, 
but today students in many parts of the world are considered to be “digitally 
minded.” Research into university students in the United Kingdom, Romania, 
Finland, and Hungary has revealed high levels of technology usage and compe-
tence, and a tendency to integrate the latest communication, information, and 
management technologies into their daily lives (Andone, Dron, Pemberton, 
and Boyne 2007).

College and university teachers have tended to assume that students’ posi-
tive attitudes to and apparent aptitude for being online is a useful base for 
building their knowledge (Gonzales 2010; Hannon 2009). However, the trans-
lation from social to educational usage of digital media is not so straightfor-
ward. There has been active debate of the notion that today’s students can 
be described as “digital natives” (see especially Bennett, Maton, and Kervin 
2008; Helsper and Eynon 2009). Brookfield’s (2006) injunction to “know thy 
students” applies here: the background of a given group of students will cer-
tainly vary, and they may have strengths and weaknesses in unexpected areas. 
Recent research helps with this issue, by developing tools for assessing students’  
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digital skills (e.g.,Teo 2013). Research into undergraduate student cohorts at the 
University of Auckland (November and Day 2012) included course entry and 
exit “digital literacy” surveys and these produced results that fit with the gen-
eral international trends cited above: the statistics show high levels of online 
usage and capability. However, some of the figures were unexpected. Ninety-
five percent of students in a 2010 first-year population health paper (compris-
ing 37 students) used a mobile music player—a figure unexpectedly high and 
comparable to that for music students. And an unexpectedly high number, 
32%, of students in a 2010 first-year music paper (comprising 114 students) had 
taken a basic course in computer science (compare 10% in the health class). 
These data, as well as high Facebook and YouTube usage (91% and 97% in 
health and music respectively for both online platforms), provided the lectur-
ers with background when designing courses that would engage students and 
build on existing digital skills.

Students, then, often possess digital literacy skills in relevant or surprising areas 
and show a high degree of use of social media. But what about their propensity to 
use that digital literacy in the service of critical thinking? In fact the use of social 
media to educational ends has been sharply criticized from various standpoints. 
Particularly important here is the idea that “being online” actually discourages 
critical thinking. The tantalizing yet daunting abundance of Internet hits on any 
given topic (e.g., “Beethoven” in Google gives 44,800,000 results in 0.33 seconds) 
is thought to inhibit “Net Generation” students from making critical judgments 
and indeed in thinking at all (Kek and Huijser 2011; Oblinger and Oblinger 
2005). Edmundson (2008, B7) voices this concern when he wants students to 
move away from the online environment in order that they “stop and think.” 
Educators like Andone et al. (2007) hope to use their students’ enthusiasm to 
enhance and stimulate learning. Yet, like Edmundson (2008), they are concerned 
that “the trend away from predominately analytic knowledge towards primarily 
synthetic knowledge implies a loss as well as a gain” (52).

However, other educators have shown that being online does not necessarily 
mean dwelling in a limbo of possibilities, nor does it mean moving away from 
the analytical realm. A growing body of research has advocated social media 
to promote skills such as decisiveness and analytical judgment (see Ng, Goi, 
and Gribble 2008). One can also question the criticism of synthetic knowledge 
in this context, which is arguably more important than analytical knowledge 
for developing critical thinking. As traditional wisdom has it, there are two 
forms of intellectual tasks: making the simple complex and making the com-
plex simple. Modern scholarship often focuses on the former, while the latter 
(synthesizing knowledge, reduction, abstraction) is arguably more difficult and 
more powerful. Thus, for example, an important first step in becoming criti-
cal of traditional views of Beethoven is to step back and see emerging themes, 
trends, and tropes in writings about this complex historical figure.
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Most importantly social media enable a potentially crucial component in 
students’ critical thinking processes, and one that has not been well empha-
sized in the past, especially in tertiary-level humanities education: collabora-
tion. Social constructivism underlies theories of collaborative learning, and 
social constructivist thinkers have advocated: “Information must be shared, 
critically analyzed, and applied in order to become knowledge” (Garrison 
1993, 201). This perspective has predominated in recent educational literature, 
particularly in the works of scholars who have advocated the development of 
what are known as “communities of practice” in higher education (a group that 
shares a craft or profession and the members of which learn from each other 
through sharing information and experiences; see Wenger, McDermott, and 
Snyder 2002). These educators have found that collaborative work not only 
yields a superior quantity and quality of knowledge, but also provides vital 
opportunities for students to engage in high-level thinking tasks such as judg-
ment and reflection.

The online environment has been found to be something of an ideal place 
in which to foster this productive collaborative work (Gabriel 2004). The key 
disadvantages that have been documented for online asynchronous learning 
environments include the absence of visual cues, tone of voice, and imme-
diacy of response, which can hinder good communication (Haynes 2002). 
However, the literature on cultures of online interaction suggests that for stu-
dents who engage daily in online sociability, and for whom the boundaries 
between “face-to-face” and online experience are less sharply etched, these fac-
tors might not be perceived as problems (Anderson and Simpson 1998; Curtis 
and Lawson 2001; Flottemesch 2001; Gabriel 2004; Graham and Misanchuk 
2004). As these writers observe, in asynchronous learning environments learn-
ers experience significant advantages in communication, such as time to think 
before responding, space to spell out one’s ideas in words and opportunities to 
reread, reflect, and refine ideas. Even if asynchronous online environments are 
found problematic, the latest social media mitigate this by means of Internet 
telephony and audio/video file sharing.

Case studies: using social media to promote critical thinking

In Higher Education: A Critical Business (1997), one of Barnett’s central mes-
sages to teachers is to stop trying to teach critical thinking, and provide oppor-
tunities for students to enact it. The most effective pedagogies, regardless of 
the discipline, take seriously the process nature of critical thinking, and place 
the students at the center of the process. Salmon’s (2000; 2002) work demon-
strates how to structure and channel online sociability to not only encour-
age students into discussion, but also lead them toward higher-order tasks. 
This structured approach, implied in the case studies below, is essential for 
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helping students bridge what social constructivists term the “zone of proximal 
development” (Vygotsky 1978), the gap between that which they have already 
learned, unassisted, and that which they can achieve when provided with edu-
cational support.

This space, or zone, enables new levels of criticality (Wass, Harland, and 
Mercer 2011), not least because it lies outside a student’s accustomed intellectual 
comfort zone. It can be reached through students’ dialogue and conversation 
(with each other, with the lecturers, with the material), and through problem-
based tasks that allow them to practise being a researcher. Researchers have 
shown that these student-driven, dialogic approaches can be far more effective 
than having students work alone through materials geared toward knowledge 
acquisition (Jonassen, Howland, Moore, and Marra 2002; Stahl, Koschmann, 
and Suthers 2006). Why? Because in order to attain high-level modes of think-
ing students often need to change their views of knowledge—from something 
static and non-contestable, to something to which they can contribute, on 
which they can reflect, and of which they are a part—and firsthand experience 
of knowledge creation and critique is required to make this shift in perspective 
effectively. In proposing a theory of online learning, Anderson suggests that 
“deep and meaningful formal learning is supported as long as one of the three 
forms of interaction (student-teacher; student-student; student-content) is at a 
high level. The other two may be offered at minimal levels, or even eliminated, 
without degrading the educational experience” (2008, 67). Social media are 
especially helpful in encouraging meaningful student-student and student-
content interactions, as is demonstrated in the following case studies.

Synthesizing multiple perspectives in music in online discussions

Online discussion groups can provide an ideal place for the development 
of student-led questioning and evaluation; this can lead to high-level criti-
cal thought, including synthesis of multiple perspectives. Evidence of this is 
found in student data from surveys carried out before and after a first-year 
course in music history, “Turning Points in Western Music,” which was run at 
the University of Auckland in 2008. The 123 students engaged in collabora-
tive steps, carried out online, which led to the production of individual essays 
discussing the significance (in terms defined by the students) of selected land-
mark sound recordings in Western music history. Students were involved in 
various online interactions, including the group compilation of an annotated 
resources list, discussion in small groups (5 students or less), then critical 
reflections posted in large groups (around 20 students). After the course was 
over, the number of students who agreed or strongly agreed that interacting 
online helped them to learn had risen from 44% to 81% (123 and 103 stu-
dent respondents to initial and final surveys, respectively). They were then 
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asked which of the online interactions was most beneficial to their learning. 
The answer was group discussion, the activity involving the most action and 
interaction.

Why was action and interaction prized? The students valued the sharing of 
perspectives in motivating them to act critically. One student voiced a com-
mon sentiment, “In order to critically and effectively answer the question 
[posed by another student], a lot of research and thinking was required. This 
is valuable for the essay writing’ (Student A, 2008). Students appreciated the 
division of labor, but also the capacity to create and share new ideas in the 
group discussion. Levels of interactivity were far lower in a fully offline ver-
sion of the course, run in 2009, partly due to the fact that the only desig-
nated discussion times were in class; on the other hand, the 2008 students 
appreciated the ability to choose their time and place for online interactions. 
The higher level of interactivity in online discussion was not just a matter of 
convenience: there is an established culture of interacting online into which 
the teacher can tap, a desire to go online to read and respond, not only to 
make one’s mark, but to connect with others, or “write on their walls,” in the 
language of Facebook. The analogy is apt: 72% of students in the 2008 class 
used online communication via email, wikis, chatting, and blogs at least once 
daily, and 82% had registered with Facebook, Bebo, or another form of social 
communication.

The critical reflections phase, in which students posted to large groups 
their thoughts on what they had learned and experienced in the small-group 
discussions, engendered some of the highest-quality work. Many of the 
responses were lengthy and comprehensive, with analysis of various view-
points and clearly worded conclusions. This decisive, action-oriented quality 
of the students’ online discussion can be contrasted with characterizations of 
the online world as “limbo-like” and anti-analytical. Indeed, one can build 
on students’ desires to respond online, feeding in new analytical affordances 
of the web that help students to synthesize multiple layers of feedback. The 
2010 iteration of the course incorporated two online text analysis tools: 
Wordle (http://www.wordle.net/) and Helen Sword’s Wasteline Test (http://
www.writersdiet.ac.nz/wasteline.html). Students responded to each other’s 
analyses; tried improving their own writing using the feedback; and finally 
commented on their peers’ work. Another new step introduced in the 2010 
course was peer reviewing of the students’ final essays using the online peer 
review system Aropä (http://aropa.ec.auckland.ac.nz/src/aropa.php). The 
2010 class average for the final essay was 81.63% (A-), a marked improvement 
from 2008, which was 74.08% (B). This was closely related to these students’ 
improved abilities to synthesize multiple perspectives, an important part of 
the critical thinking process.
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Using online presence to encourage critical reflection in  
creative writing

A course involving creative writing provides a good example of how students’ 
heightened awareness of their presence in social media can be used to develop 
their critical reflections. “Writing and Audience” is a fully online second-year 
course run at the University of Waikato (approximately 45 students).

A fully online course, deploying asynchronous discussion groups, allows the 
instructor to promote the kind of critical reading that is central to the effec-
tive creative writer. At the most basic level, the fact that the entire course is 
conducted in writing and reading necessarily leads to improved skills in both 
areas, since students and teacher have to find ways to make themselves well 
understood, or at least understood well enough, in the absence of sonic and 
visual cues. They have to become more sensitive readers—an important aspect 
of critical thinking (Weinstein 2000).

Further, being online automatically gives students a sense of audience in 
their interactions, so that they need to think about how to situate themselves 
in relation to others, as they do in social media like Facebook. The course 
instructor for “Writing and Audience” observes: “The act of writing becomes 
a part of what they are doing . . . how they project themselves becomes very 
important to them.” This ability to project oneself to an audience is crucial to 
any course that develops written communication, but often involves breaking 
a threshold in the students’ understandings of how this works in practice. They 
struggle at the task: “It’s a real jump for students to move from writing as a 
private activity,” the instructor notes. “[If one want wants to become a profes-
sional creative writer] it’s very important to break that barrier between private 
writing and actually saying ‘well actually I’m a writer and I’d like to get it out 
there.’”

The course uses students’ familiar (comfortable) modes of online interaction 
to break through this threshold. Students engage in two crucial activities that 
are quite unpalatable or unfamiliar to many undergraduates: considering writ-
ing as a slow, developmental process involving loops of self-reflection and feed-
back from others, and giving constructive negative feedback. But they carry 
out both processes by drawing on known spaces and modes of online interac-
tion: the “blog” for a private exchange of ideas; the structured conversation for 
development of ideas and feedback; and the large group forum for presentation 
and praise. Further, the course draws on role-playing, familiar to many stu-
dents from their online interactions, especially reader and commentator roles. 
Crucially, students are asked to frame peer feedback firmly as readers, rather 
than writers. Question prompts help frame critique, which helps them to gain 
perspective on their own writings: is the writer making the most of context 
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to enhance the logic of the characters’ actions? What’s going on with time in 
this scene? More centrally: how does a shift of perspective from first person to 
third person allow this writer to move away from the confessional (subjective 
outpouring) toward more public ground in projecting the narrative? After this 
semiprivate online workshop, a creative writing webpage for the course pro-
vides a “public” forum for presentation and further feedback.

The course uses the “distanced” nature of the online asynchronous envi-
ronment as a virtue to support the teaching of the “critical distance” that is 
so central in the development of the professional creative writer. The shift in 
roles from writer to reader, aided by the asynchronous interactions, helped 
students to step back from a subjective and simplistic expression of likes and 
dislikes to consider the process of communication in writing. Thus students 
moved through their “zones of proximal development”: they obtained a criti-
cal perspective on themselves as writers that they would not have achieved 
alone.

Revising and rewriting: science knowledge building and  
critique on the Net

Wiki-based course glossaries provide a powerful means by which students can 
understand and reflect on the discourse of a new discipline, and start to see 
the constructed nature of a discipline’s knowledge. Online class glossaries were 
used intensively by health students in a 50-student first-year course run at the 
University of Auckland in 2011. These glossaries were to be filled out by the 
students themselves, and helped them to come to terms with new disciplinary 
concepts as they arose in the lectures and course materials.

Course wikis such as these draw strongly on a pronounced behavior in stu-
dents’ social media interactions: the desire to travel with a concept or idea, 
which can involve extensive collaborative revising and rewriting (Bruce and 
Payton 1990; Doering 2007). In the health class, the glossary exercise led to a 
rich online resource with multiple perspectives on each glossary term. On aver-
age there were four postings per term or concept, and each term was viewed on 
average 43 times, with the number of views per term ranging from 8 to 149 (the 
149 views related to the definition of depression, to which a lively discussion 
was attached). The glossary was a useful way for students to attempt definitions 
of words that would not normally feature in their everyday conversations. The 
postings were mostly informal: a mix of their vernacular use of medical terms. 
But gradually attempts at a more discipline-specific way of expressing their 
understandings emerged.

This wiki encouraged collaborative learning in multiple forms. Some stu-
dents were testing their learning by asking questions, others were sharing their 
learning by exchanging comments and references, while yet others were simply 
observing and learning without making a contribution to the conversational 
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thread. As in the music online discussion forums, students valued highly the 
sharing of multiple perspectives. One health student observed: “I liked the 
aspect of the [glossary] assignment that we could read all the other students’ 
work and see the type of things that they were writing about and see the way 
they had written their assignment, and I think it was helpful for later work 
because I could then add to my explanations by kind of comparing other peo-
ple’s work” (Student A, 2011). In the very best cases, students extended them-
selves, showing higher-level self-reflection. For example, one health student 
observed: “Creating a glossary entry about a topic I was unfamiliar with chal-
lenged me to research it and associate terms more thoroughly, which broadened 
my knowledge. Writing a glossary comment reinforced this” (Student B, 2011).

Conclusion: exploiting social media for critical thinking

The foregoing case studies show that social media, far from inhibiting critical 
thinking, can be used to promote it. The flowchart in figure 29.1) presents a 
summary of what can be learned from this. Certain attitudes of students using 
social media (the left-hand box) can be turned to educational ends, to encour-
age socially based actions related to the critical thinking process: a desire to 
travel with ideas; a strong sense of online presence and self presentation; and 
an openness to multiple viewpoints. Especially important here is the desire 
for connectivity (meaning, in this context, online connection to each other 
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Figure 29.1 Social media and the critical thinking process.
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and the larger Internet community), which leads easily to collaboration and 
is a crucial motivator for today’s students. Connectivity lies at the heart of 
educational social media tasks that are designed as a carefully sequenced set 
of steps (Bruce and Payton 1990). While the box of this “attitude” can be con-
sidered a point of departure for designing these tasks, in practice the first step 
will always be to find out about the social media usage and attitudes of one’s 
particular set of students.

This flowchart captures the process nature of critical thinking, with an 
emphasis on the actions and interactions (middle box) that can help to shift 
students through their zones of proximal development: travelling with ideas, 
synthesizing multiple viewpoints, judging based on evidence, and stepping 
back to reflect. What follows are comments and advice for teachers who are 
designing assignment sequences to encourage these actions, and the critical 
thinking to which they can lead.

Travelling In the glossary and online collaborative tasks, students can build 
on an enthusiasm to explore a wide range of content, travelling through for-
mal readings, less-formal blogs and fan websites, and their peers’ writings 
(Doering 2007). Students enjoy a high degree of flexibility in their online 
recreational worlds, but when making the shift to online work within a given 
discipline, a great degree of choice can engender anxiety. It is necessary to 
support them in the process of reflecting on and critiquing the resources that 
they use, for example, to model productive lines of questioning with prompts 
for discussion. In wiki glossary assignments, it is ideal to use a combination of 
student- and teacher-supplied terminology, and to make clear links between 
the teacher’s use of discipline-specific vocabulary in the classroom and the 
glossary postings.

Role-playing When helping students to shift from the expression of sub-
jective, unsubstantiated opinions into higher-order reflection and critique, 
and more formal writing, it proves ideal to give them teacher roles (as in the 
formal commenting and online peer reviewing tasks). These empower them 
as they develop a more academic voice and public presence (Barnard, Lan, To, 
Paton, and Lai 2009). As Garrison et al. (1999) observe, learning transactions 
comprise social presence, cognitive presence, and teaching presence, where 
the latter can be ably provided by the students, given the right framework. 
Helping students develop teaching roles within the social media framework 
alleviates the oft-cited problem that students resist the mixing of social and 
educational spaces. The fact is that students need to be able to see what to do 
with the social media, and why. When there are clear-cut, productive educa-
tional roles to try and the learning outcomes are explained and readily appar-
ent, they understand the benefits they will receive from the socio-educational 
crossover, and appreciate the familiarity, flexibility, and new levels of insight 
(McDonald 2008).
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Synthesis of multiple views As Warnock discusses, “Online, course ‘talk’ can 
become writing” (2009, 68–93). Mutatis mutandis, writing is a form of learning 
(Richardson 2003). Online writing and responses within a wiki glossary frame-
work are ideal for airing and building on discipline-specific knowledge, and as 
a first step toward getting students to reflect critically on the discourse of the 
discipline. Glossaries allow for usefully multifaceted viewpoints (Dirckinck-
Holmfeld and Lorentsen 2003), which encourage students to see knowledge as 
constructed, dynamic, and contestable, rather than static and reified.

Self-reflection Self-reflection and responsibility for learning can be achieved 
by encouraging students to ask their questions, develop their criteria for assess-
ing data, and then reflect on their processes of enquiry and knowledge con-
struction. This is arguably the most essential action in the critical thinking 
process: it perpetuates the process by encouraging students to see what is in it 
for them.

In summary, assignment design for improving and extending student criti-
cal thinking can be multilayered and designed to enable collaborative learn-
ing, such as that which is already taking place, albeit more casually, in our 
students’ online worlds. This may seem a nice efficiency on the one hand, but 
on the other, the process of putting even a single unit from a single course into 
a social media framework can be extremely time consuming. The following 
points can help enhance teaching efficiency in this context:

Troubleshoot The technology usage should not pose a new barrier to student 
learning. Choose platforms that are fast, intuitive, robust, stable, and trustwor-
thy for optimal usefulness.

Use peer review Integrate online tools and techniques that involve peer feed-
back and review, with appropriate attention to assessment rubrics (see Hamer, 
Kell, and Spence 2007, for example).

Know thy students Carry out a survey at the start of a course to find out 
which social media are the most used and best understood by a given cohort 
of students.

Know thy neighbor Many of the teaching practices described above translate 
across the disciplines, so that one can borrow the most effective and efficient 
practices of others, and collaborate on teaching-based research to create new 
pedagogies of critical thinking.
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Part VII

Social Perspectives on Critical Thinking

In being critical, one is critical of something. Initially, in thinking about criti-
cal thinking, attention focused on propositions and arguments. To be critical 
was to attend carefully to the logical substance and rigor of propositions and 
arguments. But it was observed subsequently that, quite often, in exercising 
critical thought, one is critical of political or economic or social systems. This 
observation, therefore, profoundly opens the scope of critical thinking.

But there is a further twist, and a crucial twist at this, in this story. For there 
has been a steady stream of philosophical and social theoretical scholarship 
that has drawn attention to the social embeddedness of thought. Thought does 
not exist in the ether but emerges out of a particular constellation of inter-
ests, perspectives, and power-laden structures. And a yet further strain here, 
including those of Marx, the Frankfurt School of Critical Theory, and South 
American liberationalists (such as Friere), insists that not infrequently thought 
is contaminated, prejudiced, or corrupted by social interests.

The very notion of ideology, after all, refers to structured claims about the 
world that are systematically related to social interests. Ideology may offer us 
worthwhile and profound insights; it is not always pernicious. But the key 
point about ideology is that it is, at best, a partial view of the world, a partial-
ity that not merely reflects but furthers certain interests, and characteristically 
interests that spring from positions of power.

The literature on critical thinking, accordingly, moved to embrace such 
social perspectives. The educational perspective ran something like this. If 
thought is often unduly distorted by its social context and social origins, a 
higher education in particular cannot but address the matter head-on. There is 
a link here with the earlier project of (Western) Enlightenment, in which it was 
considered that through the use of reason, humanity could obtain a measure 
of liberation from its self-enclosed (or more accurately its socially enclosed) fet-
ters of the mind. Now, on this more critical perspective, it became imperative 
that a higher learning take on a responsibility for enabling students not just to 
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see, but to see through, the ways in which thought was often far from pure and 
objective but tainted. Accordingly, higher education was enjoined here to take 
on a social-critical aspect, to enable students to gain some freedom (liberation 
indeed) from the myopia to which they might otherwise be in thrall. Perhaps 
the key term in this school of thought came to be that of “emancipation”: criti-
cal perspectives could enable students to gain a measure of emancipation from 
the myopia of conventional frames of thinking.

This was a profound moment in the history of critical thinking as a pedaogog-
ical matter. For now, instead of being concerned with texts as they presented 
themselves on the page, attention was to be paid to the social circumstances 
from which texts—in whatever form—had emerged. On this view, to be really 
critical was to be critical of the situations that had given rise to widespread 
and deeply held views and beliefs across society. This was a near-inversion of 
what had been the dominant view of critical thinking, from an internal ori-
entation focusing on academic texts to an external orientation, focusing on 
social situations and social structures. Inevitably, this latter stance took on a 
political edge, being characteristically concerned to promote democracy, citi-
zenship, human rights, and social justice. Critical thought, accordingly, came 
to be thought that sought to lay bare associations between power structures’ 
systematic beliefs across society.

The chapters in this section have different stances in relation to this clus-
ter of views on critical thinking. For Volman and Ten Dam, critical think-
ing offers a way of helping to promote citizenship among students. Setting 
off their proposals against “socio-constructivist approaches,” Volman and Ten 
Dam argue for a “socio-cultural perspective.” Key here is that students partici-
pate in “social practices,” forming “communities of learning,” such that their 
participation is experienced as “personally meaningful.” “The social setting 
does not [in this approach], refer primarily to the group of students involved 
in . . . collaboration but to the activity itself.” And this approach “is assumed to 
enhance critical thinking due to the fundamental intertwining of individual 
development and the cultural context.” Here lies a focus “on critical agency,” 
“connections [being] made between the learning process and the current and 
future situation(s) in which students can . . . apply the knowledge and skills 
they have acquired.”

The chapter by Blackie, Leibowitz, Nell, Malgas, Rosochacki, and Young 
also aims at promoting critical citizenship but has a radically different start-
ing point, namely that of post-apartheid South Africa. The authors offer their 
own stipulative definition of critical citizenship, “based on the promotion of 
a common set of shared values such as tolerance, diversity, human rights and 
democracy . . . and the imagining of a possible future shaped by social justice.” 
They draw on this definition in conducting a study among staff and students 
in Stellenbosch University, once the academic center of apartheid, and where 
much effort has been put in to bring the university into a multicultural society 
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(not least by its inspirational vice-chancellor, Professor Russel Botman, who 
died suddenly only very recently). As the authors observe, the concept of criti-
cal citizenship “remains contested,” not least there being differences across the 
disciplines, evident both in the education of students and in the responsibili-
ties taken on by universities. As the authors recognize, there remains a thorny 
matter as to “how one might usefully address issues of critical citizenship [espe-
cially] in a . . . scientific course, and indeed, whether one would want to.”

The general term that has come to mark out forms of teaching and learning 
oriented toward social and critical action is that of “critical pedagogy,” and 
Cowden and Singh pursue it in their chapter. Taking their cue from Freire, 
they explicitly look toward an idea of critical thinking “as a social practice,” 
mindful that “processes or acts of learning . . . are themselves inherently politi-
cal.” Cowden and Singh trace the idea of critical thinking as emerging from 
Kant (and “the active self-construction of the subject”) and then through 
Hegel (and the development of “critical self-consciousness,” whereby “stable 
thoughts reveal their inherent instability”) on to Dewey (where education was 
essentially connected with “democracy”) and then Habermas (especially the 
idea of “communicative competence”) and even Barnett (in his idea of “criti-
cal being”). Their view of critical pedagogy, accordingly, has at its heart “the 
idea that the production of knowledge and the identities of learners being 
themselves socially and ideologically mediated.” It follows that there can be 
no didacticism here, but the development of “a critically conscious subject” 
through a “process where the teacher and the student are both engaged in 
teaching each other.”

Stephen Brookfield’s chapter is situated in the same terrain but it contains 
a particular sophistication. In opening up controversial issues, Brookfield 
observes that it is misguided of him to expect his students frankly to exam-
ine themselves unless he is prepared explicitly critically to examine himself 
in front of his students and so to model the kind of critical thinking being 
encouraged among the students. And here Brookfield recounts various quite 
personal matters and how he uses certain episodes critically to interrogate 
himself. This is far from unproblematic: on the contrary, “teachers who model 
criticality must expect to have, at least initially, less favourable student evalu-
ations.” We might conjecture, going beyond Brookfield, that such an outcome 
arises from the anxiety that some students might feel where they anticipate 
discomfort that might arise from forensic self-scrutiny (of the kind modeled by 
a teacher so willing to self-disclose as Brookfield).

The chapter by Szenes, Tilakaratna, and Maton stands somewhat apart from 
the others in this group. It takes a key concept from the “Legitimation Code 
Theory” that Maton has been developing over recent years, that of “semantic 
gravity.” In a nutshell, semantic gravity refers to the extent to which proposi-
tions within a sequence are close to a particular context (and so have a strong 
semantic gravity) or are quite distant and, indeed, abstract (and so have a low 
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semantic gravity). Szenes, Tilakaratna, and Maton show how it is possible dia-
grammatically to represent the flows of a set of propositions, according to its 
abstractness or context-boundedness; a sequence of ideas produced by a stu-
dent is likely to exhibit highs and lows in this sense. The authors go on to 
observe that, empirically, therefore, it appears that processes of critical think-
ing among students are liable neither to be wholly context-dependent or to be 
entirely situated at a generic level. Further, they hypothesize that there may 
be different patterns in this respect across disciplines. The procedure that they 
deploy thereby prompts a move “beyond the false dichotomy of either generi-
cism or subject-specificity by revealing both generic attributes and ways [they] 
may be realized differently in disciplinary contexts.”

While the social dimension is evident in the examples on display—in social 
work and business studies—it could be instructive to apply this technique to 
curricula that were explicitly examples of critical pedagogy. In order for critical 
pedagogy to be effective, would there be likely to any characteristic patterns 
of semantic density? Does critical pedagogy—and the chapters here show it to 
be a family of differing teaching approaches—tend to sponsor generic forms 
of criticality or context-specific forms? For now, we have to leave the question 
hanging.
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Introduction

How critical thinking is conceptualized frames how it is taught. Prominent 
traditions in the critical thinking discourse are analytic philosophy and logic, 
natural science, pragmatism, psychoanalysis and psychotherapy, and criti-
cal theory. If your intellectual reference point is the hypothetico-deductive 
method, then the kinds of student behaviors you regard as examples of critical 
thinking will be very different from a colleague who views it as the analysis of 
language games. However, whatever discipline one teaches in—from statistics 
to theology, physics to romance languages—there is a common intellectual 
project regarding critical thinking across the disciplines. The point of get-
ting students to think critically is to get them to recognize, and question, the 
assumptions that determine how knowledge in that discipline is recognized as 
legitimate. Sometimes the emphasis is on ferreting out the assumptions behind 
the arguments of experts in the field, sometimes on students themselves mak-
ing clear the assumptions they operate under. But no matter what the disci-
pline, all areas of academic study are constructed on assumptions regarding 
what scholars in those disciplines regard as legitimate knowledge.

In the English-speaking world the analytic philosophy tradition is the most 
influential intellectual tradition informing how critical thinking is understood 
and taught. When my children went through the North American education 
school system they were continually assessed (from the age of five) on their 
exercise of critical thinking. Boiled down to its simplest level this meant they 
were required to give reasons for any opinions, conclusions, or statements they 
made, whether these were in calculus, social studies, or science. Furthermore, 
these reasons were judged to be more or less valid according to the evidence 
adduced in support of them. They were taught to recognize logical fallacies; to 
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distinguish between bias and fact, opinion and evidence, and judgment and 
valid inference; and to become skilled at using different forms of reasoning 
(inductive, deductive, formal, informal, analogical, and so on).

In this chapter I propose to shift the focus away from the analytic philosophy 
tradition and explore what critical thinking looks like, and how it is modeled, 
when teachers are informed by the tradition of the Frankfurt School of criti-
cal social theory (critical theory, for short). Although pragmatism holds that 
democracy is the political arrangement that best guarantees the intellectual 
openness necessary for the advancement of knowledge, critical theory’s debt 
to Marxism, and its connection to democratic socialism, means it is a politi-
cally inclined critical tradition. Teachers informed by this tradition tie critical 
thinking to promoting a particular leftist conception of social justice and to 
uncovering and redressing power inequities. An example of critical thinking 
in this tradition is being able to detect and resist ideological manipulation, and 
to lay bare the abuses of power.

I begin the chapter by providing a synopsis of what comprises the critical 
theory tradition. Then I consider two questions: for teachers who work in this 
tradition, what curriculum does a critical thinking classroom explore? And, 
how do teachers model criticality for students?

The critical theory tradition of critical thinking

Critical theory is a term associated with thinkers from the Frankfurt School of 
critical social theory, such as Horkheimer and Adorno (1972), Marcuse (1964), 
and Habermas(1987). The theory describes the process by which people learn 
to recognize how unjust dominant ideologies are embedded in everyday situ-
ations and practices. These ideologies shape behavior and keep an unequal 
system intact by making it appear normal. As a body of work, critical theory is 
grounded in three core assumptions regarding the way the world is organized: 
(1) that apparently open, Western democracies are actually highly unequal 
societies in which economic inequity, racism, and class discrimination are 
empirical realities; (2) that the way this state of affairs is reproduced as seem-
ing to be normal, natural, and inevitable (thereby heading off potential chal-
lenges to the system) is through the dissemination of dominant ideology; and 
(3) that critical theory attempts to understand this state of affairs as a prelude 
to changing it.

Dominant ideology comprises the set of broadly accepted beliefs and prac-
tices that frame how people make sense of their experiences and live their 
lives. When it works effectively it ensures that an economically unequal, racist, 
homophobic, and sexist society is able to reproduce itself with minimal oppo-
sition. Its chief function is to convince people that the world is organized the 
way it is for the best of all reasons and that society works in the best interests of 
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all. Critical theory regards dominant ideology as inherently manipulative and 
duplicitous. From the perspective of critical theory, a critical person is one who 
can identify this manipulation and discern how the ethic of capitalism, and 
the logic of bureaucratic rationality, push people into ways of living that per-
petuate economic, racial, and gender oppression. Teaching critical thinking, 
therefore, involves teaching people to see behind the apparently normal façade 
of daily life to realize how ideological manipulation works to keep people quiet 
and in line.

The critical theory tradition also defines a clear enemy to critical thought—
the existence of dominant ideologies such as capitalism, White supremacy, 
patriarchy, heterosexism, and the concurrent process of ideological manipula-
tion that ensures that the majority accept these ideologies unquestioningly. 
Those working within this paradigm are the most likely to be regarded as 
troublemakers who see power, race, class, sexism, ableism, and homophobia 
everywhere, even where they don’t exist.

Teaching critical thinking informed by this tradition entails helping stu-
dents to develop what C. W. Mills (1959) called a structural worldview, in 
which individual troubles are always analyzed as political phenomena. So, for 
example, layoffs are related to the workings of capitalism that seek to develop 
new markets, maximize profits, and cut labor costs. The progression of an indi-
vidual illness and its treatment (or lack thereof) is explained by the way phar-
maceutical companies and insurance companies structure and ration health 
care. A divorce is linked to the stress placed on a relationship by working three 
jobs to pay for education, health, care, etc. In this paradigm learning to think 
critically is a sort of ideological detoxification, in which the ideology of indi-
vidualism—the belief that we all make our own destiny, are captains of our 
own souls—is revealed as a tool of false consciousness. False consciousness is 
the state of being duped by dominant ideology so that you think inequality is 
a normal consequence of Darwin’s law of the survival of the fittest, and that 
prosperity comes to those who deserve it because of their extraordinary talents 
or because they work harder than everyone else.

One of the chief criticisms of the critical theory paradigm of critical think-
ing is that it too readily fixes on who are the good guys (critical theorists) and 
the bad guys (racist capitalists). It also is criticized for having a preconceived 
end point—democratic socialism—toward which it is working. This is in con-
trast to some of the other traditions where a condition of critical thinking is 
always to be open to new possibilities, and not to predetermine the end point 
of your critique. There is certainly some truth to this argument. Critical theo-
rists are much more likely to call out what they see as an abuse of power, and 
they do regard certain ideologies (capitalism, White supremacy) as damaging, 
and certain enacters of those ideologies (bosses, managers, boards of directors) 
as agents of harm and destruction.
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But the critical paradigm also has a self-critical strain within it; after all, the 
theory itself began as an attempt to reformulate Marxist thought in condi-
tions Marx had not foreseen. The working class across the industrial world had 
not followed the Bolshevik revolution in Russia and overthrown capitalism. 
Indeed, they often seemed to be striving to become the bourgeoisie. Neither 
had Marx foreseen the rise of mass communications and the role that mass 
media played in carrying dominant ideology. As Bronner and Kellner(1989) 
observe, “Inspired by the dialectical tradition of Hegel and Marx, critical 
theory is intrinsically open to development and revision” (2). Books such as 
C. W. Mills’s The Marxists(1962), Eagleton’s Ideology(2007), and Bronner’sCritical 
Theory(2011), all accept, provisionally, the basic accuracy and utility of explan-
atory frameworks drawn from the critical theory tradition, while at the same 
time doing their best to challenge these. So, in Marcuse’s words, “critical the-
ory is, last but not least, critical of itself and of the social forces that make up 
its own basis” (1964 72).

What does a classroom informed by critical theory explore?

Given that ideology and power are the conceptual foci of critical theory, these 
would similarly comprise the curricular elements of a critical thinking class-
room informed by this tradition. Up to now I have cast a broad swathe as I’ve 
talked about dominant ideology. Specific ideologies that would be explored in 
a critical classroom are militarism, capitalism, White supremacy, patriarchy, 
heterosexism, and ableism. The nature of dominant ideology is that it is often 
unremarked-on, unnoticed, a part of the air we breathe. Being able to identify 
for students the particular ideology underlying a specific remark in discussion, 
or behind a common practice in an applied field of study, is made much easier 
if these ideologies are named and clarified. Consequently, a major part of a 
critical curriculum would be the identification of the different components of 
dominant ideology.

Militarism

As an ideology, militarism glorifies the use of force for force’s sake; believes 
the only way to change behavior or maintain order is through the deployment 
of force; justifies the murder, torture, and rape of civilians as “collateral dam-
age”; and emphasizes the constant stockpiling of weapons as the best way to 
secure peace. In a militarist ideology “the question surrounding war and vio-
lence is not whether they will occur, but rather who will survive” (O’Neill and 
O’Sullivan 2002, 174). In war zones militaristic values constantly inform every-
day life. For example, in Mojab’s(2010) anthology on Women, War, Violence 
and Learning,we see how misogyny and militarism intersect in post-Taliban 
Afghanistan (2010), how hard-fought gains in Iraqi women’s rights have 
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deteriorated since the American invasion (2010), and how Palestinian women 
in the Occupied Territories experience daily military obstacles to being edu-
cated (Shaloub-Kervorkian 2010).

In commenting on what can be learned from Mojab’s work on women, war, 
and violence, Horsman(2013) documents the effects of living under milita-
rism: the erosion of self-confidence, the development of feelings of blame and 
guilt people feel for their situations, depression, anxiety, post-traumatic stress 
syndrome, and insomnia. Crucially, for learning, there is a fear of being pun-
ished or humiliated for making mistakes. Educationally, Horsman argues, this 
calls for a considerable slowing down of what is thought to be a “natural” 
pace for the learning of war survivors, an attempt to create activities in which 
women can share their experiences in collaborative ways, and the use of visual 
and tactile modes of teaching.

Capitalism

Capitalist ideology as explored in this chapter is the economic version of the 
ideology of individualism, the belief that society works best and serves the 
interests of all when people are allowed to compete with one another, thereby 
ensuring that the best products rise to the top. By definition the “best” services 
are those that are most patronized. If companies go under or industries fail, 
this is explained by a Darwinian survival of the fittest argument. Because the 
free market is seen as entailing a natural checks and balances, whatever ends 
up succeeding in the free market must therefore be the best available product. 
This same view of life holds that individual competition creates a meritocracy 
in which the most talented rise to the top in any field of human endeavor.

This view of capitalism is not the classic Weberian view of capitalism that 
emphasizes the accumulation and investment of capital. Instead it is the free 
market, laissez-faire, libertarian ideology that regards government as some-
thing to be rendered obsolete as quickly as possible. This laissez-faire ideology 
successfully attaches itself to the coattails of two other high-octane ideological 
values—freedom and democracy. Hence, promoting unfettered capitalism is 
seen as the way to organize economic affairs to ensure political freedom and 
democracy. The same spirit of individual economic entrepreneurship that is 
trumpeted as being at the core of capitalism is paralleled in the values of free 
speech and liberty that democracy is held to guarantee.

Teaching to critique capitalism in the United States quickly earns you the 
label of Marxist, Socialist, or Communist. Because capitalism is successfully 
tied to American values, anyone who critiques it runs the risk, by association, 
of being tainted as un-American. This is a fantastically successful and impres-
sive example of ideological manipulation. It means that discussions of social-
ism or Marxism are immediately off the table, no-go areas too dangerous to 
dabble in.
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Critical theory’s project was to seek to understand how capitalism could be 
replaced by democratic socialism, that is, by working class hegemony. Teaching 
that critiques and illuminates capitalism thus invariably raises the question of 
class analysis and here teachers, at least in the United States, face another ideo-
logical hurdle. Dominant ideology holds that under free market capitalism there 
is so much social mobility that the concept of class—with its notion of fixed 
social locations determined primarily by economics and one’s material con-
dition—is irrelevant. Shor’s (1996) work in the 1980s and 1990s made explicit 
use of class analysis in describing his work with young adults at Staten Island 
Community College. Shor focused on unearthing shared attitudes among his 
students regarding their life chances, and their view of academic work, and 
showed how these were tied to broader working class culture. One of his most-
storied exercises involved taking students to the college cafeteria and making 
the burgers and fries the objects of study as a way of teaching about globaliza-
tion and the ways corporate power shaped our choices in food, as in life.

White supremacy

White supremacy is the ideology that places “Whiteness” as the preferred norm of 
what constitutes a fully realized life, “White people” as the “natural authorities” 
when it comes to making decisions on behalf of the collective, and White knowl-
edge (and White forms of knowledge production) as the most valid produced 
by humankind (Colin 2010; European-American Collaborative Challenging 
Whiteness [ECCW] 2009). This ideology is usually implicit and is frequently 
denied by its perpetrators even as it’s being disseminated. Very few Whites pro-
claim this ideology explicitly and many in fact condemn it. But its life is found in 
the small actions and spaces of everyday life, in racial micro-aggression; the small 
acts of racist exclusion committed in gestures, tone of voice, meeting behaviors, 
classroom interactions, media reports; and so on. Micro-aggressions are typi-
cally denied by their perpetrators, are labeled as unintentional, and often leave 
the recipient wondering “did that just happen?” When Whites try to recognize 
how White supremacy lives in them they have to peel back the multiple layers 
of the ideological onion. As the European-American Collaborative Challenging 
Whiteness (2009) observed, “We realized the potent irony: in trying to minimize 
our supremacist consciousness, we felt compelled to cast ourselves as superior 
(which is supremacist consciousness)” (266).

A major part of teaching to uncover White supremacy is exploring other 
racially based paradigms for creating knowledge and understanding the world, 
such as ones based on African, Native American, Indigenous, and Latino iden-
tity, or considering theoretical critiques such as those of critical race theory 
(Closson 2010) and postcolonialism(Alfred 2010). When these are made the 
subject of intentional inquiry then the epistemology of Whiteness (such as a 
dualistic right/wrong way of understanding complex questions, a privileging 
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of rationality, a view of individuals as autonomous captains of their destinies) 
becomes more apparent (Paxton 2010; Shore 2010).

Patriarchy

As an ideology patriarchy holds that men have the rightful power to decide how 
women should behave and women should accede to that power. This is justified 
because men as decision-makers are held to be essentially rational, objective, 
and governed by reason, whilst women are believed to be moved primarily by 
emotion. This means women must therefore be considered to be illogical and 
unreliable decision-makers. This ideology hurts men as well as women. It denies 
men the expression of emotion whilst it justifies punishing women who chal-
lenge men’s monopoly of control. Behind pornography and media depictions 
of women as sexual supplicants, to the rape of women because their dress and 
behavior means they “are asking for it,” patriarchy is the dark angel that justi-
fies symbolic and physical violence against women. Feminism challenges patri-
archy by placing women’s concerns and the centrality of gender at the forefront 
of analysis and undertakes a power analysis of gender-based inequality across 
personal and social relationships, work, politics and ideologies of sexuality.

Some proponents of feminism focus more specifically on what are often con-
ceptualized as “women’s issues” such as reproductive rights, rape, and sexual 
objectification via pornography. Others, notably materialist feminists, conduct 
a broader critique and dismantling of patriarchy and its ties to capitalism. In 
fact it is probably more accurate to talk of feminist theories and feminist peda-
gogies in the plural. Theorists such as Mojab (2005) and Hart (2005) insist that 
gender oppression be understood as intersecting with other forms of class and 
race-based oppression and argue that to separate them is empirically and theo-
retically untenable. This means that popular education—grass roots activism 
that works to empower the most marginalized—often has a feminist strain 
embedded within it (Manicom and Walters 2012).

Heterosexism

Our sexual practice and sexual identity, and the particular way we experi-
ence desire, exert a powerful influence on how we construct and navigate our 
lives. As an ideology heterosexism mandates sexual contact across gender as 
the norm, regarding same sex practices as deviant aberrations. When desire 
is expressed in relationships between males and females it is appropriate, but 
when expressed between people of the same sex, it is judged warped and per-
verted, a sign of antisocial behavior or sickness. The dominant, unquestioned 
belief that heterosexual relationships are the empirical norm leads to their 
being considered morally superior to same-sex relationships.

In recent years education has seen a foregrounding of Queer theory (Hill 2006; 
Hill and Grace 2010), a body of work that, in Hill’s (2004) terms, is conducted 
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in a spirit of wildness and mischief in its focus on bodily desire. Queer the-
ory argues that pinning down one’s sexuality in a fixed, static way is always 
complex, as in transgendered relationships, or in straight friendships between 
transvestites and cross-dressers. Classics in the field such as Epistemology of the 
Closet(Sedgewick 2008) “interrogate” (to use a favored term) dominant under-
standings and practices of sexuality. In other words, they question rigorously 
and continuously how certain ideas and behaviors become accepted as “nor-
mal” and others viewed as “deviant.”

Queer theory rejects an essentialist epistemology that defines sexuality in a 
bifurcated, either/or, way as gay or straight, hetero or homo (Grace and Hill 2004). 
Instead, queer celebrates the idea of constantly shifting identities and broadens 
conceptions of sexual practices. Grace and Hill (2004) argue that Queer theory’s 
radical inclusion connects it to theorizing in transformative learning whereby 
schemes and perspectives are gradually broadened to become ever more perme-
able and comprehensive. King and Biro (2006) extend this analysis to apply a 
transformative learning perspective to the development of sexual identity at the 
workplace.

Ableism

Rocco (2011) argues there is no issue of diversity, privilege, or human rights in 
the field of education that has been given less attention than disability. One 
reason for this is the acceptance of the ideology of ableism—“discrimination 
on the grounds that being able bodied is the normal and superior human con-
dition” (McLean 2012, 13). Like heterosexism, ableism morphs a definition of 
normality (in this case with regard to human physical and mental function-
ing) into an assertion of superiority, often expressed in the guise of sympathy. 
Ableism infantilizes people with disabilities, viewing them as children who 
need to be spoken to loudly and slowly.

Those educators who teach against ableism work in three ways. First, they 
try to integrate the fields of disability studies and education, in the way that 
has happened with, say, critical race theory (Clark 2006; Ross-Gordon 2002). 
Second, they focus on exploring how education spaces and teaching prac-
tices can be changed to include proper attention to disability (Ostovary and 
Dapprich 2012). Third, they theorize disability as a dimension of structural 
exclusion and disenfranchisement to make it “become as visible as the race-
class-gender triad” (Rocco and Delgado 2011, 9).

How do teachers model criticality for students?

Research into students’ views of what teaching approaches most help them to 
learn to think critically emphasizes five themes (Brookfield 2012). First, stu-
dents say they need to have their exposure to critical thinking sequenced so 
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that early on they learn and apply mental protocols to situations and problems 
that do not represent their own mental models. Over time, the application is 
gradually brought to bear more and more on their own patterns of reason-
ing. Second, students say they experience critical thinking as a social learn-
ing process in which peers serve as critical mirrors reflecting back to them 
assumptions they did not realize they held. Third, students emphasize that 
understanding how different perspectives can be taken on an issue is helped 
when a course or module is team-taught. As faculty model an interdisciplin-
ary conversation about a central idea, or as they apply different theoretical 
paradigms to understanding content, students say they see the importance of 
exploring different approaches and perspectives. Fourth, students say that the 
most dramatic leaps forward in their understanding of material are usually 
triggered by having to resolve some sort of disorienting dilemma, that is, hav-
ing to reconcile two antithetical yet valid responses to a question, or having to 
incorporate into their frame of understanding a new piece of information that 
calls into question much of what they had previously held to be true.

The importance of seeing teachers model critical thinking, and having them 
name that process intentionally and publicly, is the fifth theme that emerges, 
and the one that students say is the most important in helping them under-
stand both what critical thinking is and how it is done. When it comes to stu-
dents learning how to practice critical thinking, it seems that they constantly 
look to their teachers to see what the process looks like. Furthermore, given 
the difficulties of this process, it’s important that teachers earn the right to 
ask them to do it themselves by first modeling how they try to unearth and 
research their assumptions.

The modeling that students appreciate from teachers takes different forms. 
Most importantly, it seems that the more personal examples teachers give of 
how they try to think critically, the more students appreciate this. A teacher’s 
early disclosure of a critical thinking experience can set a tone of openness 
that significantly influences students’ readiness to delve into their assump-
tions. Before asking anyone to introduce themselves at the start of a class or 
workshop, teachers must introduce themselves. And it behooves them to use 
an autobiographical introduction that somehow incorporates allusions to one 
or two concepts drawn from critical theory.

One introduction I use is the one I included at the start of Teaching for Critical 
Thinking (Brookfield 2012) describing my history of depression. This is some-
what risky, but it’s well suited to a course where examining power and ideology 
are the focus. I describe how I realized that one of the biggest obstacles to my 
seeking professional help was the way the ideology of patriarchy had lodged 
itself inside me. Because I had uncritically assimilated the notion that men 
were logical, rational, and could think their way out of problems, I refused to 
seek professional help. I thought all I needed to do was tell myself to “snap out 
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of it.” There was nothing to cause me to feel depressed so I should be able to 
reason my way out of it. Going to therapy and using pharmaceuticals were, to 
me, signs of weakness.

I explain how this refusal to seek help was itself an example of hegemony, of 
me acting in a way that seemed commonsensical and desirable but that actually 
was working against my best interests. These are all pretty personal disclosures 
and I only do it when it’s appropriate. But in a session in which I’m trying to get 
students to see how dominant ideology is embedded in their daily thoughts and 
actions, I believe it’s entirely appropriate to begin with an example of how one 
of those ideologies wrecked my life for several years. The trick is to make sure 
students see that I am using a personal story to teach about an important aspect 
of the material, not to portray myself as some sort of a heroic figure.

As a general rule I always try to introduce a challenging idea with a story 
of how it has somehow helped illuminate my life. If I can’t think of such an 
example, I’d find it hard to justify trying to convince anyone else that the idea 
is important. When I teach about hegemony I use the example described at 
length in The Power of Critical Theory(Brookfield 2004) of how my acceptance 
of the notion of adult education as a vocation led to me to work all waking 
hours, visiting community groups or running educational clinics every night 
of the week. No surprise that I got divorced and that I’ve had three collapses at 
work that put me in the emergency room. When I teach about the unbridled 
consumerism that goes with capitalism, and the concept of commodity fetish-
ism, I describe how I gladly take on extra consulting work to pay for the 24 gui-
tars I own. There, I’ve said it! I own 24 guitars. Who can possible play more 
than one guitar at a time?

On capitalism I also talk about how the commodification of learning and 
teaching is lodged inside myself. For example, although I oppose the commodi-
fication of learning—the way people’s creative engagement with new skills or 
ideas are turned into a thing that can be measured precisely—I commodify my 
own practice by believing I’ve done a good job only if I get a student rating of 
over 4.5 on a 5 point Likert scale evaluating my teaching. I talk about how the 
language of economic exchange has insidiously worked its way into my conver-
sations, as when I say how important it is to “own” an idea, to get students or 
colleagues to “buy into” my suggestions for a course, or how I have “invested” in 
my relationships. I describe how I embody what Fromm (1956) called the social 
character of capitalism—someone who is punctual, organized, and orderly, who 
always comes in on time and who exceeds previously declared expectations. 
When I hand in a manuscript six months before the projected submission date, I 
am suitably pumped-up, reveling in my superhuman ability to beat deadlines!

After I have talked about how dominant ideology lives in me I then try to link 
this idea to the actual practice of the course or workshop people have signed 
up for. For example, when I teach graduate courses to educators, counselors, 
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trainers, professional developers, and consultants, I often try to run the class 
as a professional development experience. But the university, and its wider 
accreditation body, requires written evidence that learning has happened. It 
doesn’t matter how diligently people worked in classroom exercises, or how 
much they helped peers to learn; the way their learning is assessed is through 
a paper, an artifact, an object. So when I introduce the requirements for the 
paper I tell students this is an excellent example of what critical theory calls 
objectification and commodification. Learning—the creative flow of collab-
orative exploration—is required to be converted into a paper that follows APA 
guidelines and has a minimum word limit if it is to be taken seriously by the 
institution. I call the paper the “commodified artifact” for the course. This is 
such a good example, so close to home, that when students email me their 
papers the message header is often “Commodified Artifact”!

Finally, I am as explicit as possible in trying to name any positional power 
or authority I enjoy over students. I tell students I want to be as transparent as 
possible regarding how I exercise power and that the “elephant” in the adult 
educational classroom is teacher power. I say that I have an agenda I am work-
ing from and expectations about what should happen, and, if it’s a course stu-
dents are taking as part of a formal program, that I will be using certain criteria 
to assess their work.

This may all sound heavy-handed and authoritarian, as my attempt to show 
them who’s the boss. But my intent in naming my power is not to intimidate, 
but to clarify that power is in the room. Part of teaching against power is to be 
aware of its presence. I try to be respectful and collegial; not to use sarcasm, 
ridicule, or bullying; to use participatory, democratic, and dialogic approaches; 
and to encourage students to take control over learning. But none of that alters 
the fact that I have the ability to exercise power, influence, and control, and that 
I can call on the full weight of institutional sanctions if I choose to. It’s a major 
mistake in any organizational setting to be coy about your power. People know 
it’s there and will talk about how you use it when you’re out of earshot. Far bet-
ter, in my view, to acknowledge that reality and to disclose the rationale behind 
your use of power.

Modeling criticality this way raises questions regarding assessment of both 
teacher performance and student progress. Teacher assessment protocols typi-
cally focus on clarity of exposition, use of multiple instructional approaches, 
organization of content, and so on. Assessing how well teachers model their 
own exercise of critical thinking is more subtle since, to beginning students, 
the modeling is often unclear. In evaluations of teacher performance students 
are not likely to welcome teachers who pose troubling and disorienting ques-
tions, or who take very different views on a question without saying which is 
the “correct” one. So teachers who model criticality must expect to have, at 
least initially, less-favorable student evaluations.
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When it comes to assessing student learning a causal relation between a 
teacher’s modeling and a student’s understanding of criticality is hard to 
establish. Most of the standardized tests used by campuses to assess students’ 
critical thinking, such as the Collegiate Assessmen of Acadaemic Proficiency 
(CAAP) test, document how well students understand analogy, make accurate 
inference, or identify logical fallacies. The student’s developing capacity to 
understand how a teacher’s actions model criticality, and how elements of that 
modeling can be incorporated into the student’s repertoire of skills is missed 
entirely by such tests.

Conclusion: further research into integrating analytical and  
critical traditions

At the outset of this chapter I argued that the analytic philosophy tradition 
was the strongest one that informed the practice of critical thinking in North 
America. Although this chapter departed from that tradition by emphasizing 
critical theory, there are in fact points of connection between the two schools 
of thought. One promising direction for future research and study in critical 
thinking, therefore, is to see how these apparently disparate traditions might 
be integrated across a number of disciplines.

For example, although the analytic philosophy and logic tradition may seem 
to be primarily technical, concerned with the mechanics of putting argu-
ments together and taking them apart, it is often linked to a moral purpose. 
Diestler(2009) argues that the reason for assessing the validity of arguments is 
so that one can spot manipulative, false reasoning and protect oneself against 
it. She, and others such as Bassham et al. (2007) maintain that a familiarity 
with language games helps one understand how language can be powerful 
and potentially misleading, derailing effective critical thinking. The analytic 
philosophy tradition argues that if one can understand how bias and prejudice 
masquerade as empirical fact or objective interpretation, one is better placed to 
know what to believe and what to do.

I believe that critical thinking in this tradition is potentially as political as 
the most critical elements of critical theory. George Orwell’s essay “Politics and 
the English Language” (1946) makes this point supremely well. Propagandists 
and demagogues understand that language tricks are powerful tools in securing 
the consent of people to situations that are actually against their best interests. 
This is what hegemony is—thinking something, and acting enthusiastically 
on that thought as if it were the most obvious, commonsensical thing in the 
world, all the while being unaware that your actions benefit those who wish 
to keep you uninformed. Getting people to willingly agree to, even support, a 
situation that is hurting them is difficult and cannot be done with force, since 
outright and overt coercion is easily identified. But control how people think 
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and how they perceive the world—particularly through the use of language 
and its juxtaposition with images—and you are well on the way to getting 
people to agree to things that will end up harming them.

Some of the most common language tricks used in this effort are as follows:

Attaching an abstract argument to a highly personal, dramatic narrative—so 
people associate the argument with an easily remembered personal story. 
This is something I do myself in using depression to teach the concept of 
patriarchy!
Repeating a distorted argument often enough so that it becomes fact and 
gains legitimacy through frequent repetition
Taking one part of an opponent’s argument out of context, changing its 
meaning, and highlighting it in such a way that it is presented as the main 
element in an opponent’s platform
Attaching powerful positive symbols and myths (democracy, patriotism, 
openness) to one’s arguments and powerful negative symbols (communist, 
dishonest, unpatriotic) to one’s opponent’s arguments
Representing one’s argument as the will of the majority, as in prefacing a 
comment by saying “The American people will not stand for . . . ” or “What 
the American people really want is . . . ”
Making inferences that are presented as indisputable truth rather than 
hypothetical predictions as in “This policy is bound to lead the country 
into bankruptcy”
Choosing one example from a general category (“I know this Republican 
who . . . ,” “I have this English friend who . . . ”) and making an unwarranted 
generalization—portraying the specifics of their behavior as the behavior 
of the whole
Using a revered authority as the justification for one’s argument, as in “The 
Bible clearly tells us . . . ” or “In the Constitution the founding fathers clearly 
believed that . . . ”
Stereotyping a whole class of phenomena such as people (rational Whites, 
dangerous Blacks, hardworking Asians, volatile Latins), or organizations 
(undemocratic unions, inflexible management, corrupt politicians, menda-
cious communists)
Constructing an inaccurate analogy to discredit an opponent’s argument, 
as in “Banning smoking is the first step to Nazism”

One could argue, in fact, that teaching people to recognize these language 
tricks is actually the most politically explosive thing a school can do. If stu-
dents grasp how arguments are put together to persuade others of the inherent, 
objective rightness of a particular point of view, or how they are developed 
to achieve certain ends at the expense of others, then they are better placed 
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to recognize when this is happening and to make an independent judgment 
whether or not these arguments should be accepted. The analytic philosophy 
and logic tradition is usually not attached to any particular political view-
point, so it is both claimed by, and on occasion attacked by, different political 
orientations.
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Introduction

In South Africa the legacy of apartheid still lingers. It is most evident in the 
income disparity between white and black populations. The mean income of 
South African blacks (here the term “black” does not include those of colored 
[mixed race] or Indian descent) has increased at a greater rate in real terms 
since 1994 compared to other ethnic groups in the country. Nonetheless, the 
mean expenditure per black household is still approximately five times lower 
than that of a white household (Ozler 2007). Whilst a single measure cannot 
hold the complexity of the lived experience of a nation, it remains a fair indica-
tor of the continuing economic disparity.

Evidence from the twentieth century suggests that it is a little naïve to pre-
sume that education is the magic bullet to establishing democracy let alone a 
more equitable society. Nonetheless, in the absence of good education for all 
citizens such ideals cannot be realized (Westbrook 1993). However, the last-
ing impact on the educational system is perhaps of greater concern. Whilst 
the first of the so-called free-borns (those born post April 1994) have reached 
higher education, the primary and secondary education systems remain pro-
foundly troubled. The Bantu Education Act of 1953 established separate educa-
tion systems for different ethnic groups, and by 1973 the average government 
spending on education per white citizen was 15 times that spent on black citi-
zens (Thomas 1996). As a direct result the quality of education in the histori-
cally black universities was not equivalent to the quality of education in the 
white universities. The desegregation of the universities began in the 1980s, 
but even in the early 1990s black students remained in the minority at histori-
cally white universities.
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The 1997 White Paper on the Transformation of Higher Education calls for 
institutions to contribute to “the socialization of enlightened, responsible and 
constructively critical citizens” (Department of Education 1997). Well over a 
decade later we must ask how far we have come in this endeavor. Stellenbosch 
University remains, in terms of demographic profile, the least transformed of 
the major universities. White people still comprise over 60% of the student 
body. The academic staff profile is even more skewed. The 2011 census data 
shows that South Africa’s population is just 8.9% white (Ngyende 2012).

The predominant language at Stellenbosch University has been Afrikaans. 
This is partly because Stellenbosch was founded as an Afrikaans medium insti-
tution, and there has been substantial resistance to a shift to more teaching 
in English. For many black people there is a strong negative association with 
the use of Afrikaans, as it was seen as the language of the oppressor. The 1976 
Soweto riots were a direct response to the forcing of black scholars to learn 
in Afrikaans (Mabokela 2000). In addition, H. F. Verwoerd, one of the major 
architects of apartheid, was a faculty member at the university when he and 
several others crafted the most comprehensive articulation of apartheid policy 
(Giliomee 2003, 375).

Furthermore, previous studies on the level of racial integration document 
some of the accepted wisdom that Stellenbosch is significantly behind the 
University of Cape Town in terms of racial awareness and integration. The 
following quote points to the lack of awareness and reflection in the student 
interviewed:

There is not a race problem at Stellenbosch. At least not as far as we [white 
students] are concerned . . . Last year, SASCO [the black students’ organiza-
tion] had a toyi-toyi [protest] because they feel excluded. Nobody excludes 
them. They do it. . . . We are not used to toyi-toyi and things like that here. 
They should try to be a part of this university. (Mabokela 2000, 73)

At the time that this research was conducted the Stellenbosch student body 
was still more than 77% white!

Against this backdrop a group of academics from various faculties and units 
across Stellenbosch University gathered to discuss ideas of critical citizenship. 
The group was formed following an internal teaching and learning conference 
at which one of the members discussed a community interaction project that 
had had significant impacts on the participating students. The project had 
been interpreted using the Johnson and Morris framework of critical citizen-
ship (2010). The central desire of the critical citizenship group was to promote 
a “thick” version of the common good—described by Walker as “working for 
a genuinely inclusive and anti-racist higher education” (2005). After several 
conversations it became apparent that we needed to ascertain whether our pre-
sumptions of the attitudes held by students and academic staff were correct.
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Critical thinking, defined by Ennis (2011) as a “reasonable reflexive thinking 
focused on deciding what to do or believe,” must be at the heart of any educative 
process if it is to provide any kind of transformation in society. Glaser (1942) 
argues that having critical thinking skills in one context does not mean much 
if those methods of reasoning and enquiring are not applied to other areas of 
study and in everyday life. The transformative value of critical citizenship lies 
in its application in every aspect of life. Given the particular circumstances of 
being situated at the institution where the idea of apartheid was born, critical 
thinking should be indispensable to Stellenbosch University’sdegree programs. 
However, it is not clear that critical thinking on its own is sufficient for trans-
formation in this context. As such, we have chosen to focus on the slightly 
broader concept of critical citizenship, which encompasses critical thinking 
but also addresses social issues more explicitly.

Critical citizenship has become a topic of interest in recent years, espe-
cially in higher education. The term, critical citizenship, remains contested in 
both the local and the global contexts. We have chosen to view the concept 
as the promotion of a common set of shared values such as tolerance, diver-
sity, human rights, and democracy. This concept is clearly dependent on the 
development of discernment, reflection, and constructive critique. Research 
on education and teaching within a globalized and largely neoliberal capital-
ist context warns of the danger of omitting a reflective, ethical, and moral 
component from educational processes (Ennis 2011; Nussbaum 2010; Waghid 
2004). Within our own context we are aware that a shift in the demographic 
profile is necessary and may be achieved through mechanisms such as quotas 
and access programs. Nonetheless such a shift is insufficient to guarantee real 
transformation.

Transformation cannot be brought about by social engineering; it requires 
the growth and development of individuals who pass through the institution. 
To us, a crucial part of this is the development of critical citizenship. It is per-
haps more an ideal to be striven for, rather than a check-box to be ticked once 
certain minimum criteria have been reached. With the ideal of real transfor-
mation of the university culture in mind, we set out to explore the extent 
to which our presumptions of the depth to which the foundational attitudes 
necessary to foster critical citizenship were already present at Stellenbosch 
University. We set out to interview a small sample of academics and students 
from three different faculties to give a preliminary snapshot of the understand-
ing of critical citizenship.

In this chapter we describe the actions we took, and present our findings 
of how students and lecturers understand and talk about critical citizenship. 
We begin by contextualizing critical citizenship education within the broader 
debates around global and national citizenship education, and consider its rel-
evance within the context of South African higher education as it is currently 
shaped by discourses and policies of transformation.
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Contextualizing critical citizenship education

Critical pedagogy, which has strong links to the concept of critical theory 
as developed by the Frankfurt School, is a philosophy of praxis espoused by 
theorists like Paolo Freire, Henry Giroux, and Jurgen Habermas. While there 
are certain overlaps with the concept of critical thinking, Johnson and Morris 
sketch out the fundamental differences between the two. The characteristics 
particular to critical pedagogy are (1) an emphasis on the political and ideo-
logical dimension of knowledge production, (2) a focus on the collective, (3) a 
focus on understanding subjectivity in critical thinking, and (4) an emphasis 
on praxis (Johnson and Morris 2010, 81–84). For Paulo Freire (1983), the project 
of critical pedagogy centered on the dismantling and deconstruction of struc-
turally imbalanced power relations through critique and analysis. Johnson and 
Morris (2010, 80) refer to Burbules and Berk’s concise formulation of the dis-
tinction between critical thinking and critical pedagogy: “Critical thinking’s 
claim is, at heart, to teach how to think critically, not how to think politically; 
for critical pedagogy, this is a false distinction” (1999, 50). In order to explore 
the imperative of political engagement implicit in critical pedagogy, we follow 
Johnson and Morris’s use of the distinctive features of critical pedagogy as a 
basis to elaborate a theory of critical citizenship. As a term that attempts to 
capture the relation between the individual, the state, and society, citizenship 
potentially provides illuminating links between critical thinking and political 
engagement.

Various arguments have been presented in favor of a renewed emphasis on 
teaching civic engagement and social change in higher education (Furco 2010; 
Hartley, Saltmarsh, and Clayton 2010). Citizenship has reemerged in educational 
literature as an influential yet contested term, which seeks to place the con-
nection between the individual and society at the heart of educational debates 
(Nussbaum 2002; Osler and Starkey 2003; Schuitema, Ten Dam, and Veugelers 
2008). The transition from strictly nationalist conceptions of political power to 
more complex transnational configurations is reflected in changing concep-
tions of citizenship. Current interest in both national citizenship education 
(Enslin 2003; Ramphele 2001; Waghid 2004) and global citizenship education 
(Andreotti 2006; Johnson and Morris 2010; Nussbaum 2002) stems from the 
ongoing project of global democratization and liberalization. Rather than work-
ing to promote national loyalty, contemporary citizenship education focuses on 
the curation of common supranational forms of citizenship based on shared val-
ues of democracy, human rights, and tolerance (Johnson and Morris 2010, 77)

It should be noted, though, that we need to be careful not to simply replace 
one hierarchical system with another. An uncritical incorporation of a drive to 
globalization under the guise of “citizenship” could well result in unintended 
domination. Various thinkers have espoused the idea that the apparent cultural 
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and human interconnectedness of globalization disguises the deepening social 
and economic divisions on a global scale (Sen 2004; Wallerstein 2004). Calls 
for transnational conceptions of critical citizenship that are based on “univer-
salizable” democratic principles should, consequently, be treated with caution, 
as they might function at an epistemological level as another form of domina-
tion and symbolic violence.

Education and notions of critical citizenship in South Africa

In the context of contemporary South Africa varying views of critical citizen-
ship are present in debates on education (Enslin 2003; Ramphele 2001). Enslin 
reflects on the tension between the notion of citizenship articulated in the 
constitution, which was strongly informed by a participatory notion of citizen-
ship that developed through the antiapartheid struggle, and a “more popular 
interpretation of citizenship as access to socio-economic rights” (Enslin 2003, 
74). The relatively swift transition from an exclusive, racist, and discriminatory 
conception of citizenship to an inclusive, antiracist, and democratic notion 
of citizenship exists alongside what has now been recognized as a painfully 
slow social and economic transformation that still reflects entrenched racial 
hierarchies (Erasmus 2009; Reddy 2004; Seekings 2008; Vale and Jacklin 2009). 
The development of a robust democratic culture is not only undermined by 
persistent inequality, but also by “a popular preoccupation with entitlement 
to goods [which] erodes willingness to engage in active participation for the 
common good” (Enslin 2003, 79).

Critical citizenship of the type described above is more likely to be achieved 
through criticality, introspection, and compassion. Critical reflection and 
introspection are essential processes for realizing the progressive conception of 
critical citizenship that “provides a framework for a transformed citizen who 
will strive to overcome the past” (Enslin 2003, 76). Waghid (2004) argues that 
the form of liberal communitarian critical citizenship articulated in the new 
democratic educational reforms needs to be reinforced by compassion as well 
as sensitivity to the realities of others (Nussbaum 2002; Waghid 2004). While 
“liberal-communitarian values can result in pupils developing capacities for 
rational argumentation and deliberative engagement,” this may not necessar-
ily cultivate the virtue of compassion required for educational transformation 
(Waghid 2004, 535). Engagement and understanding, and indeed emotional 
maturity and compassion, are core components when practicing critical think-
ing and critical citizenship.

The link between compassion and critical citizenship may not be immedi-
ately obvious. Nussbaum explicitly makes the link in her criteria for education 
for critical democratic citizenship emphasize the importance of criticality and 
compassion. These criteria are (1) that develop a critical consciousness that 
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allows students to question their own traditions while practicing a mutual 
respect for reason; (2) to think as a citizen of the world; and (3) to develop a 
“narrative imagination” that fosters a deeper understanding of difference and 
diversity and allows one to place oneself in the shoes of another (Nussbaum 
2002). They form the basis of our understanding of critical citizenship.

Critical Citizenship Research Project

A group of lecturers from different faculties was formed with an activist aim 
of enhancing transformation at Stellenbosch University. The group spontane-
ously formed after a presentation on critical citizenship and transformation 
by one of the members at a local conference. Many conversations followed 
and this research project was the result of the conversations and collab-
orative desire to participate actively in actions to deepen transformation at 
Stellenbosch University. The working definition of critical citizenship that the 
group decided on was as follows:

Critical citizenship is based on the promotion of a common set of shared 
values such as tolerance, diversity, human rights and democracy. As an edu-
cational pedagogy, it encourages critical reflection on the past and the imag-
ining of a possible future shaped by social justice, in order to prepare people 
to live together in harmony in diverse societies. (Adapted from Johnson and 
Morris 2010, 77–78)

We realized that the educational outcome will only be achieved if a common 
pedagogical stance, not only of what we teach and learn but also of how we 
teach and learn, is held by a critical mass of students and lecturers. We are 
arguing that if our students are to graduate with some understanding of their 
responsibility as critical citizens, there must be academics in all faculties who 
operate from this vision of a critical citizenship pedagogical stance. The aca-
demics may articulate this vision in different ways, and the application will 
vary. The group argued that, before trying to “enhance” this vision among aca-
demics, it would be wise to begin by exploring the extent to which this stance 
was already present by investigating how students and lecturers understand 
and talk about critical citizenship.

Methodology

The research project was framed within the qualitative and interpretive para-
digm, making use of the case study method. The research sample consisted 
of 15 lecturers and 24 students from three different academic faculties The 
faculties chosen were Theology, Arts and Social Sciences, and Natural Sciences. 
These faculties were chosen because members of the research group were 
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present in each of these faculties. The diversity of subject choice was deemed 
sufficient to get a preliminary “snapshot” of the attitudes across the university. 
The students were all fourth- or fifth-year students (in the South African sys-
tem that is students in an honors program or first year masters program). There 
was a mix of gender in all cases. We also tried to include people from different 
racial groups; however, this was not always possible. Nonetheless, both English 
and Afrikaans first language speakers were present in all groups. A total of 
nine individual interviews and four group interviews were conducted; these 
comprised four interviews with lecturers from Visual Arts, one group interview 
with third-year art students, five interviews with lecturers from Chemistry, 
one group interview with Chemistry students, one group interview with lec-
turers from Theology, and one group interview with Master’s students from 
Theology. The interviews took place between April and August 2012.

During the interviews, the definition of critical citizenship that the research 
group used was given to the participants and they were asked to respond to it 
by stating whether they could relate to it and whether it was included in their 
curricula. The definition that we used was either read out at the beginning of 
the interview or sent to participants to read beforehand. Participants were also 
asked to share their own understanding of the term “critical citizenship” and 
the ways in which they understood it to be applicable, implicitly or explicitly, 
in their courses.

The data was captured by using electronic voice recorders, and transcribed. 
Inductive content analysis (Creswell 2005) was utilized for studying the data. The 
coding process started with an initial reading of the text, dividing it into segments 
and identifying codes, and then reducing or combining codes into themes.

The data gathered from the six groups can only be taken as an indication of 
possible perceptions and attitudes. It is highly probably that the people who 
agreed to participate in the research were self-selecting for those who were 
already more inclined to favor the notion of critical citizenship. The aim of the 
study inevitably was not to generalize but to provide an in-depth exploration 
of the phenomena that became apparent during the investigation. Given our 
own passion for fostering critical citizenship in our institution, we had also 
hoped that initiating the conversation around critical citizenship with those 
who participated in the research would stimulate further thought and discus-
sion beyond the scope of the research.

Results and discussion

Many of the issues discussed in the above explanation of the notion of criti-
cal citizenship emerged during the interviews. The themes that emerged were 
clustered in two broad categories: (1) contesting notions of citizenship as a 
form of belonging or a set of responsibilities and (2) contesting opinions of the 
responsibility of the university to address social issues.
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Contested notions of citizenship

While most students were both familiar with and positive about critical think-
ing as far as it applies to academic work, the notion of critical citizenship was 
often seen as something unfamiliar, external to the students and their own 
understanding of themselves. Most participants endorsed the idea of critical-
ity, but there was a diversity of response to the word “citizenship.” Some stu-
dents took issue with the politically problematic associations of the term as too 
closely tied to the nation-state: “I am critical about the word citizenship. It is 
a nationalist concept that I do not necessarily agree with” (Theology Student; 
[Some quotations were translated into English where the original interview 
was done in Afrikaans]); or as a notion imposed by the West: “I think it is a 
very western term and to apply that to South Africa would be a challenge. 
Citizenship is more western, more our way of doing things, and one cannot 
apply that to other cultures” (Theology Student). While students saw these ten-
sions as inherent in the term itself, their comments also suggest that the con-
text of application is problematic. The equation of citizenship and nationalism 
could indicate a sensitivity about the segregationist nationalisms of South 
Africa’s apartheid past, but it could also refer to a feeling of discomfort with 
contemporary South African nationalism. A student remarked: “I mean the 
fact that I am born here, you know I may not be interested in this country and 
the politics and its future . . . if I think of citizenship then I do not necessarily 
think in terms of South Africa” (Theology Student). Another student said that 
“there is a paradigm shift wherein I can say I am now a global citizen, or I am 
now a South African citizen” (Theology Student).

Both Enslin (2003) and Ramphele (2001) argue that South Africans are still 
struggling to articulate a shared understanding of citizenship as solidarity and 
belonging. The sense of social division emerged strongly from both academics 
and students. This is clear in the frequent use of “us and them” discourse:

This is our culture and our people and it works and now other people come 
and bother us, and now we see after five years after being critically engaging 
with it, that wait it is not our country it is their culture. (Theology Student)

It is also clear in the treatment of citizenship as a status or set of responsibilities 
that one has the freedom to choose whether to embrace it. A student explained 
that one needs to decide individually upon the value of South African citizen-
ship: “Then one have [sic] to decide if I am still interested to own my citizen-
ship in this country, my brother is now a citizen of another country and my 
sister is on her way [to citizenship of another country]” (Theology Student). A 
theology lecturer commented: “Now, we are not citizens [whose] suitcases are 
packed for Perth or Toronto or wherever. With critical citizenship we mean 
we want to exercise our citizenship.” Both comments suggest a position that 
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assumes that “owning” one’s citizenship and taking social responsibility by 
engaging in South African society are not the norm. It is perceived as some-
what exceptional or noteworthy to willingly accept the status of South African 
citizenship, as opposed to an obligation, responsibility, or even honor bestowed 
upon one by birth or political history.

Critical citizenship was often equated by the participants with a measure of 
social (and personal) responsibility—within a local, national, or global context: 
“[I]n a general sense I suppose that critical citizenship relates to an understand-
ing of context and a sensitivity in terms of the way you negotiate your identity 
and your responsibility towards others and towards your environment” (Art 
Lecturer). However, relating to a broader, holistic notion of context was seen 
as problematic if it was at the expense of local context: “[t]here is a lot of talk 
about all these connections globally but I mean we don’t have the connections 
locally” (Art Lecturer). The political and religious contexts in South Africa were 
sometimes seen as complicating factors in negotiating appropriate models of 
critical citizenship. For example, one lecturer argued that neither the consen-
sus-based democracy popular in Africa nor the Christian religion is conducive 
to critical citizenship, which can be

seen as disloyal: if you are not seen to be looking for consensus, you are seen 
as an agent with a hidden agenda. So how do you advocate for the advan-
tages of critical citizenship within a milieu that is suspicious about it. And it 
can even be seen as un-Christian to be critical. (Theology Lecturer)

Others argued that such apparent contradiction conforms to current notions 
of citizenship:

Critical citizenship would imply a certain critical loyalty. There seems to be 
a change in our thinking about citizenship, that it is about more than just 
obedience, it’s about the ability to have a critical dialogue with your percep-
tions of society. (Theology Lecturer)

These various notions of critical citizenship could indicate the discomfort some 
students and lecturers experience when being identified as South African citi-
zens. The upheaval one group experienced during the apartheid years and the 
loss of political power after 1994 could have resulted in some people struggling to 
associate with being a South African because of the loss of control and a feeling of 
being powerless, of now being controlled by the “previous enemy.” The changes 
that the end of apartheid brought were liberating for many people, but difficult 
for others to accept. In the process of digesting this loss, they might find it hard to 
identify with the notion of being citizens of South Africa, and taking responsibil-
ity as such citizens. A global citizen has certain responsibilities, but local citizen-
ship might require a more active participation and contribution locally.
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The responsibility to address social problems in  
higher education institutions

A student observed that critical citizenship “does not just involve you or your 
career, I think it is more of how you even interact on a day to day basis. . . . I 
don’t think it just involves what you do as a scientist” (Chemistry Student). 
The notion of personal responsibility as closely tied to conceptions of citizen-
ship often emerged in the interviews. However, to what extent the university 
as a social institution could be held responsible to address social issues and 
foster critical citizenship was contested. Hence, the second question aimed to 
investigate the importance of critical citizenship or social responsibility within 
individual curricula and universities’ institutional cultures. There was strong 
dispute about whether this imperative should be interpreted as an implicit ethos 
of the university, cultivated by individual attitudes and beliefs, or whether it 
should be a formalized educational venture.

A frequent remark was that critical citizenship is what is being done already 
in classrooms and on the campus without being forced:

But I think that is part of what we do in class then, in a tertiary class . . . [to] 
bring various perspectives to the classroom for students to work with and 
[to] critically think about them to make more effective choices in how they 
are better citizens (Theology lecturer)

One of the art lecturers stated: “If you are teaching at a university, you are 
already a critical thinker.”

A chemistry lecturer explained that “in a laboratory, I think is one of the 
most dynamic areas where critical citizenship happens spontaneously, without 
you having to force it.”

While the “unforced” flourishing of critical citizenship qualities in students 
is ideal, it is more likely that the academic in this case is conflating “critical 
citizenship” with cooperation between individuals. This presumption of the 
spontaneity of development of critical citizens can quickly absolve the institu-
tion or the individual academics from taking responsibility for this process. As 
one Art lecturer put it: “By virtue of being academics and by virtue of working 
in an interdisciplinary way our research will be critical citizenship.” Such com-
ments indicate a rather naïve or “thin” (Walker 2005) understanding of critical 
citizenship among some of the lecturers.

Other academics emphasized the individual responsibility that lecturers 
need to take, and that leading by example is the only way to ensure social 
responsiveness: “It is more about the attitude that you cultivate, through the 
example that you set, the things that you say” (Chemistry Lecturer); “The only 
way I can make students more aware is to now and then mention something 
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about society, and yes to give leadership and give examples” (Chemistry 
Lecturer); “And if it is sort of something that the lecturer takes on board, like 
as an approach and reinforces it sort of everyday, then it becomes, then it is 
not something extra, it is actually just my course really” (Chemistry Lecturer). 
Some academics argued strongly that the cultivation of critical and responsible 
attitudes should be reliant on the convictions or ethical behavior of the lectur-
ers, and the formalization of such a concept is problematic:

So the reason within the social sciences is that our students are sensitive 
to discourse of critical citizenship is precisely because it is not imposed on 
them. It is because it is generated out of the convictions of their lecturers 
and it is not packaged as critical citizenship. But had this been packaged 
as critical citizenship and had it been something even from within a deep 
sense of conviction that we addressed as such I think it would be somewhat 
artificial and I think to impose this on disciplines where to us it is not 
apparent is problematic and unnecessary. (Art Lecturer)

The notion that the university itself has an ethical and historical responsibil-
ity to foster critical citizenship emerged too: “The most important thing about 
a university is that it is a place of learning, that it is a knowledge facilitator, 
that it challenges the norm and the boundaries and universities come from 
philosophical thinking” (Art Lecturer). There were many lecturers who felt 
that such responsibility fell beyond their personal parameters as teachers. This 
constraint could relate to time: “To now go and address social problems in 
the class—I just do not have time for that. That is unfortunately how it is” 
(Chemistry Lecturer); but it could also relate to the scope of the discipline:

If you mean politically, then definitely no, it’s not going to find a place in a 
chemistry course, I . . . I don’t feel that it will find recognition in a chemistry 
course, and I don’t feel it’s my task to cultivate it in a student in that way. 
(Chemistry Lecturer)

This is in direct opposition to Badat’s argument that drawing strict distinctions 
between academic work and imperatives to address social transformation are 
problematic. Badat argues that the “powers conferred by academic freedom go 
hand in hand with substantive duties to deracialise and decolonize intellectual 
spaces” (Badat, cited in Hasan and Nussbaum 2012, 128). This raises a crucial 
question of how one might usefully address issues of critical citizenship in a 
purely scientific course, and indeed, whether one would want to.

It was noted that the university environment itself poses a challenge to 
address social issues adequately, as it is fraught with racial problems that 
themselves reproduce social tensions and inequalities. One lecturer argued 
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that “these people in power don’t realize that their decisions are racist” (Arts 
Lecturer), and that the university is

a safe space for certain people ja. But not for everybody. I mean we had a 
first year fine arts student last year . . . [he] was doing brilliantly but he just 
opted out. It was just too difficult for him to be the only black student in the 
first year group. (Art Lecturer).

Another suggested that problems in the university are related to

perhaps of a constructed space that greater Stellenbosch . . . I think that there 
is a historical effect on the placement and spaces, such as Kayamandi ver-
sus central Stellenbosch, that people are unable to sort of cross that divide. 
(Chemistry Lecturer)

Implications and conclusions

The research on which this chapter is based was aimed at exploring the percep-
tions and attitudes held by small groups of Stellenbosch University students 
and lecturers from the disciplines of Theology, Arts and Social Sciences, and 
Natural Sciences regarding the notion of critical citizenship pedagogy and its 
implications for the university. The research began by probing students’ and 
lecturers’ understanding of critical citizenship in order to get an initial snap-
shot of where the institution is in this regard.

The results of the research showed that the understanding of critical citizen-
ship varied between the disciplines; students in the humanities seemed to find 
it easier to discuss this concept than those studying in the sciences. It is per-
haps not surprising that students who are exposed to a critical discourse in the 
pursuit of their undergraduate degrees are more articulate and, by implication, 
more aware of the idea of critical citizenship.

It was also evident that critical citizenship tended for some to be regarded as 
an entity “out there,” and was not seen as part of a dynamic process. This seems 
to imply that, while the skills necessary for individual critical thinking are 
developed to some extent through existing pedagogical structures, developing 
the practice of critical citizenship and the language required to engage with it, 
requires more specific attention. In the first instance this requires conscious 
engagement in conversation around these ideas across the university. The more 
the idea of critical citizenship becomes a part of the daily vocabulary, the more 
likely discipline-specific praxis is to emerge. As real transformation becomes 
part of the daily reality of academics, so the sensitive issues that emerged in 
the interviews, which relate to social division, race, and discrimination, could 
be addressed more directly and explicitly.
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Any institution-wide effort to engage with critical citizenship will require 
buy-in from lecturers and other staff. Even though some lecturers felt that 
critical citizenship should not be explicitly taught, it appears that the first hur-
dle may be less of a stumbling block than we imagined it would be. Most of 
the lecturers interviewed were in agreement about the importance of critical 
citizenship, even though solutions are likely to be specific to faculties or disci-
plines. The real challenge will be the manner in which that is facilitated and 
communicated to the students.

Taking into consideration our context, as seen from the results of the research, 
a certain approach to teaching and learning or critical pedagogy should be 
explored and developed. Johnson and Morris (2010) developed a framework 
for critical citizenship education that includes critical thinking and critical 
pedagogy. We follow Johnson and Morris’s line of thought, in which critical 
citizenship focuses on developing a certain stance or way of thinking, rather 
than focusing only on the content of the critical citizenship curriculum.

A critical pedagogy needs to evolve that enhances a critical consciousness 
(Freire 1983) in students and lecturers to go beyond received knowledge and to 
understand that knowledge is invested with personal, cultural, or political per-
ceptions, and that knowledge could enable or disable power. Critical pedagogy 
encourages the development of context-specific educational methods where 
students and lecturers use dialogue to open up the critical consciousness with 
an emphasis on praxis. The role of contextual critical pedagogy as a guiding 
principle in the development of Stellenbosch University is of utmost impor-
tance to build the capacity of critical, engaged, and responsible graduates.

The aim of this research was to gain insight into the ways in which students 
and lecturers talk about critical citizenship at the institution, in order to inform 
the research group about how to take this issue forward, and what approach 
or strategy to follow to enhance critical citizenship education. As a team com-
ing together from various faculties, we have been sharing our ideas about the 
importance of critical citizenship, but we still have a long way to go.
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Introduction

Much of the literature on critical thinking focuses on the ways in which human 
beings develop the capacity, through complex cognitive processes and skills, to 
evaluate or make sense of information. Within the formal educational context, 
it is often associated with pedagogical strategies aimed toward nurturing and 
developing learners’ capacity for logical enquiry and reasoning. Though such 
insights are clearly very important, a narrow focus on what might be termed 
the “science of learning” can result in a negation of an obvious but very impor-
tant point, namely, to what end and for what purpose should we be seeking 
to nurture critical thinking. Put another way, what is the moral, ethical, and 
political dimension of learning to think critically? And it is this question that 
forms the main purpose of the present chapter. By invoking the idea of critical 
thinking as a social practice, we examine the educational approach known as 
critical pedagogy and consider its relevance to higher education today. Critical 
pedagogy in its broadest sense is an educational philosophy that seeks to con-
nect forms of education to wider political questions by arguing that processes 
or acts of learning and knowing are themselves inherently political.

Perhaps the most important figure that is associated with developing the 
tradition of critical pedagogy is the Brazilian educationalist Paulo Freire 
(1921–1997). In the introduction to his famous book Pedagogy of the Oppressed, 
Richard Shaull has summed up his approach when he argues that the starting 
point for Freire is that education can never be neutral; it either acts to socialize 
the learner into the “logic of the present system” or it becomes the “practice of 
freedom.” Freedom here is understood as the capacity of the learner to “deal 
critically and creatively with reality and discover how to participate in the 
transformation of their world” (Freire 1996, 16). In this sense Freire’s approach 
contains three key elements: the availability of education opportunities to the 
broad mass of people; the social and psychological processes that reinforce 
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acts of educational inclusion/exclusion, both within and outside formal educa-
tional institutions; and the pedagogical strategies deployed by teachers.

In line with a range of progressive thinkers from the Enlightenment onward, 
Freire believed that education needed to be made available to men and women 
from all strata of society, rather than just the social elite. But his most signifi-
cant contribution concerns the “critical” element within “critical pedagogy” 
and the pedagogical practices he developed and then wrote about in his many 
books. He sought to embody a participatory egalitarianism on one hand, but at 
the same time to create a classroom in which students could think about their 
life and other people’s lives in a new and deeply critical way. For Freire, genu-
ine criticality could not coexist within educational processes that were purely 
instrumental; hence the question of understanding the underlying purpose of 
teaching and knowing is a crucial starting point. We would argue that these 
issues are still of crucial significance in talking about Freire’s relevance today, 
even though it must at the same time be acknowledged that the form in which 
higher educationis offered now has changed enormously since he was working 
in the field. We are currently living through a period in which higher educa-
tion is being transformed from its older incarnation as an elite system serving 
the interests of a privileged few, to a massively expanded global system, which 
is drawing in hundreds of thousands of people across the world (Cowden and 
Singh 2013).

The terrain of education today would have probably been unrecognizable 
to Freire, and given that one of his major attacks on conventional systems 
was directed at the way they excluded all but the wealthy, it could be argued 
by defenders of the present arrangements that the availability of education 
has been substantially democratized. There is no doubt that purely in terms 
of access, certainly in most developed countries, we do now have something 
resembling a mass higher education system (see, e.g., Usher and Medow 2014). 
Yet, ironically, at the same time universities have become much less democratic, 
both in relation to their internal management structures and their account-
ability. The reason for this is that the rationale for their expansion has not been 
concerned with the idea of education as a social good, but rather as a lucrative 
globally salable commodity. This approach has fundamentally reshaped both 
the form and the content of higher education. In a detailed analysis of the 
current and future consequences of this approach on the UK higher education 
(HE) titled Sold Out, the Oxford academic Stefan Collini concludes that a sys-
tem with “a very good record” in terms of “universally acknowledged creativ-
ity, streets ahead of most of their international peers” and in being a positive 
force “for human development and social cohesion” (2013, 12) is being trans-
formed in the image of the financial institutions that so spectacularly demon-
strated their incompetence in the banking collapse of 2007–2008. In a similar 
vein, Andrew McGettigan (2013) in his forensic examination of the funding 
of UK universities argues that the introduction of large fees coupled with the 
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transfer of funding from the state and direct taxation to private finance and 
loans systems is comparable to the “subprime” mortgage market, creating new 
classes of students with high levels of debt and “subprime degrees.” Moreover, 
this subordination of the university to the logic of finance capital poses serious 
challenges to the project of critial thinking. In this sense the need for an edu-
cational practice concerned with the liberation rather than the domestication 
of students is as great as it has ever been.

Against the backdrop of the wider context of HE this chapter is centrally con-
cerned with setting out the distinctive contribution of critical pedagogy to the 
broader question of critical thinking. Much of our focus is on the work of Paulo 
Freire, but of course his approach does not emerge in a vacuum. For this reason 
we begin the chapter by revisiting the ideas of key figures within the European 
Enlightenment; postmodernist claims to his legacy notwithstanding, we feel 
we need to be absolutely clear that Freire’s work stands on this legacy, though 
like Marx, one of his major influences, it was a legacy he both built on and 
challenged. We follow this with a discussion of a 1999 essay “Critical Thinking 
and Critical Pedagogy” by Nicholas Burbules and Rupert Berk that specifically 
compares critical pedagogy with other concepts of critical thinking. We con-
clude the chapter with a discussion of the importance of critical pedagogy in 
the context of the current reshaping of relationships between students and 
teachers in a neoliberal market model, arguing that Freire’s work offers a frame-
work for defending and expanding essential aspects of critical thinking that 
we regard as universal.

Theorizing criticality—a historical perspective

When we consider the history of the concept of “criticality,” it is clear that 
it is crucial not just for theorizing the basis of education, but it is also, in a 
wider sense, deeply connected with a capacity for expression within a wider 
“public sphere,” a space where ideas can be discussed and debated openly. The 
European Enlightenment, with its injunction that we “dare to know!” is crucial 
for initiating modern concepts of criticality. Immanuel Kant’s 1784 essay What 
Is Enlightenment? famously defined “enlightenment” as the “exit of humans 
from their self-incurred immaturity” (Fleischacker 2013, 13), and this repre-
sents the elevation of a concept of criticality based above all on Reason. For 
Kant, Reason was a universal human capacity, and hence he regarded its denial 
as a denial of our humanity itself. He defines “thinking for oneself” as “seeking 
the highest touchstone of truth in oneself (i.e. in one’s reason), and the maxim 
of always thinking for oneself is enlightenment” (Kant 1998, 146–147).

Reason in a Kantian framework is understood not just as a universal human 
capacity but as the capacity for critical engagement, which represents some-
thing much greater that the amount of information one possesses. “Becoming 
enlightened” involves liberating oneself at the level of thought and feeling, 
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and Etienne Balibar has argued that “from Kant onwards . . . modern idealism is 
above all a theory of the active self-construction of the subject” (1994, xv). The 
corollary of this, Balibar argues, is the “autonomy of the political,” which he 
characterizes as “reminiscent of a long tradition in the definition of citizen-
ship . . . namely the emergence of ‘we the people’ as a political subject” (1994, 
x). The Enlightenment definition of criticality was thus inherently political 
and social, and connected with concepts of popular sovereignty, democratic 
citizenship, and, in their absence, revolution. These ideas were of course cru-
cial aspects of the intellectual background of the French, American, and the 
Haitian revolutions, and which continue to be important to this day. This 
relationship between the capacity to use reason in a public and critical way 
remains as true of the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen as it was 
adopted in August 1789 by the French National Constituent Assembly, as it is 
of contemporary struggles for genuine popular representation manifest in the 
Arab Spring.

But where does Reason come from? While the establishment of this prin-
ciple was one of the most important legacies of the Enlightenment, Hegel’s 
major contribution to this was the idea that it had to be accompanied by the 
development of “critical self-consciousness.” As Pavlides (2010) argues, “Hegel 
attempted to demonstrate the active role which the human mind played in 
the evolution of civilization and, at the same time, he became aware of the 
contradictory essence of things as the moving force behind their transforma-
tion” (83). It was by historicizing critical self-consciousness through his use of 
the “dialectical” method that Hegel established “the principle whereby stable 
thoughts reveal their inherent instability by turning into their opposites, and 
then into more complex thoughts” (Houlgate 2005, 38). In this way of think-
ing Hegel demonstrated the importance of going beyond either/or forms of 
logic, thus overturning the perception that “things and concepts [were] either 
one thing or the other” (Houlgate 2005, 39). Hegel’s approach radicalized criti-
cality in the way it required a thinker to grasp “contradictions”—essential rela-
tionships between things that only appeared to be opposed to each other, but 
were, at a deeper level, essentially related.

It has almost become a cliche to reiterate Marx’s claim to have turned the con-
cept of the dialetic “on its head,” but as Cyril Smith has noted, it is more useful 
to think of Marx as taking the method Hegel used for understanding philosophi-
cal contradictions as a means of understanding real material contradictions; in 
other words, Marx was “looking for the way to ‘actualise philosophy’ . . . Where 
Hegel’s science sought to reconcile the conflicting forces of the modern world, 
Marx’s science sets out from the necessity to actualise those conflicts and bring 
them to fruition” (1996, 147). This is demonstrated by the way Marx approached 
the question of religious belief. In common with most Enlightenment philoso-
phy since Kant, Marx perceived uncritical religious faith as a major barrier to 
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enlightened thought and existence. However rather than see this faith simplyas 
an “illusion” and thereby illogical, Marx argued that it needed to be understood 
as the inverted expression of real social contradictions:

Religious suffering is at one time the expression of real suffering and a pro-
test against real suffering. Religion is the sigh of an oppressed creature, the 
heart of a heartless world and the soul of soulless conditions. It is the opium 
of the people. (1975, 244)

Marx’s description of religion as the “opium of the people” has often been 
misunderstood to mean that he was simply dismissive of religion. Rather, he 
saw it an analogous to an opiate, in that it dulled the pain of people’s lives 
and allowed them to carry on, but without any fundamental change in the 
oppressive conditions in which they lived and worked. It was thus not the 
clarion calls for freethinking offered by Enlightenment philosophers that 
would undermine the appeal of religion, but “the abolition of religion as the 
illusory happiness of the people is the demand for their real happiness” (Marx 
1975, 244). After working extensively on his critique of Hegel in his early writ-
ings, Marx shifted his focus toward understanding “political economy” where 
the material causes of the denial of people’s humanity were to be found. This 
shift is captured in his eleventh thesis on Feuerbach: “the philosophers have 
interpreted the world, in various ways; the point is to change it” (Marx 1975, 
423). This statement is remarkable for the way it encompasses criticality as a 
concept with inherently ethical, epistemological, and pedagogical dimensions, 
which themselves could only be realized through praxis, the unity of theory 
and practice.

In the twentieth century, as educational institutions expanded, debates 
around the significance of criticality moved more and more into the space of 
pedagogical practice. While the American pragmatist philosopher and educa-
tional reformer John Dewey did not see himself as a revolutionary in the way 
Marx did, he was equally concerned with the social implications of pedagogical 
practices. As Amsler notes, for Dewey, “[An] educator’s decisions about what, 
how, why and where to teach can never be based on purely technical skill 
or theoretical knowledge. Instead they emerge from theorizing the particular 
form of democratic life, articulating the practical role that forms of education 
could play in this life” (Amsler 2013, 67). For Dewey education was not just 
about making a “good life,” but also an essential component of a deepening 
practice of “democracy”that was predicated on the capacity of people at large 
being equipped with the skills to turn this into a reality. This is embodied in 
his oft-quoted statement that one should “cease conceiving of education as 
mere preparation for later life, and make it the full meaning of the present life” 
(Dewey 1916, 239).
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The same questions about the social role of pedagogy are important in the 
early work of social theorist Jürgen Habermas, particularly his 1962 book The 
Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere (1989). This work drew heavily on 
the pessimistic analysis of mass popular culture in the work of his Frankfurt 
School colleagues Max Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno, but came to quite 
different conclusions. Returning to Kant’s discussion in What Is Enlightenment? 
Habermas argued that the milieu of salons, coffee houses, and independent 
journals, which formed the context into which Kant’s work was received, was 
very far from the context of the contemporary public sphere. He argued that this 
had developed primarily into a venue for entertainment where critical discus-
sion was largely absent and social issues were framed in a language of “rational 
consensus” that was defined and dominated by powerful corporations and the 
simplistic slogans of political parties. As a result he argued that critical thinking 
had been “supplanted by manipulative publicity” (Habermas 1989, 178).

In order to prevent a resurgence of the sort of authoritarianism represented 
by both Nazi Germany and the USSR under Stalin, Habermas advanced the 
idea of “communicative competence.” This concerned the capacity for a 
human subject to move beyond the dominant “rational consensus” and nur-
ture a praxis whereby they could evaluate truth claims through a combina-
tion of reason, reflection, and critical thinking, thepurpose of which was to 
unveil hidden forms of domination. Habermas used the term “ideal-speech 
situations” to characterize this ongoing struggle for reflective understanding. 
In ideal-speech situations people were not told what to think, but had the 
opportunity to participate in a genuine interaction in which it was possible 
for them to independently evaluate their understandings and views on a par-
ticular issue. These ideas have had a major influence in contemporary discus-
sions of the social role of universities and the place of pedagogy within them. 
Ron Barnett’s 1997 book Higher Education: A Critical Business is just one such 
discussion that develops a Habermasian defence of critical thinking in relation 
to HE in the UK. Barnett argues that it is not enough for university students 
to develop the capacity to reflect critically on knowledge; it is only through 
“critical reflection” and “critical action” that the learner can become a truly 
“critical being” capable of engaging “with the world and with themselves as 
well as with knowledge” (1997, 1).

Critical thinking and critical pedagogy

The far-from-exhaustive survey demonstrates just how central the relation-
ship between ideas about criticality and a concept of “the public sphere” is, 
and even if such conceptualizations didn’t explicitly articulate a pedagogical 
dimension, they certainly implied one. But what sort of pedagogy? This ques-
tion is usefully explored by Nicholas Burbules and Rupert Berk’s 1999 essay 
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“Critical Thinking and Critical Pedagogy: Relations, Differences and Limits.” 
Their focus is a comparative analysis of the way the term “critical” functions 
within these two traditions of “critical thinking” and “critical pedagogy”:

Each invokes the term “critical” as a valued educational goal: urging teachers 
to help students become more sceptical toward commonly accepted truisms. 
Each says, in its own way, “Do not let yourself be deceived.” And each has 
sought to reach and influence particular groups of educators, at all levels of 
schooling, through workshops, lectures, and pedagogical texts. They share 
a passion and sense of urgency about the need for more critically oriented 
classrooms. Yet with very few exceptions these literatures do not discuss one 
another. Is this because they propose conflicting visions of what “critical” 
thought entails? Are their approaches to pedagogy incompatible? (Burbules 
and Berk 1999)

They argue that both traditions deploy the term “critical” as characterized by 
the defence and expansion of spaces where students are able to reach inde-
pendent judgments with regard to commonly accepted truth claims, and also 
argue for “a critical education [which] can increase freedom and enlarge the 
scope of human possibilities” (Burbules and Berk 1999, 46). But while critical 
thinking traditions focus on a concern with uncovering faulty arguments in 
logic, reasoning, and the use of evidence, critical pedagogy’s primary concern 
is “with social injustice and how to transform inequitable, undemocratic or 
oppressive institutions and social relations” (Ibid.).

Burbules and Berk illustrate these differences using the example of research 
that purportedly demonstrates that African Americans are “less intelligent” 
than other ethnic groups, based on the fact that they score lower in IQ tests 
(1999, 54). Within the critical thinking tradition, concerns about whether such 
conclusions are justified would be addressed through methodological questions 
about the reliability of the instruments used to test intelligence; the validity 
of the findings; and the clarity of key terms, such as the concept of “intelli-
gence.” For critical pedagogy, while the latter questions would be important, 
the underlying problems are not just about methodology and evidence; they 
would be concerned with the wider context of IQ testing and the role of par-
ticular modes of inquiry with respect to power relations—in this instance the 
role of “intelligence testing” within a context of racist practice and ideology. 
Hence for critical pedagogy questions such as who is making these assertions 
about the relationship between “intelligence” and “race,” why are they being 
made at this point in time, who funds this research, and who benefits from the 
promulgation of these findings are central.

While Burbules and Berk avoid presenting the two traditions as binary 
opposites, this example demonstrates the different ways in which pedagogy 
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is conceived. Within the critical thinking tradition, this is based on positiv-
ist and “unbiased” modes of reasoning and inquiry that allow different truth 
claims to be evaluated. The distinctive feature of critical pedagogy, by contrast, 
lies not simply in the process of equipping learners with the skills that enable 
to them to think critically, but includes within this the idea that the produc-
tion of knowledge and the identities of learners being themselves socially and 
ideologically mediated. In this sense the task is not one of seeking to be “unbi-
ased”; instead we need to understand the way dominant frameworks define and 
constitute that which counts as “knowledge.” Freire argues that the educator’s 
knowledge is always inherently incomplete and therefore the “act of knowing” 
must be based on a critical dialogue between the teacher and student. What he 
is pointing to here is a way of understanding criticality as a process in which 
both the educator and the educated seek to “problematize” the basis of forms of 
existing knowledge, which could be personal and group experiences, “expert 
knowledges” based on existing research, policy, media perceptions, etc., with a 
view to looking at the way all these elements interact.

This points to the way the distinction between the two traditions outlined 
by Burbules and Berk can be read at two levels—that of epistemology and that 
of pedagogical practice. In terms of epistemology, the distinction between 
critical thinking and critical pedagogy can be read as a restatement of the 
differences between Kantian and Marxist approaches. Kant’s work represents 
the beginning of classical liberal philosophy where the use of Reason acts as 
an expression of what Steutel and Spiecker have called “the autonomy of the 
individual” (2002, 63). For Kant, critical thinking is perceived as a necessary 
virtue of citizens and thus as a prerequisite for the sound operation of a soci-
ety, which needs people who are able to participate in public debates about 
its overall direction and organization (Ibid.). By contrast Marx rejected the 
atomistic focus on “individual autonomy” as both philosophically confused 
and empirically false. He argued that as human beings are essentially social 
creatures, so social and economic theory must always engage with social total-
ity: “Whenever we speak of production . . . what is meant is always . . . produc-
tion by social individuals” (Marx 1975, 85). In other words Marx’s conception 
of people working to create a material product is the same as people producing 
and reproducing particular sets of social relations. We can thus never be out-
side of social relations, whose shape and form have a profound influence on 
the forms of knowledge that are seen to be important or unimportant. Freire’s 
conception of critical pedagogy draws on a similar understanding of the repro-
duction of social relations in schools and universities; hence their production 
of students whose “high level of intelligence” makes them fit to rule society; 
domesticated, unquestioning students whose knowledge never threatens the 
powerful; and poor “uneducable” students, excluded from participation in the 
system.
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On speaking and remaining silent

This question of epistemology merges into the issue of the form of pedagogy. 
While there were egalitarian elements in Kant’s thinking, he sees the pursuit of 
critical thinking as largely confined to formal, traditional intellectuals—those 
who, in Socrates’s times, would have been deemed as “philosopher kings.” A 
key theme in critical pedagogy by contrast is the need for an expanded and 
more egalitarian conception of intellectuality itself. The ideas of the Italian 
Marxist Antonio Gramsci are important here since he is one of the first peo-
ple to theorize the role of “intellectuals” in the production and reproduction 
of power relations. Against the conventional understanding of intellectuals, 
whom Gramsci termed “traditional intellectuals,” he counterposed what he 
called “organic intellectuals,” who emerged from within and among the popu-
lar classes in society. The recognition of “organic intellectuals” linked together 
Gramsci’s emancipatory vision of intellectuals and the idea of proletarian 
emancipation:

For a mass of people to be led to think coherently and in the same coher-
ent fashion about the real present world is a “philosophical” event, far 
more important and “original” than the discovery by some philosophical 
“genius” of a truth, which remains the property of small groups of intellec-
tuals. (Gramsci 1984, 325)

While Paulo Freire also stands in a broadly Marxist tradition of social transfor-
mation, he develops this question differently from Gramsci through a focus on 
theorizing the mode of participation within the educational processes them-
selves. This expresses the way critical pedagogy seeks to foreground the impact 
of social relations of power, which could be at the levels of class, “race,” and/
or gender, and that act to silence those are who less powerful, in acts of what 
we might call (following Pierre Bourdieu) “symbolic violence” (Bourdieu and 
Wacquant 1994, 107–108). The point here is that the capacity of individuals to 
critically evaluate different truth claims takes place on a radically uneven ter-
rain. Just as Marx argued that the religiosity of oppressed workers represented 
much more than their lack of enlightenment, so for Freire the passivity of the 
so-called uneducated cannot be seen as reflecting their lack of capacity for 
critical thought. Rather, this was an inevitable consequence of their construc-
tion within a political economy of entitlement; a question of who is and who 
is not allowed to speak. As he notes, oppressed people “suffer from a duality, 
which has established itself in their innermost being. They discover that with-
out freedom they cannot exist authentically. Yet although they desire authen-
tic existence, they fear it. They are one and the same time themselves and the 
oppressor whose consciousness they have internalized” (Freire 1996, 30).
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For Freire, traditional didactic pedagogy produced silent, domesticated stu-
dents for whom “learning” remained entirely separate to their consciousness 
and subjectivity, and he sought to challenge this by developing critical peda-
gogical methods that sought to give students the license to speak in their own 
voices and, in that process, develop critical insights into both themselves and 
the world they lived in. The distinction he develops is between what he calls 
“banking education” and “problem-posing education.” Within banking edu-
cation, students are conceived of as “receptacles’ to be ‘filled’ by the teacher. 
Education thus becomes an act of depositing, in which the students are the 
depositories and the teacher is the depositor” (Freire 1996, 53). In contrast to 
this approach, Freire advocated a form of problem-based approach that sought 
to displace the traditional hierarchical model or teacher/pupil with a dialogical 
approach that enables both “the problems of human beings in their relations 
with the world [which] consists of acts of cognition, not transferals of informa-
tion” (1996, 60–61).

As the quote from Freire above suggests, critical pedagogy involves a dialec-
tic process where the teacher and the student are both engaged in teaching 
each other and learning from each other. This is not to deny the teacher’s 
knowledge, but this needs to be understood not as a private accumulation, 
but as work whose inherent social collectivity is realized through engagement 
with students. Freire’s concept of “dialogue” thus represents much more than 
the inherent value of people talking with each other; it involves a dialectical 
interchange between theory and experience. Equally it would be a mistake to 
think of critical pedagogy simply as encompassed by participatory teaching 
methods. For Freire, critical pedagogy was about the nurturance of intellectual 
capabilities not just as a tool for developing literacy and understanding, but 
also as a means of overcoming the “symbolic violence” that situates a person 
as not entitled to speak. In a book that offers one of the best accounts of Freire’s 
philosophy, Jones Irwin notes that “problematization” is so crucial because “it 
avoids fatalism and determinism, aspects of behaviour which Freire sees as 
plaguing the oppressed and their conditions as well as their possibilities for 
overcoming oppression” (2012, 60). “Speaking” in this sense is linked with the 
discovery of a capacity for agency.

This idea has been developed in interesting ways by the black feminist 
writer bell hooks, who worked with Freire in the 1990s. In her book Teaching 
to Transgress hooks begins by reflecting on her own different experiences of 
pedagogical practices, the first in black-only classrooms that were based on 
an explicit basis of nurturing critical capacity, compared to being bussed into 
integrated classrooms:

All our teachers at Booker T. Washington were black women. They were 
committed to nurturing intellect so we could become scholars, teachers, 
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cultural workers—black folk who used our “minds.” We learned that our 
devotion to learning and the life of the mind was a counter-hegemonic 
act, a fundamental way to resist every strategy of white racist colonisation. 
(hooks 1994, 2)

However upon being bussed into integrated schools, she then had to learn 
that “obedience, and not a zealous will to learn was what was expected of 
us . . . We were always and only responding and reacting to white folks” (hooks 
1994, 3–4). Hooks uses this starting point to develop an argument about the 
importance of critical pedagogy in creating a classroom in which the margin-
alization and silencing of women and black pupils was overturned. In this 
sense critical pedagogy explicitly seeks to enable a learner to move from self-
objectification—at the level of class, “race,” or gender—to being a “critically 
conscious”’ subject. McLaren and Da Silva develop this point still further, 
noting that

a major consideration for the development of contextual critical knowledge 
is affirming the experiences of students to the extent that their voices are 
acknowledged as an important part of the dialogue; but affirming these 
voices does not necessarily mean that the meaning students give to their 
experiences can be taken at face value, as if experience speaks romantically 
or even tragically for itself. The task of the critical practitioner is to provide 
the conditions for individuals to acquire a language that will enable them to 
reflect upon and shape their experiences and in certain instances transform 
those experiences. (1993, 49)

Concluding thoughts: criticality in the neoliberal world

The discussion throughout this chapter makes it clear that historically the ideal 
of education as a social good is inherently bound up with a concept of demo-
cratic citizenship. However, to come back to the present, the neoliberal model, 
which dominates the practice of universities across the globe, is based on a 
severance of this connection by promoting a narrowly instrumental notion 
of higher education. In that sense it represents a major breach with the classi-
cal liberal education tradition that has, until recent times, dominated the life 
of the modern university. Under this new political economy of higher edu-
cation, students are increasingly treated not as people who are being invited 
to become members of an academic community, but rather as commodities 
acquiring a marketable value on the one hand and consumers of services on 
the other. Likewise, academic staff become less valued for their qualities as edu-
cationalists vested with a responsibility to nurture inquisitive critical thinkers, 
and more as “service providers.”
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While more traditional, socially elitist versions of academic education have 
been criticized for their lack of relevance, the new discourse of “relevance” 
now demanded of universities is one that, like the state itself, embraces a 
financially driven logic in which the demands of “the market” are paramount. 
Within this ideological context, the acquisition of knowledge and educational 
experience is presented largely as a commercial transaction, driven primarily 
for the benefit of individual students in terms of their employability in an 
increasingly ruthless labor market. As much as anything else, this undermines 
genuine criticality in universities, as open-ended educational processes are 
increasingly displaced by training the role of which is to produce new cadres 
of unquestioning domesticated students (Giroux 2007, 210). Alongside this, 
we are also seeing the managerialization of pedagogical practices whereby the 
sense of teaching as a craft and learning as a process of “drawing out” or self-
realization is undermined and replaced, rather like a fast food, by a series of 
standardized prepacked curricula. Elsewhere we have described this is as anal-
ogous to a Sat-Nav educational experience (Cowden and Singh 2013) where 
students are increasingly being taught what to think, but not how to think 
(Canaan and Shumar 2008). Just as universities as institutions are becoming 
increasingly defined by the demands of the financial markets to which they 
are becoming ever more beholden, so also the student experience will come to 
be defined by cycles of debt to which students are bonded (Cowden and Singh 
2013; McGettigan 2013). It is thus what we call the “social context of critical-
ity” or this sense of criticality as a practice that we see as most threatened by the 
neoliberalization of education.

The full consequences of this are still to emerge, but we see already the emer-
gence of a dangerous paradox. The lives of people across the globe are increas-
ingly beset by deep underlying problems that urgently require new thinking, 
such as increasing ecological crisis resulting from global climate change; esca-
lating social problems that are almost entirely a consequence of a growing 
chasm of social inequalities, both within and between nations; multiple forms 
of violence and conflict, particularly those associated with gender, class, and 
ethnic/communal divisions; and the rise of authoritarian religious fundamen-
talism and new forms of racialized nationalism. If the crises brought about 
by what David Harvey has called neoliberalism’s “accumulation by disposses-
sion” (2003, 158) are to be resolved in ways that do not destroy the social 
bonds that make societies viable and sustainable, we urgently need to nurture 
a socially engaged capacity for critical thinking. For all their problems, there is 
no escaping the fact that universities are unique in their capacity to contribute 
to this process. In the current climate it is not an exaggeration to assert that 
the defense of genuinely critical educational spaces is a defense of the idea of 
criticality itself. Moreover, in the face of the transforming of the mission of 
universities from democratic public institutions into businesses, it is equally 
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important that new critical educational spaces, both physical and virtual, are 
developed outside the institutional structures. It is in this sense that we have 
sought to argue that critical pedagogy provides a means of nurturing critical-
ity among students both as an intellectual pursuit and a social practice. And 
it is in the work of Paulo Freire that we see the most cogent articulation of a 
pedagogical project that is capable of enabling students to realize a deeper ethi-
cal dimension to learning and education, without which we are impoverished 
both as individuals and as a society.
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Introduction

Which knowledge practices demonstrate “critical thinking” in higher edu-
cation? A rapidly growing literature is addressing what kinds of “thinking” 
may be considered “critical.” However, as yet, there is relatively little analysis 
of what could be called “actually existing ‘critical thinking’ in higher educa-
tion,” or the knowledge practices actors consider to be educational evidence 
of this capacity. The nature of the knowledge in, for example, what students 
write for tasks aimed at eliciting critical thinking, and what teachers reward 
in those assessments as evidence of critical thinking, remain underexplored. 
This chapter briefly illustrates how these knowledge practices can be analyzed 
in empirical research, drawing on the sociological framework of Legitimation 
Code Theory (henceforth “LCT”).

We begin by arguing the need for the study of the knowledge practices in 
critical thinking to complement the existing focus of research on exploring 
cognitive processes of knowing. Second, we introduce LCT as offering concep-
tual tools capable of capturing the organizing principles of knowledge prac-
tices. For brevity, we focus on the concept of semantic gravity, which explores 
the context-dependence of meaning. Third, we enact this concept in illustra-
tive analyses of two assessments ostensibly aimed at eliciting critical thinking: 
a high-achieving “critical reflection” essay from social work and a “reflective 
journal” from business. These texts are analyzed in terms of their principal 
stages, showing changes in the forms taken by the knowledge practices they 
express. We show that both examples of achievement in critical thinking are 
characterized by waves of semantic gravity, or recurrent movements between 
context-dependent meanings (such as concrete examples) and context-in-
dependent meanings (such as generalizations and abstractions), that weave 
together and transform these different forms of knowledge. We also highlight 
how this generic attribute is realized differently within the social work and 
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business essays, revealing its subject-specific features. Last, we conclude by 
briefly discussing how studies using LCT are enabling the understanding of 
achievement and knowledge-building in ways that can foster students’ skills 
in higher education.

Seeing knowledge practices

Critical thinking is becoming a key focus of research and policy in higher edu-
cation. A voluminous literature is embracing such far-reaching issues as prepar-
ing tertiary students for lifelong learning, active citizenship, and employment. 
This significance is paralleled in policy by the inclusion of critical thinking in 
graduate attribute agendas by universities (Barrie 2004; Hammer and Green 
2011; Moore 2013). Yet, it remains unclear what critical thinking refers to in 
terms of the knowledge expressed in pedagogic and assessment practices, that 
is, what is taught and assessed as evidence of critical thinking.

One reason is a “subjectivist doxa” endemic to much educational research: 
“the widespread belief that ‘knowledge’ entirely comprises a state of mind, 
consciousness or a disposition to act, is wholly sensory in source, and must 
be inextricably associated with a knowing subject” (Maton 2014b, 4). This 
doxa is reflected in the tendency to understand critical thinking as exclusively 
subjective states of consciousness and mental processes—a tendency possi-
bly encouraged by the word “thinking.” For example, well-known definitions 
include “reasonable reflective thinking focused on deciding what to believe or 
do” (Ennis 1993, 180), and “disciplined, self-directed thinking” (Paul 1990, 52). 
Similarly, the Delphi panel of 46 experts (Facione 1990) defined critical think-
ing as a set of cognitive skills (such as analysis, interpretation, inference, and 
self-regulation). Conversely, the notion of critical thinking as also involving the 
expression of forms of knowledge, such as in classroom discourse and student 
assessment, is largely obscured. Indeed, even when such educational practices 
are studied, they tend to be examined for outward signs of mental processes 
rather than as knowledge practices themselves (e.g., Hammer and Green 2011).

This emphasis on mental processes is echoed by the tendency of studies to 
focus on perceptions, such as academics’ beliefs (Jones 2004) or participants’ 
self-reporting of skills (see Taylor 2007). Moore (2013), for example, examined 
six academics’ understandings of critical thinking at an Australian university, 
identifying judgment, skepticism, originality, sensitive reading, rationality, 
critical stance, and self-reflexivity. Similarly, studies of participants’ percep-
tions of their critical thinking skills through interviews or questionnaires focus 
on such cognitive constructs as “abilities to identify issues and assumptions, 
recognize important relationships, make correct inferences, evaluate evidence 
or authority, and deduce conclusions” (see also Phillips and Bond 2004; Tsui 
1998; 2000; 2002, 743). While offering insights into actors’ perceptions, such 
studies rarely explore the nature of actors’ practices in higher education.
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Thus, what comprises critical thinking and how it is explored are both 
typically understood in terms of knowing processes located within the 
minds of knowers. In contrast, the knowledge practices held by actors in 
higher education to constitute demonstration of critical thinking in class-
room discourse and assessments have been relatively neglected. Thus, what 
is required is a means for analyzing these knowledge practices. Moreover, 
such analysis needs to move beyond surface features of educational practices 
to explore their organizing principles, in order to show how these may differ 
across subject areas and stages of education. For example, a major focus of 
discussion on critical thinking concerns relations to disciplines. This debate 
has often polarized into arguments for critical thinking as either generic 
(Ennis 1985; 1997; Kuhn 1991) or subject-specific (Atkinson 1997; McPeck 
1992; Moore 2011). As a growing number of scholars suggest (Davies 2006; 
2013; Moore 2011), there is a need to move beyond this false dichotomy. 
Doing so in turn requires a means for systematically analyzing the organiz-
ing principles underlying knowledge practices, to show what features are 
generic or specific.

To explain this focus further is perhaps best achieved through illustration. 
As Moore and Maton (2001, 154) argue, “describing what is obscured by a 
blind spot is extremely difficult, for what you are trying to point to simply 
cannot be seen through the current lens.” Accordingly, we shall introduce a 
framework for analyzing knowledge practices (LCT) and enact one of its con-
cepts (semantic gravity) in analyses of student assignments judged by teachers 
in higher education to successfully exemplify critical thinking. Empirically, 
we analyze reflective assignments or “written documents that students create 
as they think about various concepts, events, or interactions over a period of 
time for the purposes of gaining insights into self-awareness and learning” 
(Thorpe 2004, 328). This form of assessment is becoming increasingly popu-
lar as a means of assessing critical thinking in applied disciplines, including 
business and management education (Carson and Fisher 2006; Fischer 2003; 
Swan and Bailey 2004), nursing (Epp 2008; Smith 2011), psychology (Sutton, 
Townend, and Wright 2007), social work and health sciences (Fook 2002; 
Fook and Askeland 2007), and teacher education (Hume 2009; Mills 2008; 
Otienoh 2009). Our examples are drawn from social work and business stud-
ies. We should emphasize: we are not concerned with determining whether 
these assignments demonstrate “thinking,” “reflection,” or other cognitive 
processes that are “critical” or otherwise. Rather, our aim is to briefly illustrate 
how a concept from LCT helps explore the nature of what has been judged by 
teaching professionals in higher education to demonstrate critical thinking in 
student writing in different disciplines. We thereby hope to illustrate how this 
approach can offer insights into how generic and subject-specific attributes 
of what is considered critical thinking can be analyzed, made explicit, and 
taught and learned.
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Legitimation Code Theory and semantic gravity

Legitimation Code Theory (LCT) is a sociological framework for researching 
and informing practice (Maton 2013; 2014a; 2014b). It forms a core part of 
social realism, a broad “coalition” of approaches that reveal knowledge as both 
socially produced and real, in the sense of having effects (Maton and Moore 
2010). LCT extends and integrates ideas from a number of approaches, most 
centrally those of Pierre Bourdieu and Basil Bernstein. This conceptual develop-
ment has a close relation with empirical research. LCT is rapidly growing as a 
basis for studies of education at all institutional levels and across the disciplin-
ary map—from primary schools to universities, from physics to jazz—in a wid-
ening range of national contexts, as well as beyond education. (For numerous 
examples of this body of work, see http://www.legitimationcodetheory.com.) 
The framework comprises a multi-dimensional conceptual toolkit, where each 
dimension offers concepts for analyzing a particular set of organizing principles 
underlying practices. Here, for illustrative brevity, we focus on only one con-
cept: semantic gravity (Maton 2013; 2014a; 2014b).

Semantic gravity (SG) refers to the degree to which meaning relates to its 
context. Semantic gravity may be relatively stronger (+) or weaker (–) along 
a continuum of strengths. The stronger the semantic gravity (SG+), the more 
meaning is dependent on its context; the weaker the semantic gravity (SG–), 
the less meaning is dependent on its context. For example, the meaning of the 
name for a specific event in the academic subject of history (the 1917 Russian 
Revolution) embodies stronger semantic gravity than that for a kind of histori-
cal event (revolutions), which in turn embodies stronger semantic gravity than 
theories of historical causation. Semantic gravity thus traces a continuum of 
strengths with infinite capacity for gradation. It can also be used to analyze 
change over time by describing processes of weakening semantic gravity, such 
as moving from the concrete particulars of a specific case toward generaliza-
tions and abstractions, and strengthening semantic gravity, such as moving 
from abstract or generalized ideas toward concrete and delimited cases.

To analyze change over time one can trace profiles of the relative context-
dependence of meanings (Maton 2013; 2014a). Figure 33.1 illustrates three 
simplified profiles: a “high flatline” (A1) of relatively context-independent 
meanings; a “low flatline” (A2) of relatively context-dependent meanings; 
and a “gravity wave” (B) of movement between stronger and weaker semantic 
gravity (and vice versa). These profiles also illustrate different ranges between 
their strongest and weakest strengths: A1 and A2 have much lower ranges 
than B.

This brief introduction is simplified and partial—semantic gravity is but one 
concept of this sophisticated framework. Nonetheless, it will suffice to illus-
trate how analyzing the organizing principles of knowledge practices may offer 
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insights into what is judged as evidence of critical thinking. To do so we focus 
on written student assignments. The wider project from which we draw com-
prises analyses of model “critical reflection” essays from social work (Pockett 
and Giles 2008) and highly graded “reflective journals” from business studies 
(collected as part of an ongoing PhD study at a large metropolitan Australian 
university). To enable detailed illustrative analyses we explore here a single 
exemplary text from each subject area.

A “critical reflection” essay in social work

Our first text is a high-scoring “critical reflection” essay written by a final 
year undergraduate student in social work. The essay was published as a model 
answer in an edited collection titled Critical Reflection: Generating Theory from 
Practice (Pockett and Giles 2008). The purpose of the assignment was to pre-
pare students to enact what is described as a process of critical reflection and 
thereby “create new professional knowledge” and develop “their emerging 
identity as ‘new graduate social workers’ about to enter the workplace” (Pockett 
and Giles 2008, xiv). To guide their writing, students were asked to

select a critical incident from their field education experience and using 
Fook (2002, pp. 98–100), analyse the incident through the process of 
deconstruction and develop new practice theories as a form of reconstruc-
tion . . . identify, describe and critique key themes within a critical review of 
literature, and redevelop practical theory in relation to the critical incident. 
(Pockett and Giles 2008, xiv)

SG–
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SG+

Time
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Figure 33.1 Illustrative profiles and semantic ranges.

Source: Adapted from Maton 2013, 13.
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Students were required to “critically reflect on their learning” (Pockett and 
Giles 2008, xiv) based on Fook’s (2002) model of critical deconstruction and 
reconstruction. This model comprises four stages:

1. Critical deconstruction: “searching for contradictions, different perspectives 
and interpretations” (92);

2. Resistance: “refusing to accept or participate in aspects of dominant dis-
courses which work to disempower, or perhaps render a situation unwork-
able because of this” (95);

3. Challenge: “the identification or labeling of both the existence and opera-
tion of discourses and that which is hidden, glossed over or assumed” (96); 
and

4. Reconstruction: “formulating new discourses and structures” (96).

Uncovering one’s own assumptions about social work practice through this 
kind of critical reflection is considered a highly valued skill for practitioners as 
part of fostering social justice (Brookfield 2001; Fook and Askeland 2007). In 
the assignment students were required to identify a difficult situation or “criti-
cal incident” that they encountered during their field placement and discuss 
that incident using Fook’s model. Thus, to successfully demonstrate critical 
reflection, the incident must become an object of study to be analyzed by the 
student using ideas from social work.

To explore the model essay we shall begin with its basic structure. The essay 
comprises five stages that we shall term as follows:

Introduction—in which the student discusses the importance of critical 
reflection for the subject area of social work;
Critical Incident—where the student narrates an incident from her field 
placement when she was subjected to verbal sexual harassment;
Excavation—in which the student deconstructs her own “dominant assump-
tions” by focusing on what she perceives as an inappropriate response to the 
incident, using “critical deconstruction,” “resistance,” and “challenge” from 
Fook’s model;
Transformation—where she draws on Fook’s notion of “reconstruction” to 
discuss lessons learned from her experience and acknowledge the need to 
change her behavior in similar situations in future; and
Coda—where she finishes the essay by emphasizing the role of critical reflec-
tion in enabling “self-transformation” in professional practice.

Figure 33.2 traces the profile of semantic gravity characterizing the knowl-
edge claims expressed throughout the essay. One overarching feature to note 
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is the series of gravity waves characterizing the essay: recurrent movements 
are made between concrete particulars (such as an account of the “critical 
incident”) and more generalized and abstracted concepts. The essay thereby 
weaves together meanings of greater and lesser context-dependence, empirical 
examples and theoretical constructs, and experiential and academic forms of 
knowledge. We now turn to explore the particular forms taken by this “seman-
tic weaving” (Maton 2013; 2014a) by addressing in turn the key stages of Critical 
Incident, Excavation, and Transformation.

Critical incident

The essay begins by describing in general terms the technical concepts com-
prising a process of critical reflection in social work (thus the relatively high 
position of Introduction in figure 33.2). In the Critical Incident stage, the essay 
then comprises a short narrative of the student’s difficult experience with a 
young male patient (Jared) who attended a drug and alcohol rehabilitation 
program. The student, a young female apprentice social worker, was subjected 
to verbal sexual harassment by the patient during her field placement. While 
the technical term “critical incident” frames the stage, this concept remains 
undefined by the student and embedded within the context of the particular 
case. The student provides an account of her concrete personal experiences 
that is highly contextualized; for example:

It was in this unit that my critical incident occurred . . . I thought as I had estab-
lished some rapport with the clients previously; I could get them involved 
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Figure 33.2 Semantic profile of a successful reflection essay in social work.
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[in preparing lunch]. I entered the lounge room where two of the boys were 
playing a video game. As I approached Jared, I asked “Jared, could you please 
give us a hand in the kitchen?” The answer was simple and encapsulated my 
critical incident: “I will if you give us a kiss.” (Pockett and Giles 2008, 17)

The series of concrete contexts that give the narrative meaning represent rela-
tively strong semantic gravity, which is maintained through this stage of the 
essay (Critical Incident in figure 33.2). This low gravity flatline works to ground 
the essay in the specific critical incident, and, as we now show, serves as the 
launchpad for a weakening of semantic gravity through introducing more 
detached, “objective,” and theorized meanings.

Excavation

The knowledge claims comprising the incident are transformed by the student 
in the Excavation stage through their relation to the concepts of “boundaries,” 
“gender,” and “power.” This creates a series of gravity waves (figure 33.2) as the 
essay moves between concepts and concrete examples generalized from the 
incident. The stage begins by introducing the concepts:

In my incident the emerging themes that I believe warrant further investi-
gation relate to professional practice, namely the issue of boundaries, gender 
and power. (Pockett and Giles 2008, 17)

The student then strengthens semantic gravity slightly by relating these rela-
tively abstract, context-independent terms to the concrete particularities of 
her critical incident. For example, the student negatively evaluates her assump-
tions about feeling obliged to maintain a professional persona while expecting 
clients to reveal their personal selves:

The irony of my distinction only becomes clear now. While I expect to be 
able to put on a professional “mask,” consisting of the professional skills 
and knowledge of social work practice when working with clients, I expect 
clients like Jared to “bare all,” to reveal to me their personal problems, issues 
and insecurities. (Pockett and Giles 2008, 20)

Though more context-dependent than technical concepts, this is not sim-
ply empirical description. While grounded in the specific events already 
recounted, the student is reflecting here on that incident, rising above the 
specific context to describe more generalized issues, such as feelings of expec-
tations of which the encounter with Jared represents but one instance. Thus, 
as the profile of figure 33.2 shows, this represents weaker semantic gravity 
than the Critical Incident stage (the bottom of waves here are higher than 
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those of that stage) but stronger semantic gravity than such highly abstract 
terms as “power” (represented by the peaks of waves).

As well as movements downward, the student also moves the knowledge 
being expressed back up the profile by transforming these generalized exam-
ples into the technical language associated with social work. For example, she 
redescribes her feelings in conceptual terms:

Sommers-Flanagan and Sommers-Flanagan (2007) refer to this concept as 
“one-way intimacies” (p. 163), and as a necessary component of helping 
relationships. (Pockett and Giles 2008, 20)

A series of these shifts between generalized events and concepts throughout 
the Excavation stage create gravity waves with a high range. This creates the 
basis for the next stage of the essay in which these two forms of knowledge are 
transformed to become more closely woven together.

Transformation

In the final main stage of the essay the student draws lessons from the reflection 
process, such as identifying assumptions and her powerful position as a social 
worker, and proposes changes to her future practice. Despite the frequent use of 
personal pronouns (especially “I”) that grounds the discussion in the experiences 
of the author, this stage exhibits weaker semantic gravity than either the earlier 
narrative of the Critical Incident stage or examples from that narrative woven into 
the Excavation stage. Meanings are no longer strongly grounded in the speci-
ficities of the case but rather refer to a greater range of potential future cases. 
Conversely, the focus on concrete practices restricts how high this stage reaches 
in comparison with the more theoretical parts of the Excavation stage. Thus, 
figure 33.2 locates this Transformation stage higher on the profile than Critical 
Incident but not lower than the peaks of Excavation. Simply put, as the profile of 
figure 33.2 shows, this stage is characterized by a closer weaving together of gen-
eralizable experiential meanings and conceptual terms; for example:

I also acknowledge the intersection and overlap between “the personal” and 
“the professional” and that in any encounter I am not either one identity 
or the other. I am, for example, a “social worker,” a “young person” and a 
“sexual being” (Stacey et al, 2002), just as the client has many identities, 
such as “offender,”, a “young person,” a “brother,” and a “student.” (Pockett 
and Giles 2008, 26)

As in the previous stage, Transformation involves movements up and down 
the profile. Exemplifying through contextualized meanings, such as the vari-
ous identities of the author and the client, strengthen semantic gravity. In 
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turn these various examples are then abstracted into the term “multiple and 
intersecting identities,” weakening semantic gravity:

There are multiple and intersecting identities which are interwoven and 
influence each other in any encounter. (Pockett and Giles 2008, 26)

By ending the stage with relatively weaker semantic gravity, the student moves 
beyond the immediate context of her field placement to demonstrate her abil-
ity to re-examine existing discourses and her own behavior. This weaker seman-
tic gravity is continued in the final stage of the essay, the Coda, where the 
student concludes by re-examining the value of critical reflection for social 
work and creating “self-reflective” practitioners.

Overall, the essay begins by being grounded by the critical incident, after 
which the student shows her capacity to reconceptualize and recontextualize the 
meanings of this incident through successively weakening and strengthening 
semantic gravity, weaving together the case with concepts. These meanings are 
then generalized into future practice. Not only does the student bring together 
different forms of knowledge, but she also transforms them by theorizing con-
crete examples and exemplifying concepts—that is, semantic weaving achieved 
through waves. This offers insight into one potential characteristic of the basis of 
successful demonstration of critical thinking, as such “critical reflection” essays 
are held to involve (Pockett and Giles 2008). One issue it raises is whether this 
profile is reflected in other subject areas. To begin to address this question we 
now turn to business studies.

A “reflective journal” in business studies

Our second text is a high-achieving “reflective journal” from Business in the 
Global Environment, a core senior undergraduate Bachelor of Commerce 
unit. As we discussed earlier, this form of assessment is often claimed to 
provide a means for encouraging or enabling the demonstration of critical 
thinking skills. This specific assignment aims to develop students’ reflective 
practice and their intercultural competence, defined in the Unit of Study 
Outline as “a dynamic ongoing interactive self-reflective learning process 
that transforms attitudes, skills and knowledge for effective communication 
and interaction across cultures and contexts” (Freeman 2009, 1; emphases 
added). To help students structure their journals, the following questions 
were provided:

1. Choose one behaviour that you thought was a strength or weakness and 
identify the “below the surface” value that underpins that behaviour.

2. Having identified the cultural value that you believe underpins your par-
ticular strength or weakness, now explain how and from where that cultural 
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value developed using the “core elements of culture” provided on page 50 of 
Solomon and Schell.

3. What does this teach you about the way you behave, and your expectations 
of others, when working in multi-national teams?

4. How might you integrate this awareness into future team work, either at 
university or in the workplace?

Understanding intercultural differences in business behaviors through this 
kind of reflective activity is considered an essential skill for working in multi-
cultural organizations (Solomon and Schell 2009) and is one of the most impor-
tant graduate attributes in business school curricula. In this task students were 
required to reflect on their experience of multinational teamwork by examin-
ing their visible and invisible values, beliefs, assumptions, and behaviors based 
on Solomon and Schell’s (2009) model of intercultural competency.

The journal comprises three principal stages:

Excavation—where the student identifies “individualism” as a “below the 
surface” value underpinning his experience of a group assignment;
Reflection—in which the student concludes that valuing individualism over 
his Chinese peers’ communitarianism led to his “discounting” of his col-
laborators’ opinions; and
Transformation—where the student pledges that in future teamwork situa-
tions his behavior will be guided by the intercultural competence skills he 
claims to have gained through this reflective process.

Figure 33.3 traces the profile of semantic gravity characterizing the knowl-
edge claims expressed through the journal. Comparing this with figure 33.2 
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Figure 33.3 Semantic profile of a successful reflective journal in business studies.
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highlights the similarities and differences between the two assignments. 
As in the social work essay, the business journal includes both flatlines 
(Transformation) and waves (Excavation, Reflection), and weaves together differ-
ent forms of knowledge. There are also comparable stages: Excavation exhibits 
similar profiles of semantic gravity in both texts, while Transformation in the 
social work essay resembles the Reflection stage in the business journal (though 
here the Reflection stage replaces the Critical Incident and comes later). The over-
all profile also traces a different shape: the waves of semantic gravity in the 
business journal come earlier and are followed by a flatline. Moreover, this flat-
line is relatively high (a passage comprising consistently context-independent 
meanings) rather than the descriptive narrative with which the social work 
essay began. In short, as we shall show, though waving and weaving again 
feature in the business studies journal, the different functions they serve here 
create a different profile.

Excavation

In the first part of the journal the student uncovers a “below the surface value” 
he possesses—individualism—and outlines general features of Australian cul-
ture and history from which this value has evolved:

Australia’s history plays another role in Australia’s core culture through its 
history of immigration (Encarta Encyclopaedia 2009a). . . . Some of Australia’s 
national heroes are also responsible for developing individualism.

From such wide-ranging generalizations, exhibiting relatively weak semantic 
gravity, the journal shifts down to concrete examples such as:

Sir Donald Bradman who is arguably the most famous sporting hero in 
Australia was made famous for his outstanding individual cricket batting 
record (ESPN cricketinfo 2009).

In turn, from the stronger semantic gravity characterizing these examples, the 
journal generalizes back up to the notion of “individualism”:

Individualism has consequently evolved from two main areas of core cul-
ture, its history and its heroes.

Thus, as figure 33.3 shows, the journal begins by weaving between concepts 
and cases, abstract ideas and concrete examples. This Excavation stage is thus 
similar in terms of its profile of semantic gravity to the same stage in the social 
work essay (see figure 33.2). However, in the other essay that stage worked to 
weave together the preceding empirical description of a critical incident with 
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concepts; here the journal is attempting to ground an abstract idea (individual-
ism) in the context giving the student’s actions meaning (his Australian cul-
ture). By coming at the start, this stage also establishes from the outset the high 
semantic range the journal will traverse.

Reflection

In similar fashion to the social work essay’s Transformation stage, the journal 
then works at weaving more closely together these extremes of strengths of 
semantic gravity, creating milder waves. This Reflection stage involves general-
ized cultural values, behavior, and communication styles that are mid-range: 
more context-dependent than individualism but less context-dependent than 
specific heroes and historical events. Moreover, these ideas are related to 
examples that are not simply narrated events but rather generalized through 
the student adopting a reflective voice. Nonetheless, while traversing less 
range, the stage again involves waving between stronger and weaker seman-
tic gravity as it weaves together examples with concepts (see figure 33.3); for 
example:

Analysing my behaviour and expectations of others with an open mind 
has led to some astonishing realizations. I was surprised that my long held 
belief that the vast majority of the world adopted individualism as a value 
was incorrect. Communitarianism which opposes individualism, empha-
sizes the need to focus on community interests over an individual’s and is 
the value most widely adopted worldwide (Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner 
2000, p.71).

From the mid-range point established by discussing his own (generalized 
rather than specific) “behaviour and expectations of others” and “realiza-
tion,” the student weakens semantic gravity by redescribing these meanings in 
terms of abstract concepts of communitarianism and individualism. In turn, 
the student then strengthens semantic gravity with a personal example of his 
experience of multinational teamwork, where he negatively judges his own 
directness toward his peers:

My group had three members from China where communitarianism is 
generally valued and other cultural differences such as communication 
styles made their behaviour seem foreign to me (Trompenaars & Hampden-
Turner 2000, p.71). My lack of cultural knowledge led to my use of a direct 
communication style which is in stark contrast to the commonly indi-
rect Chinese style and may have offended the group members due to my 
unintentional effect of making them lose face to each other (Fox 2008, 
p.49–50).
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This in turn is followed by a weakening of semantic gravity to describe “all 
situations”:

While we did receive a high distinction for the case study, clearly in almost 
all situations my current behaviour and expectation of others in a multi-
national team will detract from team cohesion and the task at hand.

In creating milder waves of semantic gravity, the student demonstrates his 
capacity to weave together theoretical and practical cases; in being situated 
in the middle of the semantic profile, he also shows this weaving as not too 
abstracted from the kind of applied situations appropriate to conducting 
business.

Transformation

In the final Transformation stage the student pledges to apply his newly acquired 
knowledge or intercultural competence skills to future multinational team-
work situations. This stage is couched in terms of the concept of “intercultural 
competence”:

The development of intercultural competence is the key to overcoming my 
detrimental behaviour in a multi-national team situation.

Drawing on the process of reflection exhibited in the previous stage, the stu-
dent provides a list of generalized skills he deems necessary for successful par-
ticipation in teamwork situations. Despite the use of the personal pronoun “I,” 
the discussion here has moved beyond contextualized meanings to a focus on 
generalizable practices. In contrast to the rest of the essay, repeated references 
to concepts from theoretical frameworks and a lack of references to the par-
ticulars of the case previous stages have discussed contribute to creating a high 
flatline (figure 33.3):

I must acquire cultural knowledge regarding the preferred communication 
style, values, beliefs and even the core elements of [team members’] culture 
to ensure team cohesion (Matveev & Milter 2004, p.106). I need to develop 
behavioural modification skills and change my personality orientation so 
that I may use the cultural knowledge to facilitate better communication 
and display cultural empathy rather than embracing detrimental stereotyp-
ing (Matveev & Milter 2004, p.106). I must cease discounting behaviour and 
embrace the full potential a team can offer by facilitating all of the group 
ideas.

Though drawing on abstract concepts, this stage does not reach as high as the 
peaks of Excavation but approaches the peaks of waves of Reflection due to the 
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generalized references to the student’s own behavior and personality. The stage 
ends with references to highly generalized future teamwork situations woven 
together with the repeated use of the abstract concept of “intercultural compe-
tence” that frames the entire stage:

Team members with even fundamentally different core cultures can work 
together in harmony and achieve far more than any individual if intercul-
tural competence is embraced which is the view held by Associate Professor 
of Management Richard Milter (Matveev 2004).

Overall, the journal begins by establishing a wide range of semantic gravity, 
interweaving abstractions with concrete cases, before bringing these together 
in the discussion of a particular case, whose meanings are then generalized as 
rules for future practice. As in our previous example, the student thereby cre-
ates gravity waves that weave together and transform different kinds of knowl-
edge, but he does so through a differently staged structure.

Conclusion

There is much emphasis in higher education research and policy on the impor-
tance of equipping students with critical thinking skills. Existing research 
focuses mainly on perceptions of staff and students of cognitively defined 
skills. Few studies explore student writing to examine the knowledge prac-
tices associated with what practitioners in higher education judge as success-
ful demonstration of critical thinking. To do so, we drew here on the concept 
of semantic gravity from LCT to briefly trace the semantic profiles of high-
achieving critical reflection assignments in social work and business studies. 
We conclude by considering what these illustrative analyses suggest about the 
knowledge practices of critical thinking and the usefulness of LCT for research 
into this area.

One aspect common to both texts is that they demonstrate mastery of 
semantic gravity, and specifically the capacity to create waves that weave 
together context-dependent and context-independent forms of knowledge, 
such as empirical cases and abstract concepts, transforming them into gener-
alizable practices for future contexts. While, for reasons of space, we focused 
on two illustrative texts from social work and business, these characteristics 
are also being suggested by a rapidly growing number of studies using LCT to 
explore student work in a range of subject areas, including design (Shay and 
Steyn 2015), engineering (Wolff and Luckett 2013), English (Maton 2014b), 
environmental science (Tan 2013), jazz (Martin 2012), journalism (Kilpert and 
Shay 2013), physics (Georgiou 2015), sociology (Stavrou 2012), and teacher 
education (Shalem and Slominsky 2010). Such studies highlight that mastering 
semantic gravity to achieve a high range is crucial to achievement across the 
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disciplinary map. In this chapter we are suggesting that waving, weaving, and 
a high range may also be generic attributes of knowledge practices associated 
with demonstrating critical thinking. Other possible generic attributes, at least 
of critical reflection assignments, include particular stages. Both assignments 
involved Excavation, in which students discuss their behaviors and beliefs to 
demonstrate what is termed as “critical reflection” by examining their assump-
tions, and Transformation, in which lessons learned about those assumptions 
are elaborated.

However, the analyses also revealed important differences between assign-
ments. Transformation in the social work essay is characterized by mild waving, 
but in the business journal there is a high flatline of relatively weak seman-
tic gravity. They also involve different additional stages (Critical Incident and 
Reflection) and in different orders such that the overall semantic profiles traced 
by the assignments differ, as shown by comparing figures 33.2 and 33.3. This 
highlights potential subject-specific differences for further study. For example, 
in less “applied” disciplines than social work and business, demonstration of 
critical thinking may be achieved by beginning and ending with more theo-
retical, abstract, and decontextualized meanings, which are applied to con-
crete examples, tracing a different profile than those explored in this paper 
(cf. Maton 2014a). In providing a framework for empirical studies of divergent 
subject areas, LCT thereby enacts calls to move beyond the false dichotomy of 
either genericism or subject-specificity by revealing both generic attributes and 
ways these may be realized differently in disciplinary contexts.

Of course, exploring semantic gravity does not by itself capture the knowledge 
practices associated with critical thinking. Neither is the concept of “semantic 
gravity” the whole of LCT: it represents but one isolated part of the framework. 
Studies are, for example, exploring in tandem the role of “semantic density” or 
the degree of condensation of meaning in knowledge (see Maton, Hood, and 
Shay 2015). What the necessarily brief analyses of this chapter demonstrate, 
however, is the potential value of using such concepts for research into critical 
thinking. Further, this is not confined to studies of student work. Research into 
pedagogic practices is revealing the significance of waves of semantic grav-
ity (and semantic density) for cumulative knowledge-building in classrooms 
(Martin 2013; Maton 2013; Matruglio, Maton, and Martin 2013). This concep-
tual versatility offers great potential for not only research but also practical 
pedagogic outcomes. Not all students are able to demonstrate the mastery of 
semantic gravity that studies suggest is so highly valued across many academic 
disciplines, and the knowledge practices associated with critical thinking are 
rarely taught explicitly, leading to students feeling “lost” and “frustrated” 
(Moreno 2004). By making explicit the nature of knowledge practices that con-
stitute a demonstration of critical thinking, such as waves of semantic gravity, 
LCT enables the possibility of designing pedagogic interventions for teaching 
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the skills that achieve those practices (cf. Macnaught, Maton, Martin, and 
Matruglio 2013). Thus, LCT offers a framework that not only can be used to 
analyze the knowledge practices of critical thinking but also itself embodies 
those practices. Rather than either the high flatline of decontextualized and 
abstract discussions or the low flatline of empirical descriptions that remain 
locked into the specificities of their objects of study, LCT enables research to 
embrace a high range and to weave together theoretical concepts, empirical 
research, and practical outcomes. It thereby also enables the knowledge prac-
tices of critical thinking.
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Introduction

Among the competences that are considered necessary for a democratic way 
of living are “consideration for others,” “helping others,” and “caring for each 
other” (Westheimer and Kahne 2004). In the past few decades, however, it 
has been emphasized that a democratic, pluriform society not only requires 
citizens to be prepared to make their own contributions to society, but also 
to do that in a critical way (see Ten Dam and Volman 2004; Wardekker 2001). 
Nowadays people are not expected to “know their place” but to “determine 
their own position.” Of course, the extent to which a “critical” approach is val-
ued and by whom differs, but “to be critical” has become an undeniable part of 
Western culture; a critical approach is frequently appreciated more than sub-
servient accommodation. In this vein, definitions of “good citizenship” imply 
that citizens are willing and able to critically evaluate different perspectives, 
explore strategies for change and reflect upon issues of justice, (in)equality, 
and democratic engagement in addition to a capacity to function in a socially 
accepted and responsible manner within a community (Westheimer 2008). 
This also requires making choices and knowing why you are making that 
choice, respecting the choices and opinions of others, communicating about 
these, thereby forming your own opinion, and making it known. The interest 
since the 1980s in “critical thinking” as an educational goal reflects these new 
competences that citizenship in modern society demands.

In this chapter we focus on teaching critical thinking as a citizenship com-
petence in higher education. First, we will give a brief overview of the various 
approaches to critical thinking and the strategies that have been proposed for 
teaching critical thinking in the last century. Building upon the premise that 
critical thinking can best be learned in meaningful contexts and in collabora-
tion with others students (Ten Dam and Volman 2004), we then take a further 
step by focusing on the concept of communities of learners as a pedagogical 
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concept. We differentiate between a socio-constructivist approach and a socio-
cultural approach and explore their potential for learning critical thinking as 
a citizenship competence.

Teaching critical thinking

In the last decades of the twentieth century many people alleged that critical 
thinking contributes to the development of rational deliberation relevant to 
a democratic society (Lipman 1991; Weinstein 1991). From different perspec-
tives, critical thinking was proposed as a valuable goal for education. From 
a philosophical point of view, critical thinking was primarily approached as 
the norm of good thinking, the rational aspect of human thought, and as the 
intellectual virtues needed to approach the world in a reasonable, fair-minded 
way (Ennis 1991; Gibson 1995; Paul 1992) Psychologists conceptualized criti-
cal thinking first and foremost as higher-order thinking skills and focused 
attention on the appropriate learning and instruction processes (Halpern 1998; 
Kuhn 1999; Pascarella and Terenzini 1991). Last, the concept of critical think-
ing functioned in “critical pedagogy.” Here, critical thinking referred to the 
capacity to recognize and overcome social injustice (e.g., Burbules and Berk 
1999; Giroux 1994; McLaren 1994). In particular the critical pedagogical point 
of view emphasized critical and democratic citizenship as an educational goal 
and focused on transforming society (Ten Dam and Volman 2004).

Three debates that characterized the literature on critical thinking of the 1980s 
and 1990s are still relevant if we consider critical thinking as a citizenship com-
petence. First, it was discussed whether critical thinking must be understood 
as a set of general cognitive skills and dispositions (e.g., Ennis 1989; Paul 1992; 
Siegel 1992) or as skills and dispositions that vary in character across different 
domains (e.g., McPeck 1981; 1990). Second, the “rationalistic” foundations of 
the epistemology of critical thinking were called into question. It was argued 
that by focusing on logical thinking, critical thinking excluded other sources of 
evidence or forms of verification (experience, emotion, feeling) (Burbules and 
Berk 1999), and was thus gender, class, and culturally biased (Belenky, Clinchy, 
Goldberger, and Tarule 1986). Last, critical pedagogues argued that critical 
thinking took insufficient account of the social context (Giroux 1994). From 
the perspective of teaching critical thinking as a citizenship competence it was 
considered essential that a curriculum for critical thinking pays attention to the 
political effects of argumentation and reasoning.

In the literature several instructional strategies for enhancing critical think-
ing have been proposed and sometimes empirically studied, acknowledging 
the first issue mentioned above but tending to ignore the other two. These 
proposals vary from arguments on the starting points for critical thinking to 
complete instructional designs, and detailed descriptions of teaching strate-
gies or characteristics of learning environments, empirically evaluated or not. 
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Guidelines for teaching concern ways in which teachers can motivate, activate, 
and instruct their students to argue logically and solve heuristic problems. 
Characteristics of instruction that are assumed to enhance critical thinking 
are promoting active learning; a problem-based curriculum; and stimulating 
interaction between students. In empirical research in which instructional 
variables are retrospectively correlated with students’ critical thinking skills 
the importance of a large number of these characteristics is confirmed. This 
especially holds true for characteristics pertaining to stimulating the active 
involvement and contributions of students in the learning process, such as 
an elaborate interaction between students and between students and teacher, 
having students present their insights or formulate these in an essay exam 
(instead of testing through multiple choice exams) (see the studies reviewed 
in Tsui 1999). Another interesting finding is that students in higher educa-
tion who follow a course of study that requires the integration of ideas and 
courses across disciplines, and students who follow courses with an interdis-
ciplinary approach, tend to show greater gains in critical thinking than other 
students (Tsui 1999) (studies reviewed in Terenzini, Springer, Pascarella, and 
Nora 1995).

Whilst some scholars presuppose that critical thinking is the same across 
disciplines, and can therefore be learned in specially designed courses (e.g., 
Ennis 1989; Paul 1992), most argue that generalizable thinking skills do not 
exist, and thus critical thinking skills cannot be learned in isolation from a 
subject (Brown 1997; McPeck 1981; 1990). It proves impossible to demonstrate 
the effectiveness of courses or programs especially devised to improve critical 
thinking (see the studies reviewed in Tsui 1999). This may be interpreted as 
supporting the subject-specificity position, thus as arguing in favor of integrat-
ing critical thinking in the regular curriculum.

Moreover, the importance of using real-life problems is also often stressed. 
Many researchers agree that learning how to think critically should take place 
in the context of meaningful, rich, domain-specific subject matter (e.g., Angeli 
and Valanides 2009). In particular Brown (1997) has voiced the opinion that 
critical thinking must be taught in the context of specific subject matter in 
such a way that transfer to other domains is possible. She argued that we can-
not expect children to progress in the development of thinking unless we give 
them something meaningful to think about. On the one hand this is supposed 
to be motivating and stimulates students’ active involvement. On the other 
hand real-life problems are precisely the kind of ill-defined, messy, complex 
problems for which critical thinking is needed anyway (see also Halpern 1998; 
Kennedy, Fisher, and Ennis 1991). Little guidance was given, however, on how 
to enhance students’ critical thinking competences in a meaningful, subject-
oriented way.

Since the beginning of the century socio-constructivist and sociocultural 
perspectives on education have gained influence and pedagogical approaches 
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have been elaborated, among others by Brown herself, that provided such guid-
ance. It has been argued that, if education is to further the critical competence 
of students, learning contexts must be chosen that appeal to students and that 
invite them to engage in critical agency and to reflect upon it. Recently, the 
concept of communities of learners has been proposed as an instructional for-
mat that fits these criteria.

Community of learners as a way of enhancing critical thinking

Many educationalists have built upon the “community of learners” work of Ann 
Brown and Joe Campione (1990; 1994) (see, e.g., Journal of Curriculum Studies, 
36 [2], a special issue devoted to the topic). Their model “Fostering a commu-
nity of learners” (FCL), is aimed at developing deep understanding and critical 
thinking skills. Students are engaged in a recurring research cycle that involves 
the following steps: (1) the conduct of research in small groups on central top-
ics for a subject area with each student specializing in a particular subtopic; 
(2) the sharing of what has been learned in the small group and with the other 
groups; this can be supported with instructional methods based upon the prin-
ciples of cooperative learning and include reciprocal learning and the jigsaw 
method; and finally (3) work on a new “consequential task” that requires the 
students to combine their individual learning in such a manner that all class 
members come to a deeper understanding of both the main topic and subtop-
ics. The work of Bereiter and Scardamalia on knowledge-building communities 
(Bereiter and Scardamalia 1987; Scardamalia and Bereiter 1991) has also been a 
source of inspiration for enhancing critical thinking. The basic principle is that 
learners should be engaged in meaningful learning and problem solving while 
working on authentic problems.

Both models of fostering critical thinking in communities of learners can be 
considered socio-constructivist approaches. They share a number of character-
istics. First and foremost, critical thinking is learned in a meaningful setting 
(i.e., a context that requires the solution of “real” problems). Students are asked, 
for example, to study the problem of water pollution in different places within 
the city of Amsterdam (Beishuizen 2008). The problems to be solved should 
be (1) related to the subject matter, (2) engaging and thus concern “genuine 
issues” and have a clear purpose for students, and (3) usually require research-
like activities.

Second, critical thinking is enhanced by a social setting in the sense of 
collaboration between students. Collaboration presumably activates stu-
dents due to the need to interact with each other, increases the availability 
of resources since knowledge is distributed among the participants, and ide-
ally results in better arguments and solutions due to the interaction between 
participants.
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Third, critical thinking should be embedded in the basic concepts underly-
ing particular disciplines. In communities of learners based upon the work of 
Brown, for example, the aim is for students to work in such a manner that they 
develop a critical understanding of so-called big ideas (e.g., evolution for the 
discipline of biology) (Campione, Shapiro, and Brown 1995).

Authors working from a socio-constructivist perspective basically argue that 
students working in a community of learners tend to develop a deep level of 
subject understanding, a critical attitude, and critical thinking skills as a result 
of solving real problems in a collaborative manner (see, e.g., Beishuizen 2008). 
More specifically, in socio-constructivist theories of learning, knowledge is 
assumed to be something that emerges during a process of active construction 
and is promoted by interaction.

As might be expected, the realization of an effective community of learners 
from such a perspective requires careful organization and design of the learn-
ing environment and also careful guidance of the learning process. That is, the 
learning environment associated with an effective community of learners is 
not a roughly organized environment in which learners simply do some things 
together but, rather, a setting with often rather detailed instructional formats 
with a focus on critical thinking and knowledge building (see Edwards 2005).

With regard to the concept of “community” itself, the multi-voicedness of 
the group is emphasized and valued as this stimulates exchange of viewpoints 
and critical reflection. The different voices are predominantly elaborated in 
terms of cognitive abilities. It is argued that students can profit most from each 
other’s knowledge and skills when the knowledge and skills of the class are 
diverse (Brown and Campione 1994).

Community of learners as a way of enhancing critical citizenship

In our view, critical thinking requires not only higher-order thinking skills, 
but also a caring attitude, empathy, and commitment (see Noddings 1992). To 
prepare students for this, instructional designs are needed that do not capital-
ize on arguing (as in a psychological point of view), nor on the cognitive activ-
ity of analyzing social problems (as in critical pedagogy), but contribute to the 
ability as well as the readiness of students to participate independently in a 
meaningful and critical way in concrete social practices and activities.

While considerable similarities can be detected with the line of thought out-
lined above, there are authors who accentuate the importance of learning to par-
ticipate in their elaboration of community of learners. Vygotskian approaches 
such as those of Lave and Wenger (1991), Wells (1999), and Rogoff (Gutiérrez 
and Rogoff 2003; Rogoff, Paradise, Mejia Arauz, Correa-Chávez, and Angelillo 
2003) can be mentioned in this connection. In such sociocultural approaches 
to learning to think critically the notion of “community” is inherent in the 
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definitions of both knowledge and knowing. Exemplary is the view of Wells 
who construes “knowing” as “the intentional activity of individuals who, as 
members of a community, make use of and produce representations in the 
collaborative attempts to better understand and transform their shared world” 
(1999, 76). Compared to the socio-constructivist approaches discussed above, 
the conceptualization of learning communities from a sociocultural perspec-
tive entails a different set of emphases.

A meaningful setting is—just as for socio-constructivist communities of 
learners—a key characteristic of sociocultural communities of learners as well. 
However, when viewed from a sociocultural perspective, a meaningful setting 
does not entail a specific problem-solving context but, rather, participation in 
“social practices” in the sense of historically and culturally evolved constel-
lations of human activities that have a particular value and meaning within 
society (e.g., business, art, care). “Meaningfulness” is, also a two-sided con-
cept, the other side being that participation in such practices is experienced as 
personally meaningful by students themselves (see Leont’ev according to Van 
Oers 2009; Van Oers and Wardekker 1999). In a university context, activities 
organized in such a manner that students can learn something from them are 
of primary concern (e.g., by taking part in the organization of a symposium, 
by being a member of the editorial board of a journal, or by joining a research 
team). By participating in such practices students explore different meaningful 
roles, such as the role of an organizer, an editor, a researcher, or a lawyer (see 
Wells 1999). That is, as “legitimate peripheral participants” (Lave and Wenger 
1991), students can assume a variety of roles in social practices. Essential in any 
role is that students’ own questions are used as a starting point for learning.

The social setting does not, in a sociocultural approach to communities of 
learners, refer primarily to the group of students involved in the collaboration 
but to the activity itself. The social setting encompasses knowledge, concepts, 
instruments (tools), and so forth. The resources that the students call upon 
are themselves social products and are meaningful within the activities of the 
community (Rogoff, Goodman Turkanis, and Bartlett 2001). Students can mas-
ter these tools by putting them to use within the relevant setting and with an 
image of the goal to be achieved (“prolepsis”), for example, using guidelines 
for interviews as tools in a qualitative research project. In the instructional 
format for such a social setting, the teacher or other more capable adult or peer 
plays a critical role in the support of the participation of students. That is, the 
support for learners can be explicitly provided in the form of “scaffolding,” 
which entails helping students to perform tasks that they are not yet capable of 
performing on their own or—in Vygotskian terms—perform tasks within their 
“zone of proximal development” (Van de Pol, Volman, and Beishuizen 2010). 
While the social situations that students participate in are “pre-arranged” to 
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make them suitable for learning objectives, the instructional format is gener-
ally less fixed than in socio-constructivist approaches.

When advocates of a sociocultural approach to communities of learn-
ers claim that such communities enhance learning, they mean the quality 
of the participation of students in social practices. This includes, but is not 
restricted to, disciplinary practices. Learning involves becoming a member of 
particular communities (Lave and Wenger 1991; Wells 1999). Student learn-
ing is, therefore, not so much aimed at the building of a shared knowledge 
base that encompasses “big ideas” but, rather, at a different type of outcome. 
The outcome might be, for example, being able to run a store with one’s own 
products, to publish a journal, or to organize a symposium. The acquisition of 
knowledge and skills is perceived as a “by-product” of these activities. Not only 
do knowledge and skills undergo development but also the manner in which 
the student participates in an activity and—in this connection—the identity 
of the student, which is the motor for subsequent learning processes. Learning 
is identity building (Wells 1999). “School concepts,” or what Vygotsky calls 
“scientific concepts,” play a role in this in a manner similar to how “big ideas” 
function as “tools for thinking.” Such concepts can be distinguished from the 
“everyday concepts” that children spontaneously acquire. Some authors fur-
ther emphasize the fact that the participants in an activity can and should 
learn to be critical participants. The focus of learning should be on transforma-
tion (Edwards 2005; Engeström 1999). Thus not only are the rules for partici-
pation in an activity important but also, in particular, the degree of freedom 
associated with students’ participation in the activity (Van Oers 2010).

Viewed from a sociocultural perspective, the reasoning about the manner 
in which a community of learners fosters critical thinking (i.e., the theory of 
learning) differs from that associated with a socio-constructivist perspective. 
The ideas about what exactly the outcomes of learning should be also clearly 
differ. A community of learners from a sociocultural perspective is assumed to 
enhance critical thinking due to the fundamental intertwining of individual 
development and the cultural context:

Students participate in a social setting, that in itself has historically and cul-
turally evolved, and that requires particular knowledge and skills (i.e., the 
requirements of the activity drives students’ development).
Students actively negotiate the meaning of cultural tools, which are thus 
acquired (“appropriated”) in such a manner. Cultural tools are not only 
acquired by students, however, but can also be transformed; this constitutes 
the dynamic character of social practices.

Just like in a socio-constructivist community of learners, the collaboration 
must be carefully structured in order to promote critical thinking in the sense 
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of critical participation, and this requires well-thought-out learning environ-
ments and guidance by competent adults. Wells has described some examples 
of such communities of inquiry. Van Oers (2010) further shows how communi-
ties of learners can be designed in such a manner that student activities retain 
an element of play. The rules for communication inside classrooms and some 
recommendations for the role of teachers in “dialogic teaching” have been 
outlined by Mercer (2005).

Also within sociocultural approaches of communities of learners the multi-
voicedness of the community is recognized. On the one hand, the social prac-
tices that are represented in schools are neither homogeneous nor neutral. All 
learning content refers to social positions and has particular cultural mean-
ings. On the other hand, learners themselves belong to different social groups. 
As a consequence, they relate differently to learning content and to learning 
itself. Social identities are thus developed in “learning through participation in 
social practices” (Volman and Ten Dam 2007). From a sociocultural approach 
of communities of learners, however, not much attention has been given until 
now to the question of how differences between students can function as a 
potential for learning to participate critically.

Conclusion

In this contribution we departed from the premise that critical thinking is an 
essential competence required by citizens to participate in a modern, demo-
cratic society; critical thinking enables citizens to make their own contribution 
to society in a critical and aware manner. We discussed the concept of “com-
munity of learners” as a promising pedagogical approach for promoting critical 
thinking in education, as it has the potential to overcome the limitations of 
the “instrumental” and “higher-order skill” perspectives of critical thinking. In 
particular the sociocultural interpretation of “community of learners” focuses 
on critical agency. The concept of “participation” is a key concept here. In 
the participation approach the educational objective must not be formulated 
exclusively in terms of critical thinking but rather in terms of acquiring the 
competence to participate critically in the communities and social practices to 
which a person belongs. This competence includes knowledge and skills and 
the willingness to use these (agency).

The learning process for this “critical competence” occurs by being actively 
involved in meaningful social practices. From this perspective, the objective 
of critical thinking can never be realized by means of special “programs for 
critical thinking” in which the relevant skills are taught as technical skills. If 
learning must be meaningful to the individual in order to contribute to iden-
tity development (Wardekker 1998), it is essential that connections are made 
between the learning process and the current and future situation(s) in which 
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students can and want to apply the knowledge and skills they have acquired 
(see, e.g., Lave and Wenger 1991).

This does not mean that the instructional designs and procedures discussed 
in part II, “Teaching Critical Thinking,” are of no value at all. Even though they 
are based on different theoretical frameworks, they provide useful guidelines 
for promoting “logical thinking” (philosophical approach) or “higher-order 
thinking skills” (psychological approach). These guidelines can be included in 
elaborations of instructional strategies to be used in the context of communi-
ties of learners.

In our view, the idea of a community of learners provides ways to shape edu-
cation in such a manner that it not only contributes to the pedagogical goals 
of achieving a deep level of subject understanding and critical thinking skills 
but also promotes a willingness and capacity to act in diverse social practices 
on the basis of these competences. This is particularly relevant at a time when 
economic profit is given priority over teaching students how to think criti-
cally and introducing them to complex global questions, as Martha Nussbaum 
argues in her pamphlet Not for Profit (2010). This also transcends a mere theo-
retical discussion. The issue at stake is how to strengthen the role of higher 
education in contributing to the development of “educated citizenship.” How 
can education serve as a solid basis for a democratic society and involve stu-
dents in meaningful educational practices aimed at enhancing the quality of 
their participation in society?
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